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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME

Daniel Paslay, an individual
Gary Ottman, an individual, and
Tateoka Brothers, LLC an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)
)
)
Plaintiffs/Appellants,
)
vs.
)
)
A & B Irrigation District,
)
an Idaho irrigation district,
)
)
--~D~e~ti=en=d=an=t/=R=e..c.sp_o~n~de~n~t_ _ _ _ _)

SUPREME COURT NO. #44446
DISTRICT COURT NO. CV 2016-117

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District
of the State ofldaho, in and for the County of Jerome

HONORABLE JOHN K. BUTLER
District Judge

ROBERT L. HARRIS
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C.
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405

TRAVIS L. THOMPSON
Barker, Rosholt & Simpson, LLP
P.O. Box 63
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0063

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANTS

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT
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Case: CV-2016-0000117 Current Judge: John K. Butler
Dan iel Paslay, etal. vs. A _B Irrigation District

Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, Tateoka Brothers LLC vs. A & B Irrigation District
Date

Code

User

2/12/2016

NCOC

SHELLY

New Case Filed - Other Claims

SHELLY

Filing: AA- All initial civil case fi lings in District
John K. Butler
Court of any type not listed in categories E, F and
H(1) Paid by: Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo,
P.L.L.C Receipt number: 1601100 Dated:
2/12/2016 Amount: $221.00 (Check) For: Paslay,
Daniel (plaintiff)

COMP

SHELLY

Complaint Filed

John K. Butler

SMIS

SHELLY

Summons Issued

John K. Butler

MISC

SHELLY

To Holden, Kidwell, Hain & Crapo, P.L.L.C. for
Service

John K. Butler

TRACI

John K. Butler
Filing: 11 - lnttial Appearance by persons other
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by:
Thompson, Travis Lee (attorney for A & B
Irrigation District) Receipt number: 1602873
Dated : 4/6/2016 Amount: $136.00 (Check) For: A
& B Irrigation District (defendant)

NOAP

TRACI

Notice Of Appearance

John K. Butler

MOTN

TRACI

Defendant's motion to dismiss pursuant to
IRCP12(B)(6)

John K. Butler

MEMO

TRACI

Memorandum in support of defendant's motion to John K. Butler
dismiss pursuant to IRCP12(B)(6)

AFFD

TRACI

Affidavit of Dan Temple in support of defendant's John K. Butler
motion to dismiss

NOTH

TRACI

Notice Of Hearing on defendant's motion to
dismiss pursuant to IRCP12(B)(6)

John K. Butler

HRSC

TRACI

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss
05/09/2016 01:30 PM)

John K. Butler

AMCO

TRACI

Amended Complaint Filed

John K. Butler

MOTN

TRACI

Plaintiffs motion to strike affidavit of Dan Temple John K. Butler
and deny defendant's motion to dismiss.

MOTN

TRACI

Plaintiffs motion to contiue proceedings or deny
defendant's de facto motion for summary
judgment

AFFD

TRACI

Affidavit of Robert L Harris in support of motion to John K. Butler
continue.

4/4/2016

4/25/2016

5/2/2016

5/6/2016

Judge
John K. Butler

John K. Butler

John K. Butler

NOSV

TRACI

Notice Of Service

NOTH

TRACI

Notice Of Hearing

John K. Buller

RESP

TRACI

Defendant's Response to plaintiffs motion to
strike and motion to continue proceedings

John K. Buller

AFFD

TRACI

Second Affidavit of Dan Temple in support of
Defendant's motion to dismiss

John K. Buller

REPL

TRACI

Reply brief supporting plaintiffs' motions to strike
and continue

John K. Buller
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Case: CV-2016-0000117 Current Judge: John K. Butler
Daniel Paslay, etal. vs. A _B Irrigation District

Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, Tateoka Brothers LLC vs. A & B Irrigation District
Date

Code

User

5/9/2016

CMIN

TRACI

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Motion to Dismiss
Hearing date: 5/9/2016
Time: 1:24 pm
Courtroom: Courtroom #2 - District Courtroom
Court reporter:
Minutes Clerk: Traci Brandebourg
Tape Number:

DCHH

TRACI

Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled
John K. Butler
on 05/09/2016 01:30 PM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Denise Schloder
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated:

ADVS

TRACI

Case Taken Under Advisement

John K. Butler

5/13/2016

MOTN

TRACI

Defendant's motion to dismiss count Ill of
Plaintiffs' amended complaint pursuant to IRCP
12(B)(6)

John K. Butler

5/16/2016

MEMO

TRACI

Memorandum decision re: defendant's motion to
dismiss IRCP 12(b)(6)

John K. Butler

5/25/2016

NOTC

SHELLY

Notice of change of address

John K. Butler

NOTH

SHELLY

Notice Of Hearing on Defendant's Motion to
Dismiss Count Ill of Plaintiffs' Amended
Complaint Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(8)(6)

John K. Butler

HRSC

SHELLY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/20/2016 02:45
PM) Motion to Dismiss Count 3 of Plaintiffs
Amended Complaint pursuant to 12(8)(6}

John K. Butler

5/31/2016

MEMO

SHELLY

Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to John K. Butler
Dismiss Count 3 of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint
Pursuant to J.R.C.P. 12(8)(6)

6/6/2016

MOTN

TRACI

Plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration

John K. Butler

AFFD

TRACI

Second Affidavit of Robert L Harris in support of
motion for reconsideration

John K. Butler

MOTN

TRACI

Plaintiffs' motion to strike the Tmeple affidavits

John K. Butler

MOTN

TRACI

Plaintiffs' motion to deny or continue proceedings John K. Butler
on the motion to dismiss count 3

OPPO

TRACI

Opposition To motion to dismiss count 3 and
memorandum supporting plaintiffs' motions

John K. Butler

NOTH

TRACI

Notice Of Hearing

John K. Butler

6/10/2016

HRSC

TRACI

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/20/2016 02:45
PM) Pins' motion for reconsideration

John K. Butler

6/13/2016

MISC

SHELLY

Defendant's Response to Plaintiffs Second
Motions to Strike and Continue Proceedings

John K. Butler

AFFD

SHELLY

Third Affidavit of Dan Tempie

John K. Butler

REPL

TRACI

Reply brief in support of plaintiffs' motions

John K. Butler

6/17/2016

Judge
John K. Butler
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Case: CV-2016-0000117 Current Judge: John K. Butler
Daniel Paslay, etal. vs. A _B Irrigation District

Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman , Tateoka Brothers LLC vs. A & B Irrigation District
Judge

Date

Code

User

6/20/2016

REPL

TRACI

Reply in support of defendants' motion to dismiss John K. Butler
count Ill of plaintiffs' amended complaint pursuant
to IRCP 12(8)(6)

CMIN

TRACI

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Motion
Hearing date: 6/20/2016
Time: 2:40 pm
Courtroom: Courtroom #2 - District Courtroom
Court reporter:
Minutes Clerk: Traci Brandebourg
Tape Number:
Party: Daniel Paslay, Attorney: Robert Harris
Party: A & B Irrigation District, Attorney: Travis
Thompson

DCHH

TRACI

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
John K. Butler
06/20/2016 02:45 PM : District Court Hearing Hel<
Court Reporter: Denise Schloder
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion to Dismiss Count 3 of
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint pursuant to
12(8)(6)

DCHH

TRACI

John K. Butler
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
06/20/2016 02:45 PM: District Court Hearing Hel<
Court Reporter: Denies Schloder
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Pins' motion for reconsideration

MEMO

SHELLY

Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration

John K. Butler

PAMB

Reply Brief in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for
Reconsideration

John K. Butler

MEMO

TRACI

Memorandum decisionre; 91) Defendant's motion John K . Butler
to dismiss count Ill and Plaintiffs' motion for
reconsideration

JDMT

TRACI

Judgment

John K. Butler

CDIS

TRACI

Civil Disposition entered for: A & B Irrigation
District, Defendant; Ottman, Gary, Plaintiff;
Paslay, Daniel, Plaintiff; Tateoka Brothers LLC,
Plaintiff. Filing date: 7/15/2016

John K. Butler

7/25/2016

AFFD

SHELLY

John K. Butler
Affidavit of Travis L. Thompson and
Memorandum of Costs Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)
& (e)

8/3/2016

MOTN

PAMB

Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorney Fees
(Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo)

John K. Butler

NOTH

TRACI

Notice Of Hearing

John K. Butler

HRSC

TRACI

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/22/2016 01 :30
PM) mtn to disallow costs & atty's fees

John K. Butler

MOTN

SHELLY

Motion to Amend Memorandum of
Costs/Supporting Points & Authorities (Barker,
Rosholt & Simpson)

John K. Butler

7/5/2016
7/8/2016
7/15/2016

8/8/2016

John K. Butler
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Case: CV-2016-0000117 Current Judge: John K. Butler
Daniel Paslay, etal. vs. A_B Irrigation District

Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, Tateoka Brothers LLC vs. A & B Irrigation District
Date

Code

User

8/8/2016

NOTH

SHELLY

Notice Of Hearing on Defendant's Motion to
Amend Costs and Memorandum

John K. Butler

8/9/2016

HRSC

SHELLY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/22/2016 01 :30
PM) Motion to Amend Costs Memorandum

John K. Butler

8/10/2016

MOTN

SHELLY

SECOND Motion to Amend Memorandum of
John K. Butler
Costs/Supporting Points and Authorities - Motion
to Shorten Time (Barker, Rosholt & Simpson)

NOTC

SHELLY

Notice of Hearing on Defendant's Second Motion John K. Butler
to Amend Costs Memo/Motion to Shorten Time

RESP

TRACI

A&B Irrigation District's response to plaintiffs'
motion to disallow cost and atty fees.

John K. Butler

OBJC

TRACI

Objection to the District's motions to amend its
memorandum of costs.

John K. Butler

BONT

TRACI

Bond Posted for Transcript (Receipt 1606874
Dated 8/17/2016 for 200.00)

John K. Butler

TRACI

Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to John K. Butler
Supreme Court Paid by: Harris, Robert L
(attorney for Paslay, Daniel) Receipt number:
1606875 Dated: 8/17/2016 Amount: $129.00
(Check) For: Ottman, Gary (plaintiff), Paslay,
Daniel (plaintiff) and Tateoka Brothers LLC
(plaintiff)

NOTC

TRACI

Notice of appeal

John K. Butler

APSC

SHELLY

Appealed To The Supreme Court

John K. Butler

CMIN

TRACI

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Motions
Hearing date: 8/22/2016
Time: 1:32 pm
Courtroom: Courtroom #2 - District Courtroom
Court reporter:
Minutes Clerk: Traci Brandebourg
Tape Number:
Party: Daniel Paslay, Attorney: Robert Harris
Party: A & B Irrigation District, Attorney: Travis
Thompson

John K. Butler

DCHH

TRACI

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
John K. Butler
08/22/2016 01:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Denise Schloder
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: *Motion to Amend Costs Memorandun
*Motion to Shorten Time

DCHH

TRACI

John K. Butler
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
08/22/2016 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Denise Schloder
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: mtn to disallow costs & atty's fees

MEMO

SHELLY

Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Motion for John K. Butler
Attorney Fees and Costs

8/15/2016

8/17/2016

8/22/2016

8/25/2016

Judge
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Case: CV-2016-0000117 Current Judge: John K. Butler
Daniel Paslay, etal. vs. A _B Irrigation District

Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, Tateoka Brothers LLC vs. A & B Irrigation District
Date

Code

User

8/25/2016

JDMT

SHELLY

AMENDED Judgment

John K. Butler

9/30/2016

STIP

SHELLY

Stipulation for Entry of Order of Stay

John K. Butler

ORDR

SHELLY

Order of Stay

John K. Butler

BNDC

SHELLY

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 1608426 Dated
10/11/2016 for 184.96)

John K. Butler

10/11/2016

Judge
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rharris@holdenlegal.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,

Case No. CV-2016-~ /}~1 _ _ __

Plaintiffs,

COMPLAINT

Filing Fee: $221.00
Category: A.A

V.

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, and Tateoka Brothers, LLC, by and through their counsel of
record, Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C., and as a cause of action against Defendant,
A&B Irrigation District, allege and complain as follows:
PARTIES
1.

Plaintiff, Daniel Paslay ("Paslay"), is a male citizen and resident of the United States of
America, who resides in Heyburn, Idaho.

COMPLAINT- Page 1
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2.

Plaintiff, Gary Ottman ("Ottman"), is a male citizen and resident of the United States of
America, who resides in Hazelton, Idaho.

3.

Plaintiff, Tateoka Brothers, LLC ("Tateoka," and collectively with Paslay and Ottman,
the "Plaintiffs"), is an Idaho limited liability company, with its primary place of business
in Hazelton, Idaho.

4.

Defendant, A&B Irrigation District ("District"), is an irrigation district, organized in the
state of Idaho pursuant to Title 43 , Idaho Code, as a quasi-municipal corporation, which
operates in and around Jerome and Rupert, Idaho.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

5.

This is a civil action seeking a declaratory judgment declaring the unconstitutionality of
the District's plans to deprive Plaintiffs of their constitutionally-protected property
interest in the water provided to their properties by the District and to exact assessments
from the Plaintiffs to pay for projects from which they will not benefit both without their
consent or due process of law.

6.

Plaintiff are the owners of certain real property m Jerome County, Idaho (the
"Properties"), described as follows:
a.

Paslay owns approximately 190 acres in Section 15, Township IO South, Range
21 East, Boise Meridian, located in Jerome County, Idaho. A copy of the most

recent Jerome County Tax Statement is attached as Exhibit 1.
b.

Ottman owns approximately 320 acres in Section 11 , Township IO South, Range
21 East, Boise Meridian, located in Jerome County, Idaho. A copy of the most

recent Jerome County Tax Statements is attached as Exhibit 2.

COMPLAINT- Page 2
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c.

Tateoka owns approximately 100 acres in Sections 14 and 15, Township 10
South, Range 21 East, Boise Meridian, located in Jerome County, Idaho. A copy
of the most recent Jerome County Tax Statement is attached as Exhibit 3.

7.

The District has distributed surface water and storage water to all or part of the Properties
for decades.

8.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action, pursuant to Idaho Code § 1705, because the controversy centers on real property rights located in Jerome County,
Idaho.

9.

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 10-1201 , Plaintiffs seek, in part, a declaratory judgment,
declaring the rights, status and other legal relations in regard to the issues raised in this
case between Plaintiffs and the District.

10.

This Court has jurisdiction over the Defendant pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-514, because
the District transacts business within the state of Idaho and is a quasi-municipal
corporation in the state ofldaho.

11.

Venue in this action properly lies in this Court, pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-401 , because
this action seeks the determination of a right or interest in real property, which is located

in Jerome County, Idaho.
FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS

12.

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 11 above, as though
fully incorporated herein.

13.

The District serves water users located in two discrete areas of the A&B Irrigation
District: Unit A and Unit B.

14.

Unit A is exclusively provided with surface water from the Snake River and storage

COMPLAINT-Page 3
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reservoirs on the Snake River system.
15.

Unit B is almost exclusively provided with groundwater from the Eastern Snake Plain
Aquifer ("ESP A").

16.

Plaintiffs are farmers from Unit A who own lands that were developed by the A&B
project works which were originally constructed by the United States Bureau of
Reclamation ("BOR") as the "North Side Pumping Division."

17.

As the plan report for the project, dated February 1955, explained:
The plan presented in this report contemplates development of 77,650
acres of irrigable land. Of the total irrigable acreage, 13,650 would be
supplied by pumping from the Snake River and is designated as Unit A.
The remainder of the Division [Unit B], 64,000 irrigable acres, would be
supplied from 175 wells tapping the great groundwater body underlying
the area.

Surface water will be delivered to Unit A by pumping from the backwaters
of Milner Diversion Dam, while the land in Unit B will be irrigated by
pumping from wells which tap the ground-water reservoir underlying this
portion of the Snake River Plain.

For all practical purposes, the development of Unit A with surface water
as the source of supply is entirely dependent on securing an adequate
supply of storage water.

The 47,000 acre-feet of American Falls space allotted to Unit A of the
North Side Pumping Division, therefore, is a vital asset which will furnish
the base supply of irrigation water for Unit A.

The location and area of lands to be included in Unit A were determined
primarily by the surface topography and depth to groundwater levels in the
Division. The objective of delivering the available supply of surface water
to lands where the depth to ground is greatest, was attained by locating the
unit in the southwestern edge of the project. The location also afforded a
compact body of the choicest land which could be served by a single
pump lift of 163 feet with a relatively short discharge pipe.

COMPLAINT-Page 4
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The principal source of water will be from storage in American Falls
Reservoir, which will be augmented by hold-over storage in Palisades
Reservoir and by such natural flow as is available. Stored water will be
released down the Snake River as required. A pumping plant located on
the north shore of the backwaters of Milner Diversion Dam will pump
water against a static head of 163 feet into a gravity canal to serve lands
within [Unit A].
18.

The source of water was foremost in the minds of those war veterans who picked lands to
develop when the A&B project was commenced in the 1950s.

19.

For example, the Paslays, who homesteaded the area, were given a choice of a Unit A
farm, with the Snake River as their water source, or a Unit B farm, irrigated by water
drawn from wells. The Paslays, and many others, chose Unit A farms because they were
briefed by representatives of the BOR and given contracts promising water for their land
in Unit A would be stored in a reservoir system.

20.

From the beginning of the District, there has been some tension between Unit A members
and Unit B members. However, since Unit A has always comprised less than 20% of the
total area under the District, its interests have never carried the same weight as Unit B's
interests.

21.

Because of this inherent conflict, there have been petitions to divide the District to
administer Unit A and Unit B separately-but eventually the Unit A settlors were
persuaded to remain in the District due to the projected cost savings caused by
efficiencies in joint operations.

22.

As Unit B's groundwater system has developed, the farmers in Unit B became more
efficient, and with their water savings, engaged in an illegal practice that many
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throughout Idaho-not just in the District-participated in.

They "enlarged" the

authorized acres of their water rights by water-spreading and irrigating more acres.
23 .

By increasing efficiency, the irrigation of the same original field requires diversion of
less water. The irrigators found themselves with "extra" water without increasing the rate
of diversion. With more water, irrigators irrigated more land outside the originally
authorized place of use of the original groundwater rights.

24.

With the irrigation of more acreage, there is an increase in the consumptive use of water,
and the unfortunate result is that water was illegally lost from the regional system
because return flows are reduced, and the risk of a water shortage is increased.

25.

Enlargement became an issue in the Snake River Basin Adjudication (the "SRBA").
Eventually, the Idaho Legislature adopted a statute- Idaho Code§ 42-1416-to legalize
enlargement rights through an adjudicated water right in the SRBA.

26.

Idaho Code § 42-1416 was challenged, and found to be unconstitutional, but a
replacement statute-Idaho Code § 42-1426-was found to be constitutional.
statutes have commonly been referred to as "amnesty" statutes.

These

They effectively

grandfather in acres irrigated through water-spreading as long as it occurred prior
November 17, 1987, there is no additional rate of diversion, and there is full mitigation of
injury to junior water rights.
27.

The District eventually had decreed to it five enlargement groundwater rights for 2,063 .1
acres, which grew out of its primary groundwater right, 36-2080. The enlargement rights
are Water Right Nos. 36-15127B, 36-15193B, 36-15194B, 36-15195B, and 36-16196B.

28.

The District also had decreed to it enlargement rights for its primary surface water right,
1-14, for 1,175.2 acres.
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29.

As with nearly all enlargement water rights adjudicated in the SRBA, no mitigation for
the enlargement was provided, so the SRBA court included a condition on the
enlargement rights subordinating it to all water rights with a priority date earlier than
April 12, 1994 that are not decreed as enlargements.

30.

What this all means is that the District now has the legal right to irrigate an additional
2,063.1 acres of land irrigated with groundwater that were not part of the original
development of Unit B, as well as the right to also irrigate 1,175.2 acres of Unit A lands
that were not part of the original development of Unit A. More irrigated acres means
more consumptive use of water, and less water returning to the ESP A, the result of which
is contribution to declining groundwater levels that have afflicted Unit B.

31 .

As a result, the District has repeatedly taken substantial steps to protect Unit B, at the
expense of those farmers in Unit A, who use surface and storage water to irrigate their
farms.

32.

For instance, in the mid-1990s, as the water depth was increasing for certain wells, the
District converted some 1,400 acres of Unit B from groundwater to surface/storage water
for irrigation purposes, and then abandoned the non-productive wells.

33.

Another example of this phenomenon occurred in 2004-2005 .

Without Plaintiffs'

knowledge, and presumably without the knowledge of many Unit A members, the
District entered into exchange agreements for its storage water with the Twin Falls Canal
Company, the Northside Canal Company, and the Aberdeen-Springfield Canal Company.
Upon information and belief, the arrangement involved the District leasing its storage
water to the three entities in exchange for replacement water the following years in 2001 ,
2002, and 2003. When the storage allocations were made in 2004, the District was left
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with only 10,859 acre feet of actual water, or 9% of the 122,098 acre-feet it should have
had.
34.

While the District challenged this accounting and tried to remove the watermaster
because it felt that he did not do the accounting correctly, the Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources ultimately affirmed the accounting.

35.

Because of the District' s error in making these lease agreements, the District was left
with limited storage supplies in 2004, and the negative repercussive effects of its
incorrect legal position and lease of storage water carried over into 2005. The result of
this mismanagement was limited surface/storage water supplies to Unit A in 2004 and
2005, while Unit B continued pumping groundwater to adequately satisfy the needs of
Unit B members.

36.

Further, since 2005, the District has pursued numerous legal actions and delivery calls to
solely benefit the groundwater users in Unit B.

37.

In addition, the District sought judicial confirmation for a seven million dollar bond in
Minidoka County Case No. CV-2014-189. The District' s bond proposes to now fund a
project known as the "Unit A Pumping Plant #2 project" (the "Project").

38.

The Project is primarily intended to benefit water users in Unit B.

39.

The Project will build a second pumping station and associated pipeline to increase the
District's capacity to divert surface water and storage water from the Snake River.

40.

The District claims that this will benefit some 4,000 acres in Unit A by improving

deliveries as a result of the increased capacity.
41.

However, the main beneficiaries of the second pumping station will be thirty-one
landowners of some 1,500 acres in Unit B, as this project will convert their groundwater
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source of water to surface and storage water.
42.

Even though Plaintiffs dispute the District's claims that the second pumping station will
benefit 4,000 acres in Unit A, Plaintiffs do not own lands within the 4,000 Unit A acres
the District claims will benefit from the pumping plant, and will therefore definitely not
receive any benefit from the Project.

43.

Simply stated, the Project will require additional water, primarily storage water.
Increased pumping ability and capacity mean nothing without additional water. The
District intends to use Unit A's surface and storage water-which has been delivered to
Unit A from the beginning of the District's existence-for the benefit of groundwater
users in Unit B.

44.

The Project will dilute the water supply on which Plaintiffs rely for irrigation of their
lands, especially in years where the amount of water stored is lower than usual, because
the same amount of water-which was delivered solely to Unit A for decades-will now
be divided among more water users since 1,500 acres of Unit B will now be included.

45.

Further, the seven million dollar bond that will pay for Unit B to obtain water that had
previously been delivered solely to Unit A landowners will be paid for in equal shares
(based on acreage) by every landowner under the District - regardless of whether they
benefit from the project or, as is Plaintiffs' situation, the project is actually to their
detriment.

46.

The bond will fund the Projects to help Unit B reverse its declining groundwater supply,
but the declining groundwater supply is the result of groundwater enlargement selfinflicted by the Unit B members themselves.

Unit A irrigators did not cause this

problem.
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4 7.

Rather than curtailing the enlarged groundwater acres to supply more water to the
original groundwater acres, the Project plans to use Unit A's storage water to fix Unit B's
water supply problem by converting groundwater irrigated lands to surface and storage
irrigation using Unit A' s water.

48.

Furthermore, the District wants Unit A to pay for the Project at the same rate as the Unit
B landowners, even though the Project is for the benefit of landowners in Unit B, and
primarily for the benefit of only thirty-one farmers in Unit B.

49.

Unit A covers only approximately 18.5% of the total acres under the District, while Unit
B covers the other 81.5%.

50.

Plaintiffs appeared in the District's judicial confirmation case, Minidoka County Case
No. CV-2014-189, to protest the bond. There, the court declined to address Plaintiffs'
constitutional concerns to be addressed in this matter, finding that they were outside the
purview of that proceeding.

See Order Regarding Responses in Opposition to the

Verified Complaint and Petition CV-2014-189 at 5-6 (filed May 13, 2014).

51.

As a result, Plaintiffs have brought this action to prevent the District from taking their
water without their consent and assessing them for projects that are to their detriment.

COUNT 1
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT ENFORCING THE PLAINTIFFS' WATER RIGHTS
PROTECTED BY THE IDAHO CONSTITUTION, ART. XV,§§ 1, 3, 4, AND 5

52.

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 51 above, as though
fully set forth herein.

53.

The Idaho Constitution, Article XV, Section 1, provides: "The use of all waters now
appropriated, or that may hereafter be appropriated for sale, rental or distribution; also of
all water originally appropriated for private use, but which after such appropriation has
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heretofore been, or may hereafter be sold, rented, or distributed, is hereby declared to be
a public use, and subject to the regulations and control of the state in the manner
prescribed by law."
54.

The Idaho Constitution, Article XV, Section 3, provides: "Priority of appropriation shall
give the better right as between those using the water."

55.

The Idaho Constitution, Article XV, Section 4, provides: "Whenever any waters have
been, or shall be, appropriated or used for agricultural purposes, under a sale, rental, or
distribution thereof, such sale, rental, or distribution shall be deemed an exclusive
dedication to such use; and whenever such waters so dedicated shall have once been sold,
rented or distributed to any person who has settled upon or improved land for agricultural
purposes with the view of receiving the benefit of such water under such dedication, such
person, his heirs, executors, administrators, successors, or assigns, shall not thereafter,
without his consent, be deprived of the annual use of the same, when needed for domestic
purposes, or to irrigate the land so settled upon or improved, upon payment therefor, and
compliance with such equitable terms and conditions as to the quantity used and times of
use, as may be prescribed by law."

56.

The Idaho Constitution, Article XV, Section 5, provides: "Whenever more than one
person has settled upon, or improved land with the view of receiving water for
agricultural purposes, under a sale, rental, or distribution thereof, as in the last preceding
section of this article provided, as among such persons, priority in time shall give
superiority of right to the use of such water in the numerical order of such settlements or
improvements; but whenever the supply of such water shall not be sufficient to meet the
demands of all those desiring to use the same, such priority of right shall be subject to
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such reasonable limitations as to the quantity of water used and times of use as the
legislature, having due regard both to such priority of right and the necessities of those
subsequent in time of settlement or improvement, may by law prescribe."
57.

The District is an appropriator, in accordance with the term "appropriation" as used in
these sections of the Idaho Constitution. The District is also a distributor, in accordance
with the term "distribution" as used in these sections of the Idaho Constitution.

58.

Plaintiffs are distributees, in accordance with the term "distribution" as used in these
sections of the Idaho Constitution.

59.

The water that the District has distributed to Plaintiffs (and Plaintiffs' respective
predecessors-in-interest) for decades has become dedicated to the Properties by
application thereon to beneficial use, as explained in Bradshaw v. Milner Low Lift Irr.
Dist., 85 Idaho 528, 545, 381 P.2d 440, 449 (1963), and are, therefore, water rights

appurtenant to the Properties.
60.

Plaintiffs have not consented to any decrease in the amount of water provided to the
Properties.

61.

The Project, as presently constituted, will cause the amount of water available to
Plaintiffs, and other Unit A members, to decrease.

62.

The decrease proposed by the District, via the Project, without Plaintiffs' consent will
deprive Plaintiffs of their water rights, in violation of the Idaho Constitution, Article XV,
Sections 1, 3, 4, and 5; see also Bradshaw v. Milner Low Lift Irr. Dist.

63.

Accordingly, this Court should enter a declaratory judgment declaring that the District is
without authority to deprive Plaintiffs of their water rights without their consent or due
process oflaw.
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COUNT2
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT ENFORCING THE PLAINTIFFS' PROPERTY RIGHTS
PROTECTED BY THE IDAHO CONSTITUTION, ART. I, §§ 13 AND 14
64.

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 63 above, as though
fully set forth herein.

65.

The Idaho Constitution, Article I, Section 13, provides: "No person shall ... be deprived
of life, liberty or property without due process of law."

66.

The Idaho Constitution, Article I, Section 14, provides: "Private property may be taken
for public use, but not until a just compensation, to be ascertained in the manner
prescribed by law, shall be paid therefor."

67.

The Project is solely intended to benefit Unit B members of the District.

68.

The Project will (a) benefit the thirty-one owners of the 1,500 acres in Unit B that will be
converted to using surface/storage water; (b) benefit the rest of Unit B, which will have
1,500 fewer acres to irrigate with the same groundwater rights; (c) may provide a minor
timing benefit to some 4,000 acres of Unit A because of the increased pumping capacity;
but (d) will not substantively benefit any of Unit A, as the same surface and storage water
rights will now have to be used to irrigate Unit A and an additional 1,500 acres in Unit B.

69.

The District's plan to assess all the acreage in the district equally completely ignores the
issue of which landowners benefit from the Projects.

70.

As the Idaho Supreme Court explained in Bradshaw, "the imposition of such additional
costs and burdens upon the owners of the old lands [to provide the means to irrigate lands
newly-added to the system], without their consent, would be an invasion of their
constitutionally protected property rights." 85 Idaho at 548, 381 P.2d at 451.

71.

Plaintiffs have not consented to payment of assessments for the Project.
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72.

The District's exaction of an assessment from Plaintiffs to pay for the Projects, without
their consent or due process of law, violates Plaintiffs' rights protected by the Idaho
Constitution, Article I, Sections 13 and 14.

73.

Accordingly, this Court should enter a declaratory judgment declaring that the District is
without authority to exact an assessment from Plaintiffs to benefit other water users
without their consent or due process of law.
ATTORNEY'S FEES

74.

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 73 above, as though
fully set forth herein.

75.

As a further direct and proximate result of the District's actions to take Plaintiffs' water
rights and other property without due process of law, in violation of the Idaho
Constitution, Plaintiffs have been obligated to employ the services of Holden, Kidwell,
Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C.

76.

Plaintiffs have a right to recover reasonable costs and attorney's fees pursuant to Idaho
Code§§ 12-117, 12-120, 12-121, and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs seek judgment against the District as follows:
A.

For a declaratory judgment, declaring that the District is without authority to deprive
Plaintiffs of their water rights or to assess Plaintiffs for the benefit of other water users
without their consent or due process of law;

B.

For attorney's fees pursuant to statute and costs of suit; and

C.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.
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Dated this £

day of February, 2016.

Robert L. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.

G:\WPDATA\RLH\ 17661 Pasley, Daniel\Pleadings\Complaint v02.docx
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EXHIBIT 1
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JEROME COUNTY TAX STATEMENT
TEVIAN EKREN-KOBER
JEROME COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR
300 N. LINCOLN, STE. 309
JEROME, ID 83338

Tax Year.

2015

AIN:
PIN:
Code-Area:

DX
RP10S21E150504
02 1-0000

Bill Number.
Billing Date:
Balance good until:
Last Payment:

130723
11/04/2015
11/04/2015

Legal De1c TAX 1 OF TRACT C & D SEC 1 S Tl O R21 192.31 AC

208-644-2720

AUTO
111111 I 1ll 111 lhll lh II

h I I 111 I I

PASLAY DANIEL D

379S 750W
HEYBURN ID 83336

f I)_ uAt- 'l B7 I

PAYMENTS RECEIVED WITH A DELINQUENCY WILL BE APPLIED TO THE
OLDEST DELINQUENT TAX YEAR. TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS
MUST BE RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE.

,
Land Value
!mprovement Value

192, 179
12,170

Total Taxable

Jerome County
Jail Bond
Sch #331 Bonds/Tort/Jdgmnts
School #331 Supplemental
Hillsdale Highway
Hazelton Cemetery
West End Fire
College Southern Idaho
Lifeline Ambulance

BiJ.J. S,-ary

208-644-2714
208~4-2714

208-731-3106
208-829-5415
208-436-5607
208--732-6203
208-732-6203

0.0048060500
0.0005405850
0.0013703440
0.0015189770
0.0019267570
0.0000816930
0.0010561480
0.0009575970
0.0003829310

$982.12
$110.46
$280.03'
$310.40
· $393.73
$16 .69
$215 .82
$195.68
$78 .25

$2,583.18

$0.00

$0.00

.u~=~ ~~ ~'Jhl(,J';'·

$0.00

204,349

~'~~~!t:}~o,,• •f\!fll'!Jt~rwiw~

$0.00

lil[$.iil~~~,-

$0.00

ill;~TO~I

$2,583.18

WE HAVE SENT TAX FILES TO THE MORTGAGE COMPANIES, IF YOUR MORTGAGE COMPANY PAYS FROM YOUR ESCROW ACCOUNT, PLEASE
USE TH!S NOT!CE FOR YOUR C\ECORDS. GO TO OUR COUNTY WERSITE AT WWW.JEROMECOUNTYID.US TO PAY VVITH CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS.
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OME COUNTY TAX STATEMENT
Tax Year:

TEVIAN EKREN-KOBER

2015

AIN:
PIN:
Code-Area:

JEROME COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR
300 N. LINCOLN, STE. 309
JEROME, ID 83338
208-644-2720

RP10S21E118700
021-0000

Bill Number:

130067

Billing Date:
Balance good until:
Last Payment:

11/04/2015
11/04/2015

Legal Desc: TAX 10 OF TRACT F SEC 11 Tl O R21 1 .40 AC

Location:

AUTO
ll11h 11 I h11ll11111111 ..... 1h I
Aaes: 1.4000

OTTMAN GARY L
2680 E 1100 S
HAZELTON ID 83335

Mortgage:

PAYMENTS RECEIVED WITH A DELINQUENCY WILL BE APPLIED TO Ti-tE
OLDEST DELINQUENT TAX YEAR. TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS
MUST BE RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE.

Land Value

2,240

Total Taxable

Jerome County
Jail Bond
Sch #331 Bonds/Tort/Jdgmnts
School #331 Supplemental
Hillsdale Highway
Hazelton Cemetery
West End Fire
College Southern Idaho
Lifeline Ambulance

Bill Summary

2,240

$10.76
$1.21

208-731-3106
208-829-5415
20B-436-5607
208-732-6203
208-732-6203

0.0013703440
0.0015189770
0.0019267570
0.0000816930
0.0010561480
0.0009575970
0.0003829310

$28 .32

$0.00

$3.07
$3.40
$4 .32
$0.18
$2.37
$2.15
$0.86

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

WE HAVE SENT TAX FILES TO THE M.ORTGAGE COMPANIES, IF YOUR MORTGAGE COMPANY PAYS FROM YOUR ESCROW ACCOUNT, PLEASE
USE TH!S NOT!CE FOR YOUR RECORDS. GO TO OUR. COUN_TY WEBSITE Ar WWW.JEROMECOUNTYID.~S TO PAY WITH CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS.
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ROME COUNTY TAX STATEMENT
TEVIAN EKREN-KOBER

Tax Year:

JEROME COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR

AIN :
PIN:
Code-Area:

300 N. LINCOLN, STE. 309
JEROME, ID 83338
208-644-2720

2015
RP10S21E114 190
021 -0000

Bill Number:

130427

Billing Date:
Balance good until:
Last Payment:

11/04/2015
11 /04/2015

Locatl_on:
AUTO

II 11h 11lh11ll11111111 ........ ,
Acres: 0.3800

OTTMAN GARY L
2680 E 1100 S
HAZELTON ID 83335

,va'iiroa ! l - ~ ~ &
Land Value

• r•.r~

PAYMENTS RECEIVED WITH A DELINQUENCY WILL 8E APPLIED TO THE
OLDEST DELINQUENT TAX YEAR. TO AVOID LATE CHARGES , PAYMENTS
MUST BE RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE.

wS1'1"'~iffi'llb"'ct, ._~~g~ ~i!~i:iti-, :e<:lmftirn~&.c:r.Ji~ ~ ~ ~ m~
~T~~ __ _

294

Total Taxable

Jerome County
Jail Bond
Sch #331 Bonds/Tort/Jdgmnts
School #331 Supplemental
Hillsdale Highway
Hazelton Cemetery
West End Fire
College Southern Idaho
Lifeline Ambulance

Bil.l. Summary

208-644-2714
208-644-27 14

208-731 -3106
208-829-5415
208-436-5607
208-732-6203
208-732-6203

0.0048060500
0.0005405850
0.0013703440
0.0015189770
0.0019267570
0.0000816930
0.0010561480
0.0009575970
0.0003829310

$1.43
$0 .16
$0.41
$0.45
$0.57
$0.02
$0 .3 1
$0 .28
$0 .11

$3 .74

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

294

$0.00

$0.00

WE HAVE SENT TAX FILES TO THE MORTGAGE COMPANIES , IF YOUR MORTGAGE COMPANY PAYS FROM YOUR ESCROW ACCOUNT, PLEASE
USE THIS NOTICE FOR YOUR RECORDS. GO TO OUR COUNTY WEBSITE AT WWW.JEROMECOUNTYID.US TO PAY WITH CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS.
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$3.74

OME COUNTY TAX STATEMENT
Tax Year:

TEVIAN EKREN-KOBER
JEROME COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR

2015

AIN :
PIN:
Code-Area:

300 N. LINCOLN, STE. 309
JEROME, ID 83338
208-644-2720

RP10S21E117649
021-0000

Bill Number:

136124

Billing Date :
Balance good until:
Last Payment:

11/04/2015
11/04/2015

Legal Oesc: TAX 1 5 OF T~CT E SEC 11 Tl O R21 68 .890 AC

Locatl.on:

AUTO
111111111 .. 11ll111111111h 111111
Aaes: 68.8900

OTTMAN GARY L
2680 E 1100 S
HAZELTON ID 83335

PAYMENTS RECEIVED WITH A DELINQUENCY WILL BE APPLIED TO THE
OLDEST DELINQUENT TAX YEAR. TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS_:
MUST BE RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE.

&,a1u'.i~~mi1!~~\~7Jfi,'iili:i,~~...."i::~ !\;~1,;'Wr~fl= ii;\ia1ife"i.1eo'n'~iffii,~n~12\:'Ji~i~'it'! Wl!n!'j~n1'lru1i~ :l;li1f'm'Ttrcri1Fs.~1W1~~-~~~~ii:i'iiall'i'Rt~r/J!!\
Land Value
Improvement Value

66 ,730
23 ,790

Total Taxable

90,520

· t· noni : -Cll-~~~ f'
Jerome County
Jail Bond
Sch #331 Bonds/Tort/Jdgmnts
School #331 Supplemental
Hillsdale Highway
Hazelton Cemetery
West End Fire
College Southern Idaho
Lifeline Ambulance

208-644-2714
208-644-2714

208-731 -3106
208-829-5415
208-436-5607
208-732-6203
208-732-6203

0.0048060500
0.0005405850
0.0013703440
0.0015189770
0.0019267570
0.0000816930
0.0010561480
0.0009575970
0.0003829310

$435.05
$48.93
$124 .04
$137.50
$174.41
$7 .39

:::::~ h,1i'f)~;b"~¥r{i..i~ ~~~~~
V@~.-~~1.1:i·1I__ i"'i~i.~'.:ii-[lfr.i_.i.iiifiiftil!iirliliiii~ifim.~
riij"!!.l=l
'

$34 .66

~~ll>~l!'
~1 11t-tiit/l:'!l,lil~tl:t:~ ~oo11,.~~ t i i i ~ lll;:ll'iJ:'q~ftt'~i,i;',!<,i'¥.• ~ff~;;~.;·-"'•:¢! ~~&i.ll'lflr.1t.~~~. ~ ~ @ ~ , a ,11~,;i ~rr
tt?™t'Efh~it ~~~~~-'1 ~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ i M ~ . l ~~~~~lAA-~-f- ~ l , ' l r ~ ~ ~~ft~~
Bill Summary

$1,144 .26

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

.. - . ··"' ' ..
$1,144 .26

WE HAVE SENT TAX FILES TO THE MORTGAGE COMPANIES , IF YOUR MORTGAGE COMPANY PAYS FROM YOUR ESCROW ACCOUNT, PLEASE
USE THIS MOTICE FOR YOUR RECORDS. GO TO OUR COUNTY WEBSITE AT WWW.JEROMECOUNTYID.US TO PAY WITH CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS.
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JEROME COUNTY TAX STATEMENT
Tax Year:

TEVIAN EKREN-KOBER

AIN:
PIN:
Code-Area:

JEROME COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR
300 N. LINCOLN, STE. 309
JEROME, ID 83338
208-644-2720

2015

Bill Number:

130677

RP10S21E118414
021-0000

Billing Date:
Balance good until:
Last Payment:

11/04/2015
11/04/2015

Legal Desc: TAX 11 OF'TRACT F SEC l l Tl O R21 96.49 AC

Location:

AUTO

Iii 11111ll1111 h11ll11I 111111111
Aaes: 96.4900

OTTMAN GARY L
2680 E 1100 S
HAZELTON ID 83335

Mortgage:

PAYMENTS RECEIVED WITH A DELINQUENCY Will BE APPLIED TO THE ·
OLDEST DELINQUENT TAX YEAR. TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS
MUST BE RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE.
\\V&f&:~~~~~~,~~~~ ~~;.~'"'~:~~~~~

~~-Ji ~
ettnlfrtu'a·a~~,t~ ~ ~

mg·._,r,_

~ ·~~~c,~~fl~

·

·•
,1

_ , , , .......

,;!;..••

-

~~~crom~~

95,265

Land Value

Total Taxable

ktlixl'n' fyQistflc'ilt ; ·-'~Ai ~ ~ettill'e:~~~ Jerome County
Jail Bond
Sch #331 Bonds/fort/Jdgmnts
School #331 Supplemental
Hillsdale Highway
Hazelton Cemetery
West End Fire
College Southern Idaho
Lifeline Ambulance

Bill Summary

208-644-2714
208-644-2714

208-731-3106
208-829-5415
208-436-5607
208-732-6203
208-732-6203

0.0048060500
0.0005405850
0.0013703440
0.0015189770
0.0019267570
0.00008 16930
0.0010561480
0.0009575970
0.0003829310

$1,204 .26

$0.00

95,265

wtrii ts"11a§~~
$457.85
$51 .50
$130.55
$144.71
$183.55
$7.78
$100 .61
$91 .23
$36 .48

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

WE HAVI= SENT TAX FILES TO THE MORTGAGE COMPANIES , IF YOUR MORTGAGE COMPANY PAYS FROM YOUR ESCROW ACCOUNT, PLEASE
USE THIS NOTICE FOR YOUR RECORDS. GO TO OUR COUNTY WEBSITE AT WWW.JEROMECOUNTYID.US TO PAY WITH CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS .
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ROME COUNTY TAX STATEMENT
Tax Year:

TEVIAN EKREN-KOBER
JEROME COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR

2015

AIN:
PIN:
Code-Area:

300 N. LINCOLN, STE. 309
JEROME, ID 83338
208-644-2720

RP10S21 E117503
021-0000

Bill Number:

136202

Billing Date:
Balance good until:
Last Payment:

11/04/2015
11/04/2015

Legal Desc: TAX 13 OF T~CT E SEC 11 Tl O R2 l 38.3S AC

Location:

AUTO
1111h 111111111111111111hl11hl
Aaes: 38.3SOO

OTTMAN GARY L
2680 E 1100 S
HAZELTON ID 83335

PAYMENTS RECEIVED WITH A DELINQUENCY WILL BE APPLIED TO .THE .
OLDEST DELINQUENT TAX YEAR. TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS
MUST BE RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE. . :-. ; •.. .

38.21 7

Land Value

Total Taxable

Jerome County
Jail Bond
Sch #331 Bonds/Tort/Jdgmnts
School #331 Supplemental
Hillsdale Highway
Hazelton Cemetery
West End Fire
College Southern Idaho
Lifeline Ambulance

Bill Summary

208-644-2714
208-644-27 14

208-731-3106
208-829-5415
208-436-5607
208-732-6203
208-732-6203

0.0048060500
0.0005405850
0.0013703440
0.0015189770
0.0019267570
0.0000816930
0.0010561480
0.0009575970
0.0003829310

$483.08

$0.00

$183.66
$20.65
$52.38
$58.05
$73.63
$3.12
$40.36
$36.60
$14.63

$0.00

38,217

WCii"afeRw~r-·

$0.00

$0.00

WE HAVE SENT TAX FILES TO THE MORTGAGE COMPANIES, IF YOUR MORTGAGE COMPANY PAYS FROM _YOUR ESCROW ACCOUNT, PLEASE
USE THIS ~!OTICE FOR YO~JF~ RECORDS. GO TO OUR COUNTY WEBSITE AT WWW.JEROMECOUNTYID.US TO PAY WITH CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS.
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ROME COUNTY TAX STATEMENT
Tax Year:

TEVIAN EKREN-KOBER

2015

AIN :
PIN:
Code-Area:

JEROME COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR
300 N. LINCOLN, STE. 309
JEROME, ID 83338
208-644-2720

RP10S21E111605
021-0000

Bill Number:

130259

Billing Date:
Balance good until :
Last Payment:

11/04/2015
11/04/2015

Location:

AUTO
1111111111111ll111111111 I I II 111 I

Aaes: 113 .8500

OTTMAN GARY L
2680 E 1100 S
HAZELTON ID 83335

Mortgage:

PAYMENTS RECEIVED WITH A DELINQUENCY Will BE APPLIED TO THE
OLDEST DELINQUENT TAX YEAR. TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS
MUST BE RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE.
..,,
••

Land Value

•

0

llK~1l\~ ~~::- ,,:... .....,·i,,,.., ~- .,.,_

ti,:,' ~- ~~ .

-~-,. ..,...

·113,659

Total Taxable

Jerome County
Jail Bond
Sch #331 Bonds/Tort/Jdgmnts
Sc~ool #331 Supplemental
Hill_sdale Highway
Hazelton Cemetery
West End Fire
College Southern Idaho
Lifeline Ambulance

208-644-2714
208-644-2714

208-731-3106
208-829-541 5
208-436-5607
208-732-6203
208-732-6203

0.0005405850
0.0013703440
0.0015189770
0.0019267570
o.0·000816930
0.0010561480
0.0009575970
0.0003829310

113,659

$61.44
$155.75
$172.65
$218.99
$9 .29
$120.04
$108.84
$43 .52

,ii;,

Bill Summary

$1 ,436.78

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

WE HAVE SENT TAX FILES TO THE MORTGAGE COMPANIES, IF YOUR MORTGAGE COMPANY PAYS FROM YOUR ESCROW ACCOUNT, PLEASE
USE Tf-l_lS NOTICE FOR. YOUR RECORDS: GO TO OUR COUNTY WEBSITE AT WWW.JEROMECOUNTYID.US TO PAY WITH CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS.
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ROME COUNTY TAX STATEMENT
2015

Tax Year:

TEVIAN EKREN-KOBER

AIN :
PIN:
Code-Area:

JEROME COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR
300 N. LINCOLN, STE. 309
JEROME , ID 83338
208-644-2720

RP 10S2 1E11 8848
021-0000

Bill Number:

130068

Billing Date :
Balance good until:

11/04/2015
11/04/2015

Location: 2 860 E 11 00 S
AUTO

ll11h 1111111ll1111111 h 11111111
Aaes: 1.9100

OTTMAN GARY L
2680 E 1100 S
HAZELTON ID 83335

PAYMENTS RECEIVED WITH A DELINQUENCY WILL BE APPLIED TD THE.
OLDEST DELINQUENT TAX YEAR . TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS
MUST BE RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DAT E.

Land Value
Improvement Value

15,164
135,985

Homeowners Exemption

70,598

Total Taxable

80,551

·.~
Jerome County
Jail Bond
Sch #331 Bonds/Tort/Jdgmnts
School #331 Supplemental
Hillsdale Highway
Hazelton Cemetery
West End Fire
College Southern Idaho
Lifeline Ambulance

Bill Summary

Refuse Fee Residential

208-731 -3106
208-829-5415
208-436-5607
208-732-6203
208-732-6203

0.0005405850
0.0013703440
0.0015189770
0.0019267570
0.0000816930
0.0010561480
0.0009575970
0.0003829310

$1 ,094.28

$0.00

208-644-2714

0

76 .00

$43 .55
$110.38
$122.36
$155.20
$6.58
$85 .07
$77 .14
$30.85

$0 .00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00 •

$1 ,094 .28

WE HAVE SENT TAX FILES TO THE MORTGAGE COMPANIES , IF YOUR MORTGAGE COMPANY PAYS FROM.YOUR ESCROW ACCOUNT, PLEASE
USE THIS NOTICE FOR YOU _
R RECORDS. GO TO OU:R COUNTY WE_
B.SITE AT VII\IV\N.JEROMECOUNTYID.US TO PAY WITH CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS
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EXHIBIT 3
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EROME COUNTY TAX STATEMEN
Tax Year:

TEVIAN EKREN-KOBER

2015

AIN:
PIN:
Code-Area:

JEROME COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR
300 N. LINCOLN, STE. 309
JEROME, ID 83338
208-644-2720

RP10S21E 150001
021 -0000

Bill Number:

129850

Billing Date:
Balance good until:
Last Payment:

11/04/20 15
11/04/2015

Location:
AUTO

ll11l111lh11ll111ll11l1hh1hl
Acres: 74 .1100

TATEOKA BROTHERS LLC
362 S 1350W
HAZELTON ID 83335

Mortgage:

. PAYMENTS RECEIVED WITH A DELINQUENCY WILL BE APPLIED TO THE
OLDEST DELINQUENT TAX YEAR. TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS
MUST BE RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE.

70,595

Land Value

Total Taxable

Jerome County
Jail Bond
Sch #331 ·Bonds/Tort/Jdgmnts
School #331 Supplemental
Hillsdale Highway
Hazelton Cemetery
West End Fire
College Southern Idaho
Lifeline Ambulance

Bil.l Summary

208-644-27 14
208-644-2714

208-731-3106
208-829-54 15
208-436-5607
208-732-6203
208-732-6203

$892.42

0.0048060500
0.0005405850
0.0013703440
0.0015189770 ,
0.0019267570
0.00008 16930
0.0010561480
0.0009575970
0.0003829310

$0.00

70,595

$339.30
$38 .17
$96 .74
$107.23
$136.02
$5.77
$74.56
$67 .60
$27 .03

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$892.42

WE HAVE SENT TAX FILES TO THE MORTGAGE COMPANIES , IF YOUR MORTGAGE COMPANY PAYS FROM YOUR ESCROW ACCOUNT, PLEASE
USE THI S HOTJ CE FOR .YOLJr-.8 ::CCORQS, GO TO OUR COlJ NT'f'..'ll E_SSITE A T;\'t'WIN.JEROMECOUNTYID.~ S TO PAY WITH CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS.

TATEOKA BROTHERS LLC
36 2 S 1350 W
HAZELTON ID 83335

Bi l l Number :

2 0l.S -

PIN :

RP10S21E l50 001

$446.21

~MONTHLY PAYMENTS ARE ACCEPTED•
DELINQUENT IF NOT PAID BY

June 20, 2016

AIN :

12 9850

IJ.~fjii~.!i~
,, ~t~

-ltllfli'/,i~IJ\ii,j

JEROME COUNTY

111111111111111111111110111111111111111111

~n

111n 1111111111111111111111111111
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ROME COUNTY TAX STATEMENT
Tax Year:
AIN:
PIN:
Code-Area:

·TEVIAN EKREN-KOBER
JEROME COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR
300 N. LINCOLN, STE. 309
JEROME, ID 83338
208-644-2720

2015

Bill Number:

RP10S21E143001
021 -0000

Billing Date:
Balance good until:
Last Payment:

129905
11/04/2015
11/04/2015 .

L.ocat!on:
AUTO

ll11l111ll111ll111lh1l1l1l11111
TATEOKA BROTHERS LLC
362 S 1350W
HAZELTON ID 83335

PAYMENTS RECEIVED WITH A DELINQUENCY WILL BE APPLIED TO THE
OLDEST DELINQUENT TAX YEAR. TO AVOID LATE CHARGES, PAYMENTS
MUST BE RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED BY THE DUE DATE.

26,841

Land Value

Total Taxable

26,841

1~wtli :r~mi'fr:il ~l'il'i!~l!Ei1!rnl'fi'.iffl'onel ·l,l!l;Jiif~1rlilJl1'ltJli!J[Ri~ :r,il\::11J1m:M11mu,1~,'foiail
1,t,x1·naro1itiiim1t1[1i':1.~~!1W.!lJi~~11~1;~@~illl::11.iJle.ir0ne ~!!lil\'.11!~~i}i_m1i!i!Raui'H,ai'J~\'it!OOt·fiI~!rul~toiaini -1s ~;:i~ssessmenum
Jerome County
Jail Bond
Sch #331 Bonds/Tort/Jdgmnts
School #331 Supplemental
Hillsdale Highway
Hazelton Cemetery
I.Nest End Fire
College Southern Idaho
Lifeline Ambulance

Bi11 Suoma.ry

208-731-3106
208-829-5415
208-436-5607
208-732-6203
208-732-6203

0.0048060500
0.0005405850
0.0013703440
0.0015189.770
0.0019267570
0.0000816930
0.0010561480
0.0009575970
0.0003829310

$339.30

$0.00

208-644-2714
208-644-2714

$129.00
$14.51
$36.78
$40.77
$51 .72
$2.19
$28.35
$25. 10
$10.28

i~1.11ij~'.•i'f..1;;'1)~Jf;;:f,~~~i ~t,:I)~/~t-?JTu'.~q':'!.'-/ ~~~~,wJfl~t'e -~~$1~1~11;1/;~;)'.it ~i

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$339.30

WE HAVE SENT TAX FILES TO THE MORTGAGE COMPANIES, IF YOUR MORTGAGE COMPANY PAYS FROM YOUR ESCROW ACCOUNT, PLEASE
USE THIS NOTICE FOR YOUR RECORDS. GO TO OUR COUNTY.WEBSITE AT WWW.JEROMECQUl'lTYJP.US TO-PAY WITH, CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS.

TATEOKA BROTHERS LLC
362 S 1350 W
HAZELTON ID 83335

Bi11 Number :

2015 ~ 129905

PIN :

RP10S21El43001

AIN :

~!rl~t~

FJlilf~~~~~}k~

$169.6,5

JEROME COUNTY

~MONTHLY PAYMENTS ARE ACCEPTED•
(:}ELINQUENT IF NOT PAID BY

June 20, 2016

111n1111111111111111 m11g 1m 11111 11111111111111 1111111111 11111 1111111111111
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Travis L. Thompson, ISB #6168
Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3029
Telephone: (208) 733-0700
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com
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Attorneys for A&B Irrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME

DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2016-117
Fee Category I.I: $136.00
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that Travis L. Thompson and Paul L. Arrington of the firm
Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP hereby appear as counsel of record for the Defendant A&B
Irrigation District ("A&B" or "District") in the above-captioned matter. All documents should
and correspondence should be served upon counsel at the address listed above.

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
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(~

DATED this _ _ _ _day of April, 2016.

BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON

LLP

Attorneys for Defendant A&B Irrigation District

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this / ~ day of April, 2016, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEARANCE by the method indicated
below, and addressed to each of the following:
Deputy Clerk
Jerome County District Court
233 W. Main St.
Jerome, Idaho 83338

__ Hand Delivery
_x_U.S. Mail
Facsimile
__ Overnight Mail
Email

Robert L. Harris
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

__ Hand Delivery
_x_U.S. Mail
Facsimile
__ Overnight Mail
Email

Travis L. Thompson

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
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Travis L. Thompson, ISB #6168
Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3029
Telephone: (208) 733-0700
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com
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Attorneys for A&B Irrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME

DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2016-117

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
DISMISS PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 12(B)(6)

COMES NOW, Defendant A&B Irrigation District ("A&B" or "District"), by and
through its counsel of record, Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, and hereby moves to dismiss
Plaintiffs' Complaint as a matter oflaw pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6).
The Defendant submits the motion should be granted for the reasons set forth in its
Memorandum in Support of Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to IR. C.P. l 2(b)(6). The
motion is further supported by the Affidavit of Dan Temple ("Temple A.ff" ) and attached exhibits
filed together herewith.
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS

1
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The Defendant requests oral argument on this motion.

~

I___day of April, 2016.
DATED this_~
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP

T~ ~- Attorneys for Defendant A&B Irrigation District

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

"

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of April, 2016, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 12(b) by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Deputy Clerk
Jerome County District Court
233 W. Main St.
Jerome, Idaho 83338

__ Hand Delivery
_x_U.S. Mail
Facsimile
__ Overnight Mail
Email

Robert L. Harris
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

__ Hand Delivery
_x_U.S. Mail
Facsimile
__ Overnight Mail
Email

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS
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Travis L. Thompson, ISB #6168
Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3029
Telephone: (208) 733-0700
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

. .. -·
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Attorneys for A&B Irrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME

DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2016-117

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
DISMISS PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 12(B)(6)

COMES NOW, Defendant A&B Irrigation District ("A&B" or "District"), by and
through its counsel of record, Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, and hereby submits its
Memorandum in Support of Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to IR. C.P. 12(b)(6). The
motion is further supported by the Affidavit of Dan Temple (" Temple A.ff") and attached exhibits
filed together herewith. For the reasons set forth below the Court should dismiss Plaintiffs'
Complaint as a matter of law.

MEMORANDUM lN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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I

<

INTRODUCTION

This past winter the A&B Irrigation District completed an extensive construction project
to improve water supplies and deliveries to its landowners. The Unit A Pumping Plant #2 and
Pipeline project ("Plant #2 Project") consists of a new pumping station on the Snake River and
over 19 miles of buried pipeline that will be used to deliver water to nearly 6,000 acres. The
project was undertaken for two purposes: 1) to provide available surface water to approximately
1,500 acres that have experienced declining groundwater supplies, known as "soft conversions";
and 2) to improve the instantaneous rate of water delivery to all landowners that receive surface
water from the District. Curiously, Plaintiffs are suing the District over what they believe will
happen in the future. They claim the Project will "decrease" their water rights, yet they
admittedly have no facts to prove that a taking has occurred since the Project has not even been
operated yet. Without proof of an actual taking their lawsuit fails as a matter of law.
Contrary to their theories, the District will deliver the Plaintiffs their same annual volume
of water, as provided for by the District' s contract with the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and
district by-laws, as well as an increased rate of delivery during the peak of the irrigation season.
Through this project the Plaintiffs will actually receive a delivery rate increase from 0.75 miner's
inch per acre to 1 miner' s inch per acre at the time of the year when water is needed the most.
Ironically, the Plant #2 Project will benefit not hurt the Plaintiffs during the heat of the summer
when their crops' irrigation requirements are at their highest.
The District undertook this project through careful evaluation and study and held a
special election to authorize indebtedness in the fall of 2013. District landowners
overwhelmingly approved the proposed indebtedness by a margin of 81 % to 19%. Following the

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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election, the Board of Directors noticed and held the apportionment hearing pursuant to Idaho
law. The Plaintiffs did not oppose the Board' s decision.
Finally, A&B petitioned for judicial confirmation of the election and apportionment
proceedings. Mr. Paslay and Mr. Ottman appeared and filed a response in that lawsuit and
opposed the District's request. The Minidoka County District Court rejected their response and
found that the District's election, apportionment of benefits, and proposed assessment of costs
for the loans complied with Idaho law. The court' s final judgment was not appealed.
The District' s Plant #2 Project and assessments for its costs were undertaken in
compliance with Idaho law. Plaintiffs cannot prove any set of facts to show that the District's
actions have "taken" or will result in a "taking" of any property rights. Consequently, the Court
should dismiss this case as a matter of law pursuant to Rule 12(b)( 6).
FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

The relevant undisputed facts for purposes of the District's motion are set forth in the

Affidavit of Dan Temple. In general, the District holds water rights, including storage water in
American Falls and Palisades Reservoirs, authorized for use on the lands served by the Plant #2
Project. Moreover, the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) has previously
confirmed, by final agency order, that the District may use its storage water anywhere within the
irrigation project. Plaintiffs will continue to receive necessary water for irrigation of their lands,
including an increased rate of delivery during the peak of the irrigation season, or what the
District refers to as "on allotment." See Temple A.ff., , 9. Since the Plaintiffs will continue to
receive three (3) acre-feet per acre per year, as well as a delivery rate of 1 miner's inch per acre
(instead of 0.75 miner' s inch per acre), they cannot prove any unlawful "taking." See id. , , 24.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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The Plaintiffs filed their complaint on February 12, 2016. The Court issued a summons
and the complaint was served on the District on March 30, 2016. The District is filing the
present motion to dismiss pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6).
STANDARD OF REVIEW

Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b) the following defenses can be made by motion:
(1) lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter, (2) lack of jurisdiction over the
person, (3) improper venue, (4) insufficiency of process, (5) insufficiency of
service of process, (6) failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted,
(7) failure to join an indispensable party, (8) another action pending between the
same parties for the same cause.

In a motion to dismiss "[t]he question then is whether the non-movant has alleged
sufficient facts in support of his claim which, if true, would entitle him to relief." Rincover v.
Department of Fin. , Sec. Bureau, 128 Idaho 653,656 (1996) (regarding 12(b)(6) motions); Serv.
Emp. Intern. v. Idaho Dep't of H & W. , 106 Idaho 756, 758 (1984) (regarding 12(b) challenges

generally). "Every reasonable intendment will be made to sustain a complaint against a motion
to dismiss for failure to state a claim." Idaho Comm'n on Human Rights v. Campbell, 95 Idaho
215,217 (1973).
Typically with a motion to dismiss, a court looks only at the pleadings, and all inferences
are viewed in favor of the non-moving party. Young v. City of Ketchum , 137 Idaho 102, 104
(2002) (regarding 12(b)(6) motions). However, when a court considers matters outside the
pleadings under Rule 12(b)(6), it must treat the motion as one for summary judgment under Rule
56. See I.R.C.P. 12(b); see also, Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dep't ofAdmin., No. 43027,
2016 Ida. LEXIS 54, at *21 (Mar. 1, 2016) (citing McCann v. McCann, 152 Idaho 809, 814
(2012).
Summary judgment is appropriate if there are no genuine issues of material fact and the

MEMORANDUM lN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. See I.R.C.P. 56(c); City of Pocatello v.

State of Idaho (In re SRBA), 145 Idaho 497, 500 (2008). "It is axiomatic that upon a motion for
summary judgment the non-moving party may not rely upon its pleadings, but must come
forward with evidence by way of affidavit or otherwise which contradicts the evidence submitted
by the moving party, and which establishes the existence of a material issue of disputed fact."

Jones v. HealthSouth Treasure Valley Hosp., 206 P.3d 473,476 (Idaho 2009). The nonmoving
party must submit more than just conclusory assertions that an issue of material fact exists to
withstand summary judgment. See Van v. PortneufMed. Ctr., 212 P.3d 892 (Idaho 2009). "A
mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient to create a genuine
issue of material fact for the purposes of summary judgment." Id. Further, "if the nonmoving
party fails to provide a sufficient showing to establish the essential elements of his or her case,
judgment shall be granted to the moving party." Porter v. Bassett, 146 Idaho 399, 403 (2008).
Finally, as to constitutional claims alleging a taking, the Idaho Supreme Court has held
that "the determination of whether or not there was a taking is a matter of law to be resolved by
the trial court." Tibbs v. City of Sandpoint, 100 Idaho 667,670 (1979); Moon v. North Idaho

Farmers Assn., 140 Idaho 536,542 (2004) (citing Rueth v. State, 100 Idaho 203 (1979)). Since
the Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts to demonstrate a "taking" has or will occur in regards to
operation of the Plant #2 Project, and the question of the loan authorization and assessments for
the same was already decided by a separate final judgment, their case should be dismissed as a
matter of law.
Based upon the above standard of review, the Court has authority to grant the
Defendant's motion and dismiss Plaintiffs' case. The District respectfully requests the Court to
dismiss Plaintiffs' complaint as a matter of law.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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ARGUMENT
Plaintiffs' entire case is based upon a misunderstanding of irrigation district law. While
they disagree with the District' s decision to initiate and complete a needed project, that personal
disagreement is no basis to sue A&B and claim a constitutional taking. As set forth below, the
Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts to show the District' s actions have resulted in a "taking" of
any property rights. Consequently, they have failed to state claim upon which relief can be
granted and therefore Count I should be dismissed as a matter oflaw. Further, the District's
apportionment and assessment regarding the loans for the Plant #2 project were undertaken and
implemented pursuant to Idaho law. The District's actions were judicially confirmed by the
Minidoka County District Court. The District's actions are constitutional and Count II should be
dismissed pursuant to LC. § 43-405 and the doctrine of res judicata.
I.

The Court Should Dismiss Count I Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) Because the
District Has Not "Taken" Any Water Rights Held by the Plaintiffs.
Plaintiffs allege that the District's delivery of water through the Plant #2 Project "will

cause the amount of water available to Plaintiffs, and other Unit A members, to decrease" thus
depriving of them of their "water rights" in violation of the Idaho Constitution. See Complaint at
12, ,r,r 61-62. The Plaintiffs' allegation fails as a matter of law since the District will actually
increase the rate of water delivery to the Plaintiffs during the peak of the irrigation season and
they will receive the total annual volume they are due in 2016.
Water rights are real property right interests in Idaho. See LC. § 55-101. Accordingly, if
the Plaintiffs are alleging that the District will "take" their private property, it is a claim of
inverse condemnation. To succeed on such a claim, Idaho law requires the following criteria to
be met: (1) instituted by a property owner who (2) asserts that his or her property, or some

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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interest therein, has been invaded or appropriated (3) to the extent of a taking, (4) but without
due process oflaw, and ( 5) without payment of just compensation. 1 See Covington v. Jefferson

County, 137 Idaho 777, 780 (2002). Plaintiffs fail to meet these criteria since they can prove no
set of facts to show that the District has unlawfully "taken" any water rights they own. To the
contrary, the District has confirmed that it will deliver the Plaintiffs the water they have a right to
receive, including an increased delivery rate during the peak of the irrigation season when water
is needed most, even with the operation of the Plant #2 Project. See Temple Alf., , 24. Further,
the Plaintiffs cannot meet the criteria for an inverse condemnation claim set forth under Idaho
law.
First, the Plaintiffs do not own any individual water rights in their names. Landowners
within an irrigation district do not personally own district water rights outright or without regard
to the other landowners in the district. Instead, it is well established in Idaho law that a district's
water rights are held in trust by the district for the landowners' benefit:
The consumers possess no water right which they can assert as against any
other appropriator; their rights are acquired from the district which is the
appropriator and owner and it is the district's business to protect the appropriation
and defend it in any litigation that arises.

Nampa-Meridian Irr. Dist. v. Barclay, 56 Idaho 13, 47 P.2d 916 (1935) (citing Yaden v. Gem Irr.
Dist., 37 Idaho, 300,216 P. 250 (1923) (emphasis added).
More recently, in United States v. Pioneer Irr. Dist. , 144 Idaho 106 (2007), the Idaho
Supreme Court held:
[I]n order to obtain a licensed water right in Idaho one must prove that the water
has been applied to a beneficial use. LC. § 42-217. The districts act on behalf of
the landowners within the districts to put the water to beneficial use. It is that
beneficial use that determines water right ownership .... it is clear that the entity
1

It is well settled in Idaho that all elements of inverse condemnation are questions of law to be decided by the trial
court, except for what is just compensation. Covington, supra, 137 Idaho at 780 (citing Rueth v. State, I 00 Idaho
203 (1978).
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that applies the water to beneficial use has a right that is more than a contractual
right. The irrigation entities in this case act on behalf of those who have applied
the water to beneficial use and repaid the United States for the costs of the
facilities. The irrigation districts hold an interest on behalf of the water users
pursuant to state law, consistent with the Reclamation Act and U.S. Supreme
Court cases that were properly recognized by the SRBA Court.
144 Idaho at 113. Similarly, in Nelson v. Big Lost Irr. Dist. , 148 Idaho 157 (2009), the Supreme
Court further explained:
The various water users in the District are not appropriators of the storage water.
Nampa & Meridian Irr. Dist. v. Barclay, 56 Idaho 13, 18, 47 P.2d 916, 918

(1935). The District is the appropriator of that water. Id. .. . [l]t was the
intention of the Legislature that all lands within an irrigation district available for
and subject to irrigation, under the system constructed, must be considered as a
whole, and that the assessment shall be spread upon all the lands of the district
which are or may be supplied with water by such district, under said system.
148 Idaho at 163, 164 (citing Coburn v. Wilson, 24 Idaho 94, 103 (1913)).
Here, the A&B Irrigation District holds surface water rights that are authorized to be used
anywhere within the irrigation project boundary. For example, the digital boundary place of use
authorized in water right decree 1-14 shows the entire district, not just certain lands in Unit A.
See Ex. C to Temple A.ff. Similarly, the stipulated storage water rights for American Falls and

Palisades contain the following remark: "Place of use for irrigation from storage is within the
following counties: . . . Minidoka, .. . Jerome." See Ex. D to Temple A.ff.
Although Pioneer acknowledges that the landowners who put the water to beneficial use
have an interest in continuing to receive water delivered to their property, the case holds that the
water rights held by irrigation districts must be treated as a whole. In other words, the water
rights held by irrigation districts are for all landowners, not just a certain few, and the place of
use of those water rights is the entire project. See Exs. C, D to Temple A.ff. Stated another way,
the Plaintiffs have no right to water they cannot use to the exclusion of other landowners within
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the District. See e.g. AFRD#2 v. IDWR, 143 Idaho 862, 880 (2007) ("Neither the Idaho
Constitution, nor statutes, permit irrigation districts and individual water right holders to waste
water or unnecessarily hoard it without putting it to some beneficial use").
Further, as noted above, the storage water rights are not limited for use upon certain lands
within the District, such as only those lands of the Plaintiffs. Instead, A&B holds beneficial title
to the water rights in trust for all landowners and the interest is appurtenant to the "lands within
the boundaries of or served by such irrigation organizations." A&B delivers water to all lands
assessed within its boundaries, including all lands in Units A and B. All landowners, not just the
Plaintiffs or others in Unit A, have paid for and continue to pay for the storage through the
Repayment Contract and the annual assessment set by the District. See Exs. A, F. to Temple A.ff
Accordingly, the District' s water rights are not individual property interests of the Plaintiffs.
Further, the Plaintiffs cannot dictate where that water is used within the District's boundary or
place of use.
The Director of IDWR addressed this very issue when the Unit A Association (which
included some of the Plaintiffs) challenged A&B ' s right to deliver storage water to lands
converted from a groundwater to a surface water supply in the early 1990s. The issue arose in
the context of a mitigation plan the District filed in response to the Blue Lakes Trout Co. water
delivery call. In that proceeding the Director rejected the Plaintiffs' claims and held:
Storage water can be transferred in the State of Idaho and the place of use
expanded without it being deemed an enlargement of use. Storage water has
always been viewed as a source of water that can flexibly be applied within an
irrigation district's boundaries.
Idaho law does not require an irrigation district file a transfer when adding
more acreage within the place of use boundary.
See Ex. E to Temple A.ff (Summary Judgment Order at 5).
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In the final order approving the District' s mitigation plan, the Director again rejected the
Plaintiffs' argument and found that A&B could deliver storage water to lands within the district
that were formerly irrigated with groundwater:
13.
With the above recognized mitigation, the only issue remaining for
the April 7-8, 2010 hearing was the dispute between the Unit A Association and
A&B regarding the delivery of surface water to lands previously irrigated by
ground water.
14.
A&B is delivering surface water derived from storage and
reservoirs constructed on the Snake River to irrigate approximately 1,378 Unit B
acres that were once irrigated with ground water.
15.
The lands once irrigated with ground water are also described as a
place of use for storage water from the Snake River.
16.
A&B can physically deliver the storage water for irrigation to the
acres previously irrigated with ground water.

***

5.
The mitigation plans submitted by ... A&B ... satisfy the
mitigation requirements of the May 2005 Order, as amended. The mitigation
plans and the use of water for mitigation are in accordance with the factors set
forth in CM Rule 43.03 and approval of the mitigation plans will not injure other
water users, CM Rule 43 .02.
See Ex. E to Temple A.ff (Final Order at 6, 9).

In their present Complaint the Plaintiffs mistakenly allege that the individual landowner' s
application of water to a beneficial use creates an "independent" water right separate and apart
from the District's water rights that are used to deliver water to all landowners. See Complaint at
12, ,, 59-62. This is not the law in Idaho, as stated in Pioneer. Moreover, the Court previously
held in Jensen v. Boise-Kuna Irr. Dist. that "[u]nder the provisions ofC.S. § 4350 [§ 43-316,
LC.], the legal title to all property acquired by the district by operation oflaw vests immediately
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in the district and is held in trust for, dedicated to, and set apart to the use and purposes provided
by law." Jensen v. Boise-Kuna Irr. Dist., 75 Idaho 133, 139 (1954) (Citing Yaden ... ).
Further, Idaho Code section 43-316 provides just that:
The legal title to all property acquired under the provisions of this title [Irrigation
Districts] shall immediately and by operation of law vest in such irrigation
district, and shall be held by such district in trust for, and is hereby dedicated and
set apart to, the uses and purposes set forth in this title. Said board is hereby
authorized and empowered to hold, use, acquire, manage, occupy and possess said
property as herein provided.
LC. § 43-316 (emphasis added).
The Jensen Court also found the "appropriation and diversion of waters by the district,
through its officers, or the purchase of a system constructed in whole or in part by its funds,
becomes the property of the district, and is held in trust for the landowners within it. .. ." Jensen,
75 Idaho 133, 139 (1954) (citing Yaden).
As the appropriator of the water rights, A&B is the entity solely authorized to control the
delivery of water pursuant to those rights and oversee the management and operation of the
District for the benefit of all landowners, not just a select few. Stated another way, the Plaintiffs
do not own "individual" water rights separate and apart from the rest of the District' s
landowners. Further, the Plaintiffs cannot preclude the District from delivering available water
to other landowners.
In addition, A&B is authorized by state law to promulgate rules and by-laws for the
delivery of water to its landowners. See I.C. § 43-304; see also, Nelson, 148 Idaho at 163.
Notably, the District by-laws provide:
Section 1. The Board of Directors is the governing body of the irrigation district,
and as such, responsible for policy making, administration of the affairs, and the
proper conduct of the business of the District, as prescribed by law.
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***

Section 6. Eligibility for delivery of water shall be contingent upon payments of
all delinquent assessments and charges plus accrued penalty and interest, and the
current year's advance payment of toll, minimum O&M, or minimum water
charge.
ARTICLE NINE- WATER ALLOTMENT AND DELIVERY
Section 1. Article 16(b) of the Contract of February 9, 1962 states:
"The District shall, except as to lands in a development period status, levy a
minimum annual operation and maintenance charge against each irrigable acre of
land within the District, and the payment of such minimum charge shall be
required whether or not water is used. The amount of water in acre-feet per acre
which is to be delivered each year for the minimum annual charge shall be
determined by the District's Board of Directors, but it may not be set in excess of
three (3) acre-feet. For water to be delivered each year in excess of the minimum
amounts, the landowners or waterusers involved shall pay the District an excess
charge as follows: (The wording following has been condensed from the Contract
wording.)
(1) First acre foot per acre - 100% of the minimum rate.
(2) Second acre foot per acre - 160% of the minimum rate.
(3) Third acre foot per acre, and all additional acre feet per acre, 200% of
minimum rate.
When the District assumed operation and maintenance under Article 13, the
Board of Directors were empowered to adjust the charges to be made for
excess water so as to increase or decrease such charges as it determines to be
necessary for the efficient operation of the project.
(c) To carry out the provisions of this article, the District, or the United States,
whichever is operating the irrigation works, shall measure the water delivered
to each farm turnout and shall keep individual farm turnout delivery records."
(end of quote form Contract)

Section 2. In addition to the contractual provisions in Section 1, above, no change
shall be made in the three (3) acre foot allotment of water under the minimum
charge unless said charge shall first be approved by a majority favorable vote in
the election for deciding such question by the waterusers of the District; said
election shall be held only in conjunction with the regular election for director.
(See Minutes of the Board of Directors, January 22, 1962, page 159 of Minute
Book No. One.)
See Ex. B to Temple A.ff
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Plaintiffs, like any other landowner, are subject to the District's by-laws. These by-laws
establish how the District is to deliver three (3) acre-feet per acre, plus excess water, when
requested.

Assuming the Plaintiffs pay their annual operation and maintenance assessments,

the District will deliver the Plaintiffs their full water entitlements (3 afa), plus any excess water
requests, this year. See Temple A.ff., ,r,r 21 , 24. With the completion and operation of the Plant
#2 Project, the District will actually increase Plaintiffs' rate of delivery during the peak of the
irrigation season, from 0.75 miner's inch per acre to I miner' s inch per acre. See id.

,r 24.

Again, the Plaintiffs cannot show any "taking" from past actions since 2016 is the first
year for operation of the Plant #2 Project. Since it is undisputed that the District will deliver the
Plaintiffs their full water delivery, they have no valid inverse condemnation claim. As the
Plaintiffs cannot prove the District has "taken" any water rights or will prevent Plaintiffs from
using water that the District will deliver this year, their constitutional claim fails as a matter of
law. See Covington , 137 at 780 ("An inverse condemnation action cannot be maintained unless
an actual taking of private property is established"). A&B requests the Court to dismiss Count I
accordingly.
II.

The Court Should Dismiss Count II Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) Since the
Plaintiffs' Claim is Without Merit and Barred by Res Judicata.
The District followed the statutory procedure for the election and judicial confirmation of

the loans for the Plant #2 Project. See Ex. H to Temple A.ff. The District held a special election
and the landowners overwhelmingly approved the District's right to enter into the loans by a
margin of 81 % to 19%. See id. As to the hearing on the apportionment of benefits approved by
the District' s Board of Directors, the Plaintiffs failed to appear and object. See id.; see Temple
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A.ff, , 17; see also, I.C. § 43-405. Thus, they are bound by the District' s decision and cannot
challenge the apportionment pursuant to Idaho law.
Further, the Minidoka County District Court confirmed the District's loan proceedings by
final judgment and order. See id. The District's authority to assess for the loan payments has
been judicially confirmed. Pursuant to the well-established doctrine of res judicata, Plaintiffs
have no legal basis to collaterally attack that judgment in this proceeding. Since the Plaintiffs
are bound by the District's action on the apportionment of benefits, as well as the prior court's
decision, the Court should dismiss Count II pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6).
A.

Plaintiffs are Bound by the District's Apportionment Decision Pursuant to
Idaho Law.

Idaho law sets out a specific procedure for irrigation districts to follow when seeking
authorization for indebtedness. See I.C. §§ 43-401 to 408. A key part of that procedure is that
the district is required to conduct a hearing to assess benefits and apportion the costs. See I.C. §
43-405 . Here, the District gave notice to all landowners and held the apportionment hearing on
February 11 , 2014. See Ex. G to Temple A.ff; see also, 16. Plaintiffs did not object to the
District's assessment of the benefits or apportionment of the costs. See Temple A.ff,, 17 ("no
landowner appeared at the hearing on the apportionment of benefits to present any testimony in
opposition to the proposed apportionment of benefits;"). The Board, by resolution, determined
that the District would "apportion benefits pro rata according to the number of acres assessed by
A&B" and that "all future assessments relating to the indebtedness described herein shall be set
in accordance with the apportionment of benefits, herein established." See Ex. G to Temple A.ff
The Board' s action is final and binding upon all landowners, including Plaintiffs.
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Idaho Code§ 43-405 includes a specific provision regarding untimely challenges to an
irrigation district's apportionment of benefits and assessment of costs regarding loans that the
district enters into:
Any person interested who shall fail to appear before the board shall not be
permitted thereafter to contest said assessment or any part thereof except upon a
special application to the court in the proceedings for confirmation of said
assessment, showing reasonable excuse for failing to appear before said board of
directors.
LC. § 43-405 (emphasis added).
It is undisputed that Plaintiffs failed to appear before the Board at the apportionment

hearing and object to the proposed assessment. See Temple A.ff, ,i 17. Accordingly, the
Plaintiffs are precluded from challenging that assessment in this proceeding as the statute
specifically provides that they "shall not be permitted thereafter to contest said assessment ... "
(emphasis added). Regardless of Plaintiffs' theories that they do not "benefit" from the project
or "consent" to the assessment, the statute expressly forecloses any such challenges now.
Further, the Idaho Supreme Court has already found that the statutory procedure provided
the Plaintiffs with due process of law to contest the Board' s apportionment. See American Falls

Res. Dist. v. Thrall, 39 Idaho 130, 145 (1924) ("All this was a proper subject of inquiry for the
board, and the apportionment was made after notice had been given of the time and place of this
hearing. Notice of the confirmation proceedings was given, and the owners of all land assessed
were entitled to appear before the court in this proceeding, in which the court was authorized to
correct all errors in the assessment, apportionment and distribution of costs. This constitutes due
process of law and is not a taking ofproperty without compensation .") (emphasis added).
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Since the Plaintiffs failed to follow the statutory process and did not object to the Board' s
decision, they have no legal basis to contest the assessment now. 2 As held by the Idaho Supreme
Court in Thrall, the procedures are constitutional and the assessments do not result in any taking
of Plaintiffs' property. The District respectfully requests the Court to dismiss Count II
according! y.
B.

Res Judicata Bars Count II of the Plaintiffs' Complaint.

In addition to the statutory basis described above, the Court can also dismiss Plaintiffs'
claim based upon the doctrine of res judicata. The doctrine of res judicata covers both claim
preclusion and issue preclusion. Ticor Title Co. v. Stanion, 144 Idaho 119, 124 (2007). Claim
preclusion bars a subsequent action between the same parties upon the same claim or claims
"relating to the same cause of action ... which might have been made."' Id. (citation omitted);
see also, Devil Creek Ranch, Inc. v. Cedar Mesa Reservoir and Canal Co., 123 Idaho 634,637
(1993);
Claim preclusion has three criteria: (1) same parties; (2) same claim; and (3) final
judgment. Id. Claim preclusion "bars adjudication not only on the matters offered and received
to defeat the claim, but also as to 'every matter which might and should have been litigated in the
first suit."' Id. at 126. The prior adjudication "extinguishes all claims arising out of the same
transaction or series of transactions out of which the cause of action arose." Diamond v.
Farmers Group, Inc., 119 Idaho 146, 150 (1990). Stated another way, when a cause of action is
merged into the judgment, the cause of action is extinguished. See Markin v. Grohmann, 153
Idaho 223, 227 (2012); Taylor v. Riley, 157 Idaho 323,331 (2014).

2

Furthennore Plaintiff Tateoka Brothers LLC has already paid its 2016 O&M assessment. See Temple A.ff., ~ 21.
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Res judicata bars Plaintiffs' challenge to the District's apportionment of benefits and

assessments to pay for the loans for the Plant #2 Project. First, Plaintiffs received lawful notice
of the apportionment hearing, both by published notice and mailed notice. See Ex. G to Temple
A.ff. Despite receiving lawful notice, none of the Plaintiffs appeared at the hearing before the

Board to object to the apportionment and assessment. See Temple A.ff., 117. Further, Plaintiffs
Mr. Paslay and Mr. Ottman did appear in the judicial confirmation case and filed a response in
opposition to the District's petition. See Ex. I to Temple A.ff. As such, the first criteria for res
judicata, the "same parties" is met. 3

Next, the Plaintiffs are challenging the Board's assessment and the apportionment of
benefits and costs that was the subject of the judicial confirmation case. See Complaint, Count
II. Indeed, the Plaintiffs specifically raised the same claims before the Minidoka County District
Court. See Ex. I to Temple A.ff. (Response at 22-23; objecting to the apportionment and
assessment). Since the Plaintiffs raised the same challenge in the confirmation proceedings, the
second criteria, the "same claim," is met as well. Finally, the Minidoka County District Court
issued a final judgment certified pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(a), which satisfies the third criteria. See
Ex. J to Temple A.ff. Since all three criteria for res judicata are satisfied, the Court should

dismiss Count II of Plaintiffs' complaint regarding the claims about the District's apportionment
and assessment. See e.g., Waller v. State, 146 Idaho 234 (2008) (Idaho Supreme Court affirmed
district court's dismissal of a case on res judicata grounds).

Although Plaintiff Tateoka Brothers LLC did not participate as a named party in the judicial confirmation
proceeding, as a landowner in the district who received notice, he is bound by the final judgment since the
confirmation proceeding is essentially an in rem case against all landowners in the district. See Thrall, 39 Idaho at
140 (" But waiving the insufficiency of the plea and considering the question upon merit, it was incumbent upon
appellants--this being a proceeding in rem--to appear at the confirmation proceedings, of which due notice was
given, and challenge the jurisdiction of the court to confirm the action of the board of county commissioners to
create the district, if appellants contended that the notice required to be given by the statute was insufficient or had
not been given") (emphasis added).
3
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CONCLUSION
The A&B Irrigation District initiated and completed the Plant #2 Project to improve
water supplies and deliveries to landowners throughout the District. The District is authorized to
deliver its storage water to lands under the project. The project will allow for surface water
delivery to 1,500 acres of "soft conversions" and continued surface water delivery to another
4,500 acres. The project and continued irrigation will benefit all landowners as aptly noted by
the Idaho Supreme Court in Nelson:
The benefit of the water supplied to the owners of land within the district, as
provided by sec. 2407, means such benefits as contribute to promote the
prosperity of the district, and add value to the property of the respective owners of
the entire district, and such improvement of land in any portion of the district adds
to and increases the value of the lands of the entire district as the water is applied
and devoted to a beneficial use by the owners throughout said system.
148 Idaho at 164 (citing Colburn v. Wilson, 24 Idaho 94, 103 (1913)) (emphasis in original).
Whereas the Plaintiffs will receive three (3) acre-feet per acre, plus an increase in the
instantaneous delivery rate during the peak of the irrigation season (1 miner' s inch/acre), they
can prove no set of facts to show an unconstitutional taking. Further, the District's
apportionment of benefits and the assessment of costs for the project followed state law and were
judicially confirmed by the Minidoka County District Court.
While the Plaintiffs may disagree with the project and District's management, such
disagreement does not give rise to any lawful claims. In sum, they simply have no cause of
action. The District respectfully requests the Court to dismiss this case as a matter of law
pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6).
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DATEDthis

f

~

day of April, 2016.

BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON

LLP

Travis L. Thompson

Attorneys for Defendant A&B Irrigation District
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this (~ day of April, 2016, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P.12(b)(6) by the method indicated below,
and addressed to each of the following:
Deputy Clerk
Jerome County District Court
233 W. Main St.
Jerome, Idaho 83338

_ _ Hand Delivery
_x_ U.S. Mail
Facsimile
_ _ Overnight Mail
Email

Robert L. Harris
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

_ _ Hand Delivery
_x_U.S. Mail
Facsimile
_ _ Overnight Mail
Email

Travis L. Thompson
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....._

Travis L. Thompson, ISB #6168
Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3029
Telephone: (208) 733-0700
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com
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Attorneys for A&B Irrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME

DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

State of Idaho
Twin Falls County

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2016-117

AFFIDAVIT OF DAN TEMPLE IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO DISMISS

ss.

DAN TEMPLE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

My name is Dan Temple and I live at 175 W. 750 Lane N., Rupert Idaho 83350.

My work address is 414 11 th St., Rupert, Idaho 83350. I am over the age of 18 and have
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I

knowledge of the attached documents pertinent to this matter, and make this affidavit based upon
personal knowledge.
2.

I am the current manager of the A&B Irrigation District and have held that

position since 1997. I have worked for the District for over 40 years.
3.

The irrigation project was initiated by the United States Bureau of Reclamation

(Reclamation) as the North Side Pumping Division of the Minidoka Project within Jerome and
Minidoka Counties. The A&B Irrigation District entered into a repayment contract with
Reclamation in 1962. See Ex. A. Reclamation turned over operation and maintenance of the
project to the District in 1966. The District adopted its by-laws in 1968. See Ex. B.
4.

A&B operates two divisions within the irrigation project, Units A and B.

Landowners within Unit A receive surface water from a pumping plant ("Plant #1 ") on the Snake
River. The water is pumped to a main canal and then distributed by various laterals and
pipelines. Landowners within Unit B primarily receive groundwater from 182 wells. Certain
lands in Unit B, approximately 1,378 acres, were converted to surface water in the early 1990s.
Together, approximately 650 landowners within the two units irrigate approximately 82,000
acres.
5.

The District holds the following decreed water rights for irrigation use by its

landowners:
Water Right No.
01-14
01-10225
01-10237
01-10238
01-10239
01-10240
01-10241
01-10633 (permit)
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Source
Snake River
Snake River
Snake River
Snake River
Snake River
Snake River
Snake River
Snake River

Priority
4/1/1939
4/1/1984
7/11/1968
7/11/1968
7/11/1968
7/11 / 1968
4/1/1978
2/11/2015

Ouantitv
267.00 cfs
22.41 cfs
0.19 cfs
0.62 cfs
0.24 cfs
1.18 cfs
1.09 cfs
29.57 cfs
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Water Right No.
36-2080
36-15127A
36-15127B
36-15192
36-15193A
36-15193B
36-15194A
36-15194B
36-15195A
36-15195B
36-15196A
36-15196B
36-16749

Source
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater

Priority
9/9/1948
4/ 1/1962
4/1/1984
4/ 1/1962
4/1 / 1962
4/ 1/1965
4/1/1962
4/1/1968
4/1/1962
4/ 1/1978
4/1/1962
4/1/1981
4/1/1956

Ouantitv
1,100.00 cfs
31.12 cfs
28.89 cfs
0.60 cfs
0.21 cfs
0.31 cfs
0.23 cfs
2.51 cfs
0.87 cfs
2.24 cfs
0.29 cfs
0.08 cfs
0.45 cfs

Attached to this affidavit as Ex. C is a true and correct copy of the partial decree for
water right O1-14, which includes a map of the digital boundary or authorized place of use for the
District' s water rights, including the storage water rights described below.
6.

The District also holds storage water rights in American Falls Reservoir (46,826

acre-feet) and Palisades Reservoir (90,800 acre-feet). Reclamation is the legal title holder of the
storage water rights (01-2064 American Falls) and (01-2068 Palisades). The elements and
conditions of the storage water rights have been stipulated to by all parties and are awaiting
partial decree in the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA). See Ex. D. The storage water is
authorized to be used for irrigation purposes anywhere within the A&B project place of use, not
just on certain lands in Unit A, including not just the Plaintiffs' lands. This was confirmed by
Director Gary Spackman in 2010 in orders issued in A&B ' s mitigation plan case for the Blue
Lakes Trout Co. delivery call. See Ex. E.
7.

All landowners within the District have paid or are paying construction charges in

connection with the Reclamation repayment contract. The construction charge on each acre, if
applicable, is added to the District's annual operation and maintenance (O&M) assessment.
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Further, as part of the annual O&M assessment all landowners within the District pay annual
assessments levied by Reclamation for operation and maintenance of American Falls and
Palisades dams. Every landowner pays part of Reclamation' s assessment regardless of whether
they receive surface water or not.
8.

Under the District's annual O&M assessment for water deliveries, all District

landowners are entitled to three (3) acre-feet of water per irrigable acre as an annual volume
amount. See Ex. F. However, there is no annual volume limit as long as the District has water
available. Landowners can request and use as much water as they can put to beneficial use, even
if that exceeds the first three (3) acre-feet. When a landowner exceeds using three (3) acre-feet
per acre for irrigation that is a condition known as "excess" water use. The charges for excess
water are set forth in the repayment contract, the District' s by-laws, and the annual assessment
resolution adopted by the Board of Directors last fall. See Ex. F (at page 2). The historical
average volume delivered has held right at the three (3) acre-feet per acre across the entire
project.
9.

All per acre rates of delivery are based on total water volumes available for

delivery to entitled lands in the project. If the landowners ' demands exceed the District's supply
capacity in a given well or lateral, the landowners are then placed "on allotment" which is an
equally prorated delivery rate based on the qualifying irrigable lands, water availability, and the
District' s delivery system capacity. This water delivery condition typically occurs during the
peak of the irrigation season when all crops need water and temperatures are at their highest.
10.

The "allotment" delivery rate for individual wells and well systems within Unit B

for 2015 varied between 0.60 and 1 miner' s inch per acre. One miner's inch equals 0.02 cfs or 9
gallons per minute.
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11.

The typical "allotment" delivery rate for landowners in Unit A is between 0. 75

and 0.85 miner' s inch per acre for lands in the District located south oflnterstate 1-84. Plaintiffs'
lands are all located south oflnterstate 1-84. Landowners that irrigate north oflnterstate 1-84
have been limited to an allotment rate of 0.70 miner's inch per acre, and that delivery can last up
to two to three weeks longer than those lands south of the interstate. However, all landowners in
the Unit A delivery system do not go "on allotment" every year, like 2009. This varies from year
to year based on climate conditions, cropping patterns, timing of the crops water requirements,
and if needed the total water supply available.
12.

Due to declining ground water levels and the fact groundwater was unavailable in

certain wells, the District converted about 1,378 acres to surface water in the early 1990s. The
District has delivered surface water through the existing canal system to these lands for over 20
years pursuant to the District' s surface water rights. These lands are all located north of
Interstate 1-84 and have received an allotment delivery rate as low as 0.70 miner' s inch per acre.
13.

Due to continued declining ground water levels and restricted delivery capacity

experienced in the Unit A system, the District recently developed a second pumping plant on the
Snake River known as the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 and Pipeline project ("Plant #2 Project").
The project will allow the District to deliver surface water to about 4,500 acres that currently
receive surface water as well as another 1,500 acres presently irrigated with groundwater. The
lands presently irrigated with groundwater are known as "soft conversions" and may be irrigated
with groundwater as necessary going forward. Since the District will no longer deliver water to
about 4,500 acres from Plant #1 and the original canal system, landowners within Unit A on that
system, including the Plaintiffs, will be able to receive increased rates of delivery during the
peak irrigation season, or an "allotment" of 1 miner' s inch per acre.
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14.

As a result of the Plant #2 Project the Plaintiffs' delivery rates per acre during

times of "allotment", or the peak of the irrigation season, will increase from 0.75 to 1 miner's
inch per acre.
15.

In November 2013 the District held a special election for purposes of voting on

authorization for a loan to help finance the Plant #2 Project. The election passed by 81 % voting
in favor.
16.

On February 11, 2014, the Board of Directors held a hearing on the

apportionment of the benefits of the proposed projects and, by resolution, apportioned the
benefits and assessed the costs pro rata according to the number of acres assessed by the District.

See Ex. G.
17.

None of the Plaintiffs objected to the Board's apportionment or assessment

decision. Further, although Ted Tateoka, a member of PlaintiffTateoka Brothers LLC, attended
the hearing and asked questions, he did not present any testimony in opposition to the
apportionment decision.
18.

Following the hearing, the District then filed a petition in the Minidoka County

District Court to confirm the election and subsequent proceedings, including the apportionment
of benefits and assessment of costs determined by the Board of Directors. See Ex. H (Verified
Complaint and Petition w/o exhibits). Plaintiffs Daniel Paslay and Gary Ottman filed a response
in the confirmation case and opposed the District's requests. See Ex. I.
19.

Following a hearing on the District's petition and the Plaintiffs' response in

opposition, Judge Michael Crabtree confirmed the District's proceedings and denied the
Plaintiffs' response. See Ex. J (copies of Order Regarding Responses, Order on Petition for

Confirmation, and Judgment). No party appealed the District Court's orders or final judgment.
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20.

For purposes of 2016, the Board of Directors set an assessment of$98/acre for

operation and maintenance purposes. See Ex. F. The assessment budget includes a line item for
the annual payments on the loans obtained from the Idaho Water Resource Board (IWRB) for the
Plant #2 Project. These payments are due in September and December each year.
21 .

Plaintiff Gary Ottman is assessed for 181.5 acres, Plaintiff Daniel Paslay is

assessed for 307.4 acres, and Plaintiff Tateoka Brothers LLC is assessed for 90.8 acres. Plaintiff
Tateoka Brothers LLC has paid its 2016 assessments. Plaintiff Gary Ottman typically pays his
assessment in April, near the date of first turn on of water. I expect Mr. Ottman will pay his
assessment bill at a similar time as he has in the recent past. Mr. Ottman also paid Plaintiff
Daniel Paslay' s assessment in 2015 and I expect him to pay that assessment again this year as it
is my understanding that Mr. Ottman is renting and farming Mr. Paslay' s farm.
22.

The District carried over 88,616 acre-feet of storage water in Palisades Reservoir

from 2015 . I recently received notification from Water District 01 about the state of current fill
of the American Falls storage water right (01-2064). As of March 29, 2016, the American Falls
right had accrued approximately 1,148,129 acre-feet, or over 76% of its total fill. The storage
right is continuing to fill. As of March 30, 2016, the current snowpack in the Upper Snake River
Basin above Palisades is 102% and the snowpack above American Falls is 101 %. See Ex. K.
Based upon the District' s carryover storage in Palisades, the present and continuing fill in
American Falls storage, and the current water supply and snowpack conditions in the Upper
Snake River Basin, I expect the District' s storage supplies will completely fill this spring.
Although conditions can change, we have experienced more normal precipitation and
temperatures in March this year on the A&B project as compared to last year.
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23.

On average over the last ten ( 10) years, the District has diverted 57, 192 acre-feet

of surface water for delivery to 17,300 acres within the project. This total delivery has and can
include water from both the District's natural flow and storage water rights. With the completion
of Plant #2, the District will be able to deliver surface water to 1,500 acres presently irrigated
with groundwater. Based on the historical average use per acre I estimate the District would
divert an additional 4,500 acre-feet of surface water for delivery to these acres through the Plant
#2 pipeline. As with the other acres that receive surface water, this delivery could be from a
combination of storage and the new natural flow permit issued by the Idaho Department of
Water Resources (permit #01-1063 3). Based upon current water supplies the District will have
sufficient surface water to deliver to these lands.
24.

Barring any unforeseen circumstances or emergencies, the District will deliver the

Plaintiffs the full three (3) acre-feet per acre to their lands, and satisfy any excess water requests
they may have in 2016. Furthermore, as a result of the Plant #2 Project, I expect Plaintiffs will
receive an increased rate of delivery during any "allotment" periods, from a low of 0.75 miner' s
inch per acre experienced in prior years, to 1 miner' s inch per acre in 2016.
25 .

Delivering water to landowners served by the Plant #2 Project will not deprive or

take away any water needed by the Plaintiffs for irrigation this year.
26.

The Plaintiffs will continue to receive water through the existing pumping plant

and canal system like any other landowner that receives water from that system this year.
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DATED this

)

51

day of April, 2016.

st-

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _I_ day of April, 2016.

~~ V ) ~u_~OJQ
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at: ..Ql..L~~,l.,-\- .:t=O
Commission Expires: 3 -a._ & - ·at;
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
V

_E

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of April, 2016, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF DAN TEMPLE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS by the method indicated below, and addressed to
each of the following :
Deputy Clerk
Jerome County District Court
233 W. Main St.
Jerome, Idaho 83338

_ _ Hand Delivery
_x_ U.S. Mail
Facsimile
_ _ Overnight Mail
Email

Robert L. Harris
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

_ _ Hand Delivery
_x_ U.S. Mail
Facsimile
_ _ Overnight Mail
Email
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.(c} ftere Im mt bee .retl.ectel :i.a ti. Di~t.riot'• ocmetnctioa .
cbarp

ol>Upt1on

q

coata 'by ~ of tbl ~

'!1 proJect

~l~cm

tit• trca tb.e pro.1ect to other tlm irrip:tioo Jm'PONS

.u to t'be ·

~

ti- &1.\ooa-· .

water sappl.f. costa 1'8latiDI -~ l'al.1..aes Dlla IID4 Re,arTD1r.
•

I ,

I

.

.

'

.

tiom ot coats on• :nomeillbun&ble bUia are amtlloriHC1. 'b7 llllr, the
Secretary abal1 ~
tbe J)ietrlct 111th .respect' to ncll· - ~
.
.
all*tiou anc1 o-t tbe

mat to n1ch

tbe

])1atnat'•· comt.ruct1on ~

obligation v1ll be re4uce4 .'.tlm'ebJ.

{4) -·Dia conat~on ch&rp obl.1pt:l~ ah&U- be ~ - b7 tbit . .:: ··· ·
Di.atrict to the United State• ill

1SUCCet1B1Te

snanei

1utiiJ.laaata

4eter-

lli.De4 • prcma.4 b articlff 8 an4 9.
. Bata'blJabmnt ot Irripti.Oll Blocb

7•

'l'be Seoretaq bu, fZ'Clll time

to _tum, dNipated bJ"

lioticea, areu of land vith1D the District 'f01! which
~-

available ~ t11a :proJect
thelle
.

a.reu

CCIIIF1•1Ds
.

a

~

irric&tion nte:r vu

worka at su'be~t:,l~ tlie .....·_time, - MOh ~ ·.
irrigation block. .Eight ~ blookl
.

.

.

•

.

!

. .

.

. .. .

llaft ·bND
. .

hel'etofore iasueil, u toll.an:

Block 1., PUblic .Jl'otice .-o. 44, c11.te4 A;prU 6, lj'3,
publillbed April. 25, 1953, Vol. 1.8 at 1'.a-l Reailter,
page 2Je.61, ccm:priaiDg 5,Jalt-.9 irrigable ac:re11.

-

.. ...
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-·--\· r-j

~ 21 Pllblic Kotice lo. JtJ.., Oa~ .Qril 6, 1953,
: P*IJ,*84· .Qr1l 25, 1953, Vol. · 18 ot - ~ llepater,

,,...11161,

~·111g

a,~.3 1ff:l&ablt ·acru.

1,,..,.

_ l1oek 3, Pllbl.:io l'Otioe llo. i.,5, 4atei llaroh 51
,alaliahe4 April 2, 1954, 'fol. l9 ot ht1era1. •epater,
Jl88 l.8116, CC11Fia1DS 8,8911-.3 iffip~· ~ . .
.

.

lt6, Oat-4 hl:lnarJ' 7, i,,,,
p&'bl:tahecl- 7'1Jzoaa.17 25, 1955, Vol~. ao ot N.en.l ~.tar,·
JIIP ll.8Q, ~ · - 10,1167.5 irrigable acrea •
.Blook ·JJ, Pablic Mice Jlo.

.-...

• I

Public

Block 5,
•ot1oe •o. 47, l1ate4 -Jar,.uaq 1,, 19'6,
:PUhl:J.W -1e'bru&rJ' 9J 1956, voi. 11 of hc1eral :RasUtezt,
111&9 909, acapr111- 23,913.() irrigable acHS~

Jllaak 6, Publ.1c llotice lo. lt8, Gated lll1'ah 15, 1957..a
pl1sbe4 .Ap-11 Jt., 19'71 Vol. 22 ot l'e&inl Becutar, }1189
ea,a, u aeaw 1n vo1.. ea '1t J'ea.reJ. Besi•ter, Jlal• 8115,
c1&te4 October 12, 1957, QCIIP"i•:I.Jll l.8,857.7 1rripble aana.
Block 7, Public Jlotice Sa. la-9, atec1. .April._ 3, 1958,
~
-qril ae, 19~, Vol. 23 ot h4era1 :Begieter, ·_
page· ~5, CG91.Pri•1DI 5,135.8 1ff1aable urea.
·
Block
plbl.1uecl -

a,

i.o,>, 00llll'ililll

8.

-ot 1939,
mut

50;

a&te4 JprU .21, 1961,
Vol. 26 ot Jederal Regi~ter, Jlll&e
1,~. 3 1rripble urea.

Pa1alio llotioe •o.
101

J.961,

In teepi1'g with the JrOnliODI 0~ _the llecla&ticm Pl"oJeet Act

there llall bee eetabliabed

period

tor MCh 1.rripticm -block a 4en.lo.P-

~na1ug Yith ·t be tint

1Nl'

tllat water vu aft.1.labie

block i'Ol" tbe entire irripti~ aeuon an4 tmliDattng

OD

to

luab

Decabier 31 at

tbl JNl'II for the reapect1Te bloep u :roll.ave:

~

!!!!:

l.
2
3

1961 l.963
- ~

1965

lt,

19(,6 .

5

6·

1

·=
-1971

7
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!be .le....,....U--.ue m &lloc,r,imr~ tbe-Metri~'• ...,a NJIQlllat
obl1..-,;t• to t.be

~

1B each ot. tbe :reqeetift irl'1.pt1on lllNJal. !!la·

basic IDD1&l mt.all_,... cm aocomt

0-.. allall

'be t!a, · wnmt

ti011 'block aoba4al.94 u

ot

eaa!l 1mpt1011 ~ CliOMttUo'Um

·ao ~J]ooa'\ea 'by tbe .8eQntarJ -

. . . 1mp-

foll.on:

(a) For tha tiz.n fbe (5) ...,.., ~ • ·
aouat ~ I 'b;r aul.U~:ac the 1ft'1&abl,a
IICN8g8 Ut&bliaha4 for the block bJ tl,.00 Jiff- MJ!'eJ.

(b) hr

tlla

next :five (5) 1.utallllaat8 •

wmt;

c1etem.tDe4 ~ 11111.ti~ tbe imp'bl.e IIONa8I - tablillhecl tor t.llf blof;,k bJ' ~. 75 per UNJ
·

(c) 1'or tbe 1111n tiff (5) :lnat&ll-n+-• • aiouZlt
a.teni:1md 'b;r l l l l t i ~ tha 1rr1ph1.e ~ - t&bli~ tor tbe block 'b7 ti-50 per IIOff; _Ul(I ·
(4) t~ ~ - r-i1Dtoe tbirty-tive (35) 1natal.lan'ta
a aaRmt a.tera1ne4· by' t11v141Da: tbe allooats.on ~
the Hl*Jw1. obliption to 1:lle lllook r S!D21C .....

~' r'
\

,a14 atteJ!' the ·ti:rteeDth iutel]Mnt b7 35 JNft•"

\

)

Kach of tJaa Dinrict •a buio emmal 1natal1Mllts 1ball. be the

ot ~ enn]&] . . . 4ue

~

b

tint

iuta]]nerrf;

ror "lh:1oh 1t 1•

Qltlicabla, and

ot

'bJ,aek

tlle a.ni.;.

Baell. enmel. fut&l.l.amt of tha

Di•Vict abal1 be PQabl.e cme-~ cm Jlllroh. 15 ot t.be
- 19U

tor Nab

-tbe fl.nt _,_,er J8&?' rol.lolf1Dg tbe cloH

opant period provi&td .tor tbat block.

I"'·

,

a4 JQ&ble· 'b;r -the D:l.etrict to tlle·uid:tel SW... OIi

~ Df Mah irrip;Uon block.

aball be b

~

~

to1.l.olr1na

tbe

one-halt tu aucceea:rnc tlUIUt 30,

. mmept tu tiMl iuteJJ:,nep+, vhich llh&U be 4'ae an4· ,.,able Gil DeoaNI' 31 .

ot the

J98r

-ror

which it la &JP11cable.

8
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i ·,

"\ '

~ ot Azmual
~·
•
I

t~
-_vitJa

~ tlle ~ c~/-~

;~ el.fl'.',.-.

iutelb•,nn~4 sobduieci t&r·~.,~

-~~

·-flle_-~-ct-upm :ffl01.ut1on

~ to tbe buia_·...,,,_,

11\Wlt -~ - ~cl.e

8, to a4.1Ut ~ -. -

_<

tu~,_;_.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·:.. ··

in~. article. ·_1eg,~--~th ti. mt-,:iJ~ to~·-.id:oJl_taa. Bla~iot: ,
'
.
e1eot1 8114- tllereatter until tba · cautrwsticm cllarge -·obtip~ u ~ ·

0\1t

. ,,-......
.

• ,,.,...
-.a41,
.

.

.

MDP8,l ~

..

. ;(~) tor

••

._4

• •

.

,(,

·. -

.

.

:tor that ,_. . . ~all.on:

micle
the Mt ·irri~
. .

~ ~ ~ - -Qt -~
.

.

....ble

-~-A ."'"'•._.

•

. ..
':hH-•A
,.__
.
~
.....
0111
o
O-.-v,a.,OII
..
-_
..,.
·· . :
.

.· . . '
.
.·
'umual
A-•t&)]
it
·ot
th9
.
.
PD
. .

tb,a

•

.

.

acnap:Witb:lD tbe J)latrt~ ..wi . . . the

. . pro.feet OOJm'Ut uatt •.

(l») 'Baoh ~ala?' ,-r in _wbioh ~nrw:t1oa

·;--.
{
\

\
;

;

~'ti.~ ~ t a

clMlrp .

are ~ ~ -~'be mu -pure~ to .
.

tide article as. to an, irripi.ian ·'b:M>ok, tbe _Seare'tiary
abaU
~

4etermiDie 'tlle ammaJ.

returu -4 ~ DOnal. 1'.9tmD8 ..

the proJect c ~ unit, an4 .allall. 4ete1'li1ne ·the

-i,arit,'

ratio. ·
(1) : ~ ter,i
"!'JID'lal.. ~ " wu· the
.
.
~

. - I"'

;

aaomrt. ~mrqe grou crop value• -.
. •. tbe. ftightec1
.
· ~ _acre ot'' the--u-ea· 1A culti~'tioa.
proJect -~

Yitbill t.be

mtt 'tor'ezq 'calen4ar ,-ear. :-·

.- .

- (2) ·91e' •DOrllal. returu" ab&U N the

ve11hted ~e,raae.· ot. ~
ten (10) cal.en~ ·70&t'II

ammfll :teturna -~ t11e·

, \_ . _

1ncl:u41ng the. aalaclar ·. .-

9

,' .
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- .·.
~

·\. ~

}

·J9al" ·for
.tbe- noi,ui· returu ~
. 'dioll
.
.
.
.
·wnd,De4· _,_ .,_ -~

-lMdD&.&1-. ·-

'

(9)° ~~--- .JN? :preoet.._

tQI it. urrt:ll &elequate J:ecor4e "·of tenriuaJ retia,ma
.~
..
.
..
.
:. ' .
are ..-ailable ~ "1ie Nl. _tea {10)- Jm' ~o«- .
OD

t)le proJeot COll'traa:t uilit,. tlle

. ·ab&U ,,. a.tera1iae4

cm the - ~ ·

. -~

JIO'f'Wll ritwail-

o1

_a u t- ;;... ·:

tor vlaicb. -4equa1le recorda o~ •nnaal

Nt=a a.re

. ::

available.

( 3) Dia 11p&r1"'-7 ra~• ab&U N ·tlie ..-erage
.
.
.
ot_tile tftl.Te ~
- nat:lcm&l asr1cu1wra1. ,-riv .

raUoe ·ap'e8Md ill percmrtage _ar. 1dae
Jar tor· vhich tblt nora,i:. returna

(

\

\

llined 41v1W by 94 ~ -

I '·

-c ~·

an be:bl a.ter-

!!Ml ID1tbq :panty·

rstioa ab&ll be tboee . c1eteni1Ded· bi' the De,pilrtaeat

/

of Agricml.ture Ul26er tbe p.roria1~ of tba· .&gri-

eultur.l M,.1utment .Act ot

'is11

(fe ~

..

- 1250),

.u it hu been .0.·97 J,e -,,ded tt'Clll t~ ·to
t:f.M.

It

tbe - ~ parity ratioe. ceue to be

c1etenline4 ottlo1al~ ~ the

~ t ·at~-

culture at a,q tiM during ,_ ~ ;peria41
tbe parit7 ratio shall cease ·to be cJetem.1De4

hereunder.

(o) A 4etenli-.t1cm ot ~ - NPl'Mil u4 :aaral returu ·
anii

~ :parity

rill be
. ;,,,-_

OD tba

ratio by ·tise Secretary far uy cal.ea4ar ,-r ..
llaai• t:¥r f1D&1.

ftgv,•

oa'blo.- !be SeoN'tv7~ Jioweva:xo., u

118 JIIIIU'~ U :,ract1-.:

& · buia ~

..-t1llC

'tbe

. l()

..

'
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--·

:~

\ .

\

~

. .trict ........
' .•

.

'

WUi., ·011

tbe_requea1i of ..

. . :* tistriat, ~
-1'1th ~t 1D pr•Jt&l'iac - U"tiaate_
·tacrtcn. tor tut :r-r. Den ao ~ t11e ·
J)tM~ 8blLll ·:turniu iiba vm:te4 state. na11 uaiata.ae

or---...
..

u ·._a :reptatecl by' tu ·S eon'tu7, · 1n,3i,a1nc tu pNJlaN- . ·
ticm ~ e a ~

an4 f1Ml

a.terll1aat1cm of ..,..,. retuna •..

mil.lDdar :,ear.in 'tfbi~ tbe..ma.v1~ 11 01>JJ.ptea. bemuJlller to lake PQWte OD ~ of .~ CCJll.' (4) · ~ch

ltn.ctioa cbarp ~ - , - the ~

-~ ~ -d_the_mna1-~ ~or
.•

. ammal

:Ntuns tor· tbe

79U'

tbat

aa-4

dlall

~-

year,, ·. ··

or are less :~

·t he .mraa,l ._ returms.. J'or each. OGe ~ (]$) m- ·a.3ar
._: · .~

( ):_

.... -~ae:ti~oi om· .~ ~ ·c~~). -~·~ be - izmeue
ar··.~ . , .~ti~.,
ot 1ilR> i,ercem
(~) 111.tlMI.
. .
.
.
.
.

.

taai _-D :l.atriet to

.

.

.

.

'

.

-

the -Un:i.:te-,. state. 'for U.t year., · ad

.

tbat

-~ -~ :_ ~ :imNue, ~ ~ bT mi~~--:
: it .'bJ'.
the i-riV "-tio :~
WWtr
.
.
.. .
. ·tmt p,m.eiODJ at
·:_.· iht·a arti~J PmriW., ·.ftat ·in no enzrt 8blll t.116 .IIIOUR
..:

.

. :· - · uit

pap.'bl.e ·$Or •

. ci~) -~ -~

tllm ·oae

. J9U be i... tbaD t i ~ ~

~

of the
~ c1ae' u4 i-ia\il.e
.
~

. arti~ 8. Wr1ttft

not:lce1

•. • clue
and :payable
.
... to
.
'

' .

-

••••t)-~ff par~ .(1.,,.)

tor

tb&'t

)'ear

u pi'Orite4
1D
. .

~ iM wxmt ~

t.be

aaJUMll

the 1Jnite4 stat111
1b&ii
·.
. ~
.
.

ll
... J
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.

.

w~uct :Noh JMr

·oa or 'befb:re-Jiarah .l
wllf.ch it :i.•

tile JWM'

tor

at-,- .t !M bJ'-ieuon ot the a,era~ o:t

this eticle -

"""·

o~ the 1Nf' ~

BeontarJ'

..Ue&Ue •

. (•) · u
,.

to tbe liatriot by tbe

oautract101l clmp- obJ tpt:.tm of

tbe

Dutrtct · w bea Nlbce4 to . u ·IIIIJlmt eca,uaJ. to or laH
tlMm _leYm7-fift- ~ aoJ.l&rl

<•15,000.00),

4ate ot

aeorae4 j;lwt.1911 . ..U. be paf._4 an the b
:lmtal.lMat Yithaut f'ur'ther'

ff at u, 't1at by reuon
1lbe camtnoticm

at

N,lla14

clars•

a4.1uatamlt

~ tbe

tbe - '

unbl" thi• arU~.

opimnion of tbia lll"t1ol.e,

o'bl1pt1oD ot aa_y- 'bloalt 1a DOt

ot the SOt!1

t1le 111d.

tbe -~

fPllllll,] ~ ,

.aa-

t1oml MDU8l 1uta1lamrta ab&ll be pd.4, aaheduletl Ullllar
tbe . -. JIL"GcedltrN, util 8UCh obl.1ptb:a ie ~

J:'9111114 to

the ·t7Qi'ted state&.

h'ojeat -Impble . . . . .
10.

, - 1aDaa

plale acre ot lac1

·or tile

D11tr1ct :baft ..,._. e1uut1ea u

witbill-tM

Juri,1141.Qti~

ot

tbe Diatrin.

-to ..-ll ift1.!9
A8 a bui•

· t~ ·t . ftD&l. ct;istriblat:laia ot tbe comtl'Uctim obarp dil.iption, t.he
.

,,,...

llmla

nth1D

.

tbe lt.lnriot '187,

,rit,b," 'tlle

anronl. _of tbe

.

~

..

un&er •tan4a:tda cmaiatmt ,rith tboH

me.a.

ilirioat1an~ be :real.uaf.tie4 traa tme

to .t:la ~ - Qe oloN ~ •

~

periocl.

q

:lJa

iwk:1-.

'tbat 48tiaUe4 o1u-

Reh claadtication uall not; abtmp tbe oca-

auuct1011 oharp o'blip.t::lcm. ..-t&'bl.iam4 by tbi•

ccmtnct tor l'Qllmt b;r

- ;,-\

12

.. .

)
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~

ot a43Uttamt1

am "mattera td ita an 1nterD&1. aa.dm.1trat1m,

aka aamgea 1D tbe 'lliuic impble

PBOVISIOIS DLl'fIIQ

!IQ

ar. t'ral '"9 to ti..
PAO.J!OI OPIIWmll AID

wwww . mmue n Sabb& n;

~ :.

~Periocl

I

il..

~

"- ~

period

tor ~

bloek,

tile Diatri.ct aball

mt ueeaa tbe l&D4II ill tJmt block ror tbe ammal 1D11wllwrw. •

9000Ullt

ot the Diatr1ct' s coutract1cm. cbarge obligation, _but lhall. c:o:u..t a

cte-

Yel.opmrt :,period ·obarge for .suoh l.lmda, such cbarge to be 911DOUDCd. . . . ,
~ 'bf
anropri•te
11at1ce. to tbe District tna .·.the
.
'

Decealler l '1f each calender Jev
111g

ot

9eantarJ

011

or. beton

t!Mt ~ period f~ 1iM

,-r. Denlo]liuDt period cbarpa

IUll., over·. ~

1aao••I.

entire per1o4, u4

OYer all 1rr1p.t1on bl.ooks as • whole,_ be autticient to _c,over all c,p,n.-

( )

ticm 8114 -.iBtelll,ace cost. 1DYolved1 vitb anmw oharps IA,1utec1 H

aeftcits in tba
iD tbe la1:e1'
and

NZ'~

~

the ·• tilli,te
'

,-.rs ot 1;he period will be ottaet by b1aber c1larpa
the period.

1'rolll tbe 4ate tbst tbe

care, ~

-

a.illteaaDce ot tbe works are· tmnaferrecl to tbe Diskiet JQl'8UIDt · to

article 13, such

•,

ot

tbat

c11arse ~ d b7

tbe Becretar;r 1h&ll 1Dclu4e

ai a a1Ji1a~

o:r· tba District of the o.,eration an.4 -.iJrtemnce

year, aa4 1:ncJude an •PP:.-.i ate abare at the co•t at

tioa and 111&1Dtenance o f ~ reserved works.

pcJlel"

m • •·

ail

ot open-_

Alq det'ioit a:1.at1Dg "IUII.

tlie works are talle:G over by the District dur:lng the ~ perf.o4

shall be repaid

'bJ

tbe District

to the O'nitecl-statu b~re the eD4 ot

tbe ~ period OD teZ1ll8 sa.tisfacto17

to

tbe S e ~ .

WJaa, .

:L.3 .
-~

~--, '
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_,,-..._

_I

;

.

.

'

etatea,
t11e deva1oi-mt par1o4
.
,•

tC?

the 'IJDitecl statea one-ibalf

.

cllarge tued. by the s ~. llh&ll. be pr.14

on or before April .15 ·ot tbe 1'tU' fQ1" vbi~

it '1a app.11cable, and aae,..hal:r 0D · or before the

,.~-

CNdit

Ohr

pet1o4

Bb&ll be cre41te4

the

·c1oi• _o t

the procedurea eatabllsbed 1n articl.e 16, the asauaunta -to
Ullder sbaU be Ulli:fom tor all .IU8h lallda 1n the D:tenict.

( .)

~

the c1eveJ.opaent perio4 _tor each block,

sball asaeas apiut tboae laDda 1D the District

made umler tbe 'lieme

J.zv

2!!!:;]5•

:aece•Hl7 to ·_ cover the coat of the operation aD4 aa:inteaace.

be

~h.

to the District•

S.:,nn1ng Yitb the

m~ct

.ru..

cost of opent1Dg at· the oloae ot 1;M

and above the

OJ!!l!Uon ·.and llainteQIIIDce

12.

81JCC8~ -

ot

tb.i• corrtract.,· excl.usive

1111

-..om:at

bee.pt u

be m4e

to

bere-

A l l . - ~ to

ot ccastructicm

ob&rge

·1mw1aea1;a,. and clevel.opaat per1oa cbarps., &ball. be iac1u4e4 1D 11a1.d

'·

.13. · (a)

At &D¥ .t:lJle atter

Jfm1111.r'y 1, 1963, upon request bT the

Diatrict or by the Seoretaey and _agreemezat betweD ~ Secre~- u.cl

District.,· the Secretary

,,,,,..

llhaiJ.,

upon appropriate written notice to

tu

the

DI.strict, transfer to 1t, aDCl the 1)1.atriet ~ball assuae tbe care, operation
aD4 ·ma:1n~e

,~ t

UJ7

ot

the

~ -.ork1 Ybich, iD ~

Secret&l'J''•

opim.~, ·aay- appiopri&tely be eo transferred. at auch -tiJM. · 'f'raaater of
·equii:ment and suppl.lea Yitb appropriate titJ.e tbereto required 1D conneo-

t1cm ¥1th the operat:1.on and llllintenance ot tranaf'erred works aball be Jade

. ..,
1~

f

_;
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r--.. ·

\

CODCutttilt~ pl%'INIIDt to ~

tbe

eatiahctor7 'lo the Seci-etaz,J rm,

,.,._.t of that port1011 of tbe cost tbereot

1IOt tbarnof'ore cbargec1

to tm ·matrict.
(b) .,!be Diatri~t
ebell, &1; 1ta om coat am
without
.
.

a,;ieue

etticient 00Dlit1cm 11114 of equal · oepc1tJ' tor · tbe c11rr1uir aD4 41atributl~
·Of irrlptlaia ntu u of the date ot trauter to

u.. all ptacticable

t:a

~

tlle

Diltrict, ul

llb&ll ·

imNft tbe eccmcatc&l aD4 belletici&l use

ot

· (c) U, ill tbe . apiDioD at tbe ~ , .tm, Dieui.ct aball
bl.ft failed at &111'

,,,,--.,

,

(

\

'

) .

UQ' proviaion of

u.,. or tram

time

to

t,._,

to

pel":f'Om 8Ubll1iat1&1l.y

tb:f.s contr&et, the D'm:tecl ~tea ~ gl."'9 ·tbe District

written notice· ap,cit.,iJla. ·the reai,ecta in which tbe District bu faUecl

so to perton, &D4
priate 9t.epe to

in

~ neat tb4I J)1atr1at tail• to ·eve or tike appro-

cure such cleftul.t YiWD thirty ( JJ) diVa after tbe

ot a\ldl notice, tile

mdte4 states

a:r,

&i"f'.1118

on ,> daiJa 'VZ"itten notice .to tJle

District, tate over the aper&tion and m1Dtemmce of all or aay part of .
the trau:tWl'eCl

voru.

Such operation and m:llltenmicf'l

bJ tbe. Vzlitecl state•

shall coutinue w:rtil tbe Secretar,y cletend.DH tb&t tbe Diatriot ia

~llle o-r operatiDS &11 or

.....,.

imy

agaia

part or the 1;ranarerred work& tlum beiDS

operated and 11111.f.utaiDed. b7 the Um.tecl states, aa4 upcm written notice

···.

to

tbe Di1tr1ot, establillb1Dg ·the effective date, ma7 retrauter to ta
.

Diatrlct all

Q1"

mq, part_o~ tha

.
~~

works.

lJJK)n

reoeipt of 8Wtll
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_
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,,,......._

I

.

.

.

.

coat ot •iacb oparation

.a ~ - aball. be pa:14 1D a4'nzlce by ~

J)ietrict to :~

stat.ea,

Unite4

ucept; · ~ period eoa1ia ff¥r wb1cll

au purnaat ·to arliole: u. ft#wt.l
be on t1* ~ of . NimJal. est1-tea mc1e

other ~ ~ . are
UDder thia au~cle (

d)

lball

by' tbll ~ ' and lillall oonta1n •

operation all4

Mlol1Dg

( )--

Jea1' prece41Dg tlle

OIQ

be

~

!be DOtice

cLl.e.Daar JN.r.•

aball be :turn1iihecl to the l>i•1.rtct
,,,..,.......,_

a ~ t . ot tbe estiat.4 eoat ot

~enanae ot the tnuterre4 varta to

: united State_• 1D tbe

-"1 tbe

ot • • ~ . : . ·

or be1'oJ:e Septmber 1 or t.be ~alaniar

OM tor Wicb tlle DOtlce

1B

1aliUecl• . VIia tbe Uld.ted

States takes ·ovv :lnit1al.q the operatioa ·an4 Jl&iJ:iteiimlce et q- plrt"

voru,

the transferred

..

the Secre~ shall give the

_ot

D1ririct ~ : .

· (1)- . notice of the ~ t e d 8lll0UDt of - . ..

cb&i'ae

trait .the · ettec:tiTe &rte

oi,eration

· ot

an4 -~ .

:t,be calendar

(2)

JUi-;

ot

ot the

the

um:te4 State•'

works to tbe ·ea4

11114

a :aotic~ _to COYer the fol.l.olriDS Je&r

.

the iDiti&l takulg

1Fhen ·

.

OYer occun after ~caber. l

~

IUl1'yeal'· · .

the cue ot the .initial notice i:i:l coaneo'ticm
.witll a pa.rtiaular
.
..
realJll:Pt:lon ae:reunder, tbe .Diatrict ahall JMQ" tbe IIIIIOUDta. aet ou1; ill_an;r

Except . 1n

'

auch notice in tvo equal 1Jult&Jlmen+.•,

OM OG

or bef'ore JaiD.larJ 1 ot tbe

16
...,/

.. __
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:

OM:on or before Juae

JMr for"which 11;-- t.s· 4mt· •

~ ot the

tbe

--

·ID

iDiti&l ~ce, the D1Mct .ah&ll. ~ t h e ~ aet .

out 1n". ti. DOtioe

. I" .

at tbat ,-r.

J)

Oil

1n

that noti~, and

OZ"

toll cbargea

or beton ti. elate. o;r dates ftzecl by. the Seoretary
.

.

eblll "1thout

clela7 ~

whatenr ap,cial ........-ta

an DeCUa&l'J" to raiH tJie tfia4. ror

~ ot ~

IIIKJIWl'ta.•

.

.

.

b7 the United States, he 'IIJA7 gi·w-e a ~ t a l notic~ at&~ins therein. ·.-

81101Dlt of- ..aditioml hDda

the

nq~., an4 _tbe Diatrict &hall ll4'nmoe ·

that aapunt. cm -or bef'ore the elate apecifieil 1A t h e ~ notice,

If t\mde ~ -b)' the District UDder this artide
.

(
\.

_,,,.....___

\·

actual. ·

coat ~ operation ud maiD.tenazlc~ for such 1r0r~ ·~ the JNr tor wbieh
~ , the surplus abal.l, be cre4itecl

)

exceed tlie

caa c1u.e traa the District.
_BeH'rft

J'2!!1
. .

.1~:

(a)

to WAY 1111110UDts thereafter to be-

~·
year

~~
~~

·1963," tbe Diatrict. eball

BegiDDing with the c,i;letu!ar

.

.
.

.

malte levies and ·U'98..-tl DHNH,ey to accumulate _im4 -.:1.ntaiD
1'und

r-

to be ...-a1lable

maiJrtenance

ror

.

tbe

an4 .M1.nta1De4 1A &ll amow:rt

($200,000.00) _at

.

pur_poae o-r replacemmta

°! tbe project vorka.
~

& 1"9H1"N

and

tor

~

1'be ~~ fllDcl aliaU be aoOUIDUl&ted
'

.

at leut two buDared thou&DII . dQUars

ille rate~ tn:Dty tbouaud. aol.1&re

($20,000,00) enmwJJ7,

unleaa a lea"1" IIIICJlmt viU accumulate or repJ;em.a~ tbe :f\mcl,

J

·{ '

17
/
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~

('b) !'be reeerve t\m4 aball be &Tail.able cmq:
(1) priam:111' for N}>lac:IIIID.t ot -.,or :pro.1eO"t;

vorlF9,

01"

~ , to 1IHt untt>reeeen coata or

(2)

operation a4 a1DteDance UMl repair ot the pro3eot
YOr~

or to met at.her ·project eo1ta, the

UH

far

Vbich baa ~ &Jif.Pl'OHd by the Secretary.

(a)

ftie reaern f\m4 shall be depoaited IID4 -.tDtaiut apart

1'rcm other D:1..-trict

~

1D • d.epoei toJ.'1

.-eetiDI the requiNMD't;• ot the

lan ot ·the state of Idaho relating to ~ : l t
mcmQ'8

o r ~ be 1.nvest;e4 1B tJnited states banda.

t1Dl81 aa the o,pen.tioD

r/.

\

\, _

)

-4 ma:1.ntaance ot

or the um:ted sta.tee,

the ruponaibillty

tor \We

ot

&1Q"

1rrisat:lOD 4iatrict
Dm'1llg nch t1ae or

ot ti.. pi-oject ,roru are

such tun4a llh&ll be ~lal>l.e

by the D1etrict, and upon request by the_Beoretal7, the Diatrict

abaU ~ to the J141te4 Siiatea. aucb. 8110Wlta aa

are properl.1'

requea:te4 1n

accoriallce w1th tbia arUcl.e.

15,

I"""

(•) ·

ne

Diatrict,

~ tlae perioi of opentiOD &D4 -.1.Jrte,..

DI.DCle ~ the reH1"'led works by the lJD:!.tecl States, ahall pa:, to tlw United
States tlle abare ot con•

ot operatioia am ma1J:ltemllloe tb.ereo1", 111el.\141Di

wb&tever coste 'a87 be 1ac-urred 1D tbe delivV7

ia apportiomble

to

ot vatv

~

vbiah

the irrigaticm storege r1pta tl:lare1a all4 wblch 1a

.:i.loca'ble to tbe D1•triot'• ripte 4e:f1necl in article

11.

ID~

18
)
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\

)

tbe total ~ a;,portionable •nm•l J7 to the irrip.ticm storap r1gbt_a in
tbeee wmb -there sball ~ 1nclude4 :pl,Jllellts requ1rec1 1;o. be
.

'

we with ta. prcm.a1aaa
eYer

IIIIOlmta.

tenance -~

at arUale 24,

are requ1re4 to be pa.14 u
muter the ccm~ trr

Conp,.ay and tbe trm.tecl

.a. 1D ·acc;ord-

1Nt tbere lba;Ll N aa3n4ell wb&t:..
.Amer1can l'&ll.8 ~ O i l u4

.nm. 15, 1923,

States, as 1t 11111'

tclabo Pwezt

betvMn the

bereafter be

Mb~

~.•

(b) Vith respect to the d.etenlb&tian UD4a- ( a) Gt tll1• artJcle ·

or

the costs for Paliaades Dam &J;l4

Reaeno1r,

there shall lie 4eteniDe4
.

.

tran tille to t1Jle by tbe Seoret&ry, after. conault&t1011. with the Adnsory
Ccalittee, the 1,uia :ror cllstributing
1-

an

aons tbe varl.oua purpose• which b7

to be served by tbe 4llli aa!. reservoir tbe costa ot -~ • &D4

-1zrtenance thereof' and the bu1a tor ass1gnillg those coata ~or NPIJllllll't.
In determmng 1;b.e euch total coats am1nal17 apport10Ded to tlle 1rl"1p.t1cm
stol-qe rights there sh&ll be 4educte4 ~ the total_amaual ooat

operation ud aintenance of the dall· and .r eservoir,

t a.• coats vbich are

ervoir an4 tor which otbar provision tor repa:ynm,.t, in vbole or

is aac1e purBUaDt to la. •

cons ap_portionable

of

w -the

in. pan,

irripti~ atongit

.

.

r1ghta 1D Paliaadea Dam ad Reaenoir ah&ll be d1atrillute4 11D?P1aJ J y to all

storage space that is made ava.Uable

tor irr1ption ].Nl'll08ea.

(c) Paymen;t. o~ tbe District's abare ot Ol)er&t1on aD4 miatemnce
COIJt8 of the ~erncl vorka. shall be ude :tor each caJ ndar 7W" ~ the

buil!i

ot

amnal.. estimates

bJ' the Secretary.

estuatea~ hereiD&ftv referred to .. .

tlie

The notice

ot these

•n,mwl

OlJer&tion 811d m i ~ cbarp '

notice, eball ccmtai"ii .a stateunt ot tlle est1Jate4 cost o~ a.peration ua4

r--..
19
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.

tbe IIIIINDt

~t - ~~

~ -tM 1~1cm-•toraee

~ tbentut,·

·aa f.ba :IIDWlt of t1le Diatrict 8 Ull1'0 .Qf' thffe Utimte4 COB1iJ~
I

' ·· .

u4
aiJlteDaDce
~
. .
.
OD ·or.· ~ ~bz:uarJ' l ~ - •

- ~-

.

operatioa

.

.

_. nattc;e
ahall be
.

·c aJn,a~ .J m

.•

..

hnli•bed. to the. Diatric, .
.

.

for ,rhich _the noti~·:11 laaue4,

.
.
. .
·.
.
.
··'
.
bllt, ·wbeD ~Bffd b7 the D11tr1ct, ·a . ~·utate ~ '-·12.ftll

at _such earl:illr date u

~ in ,rritiag; ·-

1a . , . _.

D:lstl'iot llb&ll,.'1/8:7 . ·

tbe ai.omit 1tat.a. ~ tlae notice on .or htto'.re April.. l of the ·, -. tor. wti:lch
it :la iasued_Ol' :~li other date u S7 ~ : agreed

_CID

1n :vr1t1zia.
•,

~ , e r 1D tbe op1n1oa

(4)

imdequ&te to operate

vill be

of the S.cret&t-7 tua4a

- ~ reservecl ·woru., .he - ,

8114 ~

a a11Pl)l.Wmt&l o,erat~OD ad -.inteaenc•
8ll0UJ1t o'f the Diat~ct 'a . share
ot
.
. Ce
/

\

\

)

J>iatl'ict
t1.ea 1n ·•

.

shall.

•

/

-

•hall be ~ t e 4 .on the
'

.

~tional
fUn4II
retu1N4.,
.
.
.

.

&bare

ot

'tbe·.- aqtual.

.

UJ4

anmg
otbitr
thiitp,
.
.
.

tbe &rte
81*1•
•. .
.

cos,· ~ ~at;icm .
IIU1"p1.ua

-.1Dtemmce cmrsu 1IQ lleoeae
•

· Allotment of Water; Excess water

16. ·. (a) 'Die pron110111 ot

.

.

the_;rear :r~·:,;bich ~ e 4 , tilia

operation
•

aal t~

.·

It~-~.b1: the Dietri~ _unc1er-

aoeeo..'tbe Diatrict'a

an4 ·Jla1ntaane• of the vorka for

g:l.'fe :·

dlarge ·~ice, litatiDg therein ·tbe

a4vaa.ce
·tut a4dit1cm&l amcwt .OD
.
' . ~ -betore

-~upp].auntal mtice.

tb1s_art1cie

.

iio a4Yaaoe4.

c1De
.

I

..

Cbe.rf!•

this article -are m4e w1:tll t!le c»,fectift, .

·ot encourag:lng the · econm1cal
. .

wse
of
.

water

u4 of
cl11.

20

·'
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ptrlocl •tatua,

l.ft1 a a:!n1-n annual ~ti.on

an4 aaiutaaance cllarp

aphwt Noh irrip'ble acre ~ llm4 withia tJle B:latrict, an4 tbe

or

auclt n1n.1-

!be 'aaoimt

cbarle 8ball be requ:S.n4 vbetber or 110t ntei- 1a u..t.

ot nter 1A acre-feet

per

acre vbicb 1• to

1W' tw -tlle w1n 4,... ...,..1 ob&rp ..,U ·'be

be l!el.1""4 eaab.

4eten1M4 bT

lxm'4 of 41noton., but it -,. :not bei ,et in
tbe

,...t

exoe11 ~

tha Diaut.ct'•

3 ·acre-feet Ull'Ul

D1•tr1~ ...... opna1on aa a1AteaDoe unur article 13. rar

avr to be 4ellnre4 MCh
~

-,-r

1a mmea• or

or water uaera 1119'0lff4 u&1l pq

the 111n1aa mlDUllta, tha

'° tba l>1at:riot an ucuii

a!larp u tollon:
(1)

rar.tu

tint acn-taot pe aore or tn.ot1on

tbeeot, at a n.te per aare,..toot DDt
I_

\

lam4"4 tnat;y pueeat ( ~ )

/

.cbal"pcl

ot

for water aa4e &Ya1lable

NPP!4l M1D1-

t.be

i.11

tbaD au

rate per acre-foot

1'or tbe '1Nr UDiler :tile

cbarae•

.,-..
-obarp.

(3) Por ·each acre-~ per

1a acff• or tbat

&ON

ael.1Tere4 UDller

or rr&aticm tbereot

(1) IID4 (2)

above, at

• rate per acre•foot not lea• tbaD two mm4re4 ,ercmt
( ~ ) o~ the rate per acre-toot clliarp4 ~or water

ma.

available un4er tbe ld.Dialt amma1. ellarge.
21
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Wha the Diatrict uaumee operation an4 -.intemace UDl!er article 13, tbe
board

ot directol'a - , acJ.3ut the ohu'pa to 'be a4e tor exc•• water ao

u to 1Dareue

oi- 4ecreue 8\ICh

chariea

u 1t cleterainee to be necuary

tor tbe efflc1eai oi,eraticm ot the proJect.
:1:

(c) '1'o carq out tbe :proy1eiona ot t.hia articl.e, tM DUtrict
or tile U'Ditea States, .vbicbffer 1a o,er&tiJII tbe irription worb, 1ball

aeanre t1le wtor ~vend to each

:ram tu.mov.t

u4 lm1l k-., :I.Dli"Y1clual.

tam turnout· ael.i"Nr7 :reoord8.

1.7.

(a) !tie water aunl7 to 'be affoilable

priau vat.r
(
\

\

AaCZ'U1D1

ua4er tbi•

ccmtnat - -

to CIIPI01'tJ :lli·P&UHdin Beeenoir a1M1 ill ·Aar1.C11D

hlle Benrvo1r, mt;ural. t1ow ripta 1114 IJ'Ol,ID4 water riallt8 IMll4

;

D1•tnct,

u

tor

'tlle

ere fulq 4ef'1DeC1 berein.

(b) 'fhe UDitea states will operate an4 IIWlta1II the GiltiDa
Allerica l'aU8 Dillll an4 Beeervo11", an4 will Mke an:!Jule to tbe J>utrict
stored.

w.ter acc:NiDI to two ad

tract. !Ilia :;perceatece

1ball,

HVeD tbouaaim4 Dine

bw:iared n1De't7-•1x

so lollg aa tbe rnervo1r llaa

1111

active

capacity ot 1,700,000 acre-tHt, be trllllte4 u tbe eqvJ.ftlmt ot "-1,'93

acre-re.t ot active C11PacU:t7. Dia latter
:tram. time to

u.. ... a&rW!llmt

be-tween

1'1gure N7, !a>wet'4"1 'be

.a.,a..w

tu a.cret&r7 and tbe MrillD.1'7

Ccai:ittee vbenever there are ~ t 1 ~ that the aotift capacit7 1•
_r",...

other tha abcmt

•tat.a.
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(1') !Die . ri&bt
to baTe
nore4 to 1ta OHd.it
.
. . .
.. '

.

.

.. ·

. .

1111 -1a atonp .-1w01L,

~

- . t1ve _tbawloO •1Z

lmD4re4 12.zty-~ ten tbolaND4tll8' ,erca1; (7:. _,66~).
or all vater RON4 1a_ Paliaa4H llaHno1r . aunns
tbat

. ,,,-.

IWOID . . - , the

,al.~184N 1torap

richt .

!be l'aliHdN ·rionp npt . . . . l\lbcli~ioa
~ auJeet to the rilht at ot11en to ·..,. 1 ~
(2)

(1)

to ~ cre41t 4ur1Dg MCh storage - ~ - 11111 ,d:'ll. ·•
priorii.7 u ··m11catea. 1n article

19, ,..-tar

1io -.toll ·.

. ~ are mtitlec! t)aroQgb tb9 ourtailamt rd water
. 41venioaa .. ·.F0"14e4

. · (3) !be rilb:t.
t1on
I
\ .

\
.,J

8NIClll

in tbat article • .

1;o baft

~14 ova r.n.-.one

~

to the Dftt ltore4 •ter to vhi.cb it

1a

tillt1tle4.
~ total lll0UDt ~ ltore4
, ,

.

•

w.ter to the District'• eNClit·· e.t aa,- tille· IJllall
•

.

.

I

.

•

•

not, ·bow.,81', ucee4 tbe t o.t a l ~ of qaae

•

·reaeno1r ---1~ule ·

'

.

P&l.1N4u

1n tbe
.

•

Beaenoir ce herebJ' ·-.c18 aub.1ect to tllie prcma1am. ot (1) ot .

this article.

(t) stored at.er availa11le under tbe rights in P&U..U~

Reeenoil" cr.aated. ·1,y this CCGtract •hall ~ ma1lable · :tor
D11tr1crt lm'1llg

a»i irr!ptioll HUaD v i ~ thue
.

dal.1Te7 to tbe

l.ud.tatiom~

.

(1) Elli:e,pt ill auea aZ m J'PDC7, 4eliver1ea
.-.:U ~ 11mi"4 to

per-1.o«. 1rbal tbe

pl'OJeot'• ~

fl.av r1ght8 \1Dder. Jl8l'lli1S lo. 2621,6 &re D0t nttJ.cieirt

to Met the :projeet '• 1~t1cm water ~ -
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..

(2) JJeliveri..

isbal:J. be l:laite4 at uq tille

to

·tu aount Yllich cu ·'be &alivered by wa of ·tbe

District'• proportionate sllare ot the Ollllet CQ&Cit7,
teJdng into ecocNDt tbe nquir

a n+; of IIM&UI tmough

tbe reaerwir water belongf:ng to prior 1"1pta· ~ the

-

*8ic&l

~tatiau ot

the md.et112g outlet worka.

.

(s) Unaer
aotive ~ 1 t y

ot

the

prort•:10111 ot

tbe act o~ Segtaber '$J,

JJocmmlt

Bo.

tu a,eratirl8 :plea aet

section 7 ot tlMt act_~t Diloaber 22, 19", (58 .Stat.
b;;prq

r'·

~

720, SJ..t Ocmpreu, ·aD4· attaoma biere1io · u ·:bld.b:l.t ,;.,

u that pl.all 1a 111,p].eaeilte4 bJ' nle• and J'eFhticma iaa\184

y·
i

1950, .·~·-

P&liaadea lluervoir Yill be uaecl J o ~ ~ 1.rriptiOD

and flood acmtrol atonge 1n aaeordanee with
1Jl Rouse

.•:

.

•

'.

•

e,oi.

1M"9all1; to

All tbl Diatr:lot'•

•

•

· atorige r:tsht• .a:re_subJect to the operation ot 1*e raervoir 1n acoordallae
with' tbia eubarticle. · ID the event Pali&adl!la Reaenoir
fa1la to till 4Ur1JJC
. .
!

-av

&toi-qe season ~ - reuon ¢

of sllortap ao attribu.talue

catel to istonp of

8\ICh tl.oo4 ccatrol operatioaa,

~

tla.e

--,ant

be ~ t e d equal.l.j' ·OYW all l'pl,ae lllo-

fttex' tor ~ticm,

amicipal;, or other lld.aoel lll!WJU8

purposes an4· ~ be cbil.rpB ap1net all :8'torel. water :taol11d1118 tllat, 11'

11111', carried OV'er traa prior im.p~on eeucma _

.

(h)

.

!he UDited

of .tJle pro.1~,

states has, in · cormect1cu with the couvuctiGD

au appi'O,pr1.ate

:tiliDP . in confcmdtJ' y;t:tla tba etatutes of

I ~ ae to ~ cliveniom at the Unit ,.- proJect pa.p1Dc

.

.

cliftfllioia of "ll'()UDd water. ·!bese inol\lde water risht
and

mY-,. ~

Um.tea Statee will

-take

pl.ant

and

~or •

Jtm'llita 1Allilbera Rfiel6·

a;pproprlate ·nepa

~ r 1:hHe pena.t.u ·
.

.

to obtain. water r1pt certificates ft>r the beDef1t of the lauds of tbe

._
,,,-..,

District.•

25
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.

.

.(a) l't is . _ Ji1iiDN d 111a iad.S ftata . u4 tbe wat.r
·,

18.

w..$ a1ot 1 ( 4ncbvHng tba DJ.e_trtct) to
·haft 'IJle l'NIIH011' . . ,. . . . ,IO a,nate4 U to .n.e~ tbe ~ JnOt1,oable ·
!llm.llg

,--.

1IN1'II
.

nmwp

aaue:naticm

to bolc1

rig1lu 1n 'UIII ·

ot ...ter. Ia

atoreci water~

~

ntb tbla

i,urpaae, tie ·.....,_. wlU lMI

~ 1 r 919tea qi11N tbst 1• ~ lWllb••• ·.

V.ter _in 8toNp 1.n:arq ot 'the n a ~ ·ar t h e ~ ~ , .ba a,::ar, ~

-

the ntel"IBllter and tbe .Advidor,y Ocmd.ttee cleterid.Dei:thia to ~ 1_n thia in•

tereet ot vat.- .o ouaenaticm,

be belcl ~ 1D uaacoup1e4 ~ 1JL ·

.-, otim- NMrY01r in tbe 11ysta.
Mk1ag, Y111b tlNt &.P}Uvtal.
Vll'tl!l'. ~

(
\

\ .
/

tu

. 111c of-water or

.

.An4

tbe

D1atr1et

ot the' vatemHte.r,

"fV:lau. reae1•vo1n

or tbe

.berebf ~enta

to' tbl

fl'ICWl9:D8*I ot

•tord.

of ,an»al

9111ta1. · Jo au.ch ~ ll014-

8l1Ch anmaal excbu.- sball., ...,..., clapri~ arq

of vater ·acoru1J26 to apace bel4 tor

-1.tJ ·

its baef':f:t.

('b) Dur1D& .., artonp 'HUOD, the Um:ted. st.tea,

after

cauul-

tation with tile W.eoq CClllll!.ttee, mq rel.we atore4 vater tNII.P;tl1"84M . ·
.

.

Reaervoir fol' tlle mair:atal.lllce
plant, ad. dl8i1 store auch
.I""".,

of 1uoh

water 1r1ll 'M

~ paNr

nter

.

~ o a at hl1•84oa · Daa J)Oife• . .

1n .Allai'J.cu hlla lleael"l'Oir. · b

cont,~ wiNv8",

releue

1D storage awcma _v i.a :t.t appean _

. tb&t jmerican l'all.a,· Pallaade8:, and ·Jaekaon Lake ReNrV01n v1ll tail

till to water required

to

~ tti. ~ of' • n1n1,ui f1m ~ procJuo-

.t ion (eatia.ted to be about .u,000.,000 k1...Lolnltt-boura :per mmth at an
averaae '.Pl'04uction or 15,.000 kilontte) and whicll can 'N atoN4
l'&Ua :Reservoir, en4 11G such releue 11.U. be

.

u

Allari.aan
'

..u tb&t w1lJ. peaJ.uae

tlle

.

•>'

.. .

'
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"\
/

r'
later 11eliftl'Y r,t_ ftter, . "'7 u:o11.... o:r otberviH. to t1ie ,q,pe 'V&lley
eati.tiea atitle4 thento •
.· Wiater Poirer Operaticm; JU.nick*- l'olnglallt

19.

(a) !be trnitell States, 1D 1t1 o.paraticm r,t .Amriou hlla u4

IUnidata DIIII . 4Ur1Dg the 1t'.cmlge

-

tJlrouab-

ot

~

••aon ~ each , - 1a refl1l1N4 to ,ua .

,..-ter to satisfy a11t1111 41'YWB1m ripta 1A tlle stretcll

ri'V'er ao.,,:i._to -4

1Dclutilta ll1lael" Dia Ul4

certain panr rip.ta Ml.air

JW.ner DIii, an4 bu .the pri"filep ,mm.' 8ll ezist1118

Jtlnidoka

4ecNe to

Dalia 21 700 cubic fNt pc ~ of_ water ~ tho. ~ at
U4 lll.D14alra

panr~ Vblle the Utlite4 States must operate the ~ O l i l l -~
JJaa eo

at

UH

u mt to interfere

ob.1eotive of the

Y1~ theH

tJnitecl .States

thir4-J*rt7

ill 1ibe o,peratiail

rigbt., ~- will be tbe

at both

it. Allerica J'alla

and Mlnidolr.a ~ to ~ tm nleue . ~ ac!titicm&l - . f'1'Ca
/

\

American F&Ua Reaerv'Oir for :panr :proc!uoticm at t1aoae ~ ~

\

1:11.e storage
the :full
reaul,t

1"80Q

_o f s,q- i-r- ~ operatloD of thoae :,pc,nrp1aata to

uteat of tl:le1r Naptct1ve V&t.r ripta tor panr

1n loll of ~t1CIII water. nlmwiff sterabl• 1!

·,,.ta. Accor41Dgl.y. ace,t u 1t .1a 4eterldlle4 bJ
ad41tioaal water aq,- be )lallNd. through Aaer.f.caa -~
I

r-..

:prulll( Lfalt wul.4

·

tb.e reservoir

tbe Secretal'7 that

aD4 X1D:l<1oka Dau

vi't;baut the loa• O't water t.b&t ooal4 be etored for irript:lan in the

l'fl-

•

anoir Q8tm,

t)M;· U.S:te4_State•

V.ill, du.r1Dg Neh 1torage

October 1, 1952, 81114 ocmt:1autng· 10 1oag ·u
.

art1cle Nl!fJ,1n

tha prcm.aiou

,-..on

bagl:oa1ris

at (c) at tld.•.

.

operative; __lta:lt the rel.eue

~

water t'brc,ap· tho9e. a...

..

t'ollon:

r--..

.

.

'bel.olr lt1Jlt.c1Glra .. . 811fti~ieat to. lllllNt exietfDg 41Vffl1CD

.21
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\) r--,.
:ri8!d-•

1D. the Nacll or the rinr ·t.m-oup llllmr Dall

8l1Cl tu »oWW rigld;a nqm.:recl to 'be rec9tH4
the provi•tcma

ot

uaaer

tlle Qmtract of Jum l.5, l.923,

betna tba ~:tecl Sta.tee 8Zl4 1lbe Iauo' Power ~

(SJabol and :lo. D.r-733), u thoee cliftl'll1cm 11114
:ponr r1gbt. ...,. be

tu atent that it

To

be iDtonac1 1D. ...,._.

.u.n.a. :tre. t1ae to t!at.

18 :pncticable to c1D ao, the AAY18017
CmmttN vU1
.
•,

or - , :·Jll,am

~ the Nl..Nae

ot water 1Zl aceu o~

t11e fOftlOUI 11111.tattom; aDCI. tllat aa.ittee vill be turiaiabe4 vr1ttc

:porta as

ot the close at

re-

the atonp · ~ of each 1N1" ·1bolring, -

otller tbillp, tu rele&H1 . act.1.17 a4e &114 t.be .-Ln1- J'ltleaallll nqad.NCl

to be

.a..
(•)

/

\
j

Cu:na1llllmt o~ rei.. . . u ~aect ill (a) ot

vill relUl.1; 1D. t1ier1· bei!lg, 1n

kl 1H4u Beaenoira.

1C1U

m1

J'M1'8, _ac141tioml vater &ftilable f'or

ID fllllT ato:np 1wm vben tb.ne reaenoin fail to

ftll, the l&Yed wat.r &1.tri1111'table to such curt&1lmmrt

~

be crec11tea.,

flrst 1 to Ill.and Park llH;effo1r to tbe eztat ot lt,5,000 aare-:teeli
rep,r4 to the prior1t,' of tbt
an4

to

atoraae

thereafter to Amei'ic:an 1alll,

the cm!er
~

art1o1e

at priori:tT ot

pemtta belcl

wit.bold;

tor tba't re1ff'f01.:',

Ialall4 Pa'rk, an4 i-auaaa.. leHn'OirlJ· 1A

tbeir re&pective storage pmd.ta, tbe cre41tillg

Park BeMnOir 8114 to

an, storage l'1glrt; 1D - , other naenoil"

( acept tbe lover 'Y&l..l.ey acbup4 space 1D AJlericu J'all8 Be•eno1r) be1Jlg
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•;

mu

. ah&re ot-t;a--·anm&J ,.,,

Ti•iou ot ( •) of

tor""JIOl'ff nplAlcaat ill lreepiJII v1t11 t11e po..

w.a article.

(c) l'or fil1e JmllOIIN .of tllia oCllltnot 11114 Yit'bcnn reliDll'lialaan
~

ot ·ai\T

ot -tbe p,nr

r1-}lta mre1Ja deacr1bed, it 18 U8Ull84 1iba1i lid

f'or curtaillleDt ot ~ .. prcm.4ec1 1D. {a) ot
'

.

w.. article,

uDi'H l

.

tbrousb 6 ot tm 111.m.aab :ponrp1aat 1JOUl4 •

seuon of each Je&r
tbe JONr r1pta

opvatea 4ar1Dg "t11e . . . . .

to tlle MX1nn eztAID.t praeUeabl.e witlwa 1.1le lild.ta fft (2, '100 H~-teet -

~QI'

~ d 7,): tile D1.atriO't

Court ot the J'ourth JIJdici&l. D18triat GI I&lbo on .June 20, _1 913, 1a tbe

cue ot "'12' Jalla Cual CCll!R8:9 v. Cb&rl.e1 B.
~

ot aJeraticma 1D1ez'

;proi!uct1on ot per

u4

Um.tea States 1'1ll, u
\

;

bT

ot

the 4el.1ffl"J'

poNl"

111Di&lta pgnr,pl.aDt

concurrmtq

~

practioabl.e, Mke nplecmnrt

and ellOl'8Y 1ato tbe Jl1alc10a·:,c,nr apt.a at tbe

trcm otber ~ t e c t l'e&mll poHrpbmta be1D8

~ ..

baviJ:la reNnOir risbt•

llil4e

detend.necl .. tol.l,:ln:

,all.a

tor

nch

replaa----

b7 the District and all other ocmtracton

~ t i J l g b-ca tbe ftter NriDp 1"Nult1ag ft'a

~ un4er tbe pl!OY1,e1cms ~ (a)

(1)

1a

!o ottaet IJuah lo...i, tlle

opentecl 1Umr t!le J'ec1eral ~laa.tiOD Iara. ~
power uil· W%'fD'

al.) aD4. that

tll:11 article then -..,. be loe8ff ill the

aero at that plant.

~It

~ et

ot thU

art1ala ill

flDIIJJ&J

aanmta

..

Prior to tbe date vben eitllar tlMt Aaerie&ll

~

or P&l.11ad..

:n.. ~

11 tint

in Servi.~, tbe .papmrt for UJ1' ye&r ahall be tbe

product, 1a dol.l.&ra,

~

the then

OODtrol.11Ds .......
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,

, .- ·....,

\

,

~

I

·.

~

••• 4:.

tour mW.a (to.004).

taea

(2)

Jlegjm,1:ag 'Vith

the

ila-te

um

either tba

· Alleri.can ·h1.1a pc,verplmrt or · P&l.1n4ee DIil
is first 1D senioe, tba P11M,Dt

,,....

__

~

tor 11111'· 7Nr

l5bal.l.

be tbe :pL'OCblct, in 4ollars, r4 tbe tbeD COQt1"oll:1Jls ·

hours, time the pr1oe per Jr.1l.on.tt-11Dur, f14IVe4, &'t

100 percmst load _tactor, UDl1e:r tbe tbell Giatug rate
.aoheclule . tor the ..:Le ot fha
the plant

or

~

p,lfel"

1DCfe:aergy ·trm

1zrlol.ff4.

In 4eterm1mng nplaoamt req,Ull'elllllllrte_'IID4er t!lia article, na account .1a
1ntenc1ed to be taken, lr,y. 1111¥ r4
/

I

\

\
/

reeervo1r IJ'lltm

'

•tonae

ottaet or otherwise; ot

<.t'

the etteat of azq

operatiou au. tbe aftath llDit ot tbe ltlm.&>lm.

i,onrpJ.ant.

(d) Tm replacemJlt reqm.NIIID,ts tor the JUr endiz,a

19~3,

aba1l be

5,$9,000 ldl.an.tt-houn, ba1nl

:ment requiNaeJlt

September 3),

·YJ,

tbe &ft?'8P an:rmaJ n,,pl.ace-

tor tbe peried t:,eg,DD1,,a OCtober l, 1931.t

1951.

~

and encUng

fte &VeNP anmal re:pl.&cment NqUirelllllllt un4er either

{l) or (12) of (c) aboVe f'or the J'e&l' ena1z,a Septa1ler 'J), 1954, aball 1'e
tbe a-nrase

c,t tbe anmaal rep]Jlcaaent

req_u:I.Nialmta

t~

each ,-r

ot

the 20-

7-.r' pm.ocl 8114:J.ng Beptellber 'J),
. 1953, 9314 tar each 12-IIIOlltb. period &f'ter.
Septaaber 'J),

19511-, aball

be the average

ot tM

anma1 replaoaiat npin-

. .t. ot each y.u- ot t.ha 20-yaar perio4 4111d1aa on Septaiber ,> ot the

"' '

f'.
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./' .. ·-, \ r
'·
) ..

,
po,er pro4uction

lo••• for each .,ear, tu annual

u •balm in Table l at tbe c1ocmeDt entiu.ct

throup Se,ptaber -,J, 19'].1

at WJ1 111Dic!lab. Ponrp1:aut

. " C r i ~ and Netbod. ·tor l>e'terllimrtioo

Proc1uct1on LoaHS l"ralll BeatriotiDIUI
~

Ua• ~ .Wat..

Oil

um.ts l

ot (1) the

tbrough

OD

the 'bu1• ·ot

wtal. eneiv tat ooul4 Ian been pn,cluuiid by·

6 ot tbe Hln14aka

actualq recordect at tbe

ltipta•.Vaa4 ~ aoh

lo•• calcNlatecl

ttle.N&fter, a -mt pc,nr proc1w:tioa

the CCIIIIU'iaon

f1Cureas :tor the J'H,1'9

tr.s.o.s.

powerplat

KiD1doka-

bue4 on~ -.ter t'l.an

1'111~ statian (herainatt:er

calle4 tbe lt1Dicklb gap), c:orrecte4 u bereiAafter prorlc!ed, an4 (2) the

. enersy
~

vh:Lch tbeont1cal.q coulcl ba'Ye bNn

tlow8

a1;

pneratecl at tboH UD1ta ri'l.h

tba JUDiclma pp Yitboat curta1lallt ill v1Dter i,owez- opera-

tion u providec! ill this article 111111 acl.uain of irript,icm lltarap N-

r'-

(

\

\ .

_i

lwe1.

Uaina oonoluaicma NaObe4

calculat1ane Yill

~

at

to

tl.owB ID4 bNaa, the :panr lou

ade by utllisinl tbe paver prodUcticm aurvee eban .

i n ~ Bo. 17-1.()(),.139,
~

u

u

renaea.,

1.Dcorpor&te4

'b7 reterc,oe

ill the

1&mt1fl.e4 aboYe, wt 1Dcreues iD emJ'81' 1A aDT :i-.r 'b;r nuoa

taking

Amerlcaa lPall.l lt0rqe into IICCCIUl1t u prcm.c!e4 1D

( 3) ot W.a eubartiole ( cl) 8hall be accouate4 for u

~

~ offset

UiP to bUt not ezceecliJII eurg loeaee accrv.1Ds in tb&t year

'b7 reuoa at

curtailaant ill llCftl" o,arat:iou Ulll!m- tbia vtiole.
To correct flpva UDdm- (1) above,

.PaUe lhall be u:cluucl 11114 tM

y

au

111NSUN

of'

•tora&e releaw uaept .Amriaau

.Aatrioaa 1&lls atonp puaiDg

Duillaate or:lslmli ol tbla c1oc:nimnt 8ball be ftla4 nth tlM wate-.ter at Diatrict Io. 36., 1lbe otticer or the United State, in cbllrp
at tbe K1Dic1olm · Pro,1ect, 8D4 the Bm-3- Irriptica D1atr1ct.

r '-
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.

i

\

--.\

·I

I"'

the:

l

M1DicJoka pp· ab&U be the iDcreue in

atoraa•

&t tbat pp OTel'

tut

ccmpitacl· at tbe Blacttoot pg:1:n~pstatian u 8llom 1D the anm1el NpOrt

I
I

j

entitled "Water Distribution and B;y4rmetric Work, D1atr1ct ~, SDake
River, t4abo•., the latter furtber correctad for ~

,...

·.Amm1.cu !'Illa l'tor...:

tbat aq ha-.. ·'been present by- reuoa. of bniJ:lg bHzl stored

~

u.p-

atnu. 111111 tbat p,rtiOD at Pal.18ades atorace vbicb WU cliTft't9cl U0Ye b
IC1Dic1oka gage.
tbat

•torase

In lliUUriDg Amerioan

rau.

atcnae, :lt ablll be Uame4

1a released f'rCIII dolrDatrealll reaervo1ra
~

tbe 111m.4oka sap Yit,botlt

nnt.

'Dietl.av at

shall be taken to be tbe DOrll&l tlolr at

that pp .. ·lbown by that . . . .report.

ID detenlim.llg water

n.on,

with

u4 vitbout curtailMDt ot pc,vv operat1<m9 u proriu4 ill W• ·U'tiele,

tl!He uamptiCDI lball be ueell Yitb. reapeot to unita l _tllrougll 6 ot tbe

!

I

\

\

~

N1Dic1olm poverplazrt:

(l) 9lere ii a ·.rlabt frJr 1'0lfW JIL'Ql1ucticm

j

milxtain a

nav

or 2., 700 aeCOQ4.-~ at Xlniaota

dur1JII the l'tionp 5eUOll of
vith the

aeoree

reaervo1r IJ'SteB

·"

~

J9&r in

»-

IIGCordanof

eaterecl Jum 20, 1913, ~ if' tb&t

flaw., d1ff.ePl'd1ng · tbe

~

to

~

•tonae ot

1&ncl water ~ tbl·

tbe ~ i o n . of tlli• arttoi.,

be aailable at X1Dimlm Dul.

(2) 'l'bere 18 a right to use, witbin tu }vdraulic
Cll,Plleity

ot

these units., vbatffer natural fl.gr paaan

Kln1 iota DIii

(3)

4ur1zia wh 1rriptioa awo:11.

iltbouch tbere

1a DO right

to !Jave W&tff

.-torecl uadm" ~rieu !'all.a ReHrvoir riglrta rel.Na.a.

,,,.-....,
32
i
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.

tor power P,'C)Chlction,

\ .•"'-

·'

'

dur1DI the period that .8UCb •tor.:
.

age." is ·beins reJ.eue4 . tor

v1ll: .be ll0l'e

-1rr1pt1011 there.

energy :pro4uced 'by - - ,m;1t·1 tbaD -is e;ttribJltable to
the

u'lmal tlov r1ghta ~ , ·-vbich . ~

i»e

taken

into account u a CClll)8D8&tins offset aa pron.W. abOYe
1D. thia aubarticle ( 4).
.

.

To det9nl1ne ~ b i g -power ·.bea48, tbe effective

pei'iocl all&ll be ·4er1ve4 on the basis
elent1ona tor

that

power

bead.

~

lia;J

ot recorded ~ore- u4 ~ t e r

period.

tor aet.m1Jui.t1oas ot am::cuel mt

·. The ~:lJJg criteria

ponr pro4Qc•

tion 1o,. ., ~ be eiMm&e'\ trClll time to Um bu.t ~ 1t ta cbe'lipB are
Jllll4e 1a vrit1Dg vith tbe approval.
.
.
.
/

\

\
.'

.

ml tbe bou'da ot

ot

directors ot both

the

SecretU7., tbe ~SOZ7 Cclllatttee.,

the Barlq ad M111:ldoka ·1rr1ptton

clistr1ct1_. Detel'llt.mtioua as to net

p,wv

procluatiall l.Oaaee

·tar each

JNZ'

· ~ tblt ~ ·aamw,J Nplac. amt

requ:Lramt aa4er' t.bie article· 1ball be
.
.
_.aae bJ' a cam:lttee o1' three cmpria1ng the state W&~tar ot-~strict
Jo. ~, a repreeeirt;atiTe to
t1~ clistriats

11114 t.ha

be

selected "1' the Buri., an4 111D1.4ota 1rr1p-

1'01"th Side Canal.~;, Ltcl., and tbe

of;ticer o~
·,

tbe UA1te4 States 1D charge
.

at

the X:lDictoka.

ccmd.ttee tall to mite a detend.ll&Uon

ProJect, but., · eboul.4 tmt .. ·.

tar mv 19ar

by J&lllm'J' l .Qf tbe ·

:,ee.r tor vbtch the cletend.mtimi 1e require4, it mq be

.ic1e

by tbe Secre'tar7·

(e) 1'be. au~~~ u ~ded in· tb1•.artiole
•ball be QP)rtioned

mmg

the beaef'itUJ4' rnenoin u

(1) Prior ·t;o

the ftrat f'll1l. •+.onae •••on dllr-

ing aich .P&l.1~14ee Beaervoir 11 in operatiQD,

e:lght percent (Bej)

foll.on:

e10t1-

to Anleriaan Falls Reaervoir. &11111:

33
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·"

\)

-

f

'

twelve peraat (~)

to

Ial&D4 Pan lldervoir; ad.

(a) begiauing "1th tile tint M.l. storage

eeuoa ot Pal1aacle1 OJ81'&1i10D, snaut,-eipt pmo.t
(71¥) to Aaerlaa ftlla, tnlw :,ereat (~) to

-·

Ialaal Park, aa4 ten peromt (~)

to PalillM1M.

!be 8IIOUllt qparti-4 to Nah reservoir ebal1 be &cCOUDtN ftr •

tbia optr&tion ,ara4 ~ e

tile Diatrtct's share 1s

.a.e

·coste tm:

,art

~

vbiah prori.1110118 ~ J19,JalD1; tor

elsell'here 1n

W.a cantract. !'be

m.nmt;

qportimaecl to AMrica hlla lleserToir .uJ.l be clistri'wte4 ..-;tl7

cm,:r,

a.U apace nail.able tor 1rript1m nonge, uclu41.Dg ibe iOlfW ftl.lq

UDMDlff space

but 1nclu41ng 1n lieu

~

tbe "QPPer ftll.-, acblltfl8'1

· •:siac• in Jackson 1Ake Reeervoir.
.\

\

r---..

/

(r) It tbe oners of a,q si;Qrage ri&hte to benetit fl'CII tM
operaticm ot tbis article tail. to obl.1pte thauel'Yff tor tbeir abaN ot
the annual lJ&1ll8D1;s tor Poftr' replac...-t llereuDaer, the saved water cre4-

1tahle to euch

r1ahta ad the ponr

ahall be recli8tr1lmte4

replacalllllt

coeu

cJ.:larp&bl.e tbareto

.ccordiDs to • toraula to be qree4 •

between
tb.e Advi.8017 Ocaait'tee and tbe
'
.

8ecfftar7.

1a v1:t1ng

SUch toJ.'lllll.a llllall,

bown'er, l>e u nearly' conaistent u practicable nth-the formula tliat
Jill",

cantl'Q]. but tor such rediatribu:tion.

Consent to

&po!\:ti:S
to

&D4

20.

•toreae

(a}

~!__

!'he District

~ to l'enlaMnt

lmbenp,

ffir+ R1&1#•

bere'b7 cDUmrte to

.

tbe graut1Dg to 1l0l4era ot

0&1J&Cit7 1n Pal.1aa4es .and .Americaai l'tJ.lB Besenoira, vi~n tbe

limtatiou

\,

vaaJ.cl

~ OQ11City

sva11eble to them., •pec1al storage

1'18bt•,

,mS.cll

I
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;

....\

',,_ ,i ·.r"
'
uaU 1Nr·pn0l" ill tm. to a'lionp rigb.1;8 bel4 'bJ' the Um.tecl atatu _tor

~ a a ccm41tioae .a 1:biltatiou:
~ vater uaers or water users or-

Aan1.oM 7aUa. a.anoir, cm the

(1) !'c>

, •

pn1sat:-ioaa wlio, ~ or. 1D4irect:q, ~

-

to CNl"ta1l atorap ...... 4:lnniou tor Jlot _la•
tbu

oae

hUDIINc1

ftft7 (150)

aa,.

CODHOU'tive

Gldi

total -,eeial atorap r:lpta:

· ·ro:r vater unn

an4 water UHl"8

Ol"·

.

'

Dlll-•135,000 aan-teet.

,-...._
\

\

I

/

pzataatiom ti'VWtiJIS "bewea Alm'iNR

I

J'alla a11 Nl.1.ner

Jlla-8,ooo MN-~eet,

u:..

at

clmive ot tbe rtstrta deacri\lecl 1D (2)
tb1a

article.

(2)

!re

tbe

llorth 81cJe 08ml Ccap1Z"71 Lt4.,

an4. tbe "'111 l'&ll8 CuaJ.

c ~ , tu r18bt

~

store auri:ag the mcmths of llcmmber through llllrch

ot ..,,,- :storaae

seaaon

water that ftUl4 otbmriN

accrue to tha vitb:ln tbese rilhta:
!ftla rights ~ the Borth St4a 0811111.
~I

,. Ltd., and

ot

tM 'l'Vin Palla awl

~ , rupegUveq, to cliTIS:n a'b 111.lDer
Baa ~ dmeetic all4 livestock w,ea

4u1'1JJS

tlloae ll0Dtu .. ttoll.on:
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lorth S1c1e Caul CQIIJIIZIY, Lt4~, -- 326;,000 acre..-ten .
c~
~ 150,000 - ...tut

'!lriD l'a1le ewi

vi't!wl.

w.

lJaitatim:

.. ffI tuillg aGCOUllt of all.

water ~ r nore4

,,,..._

AMricu. raua

or aot~

~
.
.

fal.1Nde1 tlD4

:1eMrvo1ra fail t.o till

aur-

1111 m, · - - ....., _,. "...-ter cUYV'tlel
.
.
4uriag that at.oraae IWOll bJ' aorth Sj,cle
Canal Oaipn;r, Lt4,, in UCMB et 1216,000 :acre.

:twt (birt not to .- - . .
C1GCJ' iJl

ftll),

a

.
IIIIOUllt

ot clet1-

1'J tJMt flr1D Palla CJaaal.

Cc:iQID7 in exottH of 1,0,000 aore-h9t (llilR

not to ·emee4 the 8IIOlm\\

or aettataq 1D

fill), Y1l.1 l,e c,arp4 u '4 " - eD4 ~ tut
ltcn,e HUOD ap.im~ tbe ~

~CM

NJ.a atonp to thea• reapeGti'N

· Dd.11 liaitation in the cue

~ : , Lt4., lball.

P&lilll&da ft*aer,g1.r
the cue

at

of

at

the Korth 814e Oaal ·

beame·~uve

~

t11e

aa~

:I.a r..- :tm- operat:l~ llllt 1D

the MD l'a1ls c.aaJ.. Ocllllpilv', Jleel not

vhiah ccm.aent 1• bare gl:nn.

(b)

r'--·

Oeriain ,,.._ ._.. cqai.Uom . ...,:Ina .t.orap

.Aller!~ l'alla lleNnoir have agreea, ·or will

aaree,

r:f.cbt• in

1n ommectian with 'Ula

110 of 656

'
·.

- \
/

;

/,.,......._'

.

tuenoir right.I aerta1n
eleftUoll.

.

nonce r!pta

111 JacilOII Lake llellC'ftir ~

67,a tan ~ •• 1ne1 (v.s.a~i,. ·c1stm1), t11e ~ - - ~

.nc1:1·nobenp ~ nbatmt1&117 u •• 011t 1D tlle doamMmt ~u.4

"luic ·Proriaicm ~ ar to 'be ~ 111 ~ Yi~
.

..

v~ Unn
.

.

---.

-

.

.

!l!Mt

B.

.

orpmsn1au .to OoNrn tba PenllDmti s,q,benp d ~

riP'• to

'be beU. Sa ~ o a ~ ...lat"lloµo

u

.
&_ NIJlll,t

et W.

U4 •nmQ-ti.,. !luD4Ndtm ime• c1,.m>
of .tile -aotift
cqaoitJ ia tat rea-,noir, · are 1mrtifte4
aoileau~
.
.
. u
.,,-,..., caQri81Dg ~

(c) In CGIIDIC'tion with Ial&ncJ Park llueffoir, locat~ - .tall
llortlt. · (e:em-,a}
]lo.

~ or Bailke Biftr,

R•?9(), ~iih a priorit7 date ~

tbe

11n1tec1 statu bolb· -~ ~

llarcb.

JA.1 1935,

a1d

llaaiaM Jro~. B416~

nth a prioritJ' elate ot ~ 12, ~ · Jlotld:'tl)atencJ1:ng tlle later ;priori."1'

ot

licaN .... · Il-686, tbe Dllltric:t

llel4

b7 ~·Um.tea Statea

ill

CC"!

beNby aareea. that

.

treated u 1-nJI& _tbe • - pria:ritJ' u rtc'bt8 un4er

{4)

.

motion rith IIJJ.an4 Park llwnoi~ _. lie

.

;--..

all . . . . . 1"ipt8

i::a cameot1cm rith

pend.t vitb a priorit7 cJate t¥f
'

AMriCIIII J'all8 Reaeno1r,

I4abo

~

~,

lie-• •o~ •-_590.·

:,matt l'o. l.513'1-, a

19&1,

cl1Ntn cliver•loll

bel4 1D oemwoUon-ntll

.

tu lJJlitecl 8tatea - , cOlltnot

Yitb .~ 0 - -.U.

Renrvoi~ D1etr1e-t -11o. 2 to Pft00P1M tu right

or

'tb&t 41im:1o1;· to bMe

water lioenae 110~.' 15134 exerciae4 nbetut1&117

u

foll.an:
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AM:r:laaa 1alla leaervotr D11tr1ot 10. 2 to· have
the rigllt

to c11vert; u mtural tlalr ming Nch irri•

gation _aeuoa 1IDller water llcmue Jlo. 1.51-3\, blLT1ns
&

March J), 19al priority, u tollowa:

each lrriptiOD NUOD
110

00Jlt.imdJls

frca

*7 1 ot

tbat

dur1llg

BN8CIII

lCIIII u there 1a mtunl t1ow avaU&ble tor _tbat

priori'tJ', ta
t1ow

f:l.r•t 1,700 cultio

ten :,er· HtlClll4 ot

to be PA11eb1• one-baa (1/2) t o ~ raua

:Reaeno1r ~atriat Bo. 2, IID4

am, ..~

(1/e) to

.Alm-ioan 7all8 Rffenoir., exo-,t t!i&t in..,- 7Nl" _in
vbich ·a ertcan Palla ·Beaenoir 1a full to
on April

'SJ or f1l.la

after tba't 4ate, taldllg 1ut.o

aocount any •ter tb.at la¥'be
(
\

CIIJICitJ

~

atoncl to

\

'·

_I

I

mx:smn ot 1,100 cubic tNt

1)111"

•eacmd

,..- llrior to tbe 1m:t1al. atonp

ch-aft

l'aJ.la Reservoir after the NHl"VOir

that

,-u- aJ:all

4ur1D8 the
cm .Aarica

~

be cOD&it!ered aa natural.

fllla ill

n.av uaaer

water licwe lo. 151,.. 1lotb1J2g berein sh&ll pi-event
.Amencu J'a1ls BeHrVOir D1stric't 11o. 2 f'.rCll tiwrt-.
1Dg

water UD4er aai4 llceaae prior- to -*7 l ot a giftll

U"l14,aticm

11. .cm,

bat &11 1uoh tliTeraicma uall be

charaecl u •t.oNllt in the event the ::reaervoir ia not
tull

011

A.tn"il J) ot tut aeucm or cJoe• not fill ~

Ap:'1l; J)

'·

ot tb&t

HUOQ.

,
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Water available at Aaerioau 1'&lla Reservoir tor
tbe

Mllrch ,>, l.921 pr1or1tJ under water licenae •o·

15134, otber tmn tbat to be avula'ble to American
J'al.11 Reseno1r D1atr1at 1'o. 2 as abont

prov1aea,

to·

be available for etonge 111 Aarican l'alla Ree111"101r.
An4 the District

risht ot

tlol'

aareea

tat it v1ll not appose u a4,11MUaaticm of a M'tur&l.

the Vlltere

ot the Saalce R1Ter

~ the

J'all1 Beaenoir District So. 2 coasistent with the

ot Aller1aa1l

bemeftt

toreco1lll criteria. 9le

OODtnct bJ the t7D1 te4 states with American 1alla Reaervoir m.etriat lfo• 2

aball. be on tile camliticm, bolnffer,

t1oaate ebare ot
proyialODB

f'.

Unitea

the

shall ate ep_plication to the State ~ I&lbo
18BU&1109

eeconcl-teet,

~

:,ower UDISe1- tbe

tor

......,n or

thereuD4er with a pr1or1t7 date~

ll&rch ~, lS'a, requirial that the rnebcJe:r

uee4

~

Pl"OP)l'-

WIien aucb. contract haa beccm opn.'tive, tbe

ater pemit JfO. 15134 8D4 the

6,300

41str1ct...,.. its

oblipt1on 1'or the cost ot

ot article 19•

states

tllat tba.t

ot

tbe right UDier tbe »-•l:t,

to the uteat tbat such r1pt :--•ns outat•nc'1111, be

storap 1n Amrica

rau. ReHnoir,

IUCb

r1sht, bonnr, tt iu\194

to tbe United States, ll0t to aarl'7 votirlg pri't'ilecea 1n water uaera :meetinp Ulldar the lllllfll

ot the state ot Idaho. S1aah applic&ticm

leave uaatteated vater license Bo.

R-269,

baviJ:lg

•bill,

hDIJe+w.

a priority elate ot Nlrcb 3>,

1921.
( e)
hereafter

U the tJn1 te4 Btatn, UDClff tbe !'eGeral Recl.allat1on lave 1

constructs storage faoilitiea on tm Bmke River or·tte tribu-

tari• above Milner Daa in aMition -to tbase

to be CODStructecl to

prort4e

1110W

C!OD8truote4 or . autboriuc1

water tor 1rript1cm purpoeea, the D1atr1ct

39
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,' ·\ r--

'

}

'

henbJ agrees tbat, ·notvithstancUng the eirtablilllmllt ot a stonp ript
ror such adcl1t1onal facilities witb a priority suuequat to that uaigae4
to PaUeadetl Dia end Reaerv'Oir, the Unitea States 11117 bar-.f'ter

~
,

v1th 1fllter uaer1 orpniut1cme which tba baTe atarap r1ghu 1n

.

.

RMenoix-, to operate not to aceed J)(),000 acre-hat
.-.,

tbe ~torap

ot

ot water tor 1mgaticm. fort.be baet.lt ot

u tboup tbat cap1eit7 had.

&

Pallitlldee

auah oapaci't7

tor

such orpaiN't1aaa .

storage right ot 1c!eat1aal priority with tbat

bel4 tor Paliaadee lJ8III and Reaervou-.

(a) .Stored water to which

Ql.

the Di.Rrict

is eat1tle4 un4er tbie

aon.tract Yill be delivered and. aeuured at the outlets at tbe Ntlervoir 111
vhich tbe vater is

~

atorecl, vithaut repr4 to wbetber 1t is
'

.

&eCl'IWJI to •taraae rialrta in that re11ervo1r.

(

\.

water

'!'be Diatrict v1ll bear

loesea cb&rgeable to such vat.er between those outJ.ets and tbe

au

J)S.8'tr1cri; t II

point o~ diveraion f'raa tbe river.
'•

(b)

ID a441t1.0ll to otber speciftc :prgv1s1cms ae to tbs 411'tri-

wt1on ot loaaee cha:rpable to stored water, there abal.l be charp4 ap:lal't

stored water held uDder this contract to the cre41.t ot the District a1i tbe

em ot

U1iJ irrlgation eeaaoa one and one-balt percent (1~) to ottset

oration -1.oaaea.

Buch cllarge abaU 'be made

en»-

as ot not later tb.au tbe ea4

~

the enauiDg storage. aeaa011.

0rd.er1!I ot Water
22.

!I.be oraer:I.QS

ot

etored.

vater abal.l. be

effected

b7

~

D1atr.lot by

notifying the ntemaster, Sivillg notice a reasoaable per1oc11D. a4'YilnceJ

,,,.-..,

the ·8110Wl't

ot water,

ntb:1.n tbe

llJllita of 1t1 nter entitlAmlrta,

or

to 'be

I

\

\

I
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clivertea ~illg each aq at the irrigation a-..on. !l'hlt wterautw will
be reapcmaibl.e

tor

~

tra& c1q to c1a7 the IIIIOUDt . a~ atore4 vner
..

required to .be releued

with t1ae requinamlt8

trm the ftl"ioua reaenoin
.

ot

the

of

tb.e q8tla. to a ~

Diatrict and &1l. otber ent1t1• qtitld to

tlle 4elivery of 1tored·water oaly: 1D reepcmae to or4ere traa ta. •tenaater,

~,

~ wtermuter lhall be ~ i b l e tor c1etend.D1lla vbllt partioa .fll tbe

l>1etrict'• cllvvliOIUI 1a obarp&'b1.e to atore4 water 'be1nl be14 1A tM :i:rea-

ervoir · ~ - tor tba D11tr1ct, and 41ft1"81cme 'b7 the Diatrict in ace••
~

mrt1tl•11Dta llml.l be cbarge4 epil:l8t ato:N4 water eubeepatq accru-

1DS to

tbe D1atr1ct 1 11 cre41t UD4er Wa ccmtftot.

Cf!!Pla:lnta Repn11111 Vater S!ftll
The United States and 1te offlaera, apnta IID4 eQ].oyeea 1D

23~.

cbara• at Aaertcau
(
\

\
/

l'alllS aD4 Pali..a.. Raaervom and the vatemuter v1l1

use tlleir beat ettort;a and best Jndpmt to cJ.eliver to tbe D1etr1ct ita
proportionate abare of tbe water to vhicll it ie atitlect UD4er thie oontract.

Sboul.4 the Dietrict f'eel

agnne4 becaue of an tllep4 a:1,take

..

or 1Mee1D"&c7 in the 4eliftr7 o f • • or 1u. the divisicm of storecl •ter

llll0DS tbe p&rtiee ati tlecl to euoh water :rrm tbe reeeno1ra, the Diatrict
aball 1-diately rap,rt nch &Uege4 11191.ake or

1naacuraa7 to

tbe 1r&ter•

111Uter and to tbe offl.cial of the United States in cm.rge ot tm N1enoir.
If' the n.teraster fi.11&1 that tlw J>1strict '• proport1anate ei.n of •tored.
wa1.er 18

not being aeliTerecl, he vill correct tbe error u ear~ u :poeaibl.e.

!lo liability,

bovner, •hall accrv .,.1,,.1,

agents or -,p]..oJNe, or the

ari•iJis

b7

nterauter tar

the Un1tea

aamaae,

reuon ot abortagee in the qwmtity

~

stat•••

iw off:laen, ·

d1rect or 1D41rect,

water &Yailable tbroaah

r '41
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tbe reservoir 1711tea
~tile 41vera1CIIUI

'bJ reuon of 4roupt,

bJ'

1DacC'IU'8C7

1D cliatrillutiOD,

th:1rcl i,artiea, prior or superior

claial,

accitmt

to or tailure or the taoilitiea CClllpri1W21 'tbe reeervo:lr qata; or- otmer
a1111lar cauaes ot W'b&tlOeYer kind.

to tbe

•or lball tbe District's obl1p,ttom·

Statea llD4er ·tbia CODtract be reducecl b7

UDitecl

NUOA of IUoh

sbortages or 111tenu,t1ou.

~ o r Costa ill Dali'va aD4
afutioi of ·fiorici a'ter

a.It.

(a) !be Diririct aball

JJe,7, ill adc11.tiaa

to its proJIOl'ttoiaa1;e

smra of tbe cost ot apera'tion and a1D1:enlmce ot .Ameriou hll8 :e..enoir
and. PallsadN Beaenoir, u provic1ecl UDISer article

1.5 ot tide costnct,

it• prop>rttoaate 8haN ot all coats ot the de)j,Vft7 u4 4ietrilmtir:m of
. vater beyoa4 the outlet vork8 ot the. dallverillg :rueno:ln.
1'

!Iba•• coats

a.u· :l.ucl.ude, vitb reapect to coats 1Dcurre4 bf 'tbe United. Sta.tee, all

)

J
I

\ .-

coata and expmaea ot wbataoeve nature or k1n4 1n cOIIDeCt,1011 rith,,

lllg CNt of,

srw-

.

or naw.t1111 traa the 41.atributiDll ot Rm"ll4 vat.er, the pro-

tectiCG ot atore4 water ~ - tm naervoir IIDll tu po1ata of 41WH1cm
trc:a tbe

river

1nclu41111 the ;preveirtion

ot cUvers:lon of

auch water by

parties not eut1t1e4 t.hereto • . Wbatever coats of th!• chaNotet' an 11acurre4

,- .

bJ'

tbe UDite4 StatN aball. be cUstribu:t.d

otbera on

noH

1110ng

tbe Dlatrict

.a. all

'bab&U auah coats !lave beell 1DcmTed. on the buia

the various r1gbte.

UDlffa otherviae

ll81'N4 1il vritiDa

tat

by tbe Secretary-

and the D:t.stnct, luah cone aball be pai.4 •nnnal11' an4 tor 1J1U1ns pmt-

poa. . shall 1M illcl.1M1114 u pt.rt

articl.e

l5 or

tb1,a

~

tbe operatiOJl aa4

~

coata UJMleZ"

ooatnat.
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(b) !he Diatrict lhall &lJlo 'R&1 itl pro;portioaate llllllre ot tlle

coata iDcurrecl b7 the ntermuter 111. tlia 4el.1TC'J and 41atriwtioD ot·. wt.er
in accordance with tba prori.1i01U1
~

_,....._
:'

ot article

to

22

tbe

ot

a01ts .1Dcurre4 other tbao b)' tha activit:lu

in the del1v81'7 aa4 cliltr1bu.t1011

ot ,rater. !be aoata

25.

the UJ:d.ted. State.

will be &pIJOrtiamc1

11114 pa14 111 Ac:COlUIICe vit!I tbe provllioaa ot the lar8
Proteot1011 of Water

eztat tbn thoN

ot the 8'ate ot Idallo.

Rilhta

(a) ID cue a:a:, 41apute ariaea u to

tbe dllnoter,

utent,

prion:t, or validity ot ~ ot the water J.'1&ht8 bel.4 ~ ta . . . ot tbll
United state•

tor ·the benefit ot

the D11trict iD coamect1oD ¥11111 lu ripte

w:Mler tbia coa.tnct, tbe UD1.W stat.I-..:,, ~ of the D11tr1ct,.
br1Dg -

:pl'084IOU'te

,11141c1al 'proceec11.Dp tor the &'leterll1Mt1~ ot 1111Gb

diqute ml tau. all at.Iler- ~

••••~

tonra t.be def'eDH Md pro-

\
\, -· /
/

proaacuted bJ the District •.

(b) 'Die J>1str1ct, aur1ag tbe tam ot this aaatNCt an4 •ub.1fft
to tbe tulnlamt ot

au

· its sbare ot tbe wter
rnq,erior

ita obUp,tiau beNUDder., •bill b&'N • rigbt to

auppq tor 'baefiaial

UH

on tM proJect l.aaSa

to au:,- other contl'&Ct ot the United. State• tar 1uch lharll ot tbe

water nppl,3" and, up,u oampl.etion o f ~ al tbe J>1atrlot;•a aautructioa
cbarp obl.1pt1an, 8UCh r1g1rt llball become perDDeDt eubJeat to 'tblt

~

ot tbe District'• opent101D 8114 -1.ntenence obl.iga1;1oml m:Mler tbe pl'Orisiau

ot th11 coutract.

~

IJ.3 '
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.,.· ~
WUtez
B....aez aa4 Retm'D
I

1

26.

I

!

,,.... --:·~

or tbe

(a) The UD1tecl statN &Jes not aban4cm or rel.1Drlpiah 81V'

vute, BHJilllP, or
tbe

now Vaten

l.aa:uia to wllich

are reserved. Ul1

return.

f'lalr wat.n a'ttributabl.e to Qe irr:l.p.Uoa of

water ia supplied UD4er thi•

~

to

Unitecl States u a IOllrCe ot

omtract. All such vaten

'be retaiae4 for the W1e aD4 1*aeftt ot tbe
~

f'or the

p-o3ect.

(b) If au1 table c1ra1mp or NtUZ"ll tlw water :traa ails ,art ot
the :proJact shall at

can

1,e

~

till8 be or 1-00IN &Tailabl.e at poiuba wllere it

UHd on laD4.I vitbill tbe District, the

water u

tJnitect

States may

•IID11 au.ch

a part of the aupply to .vbicb tbe laDda 1D tlle D1aw1ct are

OD•

t1tl.e4.
:lo Liab1l.1tz ~ Water SbortMe or In~cma
(

\

r'-

~- )

27.

apimt tlle United states or thl

lo liab1l11i7 llllall. accrue

District or U1J ot tlleir ottiCffB,

c,r ·1D41reat,

ariaiDg

bJ'

reason

accta

o r ~ tor kmap, direct

ot uortap•

in tbe quantity ot wter

able tbrouah tbe proJect wrka or iDtenuptiCIIIS 1n water 4el1ve1'1•
l.an4a in tM District relllll.tiag frm

4roulbt,

aau-

to

1llaocunc7 in d1atribllt1011,

hosti le clive:rai aG, prior or auperior claiJU, acc14mt to or :failure ot
tacilities

ot

the ~Ject

wwu, whetbe:r
.

ot officers, apnta or 8111110J"B ot

ar DOt attributable to

'

the Um.tea Statea

nes1,rnce

or tbe Jllatr1ct, or

other cauaes ot vb&teoev-er ld.D4. •or sball the p1atr1ct '• o ~ to
the tJnited S'tlatee UDcler We coat;raot be N4uce4 .'b7 NUOG

ot auall

~

or intorrupt1ou.

-~
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PBO'll8ICIIS DL&.'mll TO PROJmr POlllR SUPl'LT

.il&ieLli:i @ • • 29

Poirer

ae.

(a)

()it

~or Irriptic:m PmlR1!I

enera

oft.be p(N'8r and

t.o be pnerate4 ill t.be P&Uaac1ea
~

paverp].ant, there 1a hereby set ui4e 1D pupetu:l:ty-

tbe beaef'it ot tbe

Dietrict that ponr aa4 eDff81 required tor tbe opera·tion of tu P"l'1111
plants

ot .the

J>1str1ct

to

clellver va\er to t!la· lan48

at

1lbe ])1atn.4lt

Ject to tbe rffervaticm of aquate capac1ty to tbe

United

:n. and

l"18llt

uon or tbe Plllia4ee

pc,werpl.aDt). with tbe

(aub-

States tor

optl'a-

1A tbl UD1te4

Btatee to proriu fl'OIL otber 1ource1 Ul llllll1UDt of power u4 wrg 1D i.,.eu

ot all or

a,q part of tbat so aet aai4e.

'l'be p,nr u4 __..,

ao ut &aide

or pro9'icle4 in lieu the~ v1ll be :turmahea to tlle electr:la piap.p1as pl,aJate

or at
!

\

\

J

IUCh other poillta

u

&Te ~

on

betnea the 'O'niW

states a4

the

-Diatrict at rates per ldl.on.tt-bcJmo to govern tor irr1.pt10ll 1Q111.PiD8 on
Pe4eral reclaat10fl projects as to :ponr anc1 enm'B7 b'OII tM hl1M4N
pc,ver.plaut Ul4

tiM

bf

~

plaw u

th... are eata'bl1ahll4 t'raa tiM 1;o

tbe 8ecNtary punuant to the J'e4eral Reo]--t:1011

(b) '!he Dletrict ~ make

amms-rt•

r....

~ tbllll heN1Jl ~

Tilled tor the purchase of p,ver tor irription PIQhll frm
than the Paliaadea ~ , but to tbe
/""'

~

extent that

~

sourcea

1a procurec1

other .eourca tbere 18 bereby' relasect trm tbt blook of

power and

emro aet u~de tor

tbe 1>1•trict a

obtained. by' the m.atrtot f'rcll other

other

Palia.a..

aomrt eqaiTalelat to tbat

80Ul'CN.

( c) llb1le the tJmted Stt.teli 11 optl'&tiD& the proJeat vona tbe
11w charp 8ball. be c1eteJ:o111ma anrnae)l7 bJ' tlle Secretary aa4 1Dclu4ec11n
the

developnent period charge or 1D the coats of proJeot operation ma4
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·~ .. .

,

maintenance., as appropriate.

BegjDD1"3 with the y-.r 1n which tbe Distr:lat

operate• and -.lDta1na the tran1terred vorka, ~ t a tort.be J>inrict'a
ponr

npp:cy Ullder thi• vticle •ball 'be ..a. NCh calenkr ,.,..

buie

ot

•tea,
...,

•DDuaJ eB'tillates b)r tbe

Secretar7~

bereimfter retern11" to as the

statement

ar the

:,ear 1nvolve4.

pcJ1r9r

QD

tbe

llotice of tbe8e 8:DJDJ&l . est1 ..

oharge

notiae., aba1l contain a

eetimate4 charge fol" power to 'be inaurre4 for

~

calmar

Thia ponr charge notice •ball. be 1\Lrm.l!aecl to the l>istrict

oo or before Pebruary l ot the caJeQclar ,-.r tor which tbe notice is to be

.

issued, but., vh.a reqw,ateci by the Diatriot, a. p:-el11111Da17 eatiate abal.1.
be mde at such earlier date u
8hall lJ&1

ie agreed on in vritiJls.

one-~ of tbe aauat 1tated. 1D tbe DOt1ce on or before ..-U l.5

of the -,ear. tor vhich it ia 1aau4.,

/

)

\,

I

~

i'be Distr:lct

a:Qll cme-b&U'

cm or beft>re tb.e suoaee4-

1ag June )), or such other 4ates aa 'liay be asree4 cm 1D vr:lting.
1n the

opinion at the Secretary papenta so

p,q the actual coS't being 1Daurre4 tor a

Wbeunr

a4vaDced v1l1. be ina4equate

1)0ftr

8UIJ.Pl.T

un&lr' this articl.e,

he JIIQ' give a ~ t . a l power charp notice atatiJlg t.bere1a tbe

ot

the aMitional

additional emNat

~
011

If' amounte abanced

r

actual power

to

aount

requ11'ed an4 the District aball. a4vance tbat

or 'bet0N the date epeci:t.l.ed 1a tbe llui,pl.eaut.:l DOtice.

b7

the District UIU1er this article exceec1 the District'•

cbarges under the

p:rov1a1ons ot this article tor tJae JINl1" tor

vh1ch advlmce41 the aurpl.ua 8hall. be crecU:ted
oca1 4'.18 troll tba District

OD tbe

panr cmrges to be-

tor auo~zis J9&r8•

_I

\
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&9.

title to Pal.1aa4ea DIil poverplaat 11114 Jaerioau hll8 Dall

(a)

i,c,nrplant and all vork8 inci4ental aDd appurtemmt thereto, lN:llt

'be built by- the Ullited Statas, allalJ. •ndn 1n ti. Umtecl

prcm.c1.ed b¥

· ot!Mtrldse

(b} All

ot

l'fllDJU88 c1erive4

:maa poverplant

to

UDt1l ·

tbe ColigreH,

paver aa4 1D81V c1ne.lope4

l'all8

state,

~

trca

tbe ale or otblr' UH or c118p)aal.

at the Pal1814n 1>aa lJOlf8l'Pl,aat IID4 Min.OD

aull be an4 z

:1 n tbe pi-operty

at

tbe O'n1tec1

Btatea.

(a) 'Die IJD1ted States, in 1te operation or tb.e .A11er1oaa 7a1la
Dam ~ rill be

1~3,

r----.
/

\

!1th tu

lill1te4

b7

80ft1'D84 'b¥

Ic!abo Ponr

the provie10Z111

(4) b

c~, u

ot

articla

~tea. States, 1D

powerpl.urt, will be

t.bat

mmmm

or tbe

my 'be

contract ot JUDe 15,

w614,

am u

~

J.9.
it• operatian

aonmn by tbe prov'iaicma

a:rlte:ria, 1111m1 other•:

a praotioable

tbe prov1,1oaa

or tbe Paliaa4N DIii

of article 18 mil tlleN

tbat tbe plaDt •ball be operate4 80 U to Jlolcl to

the l.oea of

wter tut

voulc1 othem.H be •U•bla

auah tiM u a reregulating re11ervoil' hllll beeD put; into operat1011, wide
tlDotuatiou 1D the rel.we ot vater to wt peak per .loa48 ·will.,

~.

aur1J1s

11'ripticm aeuona, be CODftne4 to :i,er1o411 wheD taa:l.a mm 'be 40De ritbcut
Jhlbst&lt1&1 variation f'l"0II the 1'1on tbat YDUl4 atben1ae ba preHDt 1n the
river belalr the clllll.

(e) llotwitbstandiag :pnm.aicaa to 'tbe OOllt:rwy in tb11 eoattraat,
tha D1atl'iot
,

eonseat• to the . oparatiCll

of t.he Paliaac1N

n.. ~ ,

41.u--
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I

l

i

~ .. clealar84 bJ" Pl'ocl.lut101D of the Pree:lclent, llo, ~~ a&ted
Deceaber 16, 1950, 3 01R 1950 Bupp., p. 71), bag!nn1:na with tbe ~ , , _
tbe

tirat Wlit ot that plant ie tiret placed in 1errlce, in tbe tolloriDa

UD111r:
In acl41tioa. to DD:naal operation at other ttaaa

,.,.....

,

within tile 1111:ltii prcvicled by th:la CODtnct, tlle
plaut -., be opemtea. to FC)4ucte an averap of 60,000

(217,JaJeo,ooo ld.l.awatt-bOure)

kil.ontt•

;period October tbrough

a01D

vmn

tbe tl.ov. of the river

to or greater

than

:ror 'tbon

;year du.ring the period

each

•torase •--.

at the clam. i i equal

IIDlltha

ot

'the me41an

1928 thr0U8h 1947 wbarle'ler

,-..

\

'·

Pe'bruar7 ot

~ tb8

hfeDae Blectrlc Power Acn1n1 ~ , or his suocea-

j

sors in f'Unctiona, to help uet; certitied defeDae
loads

eerve4

trca l'l(Mlr IS)'Bt.8 with mich tu

plant

ii intercozmectea, 41rectly or 1D41reetl.J'.
· PROV'l'.SIOIIB C. QllllBAL .Affl,IC,A!IQI'

JifICLIS

I

~ ~

Public LaD4e Sub~ect to .Aaseaaeat

r ,

30 • . Pursuant to
l9Zl ( la2 stat.

tor vh1cm

541),

zio tiDILl

tlMt proyisiOQS

ot section 3

~

the act of

Jia1 15,

all unentered piblic l&n4a and entered public lan4s

certificate

ma

been

issued eabraa1ng lm1' or tbe 1rr1-

p'bl.e lade v:Lthin tba District are hereby de11p&ted u

llnlb.1.t to tbe

provialona of the aat o~ Auswat 11, 1916 (39 Stat. 506); Pronc!e4, !Bat

,-...
\

48

/
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~Dtered public lanc18 wbile 1D

that· atatua •ball. aot be aueaH4 \JJ' tlla

District tar 11111' ]lm'JIC)8e.

Jlilht! or
31.

'l'he District. baa entered

tbe works to sene·
provide

District

~

Resene4

into this contract on

tbe bu1e tbat

proJect laDds oan be eubatcmtial.11' OCJlllll etecl to

u a4equate vatar

aupp.ly

as

coutelll)lated 1D tbe plu1 adapted

'b7

the Secret.arJ' an4 ccmta1De4 in Bowle DocllDeDt lfo. 121, 81st Congree•, 24
Seeaion, within tbe cost o'bl:f.ptian ue\11114 by tbe District berewlc1er.

~

it A0\Ucl c!evelop that t h e ~ abilit;r ot the lan4a or tbe D:letrict
11 iJl,paired 4ue to chlmge4 or unt0Nt1ea C0Dd.1t1cms, ecoaaa1c or

otb91'v1••,

a4ftrae to t.hoae C0lltelllplate4 111 the said project plan, tbe D1atr1ct reI·

r1cht to request, pursuant to the prorta10J'l8 or the Reolaat1on

lerYU tbe

\
\

,.,--....

ProJaet Act·~ 1939, ·a ·wndatory coiitract &4,1uatiaS

tbe Diatri~'s repQ"•

;

mmt obl.iptiCJDB to reflect its tbeD n,paJIICmt ability.

/

fl tle to Works J 11:1.acell.aneous Revames

32.

(&)

Title to

vorks

built _or to be built "b7 the U'llite4
.

s. ~

•ball :raa1D iD tbe United stat.. ~11 otberviee p:,,rldecl 'b7 i.ha Conpeas.
(b)

BaT1111 reprc1

tor

the 1JJOC11tio111

or 111vestaunrt 11114

rep11,7-

mmt respou1'bilit1•, atacel.l.aneoua revenues :tealized in comieotiOD Yi'th

. r-..

the operation 8Dt4 milrteaaDce ~ Palisa4ea Dam a.nd Reservoir aD4 related

cost• sball

be 411tr1buted
'l'Venty

anmMJly u tollon:

percent (~)

to be distributed 111110118

·,

the District llll4 other parties ba9'1q storage rip.ta
1D tbe re&ez"l'?1r oa tbe • - ba81a that apen.t1011 an4

-.tnwnance co&ta are distributed,

·1

I
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. :, :

..

l1gh1;y perc:eat (~) to rem.in the propez t,

or the Un1ted St&tes.
(c)

IUscellwous rneauea. realised in

ooiu:,ectlcm Yith tbe

operation. &D4 a1DtemDce ot tbe resened voru am related.
those 1A lb.)

· storase

ot

except

th18 article, ..:U be 41str1butecl ~ tba irripti011

rights on tbe

smM

buia that operation &D4 IIB1Jltemnce coats are

41.tributea., · such 41atr1bution
the

oost•,

nmu nDJ&1. a,dJwltaenta

to

'be ettectecl anm:al ly in amm.eotion Yi 1111.

ot operation aD4 a.iJl'tenance

oon, •

. · ( 4) Klscel.laDeous nnm.tas applicable to tbe Borth Side Pllllpina;
Divieimi re1at1q to tbe rentals

1'alla Beaervoir, tAe Nle

ot

ot water frm

IPIOtl in Jackaoa

Lue, u4 tbe lMBiDB ot

gruillg laD4a :rill be appl.1~ *'11P'ft:Jl7 ap:lnet

,,,,,---...
/

\
·'

Jackson Lab and A:mrica

ill&t

1mrt&l.1alllt

at

tbe

coutnction cmiwe o'b1Jcat1on aue tli.e Je11r tollgwi.Dg that which thay are
realised.

~ t 1 o a ot Coate

33.

Die coate wh1.ch enter into the District'• oblip.tion heramder

ahaU mbraoe all e:x;pen«J1-t.urea ot wbataoever kind in relation to tm

function tor w111ch tbe charge ia made, inclu41Dg,
by reason

,,...__
'

~

YitbaGt 11aitation

ot this, enuarat10l1,' cost ot surveys aD4 iuveatiptiona, labor,

propert7, •teri.al aD4 equipamxt, ~ .

iesal, ~ - . -

ecln:ID1 a.tnt1on, averbead, general. eJIIGH&, inapectioa., Bpee1al HZTiaea,

aD4 4-ge al.a1M

ot all lwl4a wmtber or not iavol"ling. tbe nea]:lget:lce

ot ott1cers, agente or

~

ot the

llDited

states, lNt sball 'be aalu-

aive ot amunta .v biah the lav &>.a not req,ui.re to 'be re:paicl IUl4 ,rh:l.oh the

Secretary determnea .i-e to be treated as nonreimbaraable.

I
·· ·'
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Ocer&1. ObUptiaal; Lm.es !berefor

311,.

(a) the D1•trut 8mll cauae to be leviec111114 ool1eotect all

:UOHHl"J' MIUIMDta · lln4 obuge1, &114 v:lll uae &11 f4 tbe matborit,- a4

reaouraes ~ tbe Mstriet to
,

,.- -.

uu au ~
I

to tbe t1D1tecl statea 1'IIIID

Aue ID4 to MG · it• obliptiou UD4er tbia COlm"8¢t.

{'b) !he ~ v a o'bl.1p.t1ou ~ the l8lld8 tor ~ ac-1,,.
4ae

mmr

tbia ammwrt ab&ll be a .....,i obliptioa

All llwftta Cpiticucl

.

3!>•

...-t

gem Papmt
'

"to:1la• o:r
in tJle J118trio1; Nq,Uire4 to be l.ftiecl :to

(a) Bhcna14 'the D1etriot fll111io 1897

otlaer obargw apinri U, la4,J

the J>1miot'• C>bliption

ot all D:lnr1.et J.anaa.

to

the

use,~,

Ula Un:lW. statea un4er tld.1 ~ ,

or, hlffiJII lerie4, abonl d. the D1atriat be pre,atea t.raa aollAOtina •ball
_uauamta, tolla,or

~

charges

'b7

riae N.l. to oolleot thal, INCh lanc1a abl.ll not N

water rrca tbe

~

.

..c,a

prooeea1.-, o:r ·O'tber,.
at:1:Uec1 to reoeiff

&DJ' ,1taa:loial

~fJeble beram1er,
.

ana

the Dilltriot, aoept
.
.

u otllnwiu or4ere4 b7 a court of acmprtent JuriaUat:lcm, a-.U d
&tllver water to web. lan4a frm such •ter 8llP.P1T UDle11 cmcl until ·
~ t a ior its diliff17 . . U ~ to tba ~ hlwe "bee--~
(b) M to 9ZfT ll1,ICh
I

r--

J.a4a

..
.,
a :tiacal qeat ot tbe United state,,

the District ill

hare'bJ'

1111'tbor1H4, U

to ooll.eo't ftatflV chu'pe - . be

roqu1re4 UJIMl' the c!al.iff17 ar1'llllplalllt -.chi

u prot'iclad 1D

w,

article.

',

l"IQllellt lball. 'be

~~ •

a cODIU.t10111

P'eoe4eDt to

tbe 4ellffl7

ot
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i

~

r

,

water. eolleot1cma so lade "7 tbe D,t•vi°' ablll.l be pa.t4

~

to 'tbe

Ullitecl Statea 1n tbe azmmo 41.rec,W by tire BeaNtaq.

(c) llo act1011 ~
t.hia

tbe

---

Secret.al7 UDCler

ot

t.be prorie1cma

artiele allall. 1D _, --mer reli~ tbe ~triat of the .obliaaUw

uamacl by it "IIDr tb.11 ~ .
("".

BefllNl

36.

or Defllult

Del.1.TV Yater 111 Cue

Jlo water ·...uable to t.ba Diatr1at \Dier th1e caatnct 1111111 be

t1el.1.'fered

&49anae

a

to or~ the D1etr1ct it tbe D1atr1ct ia 1n aneara 111 . 1.lul

~

or ~ttcm

aD4 -.mt.enenM abarlN OIN4

Stat•, i t .• , .or :mre . _ tnl.Te (12) amnb8 1n

or cemvw:stioll
.

.

arrear8

a

um:tea.

the ,.,._.

obli-lcm 1Da1ialllllllt1, or_.. tblm. -.iw (11)

ebllrp

IIDllthll 111 arreare 1n

to tM

*

~

or ._

~

IIIDlmt ond to the lad.tad

Stat. una.i- ~ · eoatncrt. !be D1Rrict aMll nfWHI to 4eliver ftW
(
\

\.
I

to

l&Dds or pa,rUu

we are

. . ~ cbu'gea

in

anw.ra

1a the

a4Twe PQMDt ot

o.pera\1aa

4ue :frm such laDda or pr.rtiN to tbe UaiW ftnu
,,

er to the D1st:net, or to llm4a or JU"ti• -no ve 1n mnara aon
tnl.Te (12) IIOlltu 1n tu pilallR

to Ue

t1Dite4 Statee

tract. !he

or aaam1 a

or :,uti.N.

ar tbe District to tile United St&te1 Ull48r tllia ooa-

prcm.ai.01111

at

t1t.t1 art1ci. are

_,- W " )INVent_ tbe Um.tad 8ta1;ea fral.

b7 tll:la coatz,aat or

t'l'm noh laa4a

t,!la

~

not aoluain an4 ahall not 1•

mrciUJll aDJ' a1lbez-

l a to mtori:e the ,.a, J ectian

1"-1~ P,ftll

or -, ...,...rt.

ctue

aDl1er the ...... of tb1a OOll'bmct.

!P!P!cti~ ot 'frallaftftea Vora
~.

~

rerrett works

Secret&rJ' -.y csauae an ap,propri.ate ~ i o n or ti. trua-

and

or

the bomt8 Md recor&a of the Diatriet

to

'be M4e

to
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ascerta:1.11 Yhetber tbe requiraleDts o~ this contract &re being sat1sfac•
torily performed b;y the District.

f""".

Such impection 'IIJa:S 1DClu4e pbp1c:&l

tu

1Dapec1;100

ot all IJ!'Ol'Ntrt1ee and audit ot

District.

Mf1 sueh 1Dspect1on or awlit shall, acept in case ot

sem:,, be Dlde

~

boots aDd. reool'de or tile

after lldvanoe coasult.at1cm with tbe D1atr1~

need tberetor and after written

thereo1' shall be. borne

'b7

u emer1111

to tbe

notice to tbe Diatr:t.et. !be actual apemse

.

tba District and ;paid to tbe tJD:1te4 Sta• 1A

•

accor4ance with tbe terms or an QPl'O,Priate QO'ti-ce :trca the SeeretarJ'.

'jl.

EYer.,- iDstaJlumt

or obarp required to be pl14 to tbe Um.te4

States UD4er tbiB contract vhich allal.l rmain ,m_pe,14 after it bu become

due &Dd l,la1&b1.e shall bear interest at the rate o'l one-ba.l4' percent (1/S$)
I

·'

',

1

per month frca the date

~

The t>1strict •ball :1mpose, on

del.1DqueDQ7.

4el.1Dqueacies 1n the J,C,V1118Dt or aasesaants and other c:harps lened b7

it to meet its obl1gat10JUI UDdar this contract, such penalties aa it is
authorised to ill;polie under tbe lD'B

ot

the State

~

Ia.ho .

Crop R.turns 8D4 CeDIUI

39.

The District sball keep an accurate record

ot

all craps produced

on laDds within the D1etrict. While tbe District is operatiDg the proJect,
the District shall furnish the United

au.ch

states each ..,.ear a report COV'lll"US

crops cm or before Decalber 31.
Books I Recorda l aa4 B.!Jl01':t8

l&O.

~

District r,ball maiDtain a ll04eru. set or books ot aaocnmt

abalriDg all timmc1al tranaactlcms o'l the District., and tumish nch

53
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,,, .
\

,~

\
)

'

t:tDftt1n1al statell.ellts &D4 report& as

arr be

required ti-a time

1ec.ret&r7 ot tlae

BubJect to applicab1e federal 1-a and resul,atiou, tbe

District, or his repreeezrtative, shall have full

am tree

access.- at &l.l

reuomble tiw to the aacouut books aac!. official reoor4s

ar

of Reclamation rel.at1nc to tbe ccmatructicn., o,peratioD, IIDI!.
of the

proJect, IID4

:iia.,meDt1

ot

the

atatua

of the

to ttu.

acCCNDta ccmaeraias

the Bureau

~

tbe matr:1.ct'1

cou:truct1cm am1 operat:1.cm an4 a&iJatemmce ch&rpa, witll tbe

right at an, tiae during office boure

to ..ite

copies tureof'.

Subject

to

applicable state 111n and NgUlationa, tbe Pl"OPtr n,presatative of tae
Unitec1
aa4

state,

eball have 1111Uar r1Shts 1D reai,eat to tbe &ecoimt booka

ncor4s or the District.
LaDd8 for Which vaw 11 PQrm.abed;
I.111:1.tatioaa

f
(

'

lt-1.

.

)

\

OD

Area

(a) !he water 11el1Tere4 under tbe tema ot this ccntract shall

be used IIOlel.7 for d1etr1butioll "OT tbe Matrict to water uaen. tor 1rrip-

ti.cm aD4 dclleetic uae1 1Dci4eJrt:al thereto.
(b) !be Diatrict (and 'bbe United states Vb1le it 1a operating
amt

ll&1nta1mlls the tr&Dliferred vorka) 1f'1ll operate the 1rripti011l IJS'ta

to-the end ot -.t:lng ava:llable to each irriaable
District, 4uring· -.ob irr1ption
~

SWOA,.

~

at

tbst ~ i t y

l.an4 in the

ot water to vhich

it is entitled.·

( c)

Pursuant to the proviaiona or tbe hd8nl ltecJ art:-ion Lan,

vatu· a4e •va1lable to tbe District tor wbictl the Diatricrt 1a obl:lp1;ed

to

the 'United

state. tor coutructim

charges under the

tcw at W.s

trac-t ·s 1-all not be 4el.ivered to mre tbaJ1 one buD4re4 11xty (Uio)

''

/

COil..

~

)
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acrH 1D tbe ownerabip of ellT one person or otbar entitJ
three lwmli'e4 tnnty ( 310) 1rr1pb].e

oom,an,v proJIWt)',
,...
ot thia lim1tation
(70 Stat. 52a.),

lta.

DO

tban

_a cne llel4 bf • huabea4 U4 rite u

ewpt u f.el.1VU7 a;r be :m4e to l.aD4a hell~
....
..

act of ..J\iLi' 11,

paraua.nt to the prorlaialUI -of tbe.

at1. tbe

act ot

8ept;eaber 2,

J.960

1956

(74 S~t. 732)•

(a) ID the rimt tbe:re 1• a rei,eel of the ao-oalled exceaa laD4

~a:l.0118 ot the J'e4era1. Recllllllltioa. Lan, article 41

v1ll

nqr mn

loager

be

ot - , twee or effect, &D4,

1a the

ot thi.• C011tract

tmmt tbue prori.-

aiona are :inaade4 1n aterial reepecu,
tbe Old.tea. satea v111, at the
.
.
request rd the D1atr1c-t; ~ W!llaelRe ot tbia article 1A ordAt1' to

aon:tOl'll tba to tu uceH 1aD4 pronaiou ot tm laft "8 ao nencJed(b) Article 4-l wUl.

DO loDpr 1Mt

of tore• or ethot 1:t tbeN

ii a deterll:l.mtioa b7 a· CO\l1"t ot t1Dal Jur1ac11ct1cm, b1D4iz11 cm all nec-

••ArJ :partiea, cleclariq 1:he proyiaiou of tbat article to be ot

DO

force

or effect.
(o) J'or_ the pmopoan ot tbia articl.e, tlle

41 are herel17

agreed to lie

:,rcmaioU al ai-tiole

severable :rrca the c,tur prov181om or t.bla

ccmtract.

_.,...,

{c!) ltt9ctive on :Deeaber
able ocmtncta Yitb. the b41:ridu&l

31, 1961,

settien

tbe provillions

ot

the recorcl-

are tm11at.«.

!en.f.u.1;1.oD ot lleaorc!abl.e Ccmtl'acta

li,3.
tracte

All tbe p!'O'liaiou ot tbe. NCOl'dable &D4 1der1a r ~ coa-

atenci' iDto 'bJ'

tbe a.livic!ual. se"1.era azid lazula1nieH 'lfi t1ai11. tbe

D1atr1ct an tel'lliDatecl ettective cm December

31, l.96e,

~thatanM.llg
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/

ccme clue to tb8 UDitecl Sta.tee or. to tbll Di_a triat ca or before tbat cJate
uncter tbon coatracte on account of such provisioas sball be reta:lJ:le4 er

or

collected and ap,Plied as therein provided. · After the tem:I.Dat1GQ _d ate
these

ccmtraota the

Secretary will armom:ice

by

an approp.d.ate recordable

doemaent this tendnation an~ ¥ill. take Q.PrOPX'i&te etepa, by otteriDS ·.

tor til.1Dg 1n the appropriate count7 otticu, to er.rta'blilth ot public .·· · .
record tbe tact

or teraiDBtion.
A4v1soq Ccmittee

44. _. (a) In. its operation
l!am8

aa rese:rvoin on

and naintenance ~ . tbe 'V&l"'"°'18 1'ed.enl.

tbe Snake ~iver, the \1Dited Sta~ baa ccmtnctecl ·

with the variowl ,rater useN organi.zatione baving a atorap aa,pacit7 iD

that 171ttill to comul.t fr0II tillle to tille vith the A4V180Z'J' Ccan1ttee OD

( )

the variow, matters

as vill have

a aubstalrtial beartq on the cletend.ation.

o~ the amount ot stored water to be &vfd Jehl~ in the various reHnoin and

or

on the coats
required

o,peration and -.:intenance o~ tboee ree~rs which are

to be boru b7 tbe

space

allocated to irription storap. 1'lle

cmusultation aball iDc.lude such mtters as under this contract epecitic ~ require conault&tioa with that ca.tttee.

The represent&Uve

Um.tea States vill .-et with tbe Mriaory- ec.d.ttee

--

not l.eaa o:rten than two tilles each

)'ear

at such

at

the

traa ·tiJne to tiae, but

ate•

an4 places

u

mar

be fixed by the Advisory Ccmlittee.

(b)
careying 0lrt
tilla to

r,

time

IDtorlMJ.

or the

111m0randa

concern1Dg "WOrkiDg ~ t e

tor tbe

proviaicma of thf.a article aa:y be enterect 1ll'to trca

betVeeD 'the Regioml.

Director or other ~:I.pated. reJn'Uenta-

tive ot the SecretarJ' md the Mri.aory Comlittee.

\

)

·, .
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\j r--..
(a) !egimiiDS January l, l953, tbe Aav11017 Ccal1ttee 1a -.peed
to be the Ccmlittee of
t1ae

to t1-.

~

•:tne,

as that caimttee

~

be

comrtitutea. trcm.

cam1ttee ot Niae ahall contuaue to ftuacti011 as the

Aclv1soJ7 Cma_d.ttee under tb1 s aoatract UDUJ. a tittereut re_preectative

,-..

--

"b0a1

bu been cleaipted

vot1Ds at

UQ" regular

bf.a vote ot tM mJorit)r ot the ntex-

anm,al

held as praridecl by law.

meettns

of the water user,

ot

:Purtber c1e11guticms o~ botiea

\1891'8

Dietrlct lfo. 3(;

to

•en• ae t.ba

.Adrtsoey Camittee my be Jade :t1'GII till9 to tima b7 this aaae election

proceaa.
PerfoZ'lllance of Work With Cozrtributed J\maa

45.

(a) At 'the ·requut at tbe D:letr1ct, tbe UA1te4 statH, at ite

option, punuaat to tbe act ot lllrcb 4, 1921 (4.l. Btat. 1367, lJIOII.), r,ayperf'ora vith fUD4II ~buted
/

\

\

j

bJ the D11tr1ct 811¥ conatructicm or

lllainte--

nance York within tbe authorit7 of the District but which 1a not otbeniae
pl"Orldad for

'bf this contract. If

tbe UJ11tecl StsteB detend.Dee that _it

v1ll umtertake 81f1 such vork, tun4s tberetor Bhal.l. be a4vauce4 'b;y the

District aa directed by the Becre-t&r7.

!I.be a491mce shall be aooCIIIIP81d eel

ot

the Distriri '• boa.rd of -clincton

by a cert1f1ed copy- of a reaol.uti.011

describillg the work to be 4<me and autboris1Jlg its perfonaa.nce

bf tbe

Un:1te4 states with the 'J>11trict 1 s twau.
(b)

Arter canpletion

or a-q work

ao underta1mn, tile UD1te4

state11 ahall f'urnisl:. tbe J>iatrict With a statement

ao.n.e.

Jrq 11D.UpeD4ed balance of the

runaa

ot

tbe

co.tilt of

the work

advaDcecl vill 'be refunc1ecl to

the Dillt:dct or applie4 as otherwise 41.rectea. 111' the District.

·,

57
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OaatumatioD of Ccmtract

"6.

The

execution of tbis contraet sball be autbori&ed or l"ll't1flecl

that

by the qualified el.ec-ton ot tbe District at an ol.ection held. :tor

pu:poae.

DJ.strict, ~ r the el.ection anc1 lri;ion the aeouticm at tbis

b

ocmtnct., 8ball pranpt;l.y' MCUre a ftnal decree
~

_.
.._,

Bt&te

or

~

tbe PJ."O.P8l" court

at

tbe

Idabo aa,proriDg and ao:at1m1Dg this contract aD4 c!aa.NeiJII u4

a4,1udgU)a it and the Q110rti011111em

ot 'bmletita

ful., valid., and 'b:1Dd1:nc ·.rm tbe District.

the United states certit1ed copies

mc'le

tbel-e\mder to

'!'be District

at such deareea

and

be 1--

&ball turn:Llh to

at all

perl1zumt

su;pporting records.
Chup• in District Orpmsation

47. .While this

r II

'I

\

/

oomract

18 iD effect, DO chaage8 ab&U be m4e 1a

the District., either b,y 1%1.clusion or exclusion ot landa., by partial ar
total ccmsolic1&t1021 or •rser Yitb anotber d1str1ot, by proceedi!lp

to

dissolve or otberviae., except with the e<meent ot tlie Secret.&17 ev1cleacec1

Rul.es BD4 Regulations; Detem:lnaUona

ltS.

(a) '!he Secretary reaerna tbe r1Sht to

~

l'act

mu, -.tter

coDS\llt&-

~ion with the J)iatrict's board o't 4:lrectors, such rules and. r,gulat10U 1

ccmsistezrt with tld.1 ccntract., as are proper
it. true intent and meen1ng., and u
details

at tbe

neceaaar:,

't,9

can"T ou.t

MCNS&l'J' and proper to cover Cl¥

adm:1niatration or illterpretaticm which are DOt _covered b7

its ez;press terms.
(b}

~

and

Tba

The District &ball obaene such rules aucl_regulaticma.

J>ist.nct 1 •_ board c4 41recto:re-., atao·ffta tme to

time JIBkfi 8uc:h rules and regulations u

it

reprds u

clesil'a.ble

~

Ula
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admiDietratim ot its ·r eap:mei'b1l1t1• .un4er. tb.ia coa.tract a4 u .an aot;
1Dcolll1atmt vith t h i s ~ aD4 tbe rule•· ml regulat.iou of the
8ecNt&ry IB4e aa herein pro\'1.cled.,

( c) Iil tbe event the District queaticma an, fac1iual deterld.m- ·

ticm md.e '°b1' 11DJ repreeentat1ve ot the Searet&rj aa reqUin4 in tbe .a.Laiatration ot tbia contract, 8QJ t:J :ac11 ap

~ -·
after

.a. -

tbe

Df.str1ct 'a board

Secretar7

as to the factl

:lD 41-,ute

sball be mde ~ after conaultatit*

tmN-

with tlle

ot d11"ectOre.
l'otices

49. -: Alli mt:Loe, 'WIB4 or requNt
COllWloCt abl.U be dNu4

nquirecl

or author1wl 117 tb11 ·

proper.q ginn, GCeRt 1'bere otllerw1ae

~

epeciticalJ.7 prontled, 11" milecl, i,oetap :prepu4, to tbe Pro,1ect

r '·
/

\

\

j.

·'

Su,eria-

.

tenaat (tbe preHllt 11:pro4'en off.leer•), l'1reau ~ Reel ...Um, .Burlq,
Ic1abo,

OD

bebalt a, tbe' United

m..tea,

an4 to tba

Sec:retu-7, A 811

In1.p-

tion D1atr1ct1 RIJ.pert, I&lbo, · Oil 'be!J&U_or tu D1atr1ot, !be c1e1igaa~OA

or

tbe per-8011

st an:, t:S.ae

to

be ~ t i e d

or tbe a44reH or •ucb pencm 97 'be ovnpcl

bT aildlar Mtice.
_J>iacriaim.t=·

--~@knliouta_
.

50.
I"'--

tbie

In c0aJ11eCtian with the perfonllince ot 1l'Off

m.tmct, 1D Ws article

..

under Wa coati'act,

temecl tbe ooatractor,
agree, u
.

f'allon:
I

·.· ca) !be coatractor
will. not c11sor~te
ap,1mt
mQ'.tllplqJ'N
or
.
.
.
.'
Q.PUcant tor ~
'!'he

-becawle ot :race, ol'N4, col.ai-,

contractor.Will tan affil'll&tin ..:ti• to eaau.re

~

tb&t

zaaUcmal. origin.

a:ppUcanti are

e1111Pl,o;ra41 aad. that empl.oJNa are treatecl .dmiag ~ t , ~1:tbQut rep.r4
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'

.

rac:e,

to -~

creecl, . color,

but. not be 11Jl1ted

or

mtiomJ. origtD.. SUch action ah&ll inal'llie,

_t.o, the tol.lawiJlg: ~ . ~ -4111Dt1cm or

trwter; recruitlleat or ncrui:t:11~nt advertiaiDg; lllJ'ott.· or of:en:IMti•J·· . ·

rate, o-t
pq or other fora or ecapenaat10D; and 1Htlecti011 tor-- tn.1D.:lDg,
.
.
.
.

1Dclu41;Gg ~:lceabip.
.
.
.

.

.

'

!ftul CODtraator. .&fP'W 1;o ·.IM)8t_.1D ccaapi.GUOWI
··
.
.
'

plac~, &Yailable

be

prcm.cle4

to ~

by tbe

ooatractilig officer a ~
.

(b) - Tbll
.

for~ ~

applit:Mlt• for ~~- 'nat1cee 'to

--and

cont.rector
.
. v111,
.
:by

or

tort.b tbl ~ • i o u :o f W•
.

\

'

I

otber CODtraot

or

in all eoUcitaUou

lbert1r•1af--e

.

OD -behalf .id the

CQD~tor

OQQtraotor, et.ate

tba1;' &1l. ·

~or ~ -~tbo\it
.

-

viU NIMl to. each labor UlliOG Or N.Prnata•

or ~ .

.

&

tift of tbe

notice, ta

8&14 labor

ccmtnctiDg
officer, a4riaiq .

copies

,' .

race, c:reecl, color,
or mticm&l. .origbl.
.
.

· . ·. .( c) lfll,e

(

.

.

qualifle4 liP,Plicaata. ,rill_
rece1n ~1c1ent1oa.
.
.
.

rep.rd t~

.

cmtractor.'• ac. .1:taate· unbr

'

~

pron4acl b7

'

t1J(e apnq

con
~ vomra'
.

.re,preileata.

tb1a ,ect1cm, 8D4 lblll. ·l)OSt

ot the . notice. -iA coupiCWNS: i,J.aca ·aftilaliie
to ~
ln4
.
.
.

applicate ' tor ~ -

ccmt~ 'v111 .~ vit.)l all proriaiOD8 ~ :lltecutive
Order •o. 10925 ot N&rch 6,· 1961, ot - - l'lll.., ft8U],at!ou, ad rele( d) · . Tbe

•

•

~-

'

I

•'

vant arden ot tile Prea14ent'a C~ttee ~ - iquai. ~

·o,,ortUJd.v

created tbereb)'.

(•)

Die ~ t o r-- vW. -~ e b _al;L 1D1°ol'Mt1~ -~

~ 4 by Eacu~i~ Order llo-

\

·10925

at N&rcm ·6, ]9Gl.,

ftp)rte .·

·-s ~ tbe ruie.~

60

../
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\

-

r-,

~

~esalatione, anc1

orders

or

the

1a:1a Cca&ittee, or pursuant thereto,

aa4

'rill pend.t accees to hi• "boob, recorda 1 an4 ·&ccounte by tbe ccmtractiJII

tor parpoeea or im'utipticm to ascertain

ap:ncy 11114 the CCJllllittff

aoae with

rulee, regulaticma, ana orders.

IUCh

(t) ID the event

,-...

~

tu contractor'• zama-oompli1111ee Yitb. tbe

DODCli1arilW:lation ol ,nBM of tbie contract or vi-th - ,

regulaticma,

caia.a11-

or

orclan,

ot

tba aai4 l'lllea,

wa ocmtraat - ,_be cane~ 1a wmle or in Jut

an4 tba contractor _,. be

uclancl

ibeligible· for flrtbe1' p&1wt ocm-

.

'

tracta 1n accordance with procedures ,autb0r1H4 1D lacNti"N Order Bo.

10925 Of
I

lllrob,

6, J.961, aa4 lucll

-.ed1N 1nvoked u

othar HDCti01111 ma:, be ilp,9e4 IID4

prcr,14e4 1n the 1&14 BDc11Uve Order or by l'llle, ftlll-

latioa, or ordar ot the President'• Cc:ali1.tee an :lqual lllpl.o,-t OpJor1iml-
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··A&B IRRIGATION DIS'.l'RICT - RUPERT,. IDAHO

AUGUST 21, 1968
'BY-LAWS ·

INTRODUCTORY:
The purpose of printing this handbook is to provide a source of
gene~ information for distribution among the landowners and
wateru~ers of the A&B Irriga~icm 'lli.st;rict, and among the employed
personnel of the District, and other ·interested parties_

By-Laws are an effective set of rules and regulations for district
operations; they are provided for but not specifically prescribed
in detail by law, yet are quite necessary for efficient operation
of the District.

Policies are the result of experience in the

equitable treatment of problems, and in the business procedures
of the irrigation district.
The pattern of organization, conduct of the business, . of irrigation
.

.

districts in Idaho, outlined to a large extent in Title 43 Idaho

Code,. follows in many respects, otha- political subdivisions of the
State of Idaho.

It is the desire of the Board of Directors of the A&B Irrigation
District that each recipient of one of these .handbooks will take
.
,.
,

the time to read it and become familiar with its contents; and that
it will be found helpful to those who do.
• •

!

J.:_·
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BY-LAWS -

A&B

IRRIGATION DISTRICT

_.. -.

ARTICLE ONE - NAME, BOUNDARIES OF DISTRICT, DIRECTOR DIVISION:
Section 1. The name of the organization is the A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
its office, headquarters, and principal place of business are at 11th and E
Streets in Rupert, Idaho.
Section 2. The boundaries· of the District: were established during the organizational proceedings in 1960 and are a matter of record in the offices
of the Recorders of Min.i doka and Jerome Counties, Idaho.
Section 3. The District is divided :Lnta five (5) director divisions, the
boundaries of which.. are fixed as fallows :

DIVISION ONE - all area lying in Range 25 Fast of the ~oise Meridian.
DIVISI ON TWO - all atea lying in Range 24 Ea.st of the Boise Meridian.
DIVISION THREE - all area lying in Range 23 Fast of the Boise Meridian.
DffiSION FOUR - all area lying in Ranges 21 and 22 East of the Baise Meridian
north of the line common to Sections 25 and 36, Township 21 EBM.
DIVISION IDE - all area lying in Ranges 21 and 22 East of the Boise Meridian
south of the common line to Sections 25 and 36, Township 9 South, Range 22
EBM;, and sections 25 and 36, Township 9 South, Range 21 EBM.

ARTICLE TWO - BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Section 1. The Board of Directors of the District shal,l consist of five (SY
members, one elected from each of the five director divisions.
Section 2. Subsequent to the election of the first Board of Directors after
the organization of the District, directors shall be elected for 3-year terms
of office, the terms to commence the first Tuesday of January following the
date of their respective election.
Section 3. Qualifications of a director are that he shall be a qualified
elector of the District, and . shall reside in the director division· which he
expects to represent.

ARTICLE THREE - POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Section 1. The ·Board of Directors is the soverning body of the irrigation
district, and as such, responsible for the policy making, administration of
the affairs, and the proper conduct of the business of the District, as prescribed by law.
·

Section 2.

The organization of the Board of Directors, the duties of its
elective and appointive officers, its meeting
both regular and special,

and :i.ts powers, shall be as provi.ded by law.

1
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ARTICLE THREE - cont.
,-

(

Section 3. Generally accepted legal responsibilities .of the Board· of Directors
are as follows:
1.

Directors cannot abdicate their responsibility to direct.

2.

They must manage the business along lines imposed through articles
of incorporation and by-laws •

.3.

They are respons.ibie· for appointing officers and delegating authority
to. them for carrying but the functions of the corporation.

4.

Directors must be knowledgeable of District affairs to enable them
to perform ~eir duties effectively.

5.

Di.rectors must act in good faith and with resonable care in handling
the affairs of the District.

6.

They are considered in law as representing a trusteeship of landowner.s

or members.

7.

They must attend · board meetings on a regular basis . Absence from board
meetings does not constitute freedom of a board member from responsibility of decisions by the ~card.

8.

Directors may be. held financially responsible for losses incurred by
the District under certain specific circumstances, principally gross
negligence •

.;.......

/

·· ..

ARTICLE FOUR - MANAGER:
Section 1. The Manager, _a ppointed by the Board of Directors, shall have
supervision of all activities and personnel engaged in the care, operation
and maiI_itenance of the project irrigation system, and in the administratipn
of the affairs of the District; distribution of the water, maintenance, repair,
and upkeep of all machinery, equipment and buildings.
Section 2 •. This officer shall be responsible to the Board of Directors for
the proper conduct of the affairs entrust to him.
Section 3.

The Role of the Manager:

1.

Maintains as high .a standard as possibl~ in operation and maintenance
of the district facilities allowable under the authority granted by
the Board.

2.

Willingly carries out all specifically assigned duties as well as others
that may be delegated from time to time by the Board~

3.

Never attempts to assume the authority

or

responsibility of the Board.

_(

1·.

I.
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ARTICLE FOUR - cont.
Section 3. cont.

4.

Will always refer to the Board any items not covered by existing
guidelines with particular attention being given those which are
the full responsibility of the Board •

. 5.

Insists upon equitable delivery to each wateruser with a continued
emphasis on conservation practice as well as full compliance with
State law.

6.

Will provid.~ a realistic~ ·p rogressive program of all major current
and future operation and maintenance needs of t he district and will
thoroughly discuss these with the Board with the activation being
contingent upon their approval.

7.

Provide the Board with the proper information related to current
operation and maintenance costs with reconunendations as to future
needs to assist them in setting new asessments.

8 • .Is directly responsible to the Board at all times for any action taken
relating to physical operation ~ecisions of the district.
9.

· 10.

Will recruit and keep employed the best operating personnel available
under the employment policies of the Board with delegation of proper
authority to vario~ employees, but always being personally responsible.
Will always promote the proper relationship between the Board and the
wateruser, the Board and the employee, and the employee and the wat eruser.

ll.

Will be dedicated to showing the best possible return for the dollar
expended in operation and maintenance.

12.

Will be prepared at all times to prudently make the.dozens of small
day-by-day decisions that are necessary in water delivery and maintenance of the district facilities.

ARTICLE FIVE - SECRETARY-TREASURER:

. {~

Section 1 . The secretary-treasurer, appointed by the Board of Directors, with
-the approval of the Manager. shall have such duties and responsibiliti es as
are prescribed by law, as a public officer under whose care and keeping are
public funds and records, and is responsible under the law to the Board of
Directors and the law.
.
.
Section 2.· The secretary-treasurer under the direction of the manager shall
supervise and perform wo~k in the administrative functions of budgeting and
· programming, .supply and property management, finance , personnel, wateruser's ·
accounts, public relations, office personnel supervision, and su·c h other ·duties
as are pertinent to the office of secretary-treasurer •

-3-
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"ARTICLE SIX - MANAGEMENT OF DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
Section 1. !t shall be recognized that the Board of Directors is the final
authority in all matters of policy and administration of the affairs of the
District; that the duties and responsibilities of the various officers and
supervisory personnel of the District, whether established by lEn-1 or otherwise
assigned, shall be subject to that authority.
Section 2.

It shall be the duty of such officers and supervisors to recognize
and respect the scope of responsibility of each other, and to cooperate to
promote harmony and efficiency in the administration and operation of the
District.
Section 3. No member of the Board of Directors shall, except in cases of
emergency~ interfere with the supervisory functions of any appointed or
. employed personnel, nor with any District employee in the performance of that
employee's duties .

..-.~

_.,,:...·,

Section 4. It is highly important that directors of an irrigation district
maintain a proper relationship with the employees. G~erally the director
will not have any direct authority over the employee. · The board as a·unit
will have complete responsibility for the affairs of their organization. They
will select a manager to supervise operation and maintenance who will be
·: ·~responsible directly to them. The Manager will sel ect and employ the best
personnel available, who will be !esponsible to him for ·their actions.
A director. must be attentive to complaints of waterusers·about employees, but
should refrain from any agreement. All information possible related to the
complaint should be gathered so he can _give a report to the full board and
· the manager.
The employee in conversation with waterusers should not be critical of t he
director, the Qoard, or the manager. If each will stand in support of the
other the public image of the directing-operating organization will be much
better. A director should be careful about asking any consideration from an
employee unless he feels that it falls within operating rules and the
· employee can rightf~lly do the same for.all other waterusers. Issuing something that may sound like a direct order should be avoided by a director
unless· this happens to be permissi ble by organization rule.
The employee should recognize the director's position of responsibility, but
should never ask any personal favors or assistance in the performance of hi s
assigned tasks. Fair and equitabl e treatment of the director-wateruser , and
no mo~e, is absolutely essential. To mingle politically in the business of
elections especially with-regards to the seating or unseating of a director
would be a breach of ethics for an empl oyee.
·
If the proper relationship is maintained between the director and the employee,
the Board-Manager team is assisted in its position. The right of the team
·t~ be able to arrive at the proper ·end result will be firmly protected.

(

.

ARTICLE SEVEN - FISCAL YEAR OF THE DISTRICT:

,-.,

Section l. The District shall, until such time as othend.se provided; operate
on a fiscal year beginning November 1 and ending October 31 following, as provided in Idaho Code Section 43-304 •

. -4-
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ARTICLE EIGHT-· ASSES~MENTS AND CHARGES:

I

i

I

i,-

1 .
!

!

Section l. The District is by law authorized and obligated to levy such ass~sments and charges against the lands of the District as are nec=ssary to
pay the·costs of conducting the business affairs and operating and
maintaining the irrigation system and works of the District.
The District is also obligated by law and by the contract of
February 9, 1962 between the United States of America and the A&B Irrigation

Section 2.

District, to levy such a~ual construction charge assessments against the
lands of the District as are· required to meet the District's annual installment to the United States.
Section 3. On the statutory date.of levy.i.ng assessments against the lands
··of the District, the Board of Directors shall proceed to levy said
assessments which shall include sufficient mon~y for administration,
operation and maintenance, and construction, and said assessments shall
be payable as provided by law.

Section 4. The Board of Directors has the authority to set a toll charge,
·or a minimum operation and maintenance charge, or a minimum water charge,
making the same payable on or before a stipulated date, and to affix a penalty
for failure to pay on or before the due date; said charge shall, in any event,
be payable in advance of delivery of water for the year for which the charge
is due. Said charge shall become a part of the assessment for operation and
maintenance which shall be levied· each year. Additional water c.h arges shall
be payable by the wateruser to the District on or before December 20th of
the year in which such water is _delivered, unless other~se provided.

on

Section 5. All assessments and charges payable
or before the statutory
date of December 20, remaining unpaid, shall become delinquent and subject
to the statutory delinquency penalty of 2% plus 'interest at the rate of 8%
per annum until paid.
Section 6. Eligibility for delivery of water shall be contingent upon payments
of all delinquent assessments and'charges plus accrued penalty and interest,
and the current year's advance payment of toll, minimum O&M, or lllinµium water
charge.

ARTICLE NINE -.WATER ALLO'™ENT AND DELIVERY:
Section l. Article 16 (b) of the Contract of February 9, 1962, states:
"The District shall, except as to lands in a development period staJ:us, levy
a minimum annual operation and maintenance charge against each irrigable acre
·of land within the District, and the payment of such minimum charge shall
be required whether or not water is used. The amount of water i~ acre-feet
per acre which is to be delivered each ·year for the minimum annual charge
·shall be determined by the District's Board of Diref:tors, but it may not be
set in excess of three (3) acre feet. For water to be delivered each year
in excess of the minimum amounts, the landowners or waterusers involved shall
pay to the District an excess charge as follows: · (The wording following has
- ~een condensed from the Contract wording.~

L

(1)

First acre foot per acre - 100% of the minimum rat~.-

(2)

Second acre foot per acre - 160% of the minimum rate.

(3)

Third acre foot per acre·, and all ·additional acre feet
per acre, 200%
the minimum rate.

of

-5- .
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ARTICLE NINE - cont .
(

Section 1. - cont. ·
When the District assumed operation and maintenanc~ under Artie.le 13, the·
Board of Directors were empowered to adjust the charges to be made for excess
water so as to increase or decrease such charges as it determines to be necessary for the effici~t ~peration of ·the. project.
(c) To carry out the provisions of this article, the District, or the United
States, whichever is operating the irrigation works, shall measure the water
delivered to each farm turnout and shall keep individual farm turnout delivery
records." (end of quote from Cont;r-ac;t)
Section 2. In addition to the contracturaJ. ·provisions in Section 1, above,
no change shall be made in the three (3) acre fo~t allotment of water under
the minimum charge unless said cha~ge shall first be approved by a majority
favorable vote in the election for deciding such question by the waterusers
of .the District; said election shall be held only in conjunction with the
regular election for director. (See Minutes-of the Board of Directors, ·
January 22, 1962, page 159 of Minute· Book ~o. One.) ·

ARTICLE TEN - SALES OF LAND, CERTIFICATE OF SALE REQUIRED:
Section 1. . The resolved clause, and the Order of the Board on. November 6, .. .. 1962, as amended January 4,. 1966, hereinafter quoted in full text, shall govern _
in instances of sales of land within the District. ·
. ... . _,...

(full text of Order to be quoted here)

ARTICLE ELEVEN - AMENDMENTS:

D..,:
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, RESOLtJnON liEGARDING SALES OF LANDS WlTHIN
THE BOUNDARU;S OF TS:E A A li IRRIGATION DISR~CT

- • , O";

• wmcRZAS. ArUda a or ~·chatn.c:t at ~ 1, JN:Z ~ u.., 'D'nlted sia- and
A a: B Imc,.C1ou :Cl&crt" llrOYides r« Ula termJ.Datlcm at 1be recordab~ conin.c:a
t>eCwNA Ula '1Ja.1ted States and the entr,n,en and CIUla' DWDttS ot la.nd IJ1DS '111UWl U!.e
~ Gr Kid cl1atrlct, D11 Ilecembc,r ,:n. l9SZ; 11.Dd.

·· ua.

WBEBEAS, aJd n,can:lable contnu:b. provide cerialA fflll(&ior,- meuusas Tf!Pr'dl11c the
tmde at I~~ 11lnit Willi.In Ule bo=da.r1l!a ot mid dJsini:C. tndudlrlc
~ certa1n LD.:ar::a&Uon which Is required by me BUl'CI.U a: :a-la11>"1t.ton belore J.sau,u,.ce
oC ~ ccrt:Wcatc at c:ompll&llce showlns c:umpll:a:ice wit.ti aid meuun:s: and.
'WlU:BEAS. aid re&:UJ&tory D11!1111Un::S requtrcd a: ~ ttDdor (IN!llc:rl &Ad the veDdee
(bllJer) Of laDds Wltb.ln the 'baumlules c,: said dbtrla, &IDODS at.Iler Ul.lnp, au llCCW'ate
clacripdon at ~e 1'Llld invalftd; 1IZl accmate survey, dacriptlDll. aml dt:i:ermin&Uon a!
ta1pbla an=. and dc:signnilon bJ tr.let (sudl AS ~ l. Aiu :z. ~) at each tum unit
· wblcll, may be in the proce .. at Det:i1t aubd1'1'1died; cul,
'\ll1l!EB!:AS, tnrarma.tlon SUCh es the- :Corqoi:ic, ls eq,iall:, ~ ta a.id District m
oi,da thai It any mallltllln ~ i:.tld :11:c=.a %eccr:!sof t.1u! awm:rshlp o:C land 1J1D.IC
'WlUWI. lts bCIUmlal11:11;

ale. ti:amtcr, or

t ·· .
,=,: .

~:- '.j
;
I

.· I

.• t ..
• I
.· ·! . .

NOW THEBEFORE BE IT RESOL'\"ED (as amended 011 Jmmary 4, 1966),
and IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, by the :Board of Directors of the A & B
mRIGA.TION DISTRICT, that the :follo\rlng shall be e!fective nnd in :full
:Corce on and after January 1, 1963:

1. That !or each any every snle, tr:i.de or tranafer of lands i;ing within
. the bound.mies oi the A & B Irrigation District. whether by cash,
co11tract in escro-:-:, or cont:nct secured by mortp~ or otlierwu;e,
there shall be 3 stntement of the c!et:ills of s:lid trunmction, 011 a form
prescribed by said district, filed with the Secretary of snid district,
Eligibility for subaequcnt c!elive17 of any water to snid rands from
the irrig:ition ~ste:n nnd works of said dirlric:t, sha!l be contin;ent
upon the filini; of ~d statement.
:!. Tru:t mid st:itement. designated as a "Certificate of S:ilc", shnll be
si,."lled by both the :.c!ler {vendor} and the buyer (veru:iec) in ea.ch
h:sta.nce, and their re.."Jlective signing witnessed by a p:irty or parties
IJ?.lified to so witn~; and slmll be filed with the se::retary of the
district as soon as nasonably po511ible after the silc or tr;msfer is
msde bat in any event, prior to clearance for delivery of mi.t!:i' for
tlle !a...'"In unit or tr::.c:t involved for the next :rocceeciing irrigation
season.

3- That said ccrtificnte of sale sruill include. ala-cg with other information:
(a) The complete legal name n:id mailing nddre.ss oi both
tne seller and t.he buyer.
(b) An accur:1te legal description oi the land involved in
the transaction: and if the tra=ct.ion invol"le3 the subdividing of an exfating- farm 1:11i~ oranct. S3id certificate
· of sale be accompauied by fonr (4) copies of nn acceptable p!at of said si::bdivision (prep:ired on a sc:ile of l lnch
equals 400 !eet) whlch plet ahiill :show a complete metes
, ,, .. , - ·• ... , and -bound:, description of each area in llllid subdivision,
designation of each area. by uamber (such as Area 1,
, Area 2, etc.) and the irrigable acru contained within
each uea.
(c) Whether the ale, trade, or tr.sns!er is endenced by
a warranty deed, contract in escrow, or secnred contract.
, ... , ·.! Ed) Party rcspo'l?!ll"ble for pa-iment of the inigatio11 dis-

. ..

,.

• '';. t trktaas~ments and/or charges for the-c:tlffeDt year, :md

· ,.: ; : ,,

.

The- surveying and de.sc~bini; of

the subdivision of a farm unit or
tract, and the prepa~on of the plat. shall be performed by an
.. .
. engineer or surveyor who is qualified to per.form li11ch work in the
. · Sbite of ld~o; and ::hall be without cost to the Al:: B lmg:itio:o
.· r: ·., :r D~ct.· · A copy of :mid plat will be fiJed by aaid di:strict with the
t w. i::- ~d :iae:sc,r. of the county in which the 1:md i:s situsted..
.- -i.

-

for prior yea.pi.
(c) Effective date of the tr:uwection.
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GENERAL INFORMATION - A&B-IRRIGATION DISTRICT
,-

·.

ELECTIONS:

1. Elections for Directors ·are heltt ·on: the. second.Tuesday of December· . ·
of each year.
2. Special Elections may be held for various purposes, upon ·the call
of the Board of Directors . and after notice as required by .law.

3. At. District elections, both the landowner and spouse are entitled
to vote. Proxy.:ballots are not permissible; absentee ballots may be
arranged.

4. Voters, or electors as they are commonly called 7 in: all District. .
elections shall have.the same. qualifications as . are required of voters
under the general election laws of the State of Idaho; shall own land
_within the District, and .live. in. ei~er. Minidoka, or. Jerome.Count:}'-- . .. ·
5. · Petitions to nominate a candidate for. director of the District shall
be signed by at least . twelve (12) qualified electors of the District and
filed with the Secretary of the District . not less than . ten (10) days· nor
more than thirty (30)_ day~ prior · to the· date of · the·election •

.,.•
......
. -:

·:BOARD OF DIRECTORS~ MEETINGS, OFFICERS;-, ETC.:.
,,.- .

1. The Board of Directors;, at its. regular. meeting, of. each. January, shall.
· reorganize itself· by· the. election of a:president and a vice-president, .
and shall appoint :such other officers as:may· be subject to·appointment.

2.

The officers of the-District shall have such duties as are pertinent

to their respective office and in accord· with the law. · · ·

Regular meetings of the- Board. of Directors are held . the first ··Tuesday.
of each month, ·or such other date as may be provided by law, in the office
of· the District in Rupert.:· Special meetings may be. held: when necessity ·· ··,
demands. All meetings.of the. l3oard..ar.e open to .the public . . . . . . ..

3.

4. Disbursements of all:funds. of .the District. are upon. authorization:
by the Board of Directors. : .
.. .

-7-.
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State of Idaho
Department of Water Resources

Water Right
1-14
IRRIGATION
The map depicts the place of use for the water use listed above and point(s) of diversion of this right as currently
derived from interpretations of the paper records and is used solely for illustrative purposes. Discrepancies between the
computer representation and the permanent document file will be resolved in favor of the actual water right documents
in the water right file .
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'STRICT COUKT - SRBA
Fifth Judicial District
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho

RECEIVED
t-.PR - 2 2012

APR - 3 2012
DEPT. OF WATER RESOURCES

~

By

ler1<

'Je,b

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDfCIALl>ISTRICT-OF TJi[E

~r1<

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
InReSRBA
Case No. 39576

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR
IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY
USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY
DESCRIPTION; J.C.§§ 42-202B(2), 42219(2), 42-1411(2)(h)
For Water Right: 01-00014
(A & B Irrigation District)

I.
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
1.

On February 8, 2012, a Special Master's Report and Recommendation was filed

for the above water right. No Challenges were filed to the Special Master's Report and
Recommendation and the time for filing Challenges has now expired.

2.

Toe above-captioned water right is for an irrigation purpose of use and satisfies one

of the following statutory criteria: (1) used in conjunction with an irrigation project where the
canals constructed cover an area of twenty-five thousand (25,000) acres or more; (2) the place
of use for the water right is located within an irrigation district organized pursuant to the laws
of the state ofldaho; or (3) the water right is for an irrigation project developed by an
association, company, corporation or the United States to divert and deliver or distribute
surface water under any annual charge or rental for beneficial use by more than five (5) water
users in an area less than twenty-five thousand (25,000) acres.
3.

Effective July 1, 2002, the Idaho Legislature approved the use of a Geographic

Information System (GIS) for describing the place of use (digital boundary) for water rights
meeting the above-stated criteria. See LC. §§ 42-219(2)(2003) and 42-1411(2)(h)(2003). Toe
GIS mapping technology allows the geographic area encompassing the place of use for a
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY
Page I of2
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water right to be particularly identified and visually displayed in a map overlay format
through the aid of computer technology. In incorporating a digital boundary into a partial
decree, the electronic or digital data is what is actually decreed as opposed to the visually
displayed map ultimately generated from the data. The data is stored on a CD-ROM. The
Court finds that the GIS mapping technology maintained by IDWR complies with the
standards for spatial accuracy set forth in LC. § 42-202B (2)(2003). See Notice ofFiling
Affidavit ofMichael Ciscell Re: Digital Boundary, filed October 17, 2003.

1.

II.
ORDER
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that the above-captioned water right is hereby decreed

as set forth in the attached Partial Decree Pursuant to LR.C.P. 54(b).
2.

IT IS FURTHER HEREBY ORDERED that the data comprising the digital boundary

shall be stored on a CD-ROM medium, which shall be issued in duplicate original.

The

SRBA District Court will retain one original together with the original Partial Decree, and
IDWR will retain the other original. The map depicting the place of use attached to the
Partial Decree is intended for illustrative purposes only.

3.

IT IS FURTHER HEREBY ORDERED that upon request, the claimant can obtain a

copy of the CD-ROM from IDWR at no cost, although GIS software will still be required to
access the data. Subsequent administrative changes to the place of use shall also be stored in
a digital format and kept on file and maintained by IDWR. IDWR shall maintain all computer
software and/or hardware necessary for reducing the data to a usable format that is accessible
to the general public, including access through the IDWR Internet website

(www.idwr.state.id.~t' successor Uniform Resource Locator (URL).
DATED

~ £) J.1

J_~ (;f

·

ERIC
Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication

ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR IRRIGATION DELIVERY ENTITY USING DIGITAL BOUNDARY
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A & B Irrigation District
Adjudication Recommendations: 1-14, 1-2060, 1-10225, 1-10237, 1-10238, 1-10239, 1-10240, 1-10241
R19E

R27E

R19E

R27E

Irrigation Service Area Boundary
GIS Place of Use Illustration

Service Area

c::J State Outline
c::JTownships

Lincoln, Minidoka, Jerome Counties
IDWRBasln 1
Prepared by Favreau. Danielle

On January 19, 2012
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

In Re SRBA

PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO
I . R.C.P. 54(b} FOR

Case No. 39576

DISTRIC i l:;..,ud r - SRBA
Fifth Judicial District
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho

Water Right 01-00014

NAME AND ADDRESS:

A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
PO BOX 675
RUPERT, ID B3350-0675

SOURCE:

SNAKE RIVER

QUANTITY:

267 . 00

APR - 2 2012

TRIBUTARY : COLUMBIA RIVER

CFS

Right Nos . 1-14 and 1-2060 are limited to a tota
diversion rate of 267 cfs .
PRIORITY DATE:

combined

04 /0 1 / 1939

t

Although this right has a 4/1/1939 priority date for surface
water administration, for purposes of conjunctive administration,
this water right shall be administered to a priority date of
11 / 21 / 1955.
POINT OF DIVERSION:
PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE:

Tl0S R21E S24 LOT 2

PURPOSE OF USE
Irrigation

(SESWSW) Within Jerome County

PERIOD OF USE
03-15 TO 11-15

QUANTITY
267.00 CFS

PLACE OF USE:
82610.l ACRES TOTAL
The boundary encompassing the place of use for this water right
is described with a digital boundary as defined by I.C . Section
42-202B(2) and authorized pursuant to I.C. Section
42-1411(2) (h). The data comprising the digital boundary are
incorporated herein by reference and are stored on a CD-ROM disk
issued in duplicate originals on file with the SRBA District
Court and the Idaho Department of Water Resources . A map
depicting the place of use is attached hereto to illustrate the
place of use described by the digital boundary .
Place of use is within the boundary of A & B Irrigation District
pursuant to Section 43-323, Idaho Code.
Place of use does not include federal public lands unless
authorized in writing by the United States Bureau of Land
Management or Bureau of Reclamation.
Right Nos . 1-14 and 1-2060 are limited to the irrigation of a
combined total of 14,637 acres in a single irrigation season.
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT :
This water right must be used in conjunction with water right
1-2060. This water right cannot be transferred, leased, or
otherwise used without water right 1-2060 .
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE.
I . C . SECTION 42-1412(6) .

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R . C.P . 54(b)
Water Right 01-00014
File Number: 00007
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SRBA Partial Decree Pursuant to I . R.C.P. 54(b)

(continued)

RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C . P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason
delay of the entry of a
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as

Eric J. Wildman
Presiding Judge of the
Snake River Basin Adjudication

SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I . R . C.P. 54(b)
Water Right 01-00014
File Number: 00007
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES RECOMMENDED
WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

9/20/2012

RIGHT NUMBER:

1-2064

NAME AND ADDRESS:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
THROUGH
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
REGIONAL DIRECTOR PN CODE-3100
1150 N CURTIS RD STE 100
BOISE ID 83706-1234

SOURCE:

Source:

Tributary:

SNAKE RIVER

QUANTITY:

1,540,600.000 AFY

COLUMBIA RIVER

1,672,§90.000 AF¥

The American Falls Reservoir was originally licensed for a total quantity of
1,700 1 000 acre-feet . For purposes of administration, however, water right nos.
1-2064 and 1-10042 shall be limited to a total combined quantity equal to the
active capacity of the water volwne storable in American Falls Reservoir when
filled to elevation 4354.5 and measured at the upstream face of the dam.
'fetal EeeeE oiF eapaeity ie 1 1 672 1 !i90 aeFe feet ul!.es filled to ele ,atios 43§ 4 . e
anEi meae1,1FeEi at tee 1tpetFeam faee ef tee Eiam .

PRIORITY DATE:

03/30/1921
'l'fle appFepFiat:e,e el!.all eneFeiee this Fi',Jftt in" maftfteF teat Eeee!!ftieee tee
aieteFie (ilFaetiee f:aat t:ae 1,1ee of "ateF feE !"8' eF geneFaf:ion ie iseidestal te

-----------ift!t)'f<l!i,rM'BBl(ill>O-w~e...
E_,..E:i,iEt!lftMt&e-,-.

POINT OF DIVERSION:

T07S R31E S30 SWSE
Within POWER County
PURPOSE AND

Purpose of use :

Period of use:

Quantity:

PERIOD OF USE:
IRRIGATION STORAGE

01/01

12/31

1,495,600.00 AFY
1 1 628,316.00 AF¥

IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE

03/15

11/15

1,495,600.00 AFY
1 1 628,316.00 AF¥

POWER STORAGE

01/01

12/31

45,000.00 AFY
29!;, 163. 00 AF¥

POWER FROM STORAGE

01/01

12/31

45 1 000.00 AFY
296,163.00 AF¥

'¼'he Eii, eFeien anEi Eeleaee ef etoFa!fe foF !"O"eF (il1"F(i1Beee 1,1sdeF tl!.ie "ateE Fi!fAt
ie Blffljeet to taoee eonEiitiene eestaiseEi in eestFaet nee . IlF 733 anEi IlF 801
eet.,ees tee 9sited State 81,1Fea1,1 ef P.eelaJ11atien asd Idal!.e PeHeE Soll!Jlasy.

Stipulated Director's Report
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES RECOMMENDED
WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

PLACE OF USE:

Place of use for storage is American Falls Reservoir, provided, however, that
water under this right may be temporarily held in the unoccupied space of any
of the reservoirs upstream of Milner Dam, located at township lOS, range 21E,
sections 28 and 29, when determined by the Water District 01 Watermaster as
supervised by the Director of the Department of Water Resources, the Water
District 01 advisory committee, and the united States Bureau of Reclamation that
such temporary storage will maximize the storage of water upstream of Milner Dam.
Place of use for irrigation from storage is within the following counties:
Fremont, Madison, Jefferson, Bonneville, Bingham, Bannock, Power, Minidoka,
Cassia, Lincoln, Jerome, Twin Falls, Gooding, Teton, and Elmore.
Plaee ef ..se fer irri!Jatien steEa!Je anapeuer eteEa!Je is Allleriean Falls Reser,eiE,
pre ,iaeei, heweYeE 1 that uater liftaeE tsis Ei!Jftt may se tempeEaEily hela in the
..neee»piea epaee ef an} sf the reeeE.BiEs \!f!StEeam sf llilner Dam, leeatea at
ef llateE Reee1:1rees, the llateE Dietriet aa,issry esRll&ittee, anel the llnitea States
1!1:1Eea" ef Reelamatisn that e1:1es tempeEar) steEa!Je will maHillliae the eteEa!Je ef
wateE 1:1petEeam sf Hilner Elam .
Plaee sf 1:1se fa:,; iza:,;iljl'atisn f:,;em eteraljl'e is ,•ithin the fellsuinljl' es1:1ntiee 1
F:,;ement, llaaieen, Jeffezaeen 1 Benne~ille 1 Binljl'ham, Baaneek, PeueE, HinielelEa 1
Caseia, Lineeln, Je:,;eme, 'i'\1in Falla, Ceeainljl', anel Elme:,;e .

OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY 110R DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:

[Insert ownership remark]
The allocation of storage to federal contractors and the location of that
storage, including carr yover storage, in the reservoir system shall be
determined by the United States Bureau of Reclamation pursuant to
federal reclamation law and contracts entered into between the United
States and federal contractors. The Water District 01 Watermaster as
supervised by the Director of the Department of Water Resources shall
distribute the stored water in accordance with allocation instructions from
the United States Bureau of Reclamation . "Reservoir system" shall mean
all Federal reservoirs on the Snake River and its tributaries down to and
including Lake Walcott, which store and distribute water pursuant to
water right nos . 1-219, 1-2064, 1-2068, 1-4055, 1-10042, 1-10043,
1-10044, 1-10045, 21-2156, 21-4155, 21-10560, and 25-7004.
This decree does not alter, amend, or modify the contracts entered into
between the various federal contractors and the United States Bureau of
Reclamation, as amended, including but not limited to the contractual
storage exchanges, in connection with the Palisades project and the
Minidoka project, which contracts remain binding among the parties.
The operation, use and administration of this water right is subject to the
terms and conditions of the Settlement Agreement signed on February 14,
2006 with Minidoka Irrigation District, Burley Irrigation District, Twin Falls
canal Company, North Side Canal Company and American Falls Reservoir
District #2.
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definition of .the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho
Code .
'l'he eleliweE) ef uate:,; te this Eiljl'ht Ria) Jae eYlajeet ta pEeeeeki:,;es
aeee:,;isee in the llnitee States .B"Eea1:1 ef Reelalftatien "epaee hale.er"
eentEaete ana the B1:1£le) IrEiljl'atien Diet. Y. Ealjl'le, s..pplemental Eleeree
(Iaahe §th Jtia . Eliet., J1:1l} lQ, 1968) ana AseEaeen SpEinljl'fiela Canal
Ce ,
Ealjl'le 1 S1:1pplemental Eleeree (Iaahe ?ts .,:.,e1, Eliet,, llareh 12,

Stipulated Director's Report
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES RECOMMENDED
WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

l!Hi!ll te!j'etlleE ,•iaeh tile aat..,Eal flau aad etu!'a!Je del:iveEiee as
eale..,leted e~ the IelaRe BeJ!!aEtmeat ef Uater Reee...reee.

,\ltlle""gh aeile ft<Hlle ef tile 9Rited States ef JlmeEiea aetiag tkre..,gil tRe
Burea"" ef Reel-atieR appeaEe ie tke N-e aaa Aeleeee eeetieR ef
tilie paEtial Eieeree, tile e1m.ereM,p ef tllie ·,,ater EigM ie elivieleEi. TIie
9niteel States B""Eea"" ef Reelamatiea helEie aellliaal legal title.
Beeefieial eE equitaele title ta tRie water rigM ie llela ia tEHet s, the
ir£i,a,ieft e£9anieatieno, in ~he ef'iantitiee anS/e~ ,e£eeata,ee 8p@@ified
ia tile eentraeaee set1,eeR the BHEeaH ef ~eelaRatiea aaEi the iEzitJatien
e•~Miaaeieee, ~BE tRe Seaefit of ~fte laRde•ffleEa en~~~lea te Eeee~ve
elietEisHtiea ef tllie ,ater fze~ tRe reepeetive iEritJatiee BEtJaRieatieRs
pureuaat te IEiahe law. ~ea Rl&tter ef law, this inteEeet ie appurteRaet
te tRe laaele uithiR t:he l!et!BElaEiee ef er ee£'YeEi B) eLJea if"EigatisR
S!"!JiHlil!atieR, 'i'he eweel!'ehip ef th.:.e uate£ £i!j'Rt ie del!'i,.ed fEe111 law aed
is ,aet l!ased e11elHBi'Yely BR tile eeatEaete setueeR the 81:U:eaH ef
Reelamatiofl .u.i.B the irrigatieR or~aaiea~ien9 .

A pHtieR ef this zi!Jht ie deei!JRated ae the iint te iill fBE tRe l!!e&efit ef
tile eeato;aet helEieEe ae pEe,ided ia tRe J!IEB'Yieiese fer saviRg winter
11ate!" ae Eeeegail!ed ia the BLJE±e) IH i!J&tien Biet.
Sagle,
Supplemeneal BeeEee (Iaahe §th 3LJa. Biet,, 3""1~ lQ, 1!168) aaa
Al!!eraeea SpriR!JfielEi Sanal Se. v. B&!Jie, Suppiemental BeeEee (Iaahe
7ta JHEi. Biet., !lareR 12 1 1969).
0

EXPLANATORY MP.TERIAL:

BASIS OF CLAIM -

License

Right no. 1-2064 has been split into water right nos . 1-2064 and 1-10042 .
Pursuant to the last survey conducted by the United States Bureau of Reclamation
in 1977, the current active storage capacity of the American Falls Reservoir was
1,672,590 acre feet (1,515,760 acre feet under water right no. 1-2064 and 156,830
acre feet under water right no. 1-10042) .
Right includes accomplished change in purpose of use pursuant to Section 42-1425,
Idaho Code.
Storage for power under this right is 2. 6471% of the active storage capacity of
the reservoir, which is approximately 45,000 acre-feet.

Stipulated Director's Report
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES RECOMMENDED
WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

9/20/2012

RIGHT NUMBD :

1-2068

!GlCB AND ADDRESS:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
THROUGH
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
REGIONAL DIRECTOR PN CODE-3100
1150 N CURTIS RD STE 100
BOISE ID 83706-1234

SOURCE:

Source:

Tributary:

SNAKE RIVER

QUANTITY:

COLUMBIA RIVER

940,400.000 AFY

1,288,888.888 AFY

Total reservoir active capacity is 1,200,000 acre feet when filled to elevation
5620 and measured at the upstream face of the dam.
PRIORITY DATE:

07/28/1939

Tse appEapEiataE esall e11eEaiee tsie EigA.t ie a _R.,eE tsat Eeea!J!!.ieee tse
sieteEie pEaetiee tsat tse ~ee af wateE faE peweE ,eeeEatiee ie ineiseetal ta
tae Eigste af ataeEe ta tae ~ee af ,ateE feE etaeE puEpeeee . 'l'se &f!lf!IEBf!IEiateE
eaall eet 111alte a seli eE~ eall fe• AL}EiEe1rnweE ,eaeEatiee e11eept ae agaieet :i-iel'
-----------1tt..~1<·EiiaEef8..f!1"8"'"' eaeEic-;E"1'"!EllR~t!sO!h-,
0

The United States, after consultation with the Watez:master and the Water District
1 Advisory Committee, may release stored water from Jackson Lake and Palisades
reservoirs for the maintenance of power production at Palisades Dam powerplant
and may store such water in Amer i can Falls Reservoir . The release of such water
will be confined, however, when it appears to the Secretary that Ameri can Falls,
Palisades, and Jackson Lake reservoirs will fail to fill, to not more than 1,000
cfs for minimum firm power production and that amount which can be stored in
American Falls Reservoir; and no such release shall be made that will preclude
the later delivery of water, by exchange or otherwise, to the upper valley
entities entitled thereto. "Upper valley entities" shall mean those reservoir
spaceholders diverting from the Snake River and its tributaries above American
Falls Dam.

POINT OF DIVERSION :

T81S R4§S Sl? I,et
ilitRiB B9NtJEIIII,'E,E
T81S ~ 1!iS 61? l.et
llitain B9NNS~1l'E.'E.S
T81S ~ 4!iS Sl? I,et
Witaift B9NNE1III,'E,E

1 tlSNE
Saunt~
2 !~INS
Seunt~
3 SilHS
Gellftty

TOlS R45E Sl7 SENE
Within BONNEVILLE County
TQlS R4§E Sl? I,at 4 SEtlE
iU,tsin B9NNSJJH,'E.S Ceunty
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES RECOMMENDED
WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

PURPOSE AND
PERIOD OF USE :

Period of use:

Purpose of use :

01/01

IRRIGATION STORAGE

12/31

Quantity:
940,400.00 AFY
1,200,000.00 AF¥

IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE

03/15

11/15

940,400.00 AFY
1,200,000 . 00 AF¥

POWER STORAGE

01/01

12/31

940,400.00 AFY
1,200,000.00 AF¥

POWER FROM STORAGE

01/01

12/31

940,400 . 00 AFY
1,200,000 . 00 AF¥

PLACE OF USE:
Plaee ef ~ee fe£ i££igatien f£em ete£age ie ,,itltin the fellewing eeuntiea .
FreraeBt, MaEiieeR, J:effe£'oee, 8e11Ae:wille, Biftg:haa, BanneeJ£ 1 Pewe~, HiRiEie~£a;

Gaaaia, Lineeln, ~e£eme, T~in Falla, Geeaing, ana Elma£e .
Place of use for irrigation from storage is within the following counties:
Fremont, Madison, Jefferson, Bonneville, Bingham, Bannock, Power, Minidoka,
Cassia, Lincoln, Jerome, Twin Falls, Gooding, Teton, and Elmore .
Place of use for storage is Palisades Reservoir, provided, however, that water
under this right may be temporarily held in the unoccupied space of any of the
reservoirs upstream of Milner Dam, located at township lOS, range 21E, sections
28 and 29, when determined by the Water District 01 Watermaster as supervised
by the Director of the Department of Water Resources, the Water District 01
advisory committee, and the United States Bureau of Reclamation that such
temporary storage will maximize the storage of water upstream of Milner Dam.
Place ef 1:1oe ie1: ir1:ig:a:eion eteFage aAS ,po11e1: etoEag:e is Palieadeo :Rese£¥BiF,

flH'W':i:aed, hawe'W'e£ 1 tflat wate£ ~du this Eight 111a~ ee te1Rf!a£at::i:ly held :ion the
'ttfteeettpied e11aee etf an~ ef the t:eee£9ei£e ~9t£eam ef !!ilne£ Bam 1 leeatea at
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OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT:
The allocation of storage to federal contractors and the location of that
storage, including carryover storage, in the reservoir system shall be
determined by the United States Bureau of Reclamation pursuant to
federal reclamation law and contracts entered into between the United
States and federal contractors. The Water District 01 Watermaster as
supervised by the Director of the Department of Water Resources shall
distribute the stored water in accordance with allocation instructions from
the United States Bureau of Reclamation. "Reservoir system" shall mean
all Federal reservoirs on the Snake River and its tributaries down to and
including Lake Walcott, which store and distribute water pursuant to
water right nos. 1- 219, 1-2064, 1-2068, 1-4055, 1- 10042, 1-10043,
1-10044, 1- 10045, 21-2156, 21-4155, 21-10560, and 25- 7004.
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for
the definit i on of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no
later than the entry of a final unified decree . Section 42-1412(6), Idaho
Code.
The operation, use and administration of this water right is subject to the
terms and conditions of the Settlement Agreement signed on February 14,
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2006 with Minidoka Irrigation District, Burley Irrigation District, Twin Falls
Canal Company, North Side Canal Company and American Falls Reservoir
District #2 .
This decree does not alter, amend, or modify the contracts entered into
between the various federal contractors and the United States Bureau of
Reclamation, as amended, including but not limited to the contractual
storage exchanges, in connection with the Palisades project and the
Minidoka project, which contracts remain binding among the parties.

[Insert ownership remark)

'l'Be lieli et') ef "ate!' te thie !'iljJBt IH•) ee BH'.ieet to p!'oeeliMeo
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eoet!'aete aed tio,e Btt!'ley I!'E.i:ljJatieR Biet . • . Ea!Jle, Gt,pplemeRtal Seeree
lldHB litft ;Jttd, Siet,, ;Jtily Hh 1968) &Rd Aile!'deeR 6p1!iR1Jfielli 6aRa1
60 . . . Ea1Jle 1 6ttppleae11tal Seeree (Idahe 7th ;Jt,d . Eliot . 1 lla!'ah 1:1 1
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St,pplemeetal E>eeree (Idaha Stilt ;Jttd . E>iet . 1 ;Jttl) 19 1 1968) aed
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EXPLANATORY MllTERIAL :

BASIS OF CLAIM -

License

Right no . 1-2068 has been split into water right nos. 1-2068 and 1-10043 .
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
IN THE MATIER OF THE A&B IRRIGATION
DISTRICT'S 2009 MITIGATION PLAN TO
COMPENSATE BLUE LAKES TROUT
FARM.INC.

(Water Right Nos. 36-02356a, 36-07210,
and 36-07427)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CM-MP-2009-002
ORDER DENYING UNIT A
ASSOCIATION'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

On February 19, 2010, protestant Unit A Association ("Unit A") filed a motion and
supporting memorandum for summary judgment to A&B Irrigation District's ("A&B")
mitigation plan with the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Department" or "IDWR").
This order addresses the motion for summary judgment.
The following are facts not disputed by the parties. Some of these facts are restated from
the Unit A's memorandum in support of the motion for summary judgment.
Certain ground water diversions within A&B are subject to a delivery call filed by Blue
Lakes Trout Farm ("Blue Lakes"). A&B submitted a proposed mitigation plan to mitigate for
alleged injury asserted by Blue Lakes.
The mitigation plan proposes the conversion of acres previously irrigated with ground
water to irrigation with surface water. The surface water proposed for irrigation of acres that
were previously irrigated by ground water is water diverted under water right numbers 01-2064
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and 01-2068. Legal title to water right numbers 01-2064 and 01-2068 is held by the United
States, acting through the Bureau of Reclamation ("BOR").
Water diverted under water right numbers 01-2064 and 01-2068 is applied to and
irrigates lands owned by the Unit A members. The place of use described by water rights 012064 and 01-2068 generally describes the boundaries of irrigated lands within A&B. The place
of use does not individually describe the precise acres irrigated with surface water.
Unit A argues that use of water authorized by 01-2064 and 01-2068 to irrigate A&B
lands once irrigated with ground water will deprive the Unit A members of surface water
historically delivered to the Unit A members' lands.
The primary issues are:
1.

Do the individual water users within an irrigation district own beneficial title to

the water rights authorizing the delivery of water to their lands?
2.

Does an irrigation district hold both equitable and beneficial title to water rights

used within the district?

In Rule 43 of IDWR's Conjunctive Management Rules, IDWR should determine whether
a mitigation plan will injure other water rights. IDWR should also determine whether the use of
water pursuant to the mitigation plan is in compliance with Idaho law.
Article XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution states that "any person who has settled upon or
improved land for agricultural purposes with the view of receiving the benefit of water under
such dedication, such person, his heirs, executors, administrators, successors, or assigns, shall
not thereafter, without his consent, be deprived of the annual use of the same, when needed for
domestic purposes or to irrigate the land so settled upon or improved ... ." A narrow reading of
the constitutional provision would always establish the right to use of water in the person making
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beneficial use of the water for irrigation.

In contrast, through the application, permit, and licensing process described by statute,
IDWR has issued water rights to applicants that develop large irrigation projects, expend the
money therefore, and own the delivery systems. Consequently, the water rights 01-2064 and 012068 were issued to the United States of America, Bureau of Reclamation. 1

In the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"), the question of ownership of storage
rights held by the United States of America, Bureau of Reclamation, was questioned in United

States v. Pioneer Irrigation District, 144 Idaho 106 (2007). In the Pioneer case, the Idaho
Supreme Court determined the ownership of storage water rights held by the United States of
America when the storage water is used by patrons within an irrigation district In the SRBA,
the district court ordered the following remark placed on the subject water rights held by the
United States:

)

Although the name of the United States of America acting through the Bureau of
Reclamation appears in the name and address section of this partial decree, the
ownership of this water right is divided. Toe United States Bureau of
Reclamation holds nominal legal title. Beneficial or equitable title to this water
right is held in trust by the irrigation organizations, in the quantities and/or
percentages specified in the contracts between the Bureau of Reclamation and the
irrigation organizations, for the benefit of the land owners entitled to receive
distribution of this water from the respective irrigation organizations pursuant to
Idaho law. As a matter of law, this interest is appurtenant to the lands within the
boundaries of or served by such irrigation organization. The ownership of this
water right is derived from law and is not based exclusively on the contracts
between the Bureau of Reclamation and the irrigation organizations.

Pioneer at 109.
On appeal, the Court made clear that "irrigation districts act as trustees for the

landowners managing the water right, and standing in place of the landowners in cases involving

)

1 ''The United States Bureau of Reclamation constructed the A&B Project .... In 1966 the Bureau turned over
operation and maintenance of the District to the water users to operate under the 1962 repayment contract with the
District." A&B Response to Unit A Motion for Summary Judgment at 9.
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.
the appropriation of water. J.C. § 43-316 ... . Further, I.C. § 43-1829 provides that the districts
hold the water rights in trust for the landowners." Id. at 114 (emphasis added). "The irrigation
entities in this case act on behalf of those who have applied the water to beneficial use and repaid
the United States for the costs of the facilities. The irrigation districts hold an interest on behalf
of the water users pursuant to state law, consistent with the Reclamation Act and U.S. Supreme
Court cases that were properly recognized by the SRBA Court." Id. at 115 (emphasis added).
To reflect its own analysis, the Court remanded the case to the SRBA court to insert the
following remark on the subject water rights:

The name of the United States of America acting through the Bureau of
Reclamation appears in the Name and Address sections of this partial decree.
However, as a matter of Idaho constitutional and statutory law title to the use of
the water is held by the consumers or users of the water. The irrigation
organizations act on behalf of the consumers or users to administer the use of the
water for the landowners in the quantities and/or percentages specified in the
contracts between the Bureau of Reclamation and the irrigation organizations for
the benefit of the landowners entitled to receive distribution of this water from the
respective irrigation organizations. The interest of the consumers or users of the
water is appurtenant to the lands within the boundaries of or served by such
irrigation organizations, and that interest is derived from law and is not based
exclusively on the contracts between the Bureau of Reclamation and the irrigation
organizations.

Id. at 115.

In other words, Pioneer recognized that the paper water right is held by the United States
of America, but established an underlying right in the irrigation district, based upon its trust
relationship with the patrons of the district that put the water to beneficial use.
Unit A attempts to distinguish the holding in Pioneer by making a compelling argument

that while the irrigation district holds equitable title, the ultimate beneficial title contemplated by
the Idaho Constitution is held by those individuals who put the water to beneficial use.

_)

Memorandum in Support of Unit A Association's Motion for Summary Judgment at 8.
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The trust relationship discussed in Pioneer establishes the irrigation district as the trustee
and the water user within the irrigation district as the beneficiary. A trustee holds title to
property in trust for the benefit of the beneficiary. A fiduciary duty is created in the trustee to act
for the benefit of the beneficiary at all times within the confines of the law. Should the trustee
not perform his or her fiduciary duties, the beneficiary, who is ultimately entitled to the benefits
of the property, may have a cause of action against the trustee.

In addition to the language establishing the trust relationship of the irrigation district in
the Pioneer case, the following examples establish consistency in water law of the irrigation
district's equitable ownership and the trustee-beneficiary relationship:
Idaho law allows the Department to generally describe places of use within irrigation
districts. See Idaho Code§ 42-219. These generally described places of use identify a fixed
number of irrigated acres that may be irrigated within a larger described boundary. Water right
records do not establish which individual patrons within the irrigation district are entitled to
benefits, the quantity of the benefits, or the owners of the irrigated lands therein.
Contracts for storage water with the Bureau of Reclamation describe the relationship
between the irrigation district and the United States. The relationship between the irrigation
district and its individual water users are described by district documents. These relationships
are not described by Department water right documents.
Storage water can be transferred in the State of Idaho and the place of use expanded
without it being deemed an enlargement of use. Storage water has always been viewed as a
source of water that can flexibly be applied within an irrigation district's boundaries.
Idaho law does not require an irrigation district file a transfer when addirig more acreage
within the place of use boundary.

)
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In other Department processes, particularly in applications for transfer, IDWR does not
review the impacts of an application for transfer on individual patrons within an irrigation
district. If it were required to do so, IDWR would often receive a myriad of protests from
individual water users within a district who would not agree with a district's allocation of water
within its boundaries.

If an individual patron of an irrigation district believes he or she is not receiving the
correct entitlement of water, the patron may have a cause of action against the irrigation district
for breach of its fiduciary duty. It is not the responsibility of IDWR to determine, within the
boundaries of an irrigation district, whether the patrons are receiving their individual
entitlements.

ORDER
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Unit A's motion for summary judgment is Denied.
Furthermore, the Director holds that IDWR is not authorized to determine whether an individual
patron within an irrigation district is receiving the patron's entitlement under the trust
relationship with the irrigation district. This question raises legal and factual issues solely
between the irrigation district and the individual patron seeking a breach of fiduciary duty .

..st--

Dated this3.l_ day of March, 2010.

Interim Director
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
IN THE MATIER OF THE NORTH SNAKE
AND MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER
DISTRICTS' 2009 JOINT MITIGATION
PLAN Tb COMPENSATE BLUE LAKES
TROUT FARM, INC.

)
)

IN THE MATIER OF THE A&B IRRIGATION
DISTRICT'S 2009 MITIGATION PLAN TO
COMPENSATE BLUE LAKES TROUT
FARM,INC.

)
)
)
)

IN THE MATTER OF SOUTHWEST AND
GOOSBCREEK IRRIGATION DISTRICTS'
MITIGATION PLAN

)

(Water Right Nos. 36-02356a, 36-07210,
and 36-07427)

)

)

CM-MP-2009-001

)

CM-MP-2009-002

)

CM-MP-2009-003

)

)
)
)

F1NAL ORDER APPROVING
MITIGATION PLANS
(BLUE LAKES DELIVERY CALL)

On May 19, 2005, the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources (''IDWR" or
''Department") issued an order ("May 2005 Order") in response to a delivery call filed by Blue

Lakes Trout Farm, Inc. ("Blue Lakes") in accordance with Rule 42 of the Department's Rules for
Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground Water Resources ("CM Rules"), IDAPA
37.03.11.042. The Blue Lakes water rights are diverted from Alpheus Creek, which derives its
flows from springs emitting from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESPA''). The May 2005
Order found material injury to Blue Lakes' water right no. 36-07427 bearing a priority date of
December 28, 1973.
The May 2005 Order determined that springs feeding Alpheus Creek discharge within a
spring reach located between Devil's Washbowl and Buhl, Idaho. The May 2005 Order also
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determined that the spring flows feeding Alpheus Creek account for approximately 20% of the
total spring flow in the Devil's Washbowl to Buhl Reach.
The May 2005 Order determined that ground water users holding water rights junior to
December 28, 1973 must be curtailed to satisfy Blue Lakes' delivery call, or, alternatively, the
ground water users must (a) initiate actions providing simulated steady state reach gains of 51
cubic feet per·second ("cfs") to the Devil's Washbowl to Buhl reach, or (b) provide 10.0 cfs
directly to Blue Lakes (multiplying 51 cfs by 20% equals approximately 10 cfs).

In 2009, with the inclusion of Water District 140 in the delivery call and to account for
ground water rights junior to December 28, 1973 located within Water District 140, the Director
increased the simulated steady state obligation in the Devil's Washbowl to Buhl reach to 59.31
cfs. Therefore, the direct delivery requirement to Blue Lakes' facility was increased to 11.9 cfs
(20% of 59.31 cfs).
On July 2, 2009, North Snake Ground Water District (''North Snake") and Magic Valley
Ground Water District ("Magic Valley") filed a mitigation plan for the Blue Lakes delivery call
under CM Rule 43. North Snake and Magic Valley will be referred to hereafter as North
Snake/Magic Valley. On January 11, 2010, North Snake/Magic Valley amended the mitigation
plan. The amendment will be discussed later in this text.
On August 18, 2009, A&B Irrigation District ("A&B") filed a CM Rule 43 mitigation
plan for the Blue Lakes call.
On October 20, 2009, Southwest Irrigation District ("Southwest") and Goose Creek
Irrigation District ("Goose Creek") filed a joint CM Rule 43 mitigation plan for both the Blue
Lakes call and a separate call by Clear Springs Foods, Inc. ("Clear Springs"). Southwest and
Goose Creek will be jointly referred to hereafter as Southwest/Goose Creek.
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FINDINGS OF FACT
DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANS
North Snake/Magic Valley Plan

1.

On January 11, 2010. North Snake/Magic Valley filed Groundwater Districts'

Statement Regarding Mitigation Activities under Mitigation Plan/or Blue Lakes. The statement
amends the original mitigation plan, and establishes that "the groundwater districts intend to
provide only direct delivery of water to Blue Lakes Trout Company, Inc.. .. to mitigate for
material injury to Blue Lakes water rights." North Snake/Magic Valley can deliver water
directly to Blue Lakes because North Snake/Magic Valley acquired a portion of water rights
equal to 10.0 cfs of water flowing in Alpheus Creek.
A&B Mitigation Plan
2.

A&B irrigates 2,063 enlargement acres with ground water authorized by ground

water enlargement rights that are subordinated to a priority date of 1994. These 2,063
enlargement acres are subject to curtailment under the Blue Lakes call. Alternatively, A&B
could mitigate for the depletions caused by the ground water diversions to irrigate the 2,063
enlargement acres.
3.

To compensate for the depletions, A&B converted the irrigation of 1,378 acres

originally irrigated with ground water authorized by a 1948 priority water right to surface water
irrigation. The surface water delivered to the 1,378 conversion acres is storage water held by
A&B under contract with the United States Bureau of Reclamation ("USBR"). In addition. A&B
enrolled 121 acres in the federal CREP program, labeled in the mitigation plan as voluntary
curtailment.
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Southwest /Goose Creek Plan
4.

The Southwest/Goose Creek mitigation plan consists primarily of conversion of

irrigation with ground water to irrigation with surface water. In addition there is some voluntary
curtailment under the federal CREP program or other miscellaneous voluntary curtailment.

PROCEDURAL FACTS
5.

The North Snake/Magic Valley mitigation plan was protested by Blue Lakes and

Clear Springs. North Snake/Magic Valley's petition to strike Clear Springs' protest was denied
by the interim director. Order Granting Motion to Limit Scope of Hearing; Denying Motion to

Strike Clear Springs' Protest and Scheduling Order at 4-5 (December 22, 2009).
6.

The A&B mitigation plan was protested by Blue Lakes, North Snake/Magic

Valley, the City of Pocatello ("Pocatello0 ), and the Unit A Association ("Unit Association"), a
group of surface water irrigators within Unit A of A&B. The Unit A Association receives
surface storage water for irrigation under contracts with the USBR.
7.

The Southwest/Goose Creek mitigation plan was protested by Clear Springs.

Clear Springs protested only the portion of the plan proposing mitigation for a delivery call by
Clear Springs.
8.

On December 22, 2009, the interim director issued an Order Granting Motion to

Limit Scope of Hearing; Denying Motion to Strike Clear Springs' Protest and Scheduling Order.

In his order, the interim director prohibited Blue Lakes from presenting evidence in these
proceedings regarding the extent of injury previously determined in the May 2005 Order. The
interim director stated that the "hearing on the three mitigation plans that have been filed with
the Department shall be limited to the ability of the plans, either individually or collectively, to
satisfy the mitigation requirement of 59.3 cfs to the Devil's Washbowl to Buhl Gage spring reach
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or 11.9 cfs to Blue Lakes ...." Furthermore, the interim director stated: "Protestants to the
mitigation plans are precluded from addressing, in these proceedings, those issues that are on
appeal, particularly: model uncertainty, the trimline, spring apportionment, the amount of
material injury found, the amount of mitigation owed, and injury to water right 36-7210."
9.

The Unit A Association's protest to A&B's mitigation plan asserted that the use

of surface storage water to lands previously irrigated with ground water would reduce the surface
water supply to Unit A Association members, and alleged that this reduction would cause injury
to its members. The Unit A Association filed a motion for summary judgment on the issue of
injury. On March 31, 2010, the interim director issued an Order Denying Unit A Association's

Motion for Summary Judgment. In the order, the interim director concluded that A&B holds the
water rights in trust for its patrons who beneficially use the water. The order concluded that the
trust relationship establishes a fiduciary duty in the irrigation district. Whether or not there is a
breach of the fiduciary duty is not an injury question before the Department. The interim
director further held that, "IDWR is not authorized to determine whether an individual patron
within an irrigation district is receiving the patron's entitlement under the trust relationship with
the irrigation district."
10.

In a subsequent order issued April 6, 2010, the interim director stated that the

Order Denying Unit A Association's Motion for Summary Judgment further limits the scope of
evidence by prohibiting Unit A Association from presenting evidence whether "'an individual
patron within an irrigation district is receiving the patron's entitlement under the trust
relationship with the district.,,, The interim director further stated that he would "prohibit
presentation of information on the subject at the April 7-8, 2010 hearing."
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ANALYSIS OF MITIGATION PLANS
11.

The Department's technical staff input the information submitted with the

mitigation plans and, using the ESPA Model ("ESPAM"), simulated the reach gains resulting
from the proposed mitigation. A summary table of the simulations is attached to this order as
Attachment A. The attached table was distributed to the parties on February 19, 2010.

POSITTONS/AGREEMENTS OF THE PARTIES
12.

Based on the ESPAM simulations, the parties determined that each of the
I

mitigation plans filed by North Snake/Magic Valley, A&B, and Southwest/Goose Creek satisfied
the mitigation requirements of the May 2005 Order, as amended. Based on the ESPAM
simulations, the parties executed various stipulations regarding the adequacy of the submitted
plans. Blue Lakes recognized these q1'anti.ties satisfied the requirements of the May 2005 Order.

In recognizing the adequacy of the plans to address the requirements of the May 2005 Order,
Blue Lakes did not waive any possible issues regarding increased mitigation that may be
associated with challenges to the determination of the mitigation quantities in the May 2005
Order. The May 2005 Order has been appealed and is before the Idaho Supreme Court.
13.

With the above recognized mitigation, the only issue remaining for the April 7-8,

2010 hearing was the dispute between the Unit A Association and A&B regarding the delivery of
surface water to lands previously irrigated by ground water.
14.

A&B is delivering surface water derived from storage and reservoirs constructed

on the Snake River to irrigate approximately 1,378 Unit B acres that were once irrigated with
ground water.
15.

The lands once irrigated with ground water are also described as a place of use for

storage water from the Snake River.
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16.

A&B can physically deliver the storage water for irrigation to the acres previously

irrigated with ground water.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

CM Rule 43 states as follows:

01. Submission of Mitigation Plans. A proposed mitigation plan shall be
submitted to the Director in writing and shall contain the following information:
(10-7-94)
a. The name and mailing address of the person or persons submitting the
plan. (10-7-94)
b. Identification of the water rights for which benefit the mitigation plan is
proposed. (10-7-94)
c. A description of the plan setting forth the water supplies proposed to be
used for mitigation and any circumstances or limitations on the availability of
such supplies. (10-7-94)
d. Such information as shall allow the Director to evaluate the factors set
forth in Rule Subsection 043.03. (10-7-94)
02. Notice and Hearing. Upon receipt of a proposed mitigation plan the Director
will provide notice, hold a hearing as determined necessary, and consider the plan
under the procedural provisions of Section 42-222, Idaho Code, in the same
manner as applications to transfer water rights. {10-7-94)
03. Factors to Be Considered. Factors that may be considered by the Director in
determining whether a proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury to senior
rights include, but are not limited to, the following: (10-7-94)
a. Whether delivery, storage and use of water pursuant to the mitigation
plan is in compliance with Idaho law. (10-7-94)
b. Whether the mitigation plan will provide replacement water, at the time
and place required by the senior-priority water right, sufficient to offset the
depletive effect of ground water withdrawal on the water available in the surface
or ground water source at such time and place as necessary to satisfy the rights of
diversion from the surface or ground water source. Consideration will be given to
the history and seasonal availability of water for diversion so as not to require
replacement water at times when the surface right historically has not received a
full supply, such as during annual low-flow periods and extended drought periods.
(10-7-94)
c. Whether the mitigation plan provides replacement water supplies or
other appropriate compensation to the senior-priority water right when needed
during a time of shortage even if the effect of pumping is spread over many years
and will continue for years after pumping is curtailed. A mitigation plan may
allow for multi-season accounting of ground water withdrawals and provide for
replacement water to take advantage of variability in seasonal water supply. The
FINAL ORDER APPROVING MITIGATION PLANS (BLUE LAKES DELIVERY CALL) - 7
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mitigation plan must include contingency provisions to assure protection of the
senior-priority right in the event the mitigation water source becomes unavailable.
(10-7-94)
d. Whether the mitigation plan proposes artificial recharge of an area of
common ground water supply as a means of protecting ground water pumping
levels, compensating senior-priority water rights, or providing aquifer storage for
exchange or other purposes related to the mitigation plan. (10-7-94)
e. Where a mitigation plan is based upon computer simulations and
calculations, whether such plan uses generally accepted and appropriate
engineering and hydrogeologic formulae for calculating the depletive effect of the
ground water withdrawal. (10-7-94)
f. Whether the mitigation plan uses generally accepted and appropriate
values for aquifer characteristics such as transmissivity, specific yield, and other
relevant factors. (10-7-94)
g. Whether the mitigation plan reasonably calculates the consumptive use
component of ground water diversion and use. ( 10-7-94)
b. The reliability of the source of replacement water over the term in
which it is proposed to be used under the mitigation plan. (10-7-94)
i. Whether the mitigation plan proposes enlargement of the rate of
diversion, seasonal quantity or time of diversion under any water right being
proposed for use in the mitigation plan. (10-7-94)
j. Whether the mitigation plan is consistent with the conservation of water
resources, the public interest or injures other water rights, or would result in the
diversion and use of ground water at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated
average rate of future natural recharge. (10-7-94)
k. Whether the mitigation plan provides for monitoring and adjustment as
necessary to protect senior-priority water rights from material injury. (10-7-94)
I. Whether the plan provides for mitigation of the effects of pumping of
existing wells and the effects of pumping of any new wells which may be
proposed to take water from the areas of common ground water supply. (10-7-94)
m. Whether the mitigation plan provides for future participation on an
equitable basis by ground water pumpers who divert water under junior-priority
rights but who do not initially participate in such mitigation plan. (10-7-94)
n. A mitigation plan may propose division of the area of common ground
water supply into zones or segments for the purpose of consideration of local
impacts, timing of depletions, and replacement supplies. ( 10-7-94)
o. Whether the petitioners and respondents have entered into an agreement
on an acceptable mitigation plan even though such plan may not otherwise be
fully in compliance with these provisions. (10-7-94)
2.

The three mitigation plans submitted to the Director contained sufficient

inforniation "to evaluate the factors set forth in Rule Subsection 043.03." CM Rule 43.01.d.
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The three mitigation plans were published and subsequently protested. CM Rule 43.01.02. A
hearing occurred on April 7, 2010. Id.
3.

The mitigation obligations established in the May 2005 Order, as amended, and

simulated by ESPAM (see Attachment A}, comply with CM Rule 43.03.e, .f, and .g. Blue Lakes
stipulated that the mitigation plan submitted by North Snake/Magic Valley will deliver up to
10.0 cfs of water from AJpheus Creek directly to Blue Lakes, thereby complying with CM Rule
43.03.a and .b. Blue Lakes stipulated that the mitigation plan submitted by A&B will increase
reach gains through conversions and CREP participation by 1.27 cfs, and add an additional flow
of 0.4 cfs to the flows of AJpheus Creek, thereby complying with A&B's obligation under the
May 2005 Order, as amended, and CM Rule 43.03.a, .b, and .d-.g. The mitigation plan
submitted by Southwest/Goose Creek will increase reach gains by 10.20 cfs and add 2.4 cfs to
the flows of AJpheus Creek through conversions, CREP participation, or other miscellaneous
voluntary curtailment, thereby complying with CM Rule 43.03.a, .b, and .d-.g.
5.

The mitigation plans submitted by North Snake/Magic Valley, A&B, and

Southwest/Goose Creek satisfy the mitigation requirements of the May 2005 Order, as amended.
The mitigation plans and the use of water for mitigation are in accordance with the factors set
forth in CM Rule 43.03 and approval of the mitigation plans will not injure other water users,

CM Rule 43.02.
6.

Clear Springs' protest to the North Snake/Magic Valley mitigation plan raised

issues about the magnitude of injury and the method by which injury was calculated. The
interim director refused to allow evidence, in these proceedings, regarding those issues. Order
Granting Motion to Limit Scope of Hearing; Denying Motion to Strike Clear Springs' Protest
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and Scheduling Order. Clear Springs did not attend the hearing, and no evidence was presented
by Clear Springs at the hearing regarding its issues.
7.

Pocatello and North Snake/Magic Valley argue that any mitigation offered in

excess of the quantity required should be recognized by the Department as mitigation credits.
The Department will not institute a bookkeeping accounting for mitigation in excess of what was
required. If additional mitigation is required in the future, or other ground water users must
provide mitigation, any junior ground water right holder may propose to the Department that
previous activities resulting in simulated reach gains in excess of the mitigation obligation be
considered.
8.

A&B argued that springs discharging to Alpheus Creek are used for calibration in

ESPAM, and that, as an alternative to the method employed in the May 2005 Order for
simulating the mitigation benefits, the Department should accept the higher calibration numbers
as the benefits of the mitigation plan. The interim director declines to adopt this alternative at
the present time, and concludes that the A&B and North Snake/Magic Valley plans satisfy their
obligations under the May 2005 Order, as amended.

ORDER
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the mitigation plans filed by the North Snake Ground
Water District and Magic Valley Ground Water District, A&B Irrigation District, and Southwest
Irrigation District and Goose Creek Irrigation District, filed to mitigate for the Blue Lakes call
are approved by the interim director, subject to further refinement if there is a determination of
further injury.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this is a final order of the agency. Any party may file
a petition for reconsideration of this final order within fourteen (14) days of the issuance of this
FINAL ORDER APPROVING MfflGA TION PLANS (BLUE LAKES DELIVERY CALL) - 10
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order. The agency will dispose of the petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21) days of

its receipt, or the petition will be considered denied by operation of law pursuant to Idaho Code §
67-5246.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272. Idaho
Code, any party aggrieved by the final order or orders previously issued by the Director in this
matter may appeal the final order and all previously issued orders in the matter to district court

by filing a petition in the district court of the county in which a hearing was held, the final
agency action was taken, the party seeking review of the order resides. or the real property or
personal property that was the subject of the agency action is located. The appeal must be filed
within twenty-eight (28) days: (a) of issuance of the final order, (b) of an order denying petition
for reconsideration; or (c) the failure within twenty-one (21) days to grant or deny a petition for
reconsideration. whichever is later. See Idaho Code § 67-5273. The filing of an appeal to
district court does not in itself stay the effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.

Dated this

7-& day of May. 2010.

Interim Director
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RESOLUTION LEVYING 2016-ASSESSMENTS & CHARGES

The A&B Irrigation District Board of Directors adopted the following Resolution November 11,
2015.

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS , pursuant to the terms and conditions of the repayment contract of February
9, 1962, between the United States and the A&B Irrigation District, the District is required to
make certain payments to the United States on or before specified dates and to perform certain
functions pertinent thereto; and,
WHEREAS, pursuant to Title 43, Idaho Code, the Board of Directors shall determine the
amount of money required to properly operate and maintain the irrigation systems and works of
the District and to administer the business of the District, and therefore, to levy such charges
and assessments against the lands of the District as are deemed necessary; and,
WHEREAS, pursuant to notices from the Bureau of Reclamation of Charges due it and
pursuant to the determination of costs of operation, maintenance and administration of the
District for the year 2016, the District's Board of Directors are required to levy Minimum
Operation and Maintenance charges against the irrigable lands of the District, which charges
included amounts necessary to defray the estimated costs of operation and maintaining the
works of the District, and to pay such charges as may be due the Bureau of Reclamation; and,
WHEREAS, it is contemplated that there will be water used on District lands, in addition
to minimum allotment of three acre feet per acre. The rates to be charged if said additional
water are to be determined as provided in Article 16 of the District's repayment contract as
modified by action of the Board of Directors on February 1, and 15, 1967.
WHEREAS, in accordance with the provisions of said repayment contract, the
development periods for all irrigation blocks have expired, and the lands in all eight blocks shall
pay installments of their respective construction charge obligation. For 2016, land in Block
5,6,7,& 8 now paying $3.79 per irrigable acre; to apply on their respective construction charge
obligation to the United States; Block 1,2,3 & 4 has repaid their obligation and,
WHEREAS, the Idaho Code provides statutory dates and methods for levying
assessments against lands of the District for the purpose of paying the costs of delivery of
water to the lands of the District, maintaining the irrigation systems and works of the District,
administering the affairs and accumulating such funds as are deemed necessary for the proper
conduct of the business of the District;

NOW, THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED:
1. That the Board of Directors of the A&B Irrigation District does hereby levy
assessments against each and every acre of irrigable land and land which water spreading has
occurred whereas a water right has been applied for (as per Board action on December 7,
1988), within each respective irrigable block lying inside the boundaries of the District, for the
purpose of paying the costs of OPERATING AND MAINTAINING the irrigation systems and
works and ADMINISTRATING the affairs of the District, and for ACCUMULATING such reserve
funds as have been deemed necessary by said Board; the amounts to be levied shall be:
BLOCK ONE THRU EIGHT - $98.00.
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2. That all ADDITIONAL WATER for 2016, which may be delivered to the lands of the
A&B Irrigation District, the water allotment under minimum charge is 3 acre feet per irrigable
acre. Water used beyond the first three acre feet per irrigable acre will be charged at the
following rates: The fourth acre-foot or any portion thereof will be assessed at rate of $32.67
per acre foot; The fifth acre-foot or any portion thereof will be assessed at the rate of $52.27;
The sixth acre-foot or any portion thereof will be assessed at the rate of $65.34 and charges of
the same, are hereby ordered to be assessed to the lands for which they are applicable, and
that the same shall be payable by the landowner or wateruser to the District on or before
December 20, 2016.
3. That all 2016 DRAIN WATER PERMITS per inch of diversion will be assessed at the
same rate as the 1st acre-foot of excess water.
4. That the 2016 CONSTRUCTION CHARGE INSTALLMENT per irrigable acre for all
of the irrigable lands within irrigation Block FIVE through EIGHT shall be: $3.79; and the same
is hereby assessed to said lands and shall be payable to the District one-half on or before
December 20, 2016 and remainder on or before June 20, 2017, unless the landowner has paid
construction obligation in full to the Bureau of Reclamation.
5. That any 2016 MINIMUM O&M CHARGES not paid on or before May 2, 2016, shall
have added to and become a part of them, interest and accumulated penalty provided for in the
action of the Board of Directors on February 9, 1998.
AND BE IT Fl NALLY RESOLVED, that all of the assessments and charges herein before
levied, shall be due and payable and subject to penalty and interest charges in accordance with
the applicable provisions in Title 43 of the Idaho Code.
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RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, pursuant to Idaho Code § 43-405, the Board of Director of A&B
Irrigation District ("A&B") met dming the regularly scheduled Board Meeting on
January 8, 2014 and reviewed the tracts of land within A&B to determine the
apportionment of benefits relative to the landowners' authorization for A&B to incur
indebtedness through an arrangement with a money lending institution and/or through the
issuance of bonds ofup to $7,000,000 to finance the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 and Lake
Walcott Recharge projects; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Directors determined, by unanimous Resolution, to
hold a hearing on the apportionment of benefits at the regularly scheduled board meeting
on February 11, 2014 at 10:00 a.m.; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the requirements ofldaho Code§ 43-405, A&B caused
notice of the hearing on the apportionment of benefits to be provided by (i) publication in
the Times News for 3 successive issues, and (ii) mailing notice of the hearing on the
apportionment of benefits to each landowner within A&B; and
WHEREAS, a hearing on the apportionment of benefits was held dming the
regularly scheduled board meeting on February 11, 2014, at which time any landowner
within the district desiring to be heard on the matter was provided a time and place to
presenttestimony;and
WHEREAS, no landowner appeared at the hearing on the apportionment of
benefits to present any testimony in opposition to the proposed apportionment of benefits;
and
WHEREAS, the Board is prepared to issue a decision on the apportionment of
benefits.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by unanimous vote of the A&B Board
of Directors, meeting at their regularly scheduled Board Meeting on February 11, 2014,
in Rupert, Idaho, that A&B will apportion benefits pro rata according to the number of
acres assessed by A&B. A copy of the current A&B assessment rolls, showing the
portioning of assessments, is attached hereto as Attachment A.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that all future assessment relating to the
indebtedness described herein shall be set in accordance with the apportionment of
benefits, herein established.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this Resolution, with Attachment
A, shall be maintained at the offices of A&B, as required by Idaho Code§ 43-405.
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this Resolution, with Attachment
A, shall be provided to the Idaho Department of Water Resources, as required by Idaho
Code§ 43-405.
·
·
Dated this ~clay of February, 2014.

~
Harold Mohlman - Chairman

Attest:

~~~\JawU~
Diana Warburton - Secretary
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Travis L. Thompson, ISB #6168
Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3029
Telephone: (208) 733-0700
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444·

Attorneys for Petitioner A&Blrrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA

IN THE MATIER OF THE CONFIRMATION
OF PROCEEDINGS PURSUANT TO IDAHO
CODE §§ 43-406 TO 43-408 RELATING TO
THE ISSUANCE OF BONDS BY A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT

CASE NO.

CL) ~ ~01 y - t'.89

VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND
PETffiON FOR CONFIRMATION
OF PROCEEDINGS PURSUANT TO
IDAHO CODE §§ 43-406 TO 43-408
Fee Category A $96.00

COME NOW, Petitioner, A&B Irrigation District ("A&B" or "District"), by and through
its counsel of record, Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP, and hereby petitions this Court for an
order confirming the proceedings undertaken by A&B, seeking authorization to incur debt of up
to $7,000,000 for the purpose of funding the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 and Lake Walcott
Recharge projects pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 43-401, et seq.

INTRODUCTION
1.

A&B is an irrigation district delivering water to certain lands within Minidoka

and Jerome Counties (the "Project"). A&B delivers both surface water from the Snake River and
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its tributaries as well as ground water pumped from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESPA")
through a series of wells throughout the Project.
2.

For at least the last 20 years, A&B has been suffering the impacts of a declining

water supply from the Snake River and ESPA. Aquifer levels in the ESPA have declined leading to increased difficulty in delivering water supplies to A&B's landowners, including the
abandonment of several wells.

3.

In addition, A&B has suffered reduced water delivery rates due to capacity

limitations in the surface water canal system. Consequently, A&B identified two projects that
will improve A&B's ability to deliver water to its landowners.

4.

First, the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 project will allow for improved surface water

deliveries as well as facilitate soft conversion to certain lands served by groundwater that will
reduce demand on the ESPA.
5.

Second, the Lake Walcott Recharge project will allow the District and other

participating entities to "recharge" the ESPA by a series of injection wells located near Lake
Walcott. Recharging the ESPA at this location is expected to provide more stable and reliable
water supplies for A&B' s deep wells as well as stabilize and enhance reach gains above
Minidoka Dam.
6.

A&B does not have sufficient funds to cover the costs of these projects. In order

to obtain the necessary funding, A&B requested authorization from its landowners to incur
indebtedness and issue bonds pursuant to Idaho law.
7.

This action is brought pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 43-406 to 43-408. The statutes

require the District to petition this Court for an order confirming that due and lawful proceedings
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were taken to incur indebtedness and issue bonds for the purpose of financing the Unit A
Pumping Plant #2 and Lake Walcott Recharge projects.

PARTIES, JURISDICTION & VENUE
8.

The Petitioner, A&B, is an irrigation district located in Minidoka and Jerome

Counties, Idaho, duly organized pursuant to Title 43, Idaho Code.
9.

The landowners to whom notice is required to be given all own land within the

A&B service area within Jerome and Minidoka Counties.
10.

This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 43-406.

11.

Venue is proper in Minidoka County pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 43-406, as

A&B's main office and principal place of business is situated in Minidoka County.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
12.

On May 8, 2013, the District Board of Directors determined, by unanimous

resolution, that surface water delivery concerns warranted the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 pipeline
in order to improve surface water deliveries, as well as facilitate soft conversion projects to
reduce demand on the ESPA. Exhibit A-1.
13.

On September 10, 2013, the District Board of Directors determined, by

unanimous resolution, that A&B would seek authority from its landowners to incur indebtedness
through an arrangement with a money lending institution and/or through the issuance of bonds to
finance up to $7,000,000 of the cost for the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 and Lake Walcott
Recharge projects. Exhibit A-2.
14.

As an irrigation district, Idaho Code§§ 43-401, et seq. specifically authorizes ·

A&B to incur indebtedness through an arrangement with a money lending institution and/or
through the issuance of bonds for projects related to A&B' s operations.
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15.

On September 10, 2013, the District Board of Directors determined, by

unanimous resolution, to hold a special election on November 5, 2013, to seek authorization
from the landowners to incur indebtedness and issue bonds. Exhibit B.
16.

Beginning September 26, 2013, A&B posted notice of the special election at three

separate locations within each of A&B's two precincts (6 total locations), as required by Idaho
Code§ 43-401. Exhibit C.
17.

Beginning September 26, 2013, and running for four consecutive weeks, A&B

published notice in the Times News, as required by Idaho Code§ 43-401. Exhibit D.
18.

The notices included all information required by Idaho Code§ 43-401, including

the time and location of the election, the qualification of voters and the amount of the
indebtedness proposed. Exhibit E. Specifically, the notice identified the following question for
the voters:
SHALL THE A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT BE AUTHORIZED TO RAISE
FUNDS FOR THE DISTRICT IN A PRINCIPAL AMOUNT NOT TO
EXCEED $7,000,000 THROUGH AN ARRANGEMENT WITH A MONEY
LENDING INSTITUTION AND/OR THROUGH THE ISSUANCE OF
BONDS, WHICH BONDS SHALL MATURE OVER A TERM WHICH
MAY BE LESS THAN, BUT WHICH SHALL NOT EXCEED TWENTY
(20) YEARS FROM THEIR DATE, FOR THE PURPOSE OF FUNDING
THE UNIT A PUMPING PLANT #2 AND LAKE WALCOTT RECHARGE
PROJECTS, TOGETHER WITH RELATED COSTS AND FEES, SAID
MONEY LENDING ARRANGEMENTS AND/OR BONDS TO BE
PAYABLE FROM ASSESSMENTS AGAINST PROPERTY WITHIN THE
DISTRICT AS PROVIDED BYLAW, ALL AS SET FORTH IN THE
RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS ADOPTED ON
SEPTEMBER 10, 2013.

Id.
19.

On November 5, 2013, a special election was held, wherein A&B's landowners

voted to authorize A&B to incur the indebtedness identified in the notice.
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20.

Following the election, the votes were counted, with 260 total votes being cast.

Of those votes, 210 (81 % ) voted in favor of the indebtedness and 50 ( 19%) voted against the
indebtedness. Exhibit F. Since more than two thirds (2/3) of the votes were in favor of
incurring indebtedness and issuing bonds, the matter passed and A&B was authorized to incur
indebtedness through an arrangement with a money lending institution and/or through the
issuance of bonds, in accordance with the notice provided.
21.

On January 8, 2014, the Board of Directors of A&B, examined the tracts and legal

subdivisions within the District and determined, by unanimous resolution of the Board, to hold a
hearing on the apportionment of benefits, as required by Idaho Code§§ 43-404 and 43-405.

Exhibit G. The Board's Resolution set a hearing on the apportionment of benefits for February
11, 2014. Id.
22.

Notice of the hearing on the apportionment of benefits was provided by

publication, Exhibit H, and by mailing notice of the hearing to the landowners, Exhibit I, each
more than fifteen days prior to the hearing, as required by Idaho Code § 43-405.
23.

A hearing on the apportionment of benefits was held on February 11, 2014. At

that hearing, no opposition was raised regarding the apportionment of benefits as proposed by
the Board. Following the hearing, the Board determined, by unanimous resolution, to apportion
benefits pro rata according to the number of acres assessed by the District. Exhibit J. A copy of
the current assessment rolls is attached to the February 11, 2014 Resolution. Id.
24.

A&B sent a copy of the February 11, 2014 Resolution, and attached assessment

rolls, to the Idaho Department of Water Resources, as required by Idaho Code§ 43-404. Exhibit

K.
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COUNT ONE
Confirmation of Proceedings
25.

A&B repeats and re-alleges the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-24.

26.

A&B complied with the requirements ofldaho Code§§ 43-401 regarding the

authorization to incur indebtedness through an arrangement with a money lending institution
and/or through the issuance of bonds to fund the District's costs for the Unit A Pumping Plant #2
and Lake Walcott Recharge projects, by: (i) determining, by unanimous resolution, to incur
indebtedness and issue bonds and to hold a special election seeking authority from its
landowners, (ii) posting and publishing notice of the special election at least four weeks prior to
the date of the special election, (iii) including in the notice all information required by statute,
(iv) holding a special election, and (v) holding a meeting of the Board of Directors to canvass the
results of the special election.
27.

81 % of the votes cast were in favor of incurring the indebtedness.

28.

Since more than two thirds (2/3) of the votes cast were in favor of incurring the

indebtedness and issuing bonds, the action passed and A&B is authorized to incur indebtedness
and issue bonds.
29.

Following the special election, the Board of Directors of A&B reviewed the tracts

of land and subdivisions within the District boundaries, held a hearing and determined, by
Resolution, to apportion the benefits of the indebtedness pro rata according to the number of
acres assessed by A&B.
30.

The proceedings undertaken by A&B to receive authorization to incur

indebtedness and issue bonds were due and lawful under the requirements of Idaho Code§ 43401, et seq.
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REQUEST FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, A&B Irrigation District prays for an order and judgment from the Court
as follows:

A

For an order setting a hearing on A&B's Petition for Confirmation of

Proceedings; and
B.

For an order confirming the proceedings undertaken by A&B as being due

and lawful under the requirements ofldaho Code§§ 43-401 , et seq.; and
C.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.

Ill
Ill
DATED THIS /1-~ay of March, 2014.

BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPLOT LLP

~

?"------==---

Paul L. Arrington
Attorneys for Petitioner A&B Irrigation District
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STATEOFIDAHO )
) ss.
County of Minidoka )
HAROLD MOHLMAN, after being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states as
follows:
That I am the President of the A&B Irrigation District Board of Directors, Petitioner in
the above-entitled action, and have reviewed the VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND PETITION
FOR CONFIRMATION OF PROCEEDINGS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §§ 43-406 TO
43-408, and believe the facts contained therein to be true and correct to the best of my
knowledge.

~~
Harold Mohlman, President

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this \;} day of March, 2014.

Cul.OU~

\.0~e,0

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing: 4?~~L-t :~b
~

)

3

-~(o-\

Ll
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Robert L. Harris, Esq. (ISB #7018)
rharris@holdenlegal.com
Luke H. Marchant, Esq. (ISB #7944)
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HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Dr., Ste. 200
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518

Attorneys for Respondents Daniel Paslay and Gary Ottman

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
Case No. CV-2014-189

IN THE MATTER OF THE
CONFIRMATION OF PROCEEDINGS
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §§ 43-406
TO 43-408 RELATING TO THE
ISSUANCE OF BONDS BY A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT

RESPONSE IN OPPOSmON TO
VERIFIED COMPLAINT AND
PETITION FOR CONFIRMATION OF
HEARINGS PURSUANT TO IDAHO
CODE §§ 43-406 TO 43-408

Daniel Paslay and Gary Ottman (hereinafter "Respondents"), by and through counsel,
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C., hereby submit this Response In Opposition to

Verified Complaint and Petition for Confirmation of Hearings Pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 43406 To 43-408 (the "Response"). The Response addresses A&B Irrigation District's ("A&B")
Verified Complaint and Petition for Confirmation of Hearings Pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 43406 To 43-408 (the "Petition").
This response is submitted in accordance with the Notice of Filing of Verified Complaint

and Petition for Confirmation of Hearings Pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 43-406 To 43-408 (the
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"Notice"), which specifically provides that "[a]ny person desiring to respond to the petition may
do by filing a response with the Court on or before the day of the Hearing." Notice at 2.
This Response is supported by the attachments to the Response. Counsel represents that
they are true and correct copies of documents referred to herein. Normally, these documents
would be attached to an affidavit, however, Idaho Code § 43-407 states that for pleadings
submitted in conjunction with a bond confirmation hearing "[n]one of the pleadings in said
matter need to be sworn to." However, if the Court desires such an affidavit or affidavits,
counsel can provide them upon request.
For the reasons set forth below, the Court should reject A&B's Petition in its current
form because it will result in unconstitutional action against the farmers in Unit A by using Unit
A's storage water without their consent and by ordering that they pay their pro rata share of the
project costs. In addition, A&B was arbitrary and capricious in the apportionment of benefits
associated with the facilities proposed for funding from the bond, which violates Idaho law.

I.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND.
Approval of A&B's seven million dollar ($7,000,000.00) bond by this Court, as currently

proposed, will be the next step in the continual erosion of the historic rights of Unit A
landowners, including Respondents, who surface and storage water for irrigation of their farms.
A&B' s bond proposes to fund two projects known as the "Unit A Pumping Plant #2 project" and
the "Lake Walcott Recharge project." Petition at 2. Both projects are primarily intended to
benefit groundwater users in Unit B, although A&B also claims that the Unit A Pumping Plant
#2 project will "allow for improved surface water deliveries," presumably because there will be

increased pumping capacity. Id. A&B claims the pumping plant will benefit 4,000 acres of Unit
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A lands and 1,500 acres in Unit B. Exhibit 1 (Fall Newsletter #1 describing purported project
benefits). Respondents do not possess lands within the 4,000 Unit A acres A&B alleges will
benefit from the pumping plant. Id.
But the biggest problem with these water projects that that they require additional water.
Increased pumping ability and/or capacity mean nothing without additional water. And the water
A&B proposes to use is Unit A's surface/storage water-delivered to Unit A from the beginning
of A&B's existence-for the benefit of ground water users in Unit B. This approach will dilute
the water supply that Respondents rely upon for irrigation of their lands. As Mike Beus, the
United States Bureau of Reclamation water operations manager for the Upper Snake Field
Office, acknowledged in a recent newspaper article:
Most water used in the pumping plant will come from storage or from
rental pool of water, said Beus of the Bureau of Reclamation.
The new plant could put more demands on storage water and possibly
"dilute" Unit A's water availability. he acknowledged.
Exhibit 2 (Times-News October 30, 2013 article "What Happens when the Well Runs Dry" by
Laurie Welch)(emphasis added)(hereinafter, simply "What Happens").
Respondents are farmers from Unit A who own lands that were developed by the A&B
project works which were originally constructed by the United States Bureau of Reclamation
("BOR") as the "North Side Pumping Division." Exhibit 3 (portions of the Definite Plan Report

for the project, dated February 1955)(hereinafter, "Definite Plan"). 1 As described in the Definite
Plan, Unit A's water supply is surface and storage water from the Snake River:

1 The Respondents have the entire Definite Plan, and if needed, Respondents can provide it to the Comt upon
request.
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[p. l] The plan presented in this report contemplates development of
77,650 acres of irrigable land. Of the total irrigable acreage, 13;650 would be
supplied by pumping from the Snake River and is designated as Unit A. The
remainder of the Division, 64,000 irrigable acres, would be supplied from 175
wells tapping the great groundwater body underlying the area.
An integral part of the development plan is provision for storage space in
the existing American Falls Reservoir and in Palisades Reservoir, which is under
construction.
[p. 54] Surface water will be delivered to Unit A by pumping from the
backwaters of Milner Diversion Dam, while the land in Unit B will be irrigated by
pumping from wells which tap the grmmd-water reservoir underlying this portion
of the Snake River Plain.

[p. 56] For all practical purposes, the development of Unit A with surface
water as the source of supply is entirely dependent on securing an adequate
supply of storage water.
[p. 58] The 47,000 acre-feet of American Falls space allotted to Unit A of
the North Side Pumping Division, therefore, is a vital asset which will furnish the
base supply of irrigation water for Unit A.
[p. 61] The location and area of lands to be included in Unit A were
determined primarily by the surface topography and depth to ground water levels
in the Division. The objective of delivering the available supply of surface water
to lands where the depth to ground is greatest, was attained by locating the unit in
the southwestern edge of the project. The location also afforded a compact body
of the choicest land which could be served by a single pump lift of 163 feet with a
relatively short discharge pipe.
[p. 61] On the basis of the diversion requirement of 4.33 acre-feet per
productive acre established for Unit A, the 12,830 acres of land in Unit A will
require an annual diversion of 56,000 acre-feet of water.
[p. 61] Inasmuch as the entire storable flow in the stream would have
been allotted to the American Falls storage right during this period, the 90,000
acre-feet of water needed for Unit A would have to be stored in the project' s
space in Palisades Reservoir at the beginning of the 1931 irrigation season. This
condition, therefore, indicates that the unit's space requirement in Palisades
Reservoir should be 90,000 acre-feet.
[p. 62] Operation studies show that the allotment of 90,000 acre-feet of
storage space in Palisades Reservoir, together with the available natural flow and
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American Falls storage water would have provided a full water supply for Unit A
in every year since 1918 except in 1935, when a 25 percent shortage would have
occurred.
[p. 78] The principal source of water will be from storage in American
Falls Reservoir, which will be augmented by hold-over storage in Palisades
Reservoir and by such natural flow as is available. Stored water will be released
down the Snake River as required. A pumping plant located on the north shore of
the backwaters of Milner Diversion Dam will pump water against a static head of
163 feet into a gravity canal to serve lands within the unit Automatic relift
pumps will lift water from the canal onto the five included isolations.

Definite Plan at l, 54, 56, 58, 61, 62, 78. Thus, from the very beginning, Unit A was the
surface/storage water part of A&B. This, of course, made eminent sense given Unit A's location
near the Snake River:

''Unit A was selected to be served with the available surface water

because of the location of the lands near the Snake River and a lower pumping lift from the river
than from ground water." Id. at 77.
Unit B is the ground water part of A&B: ''The depth to ground water in different parts of
the project area has an important bearing upon the areas selected for service from surface water
sources (Unit A) and from ground-water sources (Unit B)." Id. at 67. In a court action from five
(5) years ago, A&B confirmed Unit A's irrigation from surface water and Unit B's irrigation
from ground water:
The North Side Pumping Division of the Minidoka Project was initiated,
designed, and constructed by the United States Bureau of Reclamation ("BOR")
to develop irrigable land in Jerome and Minidoka Counties in the early 1950s and
60s. BOR completed the project in 1963. The project consists of two units, Unit
A that serves approximately 15,000 acres with surface water from the Snake
River, and Unit B that serves approximately 66,000 acres with ground water
from the ESPA A&B Irrigation District is the beneficial owner of water right
36-2080. BOR transferred operation and maintenance of the project to the A&B
Irrigation District in 1966.
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Petitioner A&B Irrigation District's Opening Brief, A&B Irrigation District vs. Idaho Dep't of

Water Res. et al., December 30, 2009, Minidoka Case No. CV-2009-647, at 4-5, (emphasis
added) (internal citations omitted). 2
Given the above, it is uncontroverted that Unit A was and is serviced by surface/storage
water, and that Unit B is serviced by ground water. The source of water was foremost in the
minds of those war veterans that picked which lands to develop when the project commenced in
the 1950s. As explained by Respondent Paslay in a letter to the BOR:
The veterans, including the Paslays, who homesteaded the Unit A project
in the 1950's were given a choice of a Unit A farm, with Snake River water
source for irrigation, or Unit B farm with well water irrigation. Those choosing
Unit A farms were briefed by representatives of the Bureau of Reclamation and
given contracts promising water for their land in Unit A would be stored in a
reservoir system: this system would guarantee a minimum of three years of water
if no additional water was added.
Exhibit 4 at 1.
In terms of acres and control of A&B, Unit A only covers approximately 18.5% of the
total acres under A&B, while Unit B covers the r~maining majority of 81.5%. 3 The current fiveperson A&B Board of Directors is made up of four members from Unit B, and only one member
from Unit A. What Happens at 2.
Amazingly, in the 1950s, members of Unit A predicted Unit B's majority rule and steady
erosion of Unit A's rights. To protect their interests, members of Unit A formed the ''Unit A
Settlers' Association Inc." and petitioned the BOR to split A&B into two separate districts. The

2 This

document is available at http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/News/WaterCalls/A&B Irrigation Call/A&B 2009
Filings/Court Docs/12Dec/20091230 A&BQpeningBrief.pdf.
3 This calculation is based upon counsel for A&B 's representation in the 2009 case cited above that 15,000 acres are
irrigated with surface/storage water in Unit A, and 66,000 acres are irrigated with ground water in Unit B.
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response from the acting regional director of the BOR outlined the association's concerns and the
BOR's responses in a letter dated June 12, 1959. Exhibit 5. Consider this overall prophetic

concern:
Article 5 points out that problems of operation, maintenance, water rights,

methods of appropriation, sources of water, management and the conflict of
interests between Unit A and Unit B is so great that proper and efficient
management can only be accomplished by a separate organization of two distinct
irrigation districts.

Id. at 4 (emphasis added).
Other concerns were directly related to those described in Article 5:
Article 2 of the petition states that great and irreconcilable differences exist
between the two areas of the North Side Pumping Division.
In article 4 of the petition it is expressed that Unit A would be unable to obtain
sufficient representation on the directorate to protect its interests because of
the larger area in Unit B.

Id.

at 2, 4 (emphasis added). Ultimately the BOR dici not split A&B as it persuaded the Unit A

group that sharing of costs for maintaining canals, using common equipment, would cost $2.30
per acre less than if the two districts were split Id. at 2-3.
As Unit B's ground water system has developed, the farmers in Unit B became more

efficient, and with their water savings, engaged in an illegal practice that many throughout
Idaho-not just in A&B-participated in. They "enlarged" the authorized acres of their water
rights by water-spreading and irrigating more acres. By increasing efficiency, the irrigation of
the same original field requires diversion of less water. The irrigators found themselves with
"extra" water without increasing the rate of diversion. With more water, irrigators irrigated more
land outside the originally authorized place of use of the original water right. The more acreage
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that is brought under irrigation, the more consumptive use of water there is, and the unfortunate
result is that water is illegally taken from the system because return flows are reduced, and the
risk of a water shortage for other users is increased.
Enlargement became an issue in the Snake River Basin Adjudication (the "SRBA").
Eventually, the Idaho Legislature adopted a statute-Idaho Code § 42-1416-to legalize
enlargement rights through an adjudicated water right in the SRBA Idaho Code§ 42-1416 was
challenged, and found to be unconstitutional, but a replacement statute-Idaho Code § 421426-was found to be constitutional.

These statutes have commonly been referred to as

"amnesty" statutes. They effectively grandfather in acres irrigated through water-spreading as
long as it occurred prior November 17, 1987.
A Supreme Court case involving A&B-a case pursued solely for the benefit of the Unit
B members and their ground water rights-challenged the SRBA's recommendation of A&B's
ground water enlargement rights of over 2,000 acres. A & B Irrigation Dist. v. Aberdeen-

American Falls Ground Water Dist., 141 Idaho 746, 118 P.3d 78 (Idaho 2005) ("Only those
lands irrigated in the "B" portion of the district are at issue in this suit." Id. at 748, 118 P.3d at
80.) This case very succinctly explained the purpose of these statutes: "I.C. § 42- 1426 grants
amnesty for enlargements so long as there is no additional diversion of the original water right
and full mitigation of injury to junior water rights takes place." Id. at 753, 118 P.3d at 85.4

4

A more complete history of enlargement rights was also provided in the case:
Prior to 1963 water rights could be appropriated based upon a constitutional or beneficial
use method. However, enactment of Idaho Code § 42-243, required any water user claiming a
constitutional or "beneficial right" to file a claim with the Idaho Department of Water Resources
(IDWR). LC. § 42-243(2003). On or around November 23, 1984, A & B and BOR filed an
application with IDWR under water right no. 36--04265 for a beneficial use ground water right in
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A&B eventually had decreed to it five (5) enlargement ground water rights for 2063.1
acres,5 which grew out of their primary ground water right, 36-2080. The enlargement rights are
Water Right Nos. 36-15127B, 36-15193B, 36-15194B, 36-15195B, and 36-16196B. See Exhibit
6 (water right printout of 36-2080; condition 19 of this right lists the enlargement rights.). A&B
also had decreed to it enlargement rights for its primary surface water right, 1-14, for 1175.2
acres. Exhibit 7 (water right printout for 1-14; condition 4 lists the enlargement rights (1-10225
and for 1120.7 acres and 1-10241 for 54.5 acres). The enlarged surface water acres are on the
east side of Unit A, and they are a portion of the 4,000 acres of Unit A that will benefit from the
pumping plant.

accordance with. I.C. § 42-243. Included in this application, A & B and BOR claimed an
expansion of licensed right no. 36--02080 for 2363.1 acres irrigated with excess run-off. BOR
eventually withdrew this expansion application based on the enactment of I.C. § 42-1416, which
provided a rebuttable presumption granting water rights in favor of those users who had enlarged
their prior water rights in violation of Idaho's mandatory permit scheme but who had not caused
injury to other water right holders.
The SRBA commenced in 1987. A & Band BOR filed another application in the SRBA
based on the same water right, no. 36-04265, filed with the IDWR. In 1992 IDWR recommended
A & B and the BOR's request for enlargements pursuant to I.C. § 42-1416(2) but included a
provision that the priority dates associated with these claims be determined by evidence of when
the enlarged water use occurred. A & B and BOR filed objections to the director's report, but not
regarding the priority dates recommended by IDWR.
On February 4, 1994, the SRBA court held I.C. § 42-1416(2) unconstitutional. While the
court's decision was on appeal, the Idaho Legislature repealed I.C. § 42-1416 and subsequently
enacted I.C. § 42-1426 granting amnesty for enlargements where there was no added diversion
and no injury to junior appropriators or otherwise where a mitigation plan was in place. Where
either of these conditions was not apparent, the statute required subordination. Based on the
legislature's actions, this Court dismissed the appeal regarding I.C. § 42-1416. The Court found
I.C. § 42-1426 constitutional in Fremont-Madison v. Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, 129
Idaho 454, 926 P.2d 1301 (1996).

Id. at 748-49, 118 P.3d at 80-81.

In the A&B case, it states that A&B claimed 2,363.1 acres. However, it appears that 300 acres of the enlargement
rights were not recommended. A&B only received enlargement water rights for 2063.1 acres.

5
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As with nearly all enlargement water rights adjudicated in the SRBA. no mitigation for

the enlargement was provided, so the SRBA court included a condition on the enlargement rights
subordinating it to all water rights with a priority date earlier than April 12, 1994 that are not
decreed as enlargements. Exhibit 8 (water right printout of 36-15127B, one of the enlargement
rights; condition 20 contains the subordination condition.).
What this all means is that A&B now has the legal right to irrigate an additional 2,063.1
acres of land irrigated with ground water that were not part of the original development of Unit

B, as well as the right to also irrigate 1175.2 acres of Unit A lands that were not part of the
original development of Unit A. As to the Unit B lands, more irrigated acres means more
consumptive use of water, and less water returning to the aquifer, the result of which is
contribution to declining ground water levels in A&B.6

While other factors also have

contributed to the declining water levels, A&B's enlarged grmmd water acres are certainly a
contributing factor to the declining aquifer levels. But the Court doesn't just have to take our
word for it-it can rely upon the words of Dan Schaeffer, the vice-chairman of A&B' s board:
But, Beus said, the turning point came with more efficient application of
surface water via farm sprinklers. More efficient sprinklers mean less water
percolates back down to the aquifer.
The faster production of hay, thus more crops, and growing only highwater use crops also has contributed, said Dan Schaeffer, vice-chairman of the
district's board.
''We farmers have done this to ourselves by enlarging our farms,"

said Schaeffer.
What Happens at 2 (emphasis added).

Petition at 2: "For the last 20 years, A&B has been suffering the impacts of declining water supply from the Snake
River and ESPA Aquifer levels in the ESPA have declined- leading to increased difficulty in delivering water
supplies in delivering water supplies to A&B's landowners, including the abandonment of several wells."

6
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•

The bond proposes to fund projects to help Unit B reverse its declining ground water
supply. but the declining ground water supply is the result of ground water enlargement selfinflicted by the Unit B members themselves. Unit A irrigators didn't cause this problem. Yet,
rather than curtailing the enlarged ground water acres to supply more water to the original
ground water acres, A&B's project proposes to use Unit A's storage water to fix Unit B's
problem by converting ground water irrigated lands to surface/storage irrigation with by Unit A's
water, as well as using the same surface/storage water for ground water recharge. And A&B
wants Unit A to pay for the projects at the same rate as the Unit B landowners, even though the
project appears to be nearly entirely for the benefit of landowners in Unit B, and primarily for the
benefit of only thirty-one (31) farmers in Unit B. See What Happens at 2 ("Thirty-one Unit B
landowners qualified for $3.8 million in federal grants, which will go toward the pumping plant
costs.").
Of course, one would expect this type of an approach when Unit B members account for
over 80% of the acres within A&B. Approval of the bond for the projects, as they are currently
proposed, will legitimize A&B 's mistreatment of the minority Unit A members by diluting Unit
A's storage water supplies and by using their checkbooks to do so. Give the 81.5% majority
rule, is it any wonder that the vote on the bond was 81 % in favor and only 19% opposed?

Petition at 5 («p.O).
For Unit A members, it appears that it is now expected that their surface/storage water is
available for A&B to do what it wants.

It has in the past. First, in the mid-1990s, A&B

"converted 1,400 acres irrigated by wells in Unit B to surface water irrigation after abandoning
non-productive wells." What Happens at 2. It is Respondent's understanding that the water used
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by A&B to convert these acres was ''waste water," but in reality, it appears that they are irrigated
with surface/storage water. Thus, Unit A's storage water was used to solve Unit B's ground
water level problems.
Second, mismanagement of Unit A's storage water by A&B resulted in significant
impacts in 2004-05 to the Unit A members. Without Respondents' knowledge, and presumably
without the knowledge of many of Unit A's patrons, A&B entered into exchange agreements for
its storage water with the Twin Falls Canal Company, the Northside Canal Company, and the
Aberdeen-Springfield Canal Company. Order, A&B vs. Carlson, July 12, 2004, at 2.7 While the
details of the exchange agreements are not known to Respondents because they have not seen
them, the Order describes an arrangement where A&B leased its storage water to the three
entities in exchange for replacement water the following years in 2001, 2002, and 2003. When
the storage allocations were made in 2004, A&B was left with only 10,859 acre feet of actual
water, or 9% of its 122,098 acre-feet of space. Id. at 5. A&B challenged this accounting and
tried to remove the watermaster because it felt that he did not do the accounting correctly.
The Director of IDWR ultimately held that A&B's premise was unsupportable, which
was that Water District 01 should "change the priority date or storage facility to which stored
water is allocated 'to provide that all carryover at the end of each year be accounted for in
reservoirs th.at are last to fill by priority."' Id. at 8. The Director held that this accounting
position was contrary to Water District Ol's historical practices, Id. at 7, yet this position formed
the basis for the exchange agreements. Based on this incorrect position, A&B was left with
7

This document is available at http://www.idwr.idaho. gov/browse/WaterMngmt/Orders-Archive/2004/07-122004%20A&B %20Irrigation%20&%20Falls%20Irrigation%20vs%20Water%20District%201%20
Watermaster, %200rder%20Denying%20Reguested%20Relief.pdf.
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limited storage supplies in 2004, and the negative repercussive effects of its incorrect legal
position and lease of storage water carried over into 2005.
The result of this mismanagement was limited surface/storage water supplies to Unit A in

2004 and 2005, while Unit B continued pumping ground water to satisfy the needs of Unit B's
members. The result of this mismanagement was described by Respondent Paslay, and the
resulting difficulty was confirmed by the BOR's Mike Beus in the What Happens newpaper
article:

Paslay said Unit A landowners have distrusted the district since its 2004-05
management decisions created water shortages for only Unit A members, a result
Beus confirmed.

What Happens at 2.
Since 2005, A&B has also pursued multiple legal actions and delivery calls up through
2014 to solely benefit the ground water users in Unit B. For a complete list of these actions that
have occurred, IDWR has a link on their website solely dedicated to A&B's actions:
http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/News/WaterCalls/A&B Irrigation Call/A&B Call Main lndex.htm
With the above background in mind, which describes only some examples of how Unit
A's rights have been steadily eroded while Unit B's ability to divert and irrigate has been
pursued without reservation, Respondents believe approval of A&B' s multi-million dollar bond
by this Court, as currently proposed, will continue the trend. The facilities proposed to be
funded by the bond are to benefit Unit B members, and are consistent with the A&B Board's
practice of focusing on Unit B's issues while ignoring Unit A's. It is now time to reverse this
trend that the Unit A Settlers' Association Inc. unfortunately predicted back in the 1950smajority rule and threats to their water supply described above.
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As descnbed in further detail below, the Court should not confirm the bond sought by

A&B as the project is currently described and proposed.

II.

ARGUMENT.
A.

Respondents' understanding of current bond proposal.

The Petition alleges that the bond will be used for two projects, the Unit A Pumping
Plant #2 and the Lake Walcott Recharge project. Petition at 2 (fl4-5). The Petition alleges that
the pumping plant will improve surface water deliveries, and well as facilitate soft conversion
ground water irrigated acres to surface water irrigated acres. Id. The converted acres amount is
not contained in the petition, but A&B has stated that it is for "another 1,500 acres in Unit B."
Exhibit 1.
However, Respondents are not aware of how the pumping plant will improve surface
water deliveries. A&B has represented that the new plant will deliver 110 cfs to 4,000 acres to
Unit

A. but Respondents do not own lands within the 4,000 acres that have been identified and

these acres are those that were enlarged after the A&B project was constructed. Instead, the
pumping plant's main focus appears to be for the pumping of water to cover the ground water to
surface water conversion of 1,500 acres.

The second project-the Lake Walcott recharge

project- will, through a series of injection wells, recharge the ESPA with surface/storage water
and is "expected to provide more stable and reliable water supplies for A&B' s deep wells as well
as stabilize and enhance reach gains above Minidoka Dam." Id. at 2 ('15). There is no benefit to
Unit A members from this ground water recharge.
Respondents have explained to the Board that they do not mind sharing surface/storage
water they may not need to help those in Unit B, but only if it does not impact the Unit A farmers
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and they do not have to pay for it. But the determination of impact from use of surface/storage
water should be made by the Unit A farmers, not A&B. As explained by Respondent Paslay:

"If we have extra water some years, we wouldn't mind sharing," he said. "But I
still feel we need to be the ones making the decision. And I should not have to
pay to take more of my water to them with no assurances."
What Happens at 1.

In response, A&B's manager Dan Temple said '"[w]e've tried to reassure them that we'll
buy water from other sources, or, if its' not available, we'll turn the deep wells back on[.]" Id. at
2. Respondents have asked for this promise to be put in writing: ''Unit A members would like to
see a written policy rather than promise by the trustees, whom they no longer trust, ..." Id.
Unfortunately, according to Respondents, A&B has thus far refused. Their refusal is
evidenced by any lack of such an assurance in their Petition, which describes the bond projects.
Therefore, Respondents assume that no such assurance has been made in writing, and will not be
put in writing. For purposes of this Response, Respondents therefore assume that A&B will not
obtain additional water for the facilities the bond proposes to fund if Unit A's storage/surface
water rights are in jeopardy. It is with this understanding of the bond proposal that Respondents
base their objections below.

B.

Using surface and storage water, which was and is unequivocally dedicated
to Unit A, for use on Unit B, without the consent of Unit A farmers, is an
invasion of Unit A's constitutionally protected property rights.

Respondents urge the Court to carefully and thoroughly review the case of Bradshaw v.
Milner Low Lift Irrigation District, 85 Idaho 528, 381 P.2d 440 (Idaho 1963), as the principles

contained in this case support rejection of the bond confirmation sought by A&B. This case
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convincingly explains why the A&B project and the proposed bond to fund it should not be
confirmed. It would be unconstitutional for the project to be funded, as proposed, because it will
violate the constitutional rights of farmers in Unit A.
As explained in Bradshaw, the Milner Low Lift Irrigation District ("Milner") was

organized in 1921. Id. at 533 442. Prior to 1952, 9,468 acres were within the district. Id. at 534,
381 P.2d at 422. In approximately 1950, various proposals were made to annex in 4,000 new
acres of land. It was understood that with the annexation, Milner did not have enough water
rights to cover the new acres. In June of 1950, Milner appointed a committee to make a study of
the proposal. The makeup of the committee is very similar to the makeup of A&B' s board of
four (4) Unit B members vs. only one (1) Unit A member: "All of the five members of th.is
committee, as well as the chairman of the board and secretary of the district, were owners of the
lands proposed to be annexed to the district, and the lands of all, except one, were ultimately
annexed." Id. at 534-35, 381 P.2d at 442.
The proposed annexation into Milner also required infrastructure improvements: ''The
irrigation of the lands proposed to be annexed required the enlargement of the existing pumping
plant and main canal, the construction of additional laterals, and the pumping of the water for
such lands to an average elevation of 150 feet." Id. The committee, made up of beneficiaries of
the annexation, unsurprisingly supported the annexation. Id.
Based on the committee's report, a petition was filed on August 5, 1952 to annex the new
4,000 acres. Id. at 535, 381 P.2d at 443. One of the "old land" farmers objected to the proposed
annexation. But, at a board meeting a few days later, "a resolution was adopted, declaring that
the directors deemed it to be for the best interests of the district to include therein the lands
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described in the petition." Id. at 443, 381 P.2d at 537. In other words, the board-led by a
chairman who possessed new lands-felt that new acres would be best for the entire district,
despite the acknowledged lack of sufficient water. The annexation was approved at a special
meeting of the board on October 23, 1952. Id.
Prior to the annexation, those supporting the annexation met with owners of the old lands,
and this is how the Supreme Court described what was discussed at those meetings.

The

concerns voiced by the old lands farmers are exactly the concerns expressed by Unit A members:
Prior to the annexation and particularly between January and October,
1952, several meetings of the landowners were held in the district to consider the
annexation proposal. Also, some of the members of the extension committee and
the chairman of the board and secretary of the district visited landowners of the
district in their homes. At these landowners' meetings and visits in the homes of
landowners, the committee members and the officers of the district sought to allay
the fears, widely held and exp~ed among the landowners, that their water

rights would be ieopardized, and that they would be subjected to additional
financial burdens by the annexation proposed. To overcome such fears and to
secure a favorable vote on the annexation proposal, the committee members and
officers mentioned assured the landowners that if they would vote in favor of the
annexation, and the proposal carried, their existing water rights would not be
jeopardized; that they would not be required to assume any additional financial
burden; and that the owners of the new lands would pay any additional costs
involved, including the costs of expanding and extending existing facilities, the
cost of acquiring necessary additional water, and the additional costs for power to
raise water to the level of the new lands. Some of the old landowners testified at
the trial that in voting in favor of annexation they relied upon the assurance thus
given them.
Id. at 537-38, 381 P.2d at 444 (emphasis added).

...,....;.w,i .;:.,, ••, .. ,.·:

...

, .

As to the water supply for the new lands, it was proposed that the annexed land be

irrigated with water acquired in American Falls and Palisades Reservoir. Id. Based on the cost
of acquiring these additional rights, as well as the new facilities, Milner levied an assessment on
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the old lands at a rate of $7.24 per acre, and on the new lands at $9.50 per acre. Id. at 539, 381
P.2d at 445.
The owners of new lands sued Milner, alleging that they had the following: ''to have the
claimed rights of the owners of new lands to share in all water rights owned by the district
equally with all other landowners within the district, without regard to the date of their
annexation to the district, or the date of the water rights." Id. These new land owners asserted
the same position taken by Unit B members in the proceeding before this Court-that everyone
should have equal rights in all of the district's assets.
The district court, which was affirmed by the Idaho Supreme Court, firmly rejected the
arguments asserted by the new land owners. After quoting the district court's findings and
conclusions and§§ 4-5 of Article 15 of the Idaho Constitution, the Idaho Supreme Court held:

These constitutional provisions apply to irrigation districts. The
defendant district, having acquired by purchase the rights of the original
appropriator and having itself made subsequent appropriations and purchases of
water, stands in the position of appropriator for distribution to the landowners
within the district, within the meaning of Const., Art. 15, § 1. The district holds
title to the water rights in trust for the landowners. The landowners, to whose

lands the water has become dedicated by application thereon to a beneficial
use, have acquired the status and rights of distributees under Const., Art. 1S,
§§ 4 and S. Nampa & Meridian Irr. Dist. v. Barclay, 56 Idaho 13, 47 P.2d 916,
100 A.L.R. 557.

The owners of the old lands, through and by means of the irrigation
district, acquired, and for many years applied to the irrigation of their lands,
valuable water rights, which had become appurtenant and dedicated to their lands,
and which were held in trust by the district for their use. They could not

thereafter, without their consent, be deprived of the use of that water when
needed to irrigate their lands. Const. Art. 15, § 4; I.C. §§ 42-101, 42-914.
Further, their use of the water for many years prior to the annexation gave them
'superiority of right to the use of such water.' Const. Art. 15, § 5; Gerber v.
Nampa & Meridian Irr. Dist., 16 Idaho 1, 100 P. 80; Gerber v. Nampa & Meridian
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Irr. Dist., 19 Idaho 765, 116 P. 104; Biddick v. Laramie Valley Municipal
Irrigation Dist., 76 Wyo. 67,299 P.2d 1059.
Id. at 545-46, 381 P.2d at 449-450 (emphasis added). 8 The court in Bradshaw also made

significant constitutional holdings as to the funding of the improvements and purchase of water
rights, which is discussed hereafter in Section B of this Response. But as for the surface/storage
water rights on Unit A, it is uncontroverted that the surface/storage water acquired by A&B was
acquired to be used solely on Unit A lands. The Definite Plan, which Respondents quoted a,d
nauseam above at pages 4-5 of this brief, makes this clear, as well as the Idaho Supreme Court

A&B case and recent briefmg from A&B described above.
Quoting from Bradshaw, the Unit A landowners have therefore ''through and by means of
the irrigation district, acquired, and for many years applied to the irrigation of their lands,
valuable water rights, which had become appurtenant and dedicated to their lands, and
which were held in trust by the district for their use." Id (emphasis added).
Unit A lands therefore have a constitutional right to their storage/surface water, which the
A&B board manages in trust for Unit A. The bond facilities, as proposed, will move the
storage/surface water from Unit A lands to Unit B or for the benefit of Unit B without the

consent of Unit A landowners. Not only has the A&B board violated their fiduciary duty by
voting to move forward with this project, but if the bond is confirmed, it will unconstitutionally
take Unit A's valuable property rights.

The Court should not be complicit 'in this

unconstitutional taking by confirming A&B' s ability to borrow millions of dollars in order to

8 The

district comt described it this way: "Any attempt to use the waters now appurtenant to the old lands on new or
annexed lands without just compensation to the old landowners would constitute a deprivation of property without
due process of law." Id. at 543, 381 P.2d 448.
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allow for the unconstitutional taking of Unit A's water rights. For this reason, the Court should ·
not confirm the bond as requested by A&B.
We anticipate that A&B will attempt to distinguish Bradshaw from the present matter by
arguing that in Bradshaw new lands were being annexed, but with A&B, no new lands are being
proposed for annexation. However, this argument, if asserted, makes a distinction without a
difference. It is uncontroverted that Unit A has only ever been irrigated with surface/storage
rights, and that Unit B has always been and continues to be irrigated with ground water. Unit A
has acquired the right to have surface/storage water delivered to it, and Unit B has acquired the
right to have ground water delivered to it. Unit A has no more claim to Unit B's ground water
than Unit B has to Unit A's surface/storage water. The reason A&B remained joined as a single
district was because of the sharing of costs to operate the entire district, as described in the BOR
letter from 1959. Unit B's attempts to use Unit A's surface/storage water under its proposed
projects is clearly an attempt to annex new lands for irrigation with the Unit A's surface/storage
water.
A&B may also argue that all of the rights acquired by A&B over the years are for the
benefit of all members of the district, and that all should share and share alike in those assets.

This argument, if alleged, is the same argument the new land owners in Bradshaw based their
lawsuit on, which the Idaho Supreme Court rejected.
Respondents have said to A&B repeatedly that if they have extra water, ''we wouldn't
mind sharing, ... [b]ut we need to be the ones making that decision." What Happens at 1. This
position is exactly on point with the holding of Bradshaw, in that those that have acquired
valuable rights cannot have them taken away without their consent. Importantly, if consented
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to, use of the surface/storage water does not in and of itself violate the Idaho Constitution. It is
only unconstitutional if the Unit A landowners do not consent to it

As explained by the

Bradshaw court:
However, we do not construe the conclusions or judgment of the district
court as denying to the owners of the new lands any right or interest whatever in
the water rights held by the district prior to their annexation. The irrigation district
law regards the irrigation district as a unit, and as a legal entity, holding title to its
property and water rights in trust for the uses and purposes set forth in that law.
1.C. §§ 43-101, 43-316; Gedney v. Snake River Irr. Dist, 61 Idaho 605, 104 P.2d
909; Yaden v. Gem Irr. Dist., 37 Idaho 300, 216 P. 250; Colburn v. Wilson, 24
Idaho 94, 132 P. 579.
It is the apparent purpose of the provisions of I.C. § 43-1010, above
quoted, to make the landowners within an irrigation district equal [except as to
any disparity which may be found to exist in benefits received (I.C. § 43-404)] so
far as may be consistent with priority of water rights as recognized and protected
by the provisions of the constitution. Harsin v. Pioneer Irr. Dist., 45 Idaho 369,
263 P. 988. Having regard to such purpose of the statute, and the authority of the
legislature in the premises as recognized by the constitutional provisions above
quoted, we recognize the right acquired by the owners of new lands, by their

inclusion within the district, to the use of any water owned by the district
when the use thereof is not required for the proper irrigation of the old
lands, and when such use is not in eoliflict with the rights previously
acquired by the owners of the old lands, or when such use is not in
derogation or impairment of such prior rights.
Id. at 547, 381 P.2d at 450-451.
Thus, in the alternative to outright rejection of the bond, the Respondents suggest that a
condition of the bond approval be that any storage/surface water used by the bond facilities may
only be used with the consent of the Unit A landowners from whose property the storage water is
associated. This Court has the ability to confirm the bond with conditions. Idaho Code § 43-408
(" .. . the final order or decree of the court may approve or confirm such proceedings in part, and
disapprove other parts of said proceedings.").

However, this alternative is made with the
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understanding that the Unit A !~downers who do not benefit from the bond facilities are not
assessed for the cost of the bond as the Idaho Supreme Court similarly held in Bradshaw, as
described in the follow section.

B.

Given Unit A's sole use of the proposed bond/facilities, as descnbed in
Bradshaw, it would be unconstitutional to require Unit A to pay for the bond
improvements.

In addressing the companion issue of assessments for infrastructure improvements in
Bradshaw, the Idaho Supreme Court held:
We also agree with the conclusions of the trial court that the owners of the
new lands must bear the cost of acquiring water for such lands; of enlarging,
equipping and extending the system for the irrigation thereof; and the differential
in the cost of maintenance and operation, due to the higher elevation of the new
lands, or any other factor necessarily increasing the cost of the irrigation thereof.
Brown v. Shupe, 40 Idaho 252, 233 P. 59; City of Nampa v. Nampa & Meridian
Irr. Dist., 19 Idaho 779, 115 P. 979. These burdens were assumed by the owners
of the new lands in their petition for annexation, and were made a condition
thereof. Moreover, the imposition of such additional costs and burdens upon
the owners of the old lands, without their consent, would be an invasion of
their constitutionally protected property rights. Const. Art. 1, §§ 13 and 14;
Bennett v. Twin Falls, etc., Co., 27 Idaho 643, 150 P. 336; Nampa & Meridian Irr.
Dist. v. Briggs, 27 Idaho 84, 147 P. 75; Knowles v. New Sweden Irr. Dist., 16
Idaho 217, 101 P. 81; Merchant's Nat. Bank of San Diego v. Escondido Irr. Dist.,
144 Cal. 329, 77 P. 937.

Id. at 547-48, 381 P.2d at 451. The Respondents receive no benefit from the bond facilities, and
have not consented to contribute to the funding of the project. Nevertheless, the A&B Board has
resolved ''to apportion the benefits of the indebtedness pro rata according to the number of acres
assessed by A&B." Petition at 6 (<_![29). It is estimated that the increase on assessments to all
landowners within A&B will be seven dollars ($7 .00) per acre. See What Happens at 2 ("If it's
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approved, Unit A and Unit B users will share repayment costs equally. All would pay $7 per
acre more on their early assessment of $91 per acre.").
Unit A is assessed by A&B, and therefore, under the Board's actions, Respondentsmembers of Unit A-are responsible for funding projects that have no benefit to them. This is
unconstitutional, as described in Bradshaw. Under no circumstances will Respondents agree to
pay for the bond facilities. The alternative proposed by Respondents in the preceding Section A
of this Response is made with the understanding that it will not pay for the bond improvements.

C.

The pro rata apportionment of seven dollars ($7.00) per acre for all A&B
landowners is "erroneous or unjust," and therefore, should be amended by
the Court as provided under Idaho Code § 43-408.

As described above, A&B has decided to make all landowners within A&B pay the same
amount per acre ($7.00) to pay back the bond. This includes Unit A members, who do not
benefit from the Lake Walcott recharge project, and many Unit A members who will not benefit
from the pumping plant. Even within Unit B, the recharge project appears to be primarily for the
benefit of only thirty-one (31) farmers. See What Happens at 2 ("Thirty-one Unit B landowners
qualified for $3.8 million in federal grants, which will go toward the pumping plant costs.").
Given the historical use of surface/storage water in Unit A, it is clear that A&B made no
effort to "determine the benefits which will accrue" to each parcel of land within A&B. The
bond facilities will almost entirely benefit Unit B, and yet the patrons of Unit B have not been
asked to pay more for cost of the project. Pursuant to Idaho Code § 43-408, the Court should
find this to be "erroneous and unjust" and should "proceed to correct the same so as to conform
to this title and the rights of all parties in the premises." Idaho Code § 43-408.
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We anticipate that A&B will respond and argue that Respondents did not show up to the
apportionment hearing held on February 11, 2014, and cannot now object to the apportionment.
It is true that Respondents did not attend the meeting. Nevertheless, the Court can still review
A&B' s apportionment under the plain language of Idaho Code § 43-408 based on the concerns
raised by Respondents.
Alternatively, Idaho Code§ 43-405 provides that "[a]ny person interested who shall fail
to appear before the board shall not be permitted thereafter to contest said assessment or any part
thereof except upon a special application to the court in the proceedings for confirmation of said
assessment, showing reasonable excuse for failing to appear before said board of directors." We
request that the court consider this Response as the special application. The reasonable excuse
for failure to attend is that the notice for the apportionment hearing did not explain that it was
part of the bond confirmation hearings. The notice is contained at Exhibit I in the Petition. Had
Respondents known it was part of the confirmation hearings, they would have attended to argue
their position that the costs should be borne by Unit B members only. The Respondents assumed
that the meeting was simply another meeting to confirm what the A&B Board had already
previously told all of its patrons-that all landowners would share in the costs pro rata. The
What Happens article from the Times-News from October 30, 2013-prepared over 3 months

prior to the apportionment hearing-reported that "[i]f it's approved, Unit A and Unit B users
will share repayment costs equally. All would pay $7 more per acre more on their yearly
assessment of $91 per acre." What Happens at 2.
Additionally, in the bond election materials circulated by A&B as the "Fall Newsletter
#1" prior to the bond vote on November 5, 2013, the Board had already made its mind up to
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assess all patrons of A&B pro rata: 'The anticipated impact on annual assessments is $7/acre or
less, depending upon final project costs." Exhibit 1. Another meeting on that issue seemed
pointless, unless, as we now know, it was to be used as part of the bond confirmation process.
Respondents believe under the circumstances that they have a reasonable excuse to now object to
the apportionment.
Overall, it is arbitrary and capricious for the Board to simply state that all of A&B's
patrons benefit equally from this project when A&B covers over 80,000 acres, especially when
the major beneficiaries are those landowners in Unit B, including the 31 farmers from Unit B
that qualified for federal grants for the project. It is evident that they did not perform the type of
thorough analysis contemplated by Idaho Code § 43-404 to properly apportion benefits. If the
Court confirms the bond as proposed-and we urge the Court not to confirm it-it should, at a
minimum, properly perform the apportionment analysis that the A&B Board did not do.

m.

CONCLUSION.
For the reasons set forth above, the Court should reject A&B's Petition it is current form

because it is would result in unconstitutional action against the farmers in Unit A by using Unit
A's surface/storage water and by ordering that they pay their pro rata share of the project. In
addition, A&B was arbitrary and capricious in the apportionment of benefits as required by
Idaho law, and if the bond is confirmed, the Court should amend the apportionment accordingly.

In the alternative to the outright rejection of the bond, the Respondents suggest that a
condition of the bond approval be that any storage/surface water used by the facilities to be
constructed with the bond funds may only be used with the consent of the Unit A landowners
from whose property the storage water is associated. This Court has the ability to confirm the
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bond with conditions. Idaho Code § 43-408 (" . .. the final order or decree of the court may
approve or confirm such proceedings in pa11, and disapprove othe1· parts of said proceedings.").
However, this altemative is made with the understanding that the Unit A landowners who do not
benefit from the bond facilities are not assessed for the cost of the bond as the Idaho Supreme
Court similal'ly held in Bradshaw.

DATED this 18 th day of April, 2014.

~ ~---)
~r Robert L. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
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FILED-DISTRICT COURT
CASE#
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MAY i.g~'Jl4
PATTY TEMPLE, CLERK

c;f- , DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
Case No. CV-2014-189
IN THE MATIER OF THE

,

CONFIRN1ATION OF PROCEEDINGS
PURSUAl"'fT TO IDAHO CODE §§ 43-406
TO 43-408 RELATING TO THE
ISSUANCE OF BONDS BY A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT

ORDER REGARDING
RESPONSES IN OPPOSITION TO

THE VERIFIED COl\rlPLAINT
AND PETITION

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
On March 12, 2014, the Petitioner A&B Irrigation District (hereafter "A&B" or
"the District") filed a Verified Complaint and Petition for Confirmation of Proceedings
Pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 43-406 to 43-408 (hereafter «Petition"). Darnel Paslay, Gary
Ottman, and Henry Lynn Schodde (hereafter "Mr. Schodde") (hereafter, collectively, '~he
Respondents,,) filed responses in opposition. A&B filed a reply and a motion to strike.
After a hearing on Apn121, 2014, the court took the matter under advisement.

DISCUSSION
A&B seeks judicial confi.nnation of its bond issuance proceedings for the purpose
of financing the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 Pro_ject and the Lake \\Talcott Recharge Project
(hereafter, collectively, '1he Projects"). The Respondents oppose judicial confirmation.
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In Idaho, an irrigation district's issuance of bonds is governed by Idaho Code §
43-401 et. seq. \1/hen the electors in an irrigation district have authorized the issuance of
bonds for the construction or purchase of irrigation works, the irrigation district's board
of directors is required to examine each tract of land in the district, detemiine the benefits
that will accrue to each tract, apportion the cost of the irrigation works over the tracts in
proportion to the benefits received, and make a list of the apportionments. LC. § 43-404.
The judicial confirmation of an irrigation district's issuance of bonds is governed

by Idaho Code§§ 43-406 through 43-408. To initiate a judicial confirmation proceeding,
an irrigation district's board of directors is required to file a. petition in the district court
that complies with Idaho Code § 43-406. Upon the hearing on the petition, the court: (1)
"shall examine all of the proceedings set up in the petition» and "may ratify, approve and
confinn said assessment, list, apportionment and distribution"; (2) :'shall hear all
objections either filed in said proceedings or brought up from the hearing before the
board of directors"; (3) "shall disregard every error, irregularity or omission which does

not affect the substantial rights of any party"; and (4) "if the court shall .find that said
assessment, list and apportionment are in any substantial matter erroneous or unjust, the
same shall not be returned to said board, but the court shall proceed to correct the same so
as to conform to this title and the rights of all parties in the premises." J.C. § 43-408.

1.

The Respondents bave not shown a reasonable excuse for failing to appear
before the A&B Board of Directors to contest the assessment of benefits and
apportionm~nt of costs.
As a preliminary matter, the Respondents

did not appear at

a February 11, 2014

I

bearing in front of the A&B Board of Directors (hereafter "the Board") to contest the
I

Board, s assessment, list and apportionment related to the issuance of bonds.
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In a bond issuance proceeding, an irrigation district is required to conduct a
hearing to assess benefits and apportion costs. LC. § 43-405. Notice for such hearing
must be given to landowners in the district, pursuant to statutory requirements, and the
board must hear all interested parties who appear at the hearing. Id. Any interested party
that fails to appear before the board at the hearing "shall not be permitted thereafter to

contest said assessment or any part thereof except upon a special application to the court
in the proceedings for confirmation of said assessment, showing reasonable excuse for

failing to appear before said board of directors." I.C. § 43-405 (italics added).

In this case, A&B gave notice of the February 11, 2014 hearing to all landowners
in the District. A copy of the notice, citing to the relevant statute, is attached as Exhibit I
to the Petition. It gave notice of the date, tirne, and place of the hearing, and it gave notice
that the purpose of the hearing was "'the apportionment of benefits and making a list of
assessments for the proposed issuance of the bonds." (Petition Ex. I.)
The Respondents contend that they did not appear at the February 11, 2014
hearing because they assumed the hearing was simply another meeting to confirm that all
landowners would share in the costs of the Projects pro rata. They considered the meeting
to be "pointless~' because they assumed that it was not part of the bond confirmation
process. (Response in Opposition 25.)
The Respondents failed to take advantage of their opportunity to contest the
assessment of bene£ts and apportionment of costs related to the Projects and. A&B's
issuance of bonds. Their interpretation of the notice does not show a reasonable excuse
for failing to appear at the hearing to contest the Board's assessment, list and

apportionment, pursuant to Idaho Code § 43-405. Although the Respondents are not
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pennitted to contest the Board's assessment, list and apportionment at this time, the court
nonetheless addresses their responses in opposition to judicial confi.nnation as set forth
below. See I.C. § 43-408.

2.

The Respondents have failed to show that judicial confirmation of A&B's
bond issuance proceedings should be denied.

In response to the Petition, the Respondents contend that the pro rata assessment
of benefits and apportionment of costs is unconstitutional, erroneous and unjust. Their
arguments in this regard are lengthy, and the court will not attempt to restate them here.

In summary, they contend that A&B made an in.sufficient effort to properly and
thoroughly assess the benefits and apportion the costs as required by the applicable

statute, and they argue they should not have to pay the additional annual a5sessments
because they will not receive any benefit from either of the Projects.

The court bas reviewed and examined the proceedings set forth in the Petition. On
January 8, 2014, the Board examined the tracts ofland ,vithin the District and determined
to hold a hearing, pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 43-404 and 43-405, regarding the
assessment of benefits and the apportionment of costs related to the Projects. (Petition

,r

21.) The Board gave notice to all interested parties, and the hearing was conducted on
February 11, 2014. (Id.

,r,r

22, 23.) The Board relied on substantial and competent

evidence in concluding that the Projects would benefit all landowners within the District.
A summary of the anticipated benefits are set forth in A&B's Reply brief and the
Affidavit of Dan Temple, both filed April 21, 2014 . The Board determined "to apportion
benefits pro rata according to the number of acres assessed by the District." (Id.

~

23.) At

that time, no opposition was raised regarding the Board's assessment, list and

apportionment. (Id.)
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The Respondents have not shown that the Board failed to comply 10,rith statutory
requirements, that it relied on improper information or evidence in making its assessment,
list and apportionment, or that it acted in an othenvise arbitrary and capricious manner in
carrying out its duties in relation to the bond issuance proceedings. There is no evidence
of any procedural irregularity. The Board complied with Idaho Code § 43-404 in
assessing benefits and apportioning costs related to the Projects. A&B has provided
sufficient evidence to support the Board's determination that all landowners in the
District will benefit from the Projects and that the pro rata apportionment of costs is
reasonable and proper. Therefore, the Respondents have failed to show that the
assessment, list and apportionment are in any substantial matter erroneous or unjust or
that the judicial confirmat1on of A&B 's bond issuance proceedings should be denied.

3.

The Respondents' arguments regarding the alleged unconstitutional or
adverse effects of the Projects are not appropriate for consideration in the
present bond confirmation proceeding.
The Respondents . contend that the Projects, as proposed, will result in the

unconstitutional taking of Unit A ' s valuable property rights in certain storage/surface
,.,vater by moving the water to Unit B without the con.sent of Unit A landowners. Mr.
Schodde separately objects to A&B's· issuance of a bond because "it will fund a project
that will disrupt his property along the Snake River." (Schodde Response 2:)
In a proceeding for the judicial confirmation of an inigation district's issuance of
bonds, the court's focus is narrow; the court reviews the proceedings and determines
whether the irrigation district's "assessment, list and apportionment are in any substantial
matter erroneous or unjust." LC. § 43-408 (italics added). Notably, the court is not tasked
with determining whether the projects sought to be funded by proposed bonds are
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erroneous or tllljust The applicable statutes do not require the court to determine whether
the intended projects are necessary, financially viable, or likely to achieve a desired
outcome. Similarly, the applicable statutes do not require the court to consider whether
the intended projects may result in an unconstitutional taking or may adversely affect the
property rights of private landowners. Therefore, the Respondents' arguments regarding
the potentially adverse effects of the Projects are not appropriate for consideration in the
present bond confirmation proceeding under Idaho Code§§ 43-406 through 43-408 .

4.

It is unnecessary to rule upon A&B's Motion to Strike.
Since the court bas determined to confirm A&B's bond issuance proceedings, it is

unnecessary for the cowt to rule upon A&B' s Motion to Strike.

ORDER
The Respondents have failed to show that A&B's assessment, list and
apportionment are in any substantial matter eIToneous or unjust. See I.C. § 43-406.
Therefore, the court will ratify, approve and confirm A&B's assessment, list,
apportionment and distribution by separate order.
Counsel for A&B will please submit to the court for signature a proposed order
that formally confirms A&B's bond issuance proceedings.
,,.,.ti

It is so ORDERED this~ day of May, 2014.

~

MICHAEL R. CRABTREE
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that on the / ~ a y of May, 2014, she caused
a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER to be served upon the following persons
in the following manner;
Travis L. Thompson
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3029

fJ,<48

(x) First Class Mail

-:rr,,..,a:1-,~

{-.t~

Luke Marchant
PO Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Dated this

L v'1. day of May, 2014

Patty Temple, Clerk of the Court

Laurie McCall, Deputy Clerk

Certificate of service
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-- PATTY TEMPLE, CLERK
I

DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE Fllt"l'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF l\'11NIDOKA
IN THE MATTER OF THE

CONFIRMATION OF PROCEEDINGS
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§§ 43-406
TO 4~-408 RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE
OFBONDSBYA&BIRRIGATION
DISTRICT

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO~ CV 2014-189

ORDER ON PETITION FOR
CO~TION OF
PROCEEDINGS PURSUANT TO
IDAHO CODE §§ 43-406 TO 43-408

)
)
)

.,

I

)

- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - )
TIIlS MATIER, comes before the Court on the Petitioner A&B Irrigation District's

("A&B")

VERIFIED

COMPLAINT

AND

PETITION

FOR

CONFIRMATION

OF

PROCEEDINGS P{JRSU.AhTT TO IDAHO CODE §§ 43-406 TO 43-408 ("Petition for
Confirmation'':). The Court, having reviewed the pleadings and held a hearing on the same, and
being otherwise fully informed on this matter, issues the following order. NOW THEREFORE:

IT IS ORDERED, that the proceedings, acts and apportionments of the A&B Irrigation
District, seeking authorization to incur debt of up to seven million doll~ ($7,000,000) to
finance its share of the projects jdentified in the Petition for Con:finnation were necessary, due

and lawful pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 43-4-01, et seq. and are hereby con.fumed.
ORDER OF CONFIRI\-IATION

1
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Michael R. Crabtree
District Judge
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I hereby certify that on this£_ day of ~--- , 2014, I mailed a copy of foregofag
to the following.
Travis L. 1hompson
Paul L. Arrington
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
TwinF~ ID 83301-3029
Rob Harris
Luke Marchant
P.O. Box 50130

Idaho Falls7 ID 83405
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FILED-DISTRICT COURT
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MAY l 5 ~u14
PATTY TEMPLE, CLERK
-+~+-+~n,......
_ _ _ ,OEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MlNIDOKA
)
INTHEMA'ITEROFTBE
CONFIRMA':f.[ON OF PROCEEDINGS
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §§ 43-406
TO 43-408 RELATING TO THE ISSUA.J.~CE

)
)

CASENO.CV2014-189

OF BONDS BY A&B IRRIGATION

)

DISTRICT

)

)
)

JUDGMENT

)

PURSUANT to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(a), and the Court's Order Regarding

Responses in Opposition to the Verified Complaint and Order on ~etition for Confirmation of
Proceedings Pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 43-406 TO 43-408, JlJDGMENT is hereby entered on

all claims for relief asserted in this action, and it is hereby ADJUDGED MTI DECREED and
this does ADJUDGE Ai~D DECREE that the rights of the Parties shall be governed by the
above-referenced orders entered in this action.
.

,..,r<-,.

DATED lHIS~ day of ___~--""=-' 2014.

7

~

Michael R. Crabtree
District Judge

1
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:
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.,

Rob Harris
Luke Marchant
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Idaho SNOT EL Snow/ Precipitation Update Report
Based on Mountain Data from NRCS SNOTEL Sites
**Provisional data, subject to revision **
Data based on the first reading of the day (typically 00 : 00) for Wednesday, March 30, 2016

Snow Water Equivalent
Basir,
Site Name

Elev
{ft)

Current Median
Pct of
(in)
(in} Median

Water Year-to-Date Precipitation
Current
(in)

Average
(in)

Pct of
Average

NORTHERN PANHANDLE REGION
Bear Mountain

5400

49.1

54.2

91

75 .6

64.0

118

Bunchgrass Mdw

5000

29.2

26.1

112

41.8

33.5

125

Garver Creek

4250

10.7

9.2

116

20.8

16.9c

123

Hawkins Lake

6450

29 .5

23.1

128

35.6

27 .7

129

Hidden Lake

5040

36.1

35.0c

103

62.2

51.3c

121

Mosquito Ridge

5200

32.3

31.3

103

46.2

42.3

109

Myrtle Creek

3520

0 .2

21.7

19.9R

109

Quartz Peak

4700

23.4

19.1

123

43.1

31.9

135

Ragged Mountain

4210

22.3

20.4R

109

38.3

29 .8R

129

Schweitzer Basin

6090

52.5

46.9

112

46.4

38.4

121

*

0.0R

121

108

Basin Index(%)
SPOKANE RIVER BASIN
Hoodoo Basin

6050

36.7

38.6

95

45.1

44.7

101

Humboldt Gulch

4250

8.8

9.0

98

37.9

35.0

108

Lookout

5140

22.3

26.4

84

39.0

37.8

103

Lost Lake

6110

52 .1

51.8

101

58.9

56.6

104

Mica Creek

4510

20 .3

20.6

99

39.8

39.7

100

Mosquito Ridge

5200

32.3

31.3

103

46.2

42.3

109

Quartz Peak

4700

23.4

19.1

123

43.1

31.9

135

Ragged Mountain

4210

22.3

20.4R

109

38.3

29.8R

129

Sherwin

3200

2.0

6.9

29

29.4

27.4

107

Sunset

5540

17.8

21.3

84

29.9

35.0

85

107

97

Basin Index(%)
CLEARWATER BASIN
Cool Creek

6280

44.3

41.6

106

53.3

52.6

101

Crater Meadows

5960

50.1

43 .5

115

56.6

46.7

121

Elk Butte

5690

38 .5

33.4

115

46.2

43 .2

107

Hemlock Butte

5810

47.6

44.4

107

45.2

48.5

93

Hoodoo Basin

6050

36.7

38.6

95

45.1

44.7

101

Lolo Pass

5240

23.9

27.0

89

34.7

32.1

108

Lost Lake

6110

52.1

51.8

101

58.9

56.6

104
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Lost- Wood Divide

7900

2"-...,.1

18.6

114

19.5

20~

Smiley Mountain

9520

17.9

17.5R

102

19.5

17.6R

111

Stickney Mill

7430

10.6

7 .5

141

10.9

10.3

106

109

Basin Index{%)

95

104

LITTLE LOST, BIRCH BASINS
Beagle Springs

8850

11.4

8.5

134

9.5

9.6

99

Hilts Creek

8000

11.9

11.8

101

12.7

12.9

98

Meadow Lake

9150

16.3

14.0

116

18.7

16.3

115

Moonshine

7440

9.9

8.6

115

13.4

12.2

110

115

Basin Index{%)

106

MEDICINE LODGE, BEAVER, CAMAS BASINS
11.4

8.5

134

6860

13 .5

13.4

7400

10.2

10.5

9150

16.3

14.0

Beagle Springs

8850

Crab Creek
Lakeview Ridge
Meadow Lake

9.5

9.6

99

101

15. 1

15.7

96

97

13.2

13.7

96

116

18.7

16.3

115

111

Basin Index{%)

102

HENRYS FORK, TETON BASINS
Black Bear

8170

31.9

35 .7

89

33.6

36.3

93

Grand Targhee

9260

38.7

35 .7R

108

29.5

28.8R

102

Grassy Lake

7265

30.2

31.5

96

34.8

34.4

101

Island Park

6290

13.9

14.4

97

17.1

17.4

98

Lewis Lake Divide

7850

29.7

29.4

101

31.8

33.8

94

Ph illips Bench

8200

22.2

23.9

93

25.4

26.8

95

Pine Creek Pass

6720

15.1

13.8

109

21.6

20.3

106

Wh ite Elephant

7710

25.8

25.4

102

26.6

28.6

93
97

99

Basin Index{%)
SNAKE BASIN ABOVE PALISADES
Base Camp

7030

16.2

14.7

110

19.8

20.0

99

Blind Bull Sum

8650

25.1

22 .0

114

16.2

18.6

87

Cottonwood Creek

7670

2 1.4

21.0

102

25.0

23.4

107

East Rim Div ide

7930

11.1

9 .9

112

10.8

11.2

96

Granite Creek

6770

14.4

15.0

96

16.9

18.9

89

Grassy Lake

7265

30.2

31.5

96

34.8

34.4

101

Gros Ventre Summit

8750

11.1

12.7

87

10.5

12.2

86

Gunsight Pass

9820

13 .5

13.2c

102

14.1

13.0c

108

Lewis Lake Divide

7850

29.7

29.4

101

31.8

33 .8

94

Loomis Park

8240

14.2

14.4

99

16.2

16.5

98

Phill ips Bench

8200

22.2

23 .9

93

25.4

26.8

95

Salt River Summit

7760

13.3

12.7

105

15.1

15.8

96

Snake River Station

6920

17.5

15.8

111

22.9

2 1. 5

107

Spring Creek Divide

9000

24.8

22.4

111

22.9

22.7

101

Thumb Divide

7980

14.3

15.0

95

14.9

17.6

85

Togwotee Pass

9580

21.2

21.5

99

24.0

23.0

104

http://wcc.sc.egov.usda.gov/reports/U pdateReport.htm l?report= Idaho
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Two Ocean Plateau

9240

Willow Creek

8380

2:., ~

.
27.6

25.4

103

24.4

25\._..f'i

94

27.3

101

31.1

31.8

98

102

Basin Index{%)

97

WILLOW, BLACKFOOT, PORTNEUF BASINS
Oxford Spring

6740

8.2

8.0

102

17.8

16.5

108

Sedgwick Peak

7850

19.2

19.8

97

22.6

20.5

110

Sheep Mtn.

6570

14.1

12.1

117

18.3

15.7

117

Slug Creek Divide

7225

14.7

14.2

104

21.2

19.8

107

Sornsen Ranch

6800

11.1

12.1

92

16.2

15.7

103

Wildhorse Divide

6490

15.6

16.2

96

21.9

18.7

117

101

Basin Index{%)

110

SNAKE BASIN ABOVE AMERICAN FALLS
Base Camp

7030

16.2

14.7

110

19.8

20.0

99

Black Bear

8170

31.9

35 .7

89

33.6

36.3

93

Blind Bull Sum

8650

25.1

22.0

114

16.2

18.6

87

Cottonwood Creek

7670

21.4

21.0

102

25.0

23.4

107

East Rim Divide

7930

11.1

9.9

112

10.8

11.2

96

Grand Targhee

9260

38.7

35.7R

108

29.5

28.8R

102

Granite Creek

6770

14.4

15.0

96

16.9

18.9

89

Grassy Lake

7265

30.2

31.5

96

34.8

34.4

101

Gros Ventre Summit 8750

11.1

12.7

87

10.5

12.2

86

Gunsight Pass

9820

13.5

13.2c

102

14.1

13 .0c

108

Island Park

6290

13.9

14.4

97

17.1

17.4

98

Lewis Lake Divide

7850

29.7

29.4

101

31.8

33.8

94

Loomis Park

8240

14.2

14.4

99

16.2

16.5

98

Oxford Spring

6740

8.2

8.0

102

17.8

16.5

108

Phillips Bench

8200

22.2

23.9

93

25.4

26.8

95

Pine Creek Pass

6720

15.1

13.8

109

21.6

20.3

106

Salt River Summit

7760

13.3

12.7

105

15.1

15.8

96

Sedgwick Peak

7850

19.2

19.8

97

22.6

20.5

110

Sheep Mtn.

6570

14.1

12.1

117

18.3

15.7

117

Slug Creek Divide

7225

14.7

14.2

104

21.2

19.8

107

Snake River Station

6920

17.5

15.8

111

22.9

21.5

107

Sornsen Ranch

6800

11.1

12.1

92

16.2

15.7

103

Spring Creek Divide

9000

24.8

22.4

111

22.9

22.7

101

Thumb Divide

7980

14.3

15.0

95

14.9

17.6

85

Togwotee Pass

9580

21.2

21.5

99

24.0

23.0

104

Two Ocean Plateau

9240

26.1

25.4

103

24.4

25.9

94

White Elephant

7710

25.8

25.4

102

26.6

28.6

93

Wildhorse Divide

6490

15 .6

16.2

96

21.9

18.7

117

Willow Creek

8380

27.6

27.3

101

31.1

31.8

98

100

101

Basin Index{%)
RAFT BASIN
George Creek

9005

N/A

20.9
I

http://wcc.sc.egov.usda.gov/reports/U pdateReport.htm !?report= Idaho
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N/A

20.5
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Travis L. Thompson, ISB #6168
Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3029
Telephone: (208) 733-0700
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com
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Attorneys for A&B Irrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME

DANIEL PASLA Y, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASENO.CV-2016-117

NOTICE OF HEARING ON
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
DISMISS PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 12(B)(6)

CLERK OF COURT, PLAINTIFFS, & COUNSEL OF RECORD
NOTICE is hereby provided that Defendant A&B Irrigation District, by and through its

counsel of record, Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, will call up for hearing its motion to dismiss
pursuant to 1.R.C.P. 12(b) before the Honorable John K. Butler, Judge of the above entitled
Court, at the Jerome County District Court, 233 W. Main St., Jerome, Idaho 83338 on
Monday, May 9, 2016, at 1:30 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard.

NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS

1
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...
(

~

DATED this _ _ _ _day of April, 2016.

BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON

LLP

Travis L. Thompson

Attorneys for Defendant A&B Irrigation District
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of April, 2016, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION
TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:
Deputy Clerk
Jerome County District Court
233 W. Main St.
Jerome, Idaho 83338

_ _ Hand Delivery
_x_ U.S. Mail
Facsimile
_ _ Overnight Mail
Email

Robert L. Harris
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

_ _ Hand Delivery
_x_U.S. Mail
Facsimile
_ _ Overnight Mail
Email

Travis L. Thompson
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Robert L. Harris (ISB No. 7018)
rharris@holdenlegal.com
Luke H. Marchant (ISB No. 7944)
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
D. Andrew Rawlings (ISB No. 9569)
arawlings@holdenlegal.com
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
P.O. Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,

Case No. CV-2016-0117

AMENDED COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs,
V.

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, and Tateoka Brothers, LLC, by and through their counsel of
record, Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C., and as a cause of action against Defendant,
A&B Irrigation District, allege and complain as follows :
PARTIES

1.

Plaintiff, Daniel Paslay ("Paslay"), is a male citizen and resident of the United States of
America, who resides in Heyburn, Idaho.
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2.

Plaintiff, Gary Ottman ("Ottman"), is a male citizen and resident of the United States of
America, who resides in Hazelton, Idaho.

3.

Plaintiff, Tateoka Brothers, LLC ("Tateoka," and collectively with Paslay and Ottman, the
"Plaintiffs"), is an Idaho limited liability company, with its primary place of business in
Hazelton, Idaho.

4.

Defendant, A&B Irrigation District ("District"), is an irrigation district, organized in the
state of Idaho pursuant to Title 43, Idaho Code, as a quasi-municipal corporation, which
operates in and around Jerome and Rupert, Idaho.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

5.

This is a civil action seeking a declaratory judgment declaring the unconstitutionality of
the District's plans to deprive Plaintiffs of their constitutionally-protected property interest
in the water provided to their properties by the District and to exact assessments from the
Plaintiffs to pay for projects from which they will not benefit both without their consent or
due process of law.

6.

Plaintiff are the owners of certain real property in Jerome County, Idaho (the "Properties"),
described as follows:
a.

Paslay owns approximately 190 acres in Section 15, Township 10 South, Range 21
East, Boise Meridian, located in Jerome County, Idaho. A copy of the most recent
Jerome County Tax Statement is attached as Exhibit 1.

b.

Ottman owns approximately 320 acres in Section 11, Township 10 South, Range
21 East, Boise Meridian, located in Jerome County, Idaho. A copy of the most
recent Jerome County Tax Statements is attached as Exhibit 2.
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c.

Tateoka owns approximately 100 acres in Sections 14 and 15, Township 10 South,
Range 21 East, Boise Meridian, located in Jerome County, Idaho. A copy of the
most recent Jerome County Tax Statement is attached as Exhibit 3.

7.

The District has distributed surface water and storage water to all or part of the Properties
for decades.

8.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action, pursuant to Idaho Code § 1-705,
because the controversy centers on real property rights located in Jerome County, Idaho.

9.

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 10-1201 , Plaintiffs seek, in part, a declaratory judgment,
declaring the rights, status and other legal relations in regard to the issues raised in this case
between Plaintiffs and the District.

10.

This Court has jurisdiction over the Defendant pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-514, because
the District transacts business within the state ofldaho and is a quasi-municipal corporation
in the state of Idaho.

11.

Venue in this action properly lies in this Court, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-401 , because
this action seeks the determination of a right or interest in real property, which is located
in Jerome County, Idaho.
FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS

12.

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 11 above, as though
fully incorporated herein.

13.

The District serves water users located in two discrete areas of the A&B Irrigation District:
Unit A and Unit B.

14.

Unit A is exclusively provided with surface water from the Snake River and storage
reservoirs on the Snake River system.
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15.

Unit B is almost exclusively provided with groundwater from the Eastern Snake Plain
Aquifer ("ESP A").

16.

Plaintiffs are farmers from Unit A who own lands that were developed by the A&B project
works which were originally constructed by the United States Bureau of Reclamation
("BOR") as the "North Side Pumping Division."

17.

As the plan report for the project, dated February 1955, explained:
The plan presented in this report contemplates development of 77,650 acres
of irrigable land. Of the total irrigable acreage, 13,650 would be supplied
by pumping from the Snake River and is designated as Unit A. The
remainder of the Division [Unit B], 64,000 irrigable acres, would be
supplied from 175 wells tapping the great groundwater body underlying the
area.

Surface water will be delivered to Unit A by pumping from the backwaters
of Milner Diversion Dam, while the land in Unit B will be irrigated by
pumping from wells which tap the ground-water reservoir underlying this
portion of the Snake River Plain.

For all practical purposes, the development of Unit A with surface water as
the source of supply is entirely dependent on securing an adequate supply
of storage water.

The 47,000 acre-feet of American Falls space allotted to Unit A of the North
Side Pumping Division, therefore, is a vital asset which will furnish the base
supply of irrigation water for Unit A.

The location and area of lands to be included in Unit A were determined
primarily by the surface topography and depth to groundwater levels in the
Division. The objective of delivering the available supply of surface water
to lands where the depth to ground is greatest, was attained by locating the
unit in the southwestern edge of the project. The location also afforded a
compact body of the choicest land which could be served by a single pump
lift of 163 feet with a relatively short discharge pipe.
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The principal source of water will be from storage in American Falls
Reservoir, which will be augmented by hold-over storage in Palisades
Reservoir and by such natural flow as is available. Stored water will be
released down the Snake River as required. A pumping plant located on the
north shore of the backwaters of Milner Diversion Dam will pump water
against a static head of 163 feet into a gravity canal to serve lands within
[Unit A].
18.

The source of water was foremost in the minds of those war veterans who picked lands to
develop when the A&B project was commenced in the 1950s.

19.

For example, the Paslays, who homesteaded the area, were given a choice of a Unit A farm,
with the Snake River as their water source, or a Unit B farm, irrigated by water drawn from
wells. The Paslays, and many others, chose Unit A farms because they were briefed by
representatives of the BOR and given contracts promising water for their land in Unit A
would be stored in a reservoir system.

20.

From the beginning of the District, there has been some tension between Unit A members
and Unit B members. However, since Unit A has always comprised less than 20% of the
total area under the District, its interests have never carried the same weight as Unit B' s
interests.

21.

Because of this inherent conflict, there have been petitions to divide the District to
administer Unit A and Unit B separately-but eventually the Unit A settlors were
persuaded to remain in the District due to the projected cost savings caused by efficiencies
in joint operations.

22.

As Unit B's groundwater system has developed, the farmers in Unit B became more
efficient, and with their water savings, engaged in an illegal practice that many throughout
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Idaho-not just in the District-participated in. They "enlarged" the authorized acres of
their water rights by water-spreading and irrigating more acres.
23.

By increasing efficiency, the irrigation of the same original field requires diversion of less
water. The irrigators found themselves with "extra" water without increasing the rate of
diversion. With more water, irrigators irrigated more land outside the originally authorized
place of use of the original groundwater rights.

24.

With the irrigation of more acreage, there is an increase in the consumptive use of water,
and the unfortunate result is that water was illegally lost from the regional system because
return flows are reduced, and the risk of a water shortage is increased.

25.

Enlargement became an issue in the Snake River Basin Adjudication (the "SRBA").
Eventually, the Idaho Legislature adopted a statute-Idaho Code § 42-1416-to legalize
enlargement rights through an adjudicated water right in the SRBA.

26.

Idaho Code § 42-1416 was challenged, and found to be unconstitutional, but a replacement
statute-Idaho Code § 42-1426-was found to be constitutional. These statutes have
commonly been referred to as "amnesty" statutes. They effectively grandfather in acres
irrigated through water-spreading as long as it occurred prior November 17, 1987, there is
no additional rate of diversion, and there is full mitigation of injury to junior water rights.

27.

The District eventually had decreed to it five enlargement groundwater rights for 2,063.1
acres, which grew out of its primary groundwater right, 36-2080. The enlargement rights
are Water Right Nos. 36-15127B, 36-15193B, 36-15194B, 36-15195B, and 36-16196B.

28.

The District also had decreed to it enlargement rights for its primary surface water right, 114, for 1,175.2 acres.
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29.

As with nearly all enlargement water rights adjudicated in the SRBA, no mitigation for the
enlargement was provided, so the SRBA court included a condition on the enlargement
rights subordinating it to all water rights with a priority date earlier than April 12, 1994
that are not decreed as enlargements.

30.

What this all means is that the District now has the legal right to irrigate an additional
2,063.1 acres of land irrigated with groundwater that were not part of the original
development of Unit B, as well as the right to also irrigate 1,175.2 acres of Unit A lands
that were not part of the original development of Unit A. More irrigated acres means more
consumptive use of water, and less water returning to the ESP A, the result of which is
contribution to declining groundwater levels that have afflicted Unit B.

31.

As a result, the District has repeatedly taken substantial steps to protect Unit B, at the
expense of those farmers in Unit A, who use surface and storage water to irrigate their
farms.

32.

For instance, in the mid-l 990s, as the water depth was increasing for certain wells, the
District converted some 1,400 acres of Unit B from groundwater to surface/storage water
for irrigation purposes, and then abandoned the non-productive wells.

33.

Another example of this phenomenon occurred in 2004-2005.

Without Plaintiffs'

knowledge, and presumably without the knowledge of many Unit A members, the District
entered into exchange agreements for its storage water with the Twin Falls Canal
Company, the Northside Canal Company, and the Aberdeen-Springfield Canal Company.
Upon information and belief, the arrangement involved the District leasing its storage water
to the three entities in exchange for replacement water the following years in 2001 , 2002,
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and 2003. When the storage allocations were made in 2004, the District was left with only
10,859 acre feet of actual water, or 9% of the 122,098 acre-feet it should have had.
34.

While the District challenged this accounting and tried to remove the watermaster because
it felt that he did not do the accounting correctly, the Director of the Idaho Department of
Water Resources ultimately affirmed the accounting.

35.

Because of the District' s error in making these lease agreements, the District was left with
limited storage supplies in 2004, and the negative repercussive effects of its incorrect legal
position and lease of storage water carried over into 2005.

The result of this

mismanagement was limited surface/storage water supplies to Unit A in 2004 and 2005,
while Unit B continued pumping groundwater to adequately satisfy the needs of Unit B
members.
36.

Further, since 2005, the District has pursued numerous legal actions and delivery calls to
solely benefit the groundwater users in Unit B.

37.

In addition, the District sought judicial confirmation for a seven million dollar bond in
Minidoka County Case No. CV-2014-189. The District's bond proposes to now fund a
project known as the "Unit A Pumping Plant #2 project" (the "Project").

38.

The Project is primarily intended to benefit water users in Unit B.

39.

The Project will build a second pumping station and associated pipeline to increase the
District's capacity to divert surface water and storage water from the Snake River.

40.

The District claims that this will benefit some 4,000 acres in Unit A by improving deliveries
as a result of the increased capacity.

41.

However, the main beneficiaries of the second pumpmg station will be thirty-one
landowners of some 1,500 acres in Unit B, as this project will convert their groundwater
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source of water to surface and storage water.
42.

Even though Plaintiffs dispute the District' s claims that the second pumping station will
benefit 4,000 acres in Unit A, Plaintiffs do not own lands within the 4,000 Unit A acres the
District claims will benefit from the pumping plant, and will therefore definitely not receive
any benefit from the Project.

43.

Simply stated, the Project will require additional water, primarily storage water. Increased
pumping ability and capacity mean nothing without additional water. The District intends
to use Unit A' s surface and storage water-which has been delivered to Unit A from the
beginning of the District's existence-for the benefit of groundwater users in Unit B.

44.

The Project will dilute the water supply on which Plaintiffs rely for irrigation of their lands,
especially in years where the amount of water stored is lower than usual, because the same
amount of water-which was delivered solely to Unit A for decades-will now be divided
among more water users since 1,500 acres of Unit B will now be included.

45.

Further, the seven million dollar bond that will pay for Unit B to obtain water that had
previously been delivered solely to Unit A landowners will be paid for in equal shares
(based on acreage) by every landowner under the District - regardless of whether they
benefit from the project or, as is Plaintiffs' situation, the project is actually to their
detriment.

46.

The bond will fund the Projects to help Unit B reverse its declining groundwater supply,
but the declining groundwater supply is the result of groundwater enlargement selfinflicted by the Unit B members themselves. Unit A irrigators did not cause this problem.

47.

Rather than curtailing the enlarged groundwater acres to supply more water to the original
groundwater acres, the Project plans to use Unit A's storage water to fix Unit B's water
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supply problem by converting groundwater irrigated lands to surface and storage irrigation
using Unit A's water.
48.

Furthermore, the District wants Unit A to pay for the Project at the same rate as the Unit B
landowners, even though the Project is for the benefit of landowners in Unit B, and
primarily for the benefit of only thirty-one farmers in Unit B.

49.

Unit A covers only approximately 18.5% of the total acres under the District, while Unit B
covers the other 81.5%.

50.

Plaintiffs appeared in the District's judicial confirmation case, Minidoka County Case No.
CV-2014-189, to protest the bond.

There, the court declined to address Plaintiffs'

constitutional concerns to be addressed in this matter, finding that they were outside the
purview of that proceeding. See Order Regarding Responses in Opposition to the Verified
Complaint and Petition CV-2014-189 at 5-6 (filed May 13, 2014).

51.

As a result, Plaintiffs have brought this action to prevent the District from taking their water
without their consent and assessing them for projects that are to their detriment.

COUNT 1
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT ENFORCING THE PLAINTIFFS' WATER RIGHTS
PROTECTED BY THE IDAHO CONSTITUTION, ART. XV, §§ 1, 3, 4, AND 5

52.

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 51 above, as though
fully set forth herein.

53.

The Idaho Constitution, Article XV, Section 1, provides: "The use of all waters now
appropriated, or that may hereafter be appropriated for sale, rental or distribution; also of
all water originally appropriated for private use, but which after such appropriation has
heretofore been, or may hereafter be sold, rented, or distributed, is hereby declared to be a
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public use, and subject to the regulations and control of the state in the manner prescribed
by law."
54.

The Idaho Constitution, Article XV, Section 3, provides: "Priority of appropriation shall
give the better right as between those using the water."

55.

The Idaho Constitution, Article XV, Section 4, provides: "Whenever any waters have been,
or shall be, appropriated or used for agricultural purposes, under a sale, rental, or
distribution thereof, such sale, rental, or distribution shall be deemed an exclusive
dedication to such use; and whenever such waters so dedicated shall have once been sold,
rented or distributed to any person who has settled upon or improved land for agricultural
purposes with the view of receiving the benefit of such water under such dedication, such
person, his heirs, executors, administrators, successors, or assigns, shall not thereafter,
without his consent, be deprived of the annual use of the same, when needed for domestic
purposes, or to irrigate the land so settled upon or improved, upon payment therefor, and
compliance with such equitable terms and conditions as to the quantity used and times of
use, as may be prescribed by law."

56.

The Idaho Constitution, Article XV, Section 5, provides: "Whenever more than one person
has settled upon, or improved land with the view of receiving water for agricultural
purposes, under a sale, rental, or distribution thereof, as in the last preceding section of this
article provided, as among such persons, priority in time shall give superiority of right to
the use of such water in the numerical order of such settlements or improvements; but
whenever the supply of such water shall not be sufficient to meet the demands of all those
desiring to use the same, such priority of right shall be subject to such reasonable
limitations as to the quantity of water used and times of use as the legislature, having due
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regard both to such priority of right and the necessities of those subsequent in time of
settlement or improvement, may by law prescribe."
57.

The District is an appropriator, in accordance with the term "appropriation" as used in these
sections of the Idaho Constitution. The District is also a distributor, in accordance with the
term "distribution" as used in these sections of the Idaho Constitution.

58.

Plaintiffs are distributees, in accordance with the term "distribution" as used in these
sections of the Idaho Constitution.

59.

The water that the District has distributed to Plaintiffs (and Plaintiffs' respective
predecessors-in-interest) for decades has become dedicated to the Properties by application
thereon to beneficial use, as explained in Bradshaw v. Milner Low Lift Irr. Dist., 85 Idaho
528, 545, 381 P.2d 440, 449 (1963), and are, therefore, water rights appurtenant to the
Properties.

60.

Plaintiffs have not consented to any decrease in the amount of water provided to the
Properties.

61 .

The Project, as presently constituted, will cause the amount of water available to Plaintiffs,
and other Unit A members, to decrease.

62.

The decrease proposed by the District, via the Project, without Plaintiffs' consent will
deprive Plaintiffs of their water rights, in violation of the Idaho Constitution, Article XV,
Sections 1, 3, 4, and 5; see also Bradshaw v. Milner Low Lift Irr. Dist.

63 .

Accordingly, this Court should enter a declaratory judgment declaring that the District is
without authority to deprive Plaintiffs of their water rights without their consent or due
process oflaw.
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COUNT2
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT ENFORCING THE PLAINTIFFS' PROPERTY RIGHTS
PROTECTED BY THE IDAHO CONSTITUTION, ART. I,§§ 13 AND 14

64.

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 63 above, as though
fully set forth herein.

65.

The Idaho Constitution, Article I, Section 13, provides: "No person shall ... be deprived
of life, liberty or property without due process of law."

66.

The Idaho Constitution, Article I, Section 14, provides: "Private property may be taken for
public use, but not until a just compensation, to be ascertained in the manner prescribed by
law, shall be paid therefor."

67.

The Project is solely intended to benefit Unit B members of the District.

68.

The Project will (a) benefit the thirty-one owners of the 1,500 acres in Unit B that will be
converted to using surface/storage water; (b) benefit the rest of Unit B, which will have
1,500 fewer acres to irrigate with the same groundwater rights; (c) may provide a minor
timing benefit to some 4,000 acres of Unit A because of the increased pumping capacity;
but (d) will not substantively benefit any of Unit A, as the same surface and storage water
rights will now have to be used to irrigate Unit A and an additional 1,500 acres in Unit B.

69.

The District' s plan to assess all the acreage in the district equally completely ignores the
issue of which landowners benefit from the Projects.

70.

As the Idaho Supreme Court explained in Bradshaw, "the imposition of such additional
costs and burdens upon the owners of the old lands (to provide the means to irrigate lands
newly-added to the system], without their consent, would be an invasion of their
constitutionally protected property rights." 85 Idaho at 548, 381 P.2d at 451.

71.

Plaintiffs have not consented to payment of assessments for the Project.
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72.

The District's exaction of an assessment from Plaintiffs to pay for the Projects, without
their consent or due process of law, violates Plaintiffs' rights protected by the Idaho
Constitution, Article I, Sections 13 and 14.

73.

Accordingly, this Court should enter a declaratory judgment declaring that the District is
without authority to exact an assessment from Plaintiffs to benefit other water users without
their consent or due process of law.
COUNT3
BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

74.

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 73 above, as though
fully set forth herein.

75.

Idaho Code, Section 43-316, provides: "The legal title to all property acquired under the
provisions of this title shall immediately and by operation of law vest in such irrigation
district, and shall be held by such district in trust for, and is hereby dedicated and set apart
to, the uses and purposes set forth in this title. Said board is hereby authorized and
empowered to hold, use, acquire, manage, occupy and possess said property as herein
provided." (Emphasis added).

76.

Water rights are real property rights, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 55-101.

77.

Water rights are appurtenant to the real property where they have been put to beneficial
use.

78.

The District holds all of its water rights, including, but not limited to the following surface
water rights: 01-14, 01-10225, 01-10237, 01-10238, 01-10239, 01-10240, 01-10241, and
permit number 0 1-10663 in trust for the owners of the real property located within the
District, including Plaintiffs.
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79.

As trustee, holding these water rights for the benefit of Plaintiffs and other water users, the
District owes certain fiduciary duties of loyalty and care to the Plaintiffs as beneficiaries.

80.

The District breached its duty of loyalty to Plaintiffs by seeking to use these water rights
and its storage water interests to irrigate more land, to the detriment of Plaintiffs.

81.

Using the same amount of water rights to irrigate more acreage dilutes the amount of water
available for Plaintiffs' use.

82.

While the effect of such dilution may not be felt in years with plenty of water; it will
decrease the amount of water available to Plaintiffs in years with a shortage of water.

83.

Accordingly, this Court should enjoin the District from taking actions in breach of its
fiduciary duty owed to Plaintiffs.

ATTORNEY'S FEES
84.

Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 83 above, as though
fully set forth herein.

85.

As a further direct and proximate result of the District' s actions to take Plaintiffs' water
rights and other property without due process oflaw, in violation of the Idaho Constitution,
Plaintiffs have been obligated to employ the services of Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo,
P.L.L.C.

86.

Plaintiffs have a right to recover reasonable costs and attorney' s fees pursuant to Idaho
Code§§ 12-117, 12-120, 12-1 21, and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs seek judgment against the District as follows:
A.

For a declaratory judgment, declaring that the District is without authority to deprive
Plaintiffs of their water rights or to assess Plaintiffs for the benefit of other water users
without their consent or due process of law;

B.

For a permanent injunction, enjoining the District from breaching its fiduciary duties to
Plaintiffs by spreading the same surface water rights and storage water interests over more
irrigable acres;

C.

For attorney's fees pursuant to statute and costs of suit; and

D.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Dated this :z,z~ay of April, 2016.

Robert L. Harris
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this -Z"l-~day of April, 2016, I served a true and correct copy of
the following described pleading or document on the attorneys and/or individuals listed below by
the method indicated.

Document Served:

AMENDED COMPLAINT

Attorneys and/or Individuals Served:

Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3029
Fax: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

( ) Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Courthouse Box
( vffederal Express

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN

'
& CRAPO, P.L.L.C
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Robert L. Harris (ISB No. 7018)
Luke H. Marchant (ISB No. 7944)
D. Andrew Rawlings (ISB No. 9569)
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
P.O. Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone:
(208) 523-0620
Facsimile:
(208) 523-9518
Email:
rharris@holdenlegal.com
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
arawlings@holdenlegal.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

Case No. CV-2016-0117

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
AFFIDAVIT OF DAN TEMPLE
AND DENY DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO DISMISS

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.
Plaintiffs, Daniel Paslay ("Paslay"), Gary Ottman ("Ottman"), and Tateoka Brothers, LLC
("Tateoka" and, collectively with Paslay and Ottman, "Plaintiffs"), by and through their counsel
of record Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. and pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure 12(f) and 12(b), moves this Court to strike the Affidavit of Dan Temple in Support of

Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss (the "Temple Affidavit") in its entirety, to rule on Defendant 's
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PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF DAN TEMPLE
AND DENY DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS
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Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to lR.C.P. 12(B)(6) (the "Motion to Dismiss") as a motion under
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6), and to deny the Motion to Dismiss.
Despite styling the Motion to Dismiss as a motion brought under Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 12(b)(6), Defendant-by introducing substantial factual matters through the Temple

Affidavit and arguing them in its supporting Memorandum-has attempted to transmute its motion
into a de facto motion for summary judgment. See I.R.C.P. 12(b) ("If, on a motion asserting the
defense numbered (6) ... matters outside the pleading are presented to and not excluded by the
court, the motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in

Rule 56" (emphasis added)). Doing so before even filing an answer circumvents discovery and
immediately imposes a higher burden I on Plaintiffs. This Court should not allow such a procedural
tactic to derail the litigation process.
Accordingly, this Court should strike the Temple Affidavit, and the factual references in the
District's Memorandum; view the Motion to Dismiss as the 12(b)(6) motion it purports to be; and
deny the Motion to Dismiss, because the Complaint states a claim for which relief can be granted.

As the District explained: "In a motion to dismiss, ' [t]he question then is whether the non-movant has alleged
sufficient facts in support ofhis claim which, if true, would entitle him to relief" Memorandum, p. 4 (quoting
Rincover v. State, Dep't of Fin. , Sec. Bureau, 128 Idaho 653, 656, 917 P.2d 1293, 1296 (1996)) (brackets in
original). Further, "every reasonable intendment will be made to sustain a complaint against a motion to
dismiss for failure to state a claim." Idaho Comm'n on Human Rights v. Campbell, 95 Idaho 215, 217, 506
P.2d 112, 114 (1973). Finally, "all inferences from the record viewed in [the non-movant's] favor .. . [and
a] 12(b)(6) motion looks only at the pleadings to determine whether a claim forreliefhas been stated." Young
v. City of Ketchum , 137 Idaho 102, 104, 44 P.3d 1157, 1159 (2002).
On the other hand, the burden on the non-movant facing a motion for summary judgment is higher. After
drawing inferences similarly in the non-movant's favor, the court then "looks to the evidence to see ifthere
are any issues of material fact and whether the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Id.
The "non-moving party may not rely upon its pleadings, but must come forward with evidence by way of
affidavit or otherwise which contradicts the evidence submitted by the moving party, and which establishes
the existence of a material issue of disputed fact. " Jones v. HealthSouth Treasure Valley Hosp., 147 Idaho
109, 112, 206 P.3d 473 , 476 (2009). And a "mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is
not sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact for the purposes of summary judgment." Van v.
Portneuf Med. Ctr., 147 Idaho 552, 556, 212 P.3d 982, 986 (2009).
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I. BACKGROUND
The District is divided into Unit A and Unit B. Unit A makes about 18.5% of the District' s
area and is irrigated solely by surface and storage water. Unit B makes up approximately 81 .5%
of the area of the District and is irrigated almost exclusively by ground water.
Plaintiffs are landowners in Unit A, who irrigate their farms by use of surface water from
the Snake River and storage water from the Snake River Reservoir System. This water has been
delivered by the District and beneficially used on Plaintiffs' farms for more than fifty years. Each
year, in exchange for paying all of the required fees to the District, Plaintiffs are entitled to receive
water to irrigate their farms. The exact nature of the right that entitles Plaintiffs to this water is
ultimately at the core of this case.
Due to the disparity in voting power and divergent interests between the Units, the interests
of Unit A have repeatedly been subordinated in favor of Unit B. Time and time again, this has
caused unnecessary difficulty and hardship for Unit A landowners, including Plaintiffs. Most
recently, this antipathy toward Unit A' s interests has been demonstrated by the District' s "Unit A
Pumping Plant #2 project" (the "Project"). The Project will add a second pumping plant on the
Snake River to pump more water at a faster rate into the District's system of canals. The Project
is meant to facilitate the irrigation of 1,500 acres of Unit B lands, which have previously been
irrigated with ground water, now with surface water and storage water from the Snake River.
Plaintiffs have two issues with the Project.
First, the Project redistributes water away from Unit A in favor of Unit B. The District is
not acquiring any additional water rights to surface water or storage water. This means that the
same amount of (surface and storage) water will now be used to irrigate everything it previously
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irrigated in Unit A and an additional 1,500 acres in Unit B. This may work out fine in years with
plenty of water, but will prove disastrous in years with water shortages. In those inevitable years
of water scarcity, Plaintiffs will receive less water (because of the Project) than they would now
(without the Project), due to the simple math of dividing the same amount of surface and storage
water among more irrigated acres.
Second, the District obtained a $7 million bond to pay for the Project. It is not enough that
the Project will harm Plaintiffs' interest in the water used on their farms for decades; the District
is requiring Plaintiffs to pay for the Project. This ignores the concept that assessments must match
benefits. It also violates Plaintiffs' rights to due process and just compensation.
These two issues present similar questions regarding Plaintiffs' property interests and the
District's ability to take Plaintiffs' property over Plaintiffs' objections.
II. ARGUMENT
The District has presented matters outside the pleadings to this Court.

The Temple

Affidavit, including the exhibits thereto, is almost 200 pages long. The District's voluminous
opposition to the Complaint,2 notably filed before any answer, is an effort to force Plaintiffs'
claims to survive the higher summary judgment standard at a much earlier stage of this litigation
than would otherwise be normal.

Plaintiffs' Complaint, filed February 12, 2016, has now been supplanted by Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint,
filed simultaneously herewith. Because Counts l and 2, the only portions of the Complaint at issue in the
Motion to Dismiss, remain unchanged in the Amended Complaint, both are referred to herein as the
"Complaint." However, Plaintiffs filed the Amended Complaint as allowed by Rule l5(a), which provides: "A
party may amend the party's pleading once as a matter of course at any time before a responsive pleading is
served." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure l5(a). The District has not yet filed an answer, which is the responsive
pleading to a complaint. See Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(a) (defining pleadings to mean "a complaint and
an answer" and various replies). The Motion to Dismiss is a response to the Complaint, but it is not a
responsive pleading. See Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12. Therefore, Plaintiffs are entitled to amend their
Complaint once as a matter of course. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a).
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However, the Court only has to treat the Motion to Dismiss as a motion for summary
judgment if the extraneous matter presented are "not excluded by the court." Idaho R. Civ. P.
12(b). Therefore, this Court should strike all of the Temple Affidavit and the references to those
materials in the Motion itself, and then consider (and deny) the Motion as a 12(b)(6) motion.
A. This Court should strike the Temple Affidavit in its entirety because it is immaterial to
the Motion to Dismiss, except to transform the Motion to Dismiss from being considered
under Rule 12(b) to one considered under Rule 56.

A party may assert, by motion, that a complaint should be dismissed because of a "failure
to state a claim upon which relief can be granted." Idaho R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6). In the context of
such a motion, the rule further explains:

If, on a motion asserting the defense numbered (6) to dismiss for failure of
the pleading to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, matters
outside the pleading are presented to and not excluded by the court, the
motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment and disposed of as
provided in Rule 56, and all parties shall be given reasonable opportunity to
present all material made pertinent to such a motion by Rule 56.
Id. (emphasis added). Thus, there are two prerequisites for a 12(b)(6) motion to be treated as a
motion for summary judgment under Rule 56. First, "matters outside the pleading are presented
to ... the court" and, second those "matters" are "not excluded by the court." Id.
The District seeks dismissal of Plaintiffs' Complaint pursuant to Rule 12(b)( 6), but it offers
hundreds of pages of evidence outside the pleadings. Rather than file an answer to address
Plaintiffs' claims; the District is seeking to introduce facts, raise the burden on Plaintiffs to survive
their motion, and improperly present facts to this Court.
The District states that " [t]he relevant undisputed facts for purposes of the District's motion
are set forth in the Affidavit of Dan Temple." Mem. in Support of Mot. to Dismiss (hereinafter, the
"Memorandum" ), p. 3 (italics in original). However, Plaintiffs dispute some of the "facts" detailed
5
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in the Temple Affidavit and also contest whether the facts are relevant to the District's motionexcept to transform a motion to dismiss into a motion for summary judgment. Two main factual
assertions pervade both the Temple Affidavit and the Memorandum.

Plaintiffs contest both

assertions and the Court should strike the Temple Affidavit and the portions of the Memorandum
that refer to them because they are disputed and irrelevant. Further, other matters are improperly
presented to the Court and should also be stricken.
First, the District repeatedly asserts that "Plaintiffs will continue to receive necessary water
for irrigation of their lands," Memorandum, p. 3, and in particular, that Plaintiffs "will receive the
total annual volume they are due in 2016." Memorandum , p. 6. Simply, the District's platitudes
and assurance regarding this year are not good enough. This case is not about 2016. It is not about
the District' s confident statements that there will always be enough water. This case is about
defining the nature of the Plaintiffs' interest in the water that is distributed by the District and put
to beneficial use on Plaintiffs' farms. Plaintiffs seek a declaratory judgment from this Court
vindicating their rights elucidated in the Idaho Constitution and definitively ordering the District
to respect those rights in 2016 and every future year. For that reason, the current status of the
water stored in the Snake River system and the snowpack, as well as the District's optimistic
projections and estimates for the future are completely irrelevant, and should be stricken.
Second, the District also repeatedly claims that Plaintiffs will have "an increased delivery
rate during the peak of the irrigation season when water is needed most." Memorandum, p. 7.
Again, the District is talking about 2016 and the good years, when there is plenty of water.
However, Plaintiffs are seeking to preserve their Constitutional rights in good years and bad; so
that when there is not enough water for everyone, the District will still respect the Constitutionally-
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mandated principle that first in time is first in right to water and, in that circumstance, will not take
water from Plaintiffs without their consent. Therefore, all of the facts relating to delivery are also
irrelevant, and should be struck as well.
The Temple Affidavit also presents material without laying adequate foundation-either
regarding Dan Temple's personal knowledge (see Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(e)) or his
qualifications as an expert sufficient to offer expert opinion (see Idaho Rules of Evidence 702 and
703). For instance, while Mr. Temple may be able to authenticate the repayment contract, Temple
Affidavit, Ex. A, or the District's bylaws, Temple Affidavit, Ex. B, he does not appear to have
personal knowledge regarding the entry into the contract in 1962, the operation and maintenance
turnover in 1966, or the adoption of the bylaws in 1968 (which is 48 years ago, and likely more
than the "over 40 years" Mr. Temple has worked for the District). Temple Affidavit,

11

2-3.

Further, no foundation for Mr. Temple as a legal expert has been laid to enable him to opine as to
the effect of the orders issued by the Idaho Department of Water Resources. Temple Affidavit, 16
and Ex. E. Mr. Temple also provides no basis for his expert opinion, which he is likely qualified
to give, that "[t]he historical average volume delivered has held right at the three (3) acre-feet per
acre across the entire project," which is also vague as to the timeframe included. Temple Affidavit,

18.

Again, Mr. Temple provides no basis for his opinion that Plaintiffs will receive 1 miner's inch

per acre in the future because of the Project. Temple Affidavit, 11 13-14. Despite the requirement
that affidavits must present "facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively
that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein," the Temple Affidavit falls short
and presents facts that are inadmissible for evidentiary reasons, and should therefore be stricken.
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Finally, Plaintiffs admit (without conceding) that the Court could possibly take judicial
notice of other factual matters, including, for example, the proceedings in the prior judicial
confirmation case, Minidoka County Case No. CV-2014-0189. See, e.g., Temple A.ff, exs. H, I,
and J. The District also seeks to put contracts, bylaws, water right partial decrees, IDWR orders,
and District resolutions in the record. However, The District has not requested that this Court take
judicial notice of any of this material. Therefore, the Temple Affidavit is an attempt to also
circumvent the process of judicial notice and the remainder of the Temple Affidavit (in addition to
the directly objectionable material described above) should be stricken.
8. The Motion to Dismiss should be denied because Plaintiffs have alleged facts that, if
true, entitle them to the relief sought.

As previously described, see Footnote 1, supra, the legal standard for a Rule 12(b)(6)
motion is lower than a motion for summary judgment-i.e., less is required for a plaintiffs claims
to survive a Rule l 2(b)( 6) motion than is necessary for the same claims to survive a motion for
summary judgment. The legal standard in evaluating a 12(b)(6) motion is:
The Court on appeal must determine whether the non-movant has alleged
sufficient facts in support of his claim, which if true, would entitle him to
relief. The Court must draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the nonmoving party. After drawing all inferences in favor of the non-moving
party, the Court then examines whether a claim for relief has been stated.
Brooksby v. Geico Gen. Ins. Co., 153 Idaho 546, 547-48, 286 P.3d 182, 183-84 (2012) (citation
omitted). "The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail, but whether the party is
entitled to offer evidence to support the claims." Losser v. Bradstreet, 145 Idaho 670, 673 , 183
P.3d 758, 761 (2008) (citations and quotation marks omitted).
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1. Plaintiffs' First Claim does not require a showing of a "taking" because it

does not seek compensation for a taking, but rather seeks a declaratory
judgment vindicating Plaintiffs' constitutional rights.

Plaintiffs' first claim seeks "Declaratory Judgment enforcing the Plaintiffs' Water Rights
protected by the Idaho Constitution, Art. XV,§ § 1, 3, 4, and 5." Complaint, p. 10 (capitalization
modified). Contrary to the District's misinterpretation, Plaintiffs' action is not in the nature of "a
claim of inverse condemnation." Memorandum, p. 6. Inverse condemnation is "[a]n action
brought by a property owner for compensation from a governmental entity that has taken the
owner's property without bringing formal condemnation proceedings."

BLACK'S LAW

DICTIONARY 332 (9th ed. 2009). However, Plaintiffs are not seeking compensation for an illegal
taking. Plaintiffs are seeking to have this Court declare that they have a constitutionally-protected
interest in the water (distributed to them by the District) that Plaintiffs have put to beneficial use
on their farms.
Because of the mistaken interpretation of the Complaint, the District has engaged in the
incorrect analysis. Much of the Memorandum focuses on the District's argument that Plaintiffs
cannot prove a "taking." See Memorandum, pp. 7-13. However, there is no necessity for Plaintiffs
to prove a taking because Count I is not a claim for inverse condemnation.

It is beyond contestation that the District merely holds water rights "in trust for" the
landowners in the district who apply the water to beneficial use. Idaho Code § 43-316; see also
Jensen v. Boise-Kuna Irr. Dist., 75 Idaho 133, 139, 269 P.2d 755, 758 (1954) (an irrigation
district's property "is held in trust for, dedicated to, and set apart to the use and purposes provided
by law"). "Without [both] the diversion by the irrigation districts and beneficial use of water for
irrigation purposes by the irrigators, valid water rights for the reservoirs would not exist under
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Idaho law." United States v. Pioneer Irr. Dist., 144 Idaho 106, 110, 157 P.3d 600, 604 (2007).
The irrigation district and the landowner work in tandem.
However, the landowner, who "applies the water to beneficial use has a right that is more

than a contractual righf' derived from the irrigation district.

Id , at 115, 157 P.3d at 609

(emphasis added). In fact, " [i]t is that beneficial use that determines water right ownership." Id
at 113, 157 P.3d at 607. Therefore, the water user, even if he obtains water from an irrigation
district, has more than a "mere contractual expectancy" in the water put to beneficial use on his
farm; he has "a perpetual right" preserved in the Idaho Constitution (specifically Art. XV, § 4) and
"reiterated in the Idaho Code." Id at 114, 157 P.3d at 608.
The Idaho Constitution defines this "perpetual right" and provides:
Whenever any waters have been, or shall be, appropriated or used for
agricultural purposes, under a sale, rental, or distribution thereof, such sale,
rental, or distribution shall be deemed an exclusive dedication to such use;
and whenever such waters so dedicated shall have once been sold, rented or
distributed to any person who has settled upon or improved land for
agricultural purposes with the view of receiving the benefit of such water
under such dedication, such person, his heirs, executors, administrators,
successors, or assigns, shall not thereafter, without his consent, be
deprived of the annual use of the same, when needed for domestic
purposes, or to irrigate the land so settled upon or improved, upon payment
therefor, and compliance with such equitable terms and conditions as to the
quantity used and times of use, as may be prescribed by law.
Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 4 (emphasis added).

Therefore, (1) when waters have been

appropriated for agricultural purposes and (2) are thereafter distributed (3) to someone who has
"improved land for agricultural purposes with the view of receiving the benefit of such water under
such dedication", the distribution is "deemed an exclusive dedication to such use." Id. Once
exclusively dedicated in this manner, the distributee (and his successors) "shall not thereafter,
without his consent, be deprived of the annual use of the same, when needed ... to irrigate the
IO
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land so settled upon or improved" as long as the distribute pays for the distribution of water and
follows all the other lawful terms. Id.
In Bradshaw, the Idaho Supreme Court explained that sections 1, 4, and 5 of Article XV
of the Idaho Constitution "apply to irrigation districts." Bradshaw v. Milner Low Lift Irr. Dist. , 85
Idaho 528, 545, 381 P.2d 440, 449 (1963). Therefore:
The defendant district, . . . having itself made subsequent appropriations and
purchases of water, stands in the position of appropriator for distribution to
the landowners within the district, within the meaning of Const., Art. 15, §
1. The district holds title to the water rights in trust for the landowners. The
landowners, to whose lands the water has become dedicated by
application thereon to a beneficial use, have acquired the status and rights
of distributees under Const., Art. 15, §§ 4 and 5.
Id. (emphasis added). Therefore, the landowners "could not thereafter, without their consent, be
deprived of the use of that water when needed to irrigate their lands." Id. at 546, 381 P.2d at 450
(citing Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 4; Idaho Code§§ 42-101 , 42-914). Further, the landowners'
"use of the water for many years prior to the annexation gave them ' superiority of right to the use
of such water' " relative to lands that had not used the water. Bradshaw, 85 Idaho at 546, 381 P .2d
at 450 (quoting Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 5, remaining citations omitted).
Here, the facts are very similar to Bradshaw. The District has appropriated water for
agricultural purposes, including on Plaintiffs' farms. The District has distributed surface and
storage water. The water has been applied to beneficial use by Plaintiffs, and their respective
predecessors-in-interest, on their farms for decades. Therefore, this distribution to Plaintiffs is
"deemed an exclusive dedication," Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 4, and Plaintiffs have "acquired
the status and rights of distributes" under the Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, §§ 4 and 5. Bradshaw,
85 Idaho at 545, 381 P.2d at 449. In the words of the Supreme Court, Plaintiffs have a "perpetual
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right" to the water dedicated to their farms by past use. Pioneer, 144 Idaho at 114, 157 P.3d at
608. As a result, Plaintiffs contend in Count 1 that they cannot now or at any time in the future ,
"without their consent, be deprived of the use of that water when needed to irrigate their lands."

Bradshaw, 85 Idaho at 546, 381 P.2d at 450.
In fact, in American Falls Reservoir Dist. No. 2 v. Idaho Dept. of Water Resources (a case
in which both the District and the District's current counsel were involved, albeit the District was
represented by different counsel), the District' s current counsel very clearly described the basis
that Plaintiffs now assert in this constitutional claim:
The significance and nature of water rights held by an irrigation district are
again clearly demonstrated in Bradshaw v. Milner Low Lift Irr. Dist., 85
Idaho 528 (1963) ... . The Idaho Supreme Court noted that an irrigation
district holds title to its water rights in trust for the landowners, and that the
district stands in the position of appropriator for distribution to the
landowners within the district, within the meeting of Const., Art. 15, §1.
The landowners, to whose land the water has become dedicated by
application thereon to a beneficial use, have acquired the status and rights
of distributees under Cont., Art. 15, §§4 and 5. 85 Idaho at 545.
The Supreme Court in Bradshaw then confirmed the holding of the trial
court which found that the owners of the old lands, through and by means
of the irrigation district, acquired, and for many years applied to the
irrigation of their lands, valuable water rights, which had become
appurtenant and dedicated to their lands, and which were held in trust by
the district for their use. They could not thereafter, without their consent,
be deprived of use of that water when needed.
Plaintiffs' Brief in Response to Defendants' and IGWA' s Opening Briefs, American Falls

Reservoir Dist. No. 2 v. Idaho Dept. of Water Resources (Nov. 13, 2006), 2006 WL 3618619
(Idaho), 35-36 (emphasis added).
It is this "perpetual right" to the "exclusive dedication" of water to Plaintiffs' farms that
the District is seeking to degrade and Plaintiffs are attempting to protect. The District' s position
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is that it can relocate any of its storage and surface water rights anywhere within the District at any
time without anyone's approval but the board when water diverted under those rights have never
been used on the lands the Project proposes to use the surface and storage water on.

See

Memorandum, p. 11. Count 1 of Plaintiffs' Complaint seeks to have a declaration from this Court
that Plaintiffs have more than just a contractual expectancy in the water delivered to them by the
District. Count 1 states a valid claim, by asking this Court to declare that Plaintiffs have a
constitutionally-mandated, statutorily-protected interest in that water; and that each Plaintiff may
not, "without his consent, be deprived of the annual use of the same, when needed for domestic
purposes, or to irrigate the land so settled upon or improved, upon payment therefor, and
compliance with" the elements of the water right. Idaho Constitution, Art. XV,§ 4.

2. Plainitffs' Second Claim is not barred by estoppel or res judicata because the
issue has never been finally adjudicated on the merits.
In Bradshaw, the suit was not only about taking water from prior irrigators, but also about
requiring them to pay for the infrastructure to do so. Bradshaw, 85 Idaho at 539, 381 P.2d at 445.
There, the irrigation district also followed its bylaws and procedures to increase the levy on all of
the members of the district. Id. However, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the district was
prevented from increasing the levy on the "old lands" for two reasons. First, the "burdens were
assumed by the owners of the new lands in their petition for annexation, and were made a condition
thereof." Id. at 547-48, 381 P.2d at 451. Second, the Court explained that, additionally, "the
imposition of such additional costs and burdens upon the owners of the old lands, without their
consent, would be an invasion of their constitutionally protected property rights." Id. at 548, 381
P.2d at 451. (citing Idaho Constitution, Art. I,§§ 13 and 14, other citations omitted).
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Admittedly, this case does not present the same annexation issue as Bradshaw. However,
there is an analogous argument between the old lands versus the new lands in Bradshaw and the
Plaintiffs defending their rights against the District (acting mainly on behalf of the 1,500 acres in
Unit B that will be newly irrigated with surface and storage water). While this case does not
present the same rationale of abiding by the text of an annexation agreement, the Bradshaw Court's
second rational-that, despite following all the bylaws and procedures to raise assessments, "the
imposition of such additional costs and burdens upon the [Plaintiffs], without their consent, would
be an invasion of their constitutionally protected property rights." Id. at 548, 381 P .2d at 451. The
Idaho Constitution protects Plaintiffs from being "deprived of ... property without due process of
law," Art. I, § 13, and also requires that, in order to take property by eminent domain, a public
entity (such as an irrigation district) must provide "just compensation," Art. I,§ 14. Bradshaw, 85
Idaho at 548, 381 P.2d at 451.
Irrigation districts have the power to levy assessments. However, "it has always recognized
as a basic principle of the law that the assessments levied by virtue of its [authority as an irrigation
district] differ from a general tax levied for governmental purposes in the important particular that

such assessments can only be levied upon the basis of benefits." Am. Falls Reservoir Dist. v.
Thrall, 39 Idaho 105,228 P. 236, 248 (1924) (emphasis added). "The apportionment of cost to be

assessed against the land in an irrigation district depends on benefits which have been previously
adjudicated and determined." Hale v. McCammon Ditch Co., 72 Idaho 478, 487, 244 P.2d 151,
156 (1951) (emphasis added).
Here, the case is a simple illustration of the tyranny of the majority. It is interesting that
the District notes that "the landowners overwhelmingly approved the District' s right to enter into
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the loans by a margin of 81% to 19%," Memorandum , p. 13, given that "Unit A covers only
approximately 18.5% of the total acres under the District, while Unit B covers the other 81.5%,"
Complaint,~ 49, and the Project is overwhelmingly in the interest of Unit B landowners. The
Project will make fewer acres dependent on the same ground water rights (Unit B) by making more
acres dependent on the same surface and storage water rights (Unit A, with the additional 1,500
acres from Unit B). This will help Unit B' s water supply problem. This may be a factual issue,
which will require a finder of fact. Yet, to make Plaintiffs, who are part of Unit A, pay for the
Project that will divest them of their "perpetual right" to the water exclusively dedicated to their
farms compounds the injury inflicted by the District.
Further, Plaintiffs are not barred by res judicata from pursuing Count 2. The District
correctly explains that a claim will be barred by claim preclusion, a part of res judicata, in a
subsequent action when three requirements are satisfied: "(1) same parties; (2) same claim; and
(3) final judgment." Ticor Title Co. v. Stanion, 144 Idaho 119, 124, 157 P.3d 613 , 618 (2007).
The third element requires that "the original action ended in final judgment on the merits."
Berkshire Investments, LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73, 81 , 278 P.3d 943, 951 (2012).
Admittedly, the judicial confirmation case involved both the District and the Plaintiffs. See
Order Regarding Responses in Opposition to the Verified Complaint and Petition, Minidoka
County Case No. CV-2014-0189 (filed May 12, 2014) (the "Final Order").

The judicial

confirmation case also involved this constitutional claim. Final Order, pp. 5-6.
However, the Final Order explicitly did not address the merits ofthis constitutional claim,
and therefore it is not barred from the present action by claim preclusion. See Final Order, pp. 5-
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6. Thus, this is not a case where a claim could have been brought and was not addressed for that
reason. Here, the Final Order explicitly explained:
In a proceeding for the judicial confirmation of an irrigation district's
issuance of bonds, the court' s focus is narrow; the court reviews the
proceedings and determines whether the irrigation district's "assessment,
list and apportionment are in any substantial matter erroneous or unjust."
LC. § 43-408 (italics added). Notably, the court is not tasked with
determining whether the projects sought to be funded by proposed bonds
are erroneous or unjust. The applicable statutes do not require the court to
determine whether the intended projects are necessary, financially viable,
or likely to achieve a desired outcome. Similarly, the applicable statutes do
not require the court to consider whether the intended projects may result in
an unconstitutional taking or may adversely affect the property rights of
private landowners. Therefore the [Plaintiffs' ] arguments regarding the
potentially adverse effects of the Projects are not appropriate for
consideration in the present bond confirmation proceeding under Idaho
Code §§ 43-406 through 43-408.
Final Order, pp. 5-6 (italics in original). This is not a final adjudication on the merits, and therefore

is has no preclusive effect on Plaintiffs' present action against the District.

III. CONCLUSION
In sum, the District should not, by improperly presenting contested and irrelevant facts
outside the pleadings before even filing an answer, be allowed to transmute its Motion to Dismiss
into a motion for summary judgment. Accordingly the Temple Affidavit should be stricken in its
entirety and all references to those factual matters in the District's Memorandum should also be
stricken.
Plaintiffs' Complaint states a claim for which relief can be granted. Counts 1 and 2 seek
declaratory judgments from this Court to protect Plaintiffs' constitutional rights to exclusively
dedicated water as distributees and property rights that are being taken without due process or just
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compensation.

Therefore, the Motion to Dismiss should analyzed as the 12(b)(6) motion it

purports to be and should be denied.
Dated this -Z"t-,.,Aday of April 2016.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLA Y, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

Case No. CV-2016-0117

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CONTINUE
PROCEEDINGS OR DENY
DEFENDANT'S DE FACTO MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.
Plaintiffs, Daniel Paslay ("Paslay"), Gary Ottman ("Ottman"), and Tateoka Brothers, LLC
("Tateoka" and, collectively with Paslay and Ottman, "Plaintiffs"), by and through their counsel
of record Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C. and pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure 12(b) and 56(f), moves this Court to deny or continue Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss

Pursuant to IR.C.P. J2(B)(6) (the "Motion to Dismiss") because Plaintiffs have not had an
opportunity to conduct discovery to present facts essential to support their opposition. In the event
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the Court desires to rule on the merits of the Motion to Dismiss as a de facto motion for summary
judgment, Plaintiffs request that the Court deny the Motion to Dismiss because there are genuine
issues of material fact and the District has not shown it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
This motion is supported by the Affidavit of Robert L. Harris in Support of Motion to Continue
(the "Harris Aff"), submitted contemporaneously herewith.
First, Plaintiffs desire that this Court consider their Motion to Strike Affidavit of Dan

Temple and Deny Defendant's Motion to Dismiss (the "Motion to Strike"). Only if the Court
declines to strike the Affidavit of Dan Temple, must the Court consider the Motion to Dismiss as a
motion for summary judgment-in that event, Plaintiffs request that the Court consider this
Motion; initially, to deny or continue the Motion to Dismiss and, if that motion is not granted, then
to deny the de facto motion for summary judgment.

I. BACKGROUND
This case is about the tyranny of the majority. More than 80% of the A&B Irrigation
District (the "District") is in Unit B. Plaintiffs own property in Unit A. Even more than 200 years
ago, we recognized that in our country
Complaints are everywhere heard from our most considerate and virtuous
citizens ... that measures are too often decided, not according to the rules
of justice, and the rights of the minor party, but by the superior force of an
interested and overbearing majority. However anxiously we may wish that
these complaints had no foundation, the evidence of known facts will not
permit us to deny that they are in some degree true.
THE FEDERALIST No. 10, at 72 (James Madison) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1999). This is a case where
the District has made decisions, not by the rules of justice or the rights of the minority; but
according to the "superior force of an interested and overbearing majority." Id. Here, the majority
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is directing the District, and is cavalierly claiming suzerainty over all of the water appropriated by
the District without regard for any of the constitutional rights of distributees such as Plaintiffs.
The Complaint and Motion to Strike describe the relevant background in great detail, which
will not be repeated here.
Suffice it to say that the District has distributed surface and storage water to Plaintiffs'
farms for more than fifty years. The District is undertaking the "Unit A Pumping Plant #2 project"
(the "Project"). The Project will add a second pumping plant on the Snake River to pump more
water at a faster rate into the District's system of canals. The Project is meant to facilitate the
irrigation of 1,500 acres of Unit B, which have previously been irrigated with groundwater, with
surface water and storage water from the Snake River.
The first two counts in the Complaint, which are at issue in the Motion to Dismiss, both
seek a declaratory judgment from this Court to declare Plaintiffs' rights and their relation to the
District. First, Plaintiffs are seeking to vindicate the constitutional protections afforded the water
distributed to them by the District. Second, Plaintiffs are guarding their rights in other property,
which cannot be taken from them (by levy or otherwise) without due process of law or just
compensation.

II. ARGUMENT
In the context of a Rule 12(b)( 6) motion, if "matters outside the pleading are presented to
and not excluded by the court, the motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment and
disposed of as provided in Rule 56." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b). Although repetitious,
for clarity's sake, Plaintiffs again assert that the Court should strike the Affidavit of Dan Temple
(the "Temple Affidavit") and deny the Motion to Dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), as explained in the
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Motion to Strike. However, if the Court denies the Motion to Strike, Plaintiffs agree that it is
proper to analyze the Motion to Dismiss as a motion for summary judgment, pursuant to Rule 56.
The District has presented a considerable amount of information in support of its Motion
to Dismiss. The Temple Affidavit, including the exhibits thereto, is almost 200 pages long. This
voluminous opposition by the District has been made before any answer has been filed and before
any discovery has been conducted.

It is worth noting that Plaintiffs are filing contemporaneously herewith an Amended
Complaint, which supplants the Complaint, filed February 12, 2016. Plaintiffs "may amend [their]
pleading once as a matter of course at any time before a responsive pleading is served," Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 15(a), and have done so. Pleadings are listed in Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
7(a), which does not include anything akin to the Motion to Dismiss-which is properly
categorized as a motion, not a pleading. The Motion to Dismiss is a response to the Complaint,
sufficient to prevent a default, but it is not a responsive pleading. See Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 12. However, because Counts 1 and 2, the only portions of the Complaint at issue, 1
remain unchanged in the Amended Complaint, both are referred to as the "Complaint."
The lack of discovery at this case's early stage is the reason for Plaintiffs' motion to deny
or continue the Motion to Dismiss pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f). However, even
at this juncture, if the Court considers the Motion to Dismiss as the de facto motion for summary
judgment (as the District intends), the Court should deny the District' s motion because there are
genuine issues of material facts and the District is not entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

Further, because only Counts 1 and 2 are at issue in the Motion to Dismiss, and Count 3 is not at issue, the
Motion to Dismiss is not entirely dispositive in this case.
4
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A. This Court should deny or continue proceedings on the Motion to Dismiss, pursuant to
Rule 56(f), because discovery has not yet begun and discovery from the District will yield
material facts in this case.

Rule 12(b) provides that if the Court considers a 12(b)(6) motion as a motion for summary
judgment because additional matters outside the pleadings are considered, "all parties shall be
given reasonable opportunity to present all material made pertinent to such a motion by Rule 56."
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b). On that same note, Rule 56 states
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the
party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify
the party's opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or
may order a continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions
to be taken or discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(t). Once the motion is being considered as a motion for summary
judgment, courts have imported all of Rule 56. See Drennon v. Idaho State Corr. Inst. , 145 Idaho
598, 601 , 181 P.3d 524, 527 (Ct. App. 2007) (applying Rule 56(t) in the context of a Rule 12(b)(6)
motion treated as a motion for summary judgment). The decision to grant a Rule 56(t) motion is
left to the discretion of the trial court. Tay lor v. AJA Services Corp., 151 Idaho 552, 572, 261 P.3d
829, 849 (2011).
A motion for summary judgment "contemplates the existence of an adequate record and it
follows that a party opposing summary judgment must be afforded an adequate opportunity to
conduct discovery to make that record." Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., 154
Idaho 99, 104, 294 P.3d 1111, 1116 (2013). However, the moving party must act "in good faith
by affirmatively demonstrating why he cannot respond to a movant's affidavits . . . and how
postponement of a ruling on the motion will enable him, by discovery or other means, to rebut the
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movant's showing of the absence of a genuine issue of fact. " Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp. , 141
Idaho 233, 239, 108 P.3d 380, 386 (2005) (quoting Allen v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc. , 81 F.3d
793, 797 (8th Cir.1996)) (ellipsis in original). In doing so, the moving party "has the burden of
setting out ' what further discovery would reveal that is essential to justify their opposition,' making
clear 'what information is sought and how it would preclude summary judgment."' Jenkins, 141
Idaho at 239, 108 P.3d at 386 (quoting Nicholas v. Wallenstein, 266 F.3d 1083, 1088-89 (9th
Cir.2001)). Overall, " [t]he purpose of Rule 56(f) is to ensure that the non-moving party has
adequate time to conduct necessary discovery. " Boise Mode , 154 Idaho at 105, 294 P.3d at 1117.
Here, the Harris Affidavit, which is hereby referenced and incorporated, demonstrates that
there is cause to deny or continue the Motion to Dismiss pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
56(f). Foremost, there has not been "adequate time to conduct necessary discovery," Boise Mode ,
154 Idaho at 105, 294 P .3d at 1117, since there has not been time to conduct any discovery and
discovery could clarify various issues in this case. Harris Affidavit, ,r,r 3-7.
Allowing discovery to proceed, which the District is trying to avoid, will permit Plaintiffs
to demonstrate (or at least better understand) the details of the Project and how it will primarily
benefit Unit B landowners. Harris Affidavit, ,r,r 8-10. With discovery, Plaintiffs will also be able
to definitively demonstrate that they have a superior right, as compared with all of the Unit B
landowners, to the surface and storage water distributed by the District. Harris Affidavit, ,r,r 1213. Further, Plaintiffs contest the District's repeated assertion that the Project will only benefit
Plaintiffs and cause no harm; accordingly, determining the District' s capacity and intent with
regard to water rights will demonstrate that in water shortage years, the District could (if it pursues
the course it is currently advocating) take water from Plaintiffs in order to continue providing some
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water to the 1,500 acres of Unit B that will be converted by the Project. Harris Affidavit,
15, 17.

,r,r 14-

Also, because Counts 1 and 2 are based on very specific provisions in the Idaho

Constitution, understanding the District's view of its relationship to Plaintiffs and other
landowners can show whether the District is mistaken or is acting intentionally. Harris Affidavit,

,r 16.
Plaintiffs have not had any chance to engage in discovery with the District. Discovery will
provide factual details necessary for Plaintiffs to respond to the Temple Affidavit. If this litigation
can be compared to a poker game, at this point, Plaintiffs have an incomplete hand and, therefore,
no chance at winning. All the cards are in the District's hands-and unless discovery is allowed,
they will stay there. For that reason, Plaintiffs request that, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 56(f), this Court either deny or continue the Motion to Dismiss until after Plaintiffs have
had a chance to engage the District in discovery.
B. If the Court does not deny or continue the Motion to Dismiss, the motion should be denied,
as a motion for summary judgment, because there are genuine issues of material fact and
the District is not entitled to judgment as a matter of law as to either Count 1 or 2.

Summary judgment is appropriate when "the pleadings, depositions and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c). In evaluating the
facts underlying a motion for summary judgment, the court "construes disputed facts, and all
reasonable inferences that can be drawn from the record, in favor of the non-moving party."
Grabicki v. City of Lewiston, 154 Idaho 686, 690, 302 P.3d 26, 30 (2013). "A mere scintilla of

evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is insufficient to withstand summary judgment; there
must be sufficient evidence upon which a jury could reasonably return a verdict resisting the
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motion." Brown v. City of Pocatello, 148 Idaho 802, 806, 229 P.3d 1164, 1168 (2010) (citation,
quotation marks, and brackets omitted) (emphasis added). However, throughout the motion for
summary judgment, "[t]he moving party bears the burden of proving the absence of material facts
... [relating to] the existence of an element essential to [the nonmoving] party's case on which that
party will bear the burden of proof at trial." Cumis Ins. Soc'y, Inc. v. Massey, 155 Idaho 942, 945,
318 P.3d 932, 935 (2014) (citation and quotation marks omitted).

1. Plaintiffs' First Claim should not be dismissed because there are genuine
issues of material fact regarding the applicability of Article XV, § 4 of the
Idaho Constitution and the District has not demonstrated that it is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law.
Plaintiffs' first claim seeks "Declaratory Judgment enforcing the Plaintiffs' Water Rights
protected by the Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, §§ 1, 3, 4, and 5." Complaint, p. IO (capitalization
modified). The essence of Count 1 is that Plaintiffs need a declaratory judgment clarifying their
constitutionally-protected interest in the water they receive from the District because the District
is demonstrating that it is willing to trample on Plaintiffs' rights and take their water without their
consent.

According to the Idaho Constitution, when (1) waters have been appropriated for

agricultural purposes and (2) are thereafter distributed (3) to someone (a distributee) who has
"improved land for agricultural purposes with the view of receiving the benefit of such water under
such dedication", the distribution is "deemed an exclusive dedication to such use."

Idaho

Constitution, Art. XV, § 4 (emphasis added). Once exclusively dedicated in this manner, the
distributee (and his successors) "shall not thereafter, without his consent, be deprived of the

annual use of the same, when needed ... to irrigate the land so settled upon or improved" as long
as the distribute pays for the distribution of water and follows all other lawful terms. Id. (emphasis
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added). In the context of Count 1, only those facts that prove or disprove these constitutional
elements of a protected interest in water are material.
The District misinterprets Count 1 to be a claim for inverse condemnation. Memorandum

in Support of Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss pursuant to IR. C.P. l 2(B)(6) (the "Memorandum"),
p. 6. Inverse condemnation is "[a]n action brought by a property owner for compensation from a
governmental entity that has taken the owner' s property without bringing formal condemnation
proceedings." BLACK'S LA w DICTIONARY 332 (9th ed. 2009). However, Plaintiffs are not seeking
compensation for an illegal taking. Plaintiffs are seeking to have this Court declare that they have
a constitutionally-protected interest in the water (distributed to them by the District) that Plaintiffs
have put to beneficial use on their farms and that such matter cannot be used elsewhere by the
District without Plaintiffs' consent. This case is not about money for a taking. Because of this
mistaken interpretation, the facts and argument presented by the District focus on the lack of a
"taking. " See Memorandum , pp. 7-13 (referencing the Temple Affidavit throughout). But there is
no necessity for Plaintiffs to prove a taking because Count 1 is not a claim for inverse
condemnation. As a result, none of the facts or argument presented by the District are material to
Count 1.
To refocus on the actual claim made by Plaintiffs in Count 1, Plaintiffs seek a declaration
of their right to the water distributed to them by the District, which cannot be taken from them (to
any degree at any time) because ( 1) the water have been appropriated by the District for agricultural
purposes and (2) are thereafter distributed by the District (3) to Plaintiffs, who have "improved
land for agricultural purposes with the view of receiving the benefit of such water under such
dedication." Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 4.
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First, the facts are uncontested that the District has appropriated water for agricultural
purposes. The District's primary surface water right, Water Right No. 01-14 ("01-14"), is only
authorized to be used for "Irrigation." Temple Affidavit, Ex. C, p. 5. In fact, all of the water rights
held by the District are "for irrigation use by its landowners." Temple Affidavit,

,r 5; see also

Temple Affidavit, ,r 6 ("[t]he storage water is authorized to be used for irrigation purposes" in the

District). Therefore, regardless of which water right technically serves Plaintiffs, all of the water
appropriated by the District is for irrigation use-an agricultural purpose.
Second, that facts are uncontested that the water, after being appropriated by the District,
is distributed by the District to the landowners in Units A and B, including Plaintiffs. As the
District' s bylaws specify, "[t]he amount of water in acre-feet per acre which is to be delivered each
year for the minimum annual charge shall be determined by the Distrcit' s Board of Directors, but
it may not be set in excess of three (3) acre feet. " Temple A.ff., Ex. B, p. 6 (page 5 of the Bylaws,
Art. IX, § 1); see also Temple A.ff., ,r 8 ("all District landowners are entitled to three (3) acre-feet

of water per irrigable acre"). Consequently, the uncontested facts clearly show that the District
distributes the water it has appropriated to the landowners in the District, including Plaintiffs.
Third, the facts are uncontested that the District distributes water to Plaintiffs' farms, which
is land improved for agricultural purposes "with the view of receiving the benefit of such water
under such dedication." Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 4. Nothing introduced by the District
controverts any of Plaintiffs' assertions in this regard. Therefore, because this is a motion for
summary judgment, those uncontested questions of fact must be resolved in favor of Plaintiffs.
"Plaintiffs are farmers from Unit A." Complaint, ,r 16. "The District has distributed surface water
and storage water to all or part of the [Plaintiffs' ] Properties for decades." Complaint,
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Plaintiffs have intentionally developed their land to take advantage of the water distributed to them
by the District. See Complaint, ,r,r 18-19. "The District is divided into two units, ' A' and ' B ', with
the B unit irrigated with water pumped from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ('ESPA' )." A&B
Irr. Dist. v. Aberdeen-American Falls Ground Water Dist. , 141 Idaho 746, 748, 118 P.3d 78, 80
(2005). As a result, the facts show that the Plaintiffs are distributees of surface and storage water
of the District, who have improved their lands for agricultural purposes with the intent of using
such water distributed to them by the District.
The result of these three uncontested points is that the District' s decades-long distribution
of the specified amount of water to Plaintiffs' farms is "deemed an exclusive dedication" of the
water to that purpose on Plaintiffs' farms. Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 4. Because the water
has thus been exclusively dedicated, the Plaintiffs (as distributees) "shall not thereafter, without
his consent, be deprived of the annual use of the same, when needed . .. to irrigate the land so

settled upon or improved" as long as the distribute pays for the distribution of water and follows
all the other lawful terms. Id. (emphasis added).
On an even more fundamental level, the District's intransigence and unwillingness to
acknowledge Plaintiffs' constitutional rights in their water comes down to the District's view that
the water rights are "authorized to be used for irrigation purposes anywhere within the A&B
project place of use, not just on certain lands in Unit A, including not just the Plaintiffs' lands."
Temple Affidavit, ,r 6. However, this view is erroneous.
The District only holds water rights "in trust for" the landowners in the district who apply
the water to beneficial use. Idaho Code§ 43-316; see also Jensen v. Boise-Kuna Irr. Dist. , 75
Idaho 133, 139, 269 P.2d 755, 758 (1954) (an irrigation district' s property "is held in trust for,
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dedicated to, and set apart to the use and purposes provided by law"). However, the landowner,
who "applies the water to beneficial use has a right that is more than a contractual right" derived
from the irrigation district. United States v. Pioneer Irr. Dist. , 144 Idaho 106, 115, 157 P.3d 600,
609 (2007) (emphasis added). Therefore, the water user, even if he obtains water from an irrigation
district, has more than a "mere contractual expectancy" in the water put to beneficial use on his
farm; he has "a perpetual right" preserved in the Idaho Constitution (specifically Art. XV, § 4)
and "reiterated in the Idaho Code." Id. at 114, 157 P.3d at 608 (emphasis added).
In Bradshaw, the Idaho Supreme Court explained that sections 1, 4, and 5 of Article XV
of the Idaho Constitution "apply to irrigation districts." Bradshaw v. Milner Low Lift Irr. Dist. , 85
Idaho 528,545 , 381 P.2d 440, 449 (1963). Therefore:
The defendant district, ... having itself made subsequent appropriations and
purchases of water, stands in the position of appropriator for distribution to
the landowners within the district, within the meaning of Const., Art. 15, §
1. The district holds title to the water rights in trust for the landowners. The
landowners, to whose lands the water has become dedicated by
application thereon to a beneficial use, have acquired the status and rights
of distributees under Const., Art. 15, §§ 4 and 5.
Id. (emphasis added). In other words, " [t]he right to a supply of water for irrigation purposes
is ... a property right" in Idaho. 94 C.J.S. Waters§ 93 l(citing Bradshaw, 85 Idaho 528, 381 P.2d
440). For that reason, the landowners "could not thereafter, without their consent, be deprived of
the use of that water when needed to irrigate their lands." Bradshaw, 85 Idaho at 546, 381 P.2d at
450 (citing Idaho Constitution, Art. XV,§ 4; Idaho Code§§ 42-101 , 42-914).
Additionally, the landowners' "use of the water for many years prior to the annexation gave
them ' superiority of right to the use of such water'" relative to lands that had not used the water.
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Bradshaw, 85 Idaho at 546, 381 P.2d at 450 (quoting Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 5, remaining
citations omitted). Because of that superior right:
Owners of water rights within an irrigation district may prevent the district
from supplying water to consumers for use on lands within the district other
than those for which the water was contracted to be furnished, when the
result of such action would be to deprive other lands within the district of
water necessary for the proper irrigation thereof, even though the right to
transfer the supply is given by statute enacted subsequent to the contract
creating the right to a supply.
94 C.J.S. Waters§ 935 (citing Bradshaw, 85 Idaho 528, 381 P.2d 440).
In a past case, where both the District and the District' s current counsel were involved
(albeit the District was represented by different counsel), the District' s current counsel clearly
explained this constitutional right:
The significance and nature of water rights held by an irrigation district are
again clearly demonstrated in Bradshaw v. Milner Low Lift Irr. Dist. , 85
Idaho 528 (1963) .... The Idaho Supreme Court noted that an irrigation
district holds title to its water rights in trust for the landowners, and that the
district stands in the position of appropriator for distribution to the
landowners within the district, within the meeting of Const., Art. 15, §1.
The landowners, to whose land the water has become dedicated by
application thereon to a beneficial use, have acquired the status and rights
of distributees under Cont., Art. 15, §§4 and 5. 85 Idaho at 545.
The Supreme Court in Bradshaw then confirmed the holding of the trial
court which found that the owners of the old lands, through and by means
of the irrigation district, acquired, and for many years applied to the
irrigation of their lands, valuable water rights, which had become
appurtenant and dedicated to their lands, and which were held in trust by
the district for their use. They could not thereafter, without their consent,
be deprived of use of that water when needed.
Plaintiffs' Brief in Response to Defendants' and IGWA' s Opening Briefs, American Falls

Reservoir Dist. No. 2 v. Idaho Dept. of Water Resources (Nov. 13, 2006), 2006 WL 3618619
(Idaho), 35-36 (emphasis added).
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Despite this clear exposition some ten years ago by the District's current counsel, the
District advances several reasons why it should not have to respect Plaintiffs' interest in the water
distributed by the District. 2 None of these arguments address the constitutional issue raised in
Count 1. Article XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution affords Plaintiffs, as distributees receiving
water from the District, a protected interest in the water thereby exclusively dedicated to such use
that can only be taken from Plaintiffs with their consent. Plaintiffs do not have to have an
individual water right in their name. Plaintiffs right is derivative from, and relates only to, the
District-not other water users in the District. And the District holds the water rights in trust for
all the landowners in the District, but it owes a duty to each landowner to respect their

constitutional rights and not cause harm.
The trust relationship in this context bears exploration because it is misunderstood by the
District. 3 "An irrigation district is created for the equal benefit and general welfare of all persons
owning lands therein, and such district owes a duty to deliver water for each tract of irrigable land
within its boundaries." 94 C.J.S. Waters § 930 (citing Bradshaw, 85 Idaho 528, 381 P.2d 440)

2

In brief serial fashion, the District argues: "the Plaintiffs do not own any individual water rights in their names,"
Memorandum, p. 7; " [the District] hold beneficial title to the water rights in trust for all landowners and the
interest is appurtenant to the ' lands within the boundaries of or served by such irrigation organizations,"'
Memorandum , p. 9 (quotation not sourced); "Plaintiffs mistakenly allege that the individual landowner' s
application of water to a beneficial use creates an ' independent' water right separate and apart from the District's
water rights that are used to deliver water to all landowners," Memorandum, p. 10 (citing the Complaint, despite
the fact that the word " independent" never appears therein); and "[a]s appropriator of the water rights, [the
District] is the entity solely authorized to control the delivery of water pursuant to those rights and oversee the
management and operation of the District for the benefit of all landowners, not just a select few," Memorandum,
p. 11 (emphasis in original).
While the exact fiduciary duties owed by the District to Plaintiffs and the breach of those duties alleged in Count
3 of the Amended Complaint is not squarely at issue in the Motion to Dismiss, the District's repeated assertion
that it can, in essence, do whatever it wants with its water without regard for Plaintiffs or any other individual
landowner is professed as a justification for the District's position and is refuted not only by reference to the
constitutional protections afforded Plaintiffs ' interest in the water distributed to them, but also by providing
context to what a trust means.
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(emphasis added). In ordinary trust jurisprudence, a trustee has a "general duty ... to administer
a trust expeditiously for the benefit of the beneficiaries." Idaho Code§ 15-7-301. "The essential
characteristics of a trust relationship are separation of the legal title from the beneficial interest
and the existence of fiduciary duties." DESI/ TRI V v. Bender, 130 Idaho 796, 808-09, 948 P.2d
151, 163-64 (1997). The fiduciary duties of a trustee are owed to each beneficiary. The existence
of multiple beneficiaries and the benefit of a majority of them will not justify causing intentional
harm to any other beneficiary. Swendsen v. Corey, 2010 WL 2867806 (D. Idaho July 20, 2010)
(Residual beneficiary showed that he would suffer a loss if trustee breached his fiduciary duties in
administering the trust and, thus, would be entitled to relief. Residual beneficiary had an interest
because he will, upon life-beneficiary's death, receive a share of the trust principal. It was from
this trust principal that trustee made loans to his son); see also Burnet v. Wells, 289 U.S. 670, 67980, 53 S. Ct. 761 , 764, 77 L. Ed. 1439 (1933) ("If ... the trustee, were to refuse to apply the income
to the preservation of the insurance, the insured [settlor and beneficiary] might maintain a suit to
hold it to its duty"). When the legislature and the Idaho Supreme Court have described irrigation
districts holding water rights in trust for the landowners, they are certainly aware of this trust and
trustee context. See Idaho Code § 43-316; see also Jensen v. Boise-Kuna Irr. Dist. , 75 Idaho 133,
139, 269 P.2d 755, 758 (1954).
Plaintiffs are seeking to protect their "perpetual right" to the "exclusive dedication" of
water to Plaintiffs' farms by the District. Count 1 seeks to have a declaration from this Court that
Plaintiffs have more than just a contractual expectancy in the water delivered to them by the
District.

This presents a valid claim, asking this Court to declare that Plaintiffs have a

constitutionally-mandated and protected interest in that water; and that each Plaintiff may not, now
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..
or at any time in the future, "without his consent, be deprived of the annual use of the same, when

needed for domestic purposes, or to irrigate the land so settled upon or improved, upon payment
therefor, and compliance with" the elements of the water right. Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 4.
There are genuine issues of material fact relating to Count 1, in large part because the
District has argued against a claim that is not in the Complaint, namely, inverse condemnation,
and presented immaterial facts. Further, the District has failed to show that it is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law. Therefore, the Motion to Dismiss should be denied as to Count 1.
2. Plaintiffs' Second Claim should not be dismissed because there are genuine
issues of material fact relating to whether the assessment violated Plaintiffs'
rights to due process and just compensation, it is not barred by res judicata,
and the District has not shown it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

In Bradshaw, the suit was not only about taking water from prior irrigators, but also about
requiring them to pay for the infrastructure to do so. Bradshaw, 85 Idaho at 539,381 P.2d at 445.
There, the irrigation district also followed its bylaws and procedures to increase the levy on all of
the members of the district. Id. However, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the district was
prevented from increasing the levy on the "old lands" for two reasons. First, the "burdens were
assumed by the owners of the new lands in their petition for annexation, and were made a condition
thereof." Id. at 547-48, 381 P.2d at 451. Second, the Court explained that, additionally, "the
imposition of such additional costs and burdens upon the owners of the old lands, without their
consent, would be an invasion of their constitutionally protected property rights." Id. at 548, 381
P.2d at 451. (citing Idaho Constitution, Art. I,§§ 13 and 14, other citations omitted).
Admittedly, this case does not present precisely the exact same annexation issue as
Bradshaw. However, there is an analogous argument between the old lands versus the new lands

in Bradshaw and the Plaintiffs defending their rights against the District (acting mainly on behalf
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of the 1,500 acres in Unit B that will be newly irrigated with surface water). While this case does
not present the same rationale of abiding by the text of an annexation agreement, the Bradshaw
Court' s second rational-that, despite following all the bylaws and procedures to raise
assessments, "the imposition of such additional costs and burdens upon the [Plaintiffs], without
their consent, would be an invasion of their constitutionally protected property rights." Id. at 548,
381 P .2d at 451. The Idaho Constitution protects Plaintiffs from being "deprived of . .. property
without due process oflaw," Art. I, § 13, and also requires that, in order to take property by eminent
domain, a public entity (such as an irrigation district) must provide "just compensation," Art. I, §
14. Bradshaw, 85 Idaho at 548, 381 P.2d at 451.
Irrigation districts have the power to levy assessments. However, "it has always recognized
as a basic principle of the law that the assessments levied by virtue of its [authority as an irrigation
district] differ from a general tax levied for governmental purposes in the important particular that

such assessments can only be levied upon the basis of benefits." Am. Falls Reservoir Dist. v.
Thrall, 39 Idaho 105, 228 P. 236, 248 (1924) (emphasis added). "The apportionment of cost to be
assessed against the land in an irrigation district depends on benefits which have been previously
adjudicated and determined." Hale v. McCammon Ditch Co., 72 Idaho 478, 487, 244 P.2d 151 ,
156 ( 1951) (emphasis added).
Here, the case is a simple illustration of the tyranny of the majority. It is interesting that
the District notes that "the landowners overwhelmingly approved the District's right to enter into
the loans by a margin of 81% to 19%," Memorandum , p. 13, given that "Unit A covers only
approximately 18.5% of the total acres under the District, while Unit B covers the other 81.5%,"

Complaint, ,i 49, and the Project is overwhelmingly in the interest of Unit B landowners. The
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Project will make fewer acres dependent on the same ground water rights (Unit B) by making more
acres dependent on the same surface and storage water rights (Unit A, with the additional 1,500
acres from Unit B). This will help Unit B' s water supply problem. This may be a factual issue,
which will require a finder of fact. Yet, to make Plaintiffs, who are part of Unit A, pay for the
Project that will divest them of their "perpetual right" to the water exclusively dedicated to their
farms compounds the injury inflicted by the District.
Further, Plaintiffs are not barred by res judicata from pursuing Count 2. The District
correctly explains that a claim will be barred by claim preclusion, a part of res judicata, in a
subsequent action when three requirements are satisfied: "( 1) same parties; (2) same claim; and
(3) final judgment." Ticor Title Co. v. Stanion, 144 Idaho 119, 124, 157 P.3d 613, 618 (2007).
The third element requires that "the original action ended in final judgment on the merits."
Berkshire Investments, LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73 , 81,278 P.3d 943 , 951 (2012).
It is true that the judicial confirmation case involved both the District and the Plaintiffs.
See Order Regarding Responses in Opposition to the Verified Complaint and Petition, Minidoka
County Case No. CV-2014-0189 (filed May 12, 2014) (the "Final Order").

The judicial

confirmation case also involved this constitutional claim. Final Order, pp. 5-6.
However, the Final Order explicitly did not address the merits of this constitutional claim,
and therefore it is not barred from the present action by claim preclusion. See Final Order, pp. 56. Thus, this is not a case where a claim could have been brought and was not addressed for that
reason. Here, the Final Order explicitly explained:
In a proceeding for the judicial confirmation of an irrigation district's
issuance of bonds, the court's focus is narrow; the court reviews the
proceedings and determines whether the irrigation district's "assessment,
list and apportionment are in any substantial matter erroneous or unjust."
18
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LC. § 43-408 (italics added). Notably, the court is not tasked with
determining whether the projects sought to be funded by proposed bonds
are erroneous or unjust. The applicable statutes do not require the court to
determine whether the intended projects are necessary, financially viable,
or likely to achieve a desired outcome. Similarly, the applicable statutes do
not require the court to consider whether the intended projects may result in
an unconstitutional taking or may adversely affect the property rights of
private landowners. Therefore the [Plaintiffs' ] arguments regarding the
potentially adverse effects of the Projects are not appropriate for
consideration in the present bond confirmation proceeding under Idaho
Code§§ 43-406 through 43-408.
Final Order, pp. 5-6 (italics in original). This is not a final adjudication on the merits, and therefore

is has no preclusive effect on Plaintiffs' present action against the District.
There are genuine issues of material fact relating to Count 2, in that the procedure utilized
by the District may be constitutionally deficient. The District has not showed it is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law. Thus, the Motion to Dismiss should also be denied as to Count 2.

III. CONCLUSION
The Motion to Dismiss only addresses Counts 1 and 2. Count 3, asserting a breach of
fiduciary duty, is not at issue. Nevertheless, this breach claim presents questions of fact regarding
the actions taken by the District, its motivations in doing so, and what duties are owed to Plaintiffs.
In the card game that is this litigation, all the cards have not been dealt. The District has
all the cards, but because this motion is premature and has been made before any discovery in this
case, Plaintiffs do not have a full hand. For that reason, Plaintiffs request that, pursuant to Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 56(t), this Court either deny or continue the Motion to Dismiss until after
Plaintiffs have had a chance to engage the District in discovery.
Finally, if this Court refuses to either address the Motion to Dismiss as a 12(b)(6) motion
(see Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike) or deny or continue the Motion to Dismiss pursuant to Rule 56(t),
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Plaintiffs request that the motion be denied as a motion for summary judgment. There are material
questions of fact in both Count 1 and Count 2. Further, the District has failed to demonstrate that
it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law on either count.

Dated this -z,~ day of April, 2016.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.

'

HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
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I hereby certify that on this ' Z ~ay of April, 2016, I served a true and correct copy of
the following described pleading or document on the attorneys and/or individuals listed below by
the method indicated.
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PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CONTINUE PROCEEDINGS OR DENY
DEFENDANT'S DE FACTO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
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Luke H. Marchant (ISB No. 7944)
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P.O. Box 50130
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
V.

Case No. CV-2016-0117

AFFIDAVIT OF
ROBERT L. HARRIS
IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO CONTINUE

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bonneville

)
) ss.
)

I, Robert L. Harris, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the testimony given in this sworn
statement is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, that it is made on my personal
knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court if called upon to do so.
And being so sworn I depose and say:
I
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1.

I am over the age of eighteen (18) and am competent to testify to the matters contained herein.

2.

I am an attorney, with my office located in Idaho Falls, Idaho. As a member of Holden, Kidwell,
Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C., I represent Plaintiffs: Daniel Paslay ("Paslay"), Gary Ottman
("Ottman"), and Tateoka Brothers, LLC ("Tateoka" and, collectively with Paslay and Ottman,
"Plaintiffs").

3.

As of this date, Plaintiffs have not received any discovery responses from the A&B Irrigation
District (the "District").

4.

Because of the early stage of this litigation, the discovery process is only beginning and, therefore,
Plaintiffs do not have all of the factual information necessary to respond to Defendant's Motion to
Dismiss Pursuant to IR. C.P. 12(B)(6) (the "Motion to Dismiss") and the Affidavit of Dan Temple
("Temple Affidavit").

5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs ' First Set of Discovery
Requests, that was served on the District's attorneys April 22, 2016.

6.

The District has not yet responded to Plaintiffs ' First Set of Discovery Requests, nor are they
required to do so before the hearing on the Motion to Dismiss.

7.

It is anticipated that the District will not respond before the hearing on its Motion to Dismiss.

8.

At this point in this case, Plaintiffs are unsure of the exact scope of the benefits the District claims
will accrue to Unit A landowners and/or Plaintiffs-which will be provided in response to
Interrogatory Nos. 10, 11, and 12. While the District has made some broad, generic claims in the
Temple Affidavit and its Motion to Dismiss, more specific answers will allow Plaintiffs to assess

the District's claims and effectively depose District employees regarding the benefits and losses
that will be caused by the "Unit A Pumping Plant #2 project" (the "Project").
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9.

At this point, Plaintiffs are unsure of which District employees, other than Dan Temple, would
have useful information sufficient to justify any possible deposition. That information could be
provided in response to Interrogatory Nos. 1 through 7.

10.

The District maintains records regarding District matters, and Interrogatory Nos. 8 and 9 as well
as Request for Production Nos. 1 through 8 will elicit details regarding the composition of the
District and details on the 1,500 acres of Unit B that will benefit from the Project.

11.

The District may be willing to admit certain facts in relation to this case, see Requests for
Admission. However, whether the District is willing to admit these facts or not, the District' s
responses will dictate Plaintiffs' further discovery and preparations.

12.

The fact that all of Unit A, including Plaintiffs' land, is irrigated with surface and storage water
(Request for Admission No. 1) will serve to demonstrate the exclusive dedication of that water to
Plaintiffs' land prior to any application to the 1,500 acres of Unit B that will be converted to surface
and storage water by the Project.

13.

The fact that prior to 1990 all of Unit B was irrigated with groundwater (Request for Admission
No. 2) reinforces Plaintiffs' priority claim to the surface and storage water and will also, together
with Request for Admission Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6 will show that the District acts in Unit B's interest
to the detriment of Unit A.

14.

It is simple math that if the same amount of water is irrigating more acres, the District is either
operating at a deficit or decreasing the amount of water available to each landowner so irrigated.
Request for Admission No. 6 helps show that the District intends to use the same surface and
storage water rights, including the quantity limitation, to irrigate all of Unit A and the additions
from Unit B, including the 1,500 acres to be converted by the Project.
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15.

Request for Admission No. 7 will show that the District will not increase the quantity of surface
and storage water proportionally with the added 1,500 acres that the Project will add to the acreage
irrigated by surface and storage water. That will demonstrate that, in the future, the District may
(if it follows the course it has laid out thus far) attempt to take Plaintiffs' water without their
consent.

16.

Request for Admission Nos. 8 through 11 seek to clarify the District' s understanding of its relation
to Plaintiffs (and other landowners in the District) in the context of the Idaho Constitution. This
will show that the District is, knowingly or unknowingly, ignoring the constitutional protections
afforded the water exclusively dedicated to Plaintiffs' properties by distribution from the District
over the course of decades.

17.

Finally, Request for Admission No. 12 seeks to clarify whether the District thinks it has received
(or even requires) Plaintiffs' approval to take their water in this or future years. Request for
Admission No. 13 seeks information on the District' s delivery system further demonstrating how
the District's water has been used.

18.

Taken together, these facts will show that there are genuine issues of material fact regarding the
District's actions with regard to the water distributed to Plaintiffs over the course of decades and
the assessment levied against Plaintiffs to pay for the Project.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT.
Dated this

~

2'l-"'1ay of April, 2016.

~ - -~
~

Robert L. Harris, Esq.

HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this d.}

~d

day of April, 2016.

No
Public for the State of Idaho
t>
~ " \ \ ~ .::::ct::,
Res· · g at:
My Commission Expires:
7 {a3 ) J ~

~b.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this _ _ day of April, 2016, I served a true and correct copy of
the following described pleading or document on the attorneys and/or individuals listed below by
the method indicated.

Document Served:

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT L. HARRIS
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CONTINUE

Attorneys and/or Individuals Served:

Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3029
Fax: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

(
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(

) Mail
) Hand Delivery
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(

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
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Robert L. Harris (ISB No. 7018)
Luke H. Marchant (ISB No. 7944)
D. Andrew Rawlings (ISB No. 9569)
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
P.O. Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Tel.: (208) 523-0620
Fax: (208) 523-9518
Email: rharris@holdenlegal.com
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
arawlings@holdenlegal.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,

Case No. CV-2016-0117

PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF
DISCOVERY REQUESTS

Plaintiffs,
V.

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

TO:

DEFENDANT A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT AND ITS COUNSEL OF RECORD
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON AND PAUL L. ARRINGTON OF BARKER ROSHOLT
& SIMPSON LLP.
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Plaintiffs require the Defendant to

answer the following discovery requests within thirty (30) days from the date of service herein,
pursuant to Rules 33 , 34, and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
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DEFINITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS

In answering these discovery requests, furnish all information available to you, including

information in the possession of your attorneys or investigators for your attorneys, and not
merely information known of your own personal knowledge.
If you cannot answer the discovery requests in full, after exercising due diligence to

secure the information to do so, so state, and answer to the extent possible, specifying your
inability to answer the remainder, and stating whatever information or knowledge you have
concerning the unanswered portion.
If you are unable to produce the requested documents, after exercising due diligence to

secure the documents, so state, and identify the reason for your inability to produce the
documents, the whereabouts of the documents if not in your control or possession, and the means
whereby you lost control or possession of the documents. Identify any documents which once
did exist if not now existing and state whatever information or knowledge you have concerning
the information contained in those documents.
If you object to answering any portion of any of the following discovery requests based

on a claim of privilege or work product, please so state by providing a complete description of
the basis for the privilege upon which you base your objection.
Prior to answering these discovery requests, note the following definitions:
I.

"You" and/or "Defendant" and/or "District" refers to A&B IRRIGATION

DISTRICT, as well as each of its employees, agents, representatives (including insurance
carriers), investigators, and attorneys.
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2.

As used herein "Plaintiffs" refers collectively to Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, and

Tateoka Brothers, LLC. The term "Plaintiff' is used to refer individually (albeit generically) to
the Plaintiffs.
3.

The "Plaintiffs' Property" refers to the real property in Jerome County, Idaho,

owned by the Plaintiffs, individually, as identified in paragraph 6 of the Complaint. Likewise,
"Plaintiff's Property" is used to refer separately (albeit generically) to the real property owned by
each Plaintiff.
4.

"And" includes "or" and "and/or."

5.

"Facts" means all circumstances, events, and evidence pertaining to or touching

upon the allegations set forth in the pleadings in this matter.
6.

The term "document" or "documents" means any kind of written, typed, printed,

graphic, photographic, videotaped, or computer-generated matter of any kind or nature, however
produced or reproduced, including data or information that exists in electronic or data storage
devices in any medium, any electronic files in their original format, as well as all mechanical or
electronic sound recordings, and written transcripts thereof, however produced or reproduced,
including all marginal notations, drafts, duplicates, and carbon copies thereof, whether in your
control or not, in the possession of you or your counsel. If a document exists in both a paper
form (or "hard copy") and electronically, then a request to produce such documents shall be
deemed to be a request to produce both the hard copy and the electronic copy of the document.
7.

The terms "electronic" and "electronically" mean any and all digital or electronic

files or means, however stored, including, but not limited to, local or remote computer hard disk
drive, floppy disc, CD-ROM, tape drive, zip disk, flash or thumb drive, or any other electronic
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storage format or medium. Additionally, requests for production of electronic documents means
production of such documents or computer files in their native format.
8.

The term "identify," when used with respect to documents or the description or

identification of a document, shall be deemed to request the nature and subject matter of the
documents; the date thereof; the title or name thereof; the name, address, and job title or job
capacity of the person who prepared the document or who has knowledge of it; and the name,
address, job title, and/or job capacity of the recipient(s) thereof.
9.

The term "identify." when used with respect to a person, shall be deemed to

request the person' s full name, job title, last known business and residence addresses, and
telephone numbers.
10.

"Communicate" or "communication" refers to every manner or means of

disclosure or transfer or exchange of information, whether orally or by document and whether
face-to-face, by telephone, mail, e-mail, personal delivery, or otherwise.
11.

The term "identify" when used with respect to oral communications shall be

deemed to request whether said communication was in person or by telephone, an identification
of each person who participated in or heard any part of said communication, and the substance of
what was said by each person who participated in said communication, and when such
communication took place.
12.

"Evidencing" and "relating to" mean consisting of summarizing, describing,

referring to, dealing with, or mentioning.
13.

Whenever the plural appears, the word shall include the singular, and vice versa.

14.

All pronouns denoting gender which are in the masculine form shall be

interpreted in light of the gender of the individual which the pronoun describes and vice versa.
4
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15.

Where knowledge or information in possession of a party is requested, such

request includes information and knowledge either in your possession, under your control, within
your dominion, or available to you regardless of whether this information is in your personal
possession or is possessed by your agents, attorneys, servants, employees, independent
contractors, representatives, insurers, or others with whom you have a relationship and from
whom you are capable of deriving information, documents, or materials.
16.

Each discovery request shall be accorded a separate answer and each subpart of a

discovery request shall be accorded a separate answer.
17.

PURSUANT TO RULE 26(e) OF THE IDAHO RULES

OF

CIVIL

PROCEDURE, THESE DISCOVERY REQUESTS ARE CONTINUING IN NATURE, SO AS
TO REQUIRE YOU TO FILE SUPPLEMENTARY ANSWERS IN A REASONABLE
MANNER.
I. INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1.: Please identify each individual who answered or provided

information necessary to respond to the following interrogatories, requests for production and
requests for admission.
INTERROGATORY NO. 2.: Please identify each and every person known to you who

has any knowledge or who purports to have knowledge of any of the facts of this case.
INTERROGATORY NO. 3.: With respect to each person identified in response to

Interrogatory No. 2, please set forth in detail the person's relationship to the facts of this case,
and describe in detail the facts you believe are or may be known to such person.

5
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INTERROGATORY NO. 4.: For each fact set forth in response to Interrogatory No. 3,

above, identify any and all documents that describe, support, or otherwise reflect the facts known
to each person.
INTERROGATORY NO. 5.: Please identify each person you expect to call as an expert

witness in the trial ofthis matter. For each such expert, state the following:
(a) A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed by each expert and the
basis and reasons therefore;
(b) The data or information considered by each expert in forming the opinions;
(c) Each expert witness's qualifications, including a list of all publications
authored by the expert within the preceding ten years;
(d) The compensation to be paid for the expert witness's testimony; and
(e) A listing of any other cases in which the expert has testified as an expert at
trial or by deposition within the preceding four years.
INTERROGATORY NO. 6.: Please state the full name, current address, and telephone

number of each and every person, including parties, you intend to call as a witness to testify on
your behalf in this action, and please state with particularity the substance of the facts and
opinions to which each such person is expected to testify.
INTERROGATORY NO. 7.: Please identify in full and complete detail any statements,

affidavits, photographs, drawings, illustrations, written documents, electronic messages, diaries,
calendars, notes, journals, tape recordings and/or video tapes of which you are aware that pertain
to any issues in this litigation.

6 -
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INTERROGATORY NO. 8.: Please describe in detail the acreage in each Unit (i.e.,

Unit A and Unit B) and any significant subdivisions (including, but not limited to: the acreage in
Unit A north ofl-84, the acreage in Unit A south ofl-84, etc.).
INTERROGATORY NO. 9.: Please identify and describe in detail all of the property

owners and parcels composing the approximately 1,500 acres in Unit B that will be converted to
using surface water (i.e. , flow rights from the Snake River and storage water from Palisades and
American Falls reservoirs) from previously using solely groundwater.
INTERROGATORY NO. 10.: Please describe in detail all of the expected benefits to

Unit A property owners from the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 Project.
INTERROGATORY NO. 11.: Please describe in detail all of the expected benefits to

Plaintiffs from the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 Project.
INTERROGATORY NO. 12.: Please identify and describe in detail any and all

assumptions made in the projections made to describe the expected benefits of the Unit A
Pumping Plant #2 Project.
INTERROGATORY NO. 13.: Please describe what authorization or permission you

obtained from Plaintiffs to use surface and storage water historically used on their properties on
ground water irrigated A&B Irrigation District lands.
INTERROGATORY NO.14.: For each Request for Admission (below) to which you

respond in any form other than an unequivocal admission, please identify and describe in detail
the bases in fact and law for your denial or conditional admission.

In responding to this

Interrogatory, please identify the Request for Admission for which you are providing the bases in
fact and law for your response.

7 -
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II. REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1.: Please produce any and all expert reports

prepared by any expert retained by you in this matter.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2.: Please produce any and all documents

identified in response to the above Interrogatories or used to derive the information for your
answers to Plaintiffs First Discovery Requests to Defendant. This request specifically includes
maps which depict the total irrigated acres within A&B Irrigation District, the Unit A lands, Unit
B lands, enlargement acres in A&B, the approximately 1,400 acres of Unit B converted to
surface water in the 1990s, and the approximately 1,500 acres of Unit B that will be converted to
surface water by the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 Project.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3.: Please produce any and all documents

showing the amount of water provided to each Plaintiffs Property each year for the last 10 years.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4.: Please produce any and all documents

relating to your appropriation and assessment decision regarding the Unit A Pumping Plant #2
Project.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5.: Please produce any and all documents

detailing the projected benefits of the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 Project; including, but not
limited to: maps, project proposals and descriptions, calculations, presentations, etc.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6.: Please produce any and all documents which

may be introduced as an exhibit at the trial of this matter.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7.: Please produce any and all GIS shapefiles

prepared to depict the total irrigated acres within A&B Irrigation District, the Unit A lands, Unit
B lands, enlargement acres in A&B, the approximately 1,400 acres of Unit B converted to
8 -
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surface water in the 1990s, and the approximately 1,500 acres of Unit B that will be converted to
surface water by the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 Project.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8.: Please produce any and all maps and/or GIS

shapefiles prepared to depict the surface/storage water distribution systems within the District
and ground water distribution system within the District.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9.: For each Request for Admission (below) to

which you respond in any form other than an unequivocal admission, please produce any and all
documents and/or electronic documents which support or relate to your reasons for providing a
denial or conditional admission. In responding to this Request for Production, please identify the
Request for Admission for which you are producing each document or electronic document.

III. REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1.: Please admit that all of Unit A, within the

District, is irrigated with surface water - via flow rights from the Snake River and storage water
from Palisades and American Falls reservoirs.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2.: Please admit that prior to 1990, all of Unit B,

within the District, was irrigated with ground water.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3.: Please

admit

that

during

the

1990s,

approximately 1,400 acres of land in Unit B were converted to using surface water - i.e., flow
rights from the Snake River and storage water from Palisades and American Falls reservoirs.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4.: Please admit that more than 80% of the acreage

and voting rights in the District are part of Unit B.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 5.: Please admit that the Unit A Pumping Plant #2

Project is primarily intended to benefit Unit B.
9 -
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6.: Please admit that you intend to use the same

surface water rights (i.e., flow rights from the Snake River and storage water rights in the
Palisades and American Falls reservoirs) to provide all of the water for Unit A; the
approximately 1,400 acres of Unit B converted to surface water in the 1990s; and the
approximately 1,500 acres of Unit B that will be converted to surface water by the Unit A
Pumping Plant #2 Project.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 7.: Please admit that you will not purchase or

otherwise obtain any additional surface water rights in relation to the Unit A Pumping Plant #2
Project.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8.: Please admit that the District holds its water

rights in trust for its members who beneficially use the water.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9.: Please admit that the District is an appropriator,

in accordance with the term "appropriation" as used in sections 1, 3, 4, and 5 of Article XV of
the Idaho Constitution.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10.: Please admit that the District is a distributor,

in accordance with the term "distribution" as used in sections 1, 3, 4, and 5 of Article XV of the
Idaho Constitution.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 11.: Please admit that Plaintiffs are a distributee, in

accordance with the term "distribution" as used in sections 1, 3, 4, and 5 of Article XV of the
Idaho Constitution.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12.: Please admit that the District has never

received any of the Plaintiffs' consent to use surface and/or storage water to be diverted through
the Unit A Pumping Plant.
IO

-
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13.: Please admit that other that the approximately
1,400 acres of Unit B converted to surface water in the 1990s, there is no delivery system
operated by District capable of delivering surface and/or storage water to these Unit B lands.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.14.: Please admit that the approximately 1,500
acres of Unit B that will be converted to surface water by the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 Project
did not historically have a delivery system operated by District capable of delivering surface
and/or storage water to these approximately 1,500 acres.

Dated this Z'Z-~

day of April, 2016.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this Z l ~y of April, 2016, I served a true and correct copy of
the following described pleading or document on the attorneys and/or individuals listed below by
the method indicated.

Document Served:

PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS

Attorneys and/or Individuals Served:

Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3029
Fax: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com
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Robert L. Harris, Esq.
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P.O. Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Tel.: (208) 523-0620
Fax: (208) 523-9518
Email: rharris@holdenlegal.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,

Case No. CV-2016-0117

NOTICE OF SERVICE

Plaintiffs,

v.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.
I hereby certify that on the

~z-4ay

of April, 2016, I served a copy of Plaintiffs ' First

Set of Discovery Requests on Defendant' s attorneys of record, Travis L. Thompson and Paul L.
Arrington of Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, by fax to (208) 735-2444 and by mail (postage
prepaid) to 195 River Vista Place, Suite 204, Twin Falls, Idaho 93301-3029.
Dated this 7 ~ay of April, 2016.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN :
l

-

RAPO, P.L.L.C.
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Dated this ,Z,2,,~day of April, 2016.
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HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this -Z-Z-~

ay of April, 2016, I served a true and correct copy of

the following described pleading or document on the attorneys and/or individuals listed below by
the method indicated.

Document Served:

NOTICE OF HEARING

Attorneys and/or Individuals Served:

Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3029
Fax: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
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Travis L. Thompson, ISB #6168
Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3029
Telephone: (208) 733-0700
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com
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Attorneys for A&B Irrigation District
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2016-117

)
)
)
)
)

DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
AND MOTION TO CONTINUE
PROCEEDINGS

)
)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW, Defendant A&B Irrigation District ("A&B" or "District"), by and
through its counsel of record, Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, and hereby submits its Response
to the Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike Affidavit ofDan Temple and Deny Defendant's Motion to

Dismiss and the Motion to Continue Proceedings filed with the Court on April 22, 2016.
For the reasons set forth herein the Court should deny both motions and grant
Defendant's motion to dismiss as a matter oflaw.
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
In the interest of economy for a complete Statement of Undisputed Facts please see
Defendant's Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Dismiss and the documents filed together
therewith on April 1, 2016.
In response to Defendant's motion to dismiss, Plaintiffs have filed a Motion to Strike the

Affidavit ofDan Temple and Deny Defendant's Motion to Dismiss ("Motion to Strike"); a Motion
to Continue Proceedings or Deny Defendant's De Facto Motion/or Summary Judgment
("Motion to Continue"); and an Amended Complaint. The Court should dismiss Plaintiffs' first
two claims (Counts 1 and 2), and the Defendant will move to dismiss or answer any remaining
claims in the amended complaint pursuant to Idaho's rules of civil procedure accordingly.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
The admissibility of evidence and the decision to grant or deny a motion to strike are
matters of discretion with the trial court. See I.R.C.P. 12(t); Shea v. Kevic Corp., 156 Idaho 540,
544 (2014). A trial court does not abuse its discretion if it: (1) correctly perceives the issue as
discretionary, (2) acts within the bounds of discretion and applies the correct legal standards, and
(3) reaches the decision through an exercise of reason. See id
When a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss is made, supported by affidavits and other
materials which the court chooses to consider, the motion is then properly treated as one for
summary judgment. See I.R.C.P. 12(b) and 56; Stewart v. Arrington Constr. Co., 92 Idaho 526,
531 (1968). The "use and effect of the summary judgment procedure is much like that of the
pretrial conference. It helps to separate the real issues and facts from the spurious ones; to
eliminate the chaff from the wheat. If all the claims or defenses are all chaff, they are all
eliminated completely." Id This authorized practice is common and well-established.
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A party opposing summary judgment may not rest upon "mere allegations in the
pleadings, but must set forth by affidavit specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial."

Gagnon v. W. Bldg. Maint., Inc., 155 Idaho 112, 114-15 (2013). "It is axiomatic that upon a
motion for summary judgment the non-moving party may not rely upon its pleadings, but must
come forward with evidence by way of affidavit or otherwise which contradicts the evidence
submitted by the moving party, and which establishes the existence of a material issue of
disputed fact." Jones v. HealthSouth Treasure Valley Hosp., 206 P.3d 473,476 (Idaho 2009).
Further, "if the nonmoving party fails to provide a sufficient showing to establish the essential
elements of his or her case, judgment shall be granted to the moving party." Porter v. Bassett,
146 Idaho 399,403 (2008). The Plaintiffs have failed to come forward with any such evidence
in this case.
"Summary judgment proceedings are decided on the basis of admissible evidence."

Campbell v. Kvamme, 155 Idaho 692,696 (2013). As such, "[t]he admissibility of evidence
contained in affidavits and depositions in support of or in opposition to a motion for summary
judgment is a threshold matter before applying the liberal construction and reasonable inferences
rule to determine whether the evidence creates a genuine issue of material fact for trial."

Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266,271 (2012).
The A&B Irrigation District followed the proper procedure in filing its Rule 12(b)(6)
motion and accompanying materials. As required by Rule 56, the District filed it motion more
than 28 days before the hearing set for May 9th and therefore complied with the applicable
timeframe. The Court has the discretion to consider the relevant undisputed facts presented by
the Temple Affidavit and dismiss Plaintiffs' complaint as a matter oflaw.
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ARGUMENT

I.

The Court Should Deny the Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike the Temple Affidavit.
At the outset the Plaintiffs ask the Court to strike the Temple Affidavit because it forces

them "to survive the higher summary judgment standard at a much earlier stage of this litigation
than would otherwise be normal." Motion to Strike at 4. Notably, Plaintiffs don't dispute the
civil rules or the fact that submitting such information with a Rule 12(b)(6) motion is expressly
allowed. See I.R.C.P. 12(b) ("If ... matters outside the pleading are presented to and not
excluded by the court, the motion shall be treated as one for summary judgment and disposed of
as provided in Rule 56... "). Following a procedure authorized by the civil rules is not a valid
reason to strike the affidavit. Just because the Plaintiffs don't like the process or cannot dispute
the facts presented is no reason to refuse to consider the affidavit and its exhibits.
The rules allow a court to "order stricken from any pleading any insufficient defense or
any redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous matter." I.R.C.P. 12(f) (emphasis added).
Although the Plaintiffs ask this Court to strike the Temple Affidavit wholesale, they only supply
limited evidentiary reasons for a few statements and exhibits. See Motion to Strike at 7-8. Stated
another way, Plaintiffs fail to show why the entire affidavit and all of the exhibits should be
stricken. As described below, the Plaintiffs' motion is misplaced and not supported by the law.
Therefore the Court should deny the motion to strike as a matter oflaw.
First, the Plaintiffs misread Idaho's civil rules in seeking to strike the Temple Affidavit.
Contrary to the Plaintiffs' theory, the language of Rule 12(f) only applies to "pleadings," not
affidavits or undisputed facts in support of a motion to dismiss. 1 See Edwards v. Mortgage Elec.
Registration Sys., 154 Idaho 511, 520 (2006) (Aflimiing district court's denial of a motion to
admit that Rule 7(a) defines "pleadings" for purposes of Idaho's civil rules. See Motion to Continue at 4.
An affidavit is not part of that definition. Plaintiffs cannot have it both ways in their arguments before this Court.
1 Plaintiffs
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dismiss where it held that "Rule 12(f) is inapplicable because it applied to striking matters from
· pleadings and an affidavit is not a pleading") (emphasis added); see also, Rockholt v. United Van

Lines, 697 F. Supp. 383, 386 (D. Idaho 1988) (motion to strike is "neither an authorized nor a
proper way to procure the dismissal of all or part of a complaint, or a counterclaim, or to strike
affidavits.") (emphasis added). Further, as a general rule, motions to strike based on Rule 12(f)
are viewed with disfavor and are not frequently granted. See Pease & Curren Re.fining, Inc. v.

Spectrolab, Inc., 744 F. Supp. 945,947 (CD. Cal. 1990); United States v. Shell Oil Co., 605 F.
Supp. 1064, 1085 (D. Colo. 1985); see also, Davenport v. Idaho Dep't ofEnvtl. Quality, 469 F.
Supp.2d 861, 883 (D. Idaho 2006). Since the Temple Affidavit is not a "pleading", there is no
legal basis to strike it based upon Rule 12(f). The Court should exercise its discretion to deny
the Plaintiffs' motion accordingly.
Despite filing an improper motion, the District will nonetheless respond to Plaintiffs'
allegations that the Temple Affidavit and attached ~xhibits are "immaterial", "irrelevant", or
"inadmissible" should the Court consider it. 2 See Motion to Strike at 5-7. As described below,
Plaintiffs' arguments are without merit and the motion to strike should be denied. While it is
true that the Court can dismiss Plaintiffs' complaint even without the Temple Aff., it does not
mean there are evidentiary reasons to strike the affidavit and exhibits, or that such undisputed
facts are immaterial or irrelevant.
First, Plaintiffs provide no argument to support striking the entire affidavit and all of the
exhibits. Instead, Plaintiffs only attack paragraphs 6, 8, 13-14 and exhibits E, H, I, and J. 3 See

Plaintiffs do not argue that the documents are "redundant" or "scandalous." I.R.C.P. 12(t).
Plaintiffs admit that at least part of the affidavit is relevant and adequately lays foundation, "while
Mr. Temple may be able to authenticate the repayment contract, Temple Affidavit, Ex. A, or the District's bylaws,
Temple Affidavit, Ex. B, he does not appear to have personal knowledge regarding the entry into the contract in
1962 ... " Motion to Strike at 7. The "entry" into the contract doesn't matter. Moreover, the documents, business

2

3 For example,
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Motion to Strike at 6-7. As such, at a minimum the Court should not strike the paragraphs and
exhibits to which the Plaintiffs provide no supporting argument to contest. See e.g. Akers v. D.L.

White Const., Inc., 156 Idaho 37, 48 (2014) ("This Court will not consider an argument not
supported by cogent or authority"). Moreover, since Plaintiffs have failed to dispute these facts
the District should be entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 4 Porter v. Bassett, 146 Idaho 399,
403 (2008) ("if the nonmoving party fails to provide a sufficient showing to establish the
essential elements of his or her case, judgment shall be granted to the moving party").
All relevant evidence is admissible except as otherwise provided. See I.R.E. 402.
"Relevant Evidence" means evidence having any tendency to make the existence of any fact that
is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would
be without the evidence. I.R.E. 401; see State v. Hocker, 115 Idaho 544, 54 7 (Ct. App. 1989).
Plaintiffs allege that they have constitutional rights that are protected by due process and
cannot be infringed upon-or taken without just compensation or due process of law. 5 See

Complaint, Counts I and II. Plaintiffs generally complain that the A&B Irrigation District and
the implementation of the Plant #2 Project will "deprive" them of their water rights. The Temple
Aff sets forth all the elements to refute Plaintiffs' claims and shows that they cannot prove that a

taking has occurred_or that their rights have been violated or injured. Mr. Temple's description
of the A&B project, its water rights, the Plant #2 Project, and water deliveries to landowners this
year, including Plaintiffs, is all relevant and material. See also, Second Temple Aff ·
records kept by the District, speak for themselves. See I.RE. 803(6). Mr. Temple is authorized to testify as to the
District's business records, including its contracts and by-laws.
The unverified statements in Plaintiffs' "Background" section are not supported by affidavit or any facts in the
record. The "arguments" of counsel in a brief do not suffice to contradict the evidence submitted by the District in
the Temple Affidavit.
4

Plaintiffs erroneously rely upon IDAHO CONST. Art. I, § 13 for their "due process" claim. That provision of the
constitution only applies to "criminal prosecutions" and has no application in this "civil" case (i.e. CV-2016-117).

5
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Mr. Temple has been the manager of the District for nearly 20 years. Temple A.ff, ,i 2.
He has extensive personal knowledge and experience regarding water delivery on the A&B
project. See generally, Temple A.ff As such, Mr. Temple has both personal and other specialized
knowledge regarding the facts in his affidavit that will assist the Court in this matter. See 1.R.E.
701, 702. Plaintiffs do not dispute his qualifications or personal knowledge.
Mr. Temple does not need to qualify as an expert to present the various documents
submitted, including a final order of the Idaho Department of Water Resources confirming the
District's storage water rights can be used anywhere within the irrigation project. 6 Mr. Temple is
qualified and has personal knowledge to testify to the per acre water deliveries across the project,
both as to those experienced in 2015 and those deliveries expected this year with the completion
·of the Plant #2 Project. See Temple A.ff, 1110-14. Mr. Temple confirmed that Plaintiffs will
receive the water they are entitled to use this year, including a higher instantaneous delivery rate
during the peak of the irrigation season. Id, 1il 21, 24-26. Mr. Temple's position, knowledge,
and experience provide adequate foundation for his statements and the information he testifies to
is relevant. Plaintiffs do not, and cannot, dispute these facts. 7 In short, Plaintiffs have not
demonstrated the affidavit is irrelevant to this case.

6 Exhibits A, B, F, G, are "business records" of the District. See I.R.E. 803(6). Exhibits C, D, E, and Kare "public
docwnents" on file with IDWR or the United States Natural Resources Conservation Service. See I.RE. 803(8).
Exhibits H, I, and J are also matters of public record in the Minidoka County District Court from the judicial
confirmation case. See I.RE. 803(8). Plaintiffs received and have all the filings from that case and admit the Court
could take judicial notice of the same. See I.R.E. 201; see Motion to Strike at 8. Plaintiffs have no meritorious
rosition to claim any of the exhibits should be stricken as inadmissible.
Plaintiffs merely argue the facts "are disputed and irrelevant" but they present absolutely no evidence to contradict
Mr. Temple's statements. See Motion to Strike at 5-6. Such arguments or allegations of counsel do not withstand
the summary judgment standard under Idaho law. A party opposing summary judgment may not rest upon "mere
allegations in the pleadings, but must set forth by affidavit specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial."
Gagnon v. W. Bldg. Maint., Inc., 155 Idaho 112, 114-15 (2013). "It is axiomatic that upon a motion for summary
judgment the non-moving party may not rely upon its pleadings, but must come forward with evidence by way of
affidavit or otherwise which contradicts the evidence submitted by the moving party. and which establishes the
existence of a material issue of disputed fact." Jones v. HealthSouth Treasure Valley Hosp., 206 P.3d 473, 476
(Idaho 2009) (emphasis added). Plaintiffs' case fails under this legal standard.
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Lastly, Plaintiffs allege that the Temple Affidavit does not lay adequate foundation
regarding Dan Temple's personal knowledge pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(e). See Motion to Strike at
7. Rule 56(e) states, "[s]upporting and opposing affidavits shall be made on personal
knowledge ... and show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated
therein." Again, the affidavit establishes that Mr. Temple has been the manager for A&B since
1997, has been with the District for over 40 years, and that he has personal knowledge of the
facts provided. Temple A.ff., 111-2. Further, there is no question that Mr. Temple is competent to
testify on such matters and has personal knowledge regarding the exhibits supplied in support of
the District's motion to dismiss.
In summary, the Temple Affidavit is relevant and material to defeat Plaintiffs' claims, and
the appropriate foundational requirements have been met. The evidence before the Court is
admissible and undisputed. The Court should deny Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike accordingly.
II.

There is No Case or Controversy for Declaratory Relief Regarding Count I;
Therefore the Court Should Dismiss it as a Matter of Law.

Pursuant to the allegations set forth in Plaintiffs' Complaint, Defendant filed a motion to
dismiss premised upon the fact that no type of constitutional takings or inverse condemnation
occurred through the District's actions. Plaintiffs indicate that Defendant misunderstood the

Complaint, and concede that there was no taking or inverse condemnation that occurred. See
Motion to Strike at 1, 9. If Plaintiffs' claims are not premised upon a takings or inverse
condemnation, it is unclear exactly what Plaintiffs' allegations or claims are as there is no
actionable case or controversy ripe for decision.

Plaintiffs state: "This case is about defining the nature of the Plaintiffs' interest in the
water that is distributed by the District and put to beneficial use on Plaintiffs' farms. Plaintiffs
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seek a declaratory judgment form this Court vindicating their rights elucidated in the Idaho
constitution and definitively ordering the District to respect those rights in 2016 and every future
year. "8 Motion to Strike at 6. Plaintiffs further state they are "seeking to preserve their
Constitutional rights in good years and bad; so that when there is not enough water for everyone,
the District will still respect the Constitutionally-mandated principle that first in time is first in
right to water and, in that circumstance, will not take water from Plaintiffs without their

consent." Id at 6-7 (emphasis added). Such a claim that the District will not have "enough
water" for its landowners or will take Plaintiffs' water away "without their consent" is pure
speculation. Indeed, Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts to show that such actions will occur.
In a nutshell, Plaintiffs claim the District has or will violate the constitution by
"depriving" them of water "without their consent." Although their argument certainly walks and
talks like a ''takings" claim, the Plaintiffs apparently think otherwise. Despite the
characterization of their "case", the Plaintiffs can prove no "deprivation" or ''taking." See

Motion to Strike at 9. As shown by the undisputed facts the District is already delivering water
to the Plaintiffs in 2016, including a higher delivery rate during the peak of the irrigation season.

Second Temple Aff.,, 4; Temple Aff., ,, 24-26. Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts to sustain
their present case but can only speculate as to what might happen in future years. Such
speculation is not justiciable under Idaho's declaratory judgment statute. See Wylie v. State,

Idaho Transp. Bd., 151 Idaho 26, 31 (2011) ("courts will not rule on declaratory judgment
actions which present questions that are moot or abstract").
It is evident by Plaintiffs' statements that they are seeking redress for an alleged violation
of a constitutional right that has not occurred, will not occur, but that may or may not occur
8 Plaintiffs cannot show what it means to "vindicate" their constitutional rights without an injury or taking that
infringes upon their rights.
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during an unknown time in the future. Plaintiffs are merely asking the court to restate the
language of the Idaho Constitution-which Defendant concedes states:
Section 4. CONTINUING RIGHTS TO WATER GUARANTEED. Whenever
any waters have been, or shall be, appropriated or used for agricultural purposes,
under a sale, rental, or distribution thereof, such sale, rental, or distribution shall
be deemed an exclusive dedication to such use; and whenever such waters so
dedicated shall have once been sold, rented or distributed to any person who has
settled upon or improved land for agricultural purposes with the view of receiving
the benefit of such water under such dedication, such person, his heirs, executors,
administrators, successors, or assigns, shall not thereafter, without his consent, be
deprived of the annual·use of the same, when needed for domestic purposes, or to
irrigate the land so settled upon or improved, upon payment therefor, and
compliance with such equitable terms and conditions as to the quantity used and
times of use, as may be prescribed by law.
IDAHO CONST.

Art. XV, §4.

The District does not dispute the Plaintiffs have a right to water delivery pursuant to the
District's water rights. That delivery is conditioned upon the compliance with the Reclamation
Contract, the District's by-laws, and payment of the District's assessments. All three criteria are
satisfied as the Plaintiffs have all paid their 2016 assessment and are receiving water delivery
from the District. See Second Temple A.ff, fl 3-4, Ex. A.
Consequently, Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts to show that they will be deprived of
the annual use of water for irrigation on their lands .. The District has unquestionably confirmed
that the Plaintiffs will receive at least 3 acre-feet per acre, plus a higher delivery rate during the
peak of the irrigation season in 2016. See Temple A.ff, ,r,r 24-26. As such, the Plaintiffs have no
cause of action under the Idaho Constitution. While Plaintiffs have a right to receive water, they
do not control or dictate how the District delivers water to others within the project.
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Stated another way, the Plaintiffs do not have rights to the entirety of the District's
surface water rights and storage water in American Falls and Palisades. Just because they
disagree with management or a particular project does not give rise to a justiciable controversy.
Idaho district courts are clearly authorized to make judicial declarations under LC. § 101201. See also, I.R.C.P. 57; Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 515-516 (1984).
However, one of the prerequisites to a declaratory judgment action is an actual or justiciable
controversy. See Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635,639 (1989). The Idaho Supreme
Court has set forth the pivotal elements of a justiciable controversy as follows:
A "controversy" in this sense must be one that is appropriate for judicial
determination .... A justiciable controversy is thus distinguished from a difference
or dispute of a hypothetical or abstract character; from one that is academic or
moot. ... The controversy must be definite and concrete, touching the legal
relations of the parties having adverse legal interests ... .It must be a real and
substantial controversy admitting of specific relief through a decree of a
conclusive character, as distinguished from an opinion advising what the law
would be upon a hypothetical state offacts.

Weldon v. Bonner County Tax Coalition, 124 Idaho 31, 36 (1993) (emphasis added), quoting
Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 516'(1984).
Generally, courts will not grant declaratory judgments which merely answer a moot or
abstract question. Idaho Sch.for Equal Educ. Opportunity v. Idaho State Bd. of Educ., 128 Idaho
276,282,912 P.2d 644,650 (1996). An action for declaratory judgment is moot where the
judgment, if granted, would have no effect either directly or collaterally on the plaintiff, the
plaintiff would be unable to obtain further relief based on the judgment, and no other relief is
sought in the action. Id. (citing 22A Am. Jur. 2d Declaratory Judgments§ 41 (1988)).
While it has been held that a declaratory judgment proceeding may be maintained,
although such proceeding involves the determination of a disputed question of fact, it cannot be
used where the object is to try such fact as a determinative issue, and a declaratory judgment
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should be refused where the questions presented should be the subject of judicial investigation in
a regular action. Ennis v. Casey, 72 Idaho 181, 185 (1951) (citing Hamilton Corporation v.

Corum, 218 Cal. 92, 21 P.2d 413; I.C. Sec. 10-1209; 1 C.J.S., Actions, p. 1031, § 18, Heller v.
Shapiro, 208 Wis. 310, 242 N. W. 174, 87 A.L.R. 1201; Oldham County ex rel. Woolridge v.
Arvin, 244 Ky. 551, 51 S.W.2d 657).
In the instant case Plaintiffs are attempting to utilize a declaratory action on a
hypothetical determinative potential future claim. See Motion to Strike at 12 (referring to alleged
deprivation of water "in the future"). Plaintiffs' hypotheticals, if ever reality in the future, will
be the subject of judicial investigation, and will be ripe for potential relief, if any, at that time.
Again, the Plaintiffs fail to show what it means to "vindicate" or "enforce" a constitutional right
without showing a specific taking or injury to that right. The Court should deny Plaintiffs'
motion accordingly.

III.

The Court Should Dismiss Count II Since it is Without Merit and Barred by the
Doctrine of Res Judicata.

Plaintiffs' Count 2 is titled, "DECLARATORY JUDGMENT ENFORCING THE
PLAINTIFFS' PROPERTY RIGHTS PROTECTED BY THE IDAHO CONSTITUTION, ART.
I,§§ 13 AND 14." Complaint, at 13. The relevant portions of the Idaho Constitution cited by
Plaintiffs are "No person shall ... be deprived of life, liberty or property without due process of
law" and "Private property may be taken for public use, but not until a just compensation, to be
ascertained in the manner prescribed by law, shall be paid therefore." ld. 9 Lastly, Plaintiffs'
prayer for relief is for a declaration that the District "is without authority to .deprive Plaintiffs of

9

Plaintiffs' reliance upon Art. I,§ 13 of the constitution is misplaced and should be dismissed. See supra, n. 5.
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their water rights or to assess Plaintiffs for the benefit of other water users without their consent
or due process oflaw." Id. at 14.
Plaintiffs want to rely upon the Bradshaw case, however they immediately admit that the
instant case is actually distinguished because it does not deal with the same annexation scenario
conditioned upon assuming increased costs to infrastructure, or with other distinguishable facts.

See Motion to Strike at 13-14. Indeed, the "annexation" of the "new lands" in Bradshaw has no
application in this case where all of the A&B Irrigation District lands are an authorized place of
use under the storage water rights. See Temple Alf, 1 6; Ex. E. Furthermore, in Bradshaw the
owners of the "new" lands agreed to pay for the costs of the new storage water as a condition of
the petition for annexation. See Bradshaw, 85 Idaho at 535-36. The case was not about an
election or the procedures that A&B followed to approve the indebtedness and apportion the
benefits and assess the costs for the Plant #2 Project. See generally, LC. § 43-401 et seq.,

Temple Alf, Exs. H, J. (Judge Crabtree finding that Plaintiffs "have not shown that the Board
failed to comply with statutory requirements, that it relied on improper information or evidence
in making its assessment, list and apportionment, or that it acted in an otherwise arbitrary and
capricious manner in carrying out its duties in relation to the bond confirmation proceedings.
There is no evidence of any procedural irregularity. The Board complied with LC. § 43-404 in
assessing benefits and apportioning the costs related to the Projects.")
The facts here in no way are analogous to Bradshaw, and furthermore Plaintiffs fail to
address Defendant's assertions that Plaintiffs were afforded due process and are bound by the
District's apportionment decision, which they failed to object to or participate in. See Temple

Alf, 11 16-17, Ex. J. As previously argued, the Plaintiffs are precluded from challenging that
assessment in this proceeding as LC.§ 43-405 specifically provides that they "shall not be
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permitted thereafter to contest said assessment ... " (emphasis added). The Plaintiffs were
provided with due process of law and failed to contest the Board's assessment. 10 See American

Falls Res. Dist. v. Thrall, 39 Idaho 130, 145 (1924) ("[a]ll this was a proper subject of inquiry
for the board, and the apportionment was made after notice had been given of the time and place
of this hearing. Notice of the confirmation proceedings was given, and the owners of all land
assessed were entitled to appear before the court in this proceeding, in which the court was
authorized to correct all errors in the assessment, apportionment and distribution of costs. This
constitutes due process of law and is not a taking ofproperty without compensation.")
(emphasis added). Tellingly, Plaintiffs wholly ignore the Court's holding in Thrall and what it
means for Count I of their complaint.
Plaintiffs claim that the matter is not barred by res judicata because, although it involved
the same parties and same claim-Plaintiffs argue there was no final judgment on their merits.

See Motion to Strike at 15-16. Plaintiffs' second claim squarely addresses the validly of the
assessments and nothing more-and as cited by Plaintiffs, Judge Crabtree stated: "the court
reviews the proceedings and determines whether the irrigation district's 'assessment, list and

apportionment are in any substantial matter erroneous or unjust." See Motion to Strike at 16.
There is no question Plaintiffs challenged the District's assessment and opposed judicial
confirmation of the proceedings on constitutional grounds. See Temple A.ff., Ex. I (Plaintiff's
Response at pages 15-23). While the Plaintiffs specifically raised the challenge before the
Minidoka County District Court, res judicata does not require those issues to have been raised in
order for the prior judgment to operate as a bar to future cases.

10

Moreover, Plaintiffs have all paid their 2016 assessment to the District. See Second Temple A.ff., Ex. A.
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Under the doctrine of res judicata, the Court'.s judgment in that case is deemed to have
addressed all claims that were raised, or might have been raised. See Hindmarsh v. Mark, 138
Idaho 92, 94 (2002) ("The doctrine of claim preclusion bars not only subsequent relitigation of a
claim previously asserted, but also subsequent relitigation of any claims relating to the same

cause of action which were actually made or which might have been made") (emphasis added);

see also, Markin v. Grohmann, 153 Idaho 223, 227 (2012) ("When a cause of action is merged
into the judgment, the cause of action is extinguished"); Taylor v. Riley, 157 Idaho 323, 331
(2014) ("The prior adjudication 'extinguishes all claims arising out of the same transaction or
series of transactions out of which the cause of action arose.'") (emphasis added).
Plaintiffs do not dispute they were provided notice and the opportunity to contest the
Board's proposed apportionment and assessment of costs for the loans. The proceedings have
been judicially confirmed. Moreover, Plaintiffs have paid their 2016 assessments, which include
costs for the loan payments in 2016. See Second Temple Alf., 13, Ex. A; see also, Temple Alf., 1
20. Accordingly, the Plaintiffs were provided due process and therefore have no cause of action
regarding the District's assessments. The criteria for res judicata are satisfied and the Court
should dismiss Plaintiffs' Count II as a matter of law.
IV.

The Court Should Deny the Requested Continuance Since the Plaintiffs Only Seek
Irrelevant and Unnecessary Discovery.

Seeking to delay the inevitable in a waste of time and at great cost to the Defendant,
Plaintiffs request a continuance to conduct discovery in hopes of at the very least to better
understand the details of the Project. Motion to Continue at 6. Furthermore, Plaintiffs allege
they "are seeking to vindicate the constitutional protections afforded the water (Jistributed them"
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and "are guarding their rights in other property, which cannot be taken from them (by levy or
otherwise) without due process or just compensation." 11 Id. at 3.
As detailed in the District's Motion to Dismiss and supporting documents, Plaintiffs have
no case under Idaho law. First, the District is delivering water to the Plaintiffs pursuant to the
Reclamation Contract, by-laws, and District water rights. Temple Alf; 18; Second Temple Alf, 1
4. Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts to show they have been or are being "deprived" of any
water to their lands. Second, the Plant #2 Project will allow the District to increase the
instantaneous rate of delivery to Plaintiffs' lands during the peak of the irrigation season.
Plaintiffs wholly ignore this benefit and water delivery reality resulting from the Plaint #2
Project. Finally, the District followed the statutory process to obtain landowner approval for the
loans and have apportioned the benefits and have assessed the costs in compliance with Idaho
law. The Minidoka County District Court judicially confirmed this process despite Plaintiffs'
objection in that proceeding. Plaintiffs have paid their 2016 assessments and currently two of the
three are receiving water delivery today. Second Temple Alf, 1 4. Any claims about "future"
speculative actions are not justiciable and not before this Court.
It's obvious that Plaintiffs' sole purpose with the request for a continuance is an attempt
to delay the Court's ruling and gather information so that it might be argued that if one day there
is a water shortage and if one day the District potentially could pursue some course of action
then it may take water from Plaintiffs. See id. at 6-7. These are not valid reasons to grant a
continuance so Plaintiffs can conduct discovery in opposition to the District's present motion to
dismiss.
Despite their arguments to the contrary (see Motion to Dismiss at 9 "Plaintiffs are not seeking compensation for an
illegal taking''), Plaintiffs characterize their claims in this motion as a ''takings" claim. The Court should see
through Plaintiffs' confusion and rule they have no "takings"·claim under Idaho law. See Memorandum in Support
of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss at 6-7.
11
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Rule 56(f) provides:
When affidavits are unavailable in summary judgment proceedings. -Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that he cannot
for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify his opposition, the
court may refuse the application for judgment or may order a continuance to
permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had
or make such other order as is just.

I.R.C.P. 56(f) (emphasis added).
The purpose of Rule 56(f) is to ensure that the non-moving party has adequate time to
conduct necessary discovery. Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners LTD, 154 Idaho 99,
105 (2013). In this case Plaintiffs have not shown additional discovery is necessary or warranted
to "justify" a response. Instead~ the Affidavit ofRobert L. Harris claims since "the discovery
process is only beginning" that Plaintiffs "do not have all the factual infonnation necessary" to
respond to the District's motion. Harris Alf; ,r 4. Mr. Harris then refers to the Plaintiffs' first
discovery requests and claims the District's answers "will show that there are genuine issues of
material fact regarding the District's actions with regard to the water distributed to Plaintiffs over
the course of decades and the assessment levied against Plaintiffs to pay for the Project." Id; ,r
18. Yet, Plaintiffs at the same time claim this case is not a "takings" case and Mr. Harris fails to
acknowledge the Plaintiffs have already paid their 2016 assessments. Compare Motion to

Dismiss at 9; Second Temple A.ff., ,r 3, Ex. A. Despite the request to delay a ruling on the
District's motion, Plaintiffs cannot show any facts to show they are being deprived of any water
or that any question as to the assessment is moot since they have all paid the District's invoices.
When seeking a continuance under Rule 56(f), the moving party "must 'do so in good
faith by affirmatively demonstrating why he cannot respond to a movant's affidavits ... and how
postponement of a ruling on the motion will enable him, by discovery or other means, to rebut
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the movant's showing of the absence of a genuine issue of fact."' Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp.,
141 Idaho 233,239 (2005) (emphasis added) (quoting Allen v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., 81
F.3d 793, 797 (8th Cir.1996)).
In Jenkins, the Court held that the district court did not abuse its discretion in denying the
motion because "the affidavit ... did not specify what discovery was needed" to properly
respond to the summary judgment motion, "and did not set forth how the evidence he expected to
gather through further discovery would be relevant to preclude summary judgment." Id at 239.
Plaintiffs have not demonstrated the aforementioned. As Plaintiffs admit, their counts are
based upon "understanding the District's view of its relationship to Plaintiffs" and guarding
against "future" speculative actions by the District. See Motion to Continue at 7, 15-16. In
reality, the sole intent of filing this suit against the District was for the purpose of gathering
discovery, facts and data for a potential lawsuit in the future, if a set ofhypotheticals would ever
come to fruition. The movant "has the burden of setting out 'what further discovery would reveal
that is essential to justify their opposition,' making clear 'what information is sought and how it
would preclude summary judgment."' See Jenkins, 141 Idaho at 239 (quoting Nicholas v.

Wallenstein, 266 F.3d 1083, 1088-89 (9th Cir.2001)). Plaintiffs have not met this burden.
Again, nothing in the discovery requests would rebut the fact that the District has not and
is not depriving the Plaintiffs of any water, or that the assessment levied did not comply with
Idaho law. See Temple A.ff.,fl 24-26; Second Temple A.ff., ,r 4. Plaintiffs simply have no cause
of action or justiciable case for the Court to consider. No discovery will change that.
Plaintiffs relate the need for conducting discovery with an analogy to a poker gamehowever what Plaintiffs have failed to acknowledge is that their claims and requests for relief do
not .entitle them to th~ any cards in the first place. They have no seat at the table. Granting
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Plaintiffs' motion for a continuance so that it can conduct discovery does nothing more than to
create and increase these unnecessary costs upon the District and Plaintiffs.
Since the Plaintiffs cannot meet the Rule 56(f) standard, the Court should deny the
request for a continuance.
CONCLUSION

The Temple Affidavit presents relevant and undisputed facts in support of the District's
motion to dismiss. Following the procedures provided by Idaho's civil rules is no reason to
strike such information that shows the case should be dismissed as a matter oflaw. See 1.R.C.P.
12(b); 56. The Court should deny the Plaintiffs' Motion to Dismiss accordingly.
Next, while the Plaintiffs may disagree with the project and District's management, such
disagreement does not give rise to any lawful claims before this Court. There is no case or
controversy over which this Court needs to declare any rights for any of the parties. Plaintiffs
admit that there has not been a taking, nor have they been injured by being deprived of any
water. Further, the District's apportionment and assessment proceedings have been confirmed
under Idaho law. There is no legal basis to challenge the assessment that the Plaintiffs have all
paid anyway. Finally, Plaintiffs do not meet the burden or demonstrate a need for discovery
prior to deciding the issues before the court. In sum, Plaintiffs have no cause of action and the
District respectfully requests the Court to deny Plaintiffs' Motion to Continue accordingly.
DATED this

£,d day of May, 2016.
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP

Attorneys for Defendant A&B Irrigation District
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Z,Jday of May, 2016, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing Defendant's Response to Motion to Strike I Motion to Continue
by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Deputy Clerk
Jerome County District Court
233 W. Main St.
Jerome, Idaho 83338

__ Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
__ Overnight Mail
_x_Email

Robert L. Harris
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

__ Hand Delivery
_x_ U.S. Mail
Facsimile
__ Overnight Mail
_x_Email
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Attorneys for A&B Irrigation District
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFl'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,

Plaintiffs,

vs.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

State ofldaho
Minidoka Collllty

)
)
)

)
)

)

CASE NO. CV-2016-117

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DAN
TEMPLE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
DISMISS

)
)
)

ss.

DAN TEMPLE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

My name is Dan Temple and I live at 175 W. 750 Lane N., Rupert Idaho 83350.

My work address is 414 11 th St., Rupert, Idaho 83350. I am over the age of 18 and have
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knowledge of the attached docwnents pertinent to this matter, and make this affidavit based upon
personal knowledge.
2.

In paragraph 13 ofmy first affidavit dated April 1, 2016 I stated that Plant #2

Project would allow the District to deliver water to another "l,500 acres presently irrigated with
groundwater. n I also used that "1,500 acres" number in paragraph 23. I will clarify those
statements and that total number here. First, the Plant #2 Project will allow the District to deliver
surface water to 1,478.5 acres formerly irrigated with groundwater throughout the entire
irrigation season. In addition, due to changes in the pipeline design, the District will be able to
intermittently provide surface water to another 535 .1 acres when there is available capacity in the
pumping plant and pipeline. This will typically occur during the shoulder months of April, May,
September end October. During the peak of the inigation season I expect these lands (the 535.1
acres) to use groundwater. With available surface water, including storage water and natural
flow available under water right permit #01-10633, I expect we will have sufficient water to
deliver to the 1,478.5 acres all season.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A are true end correct copies of the District's

assessment invoices and records of payments received by Plaintiffs Tateoka Brothers LLC, Gary
Ottman, end Daniel Paslay (paid by Gary Ottman) for 2016.
4.

As of today, Monday May 2, 2016, the District has begun delivering water upon

request to the lands owned by Plaintiffs Tateoka Brothers LLC and Daniel Paslay. Plaintiff Gary
Ottman has yet to request any water deliveries to his lands this irrigation season but the District
is ready end will deliver such water upon request.
II

II
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DATED this J. ,J-,day ofMay, 2016.

·0.«1~
DenTemple

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

t

aefday of May, 2016.

G)~~~
Notary Public f°!Qdaho
Residing at:
~ f R,.+ :tb
\

AFFIDAVIT OF' DAN TEMPLE

Commission Expire~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

.l J

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of May, 2016, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DAN TEMPLE IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS by the method indicated below, and addressed
to each of the following:
Deputy Clerk
Jerome County District Court
233 W. Main St
Jerome, Idaho 83338

_

Robert L. Harris
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

_
Hand Delivery
_x_U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
_LEmail
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Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
_
Overnight Mail
_x_Email
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A&B Irrigation District
P.O. Box 675
Rupert, ID 83350
Phone:208-436-3152
97

TATEOKA BROTHERS LLC
362S 1350W

HAZELTON ID 83335

5-308
~·/:-::·

2016 PREPAID O&M

982

G-14/15 1021 less Parcel A

90.8 Ac

Total Due

Received payment on the above, in the amount of$

$8,898.40

_i..(,;·.l.-1,iq~...ii;J....!.,_Y.w/L).!...-_______________
~

Cate

Clli .,M JLtua. ~

\'.d,.- '.)\ · \8

D

Payment made In:
CASH
CHECK ~
Payment by draft or check shall not constitute payment until draft ~r check Is honored.'
No.

)ii

L

A&B Irrigation District

\f'ioe,I ~le6\o...~,...Jco.

Billing Date _ _ _ _ _ _ __

12/16/2015
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A&B Irrigation District
P.O. Box 675
Rupert, ID 83350

Phone:208-436-3152
1251V

GARY & TERESA OTTMAN
2860 E 110 S
HAZELTON ID 83335

5-262A
5-262A

1006

5-262A

2016O&M
2016O&M
2016O&M

5-262A

2016O&M

1006
1006
1006

8-27
8-27

2016O&M
2016 O&M

1006
1006

E-11 1021 less Par 1
F-111021 Par A

99.9Ac
1.7 Ac

F-111021 Par B
F-111021 less Par A&B

1.4Ac
93.0Ac

D-111021 less area 2
SW1/4 NW1/4 Par 1

$9,790.20
$166.60
$137.20
$9,114.00
. . ..

111.1 Ac
0.3Ac

$10,887.80
$29.40

...:j:1:~1~i~
TOTAL DUE ON OR BEFORE APRIL 15, 2016

Received payment on the above, in the amount of$
Date

~c-3co~·~/...!/..!:J.5~~·~=~...,_
· :____- r~
- .-.-~-. - - - - - - -

0111

lf-~1-Ua

Payment made In:

CASH

D

CHECK

oo,tlLn",.... "

Payment by draft or check shall not consUMe pay~ln1JJJfJ4hkk Is honored.

No.

$30,125.20

~

A&B lnlgatlon District

2/24/2016

BIiiing Date _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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A&B Irrigation District.
P.O. Box675
Rupert, ID 83350

Phone:208-436-3152
DANIEL D. PASLAY
379S750W
HEYBURN ID 83336

5-302
5-302

2016 O&M
2016 O&M

983
958

C-15 1021 Less Par 1

90.7 Ac

D-15 1021

90.BAc

TOTAL DUE ON OR BEFORE APRIL 16, 2016

Received payment on the above, in the amount of$ _
Date

CASH

ail· Jk IAJ

:...----4-=--i~=..,.4--A&wB«1,,lrrl,.4g.u.at;...jlon'="'o.,_1s"""'tr1ct
_ _ _ _ __

O

CHECK

i;KJ~Q.n
b:S~ o~ onec'k Is honored.

Payment by draft or check shall not constitute payment ~I

No.

$17,787.00
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2016-0117

REPLY BRIEF SUPPORTING
PLAINTIFFS' MOTIONS TO
STRIKE AND CONTINUE

V.

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.
Plaintiffs, Daniel Paslay ("Paslay"), Gary Ottman ("Ottman"), and Tateoka Brothers, LLC
("Tateoka" and, collectively with Paslay and Ottman, "Plaintiffs"), by and through their counsel
ofrecord Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C., submit this Reply Brie/Supporting Plaintiffs'

Motions to Strike and Continue. The Court should strike Mr. Temple's affidavits and deny the
motion to dismiss. Alternatively, if the Court considers the facts outside the pleadings, the motion
should be continued or else denied as a de facto motion for summary judgment.
I
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I. INTRODUCTION
This case is about divergent views of the nature of Plaintiffs' rights and Plaintiffs ask this
Court to declare the character of those rights.
First, Plaintiffs contend that, as landowners in the Unit A portion of the A&B Irrigation
District (the "District"), they have a constitutionally-protected superior interest in the natural flow
and storage water that has been dedicated to their farms by the decades-long distribution of that
water from the District. Accordingly, they contend that such water cannot be taken from them and
used in the Unit B portion of the District-the District portion that uses ground water-without
their consent. See Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 4. On the other hand, the District views
Plaintiffs' rights to the natural flow and storage water as solely contractual, subject to reallocation
entirely within the District's unfettered discretion and irrespective of its historical dedication to
Unit A lands.
Second, Plaintiffs contend that they cannot be required to pay for the improvements (which,
Plaintiffs contend, will result in less water being available for Plaintiffs' farms) because they have
not been afforded due process or just compensation. See Idaho Constitution, Art. I, §§ 13 and 14.
Contrarily, the District believes that because the bond was approved in a judicial confirmation
proceeding-where Plaintiffs raised their constitutional concerns and the court specifically and
explicitly declined to address the issue as not being an issue within the purview of the judicial
confirmation proceedings-Plaintiffs cannot assert their constitutional rights.
Plaintiffs are seeking declaratory judgment to vindicate, define, and "declare [the] rights,
status, and other legal relations" between Plaintiffs and the District. Idaho Code § 10-1201.
Plaintiffs rely on the natural flow and storage water provided to them by the District. The Idaho

2
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Constitution protects that reliance by granting distributees a protected property interest in the water
distributed to them, Art. XV, § 4, and requiring public entities like the District to provide due
process and just compensation when they take funds from individuals, Art. I, §§ 13 and 14.
II. ARGUMENT

The District' s Defendant 's Response to Plaintiffs ' Motion to Strike and Motion to Continue

Proceedings (the "Response Brief') constitutes responses to Plaintiffs' motions, but also its reply
in support of its Motion to Dismiss. As a result, Plaintiffs will first provide a reply in support of

Plaintiffs ' Motion to Strike Affidavit of Dan Temple and Deny Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss (the
"Motion to Strike"); then a reply in support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Continue Proceedings or Deny
Defendant 's De Facto Motion for Summary Judgment (the "Motion to Continue"); finally, because
the District has asserted new arguments in its reply material supporting Defendant 's Motion to

Dismiss Pursuant to IR. C.P. 12(B)(6) (the "Motion to Dismiss"), Plaintiffs ask the Court to
disregard the arguments, see Franklin Bldg. Supply Co. v. Hymas, 157 Idaho 632, 640, 339 P.3d
357, 365 (2014), but ask the Court to allow supplemental briefing if the Court intends to consider
the District' s new arguments.
A. This Court should strike the Temple Affidavit in its entirety because the District has
failed to show how any of it is relevant to Plaintiffs' claims.

"Whether the trial court is being asked to admit or to strike evidence, the initial question
remains the same: Is the evidence relevant?" State v. Hocker, 115 Idaho 544,547, 768 P.2d 807,
810 (Ct. App. 1989). For that reason, " [w]hether evidence is relevant is an issue oflaw." State v.

Ehrlick, 158 Idaho 900, 926, 354 P.3d 462,488 (2015) (quoting State v. Meister, 148 Idaho 236,
239, 220 P.3d 1055, 1058 (2009)). "The rule that the party who is seeking affirmative relief has
the burden of proof is one which necessarily underlies all our procedure." Woodrujf v. Butte &
3
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Mia. Lake Canal Co., 64 Idaho 735, 137 P.2d 325, 327 (1943) (citation and quotation marks
omitted). In the evidentiary context, the party proposing the admission of testimony or evidence
is seeking the affirmative relief of its admission. In other words, because "the initial question" is
whether the evidence is relevant (and not whether it can be excluded for irrelevance), the party
attempting to submit the evidence must show how it is relevant. See Hocker, 115 Idaho at 547,
768 P.2d at 810.
Only relevant evidence can be admitted. Idaho Rule of Evidence 402. Relevant evidence
is any "evidence having any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to
the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would be without the
evidence." Idaho Rule of Evidence 401. Therefore, only evidence that makes the existence of an
element of Plaintiffs' claims more or less probable is relevant and admissible. Idaho Rule of
Evidence 402.
Here, the District seeks to introduce the Affidavit of Dan Temple in Support of Defendant 's

Motion to Dismiss (the " Temple Affidavit"), which presents substantial testimony from Mr. Temple
and attempts to put almost 200 pages of documents in the record. See Temple Affidavit. However,
the District has not explained how any of the material in the Temple Affidavit is material to this
case-i. e. , the District has not shown how the facts presented are of consequence to any element
of either of Plaintiffs claims seeking declaratory judgment. As a result, the Temple Affidavit
should be struck in its entirety.
The elements of Plaintiffs' first claim are that they are entitled to a judgment declaring that
they have a right to the natural and storage water distributed to them by the District, which cannot
be taken from them (to any degree at any time) because (1) the water has been appropriated by the

4
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District for agricultural purposes and (2) has thereafter been distributed by the District (3) to
Plaintiffs, who have "improved land for agricultural purposes with the view ofreceiving the benefit
of such water under such dedication." Idaho ,Constitution, Art. XV, § 4; see generally Motion to

Continue, pp. 9-16.
The District appropriates water for agricultural purposes, as evidenced by their natural flow
and storage water rights, which have irrigation as a purpose of use. The District then distributes
the natural flow and storage water to Plaintiffs' Unit A lands, as evidenced by the historical
delivery system of natural flow and storage water to the Unit A lands, and the historical lack of a
natural flow and storage water delivery system to the Unit B lands (which irrigate with ground
water). Plaintiffs ' Unit A lands are farms that have, since their development decades ago, relied
on the water distributed to them by the District.
The District's purpose behind the Project is that Unit B wants to convert some ofits ground
water irrigated lands to natural flow and/or storage water irrigated lands. Plaintiffs assert that the
District cannot do this by taking Unit A's natural flow and/or storage water for the conversion
without the Unit A members' consent.
Water District No. 1, the instrumentality that accounts for storage water allocations in the
upper Snake River basin, follow a process every year to determine what the storage water
allocation will be. These procedures are outlined in a lengthy handbook entitled "Concepts,
Practices, and Procedures Used to Distribute Water Within Water District # 1," and is available at
http://www.waterdistrictl.com/water%20accounting%20manual.pdf.

Pages 82 and 83 of this

manual describe the "day of allocation," which is essentially the day where the watermaster for
Water District No. 1 declares the storage fill to the various reservoirs in the system.

5
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Therefore, depending upon the natural flow supply forecast or the storage water allocation
once the day of allocation is determined (and that date invariably changes year to year depending
on water conditions), Plaintiffs consent as a Unit A landowner may or may not be given in a given
year. As to Plaintiffs, this litigation was not commenced to allow them to hoard water. Rather, it
was brought to protect their interests and to let them decide-based on their needs and the water
supply-when to surrender their constitutional right for an irrigation season as distributees of the
natural flow and/or storage water in order to provide such water to Unit B landowners. The District
asserts that they can take the natural flow and/or storage water whenever they want for the benefit
of the Unit B landowners, without Unit A landowners' consent, irrespective of the anticipated
natural flow supply and/or storage water allocation announced on the day of allocation.
The elements of Plaintiffs' second claim are explained in the Bradshaw case, where the
Idaho Supreme Court stated that "the imposition of such additional costs and burdens [to pay for
infrastructure improvements] upon the owners of the old lands, without their consent, would be an
invasion of their constitutionally protected property rights." Bradshaw v. Milner Low Lift Irr.
Dist. , 85 Idaho 528, 548, 381 P.2d 440, 451 (1963) (citing Idaho Constitution, Art. I, §§ 13 and
14, other citations omitted); see generally Motion to Continue, pp. 16-19.
The District has not shown how any of facts alleged in the Temple Affidavit actually relates,
or is relevant, to any of the elements of Plaintiffs' first or second claims. The District provides
only conclusory statements without demonstrating anything about Plaintiffs' claims. Response
Brief, p. 6 (concluding that no taking has occurred and therefore that "Mr. Temple' s description of
the A&B project, its water rights, the Plant #2 Project, and water deliveries to landowners this
year, including Plaintiffs is all relevant and material"); see id. , p. 7 (stating that "Mr. Temple's

6
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position, knowledge, and experience provide adequate foundation for his statements and the
information he testifies to is relevant").
Despite the District's repeated arguments regarding the lack of a constitutional "taking,"
neither of Plaintiffs' claims require any showing of a "taking" by the District. Therefore, the
District's assurances and projections that capacity (i.e., how quickly and regularly water can be
delivered) will be increased and quantity (i.e., how much water plaintiffs actually receive) will
remain undisturbed are irrelevant.
As to Count 1, Plaintiffs have been very clear that Count 1 is premised on Idaho
Constitution, Art. XV, §§ 1, 3, 4, and 5. See , e.g., Complaint, p. 10 (the subtitle under Count 1
includes a citation to those constitutional provisions). However, the District continues to view
Count 1 as relating to a "tak[ing] without just compensation or due process of law." Response Br.,
p. 6 (citing Complaint, Counts 1 and 2, footnote omitted). It takes more than undisputed facts to
make a party "entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Response Brief, p. 6; see also id. , p. 7, n.
7. The undisputed facts must be relevant. The failure to dispute irrelevant facts has no bearing on
a case. The District has not made any attempt to show how any of the facts from the Temple

Affidavit are relevant to Plaintiffs' claims. The District' s argument is not even addressing the basis
for Count 1. Again, this dispute is about whether the District must receive consent from the
Plaintiffs before it can take any portion natural flow and/or storage water that has heretofore been
used solely on their lands as Unit A members and be reapportioned to Unit B members.
As to Count 2, the District appears to contest that there is a civil right to "due process"
under the Idaho Constitution. Response Brief, p. 6, n. 5 (explaining that Idaho Constitution, Art.
I, § 13 "only applies to 'criminal prosecutions' and has no application in this 'civil ' case"). In this

7
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regard, the District is simply wrong. See Idaho Constitution, Art. I, § 13 (titled "Guaranties in
criminal actions and due process of law"); See also, e.g. , Guzman v. Piercy, 155 Idaho 928, 939,
318 P.3d 918, 929 (2014) (stating that (along with the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution) Art. I, § 13 of the Idaho Constitution provides an individual with "procedural and
substantive due process rights" in a civil context). Further, the "adequate foundation" for Mr.
Temple' s testimony, which is extolled by the District, Response Brief, p. 7, has no bearing on the
evidence' s relevance and, thus, the syllogism contained in the last three sentences of page 7 of the
Response Brief is fundamentally flawed.

Because the District has not shown the relevance of the Temple Affidavit, other than the
fact that Plaintiffs have not contradicted it by counter-affidavit (because the Temple Affidavit is
irrelevant to Plaintiffs' claims), this Court should strike the Temple Affidavit in its entirety.
B. This Court should deny or continue proceedings on the Motion to Dismiss, pursuant to
Rule 56(f), because discovery has not yet begun and discovery from the District will yield
material facts in this case.

Plaintiffs have shown why the Court should continue (or deny) the Motion to Dismiss
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f). See Motion to Continue, pp. 5-7. The District
argues that the Court deny the Motion to Continue because discovery is futile, since Plaintiffs
cannot show any taking (i. e., "the District is delivering water to the Plaintiffs" and the "Project
will allow the District to increase the .. . rate of delivery" (emphasis omitted)), the bond levy was
apportioned legally, and "[a]ny claims about ' future' speculative actions are not justiciable."
Response Brief, p. 16. None of the District's arguments are availing.
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First, regarding the taking, Plaintiffs are not required to show a taking because neither of
the claims at issue in the Motion to Dismiss relate to a taking. See Section II.A. , supra (listing the
elements of each claim and referencing the applicable sections of Plaintiffs' motions).
Second, the District' s compliance with the statutory requirements of apportioning the bond
levy is not at issue-rather, the constitutionality of the District's actions is at issue. That issue was
specifically not addressed by the Minidoka County District Court in the judicial confirmation
proceeding. See Motion to Continue , pp. 18-19 (including a quote from the final order, reserving
consideration of the constitutional issues raised by Plaintiffs).
Third, Plaintiffs' claims are not about future, speculative harm. Rather, as previously
explained, Plaintiffs seek a declaratory judgment explaining the nature of their rights. See
Section I. , supra. Once it is determined through Plaintiffs declaratory judgment action whether
Plaintiffs' consent must be obtained before their natural flow and/or storage water is used
elsewhere, then the parties will know the " [the] rights, status, and other legal relations" between
Plaintiffs and the District, which is the entire purpose of Idaho Code § 10-1201. If Plaintiffs
prevail, then with that knowledge, it will then be up to the District to decide whether it wants to
ignore this court's decision and the Idaho Constitution and take Plaintiffs' natural flow and/or
storage water without their consent and use it elsewhere in Unit B for ground water irrigation
conversion. This type of issue raised by Plaintiffs is the very type of issue raised in Bradshaw
where the Idaho Supreme Court where the imposition of costs and burdens upon the owners of the
old lands, without their consent, would be (not was) an invasion of their constitutionally-protected
property rights. Bradshaw, just like Plaintiffs' lawsuit before this court, was not about determining
an amount of monetary damages to the owners of the "old lands", rather, it was a case about the

9
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nature of the rights to water and funds held by owners of the "old lands." Defendant' s claims that
this case involves future or speculative harm is entirely misplaced and ignores the very purpose of
a declaratory judgment lawsuit.
The continuance sought by Plaintiffs is not futile, but will allow them to engage in
discovery with the District and effectively respond to the District' s de facto motion for summary
judgment. See Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f). The District is clear about its view of
Plaintiffs: if this litigation is a poker game, the District thinks that Plaintiffs "have no seat at the
table" and should not have any cards. Response Brief, p. 18. That expression is exactly how the
District views Plaintiffs: having no right to challenge the tyranny of the majority, no seat at the
table, and no enforceable right to protect water for their farms as distributes under the Idaho
Constitution. The District's refusal to respect Plaintiffs' rights is the very reason that Plaintiffs
have instituted this action and now seek discovery to ensure that they have all of the possible
existing information needed to support their claims, which claims are very much based upon the
template established by Bradshaw. While we understand the District's aggressiveness in the
litigation out of the gate given the concern the District has that its power may be subject to a check
and balance (if Plaintiffs prevail), given the template established by Bradshaw which appears to
be very much in Plaintiffs' favor, there is clearly a basis for Plaintiffs' claims to survive a motion
to dismiss at this stage of the proceedings. Plaintiffs must be allowed to utilize the tools available
to through the litigation process and the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure to obtain information to
see just how close their situation is to the situation in Bradshaw and make their best case that the
constitutional provisions contained therein apply to Plaintiffs as well.

10
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C. The Court should not consider the new arguments regarding justiciability made by the
District in its reply briefing.
The ordinary procedure for motions is that the moving party submits its materials, then the
opposing party responds, and finally the moving party replies. Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
7(b) and 56(c). Those replies are supposed to address the response and are not meant to advance
new arguments, because the opposing party has no chance to reciprocate. Franklin Bldg Supply

Co. v. Hymas, 157 Idaho 632, 640, 339 P.3d 357, 365 (2014) ("Where wholly new arguments in
support of a motion are offered in a reply memorandum, the motion itself does not state with
particularity the grounds for granting the motion. In such a case, the district court may exercise its
discretion to disregard the arguments").
Here, the District provides some wholly new arguments that the Court should disregard.
Especially in relation to Count 1, the District has argued completely different issues relating to
justiciability-the District argues that Plaintiffs' claims are speculative, hypothetical, moot,
unripe, and there is no case or controversy presented. Response Brief, pp. 8-12. Plaintiffs dispute
all of these arguments, but recognize that there is no provision in the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure for a sur-reply. Therefore, Plaintiffs request that the Court exercise its discretion and
disregard the new arguments submitted by the District. Franklin Bldg Supply, 157 Idaho at 640,
339 P.3d at 365. On the other hand, if the Court wishes to hear the District's arguments regarding
justiciability, Plaintiffs request that the Court order additional, supplemental briefing to address
those arguments.
The District has also submitted the Second Affidavit of Dan Temple in Support of

Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss (the "Second Temple Affidavit"). As the title indicates, the Second
Temple Affidavit supports the Motion to Dismiss and is, therefore, properly viewed as being
11
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submitted with the District's reply supporting the Motion to Dismiss. The Court should strike the

Second Temple Affidavit because it is submitted with the District' s reply and without giving
Plaintiffs any opportunity to respond, by affidavit or otherwise. See Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
56(c) (providing for affidavits with a motion for summary judgment and in the response, but not
with the reply).
Further, the Court should also strike the Second Temple Affidavit because it presents only
irrelevant information, relating to (1) the acres in Unit B that are going to start using surface and
storage water because of the Project, (2) that the Plaintiffs have paid their 2016 assessments, and
(3) that the District is currently providing water to Plaintiffs. See Second Temple Affidavit. None
of this information relates to the Motion to Dismiss or the elements of Counts 1 and 2 of the

Complaint. See Section II.A. , supra. The exhibits, relating to Plaintiffs' payment of their 2016
assessments from the District are also irrelevant, because Plaintiffs' payments do not constitute a
waiver, but have been paid to avoid being subject to the District' s power to foreclose of Plaintiffs'
property if they are delinquent in payment of such assessments. See Idaho Code § 43-701 et seq.
(statutory provisions allow for the District to foreclose on property through tax sale process for
unpaid assessments that are three years delinquent) .

III. CONCLUSION
Plaintiffs instituted this action against the District to have the Court declare that Plaintiffs'
rights are protected and that the District cannot use the vote of a self-interested majority in
contravention of Plaintiffs' constitutional rights. Plaintiffs have a constitutionally-protected
interest in the natural flow and/or storage water dedicated to their properties by the District's
distribution that is superior to those other properties in the District that are now being converted
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from ground water irrigation to natural flow and storage water irrigation . Idaho Constitution, Art.
XV, § 4. That interest can only be taken away from Plaintiffs with their consent. Id. Further, the
District cannot require Plaintiffs to pay the assessments without affording them due process and
just compensation. Idaho Constitution, Art. I, §§ 13 and 14.
Both the Temple Affidavit and the Second Temple Affidavit should be struck in their entirety
because they do not present relevant information. The Court should then view the Motion to
Dismiss as a motion under Rule 12(b)(6), and deny it because Plaintiffs have stated a valid cause
of action.

If the Court desires to consider the facts outside the pleadings presented by the District, the
Court should continue or deny the Motion to Dismiss pursuant to Rule 56(f) in order to allow
Plaintiffs an opportunity to conduct discovery and be able to present facts supporting their claims.
Finally, if the Court will not strike the affidavits or continue the proceeding, the Motion to

Dismiss still fails as a de facto motion for summary judgment because the District has not presented
material facts demonstrating that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

Dated this

'5~

day of May, 2016.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN
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Travis L. Thompson, ISB #6168
Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3029
Telephone: (208) 733-0700
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

Attorneys for A&B I"igation District
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFfH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTIIERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
A&B IRRIOATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

).
)

)

CASENO.CV-2016-117

)
)

)
)
)
)
)

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
DISMISS COUNT ID OF
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED
COMPLAINT PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 12(8)(6)

)
)
)
)

COMES NOW, Defendant A&B Irrigation District ("A&B" or "District"), by and
through its counsel of record, Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, and hereby moves to dismiss
Count III of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint as a matter oflaw pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6).
Counts I and II are subject to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss filed on April 1, 2016 which
was taken under advisement by the Court following oral argument on May 9, 2016. The District

will file a memorandum in support of this motion within fourteen (14) days as provided by
I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(C).
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS (Count II Amended Complaint)

1
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The Defendant requests oral argument on this motion and will notice up a hearing
following a decision from the Court on the Motion to Dismiss regarding Counts I and II.
DATED this

/ 1r-;- day of May, 2016.

BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP

Attorneys for Defendant A&B l"igation District

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS (Count II Ameaded Complaint)
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CaseNo.CV-2016-117

MEMORANDUM DECISION RE: DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS, I.R.C.P.
12(b)(6)

On May 9, 2016 the defendant's motion to dismiss came on regularly for hearing. 1
Counsel, Robert L. Harris appeared on behalf of the plaintiffs. Counsel, Travis L. Thompson
appeared on behalf of the defendant.
The Court having considered, the briefs in support of and in opposition to the motion to
dismiss as well as the arguments of counsel, took the matter under advisement for a written
decision.

The Motion to Dismiss together with a Memorandum in Support and the Affidavit of Dan Temple was served on
April 1, 2016 and filed with the Court on April 4, 2016. The plaintiffs filed their opposition to the motion to dismiss
together with an Amended Complaint to assert a third cause of action for Breach of Fiduciary Duty. Counsel for the
plaintiffs agreed at oral argument that the allegations in Counts I & 2 have not changed. Any reference to the
"Complaint", herein, includes reference to Counts I & 2 of the Amended Complaint.
1
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I.

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
On February 12, 2016 the plaintiffs filed their Complaint for Declaratory Judgment,
" ... declaring the unconstitutionality of the District's plans to deprive Plaintiffs of their
constitutionally-protected property interest in the water provided to their properties by the
District and to exact assessments from the Plaintiffs to pay for projects from which they will not
benefit both without their consent or due process of law." (Complaint, pg. 2, 1 5. ). 2
The plaintiffs, combined, own a total of 610 acres of irrigated farm ground in Jerome
County and receive their irrigation water from the A&B Irrigation District ("District").
(Complaint, pg. 2,

1 6.) The District consists of Unit A and Unit B water users. The plaintiffs

allege that the Unit A water users are "exclusively provided with surface water from the Snake
River and storage reservoirs on the Snake River system" and that Unit B water users are "almost
exclusively provided with groundwater from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESP A").
(Complaint, pg. 3-4,

1 14.-15.). The plaintiffs allege they are water users within Unit

A.

(Complaint, pg. 4, 116.)
The overall theme of the plaintiffs' complaint is that the District over the years has acted
for the benefit of the Unit B water users to the detriment of the Unit A water users. The "acts" of
the District that are presently in dispute concern a certain irrigation project known as the "Unit A
Pumping Plant #2 and Pipeline project" ("Project"). This Project consists of a new pumping

2 After the filing of the motion to dismiss, the Plaintiffs filed an Amended Complaint on April 25, 2016. The
Amended Complaint has added a third cause of action for Breach of Fiduciary Duty, otherwise the amended
complaint has not changed as to Counts I & 2, which are the subject of the motion to dismiss. The plaintiffs were
entitled to file the amended complaint since the defendant filed a motion in lieu of an answer to the complaint and
therefore leave of court was not required. I.R.C.P. 7(a); 15(a); Rhino Metals, Inc. v. Craft, 146 Idaho 319, 193 P.3d
866 (2008).
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station on the Snake River plus miles of buried pipeline which will deliver water to
approximately 4,000 to 6,000 acres within the District boundaries.
The District sought approval for the project pursuant to LC.§ 43-401, et seq. In 2013 the
District held a special election to authorize the District to incur indebtedness for the Project,
which was approved. Thereafter, in 2014 the District's Board of Directors ("Board") held an
"apportionment hearing" which was not opposed by the plaintiffs and thereafter the District then
petitioned the District Court for judicial confirmation of the indebtedness to be incurred and the
apportionment, wherein the district court found that the election, apportionment of benefits, and
proposed assessment of costs complied with Idaho law. 3 The plaintiffs did not appeal the final
judgment.
The plaintiffs in their complaint allege that the Project: (1) "is primarily intended to
benefit water users in Unit B" (Complaint pg. 8, ,i 38, 41); (2) that the plaintiffs do not own land
within the area intended to be benefited by the Project (Complaint, pg. 9, ,i 42.); (3) that the
Project will require additional water, that the District intends to use from Unit A to benefit Unit
B (Complaint, pg. 9, ,i 43.); (4) that the project will dilute the plaintiffs water supply (Complaint,
pg. 9, ,i 44.); (5) that every landowner in the District will have to pay an equal share for the
project, regardless of whether they benefit from the project (Complaint, pg. 9, ,i 45.); (6) that the
purpose of the Project is to reverse declining groundwater supply, that was not caused by Unit A
(Complaint, pg. 9, ,i 46).
The plaintiffs allege that they "have brought this action to prevent the District from
taking their water without their consent and assessing them for projects that are to their
detriment." (Complaint pg. 10, ,i 51.) In their Complaint the plaintiffs have asserted two causes
of action: Count I-Declaratory Judgment Enforcing the Plaintiffs' Water Rights Protected by the
3

Minidoka County Case No . CV-2014-189
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Idaho Constitution, Art. XV,§§ 1, 3, 4, and 5 and Count 2- Declaratory Judgment Enforcing the
Plaintiffs' Property Rights Protected by the Idaho Constitution, Art. I, §§ 13 and 14. The relief
sought by the plaintiffs' consists of a declaration of the Court that (1) "the District is without
authority to deprive Plaintiffs of their water without consent or due process of law" (Complaint,
pg. 12,

,r 63.

& pg. 14

,r A.) and (2) "the District is without authority to exact assessments from

Plaintiffs to benefit other water users without their consent or due process of law." (Complaint,
pg. 14, ,r's 73. & A.)
The District has filed a Motion to Dismiss pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), arguing that the
plaintiffs are suing in Count 1 "over what they believe will happen in the future" as a result of
the Project and that there is no allegation of an "actual taking". As to Count 2, the defendant
argues that this Count is barred by the doctrine of Res Judicata.
II.

STANDARD
"The standard for reviewing a dismissal for failure to state a cause of action pursuant to
I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) is the same as the standard for reviewing a grant of summary judgment.

Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388, 398, 987 P.2d 300 (1999); Rim View Trout
Co. v. Dep't. of Water Resources, 119 Idaho 676, 677, 809 P.2d 1155 (1991). The grant of a
Rule 12(b)( 6) motion will be affirmed where there are no genuine issues of material fact and the
case can be decided as a matter of law. Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388 at
398, 987 P.2d 300; Eliopulos v. Idaho State Bank, 129 Idaho 104, 107-08, 922 P.2d 401 (Ct.
App. 1996). The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail, but whether the party
is entitled to offer evidence to support the claims. Orthman v. Idaho Power Co. , 126 Idaho 960,
962, 895 P.2d 561 (1995). " . . .If it appears beyond doubt that (the plaintiff) could prove no set of
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facts upon which relief could be granted," the matter is subject to dismissal. Bissett v. State, 111
Idaho 865, 868, 727 P.2d 1293 (Ct. App. 1986). It is clear that the court may not consider
evidence or facts outside the scope of the pleadings when determining if the petition states a
claim upon which relief may be granted. The court, however, may consider facts that supplement
those stated in the complaint, of which the court may properly take judicial notice. Hellickson v.
Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273,276, 796 P.2d 150 (Ct. App. 1990).

However, when the motion is presented under Rule 12(b)(6) and it is supported by
evidence, such as affidavits, outside of the pleadings, the motion may properly be treated as one
for summary judgment to which the summary judgment standard would apply.

Storm v.

Spaulding, 137 Idaho 145, 149, 44 P.3d 1200 (Ct. App. 2002). Lastly, "where one party moves

for summary judgment and the other party is entitled to it, the court may grant summary
judgment in favor of the non-moving party." Juker v. American Livestock Ins. Co., 102 Idaho
644, 645, 637 P.2d 792 (1981).
"A motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim should not be granted 'unless it appears
beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim that would entitle
him to relief."' Taylor v. Maile , 142 Idaho 253 , 257, 127 P.3d 156 (2005) (quoting Gardner v.

Hollifield, 96 Idaho 609, 611 , 533 P.2d 730 (1975)). In other words, "in order to withstand a

motion to dismiss, the non-moving party must allege all essential elements of the claims
presented." Johnson v. Boundary School Dist. No. 101, 138 Idaho 331 , 334, 63 P.3d 457 (2003).

III.
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CONTINUE

The plaintiffs' seek to have this court continue the hearing on the defendant's motion to
dismiss pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(t). In essence the plaintiffs argue that they have not been allowed
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to conduct discovery and since the defendant has sought to support its motion with evidence
outside the scope of the pleadings, they are entitled to discovery before the court decides the
pending motion. Rule 56(£) indicates that the Court should grant a continuance if the party
opposing summary judgment " ... cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to
justify the party's opposition, ... ". The plaintiff has not made a showing that they are unable to
present specific facts to support their opposition to the motion. They merely assert that they
should be entitled to discovery before the motion is heard by the Court.
It stands to reason that if the facts of the underlying action are not truly in dispute and if

the questions presented are questions of law, then there should be no need to continue a hearing
for summary judgment, or in this case a motion to dismiss pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6).
In this case, there is no dispute that A&B Irrigation District previously instituted statutory
procedures to finance the construction of the Project as well as the apportionment and assessment
for the benefits of the Project. Counts 1 & 2 as alleged by the plaintiffs present solely
constitutional questions which are questions of law for this court. The real issue for the court is
whether the allegations as contained in the complaint present a justiciable controversy. For this
reason the motion to continue is DENIED.
IV.
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT

The plaintiffs have filed a Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Dan Temple. They assert that
the Court should strike the Affidavit on the basis that the motion to dismiss was filed pursuant to
I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), and as such the Court should not consider matters or evidence outside of the
pleadings. The plaintiffs also argue that if the Court does not strike the affidavit, the procedure
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.

employed by the defendant would "derail the litigation process". The plaintiffs' also assert that
the testimony of Dan Temple is not relevant and in some circumstances is without foundation.
Where a party files a motion to dismiss pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) and supports the
motion with affidavits or other facts outside of the pleadings and the court considers such matters
outside the pleadings such a motion must be considered as a motion for summary judgment.
Treating the motion as one for summary judgment is not error so long as the hearing and notice
requirements of I.R.C.P. 56(c) are complied with. Glaze v. Deffenbaugh, 144 Idaho 829, 172
P.3d 1104 (2007); Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 796 P.2d 150 (Ct. App. 1990).
The Court has reviewed the affidavit of Mr. Temple and based on its review, the Court
finds that his testimony and the exhibits attached thereto are relevant to the allegations of the
plaintiffs complaint and that the foundational showing is sufficient, although based on the
allegations of the complaint in Counts 1 & 2, the affidavit is not essential or necessary for
purposes of I.R.C.P. 12 (b)(6). Therefore, the Motion to Strike is DENIED.
V.

ANALYSIS
A. Declaratory Judgment.
The Declaratory Judgment Act, LC. § 10-1201 , et seq. " . .. bestows the authority to
declare rights, statutes, or other legal relations" however, " ... that authority is circumscribed by
the rule that 'a declaratory judgment can only be rendered in a case where an actual or justiciable
controversy exists." ... " Schneider v. Howe, 142 Idaho 767, 772, 133 P.3d 1232, 1237 (2006)
(citing Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 516, 681 P.2d 988, 991 (1984)). The questions
concerning whether there is a "justiciable question" are divided into sub-categories consisting of:
"advisory opinions, feigned and collusive cases, standing, ripeness, mootness, political questions,
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and administrative questions." Miles v. Idaho Power Co. , 116 Idaho 635, 639, 778 P.2d 757, 761
(1989). Therefore, an actual or justiciable controversy is still a prerequisite to a declaratory
judgment action; thus, courts are precluded "from deciding cases which are purely hypothetical
or advisory." Bettwieser v. NY Irrigation Dist., 154 Idaho 317,326,297 P.3d 1134, 1143 (2013)
(quoting Wylie v. .Idaho Transp. Bd. , 151 Idaho 26, 31, 253 P.3d 700. 705 (2011)).
Idaho has adopted the constitutionally based federal justiciability standard. Davidson v.
Wright, 143 Idaho 616,620, 151 P.3d 812. 816 (2006). Ripeness is that part ofjusticiability that

"asks whether there is any need for court action at the present time." Id. (quoting Gibbons v.
Cenarrusa, 140 Idaho 316, 317, 92 P.3d 1063, 1064 (2002)). "The traditional ripeness doctrine

requires a ... plaintiff to prove 1) that the case presents definite and concrete issues, 2) that a real
and substantial controversy exists, and 3) that there is a present need for adjudication." Paddison
Scenic Props., Family Trusr. LC v. Idaho Cnty., 153 Idaho 1, 4, 278 P.3d 403, 406 (2012)

(quoting Noh v. Cenarrusa, 137 Idaho 798, 801, 53 P.3d 121 7, 1220 (2002)).
An Irrigation District manages the water rights for the landowners of that district and

"act[s] as trustees for the landowners." LC. §§ 43-316; 43-1829; Nelson v. Big Lost River
Irrigation Dist., 148 Idaho 157, 159-160, 219 P.3d 806-807 (2009); U S. v. Pioneer Irrigation
District, 144 Idaho 106, 114, 157 P.3d 600, 608 (2007); Bradshaw v. Milner Low Lift Irr. Dist. ,

85 Idaho 528, 545, 381 P.2d 440, 449 (1963). Our courts have previously spoken on irrigation
district water rights in the context of lands annexed into an irrigation district and in the SRBA as
to how such rights are decreed.
"Based upon the United States Supreme Court cases, the Reclamation Act, the
Idaho Constitution, Idaho statutory and case law, it is clear that the entity that
applies the water to beneficial use has a right that is more than a contractual right.
The irrigation entities in this case act on behalf of those who have applied the
water to beneficial use and repaid the United States for the costs of the facilities.
The irrigation districts hold an interest on behalf of the water users pursuant to
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state law, consistent with the Reclamation Act and U.S. Supreme Court cases that
were properly recognized by the SRBA Court."
US. v. Pioneer Irrigation District, 144 Idaho at 115, 157 P .3d at 115.

" ... The district holds title to the water rights in trust for the landowners. The
landowners, to whose lands the water has become dedicated by application
thereon to a beneficial use, have acquired the status and rights of distributes under
Const., Art. 15, §§ 4 and 5. Nampa & Meridian Irr. Dist. v. Barclay, 56 Idaho 13,
47 P.2d 916 ... "
Bradshaw v. Milner Low Lift Irr. Dist. , 85 Idaho at 545, 381 P.2d at 449.

This case does not concern the issues of annexed land or how the water rights are
decreed. The plaintiffs claim that the District's approval and construction of the Project will
deprive them of water they are entitled to and that they are being assessed for the project without
their consent or due process of law.
To asse1i their claims the plaintiffs must have "standing". An allegation of speculative
harm or injury "is not sufficient to confer standing." Coalition for Agriculture's Future v.
Canyon County, _

Idaho_, _

P.3d _

(2016) 2016 WL 1133369 (March 23, 2016)

(citing, Martin v. Camas Cnty. Ex rel. Bd. OfComm'rs., 150 Idaho 508, 514, 248 P.3d 1243,
1249 (2011 ). The Idaho Supreme Court on the issue of standing most recently stated:
"It is a fundamental tenet of American Jurisprudence that a person wishing to
invoke a court's jurisdiction must have standing." Van Valkenburgh v. Citizens
for Term Limits, 135 Idaho 121 , 124, 15 P.3d 1129, 1132 (2000). In order to
satisfy the requirement of standing, a petitioner must "allege or demonstrate an
injury in fact and a substantial likelihood that the judicial relief requested will
prevent or redress the claimed injury." Miles, 116 Idaho at 641, 778 P.2d at 763.
Standing requires a showing of a distinct palpable injury and fairly traceable
causal connection between the claimed injury and the challenged conduct. State v.
Philip Morris, Inc., 158 Idaho 874, 881 , 354 P.3d 187, 194 (2015). "This Court
has defined palpable injury as an injury that is easily perceptible, manifest, or
readily visible." Id. The injury cannot be "one suffered alike by all citizens in the
jurisdiction." Troutner v. Kempthorne, 142 Idaho 389, 391 , 128 P.3d 926, 928
(2006). There must be a fairly traceable causal connection between the claimed
injury and the challenged conduct. Id. "An interest, as a concerned citizen, in
seeing that the government abides by the law does not confer standing." Id.
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Coalition for Agriculture 's Future v. Canyon County,

(2016).

Idaho -

' -

P.3d

A. Does Count 1 state a claim upon which relief may be granted?

The plaintiffs in Count 1 allege that "this Court should enter declaratory judgment that
the District is without authority to deprive Plaintiffs of their water rights without their consent or
due process oflaw." (Complaint pg. 12, ,r 63.)
The District seeks to have this Court dismiss Count 1 on the basis that the plaintiffs are
alleging a claim of Inverse Condemnation and that the plaintiffs have not alleged the essential
elements of such a claim. (Defendant's Memorandum, pg. 6) The plaintiffs on the other hand
allege that the District has misinterpreted its claim in Count 1. They argue that they are not
seeking a claim of inverse Condemnation nor are they seeking money for a taking but are only
seeking to have this Court clarify "their constitutionally-protected interest in the water they
receive from the District because the District is demonstrating that it is willing to trample on the
Plaintiff's rights and take their water without their consent." (Plaintiffs' Memorandum, pg. 8)
The plaintiffs also state that they " ... are seeking to have this Court declare that they have a
constitutionally-protected interest in the water (distributed to them by the District) that Plaintiffs
have put to beneficial use on their farms and that such water cannot be used elsewhere by the
District without Plaintiffs' consent." (Plaintiffs' Memorandum, pg. 9)
The District consists of approximately 650 landowners and irrigates approximately
82,000 acres of farm ground. The District comprises two Units designated as Unit "A" and Unit
"B". The plaintiffs allege in their Complaint that Unit "A" "is exclusively provided with surface
water from the Snake River and storage reservoirs on the Snake River system" and that Unit "B"
is almost exclusively provided with groundwater from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ... "
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(Complaint, pg. 3-4, ,i 14-15.) The plaintiffs in Count 1 of their Complaint assume that the
approval, construction or operation of the Project will deprive them of the water they are entitled
to receive from the District and as such a deprivation would be contrary to the holding in
Bradshaw v. Miner Low Lift Irrigation Dist. , 85 Idaho 528, 381 P.2d 440 (1963). The plaintiffs
do not allege that they have been deprived of their entitlement to irrigation water in the quantity
they are entitled to receive.
In Bradshaw, the Milner Low Lift Irrigation District (Milner) had annexed approximately
4000 acres of "new land" and at the time of annexation this "new land" did not have any water
rights appurtenant to it. At the time of annexation all parties were aware that Milner did not have
sufficient water to irrigate the "new land" and the parties anticipated that upon the completion of
Palisades dam and reservoir that storage water would be purchased for the irrigation of the "new
lands". Lastly, in the proceedings leading up to the approval of the annexation it was understood
and agreed that the landowners of the "new land" would bear the cost of acquiring the water and
infrastructure for the delivery of the water to the "new lands". The owners of the annexed land
then filed an action to establish a right to share in the water rights of the district and the payment
of its debt and cost of maintenance and operation on a pro rata basis with the owners of the "old
lands". 4
The Bradshaw Court found that the landowners of the "old lands" had water rights in the
water appurtenant to the "old lands" and that they could not be deprived of such water without
their consent, however, since an irrigation district and the distribution of water among its
landowners is to be viewed as a whole or a unit within the irrigation district, the members of the

The district lands prior to the annexation appeared to have had surface water rights and that the source of the water
to fill those rights was a point on the Snake River above the Milner Dam. Bradshaw, 85 Idaho at 535, 381 P.2d at
442. The facts as set forth in Bradshaw, do not suggest that the irrigation district had acquired any storage water
prior to the annexation of the "new lands".
4
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district do have a right to all of the water of the district as a whole and it is only when there is a
deficient supply of water do the rights of priority come into play. This is evident in Bradshaw, as
follows:
"The owners of the old lands, through and by means of the irrigation
district, acquired, and for many years applied the irrigation of their lands,
valuable water rights, which had become appurtenant and dedicated to
their lands, and which were held in trust by the district for their use. They
could not thereafter, without their consent, be deprived of the use of that
water when needed to irrigate their lands. Const. Art. 15, § 4; ... "

We agree with the conclusion of the trial court that the water acquired or
to be acquired from Palisades reservoir storage should be treated as
appurtenant to the new lands. It was and is a new right initiated expressly
for the benefit of such lands.
However, we do not construe the conclusions or judgment of the district
court as denying to the owners of the new lands any right or interest
whatever in the water rights held by the district prior to annexation. The
irrigation district law regards the irrigation district as a unit, and as a legal
entity, holding title to its property and water rights in trust for the uses and
purposes set forth in that law .

. . . Having regard to such purpose of the statute, and the authority of the
legislature in the premises as recognized by the constitutional provisions
above quoted, we recognize the right acquired by the owners of new lands,
by their inclusion within the district, to the use of any water owned by the
district when the use thereof is not required for the proper irrigation of the
old lands, and when such use is not in conflict with the rights previously
acquired by the owners of the old lands, or when such use is not in
derogation or impairment of such prior rights.
Id. 85 Idaho at 546-547, 381 P.2d at 450-451.

It is apparent to this Court that absent a showing of an actual deprivation of water, which

is not alleged in the plaintiffs' Complaint, that there is no justiciable controversy and that
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allegations of the plaintiffs' Complaint are not ripe for judicial review and the plaintiffs lack
standing to assert such a claim at this time.
Therefore, the defendants Motion to Dismiss Count 1 for failure to state a claim upon
which relief may be granted pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) is GRANTED, based on this court's
finding that the claim as alleged in Count 1 is not ripe for judicial review and the plaintiffs
presently lack standing to assert the claim based on the lack of showing of any injury or
deprivation of their right to receive water.

B. As to Count 2 is the Final Judgment in the Confirmation Proceeding subject to
collateral attack?
The essence of the plaintiffs claim in Count 2 is that the Project does not provide any
benefit to their land as concerns the delivery of water for irrigation purposes and as such they
should not have to bear any expense for that project. 5 The plaintiffs argue that the expense of the
Project and their share of the assessment for the Project is a taking of property without their
consent or due process.
It has long been recognized that "[I]rrigation districts are creatures of statute. They are
quasi public or municipal corporations, and as such have only such power as given to them by
statute, or such as is necessarily implied." Yaden v. Gem Irrigation District, 37 Idaho 300,216 P.
250, 252 (1923 ). On March 12, 2014 the A&B Irrigation District filed a Petition for Judicial
Confirmation of the Project pursuant to Title 43, Chapter 4. 6 The plaintiffs appeared in that
action and filed an objection. A final judgment was entered in that proceeding on May 15, 2014.
There was no direct appeal and the Judgment became final 42 days after its entry. The Court in
5

The plaintiffs in their complaint allege: (1) that the project "is solely intended to benefit Unit B members of the
District" (Complaint, pg. 13, ,i 67-68); and (2) the "District's plan to assess all the acreage in the district equally
completely ignores the issue of which landowners benefit from the Projects." (Complaint, pg. 13, ,r 69).
6 The Court hereby takes judicial notice of Minidoka County Case No. CV-2014-189. Some of the plaintiffs did
appear in that proceeding in opposition. There is no dispute that due notice of that proceeding was provided as
statutorily required.
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that proceeding not only approved the bonded indebtedness for the project but it also approved
the apportionment of the assessment among the district members.
The defendant argues that since the confirmation judgment has become final, that it is not
subject to collateral attack in this action and that Count 2 is barred by the doctrine of Res
Judicata. The plaintiff argues that res judicata does not apply because the district court "did not

address the merits of this constitutional claim". 7
The law concerning res judicata is well settled. Res judicata is comprised of true res
judicata (claim preclusion) and collateral estoppel (issue preclusion). Hindmarsh v. ;Vock, 138

Idaho 92, 94. 57 P.3d 803 , 805 (2002). "Collateral estoppel bars relitigation of an issue
previously determined when: ( 1) the party against whom the earlier decision was asserted had a
full and fair opportunity to litigate the issue decided in the earlier case; (2) the issue decided in
the prior litigation was identical to the issue presented in the present action; (3) the issue sought
to be precluded was actually decided in the prior litigation; (4) there was a final judgment on the
merits in the prior litigation; and (5) the party against whom the issue is asserted was a party or

in privity with a party to the litigation." Berkshire Investments, LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73, 81 ,
278 P.3d 943, 951 (2012). Claim preclusion bars a subsequent action between the same parties
upon the same claim or upon claims relating to the same cause of action. The doctrine of claim
preclusion applies where: "( 1) the original action ended in a.final judgment on the merits; (2) the
present claim involves the same parties as the original action, and (3) the present claims arises
out of the same transaction or series of transactions as the original action." Id. 153 Idaho at 81,
278 P.3d at 951. Whether claim preclusion or issue preclusion bars the re-litigation of issues
adjudicated in prior litigation between the same parties is a question of law. Lohman v. Flynn,

7 In opposition to the petition for judicial confirmation the plaintiffs did raise their constitutional claims however,
the plaintiffs did not appeal the district court's refusal to consider those claims.
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139 Idaho 312, 319.78 P.3d 379,386 (2003). It is clear that the doctrine ofresjudicata does
apply to the claims or issues that were raised or could have been raised in that prior proceeding.
Our courts have long held that with respect to confirmation proceedings conducted
pursuant to Title 43, Chapter 4, that a final judgment entered in such proceedings is not subject
to collateral attack and are otherwise barred by the doctrine of res judicata. American Falls
Reservoir Dist. v. Thrall, 39 Idaho 105, 228 P. 236 (1924); Knowles v. New Sweden Irrigation
Dist., 16 Idaho 217, 101 P. 81 (1908).

The plaintiffs rely upon Bradshaw v. Miner Low Lift Irrigation Dist., for the proposition
that the imposition of the costs and burdens of the Project without their consent, when they
would not benefit from the Project, "would be an invasion of their constitutionally protected
property rights." Id. 85 Idaho at 548, 381 P.2d at 451. However, as concerns the costs of the
Project and the apportionment of the expense among the district members, the plaintiffs' reliance
upon Bradshaw is misplaced. It is clear that the Bradshaw decision only applies to the "costs and
burden" of providing water to new land annexed into the district, and does not apply to irrigation
district lands which have established water rights appurtenant to such lands. 8
"The board of directors of an irrigation district is authorized 'to establish
equitable by-laws, rules and regulations for the distribution and use of water
among the owners of such land [within the district], as may be necessary and just
to secure the just and proper distribution of the same."'
Nelson v. Big Lost River Irrigation District, 148 Idaho at 159-160, 219 P .3d at 806-807

The Idaho Supreme Court has long held that the legislature intended that the existing
"lands within an irrigation district available for and subject to irrigation, under the system
constructed, must be considered as a whole, and that the assessment shall be spread upon all the
lands of the district, which are or may be supplied with water by such district, under said
The Bradshaw court also recognized that the owners of the new land had expressly assumed the cost and burden of
providing and acquiring the water for the "new lands". Id. 85 Idaho at 547-548, 381 P.2d at 451

8
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system." Nelson v. Big Lost River Irrigation Dist., 148 Idaho at 163-164, 219 P.3d at 809-810
(citing, Colburn v. Wilson, 24 Idaho 94, 103, 132 P. 579, 581-582 (1913)). In Colburn the
irrigation district's irrigation system consisted of two canals, a "north canal" and a "south canal".
The expense to maintain the north canal was greater than the cost to maintain the south canal. A
water user who received water from the south canal sought to prohibit the irrigation district from
assessing him for a proportionate share of the expense to maintain the north canal, because "he
did not receive any benefit from the maintenance and operation of the north canal ... ". The Court
rejected the water user's argument on the basis that the irrigation system ..must be considered as
a whole" and that there is no legal basis for an irrigation district to apportion the costs of
maintenance or operation based on the cost of the delivery of the water. Id.
Therefore, the defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count 2 for failure to state a claim upon
which relief may be granted pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) is GRANTED on the basis that the
final judgment in Minidoka County Case No. CV-2014-189 is not subject to collateral attack and
the claims of the plaintiffs are barred by the doctrine of res judicata.

VI.
CONCLUSION AND ORDER
For the reasons set forth above the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss for failure to state a
claim upon which relief may be granted as to Counts 1 & 2 is GRANTED, pursuant to I.R.C.P.
12(b)(6).IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATED this

--Ile:- day o f ~ 2016
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME

DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2016-117

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
DISMISS COUNT III OF
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED
COMPLAINT PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 12(B)(6)

COMES NOW, Defendant A&B Irrigation District ("A&B" or "District"), by and
through its counsel of record, Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, and hereby submits its

Memorandum in Support ofDefendant 's Motion to Dismiss Count III ofPlaintiffs ' Amended
Complaint Pursuant to l R. C. P. 12(b) (6). The motion is also supported by the affidavits of Dan
Temple previously filed with the Court on April 1, 2016 and May 2, 2016. For the reasons set
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forth below the Court should dismiss Count III of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint as a matter of
law.
PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND UNDISPUTED FACTS
A&B incorporates by reference the "Facts and Procedural History" set forth in its

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss filed with the Court on April 1, 2016. Further,
the Court has addressed the undisputed facts in this case and has identified the same in its
"Factual and Procedural Background" in the Memorandum Decision Re: Defendant 's Motion to

Dismiss, lR.C.P. l 2(b)(6) (May 16, 2016). A&B submits the Court's prior findings apply to this
motion as well.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
"The standard for reviewing a dismissal for failure to state a cause of action pursuant to
I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) is the same as the standard for reviewing a grant of summary judgment."

Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388,398, 987 P.2d 300 (1999); Rim View Trout
Co. v. Dep 't. of Water Resources, 119 Idaho 676,677,809 P.2d 1155 (1991). The grant of a Rule
12(b)(6) motion will be affirmed where there are no genuine issues of material fact and the case
can be decided as a matter oflaw. Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388 at 398,
987 P.2d 300; Eliopulos v. Idaho State Bank, 129 Idaho 104, 107-08, 922 P.2d 401 (Ct. App.
1996). The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail, but whether the party is
entitled to offer evidence to support the claims. Orthman v. Idaho Power Co., 126 Idaho 960,
962, 895 P.2d 561 (1995). " .. .If it appears beyond doubt that (the plaintiff) could prove no set of
facts upon which relief could be granted," the matter is subject to dismissal. Bissett v. State, 111
Idaho 865, 868, 727 P.2d 1293 (Ct. App. 1986). It is clear that the court may not consider
evidence or facts outside the scope of the pleadings when determining if the petition states a
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claim upon which relief may be granted. The court, however, may consider facts that supplement
those stated in the complaint, of which the court may properly take judicial notice. Hellickson v.
Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273 , 276, 796 P.2d 150 (Ct. App. 1990).
However, when the motion is presented under Rule 12(b)(6) and it is supported by
evidence, such as affidavits, outside of the pleadings, the motion may properly be treated as one
for summary judgment to which the summary judgment standard would apply. Storm v.
Spaulding, 137 Idaho 145, 149, 44 P.3d 1200 (Ct. App. 2002). Lastly, "where one party moves
for summary judgment and the other party is entitled to it, the court may grant summary
judgment in favor of the non-moving party." Juker v. American livestock Ins. Co., 102 Idaho
644, 645, 637 P.2d 792 (1981).
"A motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim should not be granted ' unless it appears
beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim that would entitle
him to relief."' Taylor v. Maile , 142 Idaho 253, 257, 127 P.3d 156 (2005) (quoting Gardner v.
Hollifield, 96 Idaho 609, 611 , 533 P.2d 730 (1975)). In other words, "in order to withstand a
motion to dismiss, the non-moving party must allege all essential elements of the claims
presented." Johnson v. Boundary School Dist. No. 101 , 138 Idaho 331 , 334, 63 P.3d 457 (2003).
Based upon the above standard of review, the Court has authority to grant the
Defendant's motion and dismiss Plaintiffs' case. The District respectfully requests the Court to
dismiss Count III of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint as a matter oflaw.
ARGUMENT
Plaintiffs allege that the "District breached its duty of loyalty to Plaintiffs by seeking to
use these water rights and its storage water interests to irrigate more land, to the detriment of
Plaintiffs." Amended Complaint, , 80. Plaintiffs further allege that although the effect may not
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be felt " in years with plenty of water; it will decrease the amount of water available to Plaintiffs
in years with a shortage of water." Id. at, 81. As set for the below, Plaintiffs' claim as to the
breach of a fiduciary duty fails as a matter of law and should be dismissed.

I.

The Court Should Dismiss Count III Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) Because
Plaintiffs' Claim is Not Ripe and There is No Breach of Any Fiduciary Duty.
The Court should dismiss Count III pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) for the same reason as

the Court dismissed Count 1. In short, the claim is not ripe for judicial review and the Plaintiffs
presently lack standing to assert the claim based on the lack of showing of any injury or
deprivation of their right to receive water. In other words, they can show no breach of a
fiduciary duty owed by A&B.
To establish a claim for breach of fiduciary duty, a plaintiff must establish that the
defendant owed a fiduciary duty and that the fiduciary duty was breached. Sorensen v. Saint

Alphonsus Reg'! Med. Ctr., Inc., 141 Idaho 754, 760 (2005)(quoting Tolley v. THI Co ., 140
Idaho 253, 261 (2004)); Country Cove Dev., Inc. v. May, 143 Idaho 595, 601 (2006).
However, the Plaintiffs must first establish "standing" before they can even raise their
claims. An allegation of speculative harm or injury "is not sufficient to confer standing."

Coalition for Agriculture 's Future v. Canyon County, _

Idaho_, _

P.3d _

(2016), 2016

WL 1133369, 2016 Ida. LEXIS 88 (Mar. 23, 2016) (citing Martin v. Camas Cnty. Ex rel. Bd. Of

Comm 'rs., 150 Idaho 508, 514, 248 P.3d 1243, 1249 (2011).
Regarding standing, the Idaho Supreme Court recently stated:
It is a fundamental tenet of American Jurisprudence that a person wishing to
invoke a court's jurisdiction must have standing." Van Valkenburgh v. Citizens for
Term Limits, 135 Idaho 121 , 124, 15 P.3d 1129, 1132 (2000). In order to satisfy
the requirement of standing, a petitioner must "allege or demonstrate an injury in
fact and a substantial likelihood that the judicial relief requested will prevent or
redress the claimed injury." Miles, 116 Idaho at 641 , 778 P.2d at 763. Standing
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requires a showing of a distinct palpable injury and fairly traceable causal
connection between the claimed injury and the challenged conduct. State v. Philip
Morris, Inc., 158 Idaho 874, 881,354 P.3d 187, 194 (2015). "This Court has
defined palpable injury as an injury that is easily perceptible, manifest, or readily
visible." Id. The injury cannot be "one suffered alike by all citizens in the
jurisdiction." Troutner v. Kempthorne , 142 Idaho 389,391, 128 P.3d 926, 928
(2006). There must be a fairly traceable causal connection between the claimed
injury and the challenged conduct. Id. "An interest, as a concerned citizen, in
seeing that the government abides by the law does not confer standing." Id.

Coalition for Agriculture 's Future v. Canyon County, _
WL 1133369, 2016 Ida. LEXIS 88 (Mar. 23 , 2016)

Idaho_, _

P.3d _

(2016), 2016

Plaintiffs' Count III suffers from the same fundamental flaw as existed for Count I. As
this Court previously found, "[i]t is apparent ... that absent a showing of an actual deprivation of
water, which is not alleged in the plaintiffs' Complaint . .. there is no justiciable controversy and
that allegations of the plaintiffs' Complaint are not ripe for judicial review and the plaintiffs lack
standing to assert such a claim at this time." Memorandum Decision Re: Defendant 's Motion to

Dismiss, lR.C.P. J2(b)(6), at p. 12-13.
Contrary to their claims, Plaintiffs can show no breach of a duty of loyalty regarding the
distribution of water to landowners within the A&B Irrigation District. Instead, they only
speculate that the District' s actions "will decrease the amount of water available to Plaintiffs in
years with a shortage of water." Amended Complaint, 182. The District's manager, Dan
Temple, expressly confirmed that Plaintiffs will receive the water they are entitled to use this
year, including a higher instantaneous delivery rate during the peak of the irrigation season. See

Temple A.ff., 1121 , 24-26. Indeed, the Plaintiffs have all paid their 2016 assessments are already
receiving water deliveries this year. See Second Temple A.ff.; 11 3-4, Ex. A. Speculation that
A&B may breach a duty of loyalty in "short water years" is simply not justiciable under Idaho ' s
declaratory judgment statute. See Wylie v. State, Idaho Transp. Bd. , 151 Idaho 26, 31 (2011)
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("courts will not rule on declaratory judgment actions which present questions that are moot or
abstract").
Moreover, the Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts to demonstrate A&B has breached any
fiduciary duty. Again, the District is delivering Plaintiffs' water this year and they can show no
actionable harm or injury. The District's delivery of water to other landowners within the project
complies with Idaho law and is not depriving Plaintiffs of any water they are entitled to receive
this year. See Harsin v. Pioneer Irr. Dist. , 45 Idaho 369, 374 (1927) (" An irrigation district is
created for the equal benefit and general welfare of all persons owning land therein. Such
district owes a duty to deliver water for each tract of irrigable land within its boundaries. The
district holds title in trust to the waters and irrigation works, for the various water users who are
entitled to share proportionately in the entire water supply available for irrigation purposes.").
In sum, as set forth above, and for the same reasons the Court dismissed Count I, the
Court should dismiss Count III as a matter of law.
CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing, the Court should dismiss Plaintiffs' Count III of the Amended
Complaint. While the Plaintiffs may disagree with the project and District's management, such

disagreement does not give rise to any lawful claims or rise to the level of breach of any
fiduciary duties. In sum, they simply have no cause of action. The District respectfully requests
the Court to dismiss this case as a matter oflaw pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6).
DATED this

2St"" day of May, 2016.
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP

~

- --

Attorneys f or Defendant A&B Irrigation District
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~
day of May, 2016, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO DISMISS COUNT III OF PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
Deputy Clerk
Jerome County District Court
233 W. Main St.
Jerome, Idaho 83338

_ _ Hand Delivery
_x_U.S. Mail
Facsimile
_ _ Overnight Mail
Email

Robert L. Harris
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

_ _ Hand Delivery
_x_U.S. Mail
Facsimile
_ _ Overnight Mail
x Email
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Robert L. Harris (ISB No. 7018)
Luke H. Marchant (ISB No. 7944)
D. Andrew Rawlings (ISB No. 9569)
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.

P.O. Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone:
(208) 523-0620
Facsimile:
(208) 523-9518
Email:
rharris@holdenlegal.com
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
arawlings@holdenlegal.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,

Case No. CV-2016-0117

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

Plaintiffs,
V.

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.
Plaintiffs, Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, and Tateoka Brothers, LLC (collectively, the
"Plaintiffs"), by and through their counsel of record Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P .L.L.C.,
submit Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration. This motion is supported by the Second Affidavit
of Robert L. Harris in Support of Motion for Reconsideration (the "Second Harris Affidavit"),

submitted contemporaneously herewith. The Court should reconsider its Memorandum Decision
Re: Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, I.R. C.P. 12(b)(6), and grant Plaintiffs' motion to strike, grant

Plaintiffs' motion to continue, or deny Defendant's motion for summary judgment on the merits.
I

-
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This Court should strike both affidavits of Dan Temple and restrain itself from taking
judicial notice of proceedings beyond the pleadings of this case, consider Defendant's Motion to
Dismiss Pursitant to IR.C.P. 12(B)(6) (the "Motion to Dismiss") under Rule 12(b)(6), and deny

the Motion to Disrniss under that standard. Considering any "matters outside the pleadings"
converts the Motion to Disnziss to a motion for summary judgment. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
12(b)(6). If th.e Court is determined to consider n1atters outside the pleadings, the Court should
either continue or deny the Motion to Dismiss in order to afford Plaintiffs time to discover facts
necessary to oppose th.e motion, pursuant to Rule 56(f). Ultimately, regardless of whether th.e
Court considers the Motion to Dismiss under Rule 12 or Rule 56, it should deny the motion.

As to Count 1: Inverse Condemnation is never even mentioned and so it is unnecessary to show
any "takin.g " at this point; th.e Court should not consider arguments not stated with particularity
with the Motion to Disn1iss (i.e., regarding justiciability, ripeness, and standing); even if it does,
this case is justiciable because it is ripe, since there are specific, concrete future injuries imminent,
and Plaintiffs have standing because they are asserting imminent injuries to their personal,
individual constitutional rights; and further, nothing controverts the application of Art. XV, § 4 of
the Idaho Constitution to Count 1. As to

Coi111t

2: res judicata does not bar any part of this action

because there has never been a final judgment on the merits of these claims and the collective
interests of the District cannot provide justification for the violation of Plaintiffs' individual
constitutional rights.

I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND
This case is about divergent views of the 11ature of Plaintiffs'
rights and Plaintiffs ask this
.
Court to declare the character of those rights.

2

-
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First, Plaintiffs contend that, as landowners in the Unit A portion of the A&B Irrigation
District (the "District"), they have a constitutionally-protected interest in the natural flow and
storage water that has been dedicated to their farms by the decades-long distribution of that water
from the District that is superior to the Unit B lands where surface and storage water has never
been used and could never have been used until now. Accordingly, they contend that such water
cannot be taken from them and used in the Unit B portion of the District-the District portion that
uses ground water-without their consent. See Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 4. In direct conflict
to that view, the District considers Plaintiffs' rights to the natural flow and storage water as solely
contractual, subject to reallocation entirely within the District's discretion and irrespective of its
historical dedication to Unit A lands or the effects it will have on Plaintiffs.
A large portion of disputes involving water rights and water law in general center on
accounting practices. This largely arises from the need to reconcile actual water supply (which
may vary from year to year) with each water user's need or entitlement to use the water (which
remains fairly constant for the user's property). For that reason, where and to whom water is
allocated or credited is extremely important----especially in the context of storage water, which can
be held over from one year to the next.
The difference between surface water, storage water, and groundwater are also significant
for this case. Groundwater is pumped by a well, and is taken from an aquifer.

Generally,

groundwater is reliable and stable, since there is always a water table below us-the main variable
being the depth from which it is pumped. Surface water is the water that accumulates and flows
through rivers, streams, canals, ditches, and other channels. It is irregular, prone to fluctuation,
and once it proceeds downriver it cannot generally be retrieved for use. Storage water is surface
water that has been retained in a system of reservoirs. While it can be stable, it is also very
3

-
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dependent on annual conditions-rainfall, snow levels, evaporation, etc. As mentioned, only
storage water can be saved at one point in time for use at a future time.
With this background, an analogy may be useful for the Court to understand the interest
Plaintiffs are seeking to protect. Consider the District to be a university employer. The Plaintiffs
(and other Unit A landowners) are at-will employees at the university. Most of Unit B 1 are like
tenured professors. Water is, in this analogy, like money. The at-will employees earn their wages
(surface water) and the tenured professors receive their salary (groundwater). Because the at-will
employees could be terminated at any time, they have a savings account (the storage water) that
can provide enough for them to get by when they are not earning wages.
If the university suffers a budget crisis and there is not enough money to pay all of the

tenured professors, the university must look to another source of funds to alleviate the deficit. This
is the situation faced by the District-the groundwater users in Unit B are having difficulty getting
sufficient water from the ground.
What the district is doing is akin to using the at-will employees' savings account to pay
some of the tenured professors. This alleviates the problem in the short-term. But those tenured
professors (the 1,500 acres of Unit B undergoing "soft conversions" via the Project) have never
used the savings account (storage water) before-nor could they. Therefore, while the

at-

will employees have not been fired (i.e., there has not yet been an actual deprivation), the savings

The Court seizes on and twice emphasizes Plaintiffs' qualification that Unit B is "almost exclusively provided
with groundwater." Decision, pp. 2, 10 (Court's emphasis omitted). The apparent reason to emphasize this point
is to imply that Plaintiffs Complaint lacks specificity. However, the Court ought to consider that it is Plaintiffs'
inability to provide more specificity that supports Plaintiffs' motion to continue pursuant to Rule 56(f) in order
to allow Plaintiffs to gather facts necessary to oppose the Motion to Dismiss. As near as Plaintiffs know, without
the benefit of having discovery, only about 1,500 acres of the 66.000 Unit B acres have ever (before the Project)
received surface or storage water. The rest of Unit B never has and, to the best of Plaintiffs' knowledge, does not
have a delivery system capable of delivering this storage and surface water.
4
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account that they fall back on (i.e., the storage water) is being depleted to benefit the tenured
professors and, arguably, the university as a whole. Everyone keeps their jobs and no one's
paycheck is cut-in other words, there has not already been a "taking."
In this analogy, the university has simply reappropriated the funds from the savings account
to pay the professors. It would be unjust to say that the at-will employees cannot ask a court to
declare that their interest in the savings account is paramount or that such a request is not ripe until
the at-will employees are actually fired and need the (now diminished) savings account.
In the reality faced by Plaintiffs, the storage water has been constitutionally dedicated to
Plaintiffs' lands and other lands in Unit A by its previous exclusive application to Unit A, pursuant
to Art. XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution. This protected right cannot be taken away without the
interest-holder's consent. See Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 4. The fact that Plaintiffs may or
may not need that storage water this year to satisfy the statutory and bylaw-specific provision of
water, does not diminish the validity of their claim to have this Court adjudicate the nature of
Plaintiffs' rights and interests in the storage water.
Second, Plaintiffs contend that they cannot be required to pay for the improvements (which,
Plaintiffs contend, will result in less water being available for Plaintiffs' farms) because they have
not been afforded due process or just compensation. See Idaho Constitution, Art. I,§§ 13 and 14.
Contrarily, the District believes that because the bond was approved in a judicial confirmation
proceeding-where Plaintiffs raised their constitutional concerns and the court specifically and

explicitly declined to address the issue as not being an issue within the purview of the judicial
confirmation proceedings-Plaintiffs cannot assert their constitutional rights.
Plaintiffs are seeking declaratory judgment to vindicate, define, and "declare [the] rights,
status, and other legal relations" between Plaintiffs and the District. Idaho Code § 10-1201.
5
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Plaintiffs rely on the natural flow and storage water provided to them by the District. The Idaho
Constitution protects that reliance by granting distributees a protected property interest in the water
distributed to them, Art. XV, § 4, and requiring public entities like the District to provide due
process and just compensation when they take funds from individuals, Art. I,§§ 13 and 14. Doing
so will resolve the dispute between Plaintiffs and the District and eliminate all uncertainty as to
the nature of Plaintiffs' constitutionally-protected interests.

Adding the fact of an actual

deprivation is not material to the legal questions already placed at issue in this case.
Therefore, the Court should reconsider its Decision and allow this case to progress through
the litigation process for consideration of the merits of Plaintiffs' first and second claims.

II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY
Plaintiffs filed their Complaint in this case on February 12, 2016. 2 Complaint, p. 1.
Plaintiffs initially brought two causes of action against A&B Irrigation District (the "District").
Count 1 seeks "a declaratory judgment declaring that the District is without authority to deprive
Plaintiffs of their water rights without their consent or due process oflaw" pursuant to Art. XV,
§§ 1, 3, 4, and 5 of the Idaho Constitution. Complaint, 163, see also id., 1152-62. Count 2 seeks
"a declaratory judgment declaring that the District is without authority to exact an assessment from
Plaintiffs to benefit other water users without their consent or due process of law." Complaint,

173, see also id., 1163-72.
Just over seven weeks later, on April 4, 2016, the District appeared and filed Defendant's

Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to JR. C.P. I 2(B)(6) (the "Motion to Dismiss"), which was supported

2

6

As the Court noted, Plaintiffs filed an Amended Complaint on April 25, 2016. Amended Complaint, p. I. The
Amended Complaint added a third cause of action against the District-for breach of fiduciary duty-but did not
change any of the allegations in Counts I or 2. See, generally, Amended Complaint. Therefore, following the
Court's convention, all references herein will be to the Complaint.
-
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by a memorandum and the Affidavit of Dan Temple in Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss
(the "Temple Affidavit"). The District has never filed an answer in this matter.
In response, Plaintiffs filed two motions, in the alternative, on April 25, 2016. First,
Plaintiffs asked the Court to strike the Temple Affidavit, consider the Motion to Dismiss under
Rule 12(b)(6), and deny the Motion to Dismiss. See, generally, Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike
Affidavit of Dan Temple and Deny Defendant's Motion to Dismiss (the "Motion to Strike").

Second, if the Court declined to strike the Temple Affidavit, Plaintiffs recognized that the Motion
to Dismiss should be treated as a motion for summary judgment and, accordingly, requested a

continuance (or denial) of the motion on the basis of Rule 56(f). See Plaintiffs' Motion to Continue
Proceedings or Deny Defendant's de facto Motion for Summary Judgment (the "Motion to
Continue"), pp. 1-7. Finally, if the Court did not strike the Temple Affidavit or continue the

proceedings to allow for discovery, Plaintiffs asked the Court to deny the District's Motion to
Dismiss under a summary judgment standard. Motion to Continue, pp. 7-19.

Briefing on all the motions was completed by May 6, 2016. The Court heard oral argument
on May 9, 2016, and took the matter under advisement. On May 16, 2016, the Court issued its
Memorandum Decision Re: Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, IR. C.P. 12(b)(6) (the "Decision").

The Court held that "[t]he standard for reviewing a dismissal for failure to state a cause of
action pursuant to I.R.C.P. l 2(b )( 6) is the same as the standard for reviewing a grant of summary
judgment." Decision, p. 4 (quoting Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388, 398, 987
P.2d 300, 310 (1999)). However, the Court later partially clarified that "in order to withstand a
motion to dismiss, the non-moving party must allege all essential elements of the claims
presented." Decision, p. 5 (quoting Taylor v. Maile, 142 Idaho 253,257, 127 P.3d 156, 160 (2005),
further citations omitted) (emphasis added).
7
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The Decision first took up Plaintiffs' Motion to Continue. After quoting the applicable
standard from Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f), the Court found that: "The plaintiff [sic] has
not made a showing that they are unable to present specific facts to support their opposition to the
motion. They merely assert that they should be entitled to discovery before the motion is heard
by the Court." Decision, p. 6. Yet, the Court never cited, addressed, pointed to any deficiencies
in, or even acknowledged the Affidavit of Robert L. Harris in Support of Motion to Continue (the
"Harris Affidavit"). The Harris Affidavit outlines with particularity what information was needed,

and even includes discovery requests describing the requested information. The Court cannot be
dismissive of the Harris Affidavit and the discovery requests and, at a minimum, must explain why
the discovery requests are not sufficient. Nevertheless, on the basis of its conclusion, the Court
denied Plaintiffs' Motion to Continue. Decision, p. 6.
The Court next addressed Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike. The Court noted that "[t]reating the
motion [to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6)] as one for summary judgment is not error so long as the
hearing and notice requirements of I.R.C.P. 56(c) are complied with." Decision, p. 7 (citations
omitted). Despite finding the Temple Affidavit relevant and (presumably) admissible, it appears
that the Court did not consider the Temple Affidavit in its analysis. Decision, p. 7 ("although based
on the allegations of the complaint in Counts 1 & 2, the affidavit is not essential or necessary for
purposes of I.R.C.P. 12 (b)(6) [sic]"). Therefore, while the Court denied Plaintiffs' Motion to
Dismiss, Decision, p. 7, it appears that the Court still considered the Motion to Dismiss without
the Temple Affidavit, and therefore applied the legal standard associated with Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 12(b)(6)-although it took judicial notice of an underlying case. Decision, p. 13, n. 6.
In considering the Motion to Dismiss, the Court described and analyzed questions of
justiciability, particularly the "sub-categories" ofripeness and standing. Decision, pp. 7-9.
8 -
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Court concluded that "absent a showing of an actual deprivation of water, which is not alleged in
plaintiffs' Complaint, there is no justiciable controversy and that allegations of the plaintiffs'
Complaint are not ripe for judicial review and the plaintiffs lack standing to assert such a claim at
this time." Decision, pp. 12-13. On that basis, the Court granted the Motion to Dismiss, "pursuant
to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6)," as to Count 1. Decision, p. 13.
Finally, in considering the Motion to Dismiss as to Count 2 the Court lists the elements of
both aspects of res judicata. Decision, p. 14. However, the Court then distinguishes Bradshaw,
re-emphasizes that irrigation districts must be considered as a whole, and (without any analysis of
the elements of either aspect of res judicata or specifying which aspect applies to this case)
concludes that "the claims of the plaintiffs are barred by the doctrine of res judicata." Decision,
p. 16. On that basis, the Court grants the Motion to Dismiss as to Count 2 as well. Id.
The Decision errs in several aspects, and should therefore be reconsidered by this Court.

III. LEGAL STANDARD
As both the District and Plaintiffs explained, Memorandum in Support of Motion to

Dismiss, pp. 4-5; Motion to Strike, p. 2, n. 1, the standard in ruling on a 12(b)(6) motion is different
from the summary judgment standard. For instance, a 12(b)(6) motion must be denied if the
plaintiff "has alleged sufficient facts in support of his claim which, if true, would entitle him to
relief." Owsley v. Idaho Indus. Comm'n, 141 Idaho 129, 133, 106 P.3d 455,459 (2005) (quoting

Rincover v. State, 128 Idaho 653, 656, 917 P.2d 1293, 1296 (1996)). On the other hand, "[w]hen
a motion for summary judgment is made and supported [by affidavit], an adverse party may not
rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's response, by
affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a
genuine issue for trial." Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 56( e). The Supreme Court has explained:
9
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The district judge stated the standard for reviewing a 12(b)( 6) motion is the
same as that applicable to motions for summary judgment. This is true
insofar as the non-moving party is entitled to have all inferences from the
record viewed in his favor. However, once such inferences are drawn, the
motions are treated differently. A l 2(b )(6) motion looks only at the
pleadings to determine whether a claim for relief has been stated. A motion
for summary judgment looks to the evidence to see if there are any issues
of material fact and whether the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a
matter oflaw.
Young v. City of Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104, 44 P.3d 1157, 1159 (2002). Thus, despite the
district judge's "reference to the summary judgment standard," the Court viewed the motion
"purely as a motion to dismiss and not one for summary judgment" because the district court did
not consider any evidence beyond the pleadings. Id.; see also Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)
(a 12(b)(6) motion is treated as a motion for summary judgment only if "matters outside the
pleading are presented to and not excluded by the court").
A court should not grant a 12(b)( 6) motion "unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff
can prove no set of facts in support of his claim that would entitle him to relief." Taylor v. Maile,
142 Idaho 253, 257, 127 P.3d 156, 160 (2005) (citation omitted). Further, "the non-movant is
entitled to have his factual assertions treated as true," though the court construes the law. Owsley,
141 Idaho at 136, 106 P .3d at 462 (citation omitted). The court is also supposed to make "every
reasonable intendment ... to sustain a complaint against a motion to dismiss for failure to state a
claim." Idaho Comm 'non Human Rights v. Campbell, 95 Idaho 215, 217, 506 P.2d 112, 114
(1973). "It need not appear that the plaintiff can obtain the particular relief prayed for, as long as
the court can ascertain that some relief may be granted." Harper v. Harper, 122 Idaho 535, 536,
835 P.2d 1346, 1347 (Ct. App. 1992) (citations and internal quotation marks omitted).
Further, "[a] 12(b)( 6) motion looks only at the pleadings to determine whether a claim for
relief has been stated." Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 833, 243 P.3d 642, 649 (2010)
10
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(quoting Young, 137 Idaho at 104, 44 P.2d at 1159) (emphasis added). Thus, "a trial court in
considering a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, has no right to hear evidence; and since judicial
notice is merely a substitute for the conventional method of taking evidence to establish facts, the
court has no right to take judicial notice of anything, with the possible exception of facts of
common knowledge which controvert averments of the complaint." Taylor, 149 Idaho at 833,243
P.3d at 649 (emphasis, quotation marks, and citation omitted). For that reason, it was reversible
error for a trial court to take judicial notice of other cases while considering a 12(b)(6) motion. Id.
(citing Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273,276, 796 P.2d 150, 153 (Ct. App. 1990)) (noting that
the Court of Appeals remanded such a case "with instructions to either decide the 12(b)( 6) Motion
on the allegations contained in the complaint alone, or to convert the 12(b)( 6) motion to a Rule 56
summary judgment proceeding and afford the parties reasonable opportunity to present materials
pertinent to a motion for summary judgment"); see also Peterson v. Private Wilderness, LLC, 152
Idaho 691,697,273 P.3d 1284, 1290 (2012) ("Judicial notice of another case file is inappropriate
procedure where a 12(b)(6) standard is used within a trial court's analysis").
Here, the Decision explicitly states that "[t]he standard for reviewing a dismissal for failure
to state a cause of action pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)( 6) is the same as the standard for reviewing a
grant of summary judgment." Decision, p. 4. Compounding the imprecision of this statement is
the lack of clarity in whether the Court is applying a 12(b)(6) standard or a summary judgment
standard in considering the Motion to Dismiss. Overall, it appears that the Court was considering
the Motion to Dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6); for instance, the Court held that the Temple Affidavit
"is not essential or necessary for purposes of I.R.C.P. 12 (b)( 6) [sic]." Decision, p. 7. However,
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later, the Court, sua sponte, 3 "takes judicial notice of Minidoka County Case No. CV-2014-189."
Decision, p. 13, n. 6. Taking judicial notice of an underlying case while considering a motion to
dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6) is prohibited by Hellickson, Taylor, and Peterson. See supra.
The Court should clearly apply one legal standard in considering the Motion to Dismiss.
Most appropriately, the Court should only consider the pleadings filed in this case. Thus far, the
sole pleading filed is Plaintiffs' Complaint. 4 Pursuant to Hellickson, Taylor, and Peterson, the
Court should not take judicial notice of any underlying case. The Court should also either strike
the Temple Affidavit (and the Second Temple Affidavit), see Section IV.A., infra, or (on the Court's
own initiative) decline to consider the Temple Affidavits and find Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike moot.
If the Court considers evidence and facts extrinsic to the Complaint-whether the underlying

judicial confirmation case or the Temple Affidavits-the Court should unambiguously apply the
correct summary judgment standard.
IV. ARGUMENT
At the outset, Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by reference all of their arguments from their
Motion to Strike and their Motion to Continue, which, in some instances, they believe the Court
has not considered.

The District sought to enter parts of the underlying Minidoka County judicial confirmation case into the record.
See Temple Affidavit, exs. H, I, and J. But argument regarding judicial notice only arose in relation to those
exhibits. See Defendant's Response to Motion to Strike/Motion to Continue, p. 7, n. 6; Motion to Strike, p. 8.
The Court's action, receiving the entirety of the judicial confirmation case into the record, was sua sponte, as
allowed by Idaho Rule of Evidence 20 I. Plaintiffs agree that if this Court is intent on considering the judicial
confirmation case, it would be better for this Court to consider the entirety of the judicial confirmation case,
rather than just the few documents provided, out of context, with the Temple Affidavit.
4

The Motion to Dismiss, along with all of its accompanying documents, is not a pleading. Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 7(a). The District has, to date, not filed any answer to Plaintiffs' Complaint or any other pleading.

12
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A. The Court should grant Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike, or find it moot by declining to
consider facts outside the pleadings (including underlying cases), in order to consider
the Motion to Dismiss as a 12(b)(6) motion.

The Court's intent appears to have been to consider the Motion to Dismiss under Rule
12(b)(6). Decision, p. 7 ("the [Temple Affidavit] is not essential or necessary for purposes of
I.R.C.P. 12 (b)(6) [sic]"). In fact, the Court understated the point-the Temple Affidavit cannot
be considered for purposes of Rule 12(b)(6), without converting the Motion to Dismiss into a
motion for summary judgment. See Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). As described above,
see Section III., supra, the corollary to this point is that the Court may not take judicial notice of

the underlying Minidoka County case without likewise converting the Motion to Dismiss into a
motion for summary judgment. Hellickson, 118 Idaho at 276, 796 P.2d at 153; Taylor, 149 Idaho
at 833,243 P.3d at 649; Peterson, 152 Idaho at 697,273 P.3d at 1290.
Therefore, in order to properly consider the Motion to Dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), the
Court must (a) either grant the Motion to Strike or refuse to consider the Temple Affidavit on its
own accord (per Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)( 6)) and consider the Motion to Strike thereby
rendered moot; and (b) reverse its prior decision to take judicial notice of the underlying Minidoka
County case, Decision, p. 13, n. 6. Doing anything less than both of these actions requires the
Court to consider the Motion to Dismiss as a motion for summary judgment and apply the whole
gamut of Rule 56.
The Court explains that "[t]reating the motion as one for summary judgment is not error so
long as the hearing and notice requirements of I.R.C.P. 56(c) are complied with." Decision, p. 7
(citing, generally, Glaze v. Deffenbaugh, 144 Idaho 829,831,172 P.3d 1104, 1106 (2007);
Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 796 P.2d 150 (Ct. App. 1990)). However, Glaze and
Hellickson are inapposite to that proposition, which itself over-simplifies the issue of how the
13
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Court may utilize its discretion.

In Glaze, it was proper to treat a 12(b)(6) motion (filed

five months after the complaint) as a motion for summary judgment because the plaintiffs
submitted matters outside the pleadings, which the court considered. Glaze, 144 Idaho at 831, 172
P.3d at 1106. In Hellickson, it was error for the trial court to consider "matters outside of the
complaint without converting the motion to one for summary judgment" and to do so "without
giving the parties a reasonable opportunity to present all material pertinent to a summary
judgment motion." Hellickson, 118 Idaho at 274, 796 P.2d at 151 (emphasis added). On that basis,
the Court of Appeals vacated the dismissal and remanded the action for further proceedings. Id.
The decision to strike the Temple Affidavits is within the Court's discretion. But in exercising that
discretion, the Court needs to consider more than just the timing of the motion and hearing. To
correctly exercise this discretion, the Court must consider this case (beyond the procedural timing
of the motions). Almost 200 pages of matters outside the pleadings (not including the underlying
judicial confirmation case) were submitted with the Motion to Dismiss and the District has not
filed an answer or responded to discovery requests, but has filed a voluminous Motion to Dismiss
within weeks of the initiation of this action. Under these circumstances, the mere fact that
Plaintiffs had 28 days to respond (without the benefit of any discovery), as required by Rule 56(c ),
cannot be enough to justify converting the Motion to Dismiss to a motion for summary judgment.
Therefore, the Court should reconsider its Decision, not consider extrinsic materials, and consider
the Motion to Dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6).

14
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B. The Court should grant Plaintiffs' Motion to Continue because Plaintiffs provided the
Harris Affidavit, which was erroneously not considered in the Decision and which shows
why Plaintiffs do not have the facts necessary to oppose the District's de facto motion
for summary judgment.
If the Court considers any facts beyond the Complaint (the sole pleading in this case),

including the underlying judicial confirmation case, the Motion to Dismiss cannot be considered
under Rule 12(b)(6), but must be analyzed as a motion for summary judgment pursuant to Rule
56. It is not until this threshold issue is decided that any of Rule 56 can apply to the Motion to
Dismiss, and therefore, it should be considered after the Court decides Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike.
If the Court considers the Motion to Dismiss as a summary judgment motion, Plaintiffs' first

request is that the Court "refuse the application for judgment or [] order a continuance to permit
affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had." Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 56(±). The Decision correctly stated that standard that for the Court to grant such relief,
it must "appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party cannot for reasons
stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's opposition." Decision, p. 6 (quoting
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(±)). However, the Decision did not even attempt to cite, address,
acknowledge, analyze, or otherwise even acknowledge the Harris Affidavit.
The Harris Affidavit was filed contemporaneously with the Motion to Continue on April
25, 2016 (fourteen days before the hearing on the Motion to Continue). See Motion to Continue,
pp. 2, 6-7 (referencing and citing the Harris Affidavit); Harris Affidavit, p. 1 (showing the clerk's
filing stamp, dated April 25, 2016, at 2:08 p.m.). Developers never filed any motion to strike any
portion of the Harris Affidavit. In short, the Harris Affidavit is properly before the Court, and must
be considered by the Court in ruling on the Motion to Continue.
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The explicit purpose of the Harris Affidavit is to show that Plaintiffs "cannot for reasons
stated presented by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's opposition." Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 56(f); see also Harris Affidavit, 11 4-17. To require a party to provide facts that they
do not yet have is unreasonable and not the requirement of Rule 56(f). The rule does not require
a nonmoving party to present the facts essential to justify the party's opposition; rather the rule
requires the nonmoving party to provide reasons why it cannot present those essential facts. Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f).
As Plaintiffs previously explained:
A motion for summary judgment "contemplates the existence of an
adequate record and it follows that a party opposing summary judgment
must be afforded an adequate opportunity to conduct discovery to make
that record." Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., l 54
Idaho 99, 104, 294 P.3d 1111, 1116 (2013). However, the moving party
must act "in good faith by affirmatively demonstrating why he cannot
respond to a movant's affidavits . .. and how postponement of a ruling on
the motion will enable him, by discovery or other means, to rebut the
movant's showing of the absence of a genuine issue offact." Jenkins v.
Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 239, 108 P.3d 380, 386 (2005)
(quoting Allen v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., 81 F.3d 793, 797 (8th
Cir.1996)) (ellipsis in original). In doing so, the moving party "has the
burden of setting out 'what further discovery would reveal that is essential
to justify their opposition,' making clear 'what information is sought and
how it would preclude summary judgment."' Jenkins, 141 Idaho at 239,
108 P.3d at 386 (quoting Nicholas v. Wallenstein, 266 F.3d 1083, 1088-89
(9th Cir.2001)). Overall, "ft]he purpose of Rule 56(j) is to ensure that the
non-moving party has adequate time to conduct necessary discovery."
Boise Mode, 154 Idaho at 105,294 P.3d at 1117.
Motion to Continue, pp. 5-6 (emphasis added).

The Harris Affidavit sets forth much more than an "assert[ion] that [Plaintiffs] should be
entitled to discovery before the motion is heard by the Court." Decision, p. 6. The Harris Affidavit
includes Plaintiffs' First Set of Discovery Requests ("First Discovery Requests") that was served
on the District's attorneys on April 22, 2016. Harris Affidavit,
16
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._
District's responses to the First Discovery Requests will provide 5 information essential to justify
Plaintiffs' opposition to the District's motion for summary judgment. See Harris Affidavit, ~~ 67, 18. Plaintiffs have never had the information necessary to actually assess "the exact scope of
the benefits the District claims will accrue to Unit A landowners and/or Plaintiffs" as a result of
the "Unit A Pumping Plant #2 project" (the "Project"). 6 Harris Affidavit,~ 8. Further, Plaintiffs
would be interested in deposing certain of the District's employees, but until the District responds
to the First Discovery Requests, Plaintiffs do not know the identity of the appropriate employees
(other than Dan Temple). Harris Affidavit,~ 9. Those depositions would yield information on the
Project, its benefits, the District's practices in distributing (and dedicating) water to its members,
the distinctions between Unit A and Unit B, and other facts. The requests for admission, whether
admitted or responded to pursuant to Interrogatory No. 14 and Request for Production No. 9, will
shed light on many aspects necessary to Plaintiffs' case. Harris Affidavit,~~ 11-17. Further, since
absolutely no discovery has yet been completed in this case, "the District's responses will dictate
Plaintiffs' further discovery and preparations." Harris Affidavit,

~

11. In other words, without

knowing any basic information for the District, Plaintiffs cannot speculate about everything they
might find during discovery.

Despite the nomial timeframe of 30 days to respond to discovery requests, Plaintiffs and the District have agreed
to delay the District's responses, pending the Court decision. As such, Plaintiffs have not, to date, received any
responses from the District-nor are they required at this point.
It is also worth noting that, despite having to accept as true all of Plaintiff's allegations (under Rule 12(b)(6)) or
at least having to resolve all conflicts in Plaintiffs' favor (under Rule 56), the Decision defines the term "Project"
to mean the "Unit A Pumping Plant #2 and Pipeline project"- a term which is used exclusively by the District
(and not even in an affidavit), Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Dismiss, p. 2-while the Plaintiffs have only
called the same project the "Unit A Pumping Plaint #2 project." Complaint, 1 37; Motion to Continue, p. 3;
Motion to Strike, p. 3; Harris Affidavit, 18. If the Decision cannot accept Plaintiffs' contested averment as to the
name of the Project (but instead chooses to accept the District's version of contested facts), how can the Court
apply the correct standard under either Rule 12(b)(6) or Rule 56 with regard to more substantive facts? See, e.g.,
Decision, p. 11 (stating that Plaintiffs "assume that the ... Project will deprive them of the water they are entitled
to receive from the District," but apparently refusing to concede, even for analytical purposes, that Plaintiffs'
uncontroverted allegation regarding the availability of water, see Complaint, 161, is true).
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In addition to the Harris Affidavit, which the Court has not yet considered, Plaintiffs submit
the Second Harris Affidavit to show further facts that could be fleshed out in discovery that will
prove essential to justifying Plaintiffs' opposition to the District's de facto motion for summary
judgment. Plaintiffs still have not received any discovery responses from the District. Second
Harris Affidavit, 1 4. There are also several documents attached to the Second Harris Affidavit,
which describe information that could prove vital to Plaintiffs' case and show the necessity for
allowing discovery. See Second Harris Affidavit, 117-8. For instance, the statement, attributed to
Mike Beus of the United States Bureau of Reclamation, that "[t]he new plant [built by the Project]
could put more demands on storage water and possibly 'dilute' Unit A's water availability."
Second Harris Affidavit, Ex. 2, p. 2. Clearly, there is some data, either in the possession of the
District or the United States Bureau of Reclamation that indicates that Plaintiffs' concerns are
well-founded. All Plaintiffs are asking is for the opportunity to engage in discovery and obtain
that evidence before being asked to prove their case in a one-sided trial-by-affidavit.
A motion for summary judgment "contemplates the existence of an adequate record and it
follows that a party opposing summary judgment must be afforded an adequate opportunity to
conduct discovery to make that record." Boise Mode, 154 Idaho at 104, 294 P .3d at 1116.
Absolutely nothing in this case shows that there is an adequate record in this case. Further, rather
than being afforded an adequate opportunity to conduct discovery to make such a record, this case
presents circumstances where there has been no opportunity.

Contrary to the Decision's

description, that is not the entirety of Plaintiffs' argument for a continuance, but it ought to weigh
heavily on the Court that it has granted summary judgment without allowing any discovery.
Plaintiffs acknowledge that the decision to continue or deny the Motion to Dismiss on the
basis of Rule 56(f) is committed to this Court's discretion. However, to correctly exercise this
18
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discretion, the Court must examine whether there is an "adequate record" to decide a summary
judgment motion, Boise Mode , 154 Idaho at 104, 294 P.3d at 1116, whether there has been
"adequate time to conduct necessary discovery," Id. at I 05, 294 P.3d at 1117, and whether
Plaintiffs have had a "reasonable opportunity" to oppose the motion for summary judgment,
Hellickson, 118 Idaho at 274, 796 P.2d at 151.

Plaintiffs presented an affidavit from their counsel, showing what facts they can discover
that would help them contest the District's motion for summary judgment. See, generally, Harris
Affidavit. Further, the Motion to Continue only comes into play if the Court considers facts

extrinsic to the pleadings (i.e., Plaintiffs' Complaint), because only a motion for summary
judgment provides for a continuance on this basis. See Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f). But
if the Court reaches that point, before finding that "the plaintiff [sic] has not made a showing that
they are unable to present specific facts to support their opposition to the motion," Decision, p. 6,
the Court should consider the facts-the deficient state of the record, the total lack of any
opportunity for discovery, and the necessary discovery described in the Harris Affidavit that will
provide Plaintiffs a reasonable opportunity to oppose the motion-and grant the Motion to
Continue.
C. The Court should never have reached the District's arguments regarding justiciability,
which were never properly before the Court, and even addressing the merits, the Court
should have found that Plaintiffs' claims were ripe and Plaintiffs had standing.

As an initial matter, the Court erred in considering the justiciability issues-specifically
ripeness and standing-raised, for the first time, in the District's reply brief. That issue was never
properly presented (or argued) for adjudication. Second, even if the Court could properly reach
the question of the justiciability of Plaintiffs' claims, the Court should conclude that Plaintiffs'
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claims are ripe, Plaintiffs have standing to receive the sought-after declaratory judgment, and this
Court has jurisdiction to hear this case.
1. The Court should not have considered justiciability as a reason to grant the
Motion to Dismiss because Plaintiff was never afforded an opportunity to
address that issue, by argument and/or affidavit, despite Plaintiffs' explicit
request for that opportunity.

It was improper for the Decision to consider justiciability.

In contrast to the Supreme

Court, this Court does not have the duty or the ability to consider justiciability sua sponte.
Additionally, justiciability was not the basis of the Motion to Dismiss and the Court never afforded
Plaintiffs an opportunity to brief the issue. The District did not raise justiciability in its Motion to

Dismiss. Justiciability goes to the Court's subject matter jurisdiction, and thus would have to be
addressed under a 12(b)(l) motion, rather than a 12(b)(6) motion.

And, finally, the Court

completely ignored Plaintiffs' explicit request to submit further briefing on the justiciability issues
raised by the District in its reply brief, and ruled on the issue without providing Plaintiffs an
opportunity to argue.
First, the Court cannot raise the issue ofjusticiability sua sponte. The Idaho Supreme Court
"has a duty to raise the issue of standing sua sponte." Campbell v. Parkway Surgery Ctr., LLC,
158 Idaho 957,962,354 P.3d 1172, 1177 (2015). However, whilejusticiability "can be raised at
any time," Arambarri v. Armstrong, 152 Idaho 734, 738, 274 P.3d 1249, 1253 (2012), which
presumably would include before the trial court, there does not appear to be either the ability or
the duty for the trial court to address standing sua sponte. That can be the only conclusion from
the fact that justiciability does not have to be raised below (or addressed there), but can be
addressed when first raised on appeal. See Campbell, 158 Idaho at 961-62, 354 P.3d at 1176-77.
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Second, the Motion to Dismiss, like every motion, must "state with particularity the
grounds therefor." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b)(l); Franklin Bldg. Supply Co. v. Hymas,
157 Idaho 632, 640, 339 P.3d 357, 365 (2014) ("Where wholly new arguments in support of a
motion are offered in a reply memorandum, the motion itself does not state with particularity the
grounds for granting the motion"). The Motion to Dismiss, including its supporting memorandum,

does not include any argument regarding justiciability generally or ripeness and standing
specifically. See Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss. The District did, in passing,
argue that "Plaintiffs are suing the District over what they believe will happen in the future."
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss, p. 2 (quoted in Decision, p. 4). However, this was
an argument meant to further the District's point that a taking had not occurred. It is not sufficient
to "state" justiciability "with particularity" as a basis for dismissing Count 1 or Count 2. Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b)(l). In the end, the District's motion failed to state the issue of
justiciability with particularity and cannot be granted on the basis of the justiciability argument
raised only in reply. See Defendants Response to Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike and Motion to
Continue Proceedings 7, pp. 8-12.
Third, the issue of justiciability was not properly before the Court. The Motion to Dismiss
is very clearly made under Rule 12(b)(6)-for "failure to state a claim upon which relief can be
granted." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). All of the sub-categories of justiciability
(including standing and ripeness) go the subject matter jurisdiction of the court. IA C.J.S. Actions

7
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It is important to note that the District did not file a separate reply in support of its Motion to Dismiss. Rather the
District included the reply material in this document (i.e., Defendants Response to Plaintifft 'Motion to Strike and
Motion to Continue Proceedings), despite its title as just a response to Plaintiffs' motions. See Defendants
Response to Plaintifft' Motion to Strike and Motion to Continue Proceedings, pp. 8-15 (arguing why the Court
should dismiss Counts 1 and 2 of the Complaint); see also Reply Brief Supporting Plaintifft' Motions to Strike
and Continue, p. 3.
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§ 74; see also Bettwieser v. New York Irrigation Dist., 154 Idaho 317,326,297 P.3d 1134, 1143
(2013) (a district court's ''jurisdiction [to enter a declaratory judgment] is limited to cases where
an actual or justiciable controversy exists" (quotation marks and citation omitted, emphasis
added)). For that reason, the appropriate motion to raise justiciability is a motion to dismiss
pursuant to Rule 12(b)(1 ). Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(1) (allowing a motion to dismiss
for a "lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter"). To read Rule 12(b)(6) to include issues of
justiciability would be to make Rule 12(b)(1) superfluous, which this Court cannot do. Obendorf
v. Terra Hug Spray Co., 145 Idaho 892,900, 188 P.3d 834, 842 (2008) ("We have, in the past,
applied rules of statutory construction in the interpretation of our rules of civil procedure. In
matters of construction, this Court prefers an interpretation that gives meaning to every word,
clause, and sentence" (citations omitted)).
Fourth, Plaintiffs specifically recognized that the District was making a new argument
regarding justiciability and, since there is no opportunity to provide a sur-reply in the rules of civil
procedure, explicitly requested that the Court provide Plaintiffs an opportunity to address those
issues if the Court intended to analyze justiciability. As Plaintiffs stated:
[In its reply brief supporting the Motion to Dismiss,] the District provides
some wholly new arguments that the Court should disregard. Especially in
relation to Count 1, the District has argued completely different issues
relating to justiciability-the District argues that Plaintiffs' claims are
speculative, hypothetical, moot, unripe, and there is no case or controversy
presented. [Defendants Response to Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike and Motion
to Continue Proceedings] , pp. 8-12. Plaintiffs dispute all of these
arguments, but recognize that there is no provision in the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure for a sur-reply. Therefore, Plaintiffs request that the
Court exercise its discretion and disregard the new arguments submitted
by the District. Franklin Bldg. Supply [Co. v. Hymas], 157 Idaho (632,]
640,339 P.3d [357,] 365 ((2014)]. On the other hand, if the Court wishes
to hear the District's arguments regarding justiciability, Plaintiffs request
that the Court order additional, supplemental briefing to address those
arguments.
22
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Reply Brief Supporting Plaintiffs' Motions to Strike and Continue, p. 11 (emphasis added). To
ignore Plaintiffs clear request, which is in line with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, was
reversible error.
For these reasons, the Court should not have even considered the issue of justiciability in
the Decision.

2. On the merits, Plaintiffs have standing to assert both of their claims and neither
claim is unripe for declaratory judgment.
The Court concluded that "absent a showing of an actual deprivation of water, which is not
alleged in the [P]laintiffs' Complaint,[] there is no justiciable controversy and [the] allegations of
the [P]laintiffs' Complaint are not ripe for judicial review and the [P]laintiffs lack standing to
assert such a claim at this time." Decision, pp. 12-13. On that basis, the Court granted the Motion
to Dismiss as to Count 1. Decision, p. 13. Plaintiffs admit that if the Court, as it indicated, is
looking for an "actual deprivation" that has already been accomplished by the District, it will not
find one in this case. However, there is already a disregard of Plaintiffs' rights and there is also
imminent harm, in that the District is using storage water for parties with inferior interests in it and
but for the District's actions, storage water would be accruing to Plaintiffs' benefit, for use in the
future. See Section I., supra (describing the university and savings account analogy). However,
that fact-far from making the case unripe and depriving Plaintiffs of standing-is not conclusive
when the proper justiciability analysis, in the context of a declaratory judgment, 8 is conducted.

Plaintiffs' two claims seek declaratory judgment. See Complaint. The District's Motion to Dismiss, as to Count
1, centers entirely on dismissing a claim for inverse condemnation. Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Dismiss, pp. 6-13. However, none of Plaintiffs' claims are based on inverse condemnation. See Complaint;
Motion to Strike, p. 9 ("there is no necessity for Plaintiffs to prove a taking because Count l is not a claim for
inverse condemnation"); Motion to Continue, p. 9 (same). For that reason, the Motion to Dismiss is entirely
inapposite to Count 1. See Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b)( l). It is only by going beyond the Motion to
Dismiss and inappropriately consideringjusticiability that the Court even analyzes this issue. See Section IV.C. l .,
supra. However, in the analysis of the justiciability issue, the Court (like the District in its Motion to Dismiss)
obsesses on searching for an "actual deprivation," which is not present. However, a declaratory judgment action,
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Courts are empowered "to declare rights, status, and other legal relations" of parties, and
the "declaration may be either affirmative or negative in form and effect." Idaho Code § 10-1201.
The Court is correct that an action seeking a declaratory judgment must still be justiciable.

Decision, pp. 7-8. Ripeness and standing are sub-categories of justiciability. Decision, p. 7. The
Court found both that this case was unripe and that Plaintiffs lack standing-at least as to Count 1
of the Complaint. Decision, pp. 12-13. Therefore, each issue is addressed in tum.

a. Plaintiffs' claims are ripe for consideration by this Court.
"Ripeness asks whether a court action is necessary at the present time." Schneider v. Howe,
142 Idaho 767, 773, 133 P.3d 1232, 1238 (2006) (citation omitted). In this vein, courts are
"precluded from deciding cases which are purely hypothetical or advisory." Bettwieser v. New

York Irr. Dist., 154 Idaho 317, 326, 297 P.3d 1134, 1143 (2013).

A ripe and justiciable

controversy, therefore, "must be definite and concrete, touching the legal relations of the parties
having adverse legal interests .... It must be a real and substantial controversy admitting of specific
relief through a decree of conclusive character." Id. (quotation marks and citation omitted, ellipsis
in original). Said differently, the Idaho Supreme Court has explained:
Declaratory judgments by their very nature ride a fine line between
purely hypothetical or academic questions and actually justiciable
cases. Many courts have noted that the test of justiciability is not
susceptible of any mechanistic formulation, but must be grappled
with according to the specific facts of each case.

State v. Rhoades, 119 Idaho 594, 598, 809 P.2d 455 459 (1991). "Generally,
in determining whether to grant a declaratory judgment, the criteria is
whether it will clarify and settle the legal relations at issue, and whether
as discussed in this section, "may invoke either remedial or preventative relief; it may relate to a right that has
either been breached or is only yet in dispute or a status undisturbed but threatened or endangered." Wylie v.
State, Idaho Transp. Bd. , 151 Idaho 26, 31 , 253 P.3d 700, 705 (2011) (quoting Harris v. Cassia Cnty., I 06 Idaho
513, 516-17, 681 P.2d 988, 991-92 (l 984)) (emphasis added). This is a long-standing, well-established principle
that has been ignored by the Court in its futile search for an actual deprivation that has not (yet) occurred. See,
e.g., Ayers v. General Hospital, 67 Idaho 430, 434, 182 P.2d 958, 959 (l 947) (same).
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such declaration will afford a leave from uncertainty and controversy
giving rise to the proceeding." Miles [v. Idaho Power Co.], 116 Idaho [635,]
642, 778 P.2d [757] 764 (quoting Sweeney v. American Natl. Bank, 62 Idaho
544, 115 P.2d 109 (1941)). If deferring the adjudication "would add
nothing material to the legal issues presented" so that a court will be in
no better position in the future and if a declaration of the rights ofparties
will "certainly afford a relief from uncertainty and controversy in the
future" the case may be presently ripe/or adjudication. Id.
Schneider, 142 Idaho at 773, 133 P.3d at 1238 (emphasis added). "Thus, a litigant seeking a

declaratory judgment must demonstrate that an actual controversy exists and that the requested
relief will provide actual relief, not merely potential relief." Bettwieser, 154 Idaho at 326-27 297
P.3d at 1143-44.
"The traditional ripeness doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintiff to prove 1) that the case
presents definite and concrete issues, 2) that a real and substantial controversy exists, and 3) that
there is a present need for adjudication." ABC Agra, LLC v. Critical Access Group, Inc., 156 Idaho
781,783,331 P.3d 523,525 (2014). However, ripeness does not require evidence of a past injury,
see id., because a declaratory judgment action "may invoke either remedial or preventative relief;

it may relate to a right that has either been breached or is only yet in dispute or a status
undisturbed but threatened or endangered." Wylie v. State, Idaho Transp. Bd., 151 Idaho 26, 31,

253 P.3d 700, 705 (2011) (emphasis added). Thus, "[e]ven when there is no immediately apparent
damage, claims may be ripe for adjudication." ABC Agra, 156 Idaho at 785,331 P.3d at 527.
For instance, in Schneider, the plaintiff sought a declaratory judgment determining the
scope of an easement and his rights thereunder to compel the servient estate to remove certain
partial obstructions. Schneider, 142 Idaho at 770, 133 P.3d at 1235. Plaintiff described "a specific
future injury" that was sufficiently ripe for adjudication because he intended to subdivide his
property at some point in the future, although he had not yet even applied to re-zone his property
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or submitted a subdivision plat. Id. at 773, 133 P.3d at 1238. The Court explained, "[d]elaying
the adjudication would add nothing material to the litigation and a court would be in no better
position to decide the existence of the easement." Id. Further, a "declaration regarding the
existence of the easement will afford both [parties] relief from uncertainty and controversy in the
future." Id. Thus, even though the declaratory judgment action would not specifically require the
servient estate to remove the obstructions, it would specify the rights each party enjoyed and they
could then act in accordance therewith.
In Miles, the district court erred in holding that plaintiffs claims were umipe since "he was
not presently being deprived of any protectable property interest," and therefore, the "alleged
injury [was] too remote and uncertain to justify present adjudication." Miles v. Idaho Power Co.,
116 Idaho 635, 642-43, 778 P.2d 757, 764-65 (1989). The Supreme Court took a somewhat
practical approach, explaining:
If we were to dismiss this action for lack of ripeness, [plaintiff] would
simply request a rate reduction before the [utility]. The [utility], relying on
the statute [at issue in the declaratory judgment action], would be required
to deny the decrease, precipitating an appeal by [plaintiff] to this Court
pursuant to [statute]. No new facts would be introduced and the legal issues
presented would be unchanged from the present challenge. The only
contingency here is whether [plaintiff] would pursue his claim before the
[utility]. [Plaintiff] has prosecuted his claim in the district court and this
Court with vigor. We can only assume that he would also proceed likewise
before the [utility]. If the [utility] denied his request for a rate reduction,
[plaintiff] would be back before us presenting the same issue, not brought
into sharper focus by being sidetracked to an administrative body.
Deferring adjudication would add nothing material to the resolution of
the legal issues presented . .. [i]t is clear that this issue will be before us
either now or in the future, and a declaration now of the various rights of
the parties will certainly afford a relieffrom uncertainty and controversy
in the future. Since we are persuaded that we will be in no better position
than we are now to decide this question, we hold that it is presently ripe
for adjudication.
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Miles, 116 Idaho at 643, 778 P.2d at 765 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted, emphasis

added). Because waiting would add nothing material to the record, the Court addressed the merits
of plaintiffs claim. Id.
Likewise, in Boundary Backpackers, plaintiffs challenged a county ordinance that imposed
the county's land use policy plan on all federal and state agencies, claiming it "threaten[ed] their
individual and collective environmental, aesthetic, and recreational interests in the state and federal
lands, waters, and natural resources in the county." Boundary Backpackers v. Boundary Cnty.,
128 Idaho 371,374,913 P.2d 1141, 1144 (1996). The county claimed that the dispute was not yet
ripe, because plaintiffs were not (yet) affected, since no agency had changed any practice to
comply with the ordinance and the county had submitted an affidavit from members of its board
of commissioners, stating that the county did not intend to enforce the ordinance. Id. at 376, 913
P.2d at 1146. However, the Supreme Court held that the issue was ripe, since "the ordinance
threatens to disturb the status and management of federal and state public lands in Boundary
County. The issues are definite and concrete and there is a real and substantial controversy." Id.
As the Supreme Court later explained in commenting on this case, "although the plaintiff had not
yet suffered the harm, a controversy presently existed and so the claim was ripe for review." ABC
Agra, 156 Idaho at 785, 331 P.3d at 527.

On the other hand, in ABC Agra, the plaintiff sought a declaratory judgment merely
because it was "no longer sure what [the defendant] will do with its property." ABC Agra, 156
Idaho at 784, 331 P.3d at 526. In fact, there was nothing to "establish disagreement as to the
[potentially disputed] covenant's validity." Id. at 785, 331 P.3d at 527. Thus, because plaintiff
"simply allege[d] that [defendant] likely disagrees with its interpretation of the restrictive covenant
and this disagreement may affect its ability to market [plaintiffs] other properties," there was no
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"clear conflict" or "clear dispute" to adjudicate. Id. (emphasis added). As a result, those "facts
were too hypothetical and contingent to establish a justiciable controversy." Id. at 786, 331 P.3d
at 528. As noted in the special concurrence, the defendant's ambiguous letter is concerning for
plaintiff, but does not "create a real and substantial controversy justifying a declaratory judgment
action"-but additional facts would develop in the future that would allow a trial court to better
adjudicate the parties rights. Id. at 786, 331 P.3d at 528 (J. Jones, J., specially concurring).
Here, under either a 12(b)(6) or a summary judgment standard, the issue presented by
Plaintiffs is ripe for adjudication by this Court, especially as applied to Count 1, as the Court did
in the Decision.

Certain relevant facts are presented in the Complaint and have not been

controverted by the District-therefore, under either standard, they must be considered true. First,
the District appropriates water and distributes it- as those terms are used in Art. XV of the Idaho
Constitution. Complaint, ,I 57. Second, Plaintiffs are distributees of the District, with the rights
specified in Art. XV of the Idaho Constitution. Complaint, ,I 58. The water distributed by the
District to Plaintiffs' properties "for decades has become dedicated to the [p]roperties by
application thereon to beneficial use . . . and are, therefore water rights appurtenant to the
Properties." Complaint, ,I 59. 9 "Plaintiffs have not consented to any decrease in the amount of
water provided to the [Plaintiffs' p]roperties." Complaint, ,I 60 (emphasis added). "The Project,
as presently constituted, will cause the amount of water available to Plaintiffs, and other Unit A

9
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Th is also contains some legal conclusions. However, while the Court has attempted to distinguish Bradshaw v.
Milner Low Lift Irr. Dist., 85 Idaho 528, 38 1 P.2d 440 (1963) (which Plaintiffs substantively disagree with, see
Sections IV.D. and IV.E., infra) by over-narrowing Bradshaw to only apply in cases involving an annexation,
Decision, p. 9, the Court has not made any attempt- nor can any such attempt be availing- to limit the application
of Art. XV, §§ I, 3, 4, and 5 of the Idaho Constitution to just annexations. The District has not contested any of
the facts in this allegation in its Motion to Dismiss, nor has the District provided any argument addressing those
constitutional provisions. Therefore, the factual allegations must be accepted as true (i. e., the District has
distributed water to Plaintiffs properties for decades, where it has been beneficially used) and the uncontested
legal conclusions (i.e., the water has thereby become dedicated and appurtenant to Plaintiffs' properties) naturally
flow therefrom.
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members, to decrease."

Complaint,

1 61

(emphasis added).

As explained in the university

employment analogy at the beginning, see Section I, supra, and noted by the Court, Decision, pp.
12-13, Plaintiffs never claim that the District has already denied them water. On the other hand,
the District is infringing on Plaintiffs' rights to the water dedicated to their lands and protected by
their constitutional status as distributees-and to make matters worse, the District (and the Court)
does not even think that Plaintiffs have any constitutional protections for their water. That is the
conflict and controversy in this case. And it is ripe for adjudication.
First, this case presents definite and concrete issues. As in Miles, Plaintiffs have not already
been deprived of their constitutionally-protected interests in property-yet the issues are not
hypothetical or academic. And just like in Schneider, where the court would have been in no better
position to decide the existence of an easement had it waited for further actions (e.g., unauthorized
self-help) to bring the issue to a head; here, the Court will be in no better position to determine
what kind of right and enforcement ability is constitutionally granted to Plaintiffs with regard to
their water after the District has actually deprived Plaintiffs of water than now. "Deferring
adjudication would add nothing material to the resolution of the legal issues presented." Miles,
116 Idaho at 643, 778 P.2d at 765.

The legal issue presented is the nature of Plaintiffs'

constitutional interest in the water distributed to them under Art. XV,§ 4 of the Idaho Constitution.
Complaint,

11

57-61. As described above, see Section I, supra, the concrete issue is that the

District's storage water is being or definitively will be used to irrigate some 1,500 acres of Unit B.
The issue is not speculative or uncertain, as in ABC Agra. Whether that reduction in storage water
can be allocated to (or, in other words, whether the storage water can be taken from) Plaintiffs
without their consent, as the District contends, is the concrete issue before the Court in this case
because the accounting is either occurring now or will occur in the near future. In the words of
29
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the Complaint, the District's actions' will cai,se the aniount of water availflble to Plaintiffs, and
other Unit A members, to decrease." Complaint,

61 (emphasis adde,d).

Second, a real and substantial controversy exists in this case. While the District has not
defined what it thinks Art. XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution grants Plaintiffs, it is absolutely clear
that the District believes it may take storage water, that otherwise would accrue on Plaintiffs'
behalf, and use it on other lands (where storage water has never befo.re b n used) without
obtaining Plaintiffs' consent. This is not a hypothetical abstract ·maginary philosophical or
academic controversy. It underlies the entire purpose of the Project and is the basis for the
District's intended course of action. Complaint 160-61. In Boundary Backpackers, the county
submitted a11 affidavit stating that the county had no intent to enforce the challenged ordinance.

Boundary Backpackers, 128 Idaho at 376 913 P.2d at 1146. Nevertheless, "although the plaintiff
had not yet suffered the harm, a controversy presently existed and so the claim was ripe for
r view." AB

Agra, 156 Idaho at 785, 331 P.3d at 527. This case presents facts even more

definitive, and less speculative than Boundary Backpackers. There the county averred it had no
intention of enforcing the offending ordinance; but her

the record shows 10 that the District will

move forward with the Project and will take storage water, as necessary, to irrigate new lands
(never before irrigated with surface or storage water) by using water to which Plaintiffs would be
proportionally entitled but for the Project.
Lastly, this case has a present need for adjudication. In Schrzeider, the Supreme Court
explained a "declaration regarding the existence of the easement will afford both [parties] relief
from uncertainty and controversy in the future." Schneider, 142 Idaho at 773, 133 P.3d at 1238.

10
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An easement right is a property right, and so is a water right. See Idaho Code § 55-101. Therefore,
here, a declaration regarding the existence and nature of Plaintiffs' constitutional property rights,
under Art. XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution, to the water dedicated to Plaintiffs' properties will
afford both Plaintiffs and the District relief from uncertainty and (at least some) controversy in the
future. The present adjudication of the nature of Plaintiffs' constitutional interests will allow both
parties to understand their rights and obligations vis-a-vis each other, to respect each other's rights,
and to better negotiate future disputes.
b. Plaintiffs have standing to assert their claims.

"The doctrine of standing focuses on the party seeking relief and not on the issues the party
wishes to have adjudicated." Schneider, 142 Idaho at 772, 133 P.3d at 1237 (quotation marks and
citation omitted).

"While the doctrine is easily stated, it is imprecise and difficult in its

application." Miles, l 16 Idaho at 641, 778 P.2d at 763 (citation omitted). "[T]o satisfy the case
or controversy requirement of standing, [I IJ litigants generally must allege or demonstrate an injury
in fact and a substantial likelihood that the judicial relief requested will prevent or redress the
claimed injury. Id. (citing Duke Power Co. v. Carolina Env. Study Group, 438 U.S. 59, 79, 98
S.Ct. 2620, 2633, 57 L.Ed.2d 595 (1978)). However, what the Court has neglected to consider is
that "fs]tanding may be predicated upon a threatened harm as well as a past iniury." Schneider,
142 Idaho at 772, 133 P.3d at 1237 (citing Harris v. Cassia Cnty., 106 Idaho 513,516,681 P.2d
988, 991 (1984)) (emphasis added); compare with Decision, pp. 9-10 (quoting Coalition for
Agric. 's Future v. Canyon Cnty., _Idaho_,_ P.3d _

, No. 42756, 2016 WL 1133369 at

*3 (Idaho Mar. 23, 2016)). Thus, in Schneider, the plaintiff, seeking an adjudication of an

11

Which appears to be what the Court found lacking in Count I. Decision, pp. 12-13.
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easement to open the future possibility of subdividing and developing his land, had "standing to
seek a declaratory judgment because he ha[d] demonstrated a specific future injury." Schneider,
142 Idaho at 773, 133 P.3d at 1238.
Further, "[a] central foundation of the Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act is the

requirement of adverse parties. For the parties to be in an adversarial position, they must have
such a personal stake in the outcome of the controversy that a meaningful representation and
advocacy of the issues is ensured." Miles, 116 Idaho at 641, 778 P.2d at 763 (citing Greer v.
Lewiston Gold & Country Club, Inc., 81 Idaho 393, 342 P.2d 719 (1959) and Bopp v. City of
Sandpoint, 110 Idaho 488, 716 P .2d 1260 (1986) regarding "generalized standing") (emphasis

added)). For that reason, "a citizen and taxpayer may not challenge a governmental enactment
where the injury is one suffered alike by all citizens and taxpayers of the jurisdiction." Miles, 116
Idaho at 641, 778 P.2d at 763. Thus, in Miles, the plaintiffs challenge to a statute directing a
utility's actions to raise plaintiffs rates was "more than a generalized grievance. It is a specialized
and peculiar injury, although it may affect a large class of individuals." Id. Just like ripeness,
"[e]ven where there is no immediately apparent damage," Plaintiffs may also have standing, as
long as there is "sufficient immediacy and reality" in the specific future injury to warrant action.
ABC Agra, 156 Idaho at 785, 331 P.3d at 527.

This case is not a concerned citizen asserting a general interest in a governmental entity
obeying the law. See Coalition for Agric. 's Future, 2016 WL 1133369 at *3-4. Contrary to the
Court's prior conclusion, Plaintiffs are not required to demonstrate that they have already been
injured to establish their standing. See Decision, pp. 12-13. If every plaintiff had to wait until
they were already injured before filing a lawsuit, then declaratory judgments, injunctions, and quiet
title actions would be inherently legally deficient and valueless.
32
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individual constitutional rights to their water (including the storage water) that will imminently
be infringed by the District. See Complaint, 11 43-44, 61. This is a distinct and palpable injury to
Plaintiffs. The storage water that, but for the Project and the District's policies associated with it,
would have been credited to Plaintiffs is instead being depleted and used to water new lands that
have never before been irrigated by surface or storage water. See Complaint,

1 41.

Further, the

District is certainly an adverse party that will provide meaningful representation and advocacy of
the issues in this case. Taken together, these facts grant Plaintiffs standing to bring this action.

D. On the merits, the Court should not dismiss Count 1 of Plaintiffs' Complaint because
the District's Motion to Dismiss did not provide any basis to dismiss Count 1 and, since
there is nothing that controverts the application of Art. XV, § 4 to this case, the District
has not shown it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
The Court acknowledges that "[t]he District seeks to have this court dismiss Count 1 on
the basis that the [P]laintiffs are alleging a claim of Inverse Condemnation and that [P]laintiffs
have not alleged the essential elements of such a claim." Decision, p. 10 (citation omitted). That
is the sole basis for the Motion to Dismiss as to Count 1. See Memorandum in Support of Motion

to Dismiss, pp. 6-13. To reiterate what Plaintiffs previously argued, Plaintiffs have not made a
claim for Inverse Condemnation and are not seeking compensation for an illegal taking (which is
done through a claim for Inverse Condemnation). Motion to Strike, p. 9; Motion to Continue, p.
9. Because a motion must "state with particularity the grounds therefor," Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 7(b )(1 ), that should be enough to deny the motion-the particularity provided in support
of the District's Motion to Dismiss has absolutely no applicability to Count 1. Nevertheless,
despite Rule 7(b )(1) and the fact that there is no trace of an Inverse Condemnation claim anywhere
in the Complaint, the Court goes beyond what the Motion to Dismiss argued and, like the District,
continues focusing on whether a taking has occurred despite the irrelevance of that inquiry.
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The primary basis for the Court's granting the Motion to Dismiss as to Count 1 appears to
be that the "allegations of the [P]laintiffs' Complaint are not ripe for judicial review and the
[P]laintiffs lack standing to assert such a claim at this time." Decision, p. 13 (italics added). For
the reasons explained above, the Court erred in reaching this conclusion. See Section IV .C., supra.
However, undergirding this conclusion is another erroneous premise: that, by virtue of
being an irrigation district of which Plaintiffs are members, the District cannot unconstitutionally
take water from the Plaintiffs as long as they get their 3 acre-feet per year. See Decision, pp. 1112 ("since an irrigation district and the distribution of water among its landowners is to be viewed
as a whole or a unit within the irrigation district, the members of the district do have a right to all
of the water of the district as a whole and it is only when there is a deficient supply of water do
[sic] the rights of priority come into play"). This premise is incorrect for three reasons: (1) it fails
to take into account the unusual and truly unique structure of the District, (2) it grants the District
absolute discretion and fails to account for its position merely as a trustee holding water rights on
behalf of its members, and (3) Plaintiffs' constitutional rights vest and are enforceable before there
is an actual shortage of water.
First, the District is unlike any other irrigation district in Idaho. Second Harris Affidavit,
, 5. As noted by the Court, Decision, p. 10, the general setup of the District is that Unit A is
irrigated solely by surface and storage water, while Unit B is irrigated solely by groundwater (the
only exceptions are approximately 1,400 acres of Unit B converted to surface and storage water in
the 1990s, Complaint, , 32, and approximately 1,500 acres of Unit B that are being converted to
surface and storage water via the Project, Complaint, , 41 ). The very name of the District-the
A&B Irrigation District-arises from and connotes this bimodal structure.

While the Court

distinguishes Bradshaw on the basis of the annexation, separating "old lands" from "new lands"
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in that case, Decision, pp. 11-12, the distinct differences between Unit A and Unit B are more
analogous to Bradshaw than the Court has heretofore been willing to concede. See Second Harris
Affidavit, 1 5.

In Bradshaw, the conflict regarding water distribution arose between the owners of the "old
lands" who had already been in the irrigation district and owners of the "new lands" who were
recently annexed into the irrigation district. Bradshaw v. Milner Low Lift Irr. Dist., 85 Idaho 528,
539,381 P.2d 440,445 (1963). The Supreme Court held that the "owners of the old lands, through
and by means of the irrigation district, acquired, and for many years applied to the irrigation of
their lands, valuable water rights, which had become appurtenant and dedication to their lands, and
which were held in trust by the district for their use." Id. at 546,381 P.2d at 450. The annexation,
which precipitated the conflict in Bradshaw, had no bearing on that conclusion. The exclusive
dedication to the "old lands" was effected by the application to beneficial use upon those lands
over the course of many years. Id. This exclusive dedication is what afforded the owners of the
old lands their constitutional right such that "[t]hey could not thereafter, without their consent, be
deprived of the use of that water when needed to irrigate their lands." Id. Thus, the fact of the
annexation should not serve to distinguish Bradshaw from Plaintiffs' case.
Bradshaw had water appurtenant to old lands to which the owners of new lands, never

before irrigated with that water, were making a claim of right. This case presents water rights
appurtenant (by its exclusive dedication) to Unit A lands, owned by Plaintiffs, to which the District,
on behalf of the owners of some Unit B lands, which have never before been irrigated (and could
never before have been irrigated) with surface or storage water, is making a claim ofright. Simply,
Bradshaw is on all fours with this case, and the holding is entirely apposite and should guide the

Court in this case.
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Second, the district does not have absolute discretion, and should not be considered "as a
whole," in distributing water. The Court states that the lands in the District "must be considered

as a whole" in the context of assessing costs. Decision, p. 15 (quoting Nelson v. Big Lost River
Irrigation Dist., 148 Idaho 157,164,219 P.3d 804,811 (2009)) (italics in original). However, the
consideration "as a whole" only applies in the context of assessing costs and has never been applied
to water distribution. See Nelson , 148 Idaho at 164, 219 P .3d at 811 ("all lands within an irrigation
district available for and subject to irrigation ... must be considered as a whole , and [] the
assessment shall be spread upon all the lands of the district which are or may be supplied with
water by such district, under said system" (quoting Colburn v. Wilson, 24 Idaho 94, 132 P. 579,
581 (1913)) (italics in original)). In fact, every case using that language ("considered as a whole")
applies it in the assessment context and never in the context of water distribution. 12 It is for this
reason that the Court quoted Nelson in dealing with Count 2. Decision, pp. 15-16. However, the
Court incorrectly imports that concept, without citation, into its analysis of Count 1 in order to
support the faulty premise that the District has absolute, unfettered discretion with regard to the
water it distributes, at least until there is a shortage of water. Decision, pp. 11-12 ("since an
irrigation district and the distribution of water among its landowners is to be viewed as a whole or
a unit within the irrigation district, the members of the district do not have a right to all of the water
of the district as a whole and it is only when there is a deficient supply of water do [sic] the rights
of priority come into play").

12

36

See Nelson v. Big Lost River irrigation Dist., 148 Idaho 157, 164, 219 P.3d 804, 811 (2009); Gedney v. Snake
River Irr. Dist., 61 Idaho 605, l 04 P.2d 909 (1940); Brown v. Shupe, 40 Idaho 252,233 P. 59, 61 (1924); Colburn
v. Wilson, 24 Idaho 94, 132 P. 579, 581 ( 19 I 3) (in each case, directing that the lands of an irrigation district must
be "considered as a whole" in the context of assessments; but not applying that consideration to water
distribution).
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In reality, the District holds legal title to real property (including water rights, Idaho Code
§ 55-101) and holds that property "in trust for" its members. Idaho Code§ 43-316; see also US.

v. Pioneer Irr. Dist., 144 Idaho 106, 114, 157 P.3d 600, 608 (2007) ("Irrigation districts act as
trustees for the landowners managing the water right"). The District stands between the State and
its members. The State owns the water resources in Idaho and the water right authorizes its use.
Idaho Code § 42-101. The water right defines the rights of the District (on behalf of its members)
vis-a-vis the State. On the other hand, the District holds the water right (and other property) in
trust for its members. Idaho Code § 43-316. This trust relationship delineates the District's

duties vis-a-vis the District's members-and it must respect the constitutional rights of its
members, including Plaintiffs. See Pioneer, 144 Idaho at 115, 157 P.3d at 609 ("the entity that
applies the water to beneficial use has a right that is more than a contractual right. The irrigation
entities in this case act on behalf of those who have applied the water to beneficial use and repaid
the United States for the costs of the facilities. The irrigation districts hold an interest on behalf

ofthe water users pursuant to state law" (emphasis added)). The general rule for trustees is that:
the trustee shall observe the standards in dealing with the trust assets that
would be observed by a prudent man dealing with the property of another,
and if the trustee has special skills or is named trustee on the basis of
representations of special skills or expertise, he is under a duty to use those
skills.
Idaho Code§ 15-7-302. This helps clarify that the District, as trustee for the Plaintiffs, does not
own the water rights itself and does not have unfettered discretion in distributing the water it holds
in trust. As described below, the District is a distributor of water within the meaning of the Idaho
Constitution and, as such, its actions are circumscribed by Plaintiffs' constitutional rights.
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Third and finally, the Idaho Constitution gives Plaintiffs protected and enforceable rights
when the water is dedicated to their lands, not just when there is a shortage of water. Constitutional
rights would be useless if they were ineffectual until a crisis. The Idaho Constitution provides:
Whenever any waters have been, or shall be, appropriated or used for
agricultural purposes, under a sale, rental, or distribution thereof, such

sale, rental, or distribution shall be deemed an exclusive dedication to
such use; and whenever such waters so dedicated shall have once been
sold, rented or distributed to any person who has settled upon or improved
land for agricultural purposes with the view of receiving the benefit of
such water under such dedication, such person, his heirs, executors,
administrators, successors, or assigns, shall not thereafter, without his
consent, be deprived of the annual use of the same, when needed for
domestic purposes, or to irrigate the land so settled upon or improved,
upon payment therefor, and compliance with such equitable terms and
conditions as to the quantity used and times of use, as may be prescribed by
law.
Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 4 (emphasis added). There is nothing in this section of the Idaho
Constitution is distinguishable based on an annexation, the existence of an irrigation district, or
any other argument submitted by the District. Plaintiffs, and their predecessors, settled their
properties specifically in order to receive the benefits of surface and storage water provided by the
District.

Complaint,

Complaint,

,r,r

Complaint,

,r,r

,r,r

7, 18-19.

Plaintiffs have used their water for irrigation purposes.

57-59. It has been distributed to Plaintiffs' lands by the District for decades,
7, 57-59, which is "deemed an exclusive dedication to such use."

Idaho

Constitution, Art. XV,§ 4. None of these facts have been contested by the District, which (again)
based its Motion to Dismiss on dismissing a claim for Inverse Condemnation. See Memorandum

in Support of Motion to Dismiss, pp. 6-13. The inescapable conclusion of these uncontested facts
is that each Plaintiff "shall not[], without his consent, be deprived of the annual use of the [water]
... to irrigate the[ir] land so settled upon or improved." Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 4. At the
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very least, Plaintiffs have presented facts sufficient for Count 1 to survive either a l 2(b)(6) motion
or a motion for summary judgment.
E. On the merits, the Court should not dismiss Count 2 of Plaintiffs' Complaint because
the Court should not consider the underlying judicial confirmation case, which is
outside the pleadings, in a 12(b)(6) motion; res judicata does not bar this action; and the
collective interests of the District cannot justify ignoring Plaintiffs' individual
constitutional rights.

The Court grants the District's Motion to Dismiss as to Count 2 because "the final judgment
in Minidoka County Case No. CV-2014-289 is not subject to collateral attack and the claims of
the plaintiffs are barred by the doctrine of res Judicata." Decision, p. 16 (italics added). However,
this conclusion poses several problems, which should cause the Court to reconsider its Decision.
First, the Court grants the Motion to Dismiss "pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6)." Decision, p.
16. Yet, by taking judicial notice of an underlying case-which is a matter outside the pleadingsthe Court cannot analyze the case under Rule 12(b)(6). Hellickson, 118 Idaho at 276, 796 P.2d at
153; Taylor, 149 Idaho at 833, 243 P.3d at 649; Peterson, 152 Idaho at 697, 273 P.3d at 1290.
Therefore, if the Court is applying a 12(b)(6) standard, it must reconsider this point and, since
there is insufficient information to make any factual findings regarding res Judicata, the Court
cannot dismiss Count 2 on that basis.
Second, even if the Court persists in taking judicial notice of the underlying judicial
confirmation case and correctly applies a summary judgment standard, there is no basis to conclude
that res judicata bars Count 2. The Court lists the elements of both "true res judicata (claim
preclusion) and collateral estoppel (issue preclusion)." Decision, p. 14 (italics in original). Yet
the Court then provides no analysis of those elements as applied to this case-merely providing
general citations to "long held" precedent, distinguishing Bradshaw, and restating the basis for the
District's authority to apportion assessments. Decision, pp. 15-16. Nowhere does the Court
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consider whether any of the elements of either aspect of res judicata apply from the underlying
judicial confirmation case to bar any aspect of this case. See id. Doing so demonstrates why Count
2 is, in fact, not barred by res judicata.
As the Court explained, "Collateral estoppel bars relitigation of an issue previously
determined when: [among other elements] ... (3) the issue sought to be precluded was actually
decided in the prior litigation; [and] (4) there was aflnal judgment on the merits in the prior
litigation." Decision, p. 14 (quoting Berkshire Investments, LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73, 81,278
P.3d 943,951 (2012)) (emphasis omitted from original, bold italic emphasis added). The predicate
for collateral estoppel to apply-that relitigation is sought of an issue previously determined-is
not met. As a result, ab initio, collateral estoppel cannot bar Count 2. Nevertheless, even
continuing the analysis, the third and fourth elements of collateral estoppel are not present here.
The issue raised by Count 2 was not "actually decided in the prior litigation." The final order in
the underlying judicial confirmation case stated that it was beyond the scope of a judicial
confirmation proceeding to address the constitutional arguments made by some of the Plaintiffs in
that case and refusing to consider those arguments. See Motion to Strike, pp. 15-16; Motion to
Continue, pp. 18-19 (both quoting the Order Regarding Responses in Opposition to the Verified
Complaint and Petition from the underlying judicial confirmation case). Therefore, there was no
judgment on the merits of those arguments. See Motion to Strike, pp. 15-16; Motion to Continue,
pp. 18-19. As a result, collateral estoppel (issue preclusion) cannot bar Count 2.
Similarly, under the doctrine of claim preclusion, "a claim is also precluded if it could
have been brought in the previous action, regardless of whether it was actually brought, where:
(1) the original action ended in final judgment on the merits, (2) the present claim involves the

same parties as the original action, and (3) the present claim arises out of the same transaction or
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series of transactions as the original action." Berkshire Investments, 153 Idaho at 81,278 P.3d at
951 (emphasis added); see also Decision, p. 14. Again, the predicate for claim preclusion (true
res judicata) has not been met and this doctrine cannot bar Count 2. Plaintiffs did not bring a

claim for declaratory judgment akin to Count 2 in the underlying judicial confirmation case. Some
of the Plaintiffs supplied argument similar to the argument supporting Count 2 here-but that
merely indicates that res judicata here should be analyzed under issue preclusion (see above) rather
than claim preclusion. Further, given the narrow scope of the judicial confirmation proceedings,
correctly described by Judge Crabtree in the Order Regarding Responses in Opposition to the
Verified Complaint and Petition, Plaintiffs could not have brought their claim for declaratory

judgment (contained in Count 2) in the Minidoka County case. Under Idaho Code§ 43-406 (and
as recognized in Judge Crabtree' s order), the scope of judicial confirmation proceedings is so
narrow that it cannot even accommodate the constitutional arguments raised by some Plaintiffs
there, let alone a counterclaim for declaratory judgment (like Count 2) that would transmogrify a
judicial confirmation proceeding into some unprecedented hybrid civil action. Unless this Court
is willing to explicitly find (without briefing or argument on the issue) that, as a matter of law,
Judge Crabtree erred and to provide its own interpretation of the scope of judicial confirmation
proceedings, Judge Crabtree's order (together with the conclusions therein) remains valid.
Additionally, because Judge Crabtree declined to consider the constitutional arguments in the
underlying judicial confirmation case, there was no final judgment on the merits of those
arguments. For these reasons, true res judicata (claim preclusion) also cannot bar Count 2.
The Court cites Thrall and Knowles, generally, for the proposition that "a final judgment
entered in [judicial confirmation] proceedings is not subject to collateral attack." Decision, p. 15
(citing American Falls Reservoir Dist. v. Thrall, 39 Idaho 105,228 P. 236 (1924); Knowles v. New
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Sweden Irr. Dist., 16 Idaho 217, 101 P. 81 (1908) overruling on other grounds recognized in Moon
v. North Idaho Farmers Ass'n, 140 Idaho 536, 96 P.3d 637 (2004)). However, the rule is not that

absolute. For instance, in Thrall, the Supreme Court explained that "a decree of confirmation is
conclusive as to all matters embraced in the proceedings had, where no appeal has been taken
therefrom, unless such decree is assailed by a direct attack, or the statutory proceedings have not
been taken in the manner prescribed by law." Thrall, 39 Idaho 105, 228 P. at 239 (emphasis
added). This refinement is in keeping with the general doctrines of res judicata-only those
matters actually adjudicated in the judicial confirmation case are not subject to collateral attack.
See Berkshire Investments, 153 Idaho at 81,278 P.3d at 951; Thrall, 39 Idaho 105,228 P. at 239.

As described above, the judicial confirmation proceeding never reached the merits of the
constitutional arguments advanced by some of the Plaintiffs. In other words, those constitutional
arguments were never "embraced in the proceedings had," and therefore provide a basis for a
collateral attack. See Thrall, 39 Idaho 105,228 P. at 239
Finally, despite its not supporting the basis for the Court's dismissal of Count 2, the Court
considers some of the merits of Count 2. See Decision, pp. 15-16. However, considering the
merits of Count 2 demonstrates that Plaintiffs have stated a viable claim and the District is not
entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
Bradshaw applies beyond the narrow annexation context. The Bradshaw Court did hold

that the costs and burdens of improving the irrigation district's infrastructure "were assumed by
the owners of the new lands in their petition for annexation, and were made a condition thereof."
Bradshaw, 85 Idaho at 54 7-48, 381 P .2d at 451; see also Decision, p. 15, n. 8. However, what the

Decision omits is the next sentence of the Bradshaw decision: "Moreover, the imposition of such
additional costs and burdens upon the owners of the old lands, without their consent, would be an
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invasion of their constitutionally protected property rights." Bradshaw, 85 Idaho at 548, 381 P.2d
at 451 (citing Idaho Constitution, Art. I, §§ 13 and 14; additional citations omitted). The term
moreover 13 indicates that the constitutional protections cited provide another, independent basis
for the same conclusion-that the irrigation district could not, without due process and just
compensation, deprive landowners of their property to exclusively convey a benefit on others.

Bradshaw, 85 Idaho at 547-48, 381 P.2d at 451. Again, there are marked analogies between
Bradshaw and the present situation faced by Plaintiffs. Here, the District is taking Plaintiffs'
property (their money) without due process or just compensation in order to construct
infrastructure that will provide a benefit to others and ultimately work toward Plaintiffs' detriment.

It is for that reason that the rationale of Bradshaw ought to guide the Court in this case.
It is true that, as far as apportionment of assessments is concerned, the District "must be

considered as a whole." Decision, p. 15 (citation and emphasis omitted). However, the collective
interests of the District cannot be a reason to trample the individual rights of any of the District's
members, including Plaintiffs. This case is about more than dissatisfied members of an irrigation
district challenging how much they are required to pay for a project. Right or wrong, the District
cannot decide that it is in the best interests of a majority of its members to violate the rights of the
minority. Therefore, Plaintiffs ask this Court to consider, protect, and declare their individual
rights because "[i]t is the province of courts to declare what the law is, not what in their judgment
it should be." Thrall, 39 Idaho 105,228 P. at 240.

13

Moreover means "in addition to what has been said; besides; further; also; used with conjunctive force."
WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD COLLEGE DICTIONARY 951 (5th ed. 2014).
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V. CONCLUSION
Plaintiffs instituted this action against the District to have the Court declare that Plaintiffs'
rights are protected and that the District cannot use the vote of a self-interested majority in
contravention of Plaintiffs' constitutional rights.

Plaintiffs have a constitutionally-protected

interest in the natural flow and storage water dedicated to their properties by the District's
distribution that is superior to those other properties in the District that are now being converted
from ground water irrigation to natural flow and storage water irrigation. Idaho Constitution, Art.
XV, § 4. That interest can only be taken away from Plaintiffs with their consent. Id. Further, the

District cannot require Plaintiffs to pay the assessments for the very Project that takes their
constitutionally protected surface and storage water from them without affording them due process
or just compensation. Idaho Constitution, Art. I, §§ 13 and 14.
The Court should reconsider its Decision. Most appropriately, the Court should strike the

Temple Affidavit and the Second Temple Affidavit, restrain itself from taking judicial notice of
proceedings beyond the pleadings of this case, and deny the District's Motion to Dismiss under the
standard of Rule 12(b)(6). Both Count 1 and Count 2 state claims "upon which relief can be
granted" because no mention is made of Inverse Condemnation and so it is unnecessary to show
any "taking" at this point; the Court should not consider arguments not stated with particularity
with the Motion to Dismiss (i.e., regardingjusticiability, ripeness, and standing); there are specific,
concrete future injuries imminent which makes the issues ripe for adjudication; Plaintiffs have
standing because they are asserting imminent injuries to their personal, individual constitutional
rights; nothing controverts the application of Art. XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution to Count 1;

res judicata does not bar any part of this action because there has never been a final judgment on
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the merits of these claims; and the collective interests of the District cannot provide justification
for the violation of Plaintiffs' individual constitutional rights.

If the Court desires to consider the facts outside the pleadings, the Court should continue
or deny the Motion to Dismiss pursuant to Rule 56(f) in order to allow Plaintiffs an opportunity to
conduct discovery and be able to present facts supporting their claims. Finally, if the Court will
not strike the affidavits or continue the proceeding, the Motion to Dismiss still fails as a de facto
motion for summary judgment because the District has not presented material facts demonstrating
that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

Dated this

7 ~ day of June, 2016.
~ L ..
Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
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V.

Case No. CV-2016-0117
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FOR RECONSIDERATION

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bonneville

)
) ss.
)

I, Robert L. Harris, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the testimony given in this sworn
statement is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, that it is made on my personal
knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court if called upon to do so.
And being so sworn I depose and say:

I
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1.

I am over the age of eighteen (18) and am competent to testify to the matters contained herein.

2.

I am an attorney, with my office located in Idaho Falls, Idaho. As a member of Holden, Kidwell,
Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C., I represent Plaintiffs: Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, and Tateoka Brothers,
LLC (collectively, the "Plaintiffs").

3.

I have practiced in Idaho in the area of water law since 2004, and I have represented and interacted
with hundreds of water users, including irrigation districts.

4.

As of this date, Plaintiffs still have not received any discovery responses from the A&B Irrigation
District (the "District").
a.

Plaintiffs sent a first set of discovery requests to the District's attorneys on April
22, 2016.

b.

However, Counsel for Plaintiffs and the District agreed to stay discovery, pending
the outcome of the District's motion to dismiss Counts 1 and 2 of Plaintiffs'
Complaint. That decision issued May 16, 2016.

c.

The District has since filed a motion to dismiss Count 3 of Plaintiffs' Amended
Complaint, but there has been no indication or discussion regarding responses to

Plaintiffs' first discovery requests.
5.

In my experience, the District is unique from any other irrigation district in Idaho for these reasons:
a.

The District's main distinction is that it provides its members with two sources of
water from two separate and independent systems, where each system only supplies
its type of water to discrete areas.

b.

Historically, it is my understanding that Unit A was provided with surface and
storage water while Unit B was provided with groundwater. Neither unit had the
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capability or infrastructure to use the type of water utilized by the other unit.
c.

This has changed over time, as the District has converted some Unit B land to
surface and storage water.

d.

The approximately 1,500 acres of Unit B that will be using surface and storage
water, made possible by the Unit A Pumping Plant #2 project, appears to be
experiencing a "soft conversion."

6.

A "soft conversion," for these lands in Unit B, means that the acreage will primarily use surface
and storage water but, if there is a shortage, those lands will still have the capability to use the
groundwater sources from which they were previously irrigated.

7.

Attached hereto are a number of exhibits, each described in more detail below, that were included
with the Response in Opposition to Verified Complaint and Petition for Confirmation of Hearings
pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 43-406 and 43-408, filed by some of the Plaintiffs' in the underlying

judicial confirmation case, Minidoka County Case No. CV-2014-189.
a.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Fall Newletter #1,
sent by the District to its members during Fall 2013.

b.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of a news article published
in the Times-News (the local publication in Minidoka County) on October 30,
2013, titled "What Happens when the Well Runs Dry," written by Laurie Welch.

c.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the Definite
Plan Report of the United States Bureau of Reclamation, from February 1955,

relating to the "North Side Pumping Division," which eventually became the A&B
Irrigation District.
d.
3
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2013, from Daniel and Merrill Paslay to the United States Bureau of Reclamation.
Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of a letter, dated June 12,

e.

1959, from the United States Bureau of Reclamation to the Unit A Settlers'
Association, Inc.
Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of a printout of Water Right

f.

No. 36-2080, which is held by the District.
Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of a printout of Water Right

g.

No. 01-14, which is held by the District.
Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of a printout of Water Right

h.

No. 36-15127B, an enlargement water right, which is held by the District.
8.

These exhibits show facts and evidence about which Plaintiffs would like to depose agents of the
District and other individuals (e.g., employees of the United State Bureau of Reclamation), which
would be necessary to allow us to respond to the District's motion to dismiss, if it is considered as
a motion for summary judgment. Likewise, receiving responses to interrogatories, requests for
production of documents, and requests for admission from the District will shed additional light
on these matters.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT.
day of June, 2016.
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Af rrigation District :... Fall Newslegir,
NOTICE: NOVEMBER 5, 2013 ELECTION (SPECIAL WATER PROJECTS BOND)
THE A&B BOARD REQUESTS YOU TO PLEASE VOTE "YES"
VOTING
Must be a qualified elector and a resident of Jerome County or Minidoka County
Vote in person on Tuesday November 5th at the East or West Yards (1 p.m. - 7 p.m.)
Absentee application (apply with District Office)
Corporations, LLCs, Partnerships, Trusts inquire with District Office for specific forms
If you have any que·stions please call Diana Warburton at the District Office at 436-3152

UNIT A PLANT #Z PROJECT:
The District is working with NRCS, Reclamation, and 31 landowners who qualified for $3.8 million dollars in
federal grants to construct a second replacement pumping plant on the Snake River. The plant and associated
8 mile pipeline would deliver up to 110 cfs to 4,000 acres in Unit A and approximately 1,500 acres in Unit B.
The project would improve surface water delivery across all of Unit A, likely providing up to 1" delivery per
acre to all landowners. The additional capacity in the new plant will also likely eliminate or reduce "allotment"
periods across Unit A.

;

·:

.,

The project would also be used to deliver surface water (i.e. rented storage), when available, to approximately
1,500 acres in Unit B that suffer from failing ground water supplies. Ground water levels across the project
have declined an average of 30 feet over the last two decades. The District would be able to shut off 6 deep
wells, thereby improving area ground water levels for the rest of Unit B and domestic wells. These "soft
conversions" would only utilize g,roundwater when surface water is not available. The total project costs are
estimated between $7-8 million dollars with the District's share estimated between $4-5 million dollars.

LAKE WALCOTT RECHARGE PROJECT:
The District is also work~ng with the. Idaho Water Resource Board and the Magic Valley Ground Water District
to construct an injection well recharge project north of Lake Walcott. A new pumping plant and pipeline(s)
would be constructed to deliver up to 200 cfs to a series of injection wells located on state land. The recharge
project would benefit District ground water levels as well as reach gains to the Snake River that support the
District's natural flow and storage water rights. The Water Board has indicated it will provide 40% of the costs
for the proje_ct. The total project cost is estimated between $3.5-4 million dollars with the District's share
estimated between $1-1.5 million dollars.

DISTRICT BOND:
The District is see·king authority to bond or enter into loans for an amount up to $7 million dollars. The
anticipated interest rate is between 4.0 to 6.0% for a term up to 20 years. lhe anticipated impact on annual
assessments is $7/acre or less, depending upon final project costs.

BENEFITS TO THE DISTRICT LANDOWNERS:
Improve Water Delivery and District Operations for both Unit A and B Landowners
Improve Operations Efficiency (pumping at the new plant more efficient than 6 existing deep wells)
Sustain and Improve Ground Water Levels (for District and area wells, including domestics)
Use federal, state, and other available cost share opportunities (up to $6.5 m1illion dollars)
Take Meaningful and Positive Steps to Halt Ground Water Level Declines in the Aquifer
Reduce District Operating Costs by Improving Ground Water Levels

AGAIN, THE A&B BOARD REQUESTS YOU TO PLEASE VOTE "YES" TO APPROVE THE BOND
ELECTION ON NOV. STH!
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~EN• 'l1ley had been tjirougb
.. '"hell and bade."
.
.D.-J; Strickland and best friend
. . Jerry s·onifa~o Jr. had both joined
...
_., :t h
· e·~ung. . .
.
_;
•
I • ;!•."' . .• '
'
;;,;5)1;~~ :~;;.:~i;.::>'~.. ~ ·,~t ~ ~tJ..S. Navy;

"f(tli.:;,:::--,,.:_··•·i:iow.uicfo~t:tc>"l:Jurtu.S. Afmy.

:;~"-r'. · ::· · 'When staff.Sgt:J3ofilfaaio came
~:.
home fr!)i:n Iraq in.a casmt in 2005,
?;·•.'· ·

··:·

Sbickland knew he needed to me~
morlalize the memory of_the best
he bad ever known. While in
their hometown of Vacaville, Calif. ·
for~ fuileral, he inked a tattoo of. a
beaver dressed.in combat firtigues
on his chest -- Bonifacio's childhood nickname was "Beaver."
"I'm'stlll emotional,.man;' said
Strickland, now a 36-year-old
. Newbeig, Ore. resident.
• The combat beaver on Strlckland's'cbest smedas impiiatianfor
a memorial erected Tuesday morning in Bonifacio's honor at bis family's Hansen home.
Bonifacio, th.en i 28-year:-old
with the·Army National Guard, wu
killed by a suicide bomber 4fler
serving 10 years in the military. He ·
spent his childhood living in Twin
Falls before his f.amlly JIJ()Ved tQ Vacaville, where he-graduated high

man

schooL
Mother and father, Anna and Jerry_Sr., .and sister,· Esther, moved
baclc to the Magic Valley m.2006 to
retire ~d get away from the media
attention that followed their son's
death.
.
AB a child, family .said Bonifacio
_was a sP,itting imagtl ofJ.erry Math·
ers' chamcter Theodore Cleaver on
the television sit.com "Leave it to
Beaver:• Anna sai,d the family initially wanted to carve tb.e large
stump in their frontyatdmtQ a bear,
buttl:\entbooghtofabeayert(!'1op-, . :
orthefrfallenilon. Not'ableto'fin8« '.-.
locai~.
•T.-reached ouftoili~:
.... .
. 'I
., . .....,, . .
'I .
Arli1}"1s 9'1lreachS;ervices:

··v _·. . .

.. . ...
~

llll
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termlne (the cause),•
said.

lie

\

I
with keynote _by Jan Mlttlelder
Minds In Motion Is an exciting series of·leaures,
dasses and activides designed to enrich your life
·through !!duc:atlon, physical activity and community
t'nftf"l...+i-
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CHAPJER I

AREA

THE

.

AND

THE

PROJECT

The North Side Pumping I)iv;lsion of the M;i.nidoka Project would
provide for the irrigation of 77,650 in-iga.ble acres of potent1a.l:cy
productive, dry sagebrnsh land on the Snake River Plain in south-·
eastern. Idaho. The lands of the Division sb&;re the physical characteristics which have made possible. elsewhere in the tJpper 8:ns,ke
River Valley one of the most succes~ful irrigation developments in
the Urdted 81,ates.

~uated anm,aJ monetary benefits resulting from. d.evelopaeu.t
of the North Side Pumping Division will be several times its annual
cost. Moreove~, :f'ull. repayment of the reimbursable costs of the
develo~t seems assured. Tllis repayinent is in prospect within
the 50-~a.r repayment period provided for in the authorizing act,
Public I.awB64; 81st Congress, 2d Session, approved Septe$er 30,
;I-950. Repayment of the cost of irrigation fa.cili ties can be made
entirely by the future residents ot the project area.
Nearly 695 new farm uni ts can be made available for settlement
l;>y development of the North Bide ~ing Division. Almost all of
them will be on Federal public domain. and., consequently, would be
me.de available for .homel?tead entry. Under prevailing l,aw, veterans
of' World War II ~ the ·Korean conflict would have preference in
acquiring. the new farms in this manner.
The pl.ap. presented in this report contemplates development of
land.. Of the total. irrigable acreage,
13,650 would be supplied by pumping from Snake River and, is designated as Unit ·A. The remainder of the I>ivision, 64,ooo irrigable
ac~s, .would be supplied from 175 velJ,JJ tapping the great grc,undwa.ter body underlying the area.. ·

77,650 acres of iITigable

-

..

.-,

An integral
.

part of'.the devel.Qp!!Lent plan is provi1Sion
f'or
y

storage space in the existing American Fe.lls Reservoir and in
l'alisades Reservoir which is under construction.
_ .....-----·-"

/1

ri

lcy"dxoel~ctric power for puq,ing would be obtained initially
from the Minidoka and Anderson ~ Powerplants and subsequently,
when they are completed, from the Palisades and American Falls
l'awe~lants.
v

1
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Surface flows of the Smke ·Biver and groUD4 water beneath the
Snake Bi ver Plain c~ti'.l;ute tpe po'!;ential source . of_ irri~tion
water tor development of thi3 North Side Pwnp1ns Diviaion or the

M1n.1doka ProJect. Burface we. ter viil be delivered to Unit A by
pumping from the back\laters of Milner Diversion Dam, while the ·land
in Unilt :B will· be irrigated by- pumpins from wells which tap the
grounil--water reservoir under~ns this portion of the Snake lU"Ver
Plain. In order to avoid confusion as to sources, the water supply
tor each 'llllit will be treated separately 1n the paragraphs whioh
follow.
· ··
WM~B RESOURCES .-. UNIT A

'?he surface water resources of · the Snake Ri-ver and its tributaries abtive Mil.Der Dam ~ : no:w highq deveioped. . This fact i.s
evidenced by runoff sti:Ltist1os Wh1oh show that the JIii.in stream and
its tributariesdiscllarsed onto the eastern edge of the Snake Biver
Plain an average of 6,300,boo acre-feet annually during the period .
t~om 1931 to 1940, whereas · durins the same period tbe flow over
Milne:r Dam averaged on:cy· 575,000 acre-feet annually. Durins the
crit:t.cal dro1J8ht period from 1931 to 1935, the entire flow was fuil1'
controlled aild utilized tm- irrigation except tllat released to fill
establlsbed ri_g hts below
Renee, on the basis of established water use and rights, the opportunities 'for .e~ing the
acreage of larid .irrigated from this source are extremely- limited.

~r-Dam.

Present Water Use 1Il t.be Snake River Valley
The ~iga ted area served by canals di vert1ns from Snake Biver
and its tributaries at and above Milner Dam includes about 1,200,000
acres. Diversions to these lands during the 1rr1gation season ranse
from f1 ve acre-feet per acre on pumping proJects to as high as 15
a.ere-feet per acre 1n areas where subirr1gat1~ is. practiced, In
y-eare of abundant water supply, a total. or about 7,500,000 acre.;.feet
or vater is di"Vei.-W to these laDds. In addition, about 700,000 acref'eet at water aw di~d into the canal systems · durins the nonirrigation season for doneatic and stock watering purposes aiia to
ma1nta1n ground"".water levels in subirrigated areas. A substantial
amount of ·the diverted water returns to the riTer, however, and is
re-used during the sam see.eon or is . stored in American Falls Beservo1r during the winter tor irrigation use· clur:i.ng the · following aea~ou.
Deep percolation losses are usually larse because most of the :l.rrisated
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. needs until late June or early July. In such years, an appreciabl~
amount of natural flow ~ould be diverted to Unit A., regardless of.
the priority date of' its diversion right. Although it is desirable
to make the .fullest possi:t>le use of natural flow available for the
unit : this potential .source of supply would have no value unless
sufficient storage Writer is provided to meet the entire irrigation
requirement during dry cycles. The use of natural flow whenever
·available will insure that the project 1 s hold-over storage space
will be full upon entering a dry cycle. The greatest value of the
project 1 s natural flow right can be _realized in this WdY•
For all practical purposes., the development of Unit A with
surface water as the source of supply is en+.irely dependent.on
securing an adequate supply of storage mter. Furthermore., the
reservoirs providing the supply of stored water must have sufficient firm yield to insure a base supply during dry cycles regardless of their length. The Palisades Reservoir alone could not·
guarantee such a base supply because its storage right is of such
late priority that no water can be stored therein during drought
periods such as 1931 to 1935. The hold-over storage available in
Palisades upon entering a dry period can supplement a base supply
from another source., but it cannot be depended on as the sole source
of supply. The firm yield of the reserved space in American Falls
Reservoir., therefore, is the .only remaining dependable source of
surface water for Unit A, It is proposed to use the yield of the
47.,593 acre-feet., (rounded to 47,000 acre-feet in discussions of
water supply) of: space in American Falls Reservoir set aside for use
on Unit A by Public Law 864 as a base supply for the unit and to
supplement it with hold-over storage in P~•.lisades neservoir to the
maximum extent considered practicable.
Quality of surface Water
For over SO·years Snake River water has been used for irrigation
in southeastern Idaho. The quality or' the water has never been
questioned since most of the lands irrigated have maintained a high
level of productivity. Small areas affected by poor drainage do
frequently become saline.
Twenty-six separate analysis of composited water samples collected
over a period of two years (194$ and 1949) have been made by the
University of Idaho Agricultural Experiment Station. These analyses
are summarized on table 11., showing. the nature of the water at maximum and miniuurn salinity and the average 'for the two-year period. The
ratings are those now in use by the U.S. salinity laboratory.
In .:1ddit;i..on six samples of water were collected from drainage
ditches on the operating project and analyzed. These results., also
swmna.rized on table 11., indicate that return flows will have little
effect on quality of the water to be used on Unit A., 3.S only two
samples wer~ saline enough to be classified as C3 - Sl water.
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that the filing has lapsed because the works re<111ired for putting the
waters to beneficial use on the Division were not completed 'Within the
maximum time '!)rovided by ~tate law. A right to divert natural flow to
Unit A, therefore, will have to be established on the basis of a
current filing.
storage
The supply. of storage water that Unit A will receive from American
Falls and·. Palisades Reservoirs will depend on the yield of those reservoirs, which is in turn fi.xed by their locations and the priority of
their storage rir,hts. The American Falls Reservoir storage right was
decreed by the court with a . priority date March 30, 1921. Although
this storage right .is junior to those of Jackson Lake Reservoir and two
smaller reservoirs in the headwaters, the strategic location of American
Falls Reservoir below all major tributaries and half of the basin's
irrigated area, together with its · large volume of spring inflow, insures
that it will fi.11 in all except extremely dry yP.ars. The 47 ,ooo acre!'eet of American Falls space allotted to Unit A of' the North Side Pump.;.
ing Di.vision, therefore, i~ a vital asset which will furnish the base
supply of irrigation water for Unit A. The storage right for Pali.sades
Reservoir is e>:pected to be established with a priority date of July 28 1
193°, on the ba;:ds of a filing made on ~hat date. Since · this storage
right will be junior to that of American Falls Reservoir, it follows
that no water can he stored in the Palisades Reservoir until American
Falls Reservoir l'lAf-1 'ho a.T" fn lt>-", s,, . .h p r.nn~i.tion would have occured if'
a firm demwd was · tc ;e net luring a ;;i.milar drought period in the future
entirely from Pa1isanes storage, suf!icient space would be required in
Palisades Reservoir to provide an ariei,uate supp~ in all of the years
from ho~d-over ~torage.

WATER UTILIZATION - UNIT A
As shown heretofore, the plans for developing the North Side
Pumping Division with Snake River water have been · coordinat.ed wi t,h all
other existing and proposed developwents in the basin which are de~endent on the surface flows of Snake River. This has been accomplished
by means of engineering determinations of water supplies and water requirements and by negotiations with the present water users. This
process has resulted in the allocation of 47,000 acre-feet of American
Falls · space to the North .S ide Pumping Division. (See Chapter I.) The
purpose of the discussion which follows will be to show the basis for
fixing the space requirements in Palisades Reservoir and to show the
adequacy of the water supply under the proposed plans.
Stream Regulation and Storage
Ji:ny engineering determination of the amount of water that will
be available for Unit A from the natural flow right to be acquired,
from the 47,000 acre-feet-of reserved American Falls space allotted
to it, and. from any given allotment of s pace in ?alisades Reservoir,
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(3) Inasmuch as the right of the North Side Plmi,ping
Division to divert natural flow will be junior to the Palisades storage right, it follows tba.t no. riature.l. flow could .
have been diverted to the Division lands during the period.
.
:from 1931 to 1935, inclusive.
It is evident from the above results that. the yield of the 47,000
acre-:f'eet of American 'Falls ·reserved space must be supplemented by
hold-over storage from Palisades Reservo!r in ordftt to insure a
dependable water sUpply for Unit A during a drought period,
Space Required in Palisades Reservoir
The location _and area_o:f' lands to be included 1n Unit ,.. were
determined primarily by the surface topography and d~tb to grolllid. wate;r levels in t~e Divislon, The objective of deliveriilg the
. available supply .of sudace water to lands where the d~th to
ground water is greatest, was atta_ined 1;,y loce.tinS the unit in the
southwestern end_of the proj~ct • This location al.so a.ff'orded a
compact body of the choicest land which could be served by a
eingle pump lift of 163 :feet with a relatively short discharge
pipe. Approximately 12,100 irrigable acres can be se;rve~ directly
from the main pumping plant. Bapi<ll.y increasing costs . o:f' hold-over
storage precluded .further expansion of a.crease except for five isolated areas totalµis about ·1,550 irrigable acres within the main ·body
of land, For these reasons, · therefore, the productive area to be
served with surface water was limited to 12,830 acres . .
•

.

!.

.

·.

On the basis · of the diversion requirement of 4.33 acre-feet per
productive acre established. for Unit A, the 12,830 acres of land in
Unit A will require an azmuaJ. diversion of 56,000 acre-feet of water.
As shown by the results of the reservoir operation studies, the space
requirements in Palisades Reservoir are fixed by the drought period
from 1931 to 1935 wen no natural. flow would have been avail.able for
diversion to Unit A and American Falls Reservoir would have failed to
fill. During that period, the portion of the diversion requirement
not met by American ·Falls storage would have had to be supplied from
carry-over storage in Palisades Reservoir from 1930. The accUJllUl.a- ·
tion of dra.:fts required from Palisades Reservoir during this critice,l.
period, allOWing a 25 percent shortage in the 1.ast year, is shown in
ta.llle 12,

IDa.smuch as the entire storable flow in the st.ream would have
been allotted to the American Falls storage right during this period,
the 90,000 acre-feet of water needed for Unit A would have to be
stored in the project's space in Palisades Reservoir at the beginning
cit the 1931 irrigation see.son. This condition, therefore, indicates
t~t the unit I s space requirement in Palisades Reservoir should be
90,000 acre-feet.
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Table- J.2.--S:t21'!:e water requirements during
. crit1ca1.;period.

··

·

· ·· .

.·

Unit A
North Side PlDiI,piDg Division
· Ml~idoka ProJ&ct, Ida.ho

Aore,-f'eet)
.of l.,000
(Unite
I
,
: A'VBilable -: Supplied f'rom : Required fjoom
Water : Diversion
Natural • Ameri.oa.n Falls • Palisades ·
19'1" : Roq1,11remant. : Flow
: · Reaei-voir
Reservoir

.

...
•.
.

..•
..

56
56
56
56
56
56

!ota.l •i
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1930
· 1931
· 1932
J.9~3

::is34

1935

'}j

~

'!

.
.
.
.•
.
.••

12
0
0
0
0
Q

.

12

.
..
.

.

44

47

41

4o

26

~

.
'..••
..•.
.
.•
~

-

220

.0

9

15

J.6

ao

20 }/

90

Shortage of 25 percent in the last year of'- tbe critical. period.
Adequacy of Wa t.e;r Suiwlz

. Operation studies 'show tl:!At the allotment of 90,000 acre-f'eet
the avai;labl.e
· •tural flow and American Falls storage water would ha"fe provided~
. ttil.l water supply .for Unit .A 1n every year since 1918 except in -i935,
when a 25 percent $ortage would have occtll'red. The resuJ.ts of tbe
operation studies are sU111Jarized in table 13 • . An e:mm1natiou of
a ~ tlow- and precipitation-reoa.rds during tbe period fJ."0111 l.896 to
1917 shQws tha~· these sources couJ.d have provided a full water s'IJPPl.1'
tar Unit A 1~ every year of that per~Gd. The 25 percent shortase .
woul.4 :bave oocv,rred only .ODCe ( 1n 1935) 1n the past 50 years. IJicreasiug the allotmsnt · of Palisades storage to mitigate such an
infrequent shortage is not practicable.

· . at ·.s t ~ space in Pa1isades Reservoir, together wit.h

.

.

. It is recQgniz~d. that the operation of Palisades Reservoir tor
t l ~ . control p~ses my o~ca.sionally result in its failure to till
completely wh,ile the flood is receding because of errors in fore ..
castit1g the volume. of f'lood runoff'. Experience ,on the Snab .Biver
·and other wate;rsheds nth eil!:dlAr runoff cl:!aracteristics indioa.tes
such errors my 1'8.1l88 from 5 to 15 percent. Stwiles of the .
JQ;tnt flood control. and irr:lgation operation of Palisades reservoir
bom 191B to date, howe"fer, show that 1.930 would have been the o'lily
788,r 1n wh1oh failure to fill the reservoir· could have affected tlJe
eup;pl.J at 1rr1gat10'1l w.ter for Unit .A, Failure to fill the reservoir

·• t
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when approximately 2,000 a,cres were partiallj" irrigated. The corpora.tiOD has develPl)ed additional wells since that date, and in l950., approximateJ.y·4,ooo acres were irripted.
The s. A. Camp Farms Company of Ca.lliornia purchased approximat~
.6,000 acres from the North Side L a n d ~ and began development 1n
the ;f'aJ.l of 1950, They drilled 22 wells and pumped water to S01118 4., 000
to 5,000 ·acres during· the 1951 irrigation season, This land is l.ocated
north of tb.e Union Pacific Bail.road track in Tps . 6 and 7 IT. , Bs . 24
and 25 E . .
All of the state-owned lands lying within the boundaries of the
IQrth Side Pumping Division have been sold and are being developed.

There were a,pproximately 34,000 acres irrigated from ground water
in 1954 by private owners not µicluded within the Division.
Available Ground Water
With the lim1tations on surface -water available to "the liortb Side
of the Minidoka Pro.1ect, the possibility of' groundwater lievelopment was investigated with a, view toward supplying as much

PumpiJ:18 Division

of' the area as practicable from that source, The magnitude of the
underground flows passing through the underground reservoir in the Upper
S~e River Basin each year. is tremendous. The average annual discharge
to Su,ake River through springs along the north wall of the canyon between Mil,ner Dam a.nd King Hill is iD, excess of 4 million acre-feet. Although maximull1 amwal fluctuation durillg the period 1931-1945, as indicated by Geological Survey reports., was about 22 percent, the average
deviation from the mean for the period was less than 5 percent. Seasonal fluctuations al.so are small in carg;>arison ,nth those of surface
streams.

Depth to Ground Water
The depth to ground water 1n different parts of the project area
has an important bearing ~on the areas selected for service·f'rom surface water sources (Unit· A) and from ground-water sources (Unit B).
In the. absence of mucl:l, specific data on ground water in Unit A., the
depth to water was estimated on the basis of well measurements outside
the area to the west am1 northeast. ~e es.timated average depth to wa~
ter-· in the un;f.t is 300 feet. The depth in individual ·wells wouJ.d probab1y vary from a maximum of about 350 feet near the center of the urut
to a minimum of about 230 feet near the ~rthwestern edge of· the 'UJlit.
~e average depth of 300 feet to water poiJI!:is up the fact that it i.s
more econom198,l to dev elop this area. vith surface water by pumping from
the river through a lift of 163 feet. The estimates of depth to the
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PLANS

AND

ESTIMATES

The engineering pla.n selected fo.r the North Side Pumpi:og Division
provides for delivery ot water to an irrigable area of 77,650 acres.
Of this area, 13,650 acres will be supplied by pumping t ~ the S~e
River and 64,ooo acres will be 11erved by pumping from well'3. The lfm..
i ted quantity . of storage spa.ce in •rican Falls Reservoir a~~b;Le
for this Division, the high cost and low yield of Palisades R~servoir
space .1 and the proving of a substantial. ground-water supply undel'. the
project area were the basic factors which determined the general. features of the adopted plan, The e.rea selected to be served with the
available surface water supply was designated as Unit. A, The unit is
a compact block of good iand which <:en be se;rved with a singl~ ma.in
pumpillg ;plant, five smaJ,l relift pl.ants, and en inexpensive distribution system. The area selected for develQpment using ground water was
desisna:ted Unit B. Data obtained on the ground water under this area
·indicate that a large supply is-available at reasonable pumptilg depth.
Th.E; topography of these lands · and their remoteness f'J:'.om the Snake al.ver
made the ..use . of' the available .surface water on any part of this area
less desirable than its use on Unit A lands.

The project will be operated as a division of the Minidoka ·Project.
Office .Administration, while the Bureau ·of Reclamation is opere.tillg the
project will be handled by the Bureau's existing Minidoka Project office
at Burley, Idaho.
UNIT A - PLANS AND ESTIMATF.S

Determination of the Unit Area
Unit A was selected to be served with the available surface water
because of the location of the lands near the Snake River and a lower
pumping lift from the river .than from ground water. The ·productive
area ·that can be served economicall.y by surface water amounts to ~roxilllately 13,000 acres. With this limitation established, the topography
and ground-water data of the general ar~ selected for service from. Slll'face water was studied. The height of pump lift at the main pumping
plant was dete~ed by .the elevations of ridg~s and saddles wb,ich would
be traversed by the main canal. and laterals. The topographically isolated areas above the canaJ.. and laterals .were then studied and cost of
service to these areas was compared with cost of service by p~;ll)g
from wells to areas along the northern fringe of the unit which coul.d be
served either from the Unit A distribution system or from ground -water.
On the basis of this stu~, five areas total.ing approximately 1,564
acres were selected for service with automatic relift pumps within
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Unit A. The location and elevation to which water Will be raised at
these five relifts are shown on the Unit A distr1bution system map.
Plan of Development
The principal so.urce of water will be from storage in American
Falls Reservoir, which will be augmented by hold-over storage in PaJ.1,..
sades Reservoir and by such natural flow as is available. Stor~dwater
will be released down the Snake River as required. A pumping plant located on the north shore of the b~ckwatera of Milner Diversion · Dam will
pump water against a static head of 16~ feet into a gravity c ~ to
serve lands within the unit. Automatic relif't pumps will lif't water
from the canal onto the five included isolations.
Rate of Delivery
The Unit A pw;ping plant and distribution system have been designed
to deliveT 240 cubic feet per second; This capacity is based on an
.average maximum .monthly diversion requirement of 1.o4 acre-feet per
acre of productive l.sncl., plus a 10 percent allo'W8ZJ.ce for meeting peak
requirements during periods of extreme drought. The average seasonal
distribution system loss is estimated at 25 percent • However, during
the periods 'When the facilities are operating at full capacity, it is
estimated this loss will be reduced to · about 22 percent of the wter
diverted.
Storage
The storage space in American FaJ.ls Reservoir set aside for Unit A
under Public Law 864 amounts to 47,593 acre-feet. On the basis of the
original construction cost, $210,836 bas been al.located. for repayment
from revenues derived from use of this space. Since the completion of
American Falls Reservoir in 1926, the space reserved for new divisions
of the Minidoka Project has been leased to other irrigation interests
and has earned revenues which may be applied toward rep,a.yment of the
above cost. The North Side Pumping . Di vision's share of these earnings
to December 31, 1951 a.mounts to $11.8,001. In addition, this space bas
participated in profits e.ccruin,g to all· owners of irrigation space ~n
the reservoir resulting from. sale of town lots in American Falls. · The
amount of this profit assignable to the Division's space is $2,956. In
working out the equitable distribution of lease earnings from the reserved space as required under Public Law 864, allowance has been made ·
for a. replacement reserve creditable to the space set aside for the new
lands on Unit A of the North Side Pumping Division and on the Michaud
Project. The amount of this replacement reserve assignable to the Divi.e5ion is $18,906.
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Julia Pierko
Activity Coordinator
Bureau of Reclamation
Snake River Area Office
230 Collins Road
Boise, ID 83702

..!.

Dear Ms. Pierko,
We are delighted that the Bureau of Reclamation has asked for our help in identifying
issues and concerns associated·with the proposed A&B Irrigation District Unit A
Pumping Plant #2.
There are several concerns associated with this proposal, so we need to present a brief
history to clarify past and current problems affecting Unit A landowners.
The veterans, including the Paslays, who homesteaded the Unit A project in the 1950' s
were·given a choice of a Unit A.farm, with Snake River water source for irrigation, or a
Unit B farm with well water irrigation. Those choosing Unit A farms were briefed by
representatives of the Bureau of Reclamation and given contracts promising water for
their land in Unit A would be stored in a reservoir system: this system would guarantee a
minimum of three years of water if no additional ·water was added. The district personal
have restated this fact many times over the past several years. Decreases in water
availability occurred slowly for Unit A landowners as Unit B farms received water
delivered from Unit A Realizing our situation would continue to deteriorate, in 2004 we
joined the Unit A Association to -try to protect our promised interests.
Several problems have been identified as qwners learn more about how their water is
managed. Mandatory cutbacks in 2004 and 2005 came as a total surprise to us. Water
shortage affected Unit A water users in two ways; total water available for the 2004 and
2005 seasons was shorted for the season and daily shortages during peak demand times
caused crop damage. Transferring water from the reservoirs to other districts and
expanding acreage in Unit B irrigated by Unit A water, have been major causes of Unit A
water shortages. In other words, environmentally we are trying to irrigate more desert
land when there isn't enough water to support the acres all ready under irrigation. We are
dismayed that the A & B Board is planning more projects to transfer more water from
Unit A to Unit B. Decisions by the:A & B board to spend large sums to drill deeper wells
in areas of Unit Bare further depleting water reserves. District governance is an issue.
The A & B Board is made up of five members: one member from Unit A and four
members from Unit B. All decisions are effectively made for Unit B's benefit. The
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Bureau of Reclamation should take over the governance of this district to protect the
minority water rights of Unit A.
We consider this proposal to be outrageous. To spend several millions of dollars, federal
and local dollars, to add a few farmable acres is ridiculous. Additionally, to void our
senior water rights and threaten our guaranteed water to irrigate added lands puts all
involved farms at risk for failure. The Bureau of Reclamation needs to step up and honor
the past commitments, instead of supporting a scheme that asks us to pay for an
expensive project that benefits a minority.
This proposal is environmentally unsound, financially unsound, and politically
indefensible.
Sincerely yours,

Merrill Paslay
Daniel Paslay

1
!
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

.: ,:.

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
IN REPLY
REFER TO:

REGIONAL OFFICE, REGION 1
BOX 937. :BOISE. IDAHO

430

June 12, 1959
'

Entrymen and Petitioners
Unit A Settlers' Association, Inc.
North Side Pumping Division,

Minidoka Project, Idaho
Gent lememt:

ipJ,;,

In a letter dated May 21, 19 59, Mr. John M. Ottman, your
l
secretary, requested our co-operation and assistance in the matter
-.~'i.,
of Unit A being included in a separate irrigation dis·1 trict on the
Ji
North Side Pumping Division, Minidoka Project. Enclosed with his
i?f;-:
1~~·letter was a p,etition giving several reasons why a single d'istrict
'q encompass.i ng Units A and B would be burdensome and uneconomical to
1"
the Unit A water users. The petition carried 96 names representing
\.,.,:,,,"::proximately 86 percent of the settleTs in Unit A.

We are indeed pleased with the interest displayed by you
in the future management of your irrigation system and are glad to
assist in every way possible in the organization of an iTrigation
district to serve the best interest of all the water users. The operation and maintea~ce of' the North Side Pumping Division in the
most efficient manner possible by the water users is a matter that
has been kept in mind from the beginning of the planning stage of
thi .s -projec,t and has had a bearing om practically every decision
made conceming the future of the projec.to
any project where the majority of land is in private
ownel'ship Reclamation law requires that an irrigation district be
formed and a repayment contract executed as a precedent to the delivery o·f water . Had the North Side P\!IDPing Division been composed
predominately of private land a single district would have been
formed prior to the start of construction. Howev.e r, the Division,
as you know, was composed substantially of public land and accordingly under 7_(b) of the Reclamation Project Act of August 4, 1939, the
lands were open to entry with the objective of placing settlers on
the land . In consideration of project operation by the water users
the formation of an irrigati~n district was to follow to convert the
individual contracts with entrymen to an irrigation district, joint
liability contract, under which the transfer of operation -and maintenance could be accomplished.
On
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As evidence of the careful consideration given to the problem
of district organization and project operation prior to settlement the
agreement signed by all settlers on the north Side Pumping Division
included a provision that the settler would prior to the end of the
development period for Irrigation Block no. 1 "join with other settlers
and landowners whose lands are or may be served by works of the division in petitioning under the laws of the State of Idaho for the creation of an irrigation district to embrace the lands of the division;
••• . ". The intent of this proviso was to avoid later misunderstanding
as to whether one irrigation district was to be formed or whether two
or more districts might just as appropriately be formed.
In reviewing the petition you have signed, it is noted that
only two signatures were dated following the April 22 meeting held on
the project with representatives from your organization and Bureau
project and regional officials to discuss the organization of an irrigation district. It was further noted that in four of the items
set out in the petition as . reasons for desiring a separate operating
organization for Unit A there appears to be a misunderstanding of
some of the basic facts concerning the pro1ect' s irrigation system.
It is not our intent to interfere in your decision concerning the
type of an operating organization that you should have, but we wish
to be sure that you are fully informed before you adopt a course that
will result in a higher per-acre operating cost to the farmer.
Article 2 of the petition states that great and irreconcilable
differences exist between the two areas of the North Side Pumping Division. We feel there ·are_many points of cOD110n interest between the
two areas and in several activities and responsibilities the areas
are inseparable. Power costs must be apportioned on a project-wide,
per-acre basis. Operating headquarters, shop facilities, and many
items of equipment, as well as ditch-rider beats, now serve both areas.
In ·the method of water distribution and measurement, maintenance problems, waste water problems, and in practically all other respects it
would ~e difficult to delineate one area from the other.
Article 3 of the petition states that the formation of a
single irrigation district composed of Unit A and Unit B would substantially increase the maintenance, operation, and construction cost
upon Unit A. We are unable to __substantiate this statement in any
way. We estimate that the annual operation and maintenance coat for
the entire project will be approximately $10.50 per acre. Based on
tentative plans for joint or separate operation, it has also baen
estimated that Unit A operated by a separate irrigation district
would cost approximately $12.80 per acre, or roughly $2.30 per acre

2
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more thJ,n if the entire division were operated by a single operating
organization. The principal reason for this difference in cost is
the more economical use of personnel and equipment on a larger project.
The following are summaries of these . two estimates.· The first is based
on estimated total project area of 77,650 acres • . The second assumes
13,600 acres in Unit A with wages and other costs being the same aa
those used for the 77,650-acre preject area. Power costs in both ·
instances were spread unifonaly .over the whole project in accordance
with the basis up011 which Congress authorized this project and appropriated the money to build it.

Summary of estimated operation, maintenance, and replacement costs
for· total pro_ject comprising Unit A and Unit B

77 1 650 Acres
Item
Personnel
O&M of Heavy Equipment
O&M of Motor Vehicles

Weed Control Supplies
~ . Conmunications
O&M Primary Pumping
. All Other Supplies and_Contr-act
Services
Subtotal
Administrative & Ge~eral Expense
8'%. of the above subtotal
Primary Pumping Power
Replacemeuts
Storage O&M
Total
Rounded

Amount

Per Acre

$214,000
31,000
32,500
9,400
3,800
30,000

$ 2. 76
.40
.42
.12
.05
.39

25 .ooo

~

$345,700

$ 4.46

27,650
. 394,462
44,850
1.·031

.35
5.08
.58
.01

$813,693
~814,000

$10.48

Amount

Per Acre

$ 52,ZOO

$ 3.84

25,000
11,500
7,.100
69,100
7,900
1.000

1.84
.•85.
.52
5.08

$173,800

$12.78

Summary Unit A
13 1 600 Acres
Perscnnel Services
Equipment Cost
Materials and Supplies
General and Administrative Expensa
Pumping Power
Replacements
Storage
Grand Total

.58
.07

3
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In addition current estimate.cl construction costs for Unit A
total $207.57 per acre while those for Unit Bare estimated to total
only $154.15 per acre.
In article 4 of the petition it is expressed that Unit A
would be unable to obtain sufficient representation on the directorate
to protect its interests because of the larger area in Unit B. Unit A
would have representation in the same proportion as other lands throughout the division, and--it seems reasonable that the interests of Unit A
would be the common interest of the entire division. It is not unusual
to have special facilities serving a portion of an irrigation district
such as the Unit A pumping .. P.~ant or for various areas of a district
to receive water from different sources; however, this has seldom been
found to be justification for separate operating organizations and
when operated under a single district or operating organization has
not in any way resulted in the disadvantage of any water user or group.
In fact we have many statements on hand testifying to the advantage of
joint operation.

Article 5 points out that problems of operation, maintenance,
water rights, methods of appropriation, sources of water, management
and the conflict of interests between Unit A and Unit Bis so great
that proper and efficient management can only be accomplished by a
separate organization of two distinct irrigation districts. This concept is in direct contrast with the history of many existing irrigation operating organizatioas. Experience on other projects indicates
there should be a common interest on a project-wide basis concerning
most of these items. The differencej.n the sources of water between
the two areas is of little significance and the larger and strouger
operating organization has many advantages that would far more than
offset any minor problems that may arise for this reason. This statement is made not only from a dollar and cents standpoint to you but
also from oui:__experience with operating irrigation districts all over
the Northwest.
We urge that you reconsider the above-mentioned items of
the petition in the light of the -factual information contained in
this letter because we believe it will be in your own best interest
to do so. Your early action in resolving these matters is important.
We recomnend that Unit A and Unit B join in formation of a
single district to facilitate and expedite transfer of operation and
maint~nance to the water users. You may wish to call a meeting of
ail Unit A water users to discuss these matters further. We shall
be glad to participate in such a meeting.

;;,4•r1,

Acting Regional Director
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IDAHO DEPART:MENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report
4/18/2014

WATER RIGHT NO. 36-2080

Owner Type
Name and Address
Current Owner UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING THROUGH
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
REGl ONAL DIRECTOR PN CODE-3100
1150N CURTIS RD STE 100
BOISE, ID 83706-1234
(208)378-5306
Present Owner A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
PO BOX675
RUPERT, ID 83350-0675
(208)436-3152
us DEPT OF msTICE
Attorney
ENVIRONMENT & NATURAL RESOURCE DIV GEN LIT SEC
ATTN: KATHLEEN CARR
550 W FORT ST MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83724
(202)305-0494
LING & ROBINSON
Attorney
C/O ROGER D LING
POBOX396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
(208)4 36-4 717
1

Priority Date: 09/09/1948
Basis: Decreed
Status: Active

Source
Tributarv
GROUNDWATER

http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/ExtSearch/RightReportAJ.asp?BasinNumber=36&Sequen... 4/18/2014
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Beneficial UsJFrom To Diversion Rate Volume
IRRIGATION 04/01 10/311100 CFS
250417 AFA
Total Diversio
1100 CFS

Location of Point(s) of Diversion:
GROUNDWATER
Sec. 34 Township 07S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
SESW Lt 99 Sec. 34 Township 07S
ge 23EMINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER WSWSW Lt 96 Sec. 22 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATE WNWSE Lt 98 Sec. 22 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER SESE Lt 97 Sec. 22 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER WSWNE Lt 99 Sec. 23 Township 07S Range 24EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
Sec. 26 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER
Sec. 2 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER
Sec. 28 Township 07S ange 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 28 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 30Township 07SRange 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 30 Township 07S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
SWNE Lt 99 Sec. 31 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSENE Lt 97 Sec. 32 Township 07S Range 24EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSENE Lt 97 Sec. 32 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER SENWSE Lt 98 Sec. 33 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SENWSE Lt 98 Sec. 33 Township 07S Range 24EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSENW Lt 98 Sec. 34 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATERSWSWSE Lt 98 Sec. 35 Township 07S Range 24EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSWSE Lt 98 Sec. 35 Township 07S Range 24EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SESW Lt 99 Sec. 27 Township 07S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER NESW Lt 99 Sec. 29 Township 07S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NWSE Lt 98 Sec. 30 Township 07S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER
Sec. 31 Township 07S Range 25EMINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER
Sec. 32 Township 07S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER
Sec. 33 Township 07S Range 25EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SENESW Lt 97 Sec. 34 Township 07S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER WNESELt98 Sec. 22 Township 08S Range 21E JEROME County
GROUND WATER
Sec. 24 Township 08S Range 21EJEROME County
GROUNDWATER
Sec. 26Township 08S Range 21EJEROME County
GROUNDWATER WSENELt96 Sec. 26 Township 08S Range 21E JEROME County
GROUND WATERSENENE Lt 93 Sec. 35 Township 08S Range 21EJEROME County
GROUND WATERSWSWSW Lt 99 Sec. 35 Township 08S Range 21EJEROME County

http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/ExtSearch/RightReportAJ.asp?BasinNwnber=36&Sequen... 4/18/2014
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GROUND WATER SESESE Lt 97
Sec. 35 Township 08S Range 21E ROME County
GROUND WATE SESESE Lt 97
Sec. 35 Township 08S
ge 21EJEROME County
GROUND WATER SWNWSW Lt 96 Sec. 30 Township 08S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATERSWNWNE Lt 99 Sec. 35Township 08SRange22EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSWSE Lt 98 Sec. 35 Township 08S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATERSWSWSE Lt 98 Sec. 35 Township 08S Range 22EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NWNE Lt 99 Sec. 01 Township 08S Range 23EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NWNE Lt 99 Sec. 01 Township 08SRange23EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATERSWSWSW Lt 94 Sec. 01 Township 08SRange 23EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SENESW Lt 96 Sec. 02 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSWSW Lt 95 Sec. 04 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER SWSWSW Lt 95 Sec. 04 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
SENE Lt 93 Sec. 05 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
SENE Lt 93 Sec. 05 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NESE Lt 97 Sec. 08 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATERSWSENE Lt 92 Sec. l0Township 08S Range 23EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSW Lt 96 Sec. 10 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SENENW Lt 97 Sec. 11 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATERSWSWNE Lt 96 Sec. 12Township 08SRange 23EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSWNE Lt 96 Sec. 12 Township 08S Range 23EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SESESW Lt 94 Sec. 12 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER SESESW Lt 94 Sec. 12 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER WNWNW Lt 87 Sec. 14 Township 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER WNWNW Lt 87Sec. 1 Township 08SRange 23EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE SENENW Lt 99 Sec. 15 Township 08S
ge 23E
DOKA County
GROUND WATE SENENW Lt 99 Sec. 15 Township 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 15 Township 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SESESE Lt 94
GROUND WATER WNENW Lt 96 Sec. 17 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
SESE Lt 97
Sec. 17 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 17 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
SESE Lt 97
GROUND WATER WSWSE Lt 99 Sec. 19 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER
SWSE Lt 99 Sec. 19 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SENE
Sec. 21 Township 08SRange23EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSENE Lt 99 Sec. 21 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSESW Lt 97 Sec. 22 Township 08S Range 23E
OKA County
GROUNDWATER SWNWSW Lt 95 Sec. 23 Township 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWNWSW Lt 95 Sec. 23 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NWNW Lt 98 Sec. 24 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SESW Lt 95 Sec. 24 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER SESW Lt 95 Sec. 24 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE
WSENW Lt 97 Sec. 25 Township 08S ange 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NESE
Sec. 26 Township 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NENE Lt 99 Sec. 27 Township 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSENW Lt 98 Sec. 27 Township 08S

http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/ExtSearch/RightReportAJ.asp?BasinNumber=36&Sequen... 4/18/2014
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GROUND WATER SWSESW Lt 93
GROUND WATER SWNESW Lt 95
GROUND WATER
SWSW Lt 93
GROUND WATER
SWSW Lt 93
GROUND WATE SESENE Lt 91
GROUND WATER SESENE Lt 91

GROUND WATER
SE Lt 93
GROUND WATER SWSENE Lt 99
GROUND WATERSWSENE Lt 99
GROUND WATER SWSWNE Lt 97
GROUND WATER
SWSW Lt 99

GROUND WATER
WSW Lt 98
GROUND WATER SENESE Lt 91
GROUND WATER
SENW Lt 95
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER WSWNE Lt 98
GROUND WATE SWSWNW Lt 92
GROUND WATER SESESW Lt 95
GROUND WATER SWNENW Lt 98
GROUND WATERSWNENW Lt 98
GROUND WATER WNWSE Lt 95
GROUND WATE
NWNE Lt 97
GROUND WATER WNWNE Lt 90
GROUND WATER WNWNE Lt 90
GROUND WATE SESENE Lt 96
GROUND WATERSWSWNW Lt 99
GROUND WATERSWSESW Lt 95
GROUND WATERSESWNW Lt 97
GROUND WATE
SESE Lt 96
GROUND WATER SESESW Lt 90
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER SWNESE Lt 96
GROUND WATER SESESW Lt 95
GROUND WATER SESWNE Lt 98
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Sec. 27 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 28 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 28 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 28 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 29 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 29 Township 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 31 Township 08S ange 23EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 34 Township 08S Range 23EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 35 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 35 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 35 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 01 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 02 Township 08S Range 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 03 Township 08S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 03 Township 08S ange 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 04 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 04 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. Township 08S ange 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 06 Township 08S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 06 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 06 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 07 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 08 Township 08S ange 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 10 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 10 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 10 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 11 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 11 Township 08S ange 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 11 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 12 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 13 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 13 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 13 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 13 Township 08S Range 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 14 Township 08S
ge 24E
DOKA County
Sec. 15 Township 08SRange 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 15 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 17 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 18 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 21 Township 08S
ge 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 21 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 22 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 23 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 26 Township 08S ange 24E MINIDOKA County

http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/ExtSearch/RightReportAJ.asp?BasinNumber=36&Sequen... 4/18/2014
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GROUND WATER
SW Lt 93
Sec. 28 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE SENWSE Lt 93 Sec. 29 Township 08S
GROUND WATERSWNENW Lt 92 Sec. 3 Township 08SRange 24EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSWNW Lt 98 Sec. 30 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSESW Lt 98 Sec. 31 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSESW Lt 98 Sec. 31 Township 08S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SENENW Lt 99 Sec. 03 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SENENW Lt 99 Sec. 03 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER WNWNW Lt 96 Sec. 03 Township 08S
ge 25EMINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER
W Lt 96 Sec. 03 Township 08S Range 25E
DOKA County
GROUND WATER NESE Lt 98 Sec. 03 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
NE Lt 95 Sec. 05 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE
Sec. 05 Township 08S Range 25E
DOK.A County
GROUND WATER
Sec. 06 Township 08S
ge 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
Sec. 06 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 11 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER
GROUNDWATER WNWNW Lt 99 Sec. 12 Township 08S
ge 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER WNWNW Lt 99 Sec. 12 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER WSWSW Lt 99 Sec. 13 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWNESW Lt 97 Sec. 14 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSESW Lt 96 Sec. 14 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
ge 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER WSWSW Lt 94 Sec. 15 Township 08S
GROUND WATER
SWSW Lt 94 Sec. 15 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER WNENE Lt 95 Sec. 17 Township 08S ange 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NWNE Lt 90 Sec. 19Township 08SRange 25EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NWNE Lt 90 Sec. 19Township 08S ange 25EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATERSESWNWLt 94 Sec. 19Township 08S ange 25EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE SESWNW Lt 94 Sec. 19 Township 08S
ge 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SESW Lt 96 Sec. 21 Township 08S Range 25EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
W Lt 91 Sec. 23 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
WNW Lt 91 Sec. 23 Township 08S
ge 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATERSENWNW Lt 95 Sec. 24 Township 08S ange 25EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWNWNW Lt 99 Sec. 01 Township 09S Range 2 lE JEROME County
GROUNDWATER WNESWLt99 Sec. 01 Township09SRange21EJEROMECounty
GROUND WATER
WSW Lt 98 Sec. 03 Township 09S Range 21EJEROMECounty
GROUND WATERSESESW Lt 91 Sec. 03 Township 09S ange 21EJEROME County
GROUND WATER WNESE Lt 95 Sec. 03 Township 09S ange 21EJEROME County
GROUND WATERSENE Lt 98
Sec. 09Township 09S Range 21EJEROME County
GROUND WATER WNWNW Lt 95 Sec. 01 Township 09S
ge 22E
DOKA County
GROUND WATER
ESW
Sec. 03 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
Sec. 03 Township 09SRange 22EMINIDOKA County
ge 22E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
Sec. 03 Township 09S
GROUNDWATER WSESE Lt 99 Sec. 03 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SENENE Lt 97 Sec. 07 Township 09S
ge 22E MINIDOKA County

http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/ExtSearch/RightR.eportAJ.asp?BasinNumber=3 6&Sequen... 4/18/2014
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GROUNDWATER
GROUNDWATER WNENW Lt 97
GROUNDWATER SESWNW Lt 98
GROUNDWATER NESW Lt 96
GROUND WATER
Lt 94
GROUND WATERSENENW Lt 94
GROUNDWATER
SWNE Lt 97
GROUND WATER SWSWNE Lt 99
GROUND WATER
SWSE Lt 97
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER WSWNW Lt 99
GROUND WATER
SESE Lt 98
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER NWSW Lt 99
GROUND WATER SESENE Lt 99
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATERSWNWSW Lt 95
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Sec. 07 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 08 Township 09S
ge 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 09 Township 09S
ge 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 09 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 11 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 11 Township 09S Range 22EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 15 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 15 Township 09S
ge 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 18 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 18 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 19 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 28 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 30Township 09S Range22EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 02 Township 09S
ge 23EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 03 Township 09S Range 23E
DOK.A County
Sec. 03 Township 09S Range 23EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 06 Township 09S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 06 Township 09S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 02Township lOSRange 21E ROME County

IRRIGATION Use:
Acre Limit: 62604.3
Place(s) of use: Large POU Info
Conditions of Approval:

e boundary encompassing the place of use for this water right is described with a digital
oundary as authorized by Idaho law. The data comprising the digital boundary are stored in
1. 172 e electronic document management system of the Department and are incorporated into this
approval by this reference. A map depicting the place of use is attached to this approval
document to illustrate the place of use described by the digital boundary.
lace of use within the boundary of the A & B Irrigation District service area, pursuant to
2.
Section 43-323, Idaho Code.
e following convention is used to convert the government lots listed in the points of
diversion to the official U.S. government tract designation: Lot 99 = Tract A, Lot 98 = Tract
, Lot 97 = Tract C, Lot 96 = Tract D, Lot 95 = Tract E, Lot 94 = Tract F, Lot 93 = Tract G,
3.
ot 92 = Tract H, Lot 91 = Tract J, Lot 90 = Tract K, Lot 89 = Tract L, Lot 88 = Tract M, Lot
87 = TractN, Lot 86 = Tract 0, Lot 85 = Tract P, Lot 84 = Tract Q, Lot 83 = Tract R, Lot 82
Tract S.
e point of diversion located in the NWNENW (Lot 94 = Tract F), Sl 1, T9S, R22E is
4.
limited to a maximum diversion rate of3.00 cfs.
e point of diversion located in the SENE (Lot 98 = Tract B), S9, T9S, R21E is limited to a
5.
aximum diversion rate of 6.00 cfs.
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e point of diversion located in the NWNWNW (Lot 95 = Tract E), Sl, T9S, R22E and the
oint of diversion located in the SENENW (Lot 97 = Tract C), Sl 1, T8S, R23E are limited to
a combined maximum diversion rate of7.00 cfs.
The point of diversion located in the NESESE (Lot 96 = Tract D), S 15, T8S, R24E and the
7.
oint of diversion located in the NWNENW (Lot 90 = Tract K), S26, T8S, R24E are limited
o a combined maximum diversion rate of 10.00 cfs.
The point of diversion located in the NWSW (Lot 93 = Tract G), S28, T8S, R24E, the point
of diversion located in the SESENE (Lot 96 = Tract D), S13, T8S, R24E and the point of
8.
diversion located in the SWSESW (Lot 96 = Tract D), S14, T8S, R25E are limited to a
combined maximum diversion rate of 17 .00 cfs.
e point of diversion located in the SWSWNW (Lot 98 = Tract B), S30, T8S, R24E and the
int of diversion located in the SWSWNW (Lot 99 = Tract A), S13, T8S, R24E and the
oint of diversion in the SESESW (Lot 90 = Tract K) S 17, T8S, R24E and the point of
diversion in the SESESW (Lot 95 = Tract E) S20, T8S, R24E and the point of diversion in
9.
e SWNWNW (Lot 99 = Tract A) S1, T9S, R21E and the point of diversion in the
WNENW (Lot 97 = Tract C) S 8, T9S, R22E are limited to a combined maximum diversion
ate of 45.0 cfs.
1O. X27 . ·s ~ght i~ l~~ed to the irrigation of 62,604.3 acres within the place of use described above
m a smgle rrngation season.
Rights 36-2080, 36-15127A, 36-15127B, 36-15192, 36-15193A, 36-15193B, 36-15194A, 36ll
5 15194B, 36-15195A, 36-15195B, 36-15196A and 36-15196B when combined shall not
·
xceed a total diversion rate of 1, 100 cfs, a total annual maximum diversion volume of
266,744.8 af, and the irrigation of 66,686.2 acres.
se of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the
12. 05 distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval,
his water right is within State Water District No. 130.
13 43 The right holder shall maintain lockable controlling works of a type approved by the
·
epartment in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the diversion(s).
Prior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 78443, the right holder shall
install and maintain acceptable measuring device(s) at the authorized point(s) of diversion in
14. 14 accordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance from the
epartment to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain an
existing measuring device.
Upon specific notification of the Department, the right holder shall install and maintain data
15. 213 loggers to record water usage information at the authorized point(s) of diversion in
accordance with Department specifications.
he beneficial use of the water represented hereby is for the landowners within the A & B
Irrigation District pursuant to contract No. 14-06-100-2386, dated February 9, 1962 (as may
supplemented or amended) between the United States of America through the U.S. Bureau
16.
f Reclamation and the A & B Irrigation District for irrigation and other permitted purposes
as authorized by the Act of September 30, 1950, CH. 1114, 64 STAT. 1083, of the North
Side Pumping Division of the Minidoka Irrigation Project.
Right
holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho
17 046
·
Code and applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
18.
elift drain pumps used within the boundary of the district for reuse ofreturn flow.
19 01 'ght Nos. 36-15127B, 36-15193B, 36-15194B, 36-15195B and 36-15196B are enlargements
·
of this right pursuant to Section 42-1426, IDAHO CODE.
20. 61

6.
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The period of use for the irrigation described in this approval may be extended to a beginning
date of 3/15 and an ending date of 11/15 provided that beneficial use of the water can be
shown and other elements of the right are not exceeded. The use of water before 4/1 and after
10/31 is subordinate to all water rights having no subordinated early or late irrigation use and
a priority date earlier than the SRBA partial decree date.
21 107 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one (1) year
·
of the date of this approval.
22 108 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the
·
Director to rescind approval of the transfer.
suant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general
.
Tl
rovisions
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water
9
23
·ghts as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time
o later than the entry of the final unified decree.

Dates:
Licensed Date:
Decreed Date: 05/07/2003
Permit Proof Due Date:
Permit Proof Made Date:
Permit Approved Date: 2/16/1994
Permit Moratorium Expiration Date:
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted:
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed:
Application Received Date:
Protest Deadline Date:
Number of Protests: 0
Other Information:
State or Federal: S
Owner Name Connector:
Water District Number: 130
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 0.02
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 4
Combined Acres Limit: 66686.2
Combined Volume Limit: 266744.8
Combined Rate Limit: 1100
Civil Case Number:
Old Case Number:
Decree Plantiff:
Decree Defendant:
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
DLE Act Number:
Cary Act Number:
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Plan: False

Close
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report
4/18/2014
WATERRIGHTNO. 1-14

Owner Type
Name and Address
Current Owner A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
POBOX675
RUPERT, ID 83350-0675
(208)436-3152
LING & ROBINSON
Attorney
C/0 ROGER D LING
POBOX396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
(208)436-4717
1

Priority Date: 04/01/1939
Basis: Decreed
Status: Active

Source
Tributary
SNAKE RIVER COLUMBIA RIVER

Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate olume
-----·-..... - ·-----·--IRRIGATION 03/15 11/15 267 CFS

Total Diversio

267 CFS

Location of Point(s) of Diversion:

SNAKE RIVERISESWSW Lt 21sec. 24!Township lOSIRange 21EjrnROME County

l

~

!
J

l
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IRRIGATION Use:
Acre Limit: 14637
Place(s) of use: Large POU Info
Conditions of Approval:

The boundary encompassing the place of use for this water right is described with a digital
boundary as defined by LC. Section 42-202B(2) and authorized pursuant to LC. Section 421. 135 14dl 1(2)(h). Tode dataC0comR0
prMisind~kth~ digdi~ bdoun1~ary ar~ i~calorporafiteld h~threithn bySRBrefeArence
an are store on a
1s issue m up 1cate ongm s on e W1
e
District Court and the Idaho Department of Water Resources. A map depicting the place of
se is attached hereto to illustrate the place of use described by the digital boundary.
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for the definition of the
· ed
2 _ C18 ·ghthts ocr for the effi~ie~t ~ s t r1ationthof ththe water righftsfiasalm.::eduldtimatelsy de~rrmn
y e ourt at a pomt m time no ater an e entry o a m
1e ecree. ect1on 421412(6), Idaho Code.
Place
of use is within the boundary of A & B Irrigation District pursuant to Section 43-323,
3 127
·
Idaho Code.
KO
1 ·ght Nos. 1-10225 and 1-10241 are enlargements of this right pursuant to Section 42-1426,
4
·
dahoCode.
5_ C03 c!i~. includes accomplished change in point of diversion pursuant to Section 42-1425, Idaho
6. E51 'ght Nos. 1-14 and 1-2060 are limited to a total combined diversion rate of 267 cfs.
7 _ E55 . 'ght_No1s._1-_14ti~d 1-2060 are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 14,637 acres
m a smg e rrnga on season.
·s water right must be used in conjunction with water right 1-2060. This water right cannot
8.
e transferred, leased, or otherwise used without water right 1-2060.
though this right has a 4/1/1939 priority date for surface water administration, for purposes
f conjunctive administration, this water right shall be administered to a priority date of
9.
11/21/1955.
10 42 lace of use does not include federal public lands unless authorized in writing by the United
·
States Bureau of Land Management or Bureau of Reclamation.

Dates:
Licensed Date:
Decreed Date: 04/02/2012
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted:
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed:
Application Received Date:
Protest Deadline Date:
Number of Protests: 0
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Other Infonnation:
State or Federal: S
Owner Nrune Connector:
Water District Number: 01
Generic Max Rate per Acre:
Generic Max Volume per Acre:
Combined Acres Limit: 14637
Combined Volume Limit:
Combined Rate Limit: 267
Civil Case Number:
Old Case Number:
Decree Plantiff:
Decree Defendant:
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
DLE Act Number:
Cary Act Number:
Miti ation Plan: False
Close
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report
4/18/2014
WATERRIGHTNO. 36-15127B

Owner Type
Name and Address
Current Owner UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING THROUGH
BUREAU O.F RECLAMATION
REGIONAL DIRECTOR PN CODE-3100
1150 N CURTIS RD STE 100
BOISE, ID 83706-1234
(208)3 78-5306
Present Owner A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
POBOX675
RUPERT, ID 83350-0675
(208)436-3152
US DEPT OF JUSTICE
Attorney
ENVIROmIBNT & NATURAL RESOURCE DIV GEN LIT SEC
ATTN: KATHLEEN CARR
550 W FORT ST MSC 033
BOISE, ID 83 724
(202)30 5-0494
LING & ROBINSON
Attorney
C/O ROGER D LING
POBOX396
RUPERT, ID 83350-0396
(208)436-4717
1

Priority Date: 04/01/1984
Basis: Decreed
Status: Active

Source

Tributary

GROUND WATER
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Beneficial UsJFrom To Diversion Rate Volume
IRRIGATION 04/0110/3128.89 CFS
Total Diversio
28.89 CFS

7006 AFA

Location of Point(s) of Diversion:

GROUND WATER
GROUNDWATE
GROUND WATER WSWSW Lt 96
GROUNDWATER WNWSE Lt 98
GROUND WATER
GROUNDWATER
SWNELt99
GROUND WATER
SENELt 99
NWSWLt94
GROUNDWATER
SWNELt98
GROUNDWATER
SWNELt98

GROUND WATER WSWNE Lt 99
GROUND WATER SWSENE Lt 97
GROUND WATERSWSENELt 97
GROUND WATER SENWSE Lt 98
GROUND WATE SENWSE Lt 98
GROUND WATER SWSENW Lt 98
GROUNDWATER SWSWSE Lt 98
GROUND WATER SWSWSE Lt 98
GROUND WATER
GROUNDWATER
GROUND WATER

GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER WSENE Lt 96
GROUND WATERSENENE Lt 93
GROUND WATER SWSWSW Lt 99

Sec. 34 Township 07S ange 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 34 Township 07S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 22 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 22 Township 07S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 22 Township 07S
Sec. 23 Township 07S
ge 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 26 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 26Township 07S ange 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 28 Township 07S ange 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 28 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 30 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 30 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 31 Township 07S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 32 Township 07S ange 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 32 Township 07S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 33 Township 07S Range 24 MINIDOKA County
Sec. 33 Township 07SRange 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 34 Township 07S
ge 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 35 Township 07S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 35 Township 07S
ge 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 27 Township 07S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 29 Township 07S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 30 Township 07S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 31 Township 07S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 32 Township 07S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 33 Township 07S Range 25E
DOKA County
Sec. 34 Township 07S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 22 Township 08S Range 21EJEROME County
Sec. 24 Township 08S Range 21EJEROME County
Sec. 26Township 08S
ge 21EJEROME County
Sec. 26 Township 08S Range 2 lE JEROME County
Sec. 35 Township 08S
ge 21EJEROME County
Sec. 35 Township 08S Range 2 lE JEROME County
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GROUND WATER SESESE Lt 97
Sec. 35 Township 08S ange 21EJEROME County
GROUND WATER SESESE Lt 97
Sec. 35 Township 08S ange 2 lE JEROME County
GROUND WATER SWNWSW Lt 96 Sec. 30 Township 08S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER SWNWNE Lt 99 Sec. 35 Township 08S ange 22E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE SWSWSE Lt 98 Sec. 35 Township 08S ange 22E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE SWSWSE Lt 98 Sec. 35 Township 08S ange 22E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
WNE Lt 99 Sec. 01 Township 08S Range 23EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NWNE Lt 99 Sec. 01 Township 08S ange 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSWSW Lt 94 Sec. 01 Township 08S ange 23EMINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER SENESW Lt 96 Sec. 02 Township 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE SWSWSW Lt 95 Sec. 04 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSWSW Lt 95 Sec. 04 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
Sec. 05 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE
Sec. 05Township 08S ange 23 MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NESE Lt 97 Sec. 08 ownship 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE SWSENE Lt 92 Sec. 10 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE
SWSW Lt 96 Sec. 10 Township 08S Range 23EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SENENW Lt 97 Sec. 11 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATE SWSWNELt96 Sec.12Township08S ange23EMINIDOKACounty
GROUNDWATE SWSWNELt96 Sec.12Township08S ange23EMINIDOKACounty
GROUNDWATER SESESW Lt 94 Sec. 12 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SESESW Lt 94 Sec. 12 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
WNW Lt 87 Sec. 14 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER WNWNW Lt 87 Sec. 1 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
DOKA County
GROUND WATER SENENW Lt 99 Sec. 15 Township 08S Range 23E
GROUND WATE SENENW Lt 99 Sec. 15 Township 08S Range 23E
DOKA County
GROUND WATER SESESE Lt 94
Sec. 15 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
NW Lt 96 Sec. 17 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER SESE Lt 97 Sec. 17 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SESE Lt 97 Sec. 17 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE
SWSE Lt 99 Sec. 19 Township 08S
GROUND WATER
SWSE Lt 99 Sec. 19Township 08S Range 23EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE
SENE
Sec. 21 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSENE Lt 99 Sec. 21 Township 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSESW Lt 97 Sec. 22 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWNWSW Lt 95 Sec. 23 Township 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWNWSW Lt 95 Sec. 23 Township 08S
GROUNDWATER NWNWLt98 Sec. 24Township08S
ge23EMINIDOKACounty
GROUND WATER SESW Lt 95 Sec. 24 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SESW Lt 95 Sec. 24 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
IDOKA County
GROUND WATER WSENW Lt 97 Sec. 25 Township 08S Range 23E
GROUND WATER NESE
Sec. 26 Township 08S Range 23EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NENE Lt 99 Sec. 27 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATERSWSENW Lt 98 Sec. 27Township 08S ange 23EMINIDOKA County
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GROUND WATER SWSESW Lt 93
GROUND WATE SWNESW Lt 95
GROUND WATER
SWSW Lt 93
GROUND WATER WSWSW Lt 93
GROUND WATERSESENE Lt 91
GROUND WATER SESENE Lt 91
GROUND WATER SENESE Lt 95
GROUND WATER
SESW Lt 97
GROUND WATER SENWNW Lt 90

SE Lt 93
GROUND WATERSWSENELt 99
GROUND WATERSWSENE Lt 99
GROUND WATER SWSWNE Lt 97
GROUND WATER SWSW Lt 99
GROUND WATER
WSW Lt 98
GROUND WATER SENESE Lt 91
GROUND WATER SENW Lt 95
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATE SWSWNW Lt 92
GROUND WATER SESESW Lt 95
GROUND WATE SWNENW Lt 98
GROUND WATER SWNENW Lt 98
GROUND WATER WNWSE Lt 95
GROUND WATER NWNE Lt 97
GROUND WATER WNWNE Lt 90
GROUND WATER WNWNE Lt 90
GROUND WATER SESENE Lt 96
GROUND WATER SWSWNW Lt 99
GROUND WATE SWSESW Lt 95
GROUND WATER SESWNW Lt 97
GROUND WATER SESE Lt 96

GROUND WATE SWNESE Lt 96
GROUNDWATER SESESW Lt 95
GROUND WATER SESWNE Lt 98

Page 4 of 8
Sec. 27 Township 08S ange 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 28 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 28 Township 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 28 Township 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 29Township 08SRange 23EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 29 Township 08S
ge 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 31 Township 08S ange23EMINIDOKACounty
Sec. 34 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 35 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 35 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 35 Township 08S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 01 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 02 Township 08S ange 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 03 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 03 Township 08S Range 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 0 Township 08S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 0 Township 08S ange 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 0 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 06 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 06 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 06Township 08SRange 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 07 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 08 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 10 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 1 Township 08S Range 24E
DOK.A County
Sec. 10 Township 08S ange 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 11 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 11 Township 08S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 11 Township 08S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 1 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 13 Township 08S ange 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 13 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 13 Township 08S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 13 Township 08S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 14 Township 08S ange 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 15 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 15Township 08S ange 24EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 17 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 18 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 21 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 21 Township 08S ange 24E
!DOK.A County
Sec. 2 Township 08S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 23 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 2 Township 08S
ge 24E MINIDOKA County
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SW Lt 93
Sec. 28 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER SENWSE Lt 93 Sec. 29 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWNENW Lt 92 Sec. 30 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSWNW Lt 98 Sec. 30 Township 08S Range 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER SWSESW Lt 98 Sec. 31 Township 08S ange 24E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSESW Lt 98 Sec. 31 Township 08S
ge 24E
OKA County
GROUND WATER SENENW Lt 99 Sec. 03 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SENENW Lt 99 Sec. 03 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER WNWNW Lt 96 Sec. 03 Township 08S
ge 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
W Lt 96 Sec. 03 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUNDWATER NESE Lt 98 Sec. 03 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
Sec. 05 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
Sec. 05 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
Sec. 06 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
Sec. 06 Township 08S
ge 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
SESW Lt 95 Sec. 11 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
Lt 99 Sec. 12 Township 08S
ge 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
WNW Lt 99 Sec. 12 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
SWSW Lt 99 Sec. 13 Township 08S
ge 25EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWNESW Lt 97 Sec. 14 Township 08S ange 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SWSESW Lt 96 Sec. 14 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATE
SWSW Lt 94 Sec. 15 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
SWSW Lt 94 Sec. 15Township 08SRange 25EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
NE Lt 95 Sec. 17 Township 08S ange 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NWNE Lt 90 Sec. 19 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 19 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 19 Township 08S
ge 25E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 19 Township 08S ange 25E MINIDOKA County
SESW Lt 96 Sec. 21 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
Lt 91 Sec. 23 Township 08S Range 25EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
Lt 91 Sec. 23 Township 08SRange 25EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SENWNW Lt 95 Sec. 24 Township 08S Range 25E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATERSWNWNW Lt 99 Sec. 01 Township 09S Range 21EJEROME County
GROUNDWATER
SWLt99 Sec. 01Township09S
ge21EJEROMECounty
GROUND WATER NWSW Lt 98 Sec. 03 Township 09S
ge 21EJEROME County
GROUND WATER SESESW Lt 91
Sec. 03 Township 09S ange 21EJEROME County
GROUNDWATE
WNESELt95 Sec. 03Township09S
ge21EJEROMECounty
GROUND WATE SENE Lt 98
Sec. 09Township 09S
ge 21EJEROME County
GROUND WATER WNWNW Lt 95 Sec. 01 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER NESW
Sec. 03 Township 09S
ge 22EMINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER WSESE Lt 99 Sec. 03 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER
SESE Lt 99 Sec. 03 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER WSESE Lt 99 Sec. 03 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
GROUND WATER SENENE Lt 97 Sec. 07 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
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GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER WNENW Lt 97
GROUND WATE SESWNW Lt 98
GROUND WATER NESW Lt 96
GROUND WATER WNWNE Lt 94
GROUND WATER SENENW Lt 94
GROUND WATER
SWNE Lt 97
GROUND WATER SWSWNE Lt 99
GROUND WATER
SWSE Lt 97
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER WSWNW Lt 99
GROUND WATE
SESE Lt 98
GROUND WATER
GROUND WATER
SENE Lt 95
GROUND WATER NWSW Lt 99
GROUND WATER SESENE Lt 99
GROUND WATER WSWSE Lt 92
GROUND WATER SWNWSW Lt 95
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Sec. 07 Township 09S
ge 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 08 Township 09S
ge 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 09 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 09 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 11 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 11 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 15 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 15 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 18 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 18 Township 09S Range 22EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 19 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 28 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 30 Township 09S Range 22E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 02 Township 09S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 03 Township 09S Range 23EMINIDOKA County
Sec. 03 Township 09S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 06 Township 09S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 06 Township 09S Range 23E MINIDOKA County
Sec. 02 Township 1OS
ge 2 lE JEROME County

IRRIGATION Use:
Acre Limit: 1751.5
Place(s) of use: Large POU Info
Conditions of Approval:

e boundary encompassing the place of use for this water right is described with a digital
oundary as authorized by Idaho law. The data comprising the digital boundary are stored in
1. 172 e electronic document management system of the Department and are incorporated into this
approval by this reference. A map depicting the place of use is attached to this approval
document to illustrate the place of use described by the digital boundary.
lace of use within the boundary of the A & B Irrigation District service area, pursuant to
2.
Section 43-323, Idaho Code.
The following convention is used to convert the government lots listed in the points of
diversion to the official U.S. government tract designation: Lot 99 = Tract A, Lot 98 = Tract
B, Lot 97 = Tract C, Lot 96 = Tract D, Lot 95 = Tract E, Lot 94 = Tract F, Lot 93 = Tract G,
3.
Lot 92 = Tract H, Lot 91 = Tract J, Lot 90 = Tract K, Lot 89 = Tract L, Lot 88 = Tract M, Lot
87 = Tract N, Lot 86 = Tract 0, Lot 85 = Tract P, Lot 84 = Tract Q, Lot 83 = Tract R, Lot 82
= Tract S.
The point of diversion located in the NWNENW (Lot 94 = Tract F), S 11, T9S, R22E is
4.
limited to a maximum diversion rate of 3.00 cfs.
The point of diversion located in the SENE (Lot 98 = Tract B), S9, T9S, R21E is limited to a
5.
aximum diversion rate of 6.00 cfs.
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The point of diversion located in the NWNWNW (Lot 95 = Tract E), S1, T9S, R22E and the
int of diversion located in the SENENW (Lot 97 = Tract C), S11, T8S, R23E are limited to
combined maximum diversion rate of 7.00 cfs.
e point of diversion located in the NESESE (Lot 96 = Tract D), S15, T8S, R24E and the
7.
oint of diversion located in the NWNENW (Lot 90 = Tract K), S26, T8S, R24E are limited
o a combined maximum diversion rate of 10.00 cfs.
The point of diversion located in the NWSW (Lot 93 = Tract G), S28, T8S, R24E, the point
of diversion located in the SESENE (Lot 96 = Tract D), S13, T8S, R24E and the point of
8.
diversion located in the SWSESW (Lot 96 = Tract D), S14, T8S, R25E are limited to a
ombined maximum diversion rate of 17.00 cfs.
The point of diversion located in the SWSWNW (Lot 98 = Tract B), S30, T8S, R24E and the
int of diversion located in the SWSWNW (Lot 99 = Tract A), Sl3, T8S, R24E and the
int of diversion in the SESESW (Lot 90 = Tract K) SI 7, T8S, R24E and the point of
9.
iversion in the SESESW (Lot 95 = Tract E) S20, T8S, R24E and the point of diversion in
e SWNWNW (Lot 99 = Tract A) SI, T9S, R21E and the point of diversion in the
(Lot 97 = Tract C) S 8, T9S, R22E are limited to a combined maximum diversion
ate of 45.0 cfs.
10
7 This right is limited to the irrigation of 17 51.5 acres within the place of use described above
·
· a single irrigation season.
·ghts 36-2080, 36-15127A, 36-15127B, 36-15192, 36-15193A, 36-15193B, 36-15194A, 36l l 35 15194B, 36-15195A, 36-15195B, 36-15196A and 36-15196B when combined shall not
·
exceed a total diversion rate of I, 100 cfs, a total annual maximum diversion volume of
266,744.8 af, and the irrigation of 66,686.2 acres.
se of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the
12. ROS distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval,
·s water right is within State Water District No. 130.

6.

· _1 0 ckab~ed cothntrolhte·ng wotrks o~taabtyple aptrprovedfthbydi~e . ( )
13 . 43 The artmright hot ~der shall mathintaint
ep
en m a manner a WI11 provt e e wa rmas er sm e con o1 o e version s .
rior to the diversion and use of water under Transfer approval 78443, the right holder shall
install and maintain acceptable measuring device(s) at the authorized point(s) of diversion in
14. 214 ccordance with Department specifications, or shall obtain an approved variance from the
epartment to determine the amount of water diverted from power records or to maintain an
existing measuring device.
pon specific notification of the Department, the right holder shall install and maintain data
15. 213 loggers to record water usage information at the authorized point(s) of diversion in
accordance with Department specifications.
16 046 ·ght holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho
·
Code and applicable Well Construction Rules of the Department.
17.
Relift drain pumps used within the boundary of the district for reuse ofreturn flow.
The beneficial use of the water represented hereby is for the landowners within the A & B
Irrigation District pursuant to contract No. 14-06-100-2386, dated February 9, 1962 (as may
be supplemented or amended) between the United States of America through the U.S. Bureau
18.
of Reclamation and the A & B Irrigation District for irrigation and other permitted purposes
as authoriz.ed by the Act of September 30, 1950, CH. 1114, 64 STAT. 1083, of the North
Side Pumping Division of the Minidoka Irrigation Project.
19. 61 The period of use for the irrigation described in this approval may be extended to a beginning
ate of 3/15 and an ending date of 11/15 provided that beneficial use of the water can be
shown and other elements of the right are not exceeded. The use of water before 4/1 and after
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10/31 is subordinate to all water rights having no subordinated early or late irrigation use and
a priority date earlier than the SRBA partial decree date.
This right is based upon an enlargement of right No. 36-2080 pursuant to Section 42-1426,
Idaho Code. This right is subordinate to all water rights with a priority date earlier than April
20. Cl 112, 1994, that are not decreed as enlargements pursuant to Section 42-1426, Idaho Code. As
etween water rights decreed as enlargements as pursuant to Section 42-1426, Idaho Code,
e earlier priority right is the superior right.
21 T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one ( 1) year
·
of the date of this approval.
22 T0 8 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the
·
Director to rescind approval of the transfer.
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general
.
Tl
23
9 rovisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water
'ghts as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time
o later than the entry of the final unified decree.

Dates:
Licensed Date:
Decreed Date: 05/07/2003
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted:
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed:
Application Received Date:
Protest Deadline Date:
Number of Protests: 0

Other Information:
State or Federal: S
Owner Name Connector:
Water District Number: 130
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 0.02
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 4
Combined Acres Limit: 66686.2
Combined Volume Limit: 266744.8
Combined Rate Limit: 1100
Civil Case Number:
Old Case Number:
Decree Plantiff:
Decree Defendant:
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
DLE Act Number:
Cary Act Number:
Mitigation Plan: False

I Close I
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Robert L. Harris (ISB No. 7018)
Luke H. Marchant (ISB No. 7944)
D. Andrew Rawlings (ISB No. 9569)
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
P.O. Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone:
(208) 523-0620
Facsimile:
(208) 523-9518
Email:
rharris@holdenlegal.com
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
arawlings@holdenlegal.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEO KA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,

Case No. CV-2016-0117

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
THE TEMPLE AFFIDAVITS

Plaintiffs,
V.

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.
Plaintiffs, Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, and Tateoka Brothers, LLC (collectively, the
"Plaintiffs"), by and through their counsel of record Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C.
and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b) and 56( e), moves this Court to strike both the

Affidavit of Dan Temple in Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and the Second Affidavit of
Dan Temple in Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss (together, the "Temple A({idavits"),
including any and all exhibits attached to either affidavit, because the Court should consider

1 -

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE THE TEMPLE AFFIDAVITS
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Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss Count Ill of Plaintiffs ' Amended Complaint Pursuant to J.R.C.P.
I 2(B)(6) (the "Motion to Dismiss Count 3") under Rule 12(b)(6), which necessitates the exclusion
of all matters outside the pleadings, and, further, because the matters presented in the Temple
Affidavits are inadmissible. This motion is supported by the Opposition to Motion to Dismiss

Count 3 and Memorandum Supporting Plaintiffs ' Motions, submitted contemporaneously
herewith.

Dated this

~~ day of June, 2016.
Robert L. Harris, Esq:
HOLDEN , KIDWELL, HAHN

2
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& CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

~ ref day of June, 2016, I served a true and correct copy of

the following described pleading or document on the attorneys and/or individuals listed below by
the method indicated.

Document Served:

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE THE TEMPLE AFFIDAVITS

Attorneys and/or Individuals Served:
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
163 2nd Avenue West
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301
Fax: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

(
(
(
(

(

) Mail
) Hand Delivery
) Facsimile
) Courthouse Box
.....rf'ederal Express

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C
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Robert L. Harris (ISB No. 7018)
Luke H. Marchant (ISB No. 7944)
D. Andrew Rawlings (ISB No. 9569)
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
P.O. Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone:
(208) 523-0620
Facsimile:
(208) 523-9518
Email:
rharris@holdenlegal.com
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
arawlings@holdenlegal.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2016-0117

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO DENY OR
CONTINUE PROCEEDINGS ON THE
MOTION TO DISMISS COUNT 3

v.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.
Plaintiffs, Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, and Tateoka Brothers, LLC (collectively, the
"Plaintiffs"), by and through their counsel of record Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C.
and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(£), moves this Court to deny or continue
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count III of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint Pursuant to IR.C.P.
12(B)(6) (the "Motion to Dismiss Count 3") because Plaintiffs have not had an opportunity to
conduct discovery to present facts essential to support their opposition. This motion is supported
1 -

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO DENY OR CONTINUE
PROCEEDINGS ON THE MOTION TO DISMISS COUNT 3
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by the Affidavit of Robert L. Harris in Support of Motion to Continue, filed April 25, 2016; the

Second Affidavit of Robert L. Harris in Support of Motion for Reconsideration, submitted
contemporaneously herewith; and the Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Count 3 and Memorandum

Supporting Plaintiffs' Motions, also submitted contemporaneously herewith.

Dated this

3,4

day of June, 2016.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.

2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

~

day of June, 2016, I served a true and correct copy of

the following described pleading or document on the attorneys and/or individuals listed below by
the method indicated.

Document Served:

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO DENY OR CONTINUE
PROCEEDINGS ON THE MOTION TO DISMISS COUNT 3

Attorneys and/or Individuals Served:
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
163 2nd A venue West
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301
Fax: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

( ) Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Courthouse Box
( .....,-Federal Express

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN

& CRAPO, P.L.L.C
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Robert L. Harris (ISB No. 7018)
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P.O. Box 50130
1000 .R iverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone:
(208) 523-0620
Facsimile:
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Email:
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFT·H DISTRICT OF
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2016-0117

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO DISMISS
COUNT 3 AND MEMORANDUM
SUPPORTING PLAINTIFFS' MOTIONS

V.

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,

Defendant.
Plaintiffs., Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, and Tateoka Brothers, L.LC (collectively, th.e
"Plaintiffs"), by and through their counsel of record Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C.
and pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 12 and 56, submits this opposition to Defendant's

Motion to Dismiss Count Ill of Plaintiffs' Amended Co·m plaint Pursuant to I.R. C.P. 12(B)(6) (the
"Motion to Dismiss Count 3"). Included herein is also basis for Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike the
Temple Affidavits (the "Second Motion to Strike") and Plaintiffs ' Motion to Deny or Continue
Proceedings on the Motion to Dismiss Count 3 (the "Second Motion to Continue'').
1 -
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Analytically, Plaintiffs' motions should be considered before the Court substantively
addresses the Motion to Dismiss Count 3, filed by A&B Irrigation District (the "District''), because
the resolution of Plaintiffs' motio.ns will determine the applicable legal standard or resolve the
substance of the Motion to Dismiss Count 3.
First, the Court should strike both the Affidavit of Dan Temple in Support of Defendant's

Motion to Dismiss (the ''First Temple /4ffldavit") and the Second Affidavit of Dan Temple in
Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss (the ''Second Temple Affidavit" and, together with the
Temple Affidavit, the ''Temple Affidavits"). Doing so allows this Court to consider the Motion to
1

Dismiss Coi,nt 3 under Rule 12(b)(6)-which is to say that th-e Court assesses only the A.m ended
Complaint (the only pleading filed thus far, other than the Complaint, which it sup,p lanted and
replaced) to determine whether, accepting all the allegations as true, Plaintiffs have stated a claim
upon which relief can be granted. Alternatively, if the Court, on its own, refuses to consider the

Temple Affi'davits, the Second Motion to Strike would be rendered moot, and the analysis of the
Motion to Disniiss Count 3 would proceed under Rule 12(b)(6).
Second, if the Court declines to strike the Temple Affidavits and considers them (or any
other matters outside the Amended Complaint), the Motion to Dismiss c ·o unt 3 is considered a
motion for sun1mary judgment. In that case, the Court should grant the Second Motion to Continue
and, pursuant to Rule 56(f), either deny or continue the Motion to Dismiss Count 3 in order to
allow Plaintiffs to conduct discovery and obtain the facts, described in the Affidavit of Robert L.

Harris in Support of Motion to Continue, filed April 25, 2016 (the "Harris Affidavit") and the
Second Affidavit of Robert L. Harris in Support of Motion for Reconsideration, filed
contemporaneously herewith (the "Second Harris A_ffidavit"). If the Court reaches this analytical

2
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point and denies the: Second Motion to Continue, th,e Court mtist then consider the Motion to

Dismiss Count 3 as a motio.n for summary judgment-which is to say that the Court considers,
affording Plaintiffs every contested fact and every reasonable inference therefrom, whether there
is a genuine issue of material fact and, if there is none, whether the District is entitled to judgment
as a matter of law.
Finally, if the Court reaches the .merits of the Motion to Dismiss Count 3, the Court should
deny that motion under either the l 2(b )( 6) standard or the summary judgment standard. Count 3
of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint, which alleges a breach of fiduciary duty, states a claim for
which relief can be granted, there are genuine issues of n1aterial fact surrounding the claim, and
the District has failed to show that it is entitled to judgment on Count 3 as a matter of law.

I. BACKGROUND
The numerous briefs in this case, from both the District and Plaintiffs, have expounded the
relevant facts. Suffice it to say that the District holds all of its property, including water rights, in
trust for the benefit of its m.embers, including Plaintiffs. This trust relationship necessarily implies
that the District owes Plaintiffs, and each of its members, certain fiduciary duties. Admittedly-,
there is very little Idaho case law denoting the scope of these fiduciary duties. Yet, they must
include at a minimum, duties of loyalty and care.
Plaintiffs contend that the actions taken by the District in relation to the "Unit A Pu.mping
Plant #2 project" (the "Project') constitute breaches of these fiduciary duties. As alleged in the

Amended Complaint, "[t]he District breached its duties of loyalty to Plaintiffs by seeking to use
these water rights and its storage water interests to irrigate more land, to the detriment of
Plaintiffs." Amended Complaint, 1·80. Additionally, the dilutive effects of the Project will harm

3
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Plaintiffs as well. Amended Complaint,

11 81-82.

To avoid these breaches, Plaintiffs seek an

injunction from this Court. Amended Complaint, 183.
II. ARGUMENT

Plaintiffs have previously argued very similar motions to strike, continue, and/or deny a
very similar motion to dismiss in the context of Counts 1 and 2. Plaintiffs believe that those prior
motions present some arguments that remain relevant to the present Motion to Dismiss Count 3,
and therefore, Plaintiffs' hereby incorporate by reference Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike Affidavit of

Dan Temple and Deny Defendant's Motion to Dismiss (filed April 25, 2016), Plaintiffs' Motion to
Continue Proceedings or Deny Defendant's de facto Motion for Summary Judgment (also filed
April 25, 2016), and the Reply Brief Supporting Plaintiffs' Motions to Strike and Continue (filed
May 6, 2016). Further, the District largely advances the reasoning propounded by the Court in its

Memorandum Decision Re: Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, IR.C.P. l2(b)(6) (filed May 16,
2016), and because Plaintiffs request, in a separate motion, that the Court reconsider that decision
for numerous reasons, some of which are relevant here, Plaintiffs also incorporate by reference

Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration, filed contemporaneously herewith.
A. This Court should strike the Temple Affidavits because there is not an adequate record
for a summary judgment motion and they do not present any facts relevant to Count 3.
1. This Court should strike the Temple Affidavits because allowing such
gamesmanship circumvents the civil procedures meant to effectuate justice.

The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure allow only certain, specifically-denoted pleadings. The
most basic pleadings are "a complaint and an answer." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(a). In this
case, the only pleadings filed are the Complaint and the Amended Complaint. The District has not
filed an answer. Rather, as is contemplated by the Rules, the District has filed motions to dismiss,

4
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pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6). See, e.g., Motion to Dismiss Count 3. With the Motion to Dismiss

Count 3, the District submits the Temple Affidavits and the Memorandum in Support of
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count III of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint Pursuant to IR. C.P.
12(B)(6) ("District's Memo"), which present solely "matters outside the pleading." Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure 12(b). This tactic can only be described as gamesmanship. The District, like most
defendants, is the party with the most access to (and control over) relevant evidence. Yet, without
even filing an answer and without responding to any discovery requests, the District has, within
weeks of the beginning of this case, filed a 12(b)(6) motion supported by voluminous pages of
affidavit materials-most of which, as argued below and in prior memoranda, is irrelevant to this
case generally and to Count 3 specifically. Thereby, the District creates an opportunity not only
to argue points of law (which is the purpose of a 12(b)(6) motion), but also to place facts at issue
(which is dealt with in a motion for summary judgment, after an "adequate record" exists and the
nonmoving party has been "afforded an adequate opportunity to conduct discovery to make that
record." Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., 154 Idaho 99, 104,294 P.3d 1111,
1116 (2013)). While such gamesmanship is not explicitly proscribed by the Rules, this Court
should not be complicit in circumventing the litigation process. The Rules are meant to be
"liberally construed to secure the just, speedy and inexpensive determination of every action and
proceeding." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure l(a).
The District's tactic is certainly meant to secure a speedy and inexpensive determination
of this case-at the expense of its justice. For that reason, the Court should allow the litigation
process to continue and either (a) grant the Second Motion to Strike or (b) refuse to consider the

Temple Affidavits on its own, as allowed by Rule 12(b), and consider the Second Motion to Strike

5
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moot. Either of these courses of action will allow the Court to consider the Motion to Dismiss
Count 3 as the 12(b)( 6) motion it purports to be.

2. Strike the Temple Affidavits because neither affidavit is relevant to the issue
presented in the Motion to Dismiss Count 3.

Under Rule 12(b), the Court may disregard matters outside the pleadings. Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure 12(b). Further, if the Court uses Rule 56 to analyze the Temple Affidavits, they
must provide only "such facts as would be admissible in evidence." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
56(e). This includes relevance. See Idaho Rules of Evidence 401 and 402.
At 182 pages, the First Temple Affidavit, together with its exhibits, certainly presents a
great mass of information. The Second Temple Affidavit adds eight more pages to the record.
However, none of the information presented in either affidavit is relevant to the Motion to Dismiss
Count 3, and therefore the Temple Affidavits should be struck. Because relevance depends upon

the relation of the evidence to the issues posed, see Idaho Rule of Evidence 401, a briefrecitation
of the issues posed by Count 3, which alleges a breach of the District's fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs,
Amended Complaint, , 80, is necessary-while the merits of Count 3 are argued later. See Section

11.D., infra.
"In order to establish a claim for breach of fiduciary duty, a plaintiff must establish that
defendants owed plaintiff a fiduciary duty and that the fiduciary duty was breached." Skinner v.
US Bank Home Mortgage, 159 Idaho 642, 647, 365 P.3d 398, 403 (2016) (internal quotation

marks, brackets, and citation omitted). Therefore, in this case, Plaintiffs must show ( 1) that the
District owed Plaintiffs a fiduciary duty, (2) which the District has breached or will breach. 1

The arguments surrounding prospective injury and breach, particularly in the context of an action seeking an
injunction, are addressed below. See Section II.C., infra.
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Nowhere in the Motion to Dismiss Count 3 does the District challenge the existence (or the scope,
as set out in the Amended Complaint, 11 75-80) of the fiduciary duty it owes to Plaintiffs. See,

e.g., Motion to Dismiss Count 3, p. 4 (recognizing the same two elements necessary to "establish
a claim for breach of fiduciary duty"), p. 5 ("Contrary to their claims, Plaintiffs can show no breach
of a duty ofloyalty"), p. 6 ("Moreover, the Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts to demonstrate A&B
has breached any fiduciary duty"). As a result, the only essential element at issue in the Motion to

Dismiss Count 3 is whether the District has breached or will breach 2 its fiduciary duties to

Plaintiffs. See Amended Complaint, 1179-83. Plaintiffs find a breach in the District's conduct in
engaging in the Project, which Plaintiffs allege will "dilute[] the amount of water available for
Plaintiffs' use" and "[ w ]hile the effect of such dilution may not be felt in years with plenty of
water; it will decrease the amount of water available to Plaintiffs in years with a shortage of water."

Amended Complaint,

11

81-82.

In response, the District first contends that the issue is not

justiciable (i.e., the issue is not ripe and Plaintiffs' lack standing), District's Memo, pp. 4-5, and
second, the District disputes whether a breach exists since it foresees that "Plaintiffs will receive
the water they are entitled to use this year." District's Memo, p. 5.
The First Temple Affidavit presents information regarding Mr. Temple's background
1-2), about the District's basic information

(11 3-6

(11

and exs. A-E), the District's operations (11

7-11 and ex. F), the genesis of and projections surrounding the Project

(11

12-14), the

apportionment process for the Project's bond (1115-19 and exs. G-J), the conditions of 2016 and
Mr. Temple's predictions for the future months in 2016

(11

20-26 and ex. K). Mr. Temple's

Again, Plaintiffs contend that in the case of a claim seeking an injunction (or a declaratory judgment, Plaintiffs'
Motion for Reconsideration, pp. 22-32) future harm is justiciable-that is, the issue is ripe and Plaintiffs have
standing-as long as it is sufficiently certain and concrete, and not purely hypothetical. See Section ll.C.2., infra.
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background (11 1-2) is foundational, and is therefore only relevant to the extent required by the
admission of any of his substantive testimony. 3
First, the District's basic information (113-6 and exs. A-E) and the apportionment process
(1115-19 and exs. G-J) have absolutely no bearing on whether the District has breached or will
breach its fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs.
Next, Mr. Temple's predictions for the future (1120-26 and ex. K) are pointedly limited to
the summer of 2016, and couched with numerous words connoting probability, rather than
certainty. It is ironic that the District uses Mr. Temple's predictions regarding the future to try and
discredit Plaintiffs' concerns about the future. If Plaintiffs cannot point to a future certainty (there
will be years in the future with a low water supply, when Plaintiffs will acutely feel the lack of
water caused by the Project), it makes no sense to allow the District to speculate regarding 2016.
Lastly, descriptions of the District's operations (117-11 and ex. F) and the Project
(1112-14) may be enlightening, but add nothing of relevance to the Motion to Dismiss Count 3.
These paragraphs and exhibit F do not make it more or less likely that the District has breached
the fiduciary duties it owes Plaintiffs, which is not surprising, since the Temple Affidavit was not
submitted with Count 3 in mind.
The Second Temple Affidavit adds very little to the record-none of it relevant. First, Mr.
Temple explains that the "1,500 acres" both parties have been using as an approximation for the
area in Unit B that will be converted to be able to use surface and storage water is actually 1,478.5
acres, and can also include an additional "535.1 acres when there is available capacity in the
pumping plant and pipeline" (for a total of2,013.6 acres of Unit B now using surface and storage

The same applies for the foundational material in
8

-
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water to one extent or another). Second Temple Affidavit,

1 2.

This clarification does not show

whether Count 3 is justiciable or whether there has not been a breach. While this paragraph of the

Second Temple Affidavit may actually be relevant to Plaintiffs' allegations in Count 3; but it is not
relevant to the District's Motion to Dismiss Count 3 (which is the purpose for which it is offered).
Second, Mr. Temple discusses the Plaintiffs' payment status and whether the District has begun
delivering water to each Plaintiff. Second Temple Affidavit, 113-4; cited in District 's Memo, p. 5.
Paying dues, receiving water from the District, and knowing that the District is willing to (at least)
honor the minimum duties it has determined for itself has no bearing on whether the District's
actions in relation to the Project have breached or will breach its fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs. It
does not constitute a waiver of any claims and has no other legal significance. See Reply Brief

Supporting Plaintiffs' Motions to Strike and Continue, p. 12.
Because none of the information presented in the Temple Affidavits is relevant to the
question placed at issue by the Motion to Dismiss Count 3, the affidavits should be struck.

B. This Court should deny or continue proceedings on the Motion to Dismiss Count 3,
pursuant to Rule 56(t), because Plaintiffs have shown what material information could
be revealed in discovery and why they do not already possess that evidence.
If the Court considers any facts beyond the Amended Complaint, the Motion to Dismiss
Count 3 cannot be considered under Rule 12(b)(6), but must be analyzed as a motion for summary
judgment pursuant to Rule 56. It is not until this threshold issue is decided that Rule 56(f) can
apply to the Motion to Dismiss Count 3, and therefore, it should be considered after the Court
decides Plaintiffs' Second Motion to Strike. If the Court considers the Motion to Dismiss Count 3
as a summary judgment motion, Plaintiffs' first request is that the Court "refuse the application for
judgment or [] order a continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or
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discovery to be had." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f). This is proper where it "appear[s] from
the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party cannot for reasons stated present by
affidavit facts essential to justify the party's opposition." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f).
Both affidavits from Robert L. Harris provide those reasons. The Harris Affidavit was filed
contemporaneously with Plaintiffs' prior motion to continue on April 25, 2016. See Plaintiffs '

Motion to Continue Proceedings or Deny Defendant's de facto Motion for Summary Judgment,
pp. 2, 6-7 (referencing and citing the Harris Affidavit); Harris Affidavit, p. 1 (showing the clerk's
filing stamp, dated April 25, 2016, at 2:08 p.m.).

The Second Harris Affidavit is filed

contemporaneously herewith.
The Harris Affidavit shows that Plaintiffs "cannot for reasons stated presented by affidavit
facts essential to justify the party's opposition." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f); see also

Harris Affidavit, ,, 4-17.

To require a party to provide facts that they do not yet have is

unreasonable and not the requirement of Rule 56(f). The rule does not require a nonmoving party
to present the facts essential to justify the party's opposition; rather the rule requires the nonmoving
party to provide reasons why it cannot present those essential facts. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
56(f). The Harris Affidavit includes Plaintiffs' First Set of Discovery Requests ("First Discovery

Requests") that was served on the District's attorneys on April 22, 2016. Harris Affidavit,, 5; see
also id., ex. 1. The District's responses to the First Discovery Requests will provide information
essential to justify Plaintiffs' opposition to the District's motion for summary judgment. See

Harris Affidavit, ,, 6-7, 18. Plaintiffs have never had the data necessary to actually assess "the
exact scope of the benefits the District claims will accrue to Unit A landowners and/or Plaintiffs"
as a result of the Project. Harris Affidavit,, 8. Further, Plaintiffs would be interested in deposing
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certain of the District's employees, but until the District responds to the First Discovery Requests,
Plaintiffs do not know the identity of the appropriate employees (other than Dan Temple). Harris
Affidavit, ,r 9. Those depositions would yield information on the Project, its benefits, the District's
practices in distributing (and dedicating) water to its members, the distinctions between Unit A
and Unit B, and other facts. The requests for admission, whether admitted or responded to pursuant
to Interrogatory No. 14 and Request for Production No. 9, will shed light on many aspects
necessary to Plaintiffs' case. Harris Affidavit,

,r,r 11-17.

Further, since absolutely no discovery

has yet been completed in this case, "the District's responses will dictate Plaintiffs' further
discovery and preparations." Harris Affidavit,

,r 11.

In other words, without knowing sufficient

fundamental information, Plaintiffs cannot speculate about everything they might find during
discovery.
Further, the Second Harris Affidavit shows that Plaintiffs have still not received any
responses to their discovery requests and describes the circumstances in which the District has
gamed these proceedings to avoid having to produce any responses. Second Harris Affidavit, ,r 4.
Further, it shows several exhibits that present additional information that Plaintiffs would like to
confirm and follow-up with the District on during the discovery process. Second Harris Affidavit,

,r,r

7-8. For instance, the statement, attributed to Mike Beus of the United States Bureau of

Reclamation, that "[t]he new plant [built by the Project] could put more demands on storage water
and possibly 'dilute' Unit A's water availability." Second Harris Affidavit, Ex. 2, p. 2. Clearly,
there is some data, either in the possession of the District or the United States Bureau of
Reclamation that indicates that Plaintiffs' concerns are well-founded. All Plaintiffs are asking is
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for the opportunity to engage in discovery and obtain that evidence before being asked to prove
their case in a one-sided trial-by-affidavit.
As Plaintiffs previously explained:
A motion for summary judgment "contemplates the existence of an
adequate record and it follows that a party opposing summary judgment
must be afforded an adequate opportunity to conduct discovery to make
that record." Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., 154
Idaho 99,104,294 P.3d 1111, 1116 (2013). However, the moving party
must act "in good faith by affirmatively demonstrating why he cannot
respond to a movant's affidavits . .. and how postponement of a ruling on
the motion will enable him, by discovery or other means, to rebut the
movant's showing of the absence of a genuine issue offact." Jenkins v.
Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 239, 108 P.3d 380, 386 (2005)
(quoting Allen v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., 81 F.3d 793, 797 (8th
Cir.1996)) (ellipsis in original). In doing so, the moving party "has the
burden of setting out 'what further discovery would reveal that is essential
to justify their opposition,' making clear 'what information is sought and
how it would preclude summary judgment."' Jenkins, 141 Idaho at 239,
108 P.3d at 386 (quoting Nicholas v. Wallenstein, 266 F.3d 1083, 1088-89
(9th Cir.2001)). Overall, "ft]he purpose of Rule 56(1) is to ensure that the
non-moving party has adequate time to conduct necessary discovery."
Boise Mode, 154 Idaho at 105, 294 P.3d at 1117.
Plaintiffs' Motion to Continue Proceedings or Deny Defendant's de facto Motion for Summary
Judgment, pp. 5-6 (emphasis added). Absolutely nothing in this case shows that there is an

adequate record in this case. Rather than being afforded an adequate opportunity to conduct
discovery to make such a record, this case presents circumstances where there has been no such

opportunity.
Plaintiffs acknowledge that the decision to continue or deny the Motion to Dismiss Count
3 on the basis of Rule 56(f) is committed to this Court's discretion. However, to correctly exercise

this discretion, the Court must examine whether there is an "adequate record" to decide a summary
judgment motion, Boise Mode, 154 Idaho at 104, 294 P.3d at 1116, whether there has been
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"adequate time to conduct necessary discovery," Id. at 105, 294 P.3d at 1117, and whether
Plaintiffs have had a "reasonable opportunity" to oppose the motion for summary judgment,
Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 274, 796 P .2d 150, 151 (Ct. App. 1990); see also Idaho Rule

of Civil Procedure 56(f).
Plaintiffs have now presented two affidavits from their counsel, showing what facts they
can discover that would help them contest the District's motion for summary judgment and making
clear the reasons they do not already have the evidence. See, generally, Harris Affidavit; Second
Harris Affidavit. Further, the Second Motion to Continue only comes into play if the Court

considers matters extrinsic to the Amended Complaint, because only a motion for summary
judgment provides for a continuance on this basis. See Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f). But
if the Court reaches that point, the Court should consider the deficient state of the record, the total
lack of any opportunity for discovery, and the necessary discovery described in the Harris Affidavit
and the Second Harris Affidavit that will provide Plaintiffs a reasonable opportunity to oppose the
motion- and grant the Second Motion to Continue.
C. The District's justiciability arguments are not availing because they are raised under the
incorrect rule and the controversy is ripe and Plaintiffs have standing.

Turning to the Motion to Dismiss Count 3 itself, the District first contends that Count 3 is
not justiciable-specifically that the claim is not ripe and Plaintiffs lack standing. District 's
Memo, pp. 4-5. This argument is not properly before the Court and, on the merits, is incorrect.
1. The Court should not even consider the Justiciability arguments advanced by
the District because it is properly made under Rule 12(b)(1), rather than under
Rule 12(b)(6) as purported in the Motion to Dismiss Count 3.

This Court cannot raise the issue ofjusticiability sua sponte and therefore requires a motion
to place the issue for the Court's decision. The Idaho Supreme Court "has a duty to raise the issue
13
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of standing sua sponte." Campbell v. Parkway Surgery Ctr., LLC, 158 Idaho 957,962,354 P.3d
1172, 1177 (2015). However, while justiciability "can be raised at any time," Arambarri v.
Armstrong, 152 Idaho 734, 738, 274 P.3d 1249, 1253 (2012), which presumably would include

before the trial court, there does not appear to be either the ability or the duty for the trial court to
address standing sua sponte. That can be the only conclusion from the fact that justiciability does
not have to be raised below (or addressed there), but can be addressed when first raised on appeal.
See Campbell, 158 Idaho at 961-62, 354 P.3d at 1176-77.

The Motion to Dismiss Count 3 does not properly place the issue of justiciability before
the Court. The Motion to Dismiss Count 3 is very clearly made under Rule 12(b)(6)-for "failure
to state a claim upon which relief can be granted." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). All of
the sub-categories of justiciability (including standing and ripeness) go the subject matter
jurisdiction of the court. lA C.J.S. Actions§ 74; see also Bettwieser v. New York Irrigation Dist.,
154 Idaho 317, 326, 297 P.3d 1134, 1143 (2013) (a district court's ''jurisdiction [to enter a
declaratory judgment] is limited to cases where an actual or justiciable controversy exists"
· (quotation marks and citation omitted, emphasis added)). For that reason, the appropriate motion
to raise justiciability is a motion to dismiss pursuant to Rule 12(b)(1 ). Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 12(b)(l) (allowing a motion to dismiss for a "lack of jurisdiction over the subject
matter"). To read Rule 12(b)(6) to include issues of justiciability would be to make Rule 12(b)(l)
superfluous, which this Court cannot do. Obendorf v. Terra Hug Spray Co., 145 Idaho 892, 900,
188 P.3d 834, 842 (2008) ("We have, in the past, applied rules of statutory construction in the
interpretation of our rules of civil procedure. In matters of construction, this Court prefers an
interpretation that gives meaning to every word, clause, and sentence" (citations omitted)).
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Every motion must "state with particularity the grounds therefor including the number of
the applicable civil rule, if any, under which it is filed." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b)(l).
The Motion to Dismiss Count 3 is, even in its title, filed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6). Rule 12(b)(l)
is nowhere mentioned. Because the District has not properly placed the Court's subject matter
jurisdiction before the Court and because there is no authority for the Court to take up the issue
sua sponte, this Court should not even address the merits of the District's arguments regarding
justiciability, specifically ripeness and standing.
2. If the Court reaches the issue of Justiciability on the merits, Count 3 is ripe for
adjudication and Plaintiffs have standing to bring Count 3.

In the Court's prior decision, the Court concluded that "absent a showing of an actual
deprivation of water, which is not alleged in the [P]laintiffs' Complaint, [] there is no justiciable
controversy and [the] allegations of the [P]laintiffs' Complaint are not ripe for judicial review and
the [P]laintiffs lack standing to assert such a claim at this time." Memorandum Decision Re:
Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss, I.R.C. P. 12(b)(6), pp. 12-13. On that basis, the Court granted the
Motion to Dismiss as to Count 1. Memorandum Decision Re: Def endant 's Motion to Dismiss,
IR.C.P. 12(b)(6), p. 13. The District seized on this language and cites it as thejusticiability basis
for the Motion to Dismiss Count 3. District's Memo, p. 5. Bluntly, this Court' s prior decision was
incorrect, see Plaintiffs ' Motion for Reconsideration, pp. 19-32, and the issue of justiciability does
not provide a basis for the Court to dismiss Count 3.
Statute allows for a "civil action for injunctive or other relief for the .. . protection of rights
to the lawful use of water" against or by irrigation districts. Idaho Code§ 42-237g. Count 3 (as
well as Count 1 and Count 2) of the Amended Complaint seeks to protect Plaintiffs' rights to the
lawful use of water. The questions presented are ripe, because this is not a hypothetical harm, but
15
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a definite and imminent harm that will, at the very least, reduce the amount of storage water
available for Plaintiffs. Further, Plaintiffs have standing to assert their claims because there is a
case and controversy. Ultimately, the District believes that it has the ability to use "its" water
(which is actually held in trust) in any way the District sees fit. Plaintiffs contend that because the
water is held in trust by the District for them (and other landowners in the District) and because
Plaintiffs have a constitutional interest in their water, see Art. XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution,
the Districts actions, via the Project, that dilute and deplete that water breach the fiduciary duties
owed by the District to Plaintiffs.
a. Count 3 ripe for consideration by this Court.

"Ripeness asks whether a court action is necessary at the present time." Schneider v.
Howe, 142 Idaho 767, 773, 133 P.3d 1232, 1238 (2006) (citation omitted). In this vein, courts are

"precluded from deciding cases which are purely hypothetical or advisory." Bettwieser v. New
York Irr. Dist., 154 Idaho 317,326,297 P.3d 1134, 1143 (2013).

A ripe and justiciable

controversy, therefore, "must be definite and concrete, touching the legal relations of the parties
having adverse legal interests .... It must be a real and substantial controversy admitting of specific
relief through a decree of conclusive character." Id. (quotation marks and citation omitted, ellipsis
in original).
"The traditional ripeness doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintiff to prove 1) that the case
presents definite and concrete issues, 2) that a real and substantial controversy exists, and 3) that
there is a present need for adjudication." ABC Agra, LLC v. Critical Access Group, Inc., 156 Idaho
781,783,331 P.3d 523,525 (2014). However, it does not require evidence of a past injury. Id.
at 775, 133 P.3d at 1240 (Idaho Supreme Court held "that [plaintiff] ha[d] standing because he
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ha[d] demonstrated a future injury and that the issue is ripe because further delay will add nothing
to the determination" at issue); see also Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 65(e)(2) (a party may be
entitled to a preliminary injunction, which Plaintiffs are not seeking, on the basis offuture injury).
Thus, "[e]ven when there is no immediately apparent damage, claims may be ripe for
adjudication." ABC Agra, 156 Idaho at 785,331 P.3d at 527. The ripeness analysis from various
cases is addressed in Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration, pp. 25-27, which is incorporated
herein by reference. See Schneider v. Howe, 142 Idaho 767, 133 P.3d 1232 (2006); Miles v. Idaho

Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 778 P.2d 757 (1989); Boundary Backpackers v. Boundary Cnty., 128
Idaho 371,913 P.2d 1141 (1996); ABC Agra, LLC v. Critical Access Group, Inc., 156 Idaho 781,
783,331 P.3d 523,525 (2014).
Here, under either a 12(b)(6) or a summary judgment standard, the issue presented by
Count 3 is ripe for adjudication by this Court. Certain relevant facts are presented in the Amended

Complaint and have not been controverted by the District-therefore, under either standard, they
must be considered true. First, despite the District's attempts to obfuscate and confuse the issue,
it is common sense that "[ u]sing the same amount of water rights to irrigate more acreage dilutes
the amount of water available for Plaintiffs' use." Amended Complaint,, 81. Second, this dilution
"will decrease the amount of water available to Plaintiffs," even if "the effect of such dilution may
not be felt in years with plenty of water." Amended Complaint, , 82. But for the Project, the
District would accrue storage water that would be credited to Plaintiffs (and other Unit A
landowners) for their future use. The District's actions are lessening the amount of water available
to Plaintiffs-to whom they owe a fiduciary duty-without Plaintiffs' consent, in favor of assisting
Unit B and the owners of the 1,500 acres undergoing soft conversions via the Project. This is a
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breach of the District's duty of loyalty owed to Plaintiffs. See Amended Complaint, ,r 80. Based
on these facts, Count 3 is ripe for adjudication.
First, this case presents definite and concrete issues. As in Miles, Plaintiffs have not already
been deprived of their constitutionally-protected interests in property, which is the root of the
District's breach of fiduciary duties-yet the issues are not hypothetical or academic. The dilution
of the water rights and depletion of storage water that otherwise (but for the Project) would accrue
for Plaintiffs' benefit are concrete and definite. Just like in Schneider, where the court would have
been in no better position to decide the existence of an easement had it waited for further actions
(e.g. , unauthorized self-help) to bring the issue to a head; here, the Court will be in no better

position to determine whether the Project has lessened the amount of water available to Plaintiffs

by waiting until Plaintiffs feel that deprivation than now. "Deferring adjudication would add
nothing material to the resolution of the legal issues presented." Miles, 116 Idaho at 643, 778 P.2d
at 765. The legal issue presented is whether the District has breached its fiduciary duties to
Plaintiffs by undertaking the Project and using water that otherwise would be available for
Plaintiffs in the future.
Second, a real and substantial controversy exists in this case. It is absolutely clear that the
District believes it may take storage water, that otherwise would accrue on Plaintiffs' behalf, and
use it on other lands (where storage water has never before been used) without obtaining Plaintiffs'
consent. This is not a hypothetical, abstract, imaginary, philosophical, or academic controversy.
It underlies the entire purpose of the Project and is the basis for the District's intended course of
action. Complaint, ,r,r 60-61 , 80-82. In Boundary Backpackers, the county submitted an affidavit
stating that the county had no intent to enforce the challenged ordinance. Boundary Backpackers,
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128 Idaho at 376, 9 I 3 P .2d at 1146. Nevertheless, "although the plaintiff had not yet suffered the
harm, a controversy presently existed and so the claim was ripe for review." ABC Agra, 156 Idaho
at 785, 331 P.3d at 527. This case presents facts even more egregious, and less speculative, than
Boundary Backpackers. There, the county averred it had no intention of enforcing the offending
ordinance; but here, the record shows4 that the District will move forward with the Project and will
take storage water, as necessary, to irrigate new lands (never before irrigated with surface or
storage water) by using water to which Plaintiffs would be proportionally entitled, but for the
Project. By acting to Plaintiffs' detriment, the District has breached its fiduciary duties as trustee.
Lastly, this case has a present need for adjudication. In Schneider, the Supreme Court
explained a "declaration regarding the existence of the easement will afford both [parties] relief
from uncertainty and controversy in the future." Schneider, 142 Idaho at 773, 133 P.3d at 1238.
Likewise, here, a declaration regarding whether the District has breached its fiduciary duties to
Plaintiffs will afford both Plaintiffs and the District relief from uncertainty and (at least some)
controversy in the future. The present adjudication will allow both parties to understand their
rights, obligations, and duties vis-a-vis each other; to respect each other's rights; and to negotiate
future disputes with better information.
b. Plaintiffs have standing to assert Count 3.

"The doctrine of standing focuses on the party seeking relief and not on the issues the party
wishes to have adjudicated." Schneider, 142 Idaho at 772, 133 P.3d at 1237 (quotation marks and
citation omitted).

"While the doctrine is easily stated, it is imprecise and difficult in its

application." Miles, 116 Idaho at 641, 778 P.2d at 763 (citation omitted). It is important to note

4
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that "fs]tanding may be predicated upon a threatened harm as well as a past injury." Schneider,
142 Idaho at 772, 133 P.3d at 1237 (citing Harris v. Cassia Cnty., 106 Idaho 513, 516, 681 P.2d
988, 991 (1984)) (emphasis added); compare with District's Memo, pp. 4-5 (quoting Coalition for
Agric. 's Future v. Canyon Cnty., _Idaho_,_ P.3d _ , No. 42756, 2016 WL 1133369 at

*3 (Idaho Mar. 23, 2016)). Thus, in Schneider, the plaintiff, seeking an adjudication of an
easement to open the future possibility of subdividing and developing his land, had "standing to
seek a declaratory judgment because he ha[d] demonstrated a specific future injury." Schneider,
142 Idaho at 773, 133 P.3d at 1238.
Further, "[a] central foundation of the Idaho Declaratory Judgment Act is the
requirement of adverse parties. For the parties to be in an adversarial position, they must have

such a personal stake in the outcome of the controversy that a meaningful representation and
advocacy of the issues is ensured." Miles, 116 Idaho at 641, 778 P.2d at 763 (citing Greer v.
Lewiston Gold & Country Club, Inc., 81 Idaho 393, 342 P.2d 719 (1959) and Bopp v. City of
Sandpoint, 110 Idaho 488, 716 P .2d 1260 ( 1986) regarding "generalized standing") (emphasis

added). For that reason, "a citizen and taxpayer may not challenge a governmental enactment
where the injury is one suffered alike by all citizens and taxpayers of the jurisdiction." Miles, 116
Idaho at 641, 778 P.2d at 763. Thus, in Miles, the plaintiffs challenge to a statute directing a
utility's actions to raise plaintiffs rates was "more than a generalized grievance. It is a specialized
and peculiar injury, although it may affect a large class of individuals." Id. Just like ripeness,
"[e]ven where there is no immediately apparent damage," Plaintiffs may also have standing, as
long as there is "sufficient immediacy and reality" in the specific future injury to warrant action.
ABC Agra, 156 Idaho at 785,331 P.3d at 527.
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This case is not a concerned citizen asserting a general interest in a governmental entity
obeying the law. See Coalition for Agric. 's Future, 2016 WL 1133369 at *3-4. Contrary to the
Court's prior conclusion and the District's argument, Plaintiffs are not required to demonstrate
that they have already been injured to establish their standing. If every plaintiff had to wait until
they were already injured before filing a lawsuit, injunctions, declaratory judgments, and quiet title
actions would be inherently legally deficient and valueless. See Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
65(e)(2) (a party may be entitled to a preliminary injunction, which Plaintiffs are not seeking, on
the basis offuture injury). Plaintiffs are seeking to enforce the fiduciary duties the District owes
to each of them personally to, at the very least, not irtjure Plaintiffs by actively diminishing the
amount of water available to them. See Amended Complaint, 11 75-83. This is a distinct and
palpable injury to Plaintiffs. The storage water that, but for the Project and the District's policies
associated with it, would have been credited to Plaintiffs is instead being depleted and used to
water new lands that have never before been irrigated by surface or storage water. See Complaint,
, 41. Further, the District is certainly an adverse party that will provide meaningful representation
and advocacy of the issues in this case. Taken together, these facts grant Plaintiffs standing to
bring this action.
D. If the Court proceeds to consider the Motion to Dismiss Count 3 on its merits, under either
Rule 12(b)(6) or Rule 56, the Court should deny the motion because Count 3 presents a
valid claim for which relief can be granted and the District is not entitled to judgment as
a matter of law.

As with the District' s prior motion to dismiss, the District again focuses on the lack of an
actual "taking" already experienced by the Plaintiffs as its basis to dismiss Count 3. District's

Memo, pp. 5-6. The District contends that because it "is delivering Plaintiffs' water this year[,]
they can show no actionable harm or injury." District's Memo, p. 6. In fact, the District asserts
21
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that Count 3 "is simply not justiciable under Idaho's declaratory judgment statute." District's
Memo, p. 5 (citation omitted).
The Court should not make the same mistakes made by the District. First, Count 3 is not
seeking a declaratory judgment-rather, Count 3 asks this Court to "enjoin the District from taking
actions in breach of its fiduciary duty owed to Plaintiffs." Amended Complaint, 183. Therefore,
any of the District's argument that is centered on declaratory judgment is misplaced and ignores
the actual text of the Amended Complaint.
Further, the District points out that "[t]he District's manager, Dan Temple, expressly
confirmed that Plaintiffs will receive the water they are entitled to use this year, including a higher
instantaneous delivery rate during the peak of the irrigation season." District's Memo, p. 5 (citing
First Temple Affidavit,

11 21, 24-26).

While it would be convenient for an irrigation district's

manager to be able to absolutely foresee the future with only minor contingencies, it is inconsistent
for the District to accuse Plaintiffs of being speculative for describing future years with a shortage
of water, while prognosticating about the future themselves. It makes no sense to strike a claim
based on future harm because of predictions about the future from the defendant. In addition,
future harm is actionable as long as it is definite and concrete. See Section 11.C.2., supra.
Finally, the District's continued focus on a taking is not at all helpful to the analysis of
Count 3 (or Count 2 or Count 1). An actual taking is not required for Count 3 to be actionable by
Plaintiffs and justiciable by this Court. The District's breach of fiduciary duty arises from its
actions, via the Project, that dilute the amount of water available for Plaintiffs' use. See Amended
Complaint, 11 80-82. In short, the District is choosing to help some beneficiaries (Unit B and the
owners of the 1,500 acres undergoing "soft conversions" by the Project) to the detriment of others
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(Plaintiffs and other Unit A landowners). As a trustee, the District cannot choose to favor some
beneficiaries and harm others because of the fiduciary duties owed to each and every beneficiary
alike. That is the basis for Count 3.

III. CONCLUSION
First, the Court should strike the Temple Affidavits. Doing so allows this Court to consider
the Motion to Dismiss Count 3 under Rule 12(b)(6)-which is to say that the Court assesses only
the Amended Complaint (the only pleading filed thus far, other than the Complaint, which it
supplanted and replaced) to determine whether, accepting all the allegations as true, Plaintiffs have
stated a claim upon which relief can be granted. Refusing to consider the Temple Affidavits will
render the Second Motion to Strike moot, and still facilitate the analysis of the Motion to Dismiss
Count 3 under Rule 12(b)(6).
Second, if the Court declines to strike the Temple Affidavits and considers them (or any
other matters outside the Amended Complaint), the Motion to Dismiss Count 3 becomes a motion
for summary judgment. In that case, the Court should grant the Second Motion to Continue and,
pursuant to Rule 56(f), either deny or continue the Motion to Dismiss Count 3 in order to allow
Plaintiffs to conduct discovery and obtain the facts, described in the Harris Affidavit and the
Second Harris Affidavit. If the Court reaches this analytical point and denies the Second Motion
to Continue, the Court must then consider the Motion to Dismiss Count 3 as a motion for summary
judgment-which is to say that the Court considers, affording Plaintiffs' every contested fact and
every reasonable inference therefrom, whether there is a genuine issue of material fact and, if there
is none, whether the District is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
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Finally, if the Court reaches the merits of the Motion to Dismiss Count 3, the Court should
deny that motion under either the 12(b)(6) standard or the summary judgment standard. Count 3
is justiciable-first, the breach of fiduciary duty claim is ripe and delaying will not add any
material information to the record and, second, Plaintiffs have standing to bring Count 3 because,
by engaging in the Project, the District has breached the fiduciary duties it owes to Plaintiffs
individually by deliberately acting to their injury and in contravention of their constitutional and
other rights. Further, Count 3 of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint, states a claim for which relief
can be granted, there are genuine issues of material fact surrounding the claim, and the District has
failed to show that it is entitled to judgment on Count 3 as a matter oflaw.

Dated this ~ ~ day of June, 2016.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
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Attorneys for A&B Irrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME

DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEO KA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-2016-117

DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND MOTIONS
TO STRIKE AND CONTINUE
PROCEEDINGS

)

)

COMES NOW, Defendant A&B Irrigation District ("A&B" or " District"), by and
through its counsel of record, Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, and hereby submits its Response
to the Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike the Temple Affidavits and Motion to Deny or Continue
Proceedings on the Motion to Dismiss Count III dated June 3, 2016. 1 Since the Plaintiffs have

1 The Plaintiffs also filed an Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Count 3 and Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs'
Motion (hereinafter "Plaintiffs ' Memo") . Contrary to Plaintiffs' filing, there is no provision in the rules for a
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incorporated their prior motions to the extent necessary the Defendant also incorporates its
Response to Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike and Motion to Continue Proceedings filed on May 2,

2016. See Plaintiffs' Br. at 4.
For the reasons set forth herein the Court should deny the Plaintiffs' second motions to
dism.iss and continue these proceedings.
PROCEDURAL IDSTORY AND STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS

In the interest of economy for a complete Statement of Undisputed Facts please see
Defendant's Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Dismiss and the documents filed together
therewith on April 1, 2016. Further the Court has addressed the undisputed facts in this case and
has identified the same in its "Factual and Procedural Background" in the Memorandum
Decision Re: Defendant's Motion to Dismiss LR.C.P. l 2(b)(6) (May 16, 2016) ("Decision").
1

A&B submits the Court's prior findings apply to the Plaintiffs' present motions as well.
STANDARD OF REVIEW

The admissibility of evidence and the decision to grant or deny a motion to strike are
matters of discretion with the trial court. See I.R.C.P. 12(f); Shea v. Kevic Corp., 156 Idaho 540,
544 (2014). A trial court does not abuse its discretion if it: (1) correctly perceives the issue as
discretionary, (2) acts within the bounds of discretion and applies the correct legal standards, and
(3) reaches the decision through an exercise of reason. See id.
When a Rule l 2(b)(6) motion to dismiss is made, supported by affidavits and other
materials which the court chooses to consider, the motion is then properly treated as one for
summary judgment. See I.R.C.P. 12(b) and 56; Stewart v. Arrington Constr. Co., 92 Idaho 526,
"motion to deny" another motion. Accordingly, the Defendant will file a reply in support of its Motion to Dismiss
Count Ill which will address the arguments set forth in Plaintiffs' Motion to Deny. Plaintiffs' "motion to deny" is
effectively a "response" in opposition to the Defendant's motion and should be analyzed that way as provided by
Idaho's civil rules. See I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(E).
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531 (1968). The "use and effect of the summary judgment procedure is much like that of the
pretrial conference.. It helps to separate the real issues and facts from the spurious ones; to
eliminate the chaff from the wheat. If all the claims or defenses are all chaff, they are all
eliminated completely." Id. This authorized practice. is common and well-established.
A party opposing summary judgment may not rest upon "mere allegations in the
pleadings, but must set forth by affidavit specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial."

Gagnon v. W. Bldg. Ma int., Inc. , 15 5 Idaho I 12, 114-15 (2013 ). "It is axiomatic that upon a
motion for summary judgment the non-moving party may not rely upon its pleadings, but must
come forward with evidence by way of affidavit or otherwise which contradicts the evidence
submitted by the moving party, and which establishes the existence of a material issue of
disputed fact." Jones v. HealthSouth Treasure Valley Hosp., 206 P.3d 473, 476 (Idaho 2009).
Further, "if the nonmoving party fails to provide a sufficient showing to establish the essential
elements of his or her case, judgment shall be granted to the moving party." Porter v. Bassett,
146 Idaho 399, 403 (2008). The Plaintiffs have failed to come forward with any such evidence
in this case.
"Summary judgment proceedings are decided on the basis of admissible evidence."

Campbell v. Kvamme, 155 Idaho 692, 696 (2013). As such, "[t]he admissibility of evidence
contained in affidavits and depositions in support of or in opposition to a motion for summary
judgment is a threshold matter before applying the liberal construction and reasonable inferences
rule to determine whether the evidence creates a genuine issue of material fact for trial."

Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266, 271 (201 2).
The A&B Irrigation District followed the proper procedure in filing its Rule 12(b)(6)
motion and accompanying materials. As required by Rule 56, the District filed it motion more
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than 28 days before the hearing set for Jun.e 20th and therefore complied with the 3:pplicable
timeframe. The Court has th.e discretion to consider the relevant undisputed facts presented by
the Temple Affidavits and dismiss Count III of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint as a matter of law.
ARGUMENT

I.

The Court Should Deny the Second Motion to Strike the Temple Affidavits.

The Plaintiffs ask the Court to strike the affidavits of Dan Temple for two reasons: ( 1)
because they allegedly "circum.v ent the civil procedures meant to effectuate justice"; and (2)
because they are allegedly "irreleva·nt." As previously recognized in the Court's Decision, the
Plaintiffs' claims abo·ut the affidavits of A&B's manager are unfounded. Consequently, the
Court should deny Plaintiffs' renewed efforts to strike relevant evidence su·bm.itted in su.p port of
Defendant's motion to dismiss.
A.

''Gamesmanship"/ "Effectuate Justice"

At the outset the Plaintiffs ask the Court to strike the Temple Affidavits because they
dislik-e the Defendant's motion to dismiss and its timing. Although the .Plaintiffs' theory has
already been rejected, they now allege the Defendant' s second motion amounts to
"ga:mesman.ship" that "circumvent[s] the litigation process" and therefore the Court should strike
the affidavits under that theory. Plaintiffs' Memo at 5.
Notably, Plaintiffs don't dispute the civil rules or the fact that submitting such
information with a Rule 12(b)(6) motion is expressly allowed. See I.R.C.P. 12(b) ("If ...
matters outside the pleading are presented to and not excluded by the court, the motion sh.all be
treated as one for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 56 ..."). Contrary to
the Plaintiffs' view of the judicial process, follo,wing a procedure authorized by the civil rules is
not "circumventing" anything. Certainly it is not a valid reason to strike the two affidavits.
_,I
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Moreover, Plaintiffs point to no rule or supporting legal theory to show that a motion to dismiss
should be denied on the grounds of "gamesmanship." 2
Again, just because the Plaintiffs don't like the process or cannot dispute the facts
presented is no reason to strike the affidavits and the exhibits. The rules allow a court to "order
stricken from any pleading any insufficient defense or any redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or
scandalous matter." 1.R.C.P. 12(f) (emphasis added). Although the Plaintiffs ask this Court to
strike the Temple Affidavits wholesale, they only supply limited evidentiary reasons for various
statements and exhibits. See Plaintiffs' Memo at 7-8. Stated another way, Plaintiffs fail to show
why the entire affidavits and all of the exhibits should be stricken. As described below, the
Plaintiffs' motion is misplaced and not supported by the law. Therefore the Court should deny
the motion to strike as a matter of law.
First, the Plaintiffs misread Idaho's civil rules in seeking to strike the Temple Affidavits.
Contrary to the Plaintiffs' theory, the language of Rule 12(f) only applies to "pleadings," not
affidavits or undisputed facts in support of a motion to dismiss. 3 See Edwards v. Mortgage Elec.
Registration Sys., 154 Idaho 511, 520 (2006) (Affirming district court's denial of a motion to
dismiss where it held that "Rule 12(f) is inapplicable because it applied to striking matters from
pleadings and an affidavit is not a pleading") (emphasis added); see also, Rockholt v. United Van
Lines, 697 F. Supp. 383, 386 (D. Idaho 1988) (motion to strike is "neither an authorized nor a
proper way to procure the dismissal of all or part of a complaint, or a counterclaim, or to strike
affidavits.") (emphasis added).
2 Regardless, Defendant disputes Plaintiffs' characterization about the motives of filing the motion to dismiss.
Plaintiffs' argument, made in the nature of a personal attack (either on the District or its counsel), should simply be
disregarded by the Court.

Plaintiffs admit that Rule 7(a) defines "pleadings" for purposes ofldaho's civil rules. See Plaintiffs· Memo at 4.
An affidavit is not part of that definition. Plaintiffs cannot have it both ways in their arguments before this Court.

3
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Further, as a general rule, motions to strike based on Rule 12(f) are viewed with disfavor
and are not frequently granted. See Pease & Curren Refining, Inc. v. Spectrolab, Inc., 744 F.
Supp. 945,947 (CD. Cal. 1990); United States v. Shell Oil Co., 605 F. Supp. I 064, 1085 (D.
Colo. 1985); see also, Davenport v. Idaho Dep't of Envtl. Quality, 469 F. Supp.2d 861,883 (D.
Idaho 2006). Since the Temple Affidavits are not "pleadings", there is no legal basis to strike
them based upon Rule 12(f). The Court should exercise its discretion to deny the Plaintiffs'
motion accordingly.

B.

Affidavits' Relevance

Next the Plaintiffs argue that the Court should strike the affidavits because they are
allegedly "irrelevant." 4 See Plaintiffs' Memo at 6-9. Again, the Court already rejected this
theory in its Decision. The same reasoning applies to deny the Plaintiffs' second motion to
strike. See Decision at 6-7. While it is true that the Court can dismiss Count III even without the
Temple Affidavits, it does not mean there are evidentiary reasons to strike the affidavits and

exhibits, or that such undisputed facts are immaterial or irrelevant.
First, since the Plaintiffs have failed to dispute the facts set forth in the Temple Affidavits
the District should be entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 5 Porter v. Bassett, 146 Idaho 399,
403 (2008) ("if the nonmoving party fails to provide a sufficient showing to establish the
essential elements of his or her case, judgment shall be granted to the moving party"). Instead,
Plaintiffs merely argue the District's information is irrelevant as to Count III. See Plaintiffs'
Memo at 8-9.
4

Plaintiffs do not argue that the documents are "redundant" or "scandalous." J.R.C.P. 12(f).

The unverified statements and references to other briefs in Plaintiffs' "Background" section are not supported by
affidavit or any facts in the record. The "arguments" of counsel in a brief do not suffice to contradict the evidence
submitted by the District in the Temple Affidavits.
5
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All relevant evidence is admissible except as otherwise provided. See I.R.E. 402.
"Relevant Evidence" means evidence having any tendency to make the existence of any fact that
is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would
be without the evidence. I.R.E. 401; see State v. Hocker, 115 Idaho 544, 54 7 (Ct. App. 1989).
Plaintiffs allege that the District breached its duty of loyalty by implementing the Unit A
Pumping Plant #2 and Pipeline Project. 6 See Amended Complaint, Count Ill. Plaintiffs
generally complain that the implementation of the Plant #2 Project "will dilute the amount of
water available for Plaintiffs' use" to their detriment. Id. The Temple Affidavits set forth all the
elements to refute Plaintiffs' claim and show that they cannot prove any breach of a fiduciary
duty or that they have been injured by the District's actions. Furthermore, Plaintiffs cannot
prove that the District' s future water delivery actions will injure them either. 7 Mr. Temple' s
description of the A&B project, its water rights, the Plant #2 Project, and water deliveries to
landowners this year, including Plaintiffs, is all relevant and material. See generally Temple

Affidavits.
Mr. Temple has been the manager of the District for nearly 20 years. Temple Ajf., 12.
He has extensive personal knowledge and experience regarding water delivery on the A&B
project. See generally, Temple Aff. As such, Mr. Temple has both personal and other specialized
knowledge regarding the facts in his affidavit that will assist the Court in this matter. See I.R.E.
701, 702. Plaintiffs do not dispute his qualifications or personal knowledge.

Plaintiffs' vague claims or theory about "diluting" the amount of water available for Plaintiffs' use are speculative
and hypothetical. The Defendant receives natural flow and storage water pursuant to its water rights according to
the water supply in a given year. Moreover, the Plaintiffs have no basis to claim the Defendant's storage water
rights will not fill, or that the District will not receive sufficient water to deliver to all landowners, including
Plaintiffs, next year. As confirmed by the Defendant, Plaintiffs are all receiving the required amount of water as
provided by the District's water rights, by-laws, and contract with Reclamation this year. Therefore, they have no
basis to allege the District will not supply water to them in the future or that it will breach any fiduciary duty.
7
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Mr. Temple does not need to qualify as an expert to present the various documents
submitted, including a final order of the Idaho Department of Water Resources confirming the
District's storage water rights can be used anywhere within the irrigation project. 8 Mr. Temple
is qualified and has personal knowledge to testify to the per acre water deliveries across the
project, both as to those experienced in 2015 and those deliveries expected this year with the
completion of the Plant #2 Project. See Temple A.ff, ,r,r I 0-14. Mr. Temple confirmed that
Plaintiffs will receive the water they are entitled to use this year, including a higher instantaneous
delivery rate during the peak of the irrigation season. Id., ,r,r 21, 24-26. Mr. Temple's position,
knowledge, and experience provide adequate foundation for his statements and the information
he testifies to is relevant. Plaintiffs do not, and cannot, dispute these facts. In short, Plaintiffs
have not demonstrated the affidavits are irrelevant to this case.
In summary, the Temple Affidavits are relevant and material to defeat Plaintiffs' claim in
Count III. The evidence before the Court is admissible and undisputed. Just as it did with the
first motion the Court should deny Plaintiffs' Second Motion to Strike.
II.

The Court Should Deny the Requested Continuance Since the Plaintiffs Continue
to Only Seek Irrelevant and Unnecessary Discovery.
Plaintiffs argue they cannot present facts essential to justify their opposition to

Defendant' s motion to dismiss based upon two affidavits of counsel. See Plaintiffs' Memo at l 0.
The Defendant will address the arguments as to each affidavit separately below.

8 Exhibits A, B, F, G, are "business records" of the District. See I.R.E. 803(6). Exhibits C, D, E, and Kare "public
documents" on file with IDWR or the United States Natural Resources Conservation Service. See I.R.E. 803(8).
Exhibits H, l, and J are also matters of public record in the Minidoka County District Court from the judicial
confirmation case. See I.R.E. 803(8). Plaintiffs received and have all the filings from that case and admit the Court
could take judicial notice of the same. See I.R.E. 201. Plaintiffs have no meritorious position to claim any of the
exhibits should be stricken as inadmissible.
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As detailed in the District's Motion to Dismiss and supporting documents, Plaintiffs have
no case under Idaho law. First, the District is delivering water to the Plaintiffs pursuant to the
Reclamation Contract, by-laws, and District water rights. Temple A.ff.;~ 8; Second Temple Ajf., ~
4. Further, all Plaintiffs are now receiving water from the District upon request for the 2016
irrigation season. See Third Temple Affidavit. Accordingly, Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts
to show they have been or are being "deprived" of any water to their lands. As a result, the
Plaintiffs cannot show that the District has breached any fiduciary duties owed to the Plaintiffs.
Further, the Plant #2 Project will allow the District to increase the instantaneous rate of
delivery to Plaintiffs' lands during the peak of the irrigation season. Plaintiffs wholly ignore this
benefit and water delivery reality resulting from the Plaint #2 Project. Again, the District's
actions will benefit the Plaintiffs, not result in the breach of any fiduciary duty. Any claims
about "future" speculative actions are not justiciable and not before this Court. See Defendant 's

Motion to Dismiss Count Ill.
Despite what is actually happening on the ground, Plaintiffs continue to fail to recognize
that the discovery they seek is irrelevant as the facts of the underlying action are not truly in
dispute and the questions presented are questions of law. See e.g. Decision at 6. Indeed, as
found by the Court in its Decision with respect to the first Harris affidavit, the Plaintiffs have
"not made a showing that they are unable to present specific facts to support their opposition to
the motion." Decision at 6. Notably, none of the discovery requests specifically ask the District
about any fiduciary duties identified in Count III. See First Harris A.ff., Ex. I. Accordingly,
answering those requests will not change what the parties and the Court already know: (l) that
Plaintiffs are receiving the water due to them this year; and (2) the District has not deprived the
Plaintiffs of any water or breached any fiduciary duty. See also, Third Affidavit of Dan Temple
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(confirming that all Plaintiffs are now receiving water upon request form the District for the
2016 irrigation season).
The Court rightly recognized that the Plaintiffs "merely assert that they should be entitled
to discovery before the motion is heard by the Court." The discovery is unnecessary and will not
change the undisputed facts as already foun_d by the C-ourt. See Decision at 2-4, 6. Critically, the
Court found that the Plaintiffs hav·e not alleged or shown they have been_deprived of water. See
id. at 12-13. Accordingly, there is no reason to grant Plaintiffs' motion for a continuance based

upon the statement in the First Harris Affidavit.
Similarly, the Plaintiffs have provided no meritorio·us reasons to grant the Rule 56(f)
motion in the Second Harris Affidavit. Although titled the Second Affidavit of Robert L. Harris
in Support ofMotion for Reconsideration, the Plaintiffs also rely upon this affidavit in support of

their Motion to Continue. See Plaintiffs' Memo at 11-13. While the Plaintiffs c-omplain they
have not received the District's discovery responses yet, they readily admit no such answers are
due based upon the stipulation of co·unsel. 9 See Plaintiffs' Memo at 11, Second Harris Alf at 2, ,r
4.b. and c. Regardless, the discovery will not change the fundamental facts relative to the
District's delivery of water to the Plaintiffs, and the fact they have not been injured or deprived
of water.
Further, the exhibits to the Second Harris Affidavit, wh.ich tellingly were in Plaintiffs'
possession prior to filing the first affidavit, do not change this result. 10 In other words, if this

9

Plaintiffs' counsel has not contacted Defendant's counsel following issuance of the Court's May 16, 2016 Decision
regarding answers to discovery. Accordingly, no deadline has been set and .Defendant has with~held propounding
discovery on the Plaintiffs based upon the stipulation of counsel.

to Indeed, a reference to an unsubstantiated and speculative quote in a 3-year old newspaper article does not change
what is happening on the ground today or the fact that all Plaintiffs are receiving water from the District as of June
2016. See Third Temple A.ff
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information actually provided a meritorious position to continue the hearing on the Defendant's
motion to dismiss, Plaintiffs consciously chose not to rely upon in support of their first motion to
continue (filed April 22, 2016). Accordingly, if such information was not essential to justify
opposing the Defendant's first motion to dismiss, it follows that it is not essential for their
response now. See Rule 56(t).
Again, as with their first motion, it is obvious that Plaintiffs' sole purpose with the
request for a continuance is an attempt to delay the Court's ruling and gather information so that
it might be argued that if one day there is a water shortage that might show the District breached
a fiduciary duty. Further, as to the Second Harris Affidavit and its exhibits, Plaintiffs admit they
only seek to "confirm" or "follow-up with the District" regarding these documents. Tellingly,
they don't claim they are missing information necessary to justify a response to the Defendant's
motion. A request to "confirm" or "follow-up" on information already in Plaintiffs' possession
is not a valid reason to grant a continuance so Plaintiffs can conduct discovery in opposition to
the District's present motion to dismiss.
The purpose of Rule 56(t) is to ensure that the non-moving party has adequate time to
conduct necessary discovery. Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners LTD, 154 Idaho 99,
I 05 (2013). In this case Plaintiffs still have not shown that the requested discovery is necessary
or warranted to 'justify" a response to the motion to dismiss. Despite the request to delay a
ruling on the District's motion, Plaintiffs cannot show any facts to show they are being deprived
of any water or that the District has breached any fiduciary duties. Plaintiffs admit that they have
no facts to show a present injury or breach of fiduciary duty as they only speculate about effects
in future "short water years." See Amended Complaint at 15, ,r 82.
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When seeking a continuance under Rule 56(f), the moving party "must 'do so in good
faith by affirmatively demonstrating why he cannot respond to a movant's affidavits ... and how
postponement of a ruling on the motion will enable him, by discovery or other means, to rebut
the movant's showing of the absence of a genuine issue of fact."' Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp.,
141 Idaho 233, 239 (2005) (emphasis added) (quoting Allen v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., 81
F.3d 793, 797 (8th Cir.1996)).
In Jenkins, the Court held that the district court did not abuse its discretion in denying the
motion because "the affidavit ... did not specify what discovery was needed" to properly
respond to the summary judgment motion, "and did not set forth how the evidence he expected to
gather through further discovery would be relevant to preclude summary judgment." 141 Idaho
at 239.
Contrary to their argument, Plaintiffs have not shown "what facts they can discover that
would help them contest the District's motion." Id Instead, Plaintiffs have simply reiterated
their claims that they want to conduct time consuming and expensive discovery. See Plaintiffs'

Memo at 12-13. The movant "has the burden of setting out 'what further discovery would reveal
that is essential to justify their opposition,' making clear 'what information is sought and how it
would preclude summary judgment."' See Jenkins, 141 Idaho at 239 (quoting Nicholas v.

Wallenstein, 266 F.3d 1083, 1088-89 (9th Cir.2001)). Plaintiffs have not met this burden.
Again, nothing in the discovery requests would rebut the fact that the District has not and
is not depriving the Plaintiffs of any water, or that the District is not breaching any fiduciary duty
owed to Plaintiffs. See Temple Aff. ,,, 24-26; Third Temple Aff. Plaintiffs simply have no cause
of action or justiciable case for the Court to consider. No amount of discovery will change that.
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Finally, contrary to the Plaintiffs' argument, there is an adequate record before the Court
to rule on the Defendant's motion to dismiss. See Plaintiffs' Memo at 12. The Plaintiffs filed
their complaint in February, have responded to the Defendant's first motion to dismiss in April,
and have filed additional motions and responses this month. Further, Plaintiffs' counsel
stipulated to stay discovery pending the Court's May 16, 2006 Decision. Despite nearly three
weeks since that decision, Plaintiffs have not contacted the Defendant about resetting the
discovery schedule or requesting any depositions of a District employee or Rule 30(b)(6)
representative. This is not surprising since the discovery is irrelevant and would only burden the
parties, including the Plaintiffs, with unnecessary expenses at this time. Given the deficiencies
in Count III, the fact Plaintiffs are receiving water this year, and the fact the District has not
breached any fiduciary duty, it is obvious the Court has the requisite record before it at this time.
Since the Plaintiffs cannot meet the Rule 56(f) standard, the Court should exercise its
discretion and deny the second request for a continuance.
CONCLUSION
The Court has already correctly dismissed the Plaintiffs' motions with respect to Counts I
and II. The same reasoning applies to the second motions to strike and continue these
proceedings. Contrary to the Plaintiffs' repeated arguments, the Temple Affidavits present
relevant and undisputed facts in support of the District's motion to dismiss. Following the
procedures provided by Idaho's civil rules is no reason to strike such information that shows the
case should be dismissed as a matter oflaw. See I.R.C.P. 12(b); 56. The Court should deny the
Plaintiffs' Second Motion to Dismiss accordingly.
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Finally, Plaintiffs do not meet the burden or demonstrate a need for discovery prior to
deciding the issues before the court. In sum, Plaintiffs have no cause of action and the District
respectfully requests the Court to deny Plaintiffs' Second Motion to Continue accordingly.
DA TED this I 0th day of June, 2016.

BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON

LLP

~ 7_ _
Travis L. Thompson

Attorneys for Defendant A&B Irrigation District
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 10th day of June, 2016, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing Defendant's Response to Plaintiffs' Second Motion to Strike
and Continue Proceedings by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
Deputy Clerk
Jerome County District Court
233 W. Main St.
Jerome, Idaho 83338

_ _ Hand Delivery
_x_ U.S. Mail
Facsimile
_ _ Overnight Mail
Email

Robert L. Harris
Andrew Rawlings
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

_ _ Hand Delivery
_x_ U.S. Mail
Facsimile
_ _ Overnight Mail
_x_Email

Travis L. Thompson
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Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198
·
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPsiali dJI 13 PM 3 31
163 Second Ave. West
P.O. Box 63
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0063
Telephone: (208) 733-0700
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

Attorneys for A&B Irrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.

State of Idaho
Minidoka County

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASENO.CV-2016-117

THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF DAN
TEMPLE

ss.

DAN TEMPLE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

My name is Dan Temple and I live at 175 W. 750 Lane N., Rupert Idaho 83350.

My work address is 414 1 I th St., Rupert, Idaho 83350. I am over the age of 18 and have and
make this affidavit based upon personal knowledge.
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2.

As of today, Wednesday June 8, 2016, the Plaintiffs Tateoka Brothers LLC,

Daniel Paslay, and Gary Ottman are all receiving water deliveries to their lands from the A&B
Irrigation District. The Plaintiffs will continue to receive water throughout the irrigation season
upon request to the District.
DATED this

cg< f1-

day of June, 2016.

Q.J~

Danemple

--

7"\')

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this Q_ day of June, 2016.

~

THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF DAN TEMPLE

' ~~);;,~

~ b l i~ or Id~
Res1dmg at:~ ~
-XO
Commission Expires: 3 -a & -at> c{D
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I

~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of June, 2016, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing THIRD AFFIDAVIT OF DAN TEMPLE by the method
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Deput,y Clerk
Jerome County District Court
233 W. Main St.
Jerome, Idaho 83338

_ _ Hand Delivery
x U.S. Mail
- - Facsimile
- - Overnight Mail
• Email

Robert L. Harris
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

_ _ Hand Delivery
x U.S. Mail
- - Facsimile
- - Overnight Mail
x Email

Travis L. Thompson
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01SiRICT COURT
· F: FT H J UD:C1l, L D; ST
JE RO~ E COUNTY, f Dr\HO

Robert L. Harris (ISB No. 7018)
Luke H. Marchant (ISB No. 7944)
D. Andrew Rawlings (ISB No. 9569)
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
P ..O. Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
(208) 523-0620
Telephone:
(208) 523-9518
Facsimile:
rharris@holdenlegal.com
Email:
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
arawlings@holdenlegal.co m

DEPUTY CLERK

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME

DANIEL PASLA Y, an individu.al,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,

Case No. CV-2016-0117

REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT
OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTIONS

Plaintiffs,

v.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.
Plaintiffs, Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, and Tateoka Broth.ers, LLC (collectively, the
"Plaintiffs"), by and through their counsel of record Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C.
submit this reply brief in support of Plaintiffs ' Motion to Strike the Temple Affidavits (the

"Second Motion to Strike") and Plaintiffs' Motion to Deny or Continue Proceedings on the
Motion to Dismiss Count 3 (the "Second Motion to Continue"). Unless otherwise specified,
Plaintiffs refer to all defined terms as previously defined.
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I. BACKGROUND
Plaintiffs contend that the actions taken by the A&B Irrigation District (the' District") in
relation to the "Unit A Pumping Plant #2 project" (the ''Project") constitute breaches of the
District's fiduciary duties owed to Plaintiffs.

As alleged in the Amended Complaint, "[t]he

District breached its duties of loyalty to Plaintiffs by see ing to use these water rights and its
storage water interests to irrigate more land, to the detriment of Plaintiffs." Amended Complaint,

,r 80.

Additionally, the dilutive effects of the Project will h,a rm Plaintiffs as well. Amended

Complaint,

,r,r 81-82.

To avoid these breaches, Plaintiffs seek an inJunction from this Court.

Amended Complaint, ,i 83.

Plaintiffs filed their Oppo ition to Motion to Dismiss Count 3 and Memorandum
Supporting Plaintiffs' Motions ("Plaintiffs Memorandum ) on June 6, 2016. The District filed
Defendant 's Response to Plaintiffs ' Second Motions to Strike and Continue Proceedings
(''District 's Response") in response. Much of the District's Response relies on the Court's prior
Memorandum Decision re: Defendant , Motion to Dismi

LR.C.P. 12(b)(6) (the Deci ion ),

filed May 16 2016, in relation to Counts 1 and 2 of Plaintiffs' Complaint.

II. ARGUMENT
A. This Co·urt should strike the Temple Affidavits because there is not an adequate record
for a s·ummary judgment motion and they do not present any facts relevant to Count 3.
The District's Motion to Di miss Count 3 only contests the issue of whether the District
has breached any fiduciary duty it owes to Plaintiffs. The District argues that because Plaintiffs
cannot show that they have already been deprived of water Count 3 fails. If the District desires
to argue this point as a matter of law the Temple Affidavits are unnecessary, since the Amended

2
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Complaint does not allege that Plaintiffs have already been deprived of water, and thus the
Temple Affidavits ought to be struck or not considered by the Court.
1. This Court should strike the Temple Affidavits because allowing such
gamesmanship circumvents the civil procedures meant to effectuate justice.

The District states that "Plaintiffs point to no rule or supporting legal theory to show that
a motion to dismiss should be denied on the grounds of 'gamesmanship.'" District 's Response,
p. 5. However, this statement errs in a few important respects. As an initial matter, the motion at
issue in this argument is the Second Motion to Strike-not the ultimate decision on the District's

Motion to Dismiss Count 3. Further, Plaintiffs have cited a rule supporting the principle that a
motion to strike should be granted because of a party's gamesmanship: Rule l(a). Plaintiffs '

Memorandum, p. 5 (noting that the rules of civil procedure "are meant to be 'liberally construed
to secure the just, speedy and inexpensive determination of every action and proceeding'"
(quoting Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure l(a))). The District's procedural tactics-which have
allowed it, without submitting an answer or engaging in discovery with Plaintiffs, to file
approximately 200 pages of factual contentions under the guise of a motion to dismiss pursuant
to Rule 12(b)(6), knowing that the submission of matters outside the Amended Complaint (the
only pleading in this case) will convert their motion into a motion for summary ju.dgment while
delaying the discovery process necessary for Plaintiffs to effectively respond to such a motionare gamesmanship.

Plaintiffs reiterate their prior premise, that the District's actions are

"certainly meant to secure a speedy and inexpensive determination of this case-at the expense

of its justice" and, therefore, request that this Court refuse to consider matters outside the
pleadings (by granting the Second Motion to Strike or on its own) and consider the District' s
motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6).
3
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i

The District's only other argument in this regard is that ''' [c]ontrary to Plaintiffs' theory,
the language of Rule 12(f) only applies to 'pleadings,' not affidavits or undisputed facts in
support of a motion to, dismiss." District 's Response, p. 5 (footnote omitted); see id., pp. 5-6
(continuing the argument against Rule 12(t). The District appears to have rightly recognized that
it is within the Court's discretion to strike (or otherwise refuse to consider) the Temple Affidavits.

See Di trict 's Response, p. 2 ("the decision to grant or deny a motion to strike are matters of
discretion with the trial court"). Rule 12(f) is referenced nowhere in Plantiffs ' Memorandum,
rendering all of the District's argument relating to Rule 12(f) inapposite.

2. This Court should strike the Temple Affidavits because none of Mr. Temple's
affidavits are relevant to the issue presented in the Motion to Dismiss Count

3.
Count 3 is a different claim from Counts 1 and 2, which were addressed in the Court' s

Decision. Information relevant to those counts may not be relevant to Count 3. In sum, the
District as the party seeking the admission of the Temple Affidavits into the record has not
shown how any of the information presented in the Temple Affidavits is relevant. For that reason
alone, the Court should refuse to consider the Temple Affidavits. Nevertheless Plaintiffs will
reply to each of the District' s contentions.
First, the District argues that the Court has "already rejected" the argument that the

Temple Affidavits are irrelevant, and that the, "same reasoning applies to deny the Plaintiffs'
[S]econd [M]otion to [S}trike." District

Response p. 6 (citing Decision, pp. 6-7) (underlined

emphasis omitted italics added). However, relevance cannot be gauged without a claim. See
Idaho Rule of Evidence 401 (de,fining relevant evidence to mean "evidence having any tendency
to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determinatio11 of the action more

4
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probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence" (emphasis added)). In other
words, relevance cannot be analyzed in a vacuum (i.e., without a claim) or in relation to a
different claim than is at issue (i.e. , evidence relevant to Count 1 of the Amended Complaint may
or may not be relevant to Count 3).

Therefore, the Decision provides little assistance in

considering, analyzing, or deciding the Second Motion to Strike.
Next, the District contends that "since the Plaintiffs have failed to dispute the facts set
forth in the Temple Affidavits the District should be entitled to judgment as a matter of law."
District 's Response, p. 6. Again, the motion at issue is Plaintiffs' Second Motion to Strike, not

the District's Motion to Dismiss Count 3; therefore, determining whether the District is entitled
to summary judgment is not the inquiry. Plaintiffs have offered their view of the case (in the
light most favorable to them, as mandated by both Rule 12(b){6) and Rule 56) in order to have a
claim by which to gauge the relevance of the Temple Affidavits. Second, Plaintiffs filed a motion
under Rule 56(f) for the very reason that they are unable to effectively dispute the Temple
Affidavits because no discovery has been done in this case. See Harris Affidavit; Second

Harris Affidavit. Third, the District's syllogism (that because (a) it has submitted affidavits, (b)

which are not disputed by affidavit, that (c) it is entitled to summary judgment) is fundamentally
flawed. To be granted summary judgment, the facts, viewed in the light most favorable to the
nonmoving party and with all reasonable inferences made in favor of the nonmoving party, must
show that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. McKay v. Walker, 160
Idaho 148, 369 P.3d 926, 929 (2016) (quotation marks and citation omitted).

Merely not

disputing facts does not make them material, nor does it concede the light in which facts and
inferences ought to be viewed. Not disputing facts also does not show how a party is entitled to
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judgment as a matter of law. The moving party bears that burden, and it is not argued in relation
to a collateral motion.
The District does not actually make any argument or showing that the Temple Affidavits
provide any relevant evidence. The District only provides conclusory statements. 1 The District
claims that while "Plaintiffs ask this Court to strike the Temple Affidavits wholesale, they only
supply limited evidentiary reasons for various statements and exhibits." District's Response, p.
5. However, this contention is simply not true. The only section Plaintiffs have not specifically
contested is the foundational material supplied by Mr. Temple which is only relevant to the
extent of the substantive portions of each affidavit. See Plaintiffs' Memorandum, p. 8; id., p. 8,
n. 3. With that exception, every single paragraph and exhibit of each of the Temple Affidavits is
addressed.
Affidavit,

See Plaintiffs' Memordandum, pp. 8-9 (addressing, in order: the First Temple

,r,r 3-6,

15-19, 20-26, 7-11, and 12-14, as well as exhibits A-E, G-J, K, and F; then

addressing the Second Temple Affidavit, ,r,r 2, 3-4 (which introduce exhibit A)).

In the District's words:
The Temple Affidavits set forth all the elements to refute Plaintiffs' claim and show that
they cannot prove any breach of a fiduciary duty or that they have been injured by the
District's actions. Furthermore, Plaintiffs cannot provide that the District's future water
delivery actions will injury them either. Mr. Temple's description of the A&B project, its
water rights, the Plaint #2 Project, and water deliveries to landowners this year, including
Plaintiffs, is all relevant and material. See generally Temple Affidavits.
Mr. Temple has been the manager of the District for nearly 20 years. Temple A.If., ,-r 2.
He has extensive personal knowledge and experience regarding water delivery on the
A&B project. See generally, Temple A.If. As such, Mr. Temple has both personal and
other specialized knowledge regarding the facts in his affidavit that will assist the Court
in this matter. See I.R.E. 701, 702.

District's Response, p. 7 (footnote omitted, underlining added). Each description of the Temple Affidavits leads
to one of the underlined, conclusory statements rather than an analysis of the relevance of the described facts to
Count 3. There is no discussion of how "[t]he Temple Affidavits set forth all the elements to refute" Count 3;
why all of the material described by Mr. Temple is "all relevant and material" to Count 3; or whether all of the
facts submitted in the Temple Affidavits actually "will assist the Court" in considering Count 3. Id. Further, one
of the reasons Plaintiffs have been hamstrung and, arguably, "cannot prove" and "cannot provide" the
information the District wants Plaintiffs to provide is because there has been no discovery in this case-which,
again, provides a basis for granting the Second Motion to Continue.
6
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Arguing that evidence fits within a hearsay exception does not relate to showing
relevance. See District's Response p. 8 n. 8. However, assuming arguendo that Exhibits A, B
F, and G ,are relevant and that they are "b,u siness records ' of the District, District's Response, p.
8, n. 8, they are still inadmissible because the District has not satisfied the only rule it cites,
Idaho Rule of Evidence 803(6).
activity ' may be admissible, as an

That rule provides that ''[r]ecords of regularly conducted
ception to the general hearsay rule, ' if it was the regular

practice of that business activity to make the memorandum report, record, or data compi ation
all as shown by the testimony of the custodian or other qualified witness."

Idaho Rule of

Evidence 803(6). The District has made no showing that Mr. Temple is a "custodian. or other
qualified witness' to aver to the accuracy of the District's recor,ds.
Additionally, for the reasons previously contended 'the District's basic information

(,r,r

3-6 and exs. A- E) and .... Mr. Temple's predictions for the future (,I,20-26 and ex. K)" are not
relevant to Count 3. Plaintiffs ' Memorandum, p. 8. Finally, Exhibits H, I, and J, reflecting only
a portion of the judicial confirmation proceedings in Minidoka County Case No. CV -2014-018·9
have no relation to or relevance upon Count 3. If the Court,for some reason, is determined to

consider these matters beyond the pleadings in relation to Count 3, Plaintiffs contend that the
Court should consider the entire record of that case as allowed by Idaho Rules of Evidence

201(c) and 201(f), instead of just these three documents because that would grant the Court a
whole picture that is not unfairly prejudicial. Idaho Rule of Evidence 403.
The District continues its campaign to add more facts to the record by submitt·ng a Third

Affidavit of Dan Temple (the "Third Temple Affidavit"). This affidavit, other than the same basic
foundational material regarding Mr. Temple himself, submits that
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As of today, Wednesday[,] June 8, 2016, the Plaintiffs Tateoka Brothers
LLC, Daniel Paslay, and Gary Ottman are all receiving water deliveries to
their lands from the A&B Irrigation District. The Plaintiffs will continue
to receive water through.o ut the irrigation season upon req·u est to th.e
District.

Third Temple Affidavit, ,r 2. This information continues to be irrelevant. Evidence relevant to
Count 3 would be the status of the 1,500 acres of Unit B that, because of the Project, will be
sharing in (and diluting) the District' s surface and storage water, including that originally
allocated and beneficially used, effecting an exclusive dedication, on Plaintiffs' farms.
Count 3 rests on the elementary principle of division: as the same number is divided by
an increasingly larger divisor, the resulting quotient will correspondingly be continually smaller .
Here, the same amount of surface and storage water is irrigating everything·it was be/ore, plus

an additional 1,500 acres. See Amended Complaint,

ifi1

81 , 47, 44. By thus diluting and

reducing the amount of water available to Plaintiffs (for their current use and for storage, at their
option, against future years of shortage) the District has breached the fid.u ciary duties it owes to
Plaintiffs individ·ually. Because Mr. Temple does not present any information relevant to the
question placed at issue ·by Count 3 and the District' s Motion to Dismiss Count 3, all of his
affid,a vits should be struck.

B. This Court should deny or continue proceedings on the Motion to Dis.miss Co·unt 3,
_pursuant to Rule 56(t), because Plaintiffs have shown what material information could
be revealed in discovery and why they do not already possess that evidence.
The District' s Motion to Dismiss Count 3 and the District 's Response both center on the
argument that Plaintiffs cannot show that they have already been deprived of water. District 's

Response, p. 9; Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count III of
Plaintiffs ' Amended Complaint pursuant to 1.R. C.P. 12(B)(6), pp. 4-6. The argument bifurcates,
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arguing (1) that, on the basis of the Court's Decision, Count 3 is not justiciable since it is
allegedly unripe and Plaintiffs lack standing, and (2) that the District cannot have breached its
fiduciary duties since it has not yet taken water from Plaintiffs.

As to the first argument,

Plaintiffs simply contend that the Decision erred in its analysis of the justiciability issues for the
reasons presented in Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration, pp. 19-33.

Likewise, the

justiciability analysis relating to Count 3 is described in Plaintiffs' Memorandum, pp. 13-21, and,
on that basis, Plaintiffs argue that Count 3 is ripe and they have standing to present this
controversy.
As to the second of the District's arguments, that it could not have breached its fiduciary
duties since Plaintiffs have not shown a taking of their water, Plaintiffs point out that the very
purpose of a Rule 56(f) motion is to continue a proceeding what a "party cannot for reasons
present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's opposition."

Idaho Rule of Civil

Procedure 56(f). Plaintiffs have not received any discovery responses from the District, nor have
Plaintiffs had the opportunity to depose anyone. The District states that "just because Plaintiffs .

. . cannot dispute the facts presented is no reason to strike the affidavits and the exhibits."
District's Response, p. 5 (emphasis added). While Plaintiffs' inability to dispute the District's
facts may not provide a reason to strike them, that inability is the very reason Plaintiffs seek a
continuance pursuant to Rule 56(f).
At this point, Plaintiffs do not have any discovery from the District, and must therefore
rely on the summary judgment standard construing facts and reasonable inferences in their

9
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favor.2 While Plaintiffs cannot dispute that they have received all the water they have requested
thus far, reasonable inferences to which Plaintiffs are entitled include an inference that the
District's optimistic forecasts (e.g., an increased instantaneous rate of delivery for Plaintiffs and
that there will be plenty of water for all the land (including the extra 1,500 acres added by the
Project) to be irrigated in 2016) are not entirely accurate and may not support the District's
argument, especially since the District, via Mr. Temple, is supplying these forecasts.
It is difficult to say that the questions underlying a claim for the breach of fiduciary duty

solely present questions of law, where, as here, the existence and scope of the duty is not
disputed and the actions are interpreted differently by the parties. However, the District is bold
enough to make this argument because it has apparently already decided "what the parties and
the Court already know: ... the District has not ... breached any fiduciary duty." District's
Response, p. 9.

Such an argument, deciding upon the conclusion and then determining the

requisite analysis to arrive there, is circular and unavailing. Where any relevant evidence may be
elicited by discovery and the party seeking Rule 56(£) relief has shown that by affidavit, it is
"error to deny [a] Rule 56(£) motion seeking an opportunity to conduct discovery on these points
before disposition of the summary judgment motion." Doe v. Sisters of Holy Cross, 126 Idaho
1036, 1044, 895 P.2d 1229, 1237 (Ct. App. 1995).
Plaintiffs have shown, by the Harris Affidavit, the Second Harris Affidavit, and in
argumentation supporting the Second Motion to Continue, that they are seeking discovery of

At its core, a motion under 12(b)(6) would ask: could Plaintiffs prove any set of facts entitling them to the relief
sought? However, Plaintiffs recognize that if the Court is considering their Rule 56(f) motion, the Court has
already decided to deny their Second Motion to Strike and consider matters outside the pleadings; making the
12(b)(6) standard inapplicable at this point of the analysis. Under Rule 56, the general inquiry is whether,
granting the nonmoving party every contested fact and reasonable inference, there are genuine issues of material
fact and, if not, whether the moving party has shown that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
10
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evidence that will be relevant to Count 3. The District contends that the Harris Affidavit does
not satisfy Rule 56(t) because "none of the discovery requests specifically ask the District about
any fiduciary duties identified in Count III." District's Response, p. 9. However, the District's
Motion to Dismiss Count 3 has not questioned or challe:n ged the existence, identity, or the scope
of the District's fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs-th,e Motion to Dismiss Count 3, at its core, argues
that Count 3 should be dismissed because the District has not breached its duties, as Plaintiffs
cannot show that they have already been deprived of water by the District. Therefore, the only
element of Count 3 at issue is whether the District has breach.e d its fiduciary duties.

The

District's contention 'm isconstrues the applicable standard. The general scope of discovery is
that "[p ]arties may obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged, ... if the information
sought appears reasonably calculated' to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.'' Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(I) (emphasis added).
Whether the District has breached its fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs is addressed, in

requests reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, by several of the
discovery requests. For example, relevant inquiries include, but are not limited to: the ''scope of
the benefits the District claims will accrue to Unit A landowners and/or Plaintiffs" will be
"provided in response to Interrogatory Nos. 10, 11, and 12," Harris Affidavit,

,r

8; "details

regarding the composition of th.e District and details on the 1,500 acres of Unit B that will benefit
from the Project" will be provided by "Interrogatory Nos. 8 and 9 as well as Request for
Production Nos. 1 through 8," Harris Affidavit,

,r 10; and the requests for admission, which will

determine exactly wh.a t facts Plaintiffs will have to prove and w·h ich will be stipulated by the
parties, Harris Affidavit,

11
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discount the Harris Affidavit. See District's Response, p. 10. However, the Court erred in the
Decision by failing to consider the Harris Affidavit, see Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration,

pp. 15-19, and should not ignore the Harris Affidavit here.
The District indicates that, somehow, Plaintiffs are to blame for not already having
discovery. District's Response, p. 10 ("While Plaintiffs complain they have not received the
District's discovery responses yet, they readily admit no such answers are due based upon the
stipulation of counsel"). Plaintiffs have presented all of the relevant information-including the
stipulation of counsel regarding discovery-in candor to the tribunal. However, the professional
courtesy extended to the District, extending discovery pending the outcome of the Court's
decisions on the District's motions to dismiss, is irrelevant to this Court's consideration of
Plaintiffs' Second Motion to Continue. The proper method for requiring discovery from the
District in the face of the District's de facto motions for summary judgment is to work through
the Court and obtain relief under Rule 56(f). Discovery materials (and all other matters outside
the pleadings) cannot be considered in conjunction with a 12(b)( 6) motion, as doing so converts
the motion to dismiss into a motion for summary judgment. If the Court decides, as it has once,
that Plaintiffs do not need any discovery to effectively oppose the District's de facto motion for
summary judgment-which Plaintiffs contend is reversible error, see Plaintiffs' Motion for
Reconsideration, pp. 15-19-then there is little need to obtain discovery, since the Court's ruling

would preclude any attempt by Plaintiffs to develop a record. Either way, the fact that Plaintiffs
do not already have the District's discovery responses should not affect the Court's analysis of
the Second Motion to Continue.
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The District would also like to discount the exhibits attached to the Second Harris
Affidavit on the basis that "if such information was not essential to justify opposing the

[District's] first motion to dismiss, it follows that it is not essential for their response now."
District's Response, p. 11. However, the Second Harris Affidavit is submitted in support of
Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration, which is a proper avenue to submit additional facts.
Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat. Bank of N Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026,

1037 (1990) ("When considering a motion [for reconsideration], the trial court should take into
account any new facts presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the
interlocutory order. The burden is on the moving party to bring the trial court's attention to the
new facts"). Therefore, there is no reason to discount necessity of the exhibits attached to the
Second Harris Affidavit, since those facts are properly presented to the Court.

The District argues that a "request to 'confirm' or 'follow-up' on information already in
Plaintiffs' possession is not a valid reason to grant a continuance so Plaintiffs can conduct
discovery in opposition to the District's present motion to dismiss." District 's Response, p. 11.
Plaintiffs categorically dispute this contention. In order to file a claim, a plaintiff must draft "a
short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief," Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 8(a)(l), that must be certified by signature "that to the best of the signer's
knowledge, information, and belief after reasonable inquiry it is well grounded in fact," Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure l l(a)(l). However, a plaintiff does not have to be in possession of every
relevant fact or be able to prove each element by a preponderance before filing a complaint- a
good faith belief is sufficient. See Brown v. City of Pocatello, 148 Idaho 802, 807, 229 P.3d
1164, 1169 (2010). Otherwise, discovery would be useless. Thus, to confirm and follow-up on
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good faith allegations is a primary purpose of discovery. See Lester v. Salvino, 141 Idaho 937,
940, 120 P.3d 755, 758 (Ct. App. 2005).

For example, Plaintiffs do not have the details

regarding the District's claimed increase in the instantaneous rate of delivery or how much
storage water the 1,500 acres will use without Plaintiffs' consent-the District has those details
and, as of now, Plaintiffs are left with their belief and reasonable inferences arising from those
facts. Of course, such efforts to confirm beliefs and follow-up on facts are exactly the kind of
valid reason to grant a Rule 56(f) motion and allow Plaintiffs to conduct discovery in opposition
to the District's de facto motion for summary judgment, cleverly titled as a motion to dismiss
pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6).
The District contends in conclusion that "contrary to the Plaintiffs' argument, there is an
adequate record before the Court to rule on the [District's] motion to dismiss."
Response, p. 13.

District 's

First, if the record submitted by the District is considered, the District's

"motion to dismiss" is actually a motion for summary judgment. Further, almost the entire
record has been submitted by the District-the moving party- before engaging in discovery or
filing an answer. To call such a record "adequate" ignores well-settled principles contained in
Idaho law. Idaho case law requires that the "adequate record" be developed, which includes
"adequate time to conduct necessary discovery," Boise Mode v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd.,
154 Idaho 99, 104, 294 P.3d 1111, 1116 (2013), and consideration of whether the nonmoving
party has had a "reasonable opportunity" to oppose the motion for summary judgment,
Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 274, 796 P.2d 150, 151 (Ct. App. 1990). Simply, there is

not an adequate record where, as here, a defendant (which possesses most of the information
relevant to a plaintiffs claim) has introduced almost 200 pages of factual material before filing
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an answer or engaging in discovery. Plaintiffs have not had any opportunity-let alone a
reasonable opportunity-to develop facts and evidence in opposition to the District's de facto
motion for summary judgment.
The Jenkins case, cited by the District, District's Response, p. 12, has no application here.

See Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 108 P.3d 380 (2005). In Jenkins, the Idaho
Supreme Court affirmed the denial of a Rule 56(f) motion because "the Jenkins' attorney's
affidavit state·d that additional written discovery and dep·o sitions were pen.ding, but did not
specify what discovery was needed to respond to Boise Cascade's motion and did not set forth
ho·w the evidence he expected to gather through further discovery would be relevant to preclude
summary judgment." Jenkins, 141 Idaho at 239, 108 P.3d at 386. In other words, the attorney's
affidavit in Jenkins presented none of the information required by Rule 56(t).
In contrast Plaintiffs have now submitted two affidavits from their counsel showing
what facts they can discover that would help them contest the District's motion for summary
judgment and making cl ar the reasons they do not already have the evidence. See generally,

Harris Affidavit· Second Harris Affidavit. The Court must consider the deficient state of the
record, the total lack of any opportunity for discovery, and the necessary discovery described in
the Harris Affidavit and the Second Harris Affidavit that will provide Plaintiffs a reasonable
opportunity to oppose the motion-and should grant the Second Motion to Continue.

I . CO CLUSION
First the Court should strike the Temple Affidavits (as well as the Third Temple

A._ffidavit). Doing so allows this Court to consider the Motion to Dismi s Count 3 under Rule
12(b)(6)-which is to say that the Court assesses only the Amended Complaint (the only
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pleading filed thus far, other than the Complaint, which it supplanted and replaced) to determine
whether, accepting all the allegations as true, Plaintiffs have stated a claim upon which relief can
be granted. Refusing to consider the Temple Affidavits will render the Second Motion to Strike
moot, and still facilitate the analysis of the Motion to Dismiss Count 3 under Rule 12(b)(6).
Second, if the Court declines to strike the Temple Affidavits and considers them (or any
other matters outside the Amended Complaint), the Motion to Dismiss Count 3 becomes a motion
for summary judgment. In that case, the Court should grant the Second Motion to Continue and,
pursuant to Rule 56(f), either deny or continue the Motion to Dismiss Count 3 in order to allow
Plaintiffs to conduct discovery and obtain the facts, described in the Harris Affidavit and the
Second Harris Affidavit.

Dated this

lb~

day of June, 2016.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this ///~ day of June, 2016, I served a true and correct copy of
the following described pleading or document on the attorneys and/or ·ndividuals listed below by
the method indicated.

Document Served:

REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT
OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTIONS

Attorneys and/or ndividuals Served:
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSO

163 2nd A venue West
Twin Falls Idaho 83301
Fax: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idah waters.com
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( ) Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Courthouse Box
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Robert L. Harris, Esq.
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LLP
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Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.com
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pla@idahowaters.com
Attorneys for A&B Irrigation District

I THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F FTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME

DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS LLC, an Idaho limited liability

company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,

D,efendant.

CASE NO,. CV-2016-117
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)
)
)
)
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DISMI COUNT III OF
P
S' AMEND D
COMPLAINT PURSU · T TO
I.R.C.P. 12(B)(6)

SUPPORT 0

ANT'S MOTION TO

1

COMES NOW, Defendant A&B Irrigation District ("A&B" or "District") by and
through its counsel of record, Bar er Rosholt & Simpson LLP, and her,eby submits its Reply in
Support ofDefendant 's Motion to Dismiss Count Ill ofPlaintiffi ' Amended Complaint Pursuant
to lR.C.P. 12(b)(6). This reply addresses the Plaintiffs' Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Count
3 ("Plaintiffs Br.' ) dated June 3, 2016.
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ARGUMENT

I.

The Court Should Dismiss Count III Pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6).
Plaintiffs first allege the Court should deny A&B' s motion on the basis that it was not

filed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(l). Although A&B's motion was made pursuant to·Rule 12(b)(6),
the Court has authority to dismiss the count pursuant to this provision. M·o reover, Plaintiffs'
argument is simply "form over substance ' as the District fully addressed the justiciability issue
in its memorandum in support of the motion filed on May 31 , 2016. See Memorandum in

Support ofDefendant 's Motion to Dismiss Count III ofPlaintiffs ' Amended' Complaint Pursuant
to 1.R.C.P. 12(b)(6).
Plaintiffs wrongly argue that a "justiciability" motion cannot be filed under Rule
12(b)(6). Plaintiffs ' Br. at 14. To the contrary the Idaho Supreme Court recently affirmed a
district court' s dismissal on "standing" grounds even though the motion was filed under Rule
12(b)(6) and not Rule 12(b)(l). See Coalition/or Agriculture's Future v. Canyon Counry, _
Idaho _ _ P.3d _ , 2016 Ida.LEXIS 88, at** 1, 6, 14 (March 23, 2016) (affirming district
court' s dismissal pursuant to Rule 12(b (6)). It is reasonable to interpret Rule 12(b)(6) to include
justiciability arguments like "standing" or "ripeness" since such issues demonstrate a plaintiff
has "failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted." Accordingly, the Plaintiffs' hypertechnical argument that a motion must be filed under Rule 12(b)(l) in order to consider
justiciability issues fails. See Memorandum Decision Re: Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss,

IR.C.P. 12(b)(~) (May 16, 2016) ( 'Decision").
Furthermore, contrary to Plaintiffs' theory, Idaho' s district courts can address issues of
jurisdiction at any time, including sua sponte. See I.R. C.P. 12(g)(4) (''Whenever it appears by
1

sugg.e stion of the parties or otherw ·se that the court lacks jurisdiction of the subject matter the
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court shall dismiss the action"). The Idaho Supreme Court has held that "an inherent duty of any
court is to inquire into the underlying interest at stake in a legal proceeding." Martin v. Miller,

93 Idaho 924, 926 (1970); see also, State v. Urabazzo, 150 Idaho 158, 163 (2010), overruled on
other grounds, Verska v. St. Alphonsus Reg 'l Med. Ctr., 151 Idaho 889 (2011) ("a court has a sua
sponte duty to ensure it has subject matter jurisdiction over a case"); see also, Bowles v. Pro
Indiviso, Inc., 132 Idaho 371,375 (1999). Accordingly, it is notjust the Idaho Supreme that can
address 'justiciability" questions on its own. Therefore, even if a justiciability motion must be
filed under Rule 12(b)(l), the Court has authority to address the issue and dismiss the case sua
sponte. See I.R.C.P. 12(g).
Finally, even if A&B cited the wrong rule (i.e. Rule 12(b)(6)), this Court can dismiss the
case citing the proper rule. See Richard B. Smith Real Estate, Inc. v. Knudson, 107 Idaho 597,
599 (1984) ("the trial court's decision should be affirmed if the grant of summary judgment was
proper on any grouna") (emphasis added); see also Edged in Stone, Inc. v. Northwest Power

Systems, LLC, 156 Idaho 176, 181 (2014). In sum, the Court should reject Plaintiffs' erroneous
argument concerning Rule 12(b)( 1).

II.

Count III is Not Ripe and the Plaintiffs Have No Standing.
A.

The Court Should Reject Plaintiffs' Ripeness Arguments.

Plaintiffs argue that Count III is ripe on the theory that implementation of the Plant #2
Project "will decrease the amount of water" for their use in future years. See Plaintiffs' Br. at 17.
Plaintiffs wrongly state that but for the Project the "District would accrue storage water that
would be credited to Plaintiffs (and other Unit A landowners) for their future use." Id. Plaintiffs
generally allege that this future hypothetical harm is sufficient to withstand dismissal for lack of
ripeness or standing.
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Admittedly, Plaintiffs can point to no present injury or harm. See Plaintiffs' Br. at 18
("Plaintiffs have not already been deprived of their constitutionally-protected interests in
property"). It is undisputed that the District is delivering water to the Plaintiffs in 2016, at the
required volume per acre (3 afa, plus more if needed), and at a higher instantaneous delivery rate
during the peak of the irrigation season. See generally, First Temple A.ff. & Third Temple A.ff.
Similarly, there is no evidence that the Plaintiffs will be deprived or are threatened to be
deprived of any water in the future. Consequently, there is no breach of any fiduciary duty and
any claims regarding the same are not ripe.
As this Court and the Plaintiffs are aware, the water supply of the Snake River in
southern Idaho varies year to year. See e.g. Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho
790, 793 (2011) ("The Snake River rises in western Wyoming, flows westward across the entire
breadth ofldaho, turns northward forming Idaho's western boundary, and ultimately empties into
the Columbia River"); A&B Irr. Dist. v. Spackman, 155 Idaho 640,651 (2013) ("the fact that an
interconnected system of ground and surface water as complicated as the Snake River Basin,
with as many variables, moving parts, and imponderables that present themselves during any
particular irrigation season"). Some years the mountains and headwater areas receive great
amounts of snow and precipitation, while some years we experience drought conditions.
For 2016, A&B's manager Dan Temple has assessed the water supply conditions and
confirmed that the District will deliver the Plaintiffs at least 3 acre-feet per acre, and at a higher
instantaneous delivery rate during the peak irrigation season than what they experienced in the
past. See Temple A.ff., ,r,r 24-26. Accordingly, implementing the Plant #2 Project will not
"lessen" any water available for Plaintiffs' use this year. Furthermore, there is no evidence to
show the Plaintiffs will receive less water next year or any year thereafter. Again, what water
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the District has available to distribute to all of its landowners will be assessed annually. What
natural flow the District will receive next year will depend upon next irrigation season's water
conditions. Whether the District's storage rights fill again next year will be dep endent upon
1

carryover storage supplies this fall, winter snowpack, and future precip itation. The Plaintiffs can
1

only speculate about future water conditions at this point and such speculatio:n does not rise to
the level of an actionable claim under Idaho law.
In addition, contrary to Plaintiffs' insinuation, storage water is not "credited" or carried
over for sole individual use in future years. Instead, the District will evalu,a te its water supplies
and distribute the same to all of its landowners Just as Mr. Temple has described this year. See

Temple Alf, ,r,r 6-8, 23. As this Court recognizes, the District operates as a single entity and
must be "considered as a whole" in its operations. See Decision at 15-16. Plaintiffs cannot
prove the District's actions will result in them receiving less water next year or any other year in
the future. Nota'bly, Plaintiffs are the only landowners that dispute the Project and the District's
water deliveries (3 out of approximately 650 landowners). See Temple Alf', ,r 4. If the District
was truly unlawfully ''taking" w.a ter from its landowners or "breaching" a fiduciary duty to the
detriment of similarly situated landowners, certainly more than 3 individuals would dispute the
District's management.
Further, Plaintiffs' reliance upon ABC Agra, LLC v. Critical Access Group, Inc., 156
Idaho 781 (2014) and Schneider v. Howe, 142 Idaho 767 (2006) is misplaced and does not
support their rip·e ness argument. Plaintiffs first argue that ABC Agra stands for the propositio:n
that a claim may be ripe despite no past injury and ''even when th,e re is no immediately apparent
damage." Plaintiffs' Br. at 16-17. The Court's cited language was pulled from a Ninth Circuit
case where parties to a long-term lease admittedly disagreed about an interpretation of the
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agreement. The parties even included their disagreement in the lease amendment which
precluded the plaintiffs sale of its interest. 156 Idaho at 785. Accordingly, unlike the facts here,
the parties in Principal Life Ins. Co. v. Robinson, 394 F.3d 665 (9 th Cir. 2005) "agreed" they had
a disagreement about the lease interpretation which damaged plaintiff and its ability to sell its
interest in the property. Here, the A&B Irrigation District does not agree that Plaintiffs will be
harmed in the future. Further, unlike the injured party in Principal Life Ins. Co., here the
Plaintiffs can show no immediate injury that is harming any of their interests.
The facts in Schneider are similarly distinguishable. In that case the plaintiff sought a
declaration of a public easement to confirm the right for purposes of subdividing his property.

See 142 Idaho at 773. The defendant had constructed a garage within the easement and refused
to let the plaintiff use the easement. See id at 770. Accordingly, the Supreme Court found that
delaying a declaration of the easement's existence "would add nothing material to the litigation"
and failing to address it might prevent the county from approving the plaintiffs subdivision. Id.
at 773. The plaintiff was harmed by the obstruction in the public easement and the defendant's
refusal to let him use it for his planned subdivision. Unlike the facts in Schneider, Plaintiffs in
this case can point to no injury or future harm resulting from the District' s actions. Unlike the
garage and the obvious obstruction of the public easement, the Plaintiffs can only speculate that
they will receive less water in the future. Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts that implementation
of the Plant #2 Project will take water "that otherwise would be available" for their use in the
future. Again, it is undisputed that Plaintiffs are receiving the water they are entitled to use in
2016.

See Temple A.ff, ,r,r 2·1, 24-26; Third Temple A.ff Further, Plaintiffs' argument that they

will receive less water in the future is purely hypothetical at this point.
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Consequently, the District is not breaching any fiduciary duty owed to the Plaintiffs by
implementing the Plant #2 Project. As such, Count III is not ripe and should be dismissed as a
matter of law.

B.

The Court Should Also Reject Plaintiffs' Standing Arguments.

Plaintiffs argue they have standing because they are "adverse parties" and the District's
actions are "diminishing the amount of water available to them." Plaintiffs Br. at 21. They
claim implementation of the Plant #2 Project results in a "distinct and palpable injury." Id.
Further, Plaintiffs speculate that the storage water "would have been credited to Plaintiffs"
instead of being depleted and used on lands under the Plant #2 Project. Id. None of these
arguments establishes "standing" to avoid dismissal of Count III as a matter of law.
First, Plaintiffs can show no "specialized and peculiar injury" sufficient to meet Idaho's
standing requirements. Importantly, Plaintiffs do not dispute they are being deprived of any
water in 2016. Just like the remaining 64 7 landowners throughout the District, Plaintiffs can
point to no deprivation of water during the 2016 irrigation season. An allegation of speculative
harm or injury "is not sufficient to confer standing." Coalition for Agriculture's Future v.

Canyon County,_ Idaho_,_ P.3d _

(2016), 2016 WL 1133369, 2016 Ida. LEXIS 88

(Mar. 23, 2016) (citing Martin v. Camas Cnty. Ex rel. Bd. OJComm 'rs., 150 Idaho 508,514,248
P.3d 1243, 1249 (2011). As correctly recognized by this Court, "[i]t is apparent ... that absent a
showing of an actual deprivation of water, which is not alleged in the plaintiffs'
Complaint ... there is no justiciable controversy and that allegations of the plaintiffs' Complaint
are not ripe for judicial review and the plaintiffs lack standing to assert such a claim at this time."

Decision at 12-13. Plaintiffs' Count III does not survive the Court's prior holding.
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Next contrary to their claims Plaintiffs can show no breach of a duty of loyalty
regarding the distribution of water through the Plant #2 Project. Pla"ntiffs erroneously allege that
the District is ' actively diminishing the amount of water available to them" and that the ' storage
water that . .. . would have been credited to Plaintiffs is being depleted and used to water new
lands that have never before been irrigated by surface or storage water." Plaintiffs ' Br. at 21.
Plaintiffs allegations are pure speculation and fail to acknowledge that the Idaho Department of
Water Resources has already found that A&B has the legal right to deliver storage water to any
lands within the district. See Temple Aff., ,r 6; Ex. E. Further, it is undisputed that the Plant #2
Project will provide for continued surface water deliveries to approximately 4,500 acres that
have always received surface water. See Temple Aff., 113 ("The project will allow the District to
deliver surface water to about 4 500 acres that currently receive surface water as well as another
1,500 acres presently irrigated with groundwater"). Moreover, even the 1,500 acres that will
receive surface water this year "may be irrigated with groundwater as necessary" in future years.

See Temple Aff.

13. Plaintiffs continued mischaracterization of the project does not support

the· r "standing" theory.
Finally, water delivered though. the Plant #2 Project is not water that would be "credited"
for Plaintiffs' use in future years. The District delivers water on an annual basis to all
landowners there are no individual account . Tellingly, Plaintiffs can po· · t to no provision in
the water rights the Reclamation Contract or the District by-laws to support their theory. See

Temple Aff., Exs. A, B, C, D, F. Again the District evaluates water supply conditions on an
annual basis and next year's fill of the storage water rights will depend upon climatic and water
1

supply conditions this winter and next year. Plaintiffs can point to ·no facts to show the District
will not receive full storage allocations or not divert any water under its natural flow rights. For
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purposes of the .present motion it remains undisputed that Plaintiffs will receive the water they
are entitled to use this year, including a higher instantaneous de1ivery rate during the peak of the
irrigation season. See Temple Alf, ,r,r 21, 24-26. It is also undisputed that the Plaintiffs have all
paid their 2016 assessments are already receiving water deliveries this year. See Second Temple

Alf; ,r,r 3-4, Ex. A; Third Temple Alf. Speculation that A&B .m ay breach a duty of loyalty at
some unknown date in the future is simply not justiciable under Idaho' s declaratory judgment
statute. See Wylie v. State, Idaho Transp. Bd., 151 Idaho 26, 31 (2011) ("courts will not rule on
declaratory judgment actions which present questions that are moot or abstract").

In sum, the Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts to demonstrate A&B has breached any
fiduciary duty. Again, the District is delivering Plaintiffs' water this year and they can show no
actionable harm or injury. The District's delivery of water to other landowners within the project
complies with Idaho law and is not depriving Plaintiffs of any water they are entitled to re.ceive
this year. The Court should dismiss Count III pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) for the same reason
as the Court dismissed Count 1. In short, the claim is not ripe for judicial review and the
Plaintiffs presently lack standing to assert the claim based on the lack of showing of any injury
or deprivation of their right to receive water. In other words, they can show no breach of a
fiduciary duty owed by A&B.

CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing, the Court should dismiss Plaintiffs' Co·unt III of the Amended

Complaint. The Plaintiffs have no lawful claims and n.o standing to challenge the District's
actions, including de.livering water through the Plant #2 Project this year. The District
respectfully requests the Court to dismiss this case as a matter of law pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6).
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DATED this

l (o-Y,;" day of June, 2016.
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP

. Thompson
Attorneys for Defendant A&B Irrigation District
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~~y of June, 2016, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
DISMISS COUNT III OF PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT PURSUANT TO
I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Deputy Clerk
Jerome County District Court
233 W. Main St.
Jerome, Idaho 83338

__ Hand Delivery
_x_U.S. Mail
Facsimile
__ Overnight Mail
_x_Email

Robert L. Harris
Andrew Rawlings
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

__ Hand Delivery
_x_ U.S. Mail
Facsimile
__ Overnight Mail
_x_Email
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Travis L. Thompson, lSB #6168
Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198
BARKER ROSHOLT & MPSO
163 Second Ave. West
P.O. Box 63
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0063
Telephone: (208) 733-0700
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
Email: tlt@idahowaters.c.o m
p a@idahowaters.com
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IN T E DIS'T RICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DIS.T RICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, I

DANIEL PASLAY, an individual; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district
Defendant.
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DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM I
OPPOSITIO TO PLAI TI FS'
MOTIO FOR RECO IDERATIO

COM SNOW, Defendant A&B Irrigation District ("A&B 'or "District'') by and
through its counsel of record Barker Rosholt & Simpson LL.P, and hereby submits this

memorandum in opposition to the Plaintiffi ' Motion for Reconsideration ("Recon. Br.") filed on
June 6, 2016. For the reasons set forth below, as well as those presented at oral argument held
on June 20, 2106 the Defendant respectfu ly requests the Court to deny Plaintiffs' motion.
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PROCEDURAL IDSTORY AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND
A&B incorporates by referen.c e the " Facts and Procedural History" set forth in its

Memorandum in Support ofMo tion to Dismiss filed with the Court on April 1, 2016. F·u rther, the
1

Court has addressed the undisputed facts in this case and has identified the same in its "Factual
and Procedural Backgro·u nd" in the Memorandum Decision Re: Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss,

IR.C.P. 12(b)(6) (May 16, 2016) (" Decision").
On June 6, 2016, Plaintiffs filed, among other documents, a Motion for Reconsideration
and the Second Affidavit of Robert L. Harris in support thereof. The Court held oral argument on
various motions on June 20, 2016, including Defendant' s motion to dismiss Count 3 of
Plaintiffs' amended complaint. Alth.o ugh Plaintiffs failed to properly notice up a hearing on its
motion for reconsideration, for the convenience of the Court and the partie.s Defendant' s counsel
agreed to let Plaintiffs argue the motion that day, provided the Defendant had the opportunity to
file this written response.

ST ANDARD OF REVIEW
1

Rule 11 allows a party to seek reconsideration of any order of the trial court entered
before final judgment. I.R.C.P. 11.2.b; Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners, Ltd., 154
Idaho 99, 106 (2013). The decision to grant or deny a request for reconsideration rests in the
sound discretion of the trial court. See Campbell v. Reagan, 144 Idaho 254, 258 (2007). Further,
when a court decides a motion for reconsideration it m·ust apply the same standard of review that

it applied when deciding the original order that is being reconsidered. See Fragnella v.
Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266, 276 (2012).
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b) the following defenses can be made by motion:
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(1) lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter, (2) lack of jurisdiction over the
person, (3) improper venue, (4) insufficiency of process, (5) insufficiency of
service of process, (6) failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted,
(7) failure to join an indispensable party, (8) another action pending between the
same parties for the same cause.
In a motion to dismiss "[t]he question then is whether the non-movant has alleged
sufficient facts in support of his claim which, if true, would entitle him to relief." Rincover v.
Department of Fin., Sec. Bureau, 128 Idaho 653,656 (1996) (regarding 12(b)(6) motions); Serv.
Emp. Intern. v. Idaho Dep't of H & W., 106 Idaho 756, 758 (1984) (regarding 12(b) challenges
generally). "Every reasonable intendment will be made to sustain a complaint against a motion
to dismiss for failure to state a claim." Idaho Comm'n on Human Rights v. Campbell, 95 Idaho
215,217 (1973).
Typically with a motion to dismiss, a court looks only at the pleadings, and all inferences
are viewed in favor of the non-moving party. Young v. City of Ketchum, 13 7 Idaho 102, 104
(2002) (regarding 12(b)(6) motions). However, when a court considers matters outside the
pleadings under Rule 12(b)(6), it must treat the motion as one for summary judgment under Rule
56. See I.R.C.P. 12(b); see also, Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dep't ofAdmin., No. 43027,
2016 Ida. LEXIS 54, at *21 (Mar. 1, 2016) (citing McCann v. McCann, 152 Idaho 809, 814
(2012).
Summary judgment is appropriate if there are no genuine issues of material fact and the
moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. See I.R.C.P. 56(c ); City of Pocatello v.
State of Idaho (In re SRBA), 145 Idaho 497, 500 (2008). "It is axiomatic that upon a motion for
summary judgment the non-moving party may not rely upon its pleadings, but must come
forward with evidence by way of affidavit or otherwise which contradicts the evidence submitted
by the moving party, and which establishes the existence of a material issue of disputed fact."
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Jones v. HealthSouth Treasure Valley Hosp., 206 P.3d 473,476 (Idaho 2009). The nonmoving
party must submit more thanjust conclusory assertions that an issue of m,aterial fact exists to
withstand summary judgment. See Van v. Portneuf Med. Ctr., 212 P.3d 892 (Idaho 2009). "A
mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient to create a genuine
issue of material fact for the purposes of summary judgment." Id. Further "if the nonmoving
party fails to provide a sufficient sho ing to establish the essential lements of his or her case
judgment shal] be granted to the moving party." Porter v. Bassett, 146 Idaho 399, 403 (2008).
Based upon the above standard of review, the Court had authority to grant the
Defendant's motion and dismiss Plaintiffs case under Rules 12(b) and 56. The District
respectfully requests the Court to deny Plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration.

ARGUMENT

I.

The Court Properly Evalu,ated Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to the
Summary Judgment Standard Under Rule 56.

Plaintiffs are overwhelmed with the fact the district court d"d not directly state that it was
treating the ·motion as one for summary judgment. See Recon. Br. at 9-12. However Pla·nt·ffs
do not allege that the procedure followed by the district court was not in accordance with Rule
56. 1 Plaintiffs main allegation is that they did not have a reasonable opportunity to present all
material pertin nt for summary judgment because they were not allowed a continuance to
conduct discovery. See Recon. Br. at 14-19. However, since there are no genuine issues of
material fact, the Court properly found no discovery was necessary and that it could dismiss
Plaintiffs' case as a matter of law.

1

It is undisputed that the Court complied with the procedure under Rule 56 as Defendant filed its motion April I 5\
Plaintiffs responded on April 26 th, and the bearing on the motion was held on May 9 th (38 days after the filing of the
motion to dismiss).
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A similar issue was addressed on appeal in Cook v. Soltman, 96 Idaho 187, 188-189
(1974). In addressing and ultimately affmning the district court, the Idaho Supreme Court
stated, "[a]lthough the district court did not state that it was treating the respondent's motion as a
motion for summary judgment, it is clear that is what occurred from the procedure followed by
the district court."
The procedure follo~ed by the Court in this case followed Rule 12(b) which provides:
[i]f, on a motion asserting the defense numbered ( 6) to dismiss for failure of the
pleading to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, matters outside the
pleading are presented to and not excluded by the court, the motion shall be
t,e,a ted as one for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 56,
and all parties shall be given reasonable opportunity to present all material made
pertinent to such a motion by Rule 56.
I.R.C.P. 12(b) (emphasis added).
The procedure of treating a Rule 12(b)(6) motion accompanied by materials outside of
the pleadings as a motion for summary judgment has been described as follows:
When a 12(b)(6) motion is made, sup,p orted by affidavits and other materials
which the court chooses to consider, the motion is then properly treated as one for
summary judgment. I.R.C.P. 12(b) and 56; Rush v. G-K Machinery Co. , 84 Idaho
10, 367 P.2d 280 (1961). The use and effect of the summary judgment procedure
is much like that of the pre-trial conference. It helps to separate the real issues and
facts from the spurious ones; to eliminate the chaff from the wheat. If the claims
or defenses are all chaff, they are eliminated comp letely.
1

Cook v. Soltman 96 Idaho 187, 188-189, 525 P.2d 969, 970-971 , (1974) (quoting Stewart v.
Arrington Constr. Co., 92 ldaho 526,531 , 446 P.2d 895, 900 (1968)).
The facts here clearly fall within the above procedure described by the Idaho Supreme
Court. Defendant filed a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim upon which relief could be
granted and filed an affidavit in support thereof. The Court found that although the affidavit and
exhibits are relevant to the complaint and the foundation was sufficient-"it is not essential or
necessary" for dismissing the allegations set forth in Counts 1 & 2 of Plaintiffs' complaint as a
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matter oflaw. See Decision at 7. In dismissing Count 1, the Court did not need to rely upon
anything outside the pleadings, but found that the case was not justiciable based upon standing
and ripeness. See id. at 13. Regardless, the Court had the authority to dispose of the motion
under the summary judgment standard. Indeed, Plaintiffs never alleged they were being denied
water for irrigation purposes in 2016. Just the opposite, the Plaintiffs have since admitted, both
at oral argument and through briefing to the Court that they have not been injured by the
District's actions this year. See Recon. Br. at 23. As such, the Rule 56 standard was properly
used by the Court to dismiss Count 1. Plaintiffs' arguments that the Court erred in such a
process are without merit.
In dismissing Count 2, the Court merely relied upon judicial notice of the final judgment
in Minidoka County Case No. CV-2014-189 holding that it was not subject to collateral attack
and the claims were barred as a matter of law. See Decision at 16. Plaintiffs even admitted the
Court had authority to take judicial notice of the record and filings in the Minidoka County case.
See Plaintiffs 'Motion to Strike Affidavit ofDan Temple and Deny Defendant's Motion to
Dismiss at 8 (Apr. 22, 2016); see also, Recon. Br. at 12, n. 3. When the Court took judicial
notice of that case and its proceedings, it was required to consider the motion under the Rule 56
standard. Again, this procedure is authorized by Idaho's civic rules, and the Court's reference to
the same was proper under Rule 12(b)(6) and the summary judgment standard under Rule 56.
Stated another way, Plaintiffs could not dispute the fact of the existence of the judgment in the
Minidoka County case and its legal effect on their claims under Count 2. As a result, the Court
properly applied the Rule 56 standard to dismiss Count 2. 2

As to the Plaintiffs' arguments and reliance upon cases concerning Rule 12 and "judicial notice", the same are
inapplicable since the Court here properly followed and applied the Rule 56 standard. See Recon. Br. at 11-13.

2
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Finally, contrary to the Plaintiffs' argument, the Court committed no error in analyzing
the application of res judicata with a l 2(b )(6) motion to dismiss as the proper procedures under
Rule 56 were followed. See Green v. Gough, 96 Idaho 927, 928-929 (1975). Therefore, the
Defendant respectfully requests the Court to deny Plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration.
II.

The Court Correctly Found that Plaintiffs Lack Standing and that Defendant's
Motion to Dismiss Should be Granted as a Matter of Law.
The Court found that the Plaintiffs did not allege any actual deprivation of water, and

therefore "there is no justiciable controversy and the allegations of the plaintiffs' Complaint are
not ripe for judicial review and the plaintiffs lack standing to assert such a claim at this time."
Decision at 12-13. In the interests of judicial economy, Defendant adopts its prior motion and
briefing and reiterates the Court's reasoning set forth in the Decision as though set forth herein.
Plaintiffs have no meritorious argument to warrant reconsideration of the Court's
decision on the motion to dismiss. Instead, Plaintiffs' only new argument is that the Court erred
in consideringjusticiability because it was raised for the first time in the reply brief or sua sponte
by the court. See Recon. Br. at 20. Plaintiffs misstate the law and fail to recognize the Court's
authority to address such issues at any time. See I.R.C.P. 12(h)(3) ("If the court determines at
any time that it lacks subject-matter jurisdiction, the court must dismiss the action"). 3
Plaintiffs alleged Counts 1 and 2 in the form of declaratory relief. A prerequisite to a
declaratory judgment action is an actual or justiciable controversy. See Harris v. Cassia County,
106 Idaho 513, 681 P .2d 988 (1984 ). Justiciability is generally divided into subcategoriesadvisory opinions, feigned and collusive cases, standing, ripeness, mootness, political questions,
and administrative questions. See Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635,639 (1989) (citing
The citation is to the rule as reformatted and effective July 1, 2016 by order of the Idaho Supreme Court. See In
re: Adoption of Newly Formatted Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure (March 1, 2016). Counsel for the Defendant just
received the new Idaho Court Rules edition this week.
3
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13 Wright, Miller & Cooper, Federal Practice and Procedure: Jurisdiction,§ 3529 (2nd ed.
1984)).
In Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Id.aha 635, 638-639 (1989), Idaho Power and the State
of Idaho filed a motion to dismiss pursuant to Rule 12(b) for failure to state a claim on which
relief could be granted. After a hearin.g, the trial court issued an extensive memorandum
decision which dismissed Miles' claims. See id. Without discussing the merits, the trial court
considered "the case or controversy requirements" of the standing, ripeness and political question
doctrines, and concluded that plaintiff lacked standing and the issue was not ripe. Id. Relying on

the lack of ripeness and standing, the trial court determined that it did not have to rule on the
merits and rendered summary judgment in favor of the defendants and ordered dismissal. On
appeal, the decision of the trial court was affirmed, but on different grounds. The Supreme Court
reexamined j usticiability and found th.a t the controversy was justiciable-but the trial court's
determination of justiciability under a 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss was not an issue. See id'.
Next, in Christian v. Mason, 148 Idaho 149, 151-152 (2009) the Court also raised the
issu,e of standing sua sponte, finding the plaintiff lacked standing,, despite receiving crossmotions for summary judgment. As Plaintiffs acknowledge here, justiciability issues of ripeness
and mootness may be freely reviewed. See Lake v. Newcomb, 140 Idaho 190, 193, 90 P.3d 1272,
1275 (Ct. App. 2004) ("M.o otness is an issue of law subject to our free review."); see also

Washington Legal .Foun·d. v. Legal Found. of Washington, 271 F.3d 835, 850 (9th Cir. 2001)
(noting appellate court must examine sua sponte whether the dispute out of which the appeal
arose was ripe).
Plaintiffs' current argument is that only the Idaho Supreme Court may consider standing
freely, and that lower courts should not, or do not have that authority. Plaintiffs' argument is
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illogical and contrary to existing case law. The Idaho Supreme Court has held that "an inherent
duty of any court is to inquire into the underlying interest at stake in a legal proceeding." Martin
v. Miller, 93 Idaho 924, 926 (1970); see also, State v. Urabazzo, 150 Idaho 158, 163 (2010),
overruled on other grounds, Ver ska v. St. Alphonsus Reg 'l Med. Ctr., 151 Idaho 889 (2011) ("a
court has a sua sponte duty to ensure it has subject matter jurisdiction over a case"); see also,
Bowles v. Pro lndiviso, Inc., 132 Idaho 371 , 375 (1999); see also, I.R.C.P. 12(h)(3).
The reasonjusticiability is freely reviewable and can be addressed at any time is because
it is a prerequisite for invoking the court's jurisdiction. Where a plaintiff does not have standing
it cannot be said that the "case or controversy" requirement has been satisfied; therefore the court
lacks jurisdiction to hear the case. See Koch v. Canyon County, 145 Idaho 158, 162 (2008)
(noting that "standing is jurisdictional and may be raised at any time"). Jurisdictional issues,
such as standing, are questions of law, and are, therefore, not adjudicative facts of which a court
may properly take judicial notice. See Christian v. Mason, 148 Idaho 149, 151 (2009); Martin v.
Camas County, 150 Idaho 508, 512 (2011).
Based upon the aforementioned, the Court properly considered the justiciability of
Plaintiffs' causes of action and dismissed them as a matter of law. Plaintiffs have failed to show
any error in the Court's prior analysis that would warrant reconsideration. Consequently the
Court should deny the Plaintiffs' motion.

A.

Plaintiffs Show No Error in the Court's Decision to Dismiss Count 1.

Plaintiffs continue to misconstrue the facts and mischaracterize Defendant' s actions in
this case in an effort to persuade the ~ourt on reconsideration. For example, Plaintiffs
erroneously state that "the District considers Plaintiffs' rights to the natural flow and storage
water as solely contractual, subject to reallocation entirely within the District's discretion and
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irrespective of its historical dedication to Unit A lands or the effects it will have on Plaintiffs."
Recon. Br. at 3. Just the opposite, the District confirmed that Plaintiffs will receive the water

they are entitled to use during the 2016 irrigation season, including at a higher instantaneous
delivery rate during the peak of the season when water is needed most. See generally, First
Temple A.ff. & Third Temple A.ff. Similarly, there is no evidence that the Plaintiffs will be

deprived or are threatened to be deprived of any water in the future. As such, Plaintiffs have no
basis to allege the District is reallocating any water to their detriment.
Plaintiffs rely upon Schneider for the proposition that ripeness does not require evidence
of past injury. See Recon. Br. at 25. However, the facts in Schneider are distinguishable. In that
case the plaintiff sought a declaration of a public easement to confirm the right for purposes of
subdividing his property. See 142 Idaho at 773. The defendant had constructed a garage within
the easement and refused to let the plaintiff use the easement. See id at 770. Accordingly, the
Supreme Court found that delaying a declaration of the easement's existence "would add nothing
material to the litigation" and failing to address it might prevent the county from approving the
plaintiffs subdivision. Id. at 773. The plaintiff was harmed by the obstruction in the public
easement and the defendant's refusal to let him use it for his planned subdivision. Unlike the
facts in Schneider, Plaintiffs in this case can point to no injury or future imminent harm resulting
from the District's actions. Unlike the garage and the obvious obstruction of the public
easement, the Plaintiffs can only speculate that they will receive less water in the future.
Plaintiffs now go so far to construct a "university pay" analogy that has no application in this
case. See Recon Br. at 4-5, 23. Unlike the so-called "savings account" of the at-will employees
in the example, the District's storage water rights can refill every year. Using storage water,
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authorized by law, throughout the District, is not similar to taking money from a savings account
that cannot be replaced.
Moreover, Plaintiffs cannot show they will be denied the water they are entitled to use
next year even if the storage water rights do not fill. See Temple Aft, at 3, ,r 6; at 8, ,r 23. In
short, Plaintiffs can prove no set of facts that imple·m entation of the Plant #2 Project will take
water "that otherwise would be available" for their use in the future.. Again, it is undisputed that
Plaintiffs are receiving the water they are entitled to use in 2016.

See Temple Aft, ,r,r 21, 24-26;

Third Temple Aft Further, Plaintiffs' argument that they will receive less water in the future is
purely hypothetical at this point.
Plaintiffs' constitutional arguments also fail to recognize the plain language of the
provisions they rely upon. Plaintiffs continue to allege they have not "consented to any
d.e crease" in the amount of water provided to their properties, yet the applicable constitutional
provision states they shall not "be deprived of the annual use of the same, when needed for
domestic purposes, or to irrfgate the land so settled upon or improved. ..." IDAHO CONST. Art
XV, § 4 (emphasis added). Plaintiffs cannot show they are being deprived of the annual use of
water this year for irrigation purposes. The Plaintiffs admit the same in their reconsideration
motion. See Recon. Br. at 23 ("Plaintiffs admit that if the Court, as it indicated, is looking for an
'actual deprivation' that has already been accomplished by the District, it will not find one in this
case"). Further, it is undisputed that Plaintiffs have paid. their 2016 assessments and they are all
irrigating th.e ir properties with water they are entitled to receive. See Third Temple Aft Thus, no
consent is needed since the Plaintiffs are not being deprived of any water needed for their
"annual use" for irrigation purposes this year. See Recon. Br. at 30. As such, Plaintiffs have no
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cause of action under Article XV,§§ 4 or 5 and the Court properly dismissed Count I as a matter
of law.
Next, Plaintiffs continue to misconstrue irrigation district law in support of their claims.

See Recon. Br. at 35-38. Plaintiffs' first claim that the "annexation'' issue "had no bearing" on
the Supreme Court's decision in Bradshaw. Id at 35. To the contrary, this Court properly
recognize.d that the annexation of "new lands" in that case, and the landowners' agreement
regarding payment of the infrastructure to deliver water to those lands did in fact have a bearing
on the Supreme Court's decision. See Decision at 11-12. Inde;ed, the Court in, Bradshaw
confirmed that: "the owners of the new lands, by the terms of their petition for admission to the

district, specifically disavowed any purpose to claim, or infringe, the existing water rights of the
owners of the old lands, and that same limitation was carried forward into the order changing
the boundaries of the district, and became a condition of that order." 85 Idaho at 546 (emphasis
added). That is not the case here. Further, unlike the facts in Bradshaw, the surface water rights
in A&B are appurtenant to the e·ntire irrigation district, as decreed or to be decreed by the SRBA
Court. See Exs. C, D to Temple Alf Moreover, Plaintiffs overlook the fact that the Idaho
Supreme Court recognized the "right acquired by the owners of the new lands, by their inclusion
within the district, to the use of any water owned by· the district when the use thereof is not

required/or the proper irrigation of the old lands, and when such use is not in conflict ·with
the rights previously acquired by the owners of the old lands, or when such use is not in
derogation or impairment of such prior rights." Id. at 54 7 (em.p hasis added). Therefore, even if
Plaintiffs are correct in their interpretation of Bradshaw, they cannot show that the District's
actions are depriving them. of any water required for the "proper irrigation" of their lands this
year.
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Plaintiffs further misstate the law by claiming that this Court's statement that the District
"must be considered as a whole" only applies to assessing costs and not to water distribution.
See Recon. Br. at 36. To the contrary, the Court in Bradshaw plainly found that: "we do not

construe the conclusions or judgment of the district court as denying to the owners of the new
lands any right or interest whatever in the water rights held by the district prior to their
annexation. The irrigation district law regards the irrigation district as a unit, and as a legal
entity, holding title to its property and water rights in trust/or the uses and purposes set forth

in that law." 85 Idaho at 547 (emphasis added). Here, the Supreme Court clearly references the
District's water rights and their use, not just assessment of costs when referencing analyzing the
irrigation district as a unit or a whole. Accordingly, the Plaintiffs' assertion that irrigation
district law regarding the entity as a unit or a whole only applies to assessments is without merit.
As such, the Court had proper justification for its Decision and correctly dismissed Count 1 as a
matter of law.

B.

Plaintiffs Show No Error in the Court's Decision to Dismiss Count 2.

With respect to Count 2, Plaintiffs continue to assert that res judicata does not apply
because the issue raised in the prior case was not actually decided. See Recon. Br. at 39-43.
Again, the Court fully addressed Plaintiffs' arguments in its Decision and at the oral arguments
in this case. Whether the Minidoka County District Court failed to properly consider Plaintiffs'
constitutional arguments is irrelevant at this point since Plaintiffs failed to appeal that final
judgment. Further, the fact that Plaintiffs argue they did not bring a claim for a declaratory
judgment in that proceeding makes no difference to the present analysis since they did not appear
before the Board of Directors at the apportionment hearing. The applicable statute is
unambiguous and plainly states:
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Any person interested who shall fail to appear before the board shall not be
permitted thereafter to contest said assessment or any part thereof except upon
special application to the court in the proceedings for confirmation of said
assessment.
LC. § 43-405 (emphasis added).
The statute bars any challenge to the District's assessment, including Plaintiffs' Count 2
in this case. Finally, Plaintiffs have no cause of action under the Idaho Constitution. Claiming
the District is taking "their money" without due process or just compensation wholly ignores the
election, the board proceeding, and the confirmation case. Plaintiffs cannot dispute the District
followed the statutory process for apportioning the benefits and assessing the costs and that the
same was confirmed by the district court. See I.C. § 43-401 et seq. Moreover, Plaintiffs have
already paid their 2016 assessments. See Second Temple A.ff. at 2, ,i 3. There is no question that
Plaintiffs were provided "due process" both before the Board of Directors and the Minidoka
County District Court. The fact Plaintiffs failed to exercise their rights before the Board and the
fact they did not succeed in the other case does not mean the District has violated their
constitutional rights.
In sum, the Court properly dismissed Count 2 as a matter of law, and the Plaintiffs have
not shown any error in that decision. The Court should deny Plaintiffs' motion for
reconsideration accordingly.

III.

The Court Properly Denied Plaintiffs' Request to Continue the Case.
Apart from the merits of the Court's decision, Plaintiffs also claim the Court should

reconsider the decision because it allegedly "did not even attempt to cite, address, acknowledge,
analyze, or otherwise even acknowledge the Harris Affidavit." Recon. Br. at 15.
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To the contrary, the Court analyzed Plaintiffs' motion to continue and stated, "[r]ule 56(f)
indicates that the Court should grant a continuance if the party opposing summary judgment
' ... cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's opposition,
... '. The plaintiff has not made a showing that they are unable to present specific facts to support
their opposition to the motion." Decision at 6. Inherent in the Court's reasoning pursuant to
Rule 56(f) is the fact that the Harris Affidavit and any motion and arguments were properly
considered, and the Court was not persuaded to exercise its discretionary powers to grant the
motion to continue. The Plaintiffs fail to show the Court abused its discretion in any way.
Further, the Court fully addressed the issue and referenced the affidavit at the oral argument held
on May 9, 2016. As such, Plaintiffs have no basis to allege the Court did not "consider"
counsel's affidavit.
Plaintiffs' motion to continue was solely because it wanted to conduct unnecessary and
burdensome discovery searching for any possible causes of action that did not exist and the
Court properly denied the same. The Court was correct in noting that the Plaintiffs failed to
show what discovery was necessary to oppose the District's motion. The Defendant identified
the relevant undisputed facts that supported the motion to dismiss as a matter of law. See
generally, Decision at 3-4; Affidavits of Dan Temple (April 1st and May 2 nd , 2016). Plaintiffs

could not dispute the same, namely that the Plaintiffs would not be deprived of any water and
could not show any injury. The Court properly found that Plaintiffs lacked standing regarding
Count 1 and that Count 2 was barred because ofres judicata. For these reasons, the Court
properly exercised its discretion to not continue the matter to allow for unnecessary and
burdensome discovery.
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Finally, Plaintiffs' argument on this issue is meritless given the Court's standing analysis.
As noted above, standing focuses upon the party seeking relief and not upon the merits of the
issues that are to be litigated. Bagley v. Thomason, 149 Idaho 799, 802 (2010). Therefore,
Plaintiffs' request for a continuance for discovery to discover some adjudicative facts will not
give them standing or make the case ripe for determination. Based upon the foregoing, the Court
properly denied Plaintiffs' request for a continuance.

IV.

The Second Harris Affidavit Does Not Present Any New Relevant Evidence or
Authority that Would Change the Court's Decision.
In support of its present motion for reconsideration Plaintiffs submits the Second Affidavit

of Robert L. Harris. First, Defendant objects to the portion of Mr. Harris' testimony that is not

based upon personal knowledge. Mr. Harris erroneously attempts to qualify himself and testify
as an expert in the field of water law in the area of irrigation districts, and specifically A&B
Irrigation District. The rest of Mr. Harris' affidavit is consistent with his previous affidavit that
the Court considered and found unpersuasive, concerning the need to propound discovery in
order to oppose the Defendant's motion.
In this second affidavit, Mr. Harris attaches a number of exhibits that were included with
the Response In Opposition to Verified Complaint and Petition for Confirmation of Hearings in
Minidoka County Case No. CV-2014-189. Defendant concedes that "[o]n a motion for
reconsideration, the court must consider any new admissible evidence or authority bearing on the
correctness of an interlocutory order." Fragne/la v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266, 276 (2012).
However, this evidence is irrelevant and does not change the analysis. The Court previously
found that Plaintiffs lacked standing and the case was not ripe in regards to Count 1. Concerning
Count 2, the Court took judicial notice of the very underlying case that Mr. Harris references in
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his second affidavit, which was the basis for finding res judicata precludes Plaintiffs' claim.
Thus, the exhibits attached to Mr. Harris' second affidavit in the underlying Minidoka County
Case No. CV-2014-189 do not constitute relevant new evidence and have no bearing on the
correctness of this Court's previous order.
Next, Plaintiffs allege the second affidavit contains several documents "which describe
information that could prove vital to Plaintiffs' case and show the necessary for allowing
discovery." Recon. Br. at 18. The Plaintiffs' argument as to these exhibits suffers from the same
flaws as its argument regarding its first discovery requests. Notably, Plaintiffs have not shown
any discovery related to the documents "is essential to justify" their opposition to the District's
motion. Further, any discovery regarding the same will not give the Plaintiffs' standing or make
their case ripe for adjudication. Such discovery would not change the material fact that Plaintiffs
are receiving water for irrigation of their lands in 2016 and that the District is not injuring them
many way.
Based upon the aforementioned, there is no "new" admissible evidence that would
warrant reconsideration of the Court's Decision. The Court should deny Plaintiffs' motion
accordingly.
CONCLUSION

The Court properly dismissed Plaintiff's Counts 1 and 2 as a matter oflaw. The
Plaintiffs have no standing and have failed to show how any of their claims are ripe or not barred
as a matter oflaw. The Court properly applied the requisite standards under Rules 12 and 56.
Further, the Court also correctly denied the motion to strike the Temple Affidavits and properly
exercised its discretion to deny Plaintiffs' request for a continuance. Based upon the foregoing
reasons, this Court should deny Plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration.
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DATED this

-1.P..!J.ay of June, 2016.
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP

Attorneys for Defendant A&B Irrigation District
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ]l'~day of June, 2016 I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs ' Motion for
Reconsideration by the method indicate,d belo,w, and addressed to each of the following:
Deputy Clerk
Jerome County District Court
233 W. Main St.
Jerome., Idaho 83338

Robert L. Harris
Andrew Rawlings
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo
P.O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405

and Delivery
x

U.S. Mail
- - Facsimile
- - Overnight Mail
- - Email
_ _ Hand Delivery
x U.S. Mail
- - Facsimile
- - Overnight Mail
x Email

Travis L. Thompson
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Robert L. Harris (ISB No. 7018)
Luke H. Marchant (ISB No. 7944)
D. Andrew Rawlings (ISB No. 9569)
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
P.O. Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone:
(208) 523-0620
Facsimile:
(208) 523-9518
Email:
rharris@holdenlegal.com
lmarchant@holdenlegal.com
arawlings@holdenlegal.com
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DISTRICT COURT
FIFTH JUDIClt,l DIST
JEROME COUNTY IDAHQ

cD16 JUL 8 PrJ ·1 59

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2016-0117

REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

V.

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant.
Plaintiffs, Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, and Tateoka Brothers, LLC (collectively, the
"Plaintiffs"), by and through their counsel of record Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C.,
submit this Reply Brief in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration. Plaintiffs maintain
that the Court should reconsider its Memorandum Decision Re: Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss,

IR.C.P. 12(b)(6) (the "Decision"), and grant Plaintiffs' motion to strike, grant Plaintiffs' motion
to continue, or deny Defendant's motion for summary judgment on the merits. Unless otherwise
noted, Plaintiffs are using all terms as defined in their Motion for Reconsideration.
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The Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs ' Motion for Reconsideration

("District's Opposition") provides contradictory standards by which to judge the Motion for
Reconsideration,

recharacterizes

what

the

Decision

said,

misstates

the

Motion for

Reconsideration, and confuses the analysis that the Court must perform. The overall tenor of the
District's Opposition is that the Court correctly applied a Rule 56 analysis to the Motion to
Dismiss, see District's Opposition, pp. 5-6, and since the District's Motion to Dismiss should be
granted, the Court was correct to deny Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike and Motion to Continue, see

District's Opposition generally (addressing the merits of each motion first, and then relying on
the proposed success on the merits to render Plaintiffs motions effectively moot).
Counts l and 2 are about divergent views of the nature of Plaintiffs' rights and Plaintiffs
ask this Court to declare the character of those rights. This is a case about consent to use a
property right and who decides whether surface and storage water historically applied to
Plaintiffs' lands in Unit A can be now used by lands in Unit B which been irrigated through a
separate source of water (ground water). The possibility of injury to Plaintiffs' rights to storage
water is real and ongoing, even as recent as three weeks ago. In response to actions taken by the
Idaho Department of Water Resources from a conjunctive management call from the Surface
Water Coalition, the District has voluntarily curtailed its ground water use for 2,063.1
''enlargement" acres. It is of no surprise to Plaintiffs that those enlargement acres will still be
irrigated in 2016 with the District's surface and storage water, not surface or storage water
obtained from other sources of supply. In the words of the District's counsel:
Ground water to the enlargement water right acres (2,063.1 acres) is shut
off and A&B is delivering surface water through its river pumping plants and
surface water infrastructure. A&B has both natural flow and storage water rights
to deliver to these acres that are included within the surface water rights' decreed
places of use.
2
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Letter from Travis Thompson to Director Gary Spackman June 14, 2016 available at
http://\VWvv.id,vr.idaho.gov/file /legal/ M-DC-20 I 0-001 /CM-D -2010-001-20160614-ABReque t-for-Removal-from-Curtailment-List.pdf; see also Spackman's Response to Travis
Thompson, June 30, 2016, available at http://,vww.idwr.idaho.gov/files/legal/CM-DC-2010-

List.pdf. There is no indication in this correspondence that consent from the storage and surface
water users was obtained by the District, and no such consent was requested from Plaintiffs. Had
the consent been sought, the Plaintiffs would have looked at the current water supply, the state of
their crops, the projections for storage carryover, etc., to determine whether or not to consent to
the use o water on the enlargement acres.

Without that opportunity, Plaintiffs have lost a

valuable right, and it is undisputed that use of more storage water in 2016 means less carryover
storage water for next year. Depending on water conditions the excess use of storage water for
ground water irrigated lands could r suit in crop loss or other damage to Plaintiffs.

In considering the District's Motion to Dismiss, which has been filed before even an
answer or any discovery, the Court should first refuse to consider any matters outside the
pleadin.gs (or arguments not existent in the actual Motion to Dismiss), including the almost 200
pages of the three Temple affidavits, either on the Court's own initiative or by granting the

Motion to Strike. Doing so allows the Court to analyze the Motion to Dismiss as what it purports
to be: a motion under Rule 12(b)(6). Plaintiffs have stated valid claims for which relief can be
granted, and thus the Motion to Dismiss should be denied.
If the Court is determined to consider matters outside the pleadings, the Court should
either continue or deny the Motion to Dismiss in order to afford Plaintiffs time to discover facts

3
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necessary to oppose the motion pursuant to Rule 56(f) and the two Harris affidavits. However,
even without such a continuance Plaintiffs feel that the Court hould deny the Motion to Dismiss
under Rule 56 because there are genuine issues of material fact, in that it appears uncontested
that Art. XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution protects Plaintiffs from the very actions undertaken
by the District and because th District has failed to show that it is entitled to judgment as a

matter of law, since the Idaho Constitution applies here and res judicata does not bar Count 2.

I. STANDARD OF DECISIO
The District has provided co.ntradictory statements regarding the standard this Court
should use in deciding Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration stating:
The decision to grant or deny a request for reconsideration rests in the
sound discretion of the trial court See Campbell v. Reagan, 144 Idaho
254, 258[, 159 P.3d 891, 895] (2007). Further when a court decides a
motion for reconsideration it must apply the same standard of review that
it applied when deciding the original order that is ·being reconsidered. See
Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266, 276[, 281 P.3d 103, 113] (2012).

District

Opposition p. 2. These two sentences contradict each other. Admittedly the cited

cases stand for the propositions described in each sentence-but they cannot ·both be true in this
case or at least there must be a nuanced harmonization betwee them.
Simply, Fragnella represents the modem holding and the appropriate stand.ard to apply in
deciding a motion for reconsideration. The Idaho Supreme Court has not cited Ca.mpbell for the
standard on reconsideration; although the Idaho Court of Appeals has done so as recently as
2013 in unreported opinions 1 and 2011 in reported opinions. 2

he Idaho Supreme Court has only

ever cited Campbell in relation to service. 3 On the other hand, Fragnella's standard (that the

1

See Madison Real Prop., LLC v. Thomason, No. 39799, 2013 WL 6008921, at *4 (Idaho Ct. App. Aug. 12,
2013); Hayes v. State, No. 39543, 2013 WL 5988401, at *2 (Idaho Ct. App. Mar. 15, 2013).

2

See Antim v. Fred Meyer Stores, Inc., 150 Idaho 774,782,251 P.3d 602, 610 (Ct. App. 2011).

4
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court must apply the same standard in deciding the motion for reconsideration as in deciding the
underlying motion) has been repeatedly and recent y cited by the Idaho Supreme Court. 4

Fragnella states:
When deciding the motion for reco,nsideration, the district court must
apply the same standard of review that the court applied when deciding
the original order that is being reconsidered. In other words, if the
original order was a matter within the trial court's discretion, then so is the
decision to grant or deny the motion for reconsideration. If the original
order was governed by a different standard, tlien that standard applies to
the motion for reconsideration. Likewise when reviewing a trial court's
decision to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration, this Court utilizes
the same standard of review used by the lower court in deciding the
motion fo r reconsideratio . If the decision was within the trial court's
discretion, we apply an abuse of discretion standard. On the other hand,
when reviewing the grant or denial o,f a motion for reconsideration
following the grant of summary judgment this Court must determine
whether the evidence presented a genuine issue of material fact to defeat
summary judgment.
1

Fragnella, 153 Idaho, at 276, 281 P.3d at 113 (emphasis added).
However, despite this overall trend, the Idaho Supreme Court has, at times, been less than
clear on this point. See, e.g., Sweet v. Foreman, 159 Idaho 761, 765 367 P.3d 156 160 (20 6)
(stating that '[t]he abuse of discretion standard also applies when reviewing a lower court's

denial o,f a motion for reconsideration," which, while confo,rming to Fragnella since the
underlying order was committed to the trial court's discretion, cites a pre-Fragnella case that
applied the Campbell standard). For that reason, the Court may attempt to harmonize Fragnella
with Campbell. The most obviou harmonization is that while the Court has discretion to decide
3

See Grazer v. Jones, 154 Idaho 58, 70, 294 P.3d 184, 196 (2013)· Elliott v. Verska, 152 Idaho 280, 286 271
P.3d 678, 684 (2012); Harrison v. Bd. of Prof/ Discipline of Idaho State Bd of Med. , 145 Idaho 179, 183 177
P.3d 393, 397 (2008).

4

See Pandrea v. Barrett, 160 Idaho 165, 369 P.3d 943, 949 (2016), reh'g denied (May 12, 2016); Fagen, inc. v.
Lava Beds Wind Park, LLC, 159 Idaho 628, 364 P.3d 1193, 1198 (2016); Liberty Bankers Life Ins. Co. v.
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S., 159 Idaho 679, 365 P.3d 1033 1040 (2016); Int'/ Real Estate
Sols., Inc. v. Arave, 57 Idaho 816 819,340 P.3d 465,468 (2014); Westby v. Schaefer, 157 Idaho 616,621,338
P.3d 1220 1225 (2014);AED, Inc. v. KDC Investments, LLC, 155 ldaho 159,163,307 P.3d 176, 180 (2013).
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the Motion for Reconsideration, but must still apply the correct legal standard. Sweet, 159 Idaho
at 765-66, 367 P.3d at 160-61 ("A trial court does not abuse its discretion as long as the court
recognizes the issue as one of discretion, acts within the outer limits of its discretion and
consistently with the legal standards applicable to the available choices, and reaches its decision
through an exercise of reason"). Thus, even if the motion for reconsideration is within. the trial
court's overall discretion, per Fragnella it must apply the standard of decision applicable to the
underlying motion being reconsidered.
Regardless of whether Fragnella (and its progeny) has overruled the Campbell standard
or whether they can b,e harmonized; the Court must apply the standard relevant to deciding each
original motion in determining this Motion for Reconsideration.

II. PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
The resolution of Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike (or its mootness due to the Court's own
decision) determines whether the District's Motion to Dismiss is properly considered under Rule
12(b)(6) or Rule 56. The decision on the Motion to Strike is committed to the sound discretion
of the trial court. See Idaho Rule of Civil Pro,c edure 12(b)(6).
A rationale pro,v ided by the District, which mirrors the decision., for considering its

Motion to Dismiss as a motio n fo,r summary judgm.e nt is that the rules co,n template this
1

occurrence and the tirneline for summary judgment required by Rule 56(c) was followed.

District's Opposition, p. 4_, n. 1; see also Decision, p. 7. However, the rules' contemplation of a
party to respond with nearly 200 pages of factual contentions before filing an answer is not, in
and o,f itself, a good en.o ugh reaso,n for any court to auto,m atically allow a party to do so--the
court must have a reason to exercise its discretion in such a way to allow that.

6 -
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The Court cited Glaze v. Deffenbaugh 144 Idaho 829, 831 , 172 P.3d 1104, 1106 (2007),
and Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 796 P.2d 150 (Ct. App. 1990), generally to support the
proposition that if summary judgment timing is complied with, it is not error to convert a
12{b)(6) motion into a motion for summary judgment. Decision, p. 7. However, the Motion for

Reconsideration pointed out that neither case supported that proposition or the conversion of the
District's Motion to Dismiss from consideration under Rule 12(b)(6) to Rule 56. See Motion for

Reconsideration, pp. 13-14 (noting that in Glaze, converting the motion from 12(b)(6) to
summary judgment was proper because the plaintiff submitted matters outsid,e the pleadingsfive

months after the complaint; and that in Hellickson, it was error to convert the motion to one for
summary judgment without allowing the parties a reasonable opportunity to develop an adequate
record).
The District's contribution to this discussion is that it has gone back 42 years in judicial
history and found a case the District contends is similar to the case at hand.

Opposition p. 5 (citing Cook v.

District 's

oltman 96 Idaho 187 188-89 525 P.2d 969, 970-71 (1974)).

However, Cook- and the cases to which Cook cites as included by the District, District 's

Opposition p. 5 (noting that Cook cites Rush v. G-K Machinery Co., 84 Idaho 10, 367 P.2d 280
(1961), and Stewart v. Arrington Constr. Co., 92 Idaho 526, 446 P.2d (1968))---dealt with a
circumstance different from the facts of our case. While the language about separating wheat
from chaff certainly resonates, none of these cases provides a basis for submitting almost 200
pages of factual contentions within weeks of the complaint, without filing an answer or
providing any discovery.
In Cook, the ''matter outside the pleading'' was a "memoranda alleging that the statute of
limitations barred [plaintiffs] claim," which the defendant had not alleged as an affirmative
7
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defense.

Cook, 96 Idaho at 188 525 P .2d at 970.

However, the plaintiff " was given an

opportunity to respond to the statute of limitations defense and answering memoranda were
submitted."

Id.

A legal argument, outside the pleadin.g , is adequately addressed through

memoranda. Further, the facts justifying the plaintiffs contention that the statute was tolled
were in possession of the plaintiff. See id. at 187-88 525 P.2d at 969-70. But raising a statute of
limitations defense is a far cry from arguing numerous detailed facts, as the District has done
here.
Next, in the 55-year-old Rush case a defendant presented documents relating to the very
contractual relationship under which the plaintiff was trying to recover. Rush, 84 Idaho at 12-14,
367 P.3d at 280-82. In that case the Supreme Court was 'constrained to view that that record
before [it] shows no genuine issue as to any material fact· nor does the record raise the question
of credibility of witnesses or weight of the evidence." Id. at 16 367 P.2d at 283. The dispute
was centered in documents, and the defendant responded with documents. Here the District has
included so many facts, documents and testimony that it would stretch Rush beyond reason to
apply the same rationale

especially given the deficient and under-developed state of the record

here. Further, Plaintiffs' case does call into question the credibility of witnesses and the weight
of the evidence provided by the District, but Plaintiffs have been hamstrung by the lack of
discovery or even an answer.
Finally, in Stewart (the apparent source of the chaff language), the very next s,entence

after the chaff language, is: "The moving party is entitled to a fmal judgment as to any part of all
of the complaint or answer if, after examin.a tion of pleadings, affidavits and depositions, it
appears that the party against whom the motion was made failed to raise any material issue of
fact which, under some theory of law, would entitle him to prevail." Stewart, 92 Idaho at 531 ,
8
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446 P .2d at 900 (emphasis added). The emphasized words show what the court presumed would
already be in the record: an answer (i.e., more pleadings than just a complaint) as well as
affidavits and depositions (i.e., discovery has already occurred).

See id.

The court also

cautioned that a trial "court should be especially reluctant to dismiss on the pleadings where the
asserted theory of liability is novel or unusual since it is important to such legal theories be
explored and assayed in the light of actual/acts, not a pleader's supposition." Id. (emphasis

added). None of the conditions the Stewart court pre-supposes are present here: the complaint is
the only pleading and there has been absolutely no discovery.

Further, the caution against

deciding novel and unusual theories too early is extremely applicable to this case. Plaintiff's
theories should be explored and assayed in the light of actual facts-not the District's
suppositions or a one-sided trial by affidavit.
Plaintiffs argue that their complaint does state a valid claim under Rule 12(b)(6). To
require Plaintiffs, without the benefit of any discovery, to produce facts sufficient to challenge
the District's almost 200 pages of documents and testimony is unfair and unreasonable. This
decision is within the Court's discretion and, absent a reason to exercise that discretion to
consider matters beyond the pleading (which the District has not provided) the Court should,
first, consider the Motion to Dismiss a motion under 12(b)(6) by either granting the Motion to

Strike or, on its own accord, refusing to consider matters outside the pleadings.

III. PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO CONTINUE
Only if the Court determines to consider matters outside the pleadings-which, per Rule
12(b), requires the Court to consider the Motion to Dismiss as a motion for summary judgmentshould the Court consider Plaintiffs' Rule 56(f) Motion to Continue. Plaintiffs must show, by
affidavit, that Plaintiffs "cannot for reasons stated presented by affidavit facts essential to justify
9
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the party's opposition." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f) (as effective prior to July 1, 2016). 5
However, the Court's ultimate decision on the Motion to Continue is discretionary. See Idaho
Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f).
As even the District notes, "It is axiomatic that upon a motion for summary judgment the
non-moving party may not rely upon its pleadings, but must come forward with evidence by way
of affidavit or otherwise which contradicts the evidence submitted by the moving party, and
which establishes the existence of a material issue of disputed fact." District's Opposition, p. 3
(quoting Jones v. HealthSouth Treasure Valley Hosp., 147 Idaho 109, 112, 206 P.3d 473, 476
(2009)). However, this particular axiom-summary judgment-"contemplates the existence of
an adequate record and it follows that a party opposing summary judgment must be afforded an
adequate opportunity to conduct discovery to make that record." Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe
Pace & Partners Ltd., 154 Idaho 99, 104, 294 P.3d 1111, 1116 (2013). Thus, "[t]he purpose of

Rule 56(f) is to ensure that the non-moving party has adequate time to conduct necessary
discovery." Id. at 105, 294 P.3d at 1117. Again, in this case there has been absolutely no
discovery.

To counter that fact, the District explains:
Plaintiffs' main allegation is that they did not have a reasonable
opportunity to present all material pertinent for summary judgment
because they were not allowed a continuance to conduct discovery.
However, since there are no genuine issues of material fact, the Court

5

Under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, as modified effective July 1, 2016, the applicable rule provides:
(d) When Facts are Unavailable to the Nonmovant. If a nonmovant shows by affidavit or declaration that,
for specified reasons, it cannot present facts essential to justify its opposition, the court may:
(1) defer considering the motion or deny it;
(2) allow time to obtain affidavits or declarations or to take discovery; or
(3) issue any other appropriate order.
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(d). This is substantively identical to the former Rule 56(t) quoted above and
in the Motion for Reconsideration.

10
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properly found no discovery was necessary and that it could dismiss
Plaintiffs' case as a matter oflaw.

District's Opposition, p. 4 (citation omitted). Stated differently, the District's position is that
Plaintiffs could not demonstrate a genuine issue of material fact (because there has been
absolutely no discovery in this case) and since there is no demonstrable issue of material fact,
there is no need for any discovery. This argument is both circular and conclusory-because
Plaintiffs should lose, they have no need to show why they should not lose.
The District's logic cannot be accepted by this Court.

The Harris Affidavit and the

Second Harris Affidavit meet the burden placed on the party requesting relief under Rule 56(f),
to show "that the party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the
party's opposition." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f); see also Motion for Reconsideration,
pp. 15-19.

IV. THE DISTRICT'S MOTION TO DISMISS
The standards for analyzing Rule l 2(b)( 6) motions and motions for summary judgment
have been laid out in detail in prior memoranda. See, e.g., Motion for Reconsideration, pp. 9-12.

It bears repeating that the Court must evaluate this Motion for Reconsideration under that proper
standard and not solely as an exercise of discretion. See Section I., supra.

A. The Court should not have considered justiciability as a reason to grant the Motion to
Dismiss because Plaintiffs were never afforded an opportunity to address that issue, by
argument and/or affidavit, despite Plaintiffs' explicit request for that opportunity.
While it is not Plaintiffs' only new argument regarding the justiciability, it is nevertheless
an important issue that the Court improperly considered justiciability in the Decision.

The

District's sole counterargument is that this Court may take up justiciability sua sponte. District's

Opposition, pp. 7-9. Other than that point, the District "adopts its prior motion and briefing."

11
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District's Opposition, p. 7.

However, the District did not make any argument regarding

justiciability in its motion and only raised the issue in its reply brief, which was only titled as a
response, but functioned as the District's reply. See Defendant's Response to Plaintiffs' Motion

to Strike and Motion to Continue Proceedings, pp. 8-12. If the Court intended to address the
justiciability argument-whether on the basis of the untimely assertions in the District's reply
brief or sua sponte, as the District argues the Court may do-Plaintiffs were never provided an

opportunity to provide argument regarding justiciability. In fact, Plaintiffs explicitly noted that
handicap, stating:
Here, the District provides some wholly new arguments that the Court
should disregard. Especially in relation to Count 1, the District has argued
completely different issues relating to justiciability-the District argues
that Plaintiffs' claims are speculative, hypothetical, moot, unripe, and
there is no case or controversy presented. Response Brief, pp. 8-12.
Plaintiffs dispute all of these arguments, but recognize that there is no
provision in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for a sur-reply. Therefore,
Plaintiffs request that the Court exercise its discretion and disregard the
new arguments submitted by the District. Franklin Bldg. Supply [Co. v.
Hymas], 157 Idaho (632,] 640, 339 P.3d (357,] 365 ((2014)]. On the other
hand, if the Court wishes to hear the District's arguments regarding
justiciability, Plaintiffs request that the Court order additional,
supplemental briefing to address those arguments.

Reply BriefSupporting Plaintiffs' Motions to Strike and Continue, p. 11 (emphasis added).
Simply, the Decision should not have addressed justiciability because Plaintiffs had only
inadequate notice of the issue-provided in a reply brief, rather than in a motion itself, or else
taken up sua sponte without any notice whatsoever-and absolutely no opportunity to respond,
despite explicitly requesting a chance to do so.

The Decision's analysis to, first, address

justiciability without sufficient notice or opportunity and, further, to find the issue dispositive
violates basic notions of due process. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV,§ l; IDAHO CONST., Art. I,§ 13.

12
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For the reasons presented in the Motion for Reconsideration, the Court should not have even
considered the issue of justiciability in the Decision.
B. On the merits, Plaintiffs have standing to assert Count 1 and Count 2 and neither claim
is unripe for declaratory judgment.

The facts of this case show that the District is already disregarding Plaintiffs'
constitutional rights and disputes the nature and scope of those rights. There is also an imminent
future harm, that is not speculative or hypothetical. The District is already diluting the rights to
surface and storage water that it holds in trust for the landowners, including Plaintiffs. While the
impact of that dilution may not cause crop loss or other damage this year, next year, or the year
after that - the harm is sufficiently concrete and the dispute (particularly concerning Plaintiffs'
constitutional rights) definite enough that Plaintiffs have standing and the issues presented are
ripe.
1. Plaintiffs' claims are ripe for consideration by this Court.

"Ripeness asks whether a court action is necessary at the present time." Schneider v.
Howe, 142 Idaho 767, 773, 133 P.3d 1232, 1238 (2006) (citation omitted).

Courts are

"precluded from deciding cases which are purely hypothetical or advisory." Bettwieser v. New
York Irr. Dist., 154 Idaho 317,326,297 P.3d 1134, 1143 (2013).

A ripe and justiciable

controversy, therefore, "must be definite and concrete, touching the legal relations of the parties
having adverse legal interests. . . . It must be a real and substantial controversy admitting of
specific relief through a decree of conclusive character." Id. (quotation marks and citation
omitted, ellipsis in original). "Thus, a litigant seeking a declaratory judgment must demonstrate
that an actual controversy exists and that the requested relief will provide actual relief, not
merely potential relief." Id. at 326-27 297 P.3d at 1143-44.

13
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The District attempts to address the facts of Schneider v. Howe, 142 Idaho 767, 133 P.3d
1232 (2006), but none of the other cases analyzed in the Motion/or Reconsideration-namely,
Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 778 P.2d 757 (1989); Boundary Backpackers v.
Boundary Cnty., 128 Idaho 371, 913 P.2d 1141 (1996); and ABC Agra, LLC v. Critical Access
Group, Inc., 156 Idaho 781, 331 P.3d 523 (2014).

The crux of the District's attempt to

distinguish Schneider is that there, "[t]he defendant had constructed a garage within the easement
and refused to let the plaintiff use the easement." District's Opposition, p. 10 (citing Schneider,
142 Idaho at 770, 133 P.3d at 1235). However, this misstates the facts of Schneider, which show
that the defendants had built a garage within what plaintiff claimed was the easement, and then
"refused to consider removing the obstructions." Schneider, 142 Idaho at 770, 133 P.3d at 1235.
In other words, the defendants contested the width of the easement, not its existence or the
plaintiffs right to use it. Id. Further, the key fact for the Supreme Court was that the plaintiff
had showed a future injury, even though he had "not applied to change the zoning or submitted a
subdivision plat," Id. at 773, 133 P.3d at 1238, prior to instituting his action for declaratory
judgment, because he showed that he intended to develop the property, which he could not do
without the easement. See id. at 772-73, 133 P.3d at 1237-38.
The facts of Schneider (as well as Miles, Boundary Backpackers, ABC Agra, and the
other cases cited in the Motion for Reconsideration) show that Count 1, in particular, and Count
2, in general, are ripe for adjudication. In Schneider, the plaintiff was not required to state
exactly when he intended to develop his property, such as would require the full scope of the
easement.

See Schneider, 142 Idaho at 772-73, 133 P.3d at 1237-38.

The conflict was

sufficiently ripe because there was an actual dispute regarding the scope of the plaintiffs right

14
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(i.e., the width of the easement over defendants' property) that would definitely, at some point in

the future, impact the plaintiff. See id.
Here, the facts are similar. Plaintiffs cannot say that they have been actually deprived of
water which has caused crop loss or other damage this year, next year, or the year after that.
However, as demonstrated by Schneider, such specificity is not required for a claim to be ripe.
But for the District's actions, there would be more water available to Plaintiffs in future years,
which, in a dry year-which will inevitably come at some point-Plaintiffs will need. Further,
the District and Plaintiffs dispute the scope of Plaintiffs' rights (i.e., the extent and applicability
of the protections afforded distributees in Art. XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution).
Beyond attempting to distinguish Schneider, the District makes three arguments that
center on the same factual contention: the District is providing Plaintiffs with all the water they
are due in 2016. District's Opposition, p. 11 ("it is undisputed that Plaintiffs are receiving the
water they are entitled to use in 2016"), p. 11 ('"'no consent is needed since the Plaintiffs are not
being deprived of any water needed for the 'annual use' for irrigation purposes this year"), and p.
12 ("Plaintiffs ... cannot show that the District's actions are depriving them of any water
required for the 'proper irrigation' of their lands this year"). Plaintiffs are unable at present to
challenge the facts presented by the District-since almost all of the relevant evidence is the
District's possession and there has been absolutely no discovery. For that reason, any analysis of
the facts (all of which the District has presented outside the pleadings) as a de facto motion for
summary judgment should, in accordance with the two Harris affidavits, entitle Plaintiffs to a
continuance per Rule 56(t). See Section III., supra. That issue aside, none of the arguments
provided by the District are sufficient to sustain the errors made in the Court's Decision.

15
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First, the District criticizes the university pay analogy presented by Plaintiffs to illustrate
what is going on in this case. District 's Opposition, pp. 10-11. The basis of this criticism is that
"[u]nlike the so-called 'savings account' of the at-will employees in the example, the District's
storage water rights can refill every year. Using storage water, authorized by law, throughout the
District, is not similar to taking money from a savings account that cannot be replaced."

District's Opposition, pp. 10-11 (underlined emphasis in original). However, this criticism is not
availing. On one hand, while the use of storage water may be authorized by the State throughout
the District, that authorization only determines the District's ability to use the water as far as the
State is concerned-it has absolutely no bearing on the District's relationship with its
landowners, which is, in part, governed by the "exclusive dedication" effectuated pursuant to
Art. XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution. Further, the capability of an asset to be replenished is
irrelevant. If a trustee took money from a trust's savings account, it would not be a defense or
justification that the trust could always save future earnings and thereby replenish the account.
Obviously, such a misappropriation would be actionable- just like an employer raiding a
savings account or an irrigation district using storage water to benefit landowners with an
inferior interest thereto. The inevitable dry year will require Plaintiffs, and other landowners in
the District who rely solely upon surface and storage water, to draw upon the storage water saved
m pnor years.
Second, the District argues that because the Idaho Constitution only states that a
distributee may not be "be deprived of the annual use of [the water], when needed ... to irrigate
the land," Idaho Constitution, Art. XV, § 4, that the adequate water supply in 2016 is dispositive
of Count 1.

District's Opposition, p. 11.

However, the District's argument stretches the

meaning of "annual use" beyond any reasonable interpretation. The District's interpretation of
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this provision of the Idaho Constitution would reduce "annual use" to mean just "use in the
current year." This cannot be the meaning of this constitutional protection. Annual means "of or
measured by a year," "happening or appearing once a year; yearly," or "for a year's time, work,
etc." WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD COLLEGE DICTIONARY 58 (5th ed. 2014). The title of this section
of the Idaho Constitution is "Continuing Rights to Water Guaranteed." Idaho Constitution, Art.
XV, § 4. The Idaho Supreme Court has described this "annual use" language as creating a
"perpetual right." United States v. Pioneer Irr. Dist., 144 Idaho 106, 114, 157 P.3d 600, 608
(2007). This has been the view of this constitutional protection for more than a century. Hewitt

v. Great W Beet Sugar Co., 20 Idaho 235, 118 P. 296, 299 (1911) (explaining that this provision
"in plain language provides that the title to the use of water acquired, when payment is made
under the terms of a contract, by means of which payment a perpetual right to the use of water
necessary to irrigate a certain tract of land is secured" (emphasis added)). Perpetual, means
"lasting or enduring forever or for an indefinitely long time; eternal; permanent" or "continuing
indefinitely without interruption; unceasing; constant."
DICTIONARY 1087 (5th ed. 2014).

WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD COLLEGE

Thus, Art. XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution protects a

distributee's right to annually use the water exclusively dedicated to his land as long as he
complies with lawful provisions and bylaws. For that reason, Plaintiffs' inability to show an
actual deprivation in 2016 is irrelevant to the application of Art. XV,§ 4 to this case.
Third, the District attempts to use Bradshaw to show that the District can do anything it
wants with the surface and storage water that is in its name as long as the current year is not
affected. District's Opposition, p. 12. However, all of the quotations from Bradshaw used by
the District explain why the Idaho Supreme Court "agree[d] with the conclusion of the trial court
that the water acquired or to be acquired from Palisades reservoir storage should be treated as
17
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appurtenant to the new lands." Bradshaw v. Milner Low Lift Irr. Dist., 85 Idaho 528, 547, 381
P.2d 440, 450 (1963). It is for that reason that the court took notice of the new lands' petition
and observed that the new lands could share in the district's water. See District 's Opposition, p.
12 (emphasizing portions of Bradshaw). But by the time the court analysis turned to the issues
quoted by the District, the court had already reached the conclusion that the owners of the old
lands "could not [], without their consent, be deprived of the use of that water when needed to
irrigate their lands. Further, their use of the water for many years prior to the annexation gave
them superiority of right to the use of such water." Bradshaw, 85 Idaho at 546, 381 P.2d at 450
(citations and quotation marks omitted). Contrary to the District's selective quotations, it was
sections 4 and 5 of Art. XV of the Idaho Constitution-not the fact or details of the annexationthat were determinative to the Bradshaw court in concluding that the exclusive dedication of
certain waters granted the old lands a superior interest in those waters.
As demonstrated in the Motion for Reconsideration, Plaintiffs' claims are ripe for
adjudication, "[e]ven [though] there is no immediately apparent damage." ABC Agra, 156 Idaho
at 785, 331 P.3d at 527. As in Schneider, the future injury is definite and concrete, and the
dispute between Plaintiffs and the District regarding the nature of Plaintiffs' constitutional rights
is real and substantial. Finally, there is a present need for adjudication. While discovery will
likely add to the factual disputes in this case, delaying any and all adjudication will not cause any
further material facts to develop. This case will relieve both parties of uncertainty in the future
regarding the nature of Plaintiffs' rights in the water exclusively dedicated to their lands by the
District, and should therefore be adjudicated by this Court at this time.

2. Plaintiffs have standing to assert their claims.

18
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Briefly, Plaintiffs reassert that they have standing to make the claims contained in Count
1 and Count 2. "Standing may be predicated upon a threatened harm as well as a past iniury."

Schneider, 142 Idaho at 772, 133 P.3d at 1237 (citing Harris v. Cassia Cnty., 106 Idaho 513,
516,681 P.2d 988,991 (1984)) (emphasis added). The injury and controversy described above,

see Section IV .B. 1, supra, clearly affects Plaintiffs. It is Plaintiffs' constitutionally-protected
interests that are being challenged and infringed by the District's actions.

The Court's

declaration of the nature and scope of Plaintiffs' rights "will prevent or redress the claimed
injury." Miles, 116 Idaho at 641, 778 P.2d at 763 (citing Duke Power Co. v. Carolina Env. Study

Group, 438 U.S. 59, 79, 98 S.Ct. 2620, 2633, 57 L.Ed.2d 595 (1978)). Finally, the District
provides adequate representation in opposition to Plaintiffs. See Miles, 116 Idaho at 641, 778
P.2d at 763 (citations omitted). These facts grant Plaintiffs standing to bring this declaratory
judgment action.
C. On the merits, the Court should not dismiss Count 1 of Plaintiffs' Complaint because
the District's Motion to Dismiss did not provide any basis to dismiss Count 1 and, since
there is nothing that controverts the application of Art. XV,§ 4 to this case, the District
has not shown it is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw.
The District provides no argument supporting the dismissal of Count 1 other than the
justiciability issue addressed above. See District's Opposition, pp. 7-13. Such argument is
misplaced. See Section IV .8, supra.
It is unsurprising that the District is not addressing the merits of Count 1, but uses all of
the facts it has submitted outside the pleadings to argue that Plaintiffs lack standing and the
issues are not ripe. The District's original Motion to Dismiss only argued that Count 1 failed as a
claim for inverse condemnation. See Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss, pp. 6-13.
Because a motion must "state with particularity the grounds therefor," Idaho Rule of Civil
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Procedure 7(b)(l), and the justiciability issue was only raised in a reply brief (or sua sponte)
without an adequate opportunity for Plaintiffs to respond-the District has provided no basis for
the Court to grant the Motion to Dismiss as to Count 1.
If considered under Rule 12(b)(6), Count 1 does state a claim for which relief can be

granted. Assuming all of the allegations in Count 1 are true, as a court does when properly
considering a genuine Rule 12(b)(6) motion, and ignoring all matters outside the pleadings,
which a court must also do under a genuine Rule 12(b)(6) motion, the following becomes clear:
if the District has violated Plaintiffs' constitutional rights- which Plaintiffs have adequately
alleged and the legal possibility of which exists, though discovery is necessary to generate the
evidence necessary for a trial-this Court can provide a remedy in the form of a declaratory
judgment. Thus, under Rule 12(b)(6), the Motion to Dismiss should be denied.
If the Court analyzes the Motion to Dismiss as a motion for summary judgment, by the

consideration of any matters outside the pleadings (which, again, is solely comprised of the

Amended Complaint), Plaintiffs would first request a continuance or denial of the motion under
Rule 56(f). See Section Ill., supra. However, even without discovery, Plaintiffs feel that if the
Court grants Plaintiffs every contested fact and every reasonable inference therefrom, as required
under Rule 56, there is enough of a genuine issue of material fact to deny the Motion to Dismiss.
Regardless of how close an analogy to this case Bradshaw is, there are vital principles that can
be gleaned from Bradshaw and applied here. Primary amongst those principles is that the
constitutional protections claimed by Plaintiffs are applicable to the relationship between an
irrigation district and its landowners, for the protection of the landowners. Bradshaw, 85 Idaho
at 546, 381 P.2d at 450. Plaintiffs have alleged that they are distributees, protected from the
District, which is a distributor, by Art. XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution.
20
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Reconsideration, p. 38; see also Complaint,,, 7, 18-19, 57-59. Those allegations and principles
have not been controverted by the District and thus, even under a summary judgment standard,
the Motion to Dismiss must be denied.
D. On the merits, the Court should not dismiss Count 2 of Plaintiffs' Complaint because
the Court should not consider the underlying judicial confirmation case, which is
outside the pleadings, in a 12(b)(6) motion; res judicata does not bar this action; and the
collective interests of the District cannot justify ignoring Plaintiffs' individual
constitutional rights.

The applicable standard to considering the dismissal of Count 2 depends on what the
Court considers.

If the Court wishes to consider just the Amended Complaint and legal

arguments-with absolutely no matters beyond the pleadings (either by affidavit or judicial
notice)-Rule 12(b)(6) provides the appropriate analysis. If, on the other hand, the Court is
determined to assess any matter beyond the pleadings, Plaintiffs would again point the Court to
the Harris affidavits and Rule 56(f), which allows for relief in a circumstance such as this, where
facts may be discovered that could affect the outcome of a dispositive motion. See Section Ill.,
supra. However, even under the summary judgment standard, the District has not shown that it
is entitled to judgment as a matter of law as to Count 2.
The District asserts that "Plaintiffs could not dispute the fact of the existence of the
judgment in the Minidoka County case and its legal effect on their claims under Count 2. As a
result, the Court properly applied the Rule 56 standard to dismiss Count 2."

District 's

Opposition, p. 6. However, this assertion is erroneous for at least two reasons: first, it does not
appear that the Court applied the Rule 56 standard in dismissing Count 2 and, second, Plaintiffs
can and do dispute the legal effect of the judgment in the underlying judicial confirmation case
on Count 2.

21
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As to the first point, the Decision concludes that "the defendant's Motion to Dismiss
Count 2 for failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted pursuant to I.R.C.P.
12(b)(6) is GRANTED." Decision, p. 16 (capitalization in original). This shows that the Court
analyzed the Motion to Dismiss as to Count 2 under Rule 12(b)(6), since the Court recites a
standard and not the title of the District's motion. Simply, the Court applied the wrong standard
in the Decision. By taking judicial notice of the underlying judicial confirmation case from
Minidoka County, Decision, p. 13, n. 6, the Court considered matters outside the pleadings and
therefore the application of the 12(b)(6) standard was erroneous. Hellickson, 118 Idaho at 276,
796 P.2d at 153; Taylor v. McNichols, 149 Idaho 826, 833, 243 P.3d 642, 649 (2010); Peterson

v. Private Wilderness, LLC, 152 Idaho 691, 697, 273 P.3d 1284, 1290 (2012). If the Court is
determined to take judicial notice of the underlying judicial confirmation case, it must thereafter
consider the Motion to Dismiss as a motion for summary judgment.

Idaho Rule of Civil

Procedure 12(b).
As to the second point made by the District, the judgment in the underlying judicial
confirmation case does not create a res judicata bar to Count 2 proceeding here. As shown in
Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration, at least one element fails in both claim preclusion and
issue preclusion, meaning that the judicial confirmation case is not a bar to Count 2 in this case.

Motion/or Reconsideration, pp. 39-41. Neither the Court nor the District has ever engaged with
those elements. Because all of the elements of either aspect of res judicata cannot be met, res

Judicata is not a basis to dismiss Count 2.
The District also raises an argument that the Decision did not rely on, namely that Idaho
Code § 43-405 bars any challenge to the assessments. District's Opposition, pp. 13-14. Again,
this argument relies on matters outside the pleadings, based on the facts submitted in three
22
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affidavits of Dan Temple-and is thus only appropriate to consider if the Court is determined to
rule on this part of the Motion to Dismiss as a motion for summary judgment and refuses to
allow Plaintiffs to conduct any discovery per Rule 56(f).
On the merits, the District's argument places Plaintiffs between a rock and a hard place
or, more directly, in the no-man's land between two judges. Judge Crabtree concluded that the
constitutional objections raised by Plaintiffs in the underlying judicial confirmation case were
outside the scope of that proceedings. If the constitutional objections were outside the scope of
consideration in the judicial confirmation case, then the procedure (and the preclusive bar) in
§ 43-405 is inapplicable to such objections. Plaintiffs agree with Judge Crabtree's well-reasoned
decision and exposition of the applicable statutes. However, now this Court has second-guessed
that determination and is using principles of res judicata, and potentially the District's proposed
application of § 43-405, to figuratively lock the courthouse doors.

Simply, for the reasons

explained by Judge Crabtree, the judicial confirmation proceeding is statutorily narrow and it
was therefore necessary for Plaintiffs to bring their constitutional claim in Count 2 here. See
Motion for Reconsideration, p. 41.

V. CONCLUSION
This Court should reconsider its Decision. The Motion to Strike provides the Court with
reasons to consider only the pleadings in this case and analyze the Motion to Dismiss under Rule
12(b)(6). The Motion to Continue illustrates the deficient state of the record at this point. This
deficiency is caused by the District's submission of almost 200 pages of facts before filing an
answer or engaging in discovery. But if the Court is determined to consider facts in this case, the
Court can still apply Rule 56(f), and facilitate the development of an adequate record on which to
decide summary judgment.
23
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Whether substantively analyzed under either Rule 12 or Rule 56, the Motion to Dismiss
should be denied. Both Count I and Count 2 state claims upon which relief can be granted.
Further, the District has not presented material facts demonstrating that it is entitled to judgment
as a matter of law.

Dated this

L

day of July, 2016.

Robert L. Harris, Esq.

'
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COU

DANIEL PASLAY, an individual;
GARY OTTMAN, an individual; and
TATEOKA BROTHERS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
VS.

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an
Idaho irrigation district,
Defendants.
--------------

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

( ',,-.

CaseNo.CV-2016-117

MEMORANDUM DECISION RE: (1) DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS COUNT
III, I.R.C.P.12(b)(6) AND (2) PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION,
I.R.C.P. ll(a)(2)(B)

On June 20, 2016 the defendant's motion to dismiss Count III and plaintiffs' motion for
reconsideration of the Court's Memorandum Decision entered May 16, 2016, came on regularly
for hearing. Counsel, D. Andrew Rawlings and Robert L. Harris appeared on behalf of the
plaintiffs. Counsel, Travis L. Thompson appeared on behalf of the defendant.
The Court having considered the briefs in support of and in opposition to the motions as
well as the arguments of counsel took the matter under advisement for a written decision. 1

I.
1 The Court granted additional time for counsel to provide additional briefing on the Motion for Reconsideration and
this matter was deemed under advisement on July 8, 2016.
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FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
The Court hereby incorporates by reference the Factual and Procedural Background as set
forth in its Memorandum Decision entered on May 16, 2016.
On April 25, 2016 the plaintiffs filed an Amended Complaint in response to the
defendant's first motion to dismiss Count's I & II of the complaint. The amended complaint
added a Count III for Breach of Fiduciary Duty, wherein it is alleged that pursuant to LC. § 43316 the defendant holds the irrigation district water rights in trust for the benefit of the plaintiffs
and other water users within the boundaries of the irrigation district. Specifically, the amended
complaint in Count III alleges in relevant part as follows:
79. As trustee, holding these water rights for the benefit of Plaintiffs and other
water users, the District owes certain fiduciary duties of loyalty and care to the
Plaintiffs as beneficiaries.
80. The District breached its duty of loyalty to Plaintiffs by seeking to use these
water rights and its storage water interests to irrigate more land, to the detriment
of Plaintiffs.
81. Using the same amount of water rights to irrigate more acreage dilutes the
amount of water available for Plaintiffs' use.
82. While the effect of such dilution may not be felt in years with plenty of water;
it will decrease the amount of water available to Plaintiffs in years with a shortage
of water.
83. Accordingly, this Court should enjoin the District from taking actions m
breach of its fiduciary duty owed to Plaintiffs.
On May 13, 2016 defendant filed its motion to dismiss Count III of the Amended
Complaint, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). The defendant's in summary argue that the plaintiffs
have not alleged or assert an injury or a deprivation of water and as such cannot establish a
breach of fiduciary duty as a matter oflaw.
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On June 6, 2016 the plaintiffs filed their opposition to the motion to dismiss Count III
and argue in summary that "the actions taken by the District in relation to the 'Unit A Pumping
Plant #2 project' (the "Project") constitutes breaches of these fiduciary duties." (Opposition to
Motion to Dismiss, pg. 3) The plaintiffs also seek to have the court strike the affidavits filed in
support of the defendant's motion to dismiss or in the alternative continue the hearing pursuant
to I.R.C.P. 56(f). 2
On June 20, 2016 the defendant filed a Reply Brief. The Court will not consider the reply
brief as it was not filed timely. I.R.C.P. 56(c). 3
Also on June 6, 2016 the plaintiffs filed their motion to reconsider the Courts prior
Memorandum Decision as to Counts I & II. The Court heard argument and allowed time for the
defendant to file a Brief in response and a reply brief of the plaintiffs.

II.

STANDARD
A. Motion to Dismiss, I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6).

The Court hereby incorporates by reference the Standard recited in the Court's
Memorandum Decision entered on May 16, 2016. The plaintiff in part asserts that a motion to
dismiss pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) based onjusticiability of a claim is not proper and that such
a motion should be based on Rule 12(b)(l), however the plaintiffs argument is without merit.
ABC Agra, LLC v. Critical Access Group, Inc. , 156 Idaho 781,331 P.3d 523 (2014) (the Court
affirmed the dismissal of the claim based on a Rule 12(b)(6) motion based on lack ofripeness).

2

These plaintiffs' argument is similar to the previous motion addressed by the court in the prior Memorandum
Decision. For the same reasons expressed previously by the Court the motions to strike and/or to continue are
denied.
3 Since the defendant has provided facts outside of the pleadings the motion to dismiss must be treated as a motion
for summary judgment.
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B. Motion for Reconsideration, I.R.C.P. ll(a)(2)(B).

Pursuant to I.R.C.P. l l(a)(2)(8), a motion for reconsideration may be made at any time
prior to entry of final judgment as to an interlocutory order. Since this court's order dismissing
Counts I & II is not a final judgment, and is not otherwise appealable as a matter of right, clearly
the motion to reconsider is timely. However, the party moving for reconsideration has the
burden of presenting to the court new or additional facts or arguments upon which
reconsideration should be granted. Devil Creek Ranch, Inc. v. Cedar Mesa Reservoir & Canal
Co., 126 Idaho 202,205, 879 P.2d 1135, 1138 (1994). Further, whether to grant reconsideration

is a matter of discretion for the trial court and the court should apply the same standard as it did
under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) and/or I.R.C.P. 56(c).
III.
ANALYSIS
A. Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count III.
1. Elements of Breach of Fiduciary Duty and Injunctive Relief.

As set forth above, Count III is a cause of action for breach of fiduciary duty in which the
plaintiffs seek to enjoin the delivery of water by the Project previously approved by the Board
after an affirmative vote of the defendant's water users and after judicial confirmation.
"To establish a claim for breach of fiduciary duty, plaintiff must establish that defendants
owed plaintiff a fiduciary duty and that the fiduciary duty was breached." Tolley v. THI Co .. 140
Idaho 253, 261, 92 P.3d 503. 511 (2004). "Fiduciary relationships are commonly characterized
by one party placing property or authority in the hands of another, or being authorized to act on
behalf of the other." Country Cove Dev., Inc. v. May. 143 Idaho 595. 603, 150 P.3d 288, 296
(2006). Our courts have recognized that directors of a corporation have fiduciary responsibilities
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to both the corporation and its shareholders and it stands to reason that the corporate entity itself
would have similar duties as concerns its shareholders. Steelman v. Mallory, 11 O Idaho 510, 716
P.2d 1282 (1986); Weatherby v. Weatherby Lumber Co., 94 Idaho 504, 492 P.2d 43 (1972).
A claim of breach of fiduciary duty sounds in tort akin to a claim of negligence. Skinner
v. US. Bank Home Mortg., 159 Idaho 642, 365 P.3d 398, 403 (2016). Therefore, to state a claim

for breach of fiduciary duty a plaintiff must therefore allege and prove that: ( 1) the defendant
owed a fiduciary duty; (2) the defendant committed misconduct that breached the fiduciary duty;
and (3) the plaintiff suffered damages proximately caused by such misconduct. Evergreen West
business Center, LLC v. Emmert, 296 P.3d 545 (Or. App. 2012); Iacono v. Hicken, 265 P.3d 116

(Ut. App. 2011); Stanley v. Richmond, 35 Cal. App. 4th 1070 (Cal. App. 1995). In the pending
case, the plaintiffs do not seek damages but only seek injunctive relief.
"The object of injunctive relief is to prevent injury, threatened and probable to result,
unless interrupted." Cazier v. Economy Cash Stores, Inc. , 71 Idaho 178, 187, 228 P.2d 436, 441
(1951) (quoting Lanahan v. John Kissel & Son, 135 F. 899, 903 (E.D.N.Y.1905)). An injunction
should only issue in those cases "where irreparable injury is actually threatened". 0 'Bos key v.
First Federal Savings & Loan Association, 112 Idaho 1002, 1007, 739 P.2d 301, 306 (1987).

2. Irrigation District Powers, Duties and Obligations.
It has long been held by our courts that the "ultimate purpose of a district's organization,

under the provisions of the statutes of this state, is the improvement, by irrigation, of lands
within the district. The purpose of its organization is not the rental, sale, or distribution of water.
It is authorized to acquire the right to use water for the purpose of delivery to settlers within the

district ....". Yaden v. Gem Irrigation Dist. , 37 Idaho 300, 216 P. 250, 252 (1923). The court in
Yaden stated that a taking of property without due process would occur if the irrigation district
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were to "bond the lands of the settlers to acquire the right to the use" and then deprive its
landowners of such water by providing such water to lands outside of the district boundaries. Id.
Article XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution provides in relevant part that,
Whenever any waters have been, or shall be, appropriated or used for agricultural
purposes, under a sale, rental, or distribution thereof, such sale, rental, or
distribution, shall be deemed an exclusive dedication to such use; and whenever
such waters so dedicated shall have once been sold, rented or distributed to any
person who has settled upon or improved land for agricultural purposes with the
view of receiving the benefit of such water under such dedication, such person,
... , shall not thereafter, without his consent, be deprived of the annual use of the
same, when needed for domestic purposes, or to irrigate the land so settled upon
or improved, upon payment therefore, and compliance with the equitable terms
and conditions as to the quantity used and the times of use, as may be prescribed
by law. (Italics added).
This section is a constitutional guarantee of the "exclusive dedication" to the use of water for
agricultural purposes within the irrigation district boundaries and a guarantee that the water users
within the irrigation district boundaries may not be deprived of their "annual use" of the acquired
water without their consent. In Mellen v. Great Western Beet Sugar Co., 21 Idaho 353, 359, 122
P. 30, 31-32 (1912) the court stated that with respect to Article XV, Section 4:
It was clearly intended that whenever water is once appropriated by any person or
corporation for use in agricultural purposes under a sale, rental or distribution,
that it shall never be diverted from that use and purpose so long as there may be
any demand for the water and to the extent of such demand for agricultural
purposes.

Article XV, Section 5 of the Idaho Constitution provides in relevant part that,
Whenever more than one person has settled upon or improved land with the view
of receiving water for agricultural purposes, under the sale, rental, or distribution
thereof, [as provided in Article XV, Section 4], as among such persons, priority in
time shall give superiority of right to the use of such water in the numerical order
of such settlements or improvements; but whenever the supply of such water shall
not be sufficient to meet the demands of all those desiring to use the same, such
priority of right shall be subject to such reasonable limitations as to the quantity of
water used and times of use as the legislature, having due regard both to such
priority of right and the necessities of those subsequent in time of settlement or
improvement, may by law prescribe.
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This section is a constitutional guarantee as to the priority of use and reasonable limitations of
use in times of shortages.
This case concerns the distribution of storage water by the District. When storage water
rights are acquired such water is "intended to assist the holders of the right in meeting their
decreed needs." In Re SRBA, 157 Idaho 385, 389, 336 P.3d 792, 796 (2014). An irrigation
district which has obtained storage water rights is the appropriator of such water and the
irrigation district is entitled to "divert, impound, and control water from a natural water course
by means of a diversion structure ... " and as such, the water "becomes the property of the
appropriator, [i.e. irrigation district] .. .impressed with the public trust to apply it to a beneficial
use". In Re SRBA, supra.; Nelson v. Big Lost River Irr. Dist., 148 Idaho 157, 163, 219 P.3d 804,
810 (2009); Washington County Irrigation District v. Ta/boy, 55 Idaho 382, 385, 43 P.2d 943,
945 (1935).
There is no dispute that the defendant in this case holds in trust for the water users all of
the district's water used for irrigation purposes. I.C. § 43-304 prescribes the powers and duties of
the Board of Directors of an irrigation district which in pertinent part provides:
"Said board shall have the power to manage and conduct the business and affairs
of the district, make and execute all necessary contracts, ... to establish equitable
by-laws, rules and regulations for the distribution and use of water among the
owners of such land, as may be necessary and just to secure the just and proper
distribution of the same, ...

.. .. The use of all water required for the irrigation of the lands of any district
formed under the provisions of this title, together with the rights of way for canal
and ditches, sites for reservoirs, ground water recharge projects and all other
property required in fully carrying out the provisions of this title, is hereby
declared to be a public use, subject to the regulation and control of the state, in the
manner prescribed by law.
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The board of directors of an irrigation district organized under the laws of the
state of Idaho may enter into contracts for a water supply to be delivered to the
canals and works of the district, and do any and every lawful act necessary to be
done that sufficient water may be furnished to the lands in the district for
irrigation purposes."
LC. § 43-316 provides that legal title to all property acquired by the irrigation district under the
provisions of Title 43, is vested in the name of the irrigation district and " ... shall be held by such
district in trust for, and is hereby dedicated and set apart to, the uses and purposes set forth [in
Title 43]. Said board is hereby authorized and empowered to hold, use, acquire, manage, occupy
and possess said property as herein provided."
The duties and responsibilities of the District are governed by Title 43, Chapter 3 as well
as its by-laws, rules and regulations. The District has a duty fiduciary or otherwise to establish
and provide for the "distribution and use of water among the owners" of the lands located within
the boundaries of the District. There is no dispute that the defendant in this case has the authority
to construct and improve irrigation works for the delivery of water to its landowners within the
irrigation district. There is no dispute that the defendant is delivering water presently to its
landowners, including the plaintiffs, and that the water is being distributed and used for
agricultural purposes as contemplated in Article XV, Section 4 of the Idaho Constitution. The
plaintiffs have not alleged that they have not received their allotted water. The plaintiffs only
allege that the Project may in the future dilute or reduce the amount of water they are entitled to,
including carry over water.
3. Is there a justiciable controversy?

As this court stated in it prior Memorandum Decision, Idaho has adopted the
constitutionally based federal justiciability standard. Davidson v. Wright. 143 Idaho 616, 620,
151 P .3d 812, 816 (2006). Ripeness is that part of justiciability that "asks whether there is any
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need for court action at the present time." Id. (quoting Gibbons v. Cenarrusa, 140 Idaho 316,
317, 92 P.3d 1063, 1064 (2002)). "The traditional ripeness doctrine requires a ... plaintiff to
prove 1) that the case presents definite and concrete issues, 2) that a real and substantial
controversy exists, and 3) that there is a present need for adjudication." Paddison Scenic Props.,
Fami(r' Trust. L.C. v. Idaho Cnty.. 153 Idaho 1. 4, 278 P.3d 403, 406 (2012) (quoting Noh v.
Cenarrusa, 137 Idaho 798, 801, 53 P.3d 1217, 1220 (2002)). The 9th Circuit found that the

"ripeness inquiry contains both a constitutional and prudential component. The constitutional
component focuses on whether there is sufficient injury, and thus is closely tied to the standing
requirement; the prudential component, on the other hand, focuses on whether there is an
adequate record upon which to base effective review." Portman v. County of Santa Clara, 995
F.2d 898, 902-903 (9 th Cir. 1993). Such an inquiry, "separate[s] matters that are premature for
review because injury is speculative and may never occur from those cases that are appropriate
for ... court action. Id. at 902. A "claim is not ripe for adjudication if it rests upon contingent
future events that may not occur as anticipated, or indeed may not occur at all." Texas v. United
States, 523 U.S. 296, 300 (1998). In addition to the "fitness of the issues for judicial decision,"

this court should consider "the hardship to the parties of withholding court consideration."
Abbott Laboratories v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 136, 149 (1967).

The subcategories of standing and ripeness are closely related. The Ninth Circuit in
Colwell v. Department ofHealth and Human Services, 558 F.3d 1112, 1123 (9 th 2009), stated:

But whereas "standing is primarily concerned with who is a proper party to
litigate a particular matter, ripeness addressees when that litigation may occur."
lee v. Oregon, 107 F.3d 1382. 1387 (9th Cir.1997); see also Sacks v. Office of
Foreign Assets Control, 466 F.3d 764, 773 (9th Cir.2006) (" '[T]he constitutional
component of the ripeness inquiry ... , in many cases, ... coincides squarely with
standing's injury in fact prong.' ") (internal citation omitted); Thomas v.
Anchorage Equal Rights Comm'n, 220 F.3d 1134, l 138 (9th Cir.2000) ("The
constitutional component of the ripeness inquiry is often treated under the rubric
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of standing and, in many cases, ripeness coincides squarely with standing's injury
in fact prong.").
The District, not the individual water user, is the appropriator of the storage water that is
at issue in this case. Nelson v. Big Lost River Irrigation District, 148 Idaho 157,163,219 P.3d
804, 810 (2009); Nampa & Meridian Irr. Dist. v. Barclay. 56 Idaho 13, 18, 47 P.2d 916, 918
(1935). The District has the statutory authority to make and construct improvements for the
delivery and distribution of storage water within the District boundaries. It is undisputed that the
District complied with the statutory requirements for the financing and construction of the
Project which is the subject of the Plaintiffs Amended Complaint.
The defendant has provided evidence that establishes that the plaintiffs are in fact
receiving the water that they are entitled to receive presently and the plaintiffs do not dispute this
fact. 4 What the plaintiffs' argue in their brief and at oral argument is that the project may dilute
or deplete their amount of water in the future and/or the amount of water that they would be
entitled to carry over at the end of the irrigation season. A portion of plaintiffs' argument is
predicated on their legal argument that the 1500 acres of "soft conversions" in Unit B has never
had storage water delivered to it in the past and that the delivery of such water violates Article
XV, Sections 4 and 5. For this argument the plaintiffs rely on Bradshmt1 v. Milner Low Lift Irr.
Dist., 85 Idaho 528, 381 P.2d 440 (1963). The plaintiffs' reliance upon Bradshaw is misplaced.

There is no dispute that the 1500 acres in question has always been within the boundaries of the
District; all of the water users, both Unit A and Unit B, within the District have paid for the
storage water over the years. Further, the Department of Water Resources has determined that
"[S]torage water has always been viewed as a source of water that can be flexibly applied within

4

The plaintiffs in their complaint do not allege they have been deprived of water.
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an irrigation district's boundaries." (Exhibit "E", Affidavit of Dan Temple, filed April 4, 2016). 5
Although, the District has the flexibility to apply the water within the district boundaries, this
right is tempered by the duty to see that its water users within the District boundaries, as a whole,
receive the water they are entitled to receive. Article XV, Sections 4 and Section 5, Idaho
Constitution. The plaintiffs have presented no facts that they are not receiving the amount of
water they are entitled to nor have they presented any evidence, other than speculation, that their
right to water is being or will be diluted. There are no facts alleged in the complaint nor any
evidence submitted to establish the requisite requirement of threatened or immediate harm to
justify any injunctive relief. Further, there are no facts alleged to support a claim that the District
has breached any fiduciary duty at the present time.
The plaintiffs argue in their brief that LC. § 42-237(g) "allows for a 'civil action for
injunctive or other relief for the ... protection of rights to the lawful use of water' against or by
irrigation districts." This section contemplates an action against a person violating any provision
of Title 42, Chapter 2; a decision of the director of the department water resources; or order of a
local ground water board. There are no facts alleged in the complaint that would be applicable to
this section.
The plaintiffs at oral argument asserted that the Project would dilute the amount of
"their" carry over water. An individual water user in an irrigation district does not have the right
to carry over water. The reasonable amount of carryover of storage water is between the District
and the Director of the Department of Water Resources. American Falls Reservoir Dist. No. 2 v.
IDWR, 143 Idaho 862, 878-880, 154 P.3d 433 , 449-451 (2007).

5

This case does not concern any attempt by the District to distribute water outside of the district boundaries which
would be ultra vires. Yaden v. Gem Irr. Dist., supra.
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The purpose behind the requirement of ripeness and/or standing is to prevent courts,
through the avoidance of premature adjudication, from entangling themselves in abstract
disagreements and therefore in determining whether a particular case is ripe for judicial review, a
trial court must be satisfied that the case before it does not present a hypothetical injury or claim
contingent upon some event that has not and indeed may never transpire. It is clear from this
record that the plaintiffs are receiving the water they are entitled to, as are the other water users
in the District. The plaintiffs' claim is based on what may happen in the future in the event of a
water shortage. The plaintiffs' seek to have this court enjoin the use of the Project, when in fact
the Project is not presently causing or threatening any actual irreparable harm to the plaintiffs.
The injury complained of by the plaintiffs is contingent upon the distribution of water in the
event of a shortage and the priority of the water users within the District in the event of a water
shortage. In other words any injury sustained or to be sustained by the plaintiffs stemming from
their allegations of misconduct or any alleged breach are, at this point, hypothetical. The Court
must find as a matter of law that the issues before the court do not present a real and substantial
controversy that exists, and that there is no present need for adjudication.
Therefore, the Motion to Dismiss Count III of the amended complaint is GRANTED.
B. Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration.
On June 6, 2016 the plaintiffs filed a Motion for Reconsideration of this Court's previous
Memorandum Decision dismissing Counts I & II. The memorandum decision in question is an
interlocutory order and as such this court should reconsider its prior decision if there are new and
additional facts or legal arguments submitted in support of the motion to reconsider that would
cause this court to alter or change its prior decision. Coeur d'Alene Mining Company v. First
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National Bank, 118 Idaho 812, 800 P.2d 1026 (1990). The court's decision on reconsideration is

a matter of discretion.
The Court, having considered the additional affidavit of counsel and the additional
arguments and briefs of the plaintiffs and the defendant, finds that there is no legal or factual
basis for this court to alter or change its prior decision and therefore the plaintiffs' motion to
reconsider is DENIED.

IV.
CONCLUSION AND ORDER
For the reasons set forth above, the defendant's motion to dismiss Count III 1s
GRANTED and the plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration is DENIED.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this

\$'

day of

:fob'\ ,2016
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL ~ E
B'l' ~

.P..l.l.1'l' CLERY-.

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFEJEROME

DANIEL PASLAY, an individual;
GARY OTTMAN, an individual; and
TATEOKA BROTHERS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an
Idaho irrigation district,

- - - - - - - -Defendants.
------

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CaseNo.CV-2016-117

JUDGMENT

JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
1. In favor of the Defendant, A&B Irrigation District and against the Plaintiffs, Daniel
Paslay, Gary Ottman, and Tateoka Brothers, LLC;
2. The Plaintiffs' Complaint and Amended Complaint is hereby DISMISSED.

DATED this

I -JUDGMENT

)

S:

day of ,

Ju/ i ,2016
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fN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFIB DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME

DANI.EL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,

Case No. CV-2016-0117

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Plaintiffs/Appellants,
V.

Fee Category L.4. - $129.00
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho

Supreme Court No.

irrigation district,

41: 4 ~- ~

Defendant/Respondent.
TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED
DISTRICT;

DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT,

A&B

IRRIGATION

THE DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT'S ATTORNEYS, BARKER ROSHOLT &
SIMPSON LLP, 163 SECOND AVENUE WEST, TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 83301,
TELEPHONE (208) 733-0700, TLT@IDAHOWATERS.COM; AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above-named Plaintiffs/Appellants, Dan Paslay, Gary Ottman, and Tateoka Brothers,
LLC, by and through their counsel of record, appeal against the above-named respondent,
A&B Irrigation District, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandu~D_,~ {'!'l'e:,
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Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, lR.C.P. 12(b)(6) (filed May 16, 2016); the Memorandum
Decision re: (I) Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count Ill, lR.C.P. 12(b)(6) and (2)
Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration, lR.C.P. Il(a)(2)(B)(filed July 15, 2016); and the
Judgment (filed July 15, 2016), enteted in the above-entitled action by the Honorable

John K. Butler, District Judge, presiding. A copy of the judgment and orders being
appealed is attached to this notice.
2.

The Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment and
orders described in paragraph I, above, are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule
11(11)(1), Idaho Appellate Rules.

3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellant intends to assert in
the appeal (which does not prevent the Appellant from asserting other issues) is as
follows:
11.

Whether the Court erred in denying Plaintiffs· Motion to Strike Affidavit of
Dan Temple and Deny Defendant's Motion to Dismiss.

b.

Whether the Court erred in denying Plaintiff's Motion to Continue
Proceedings or Derry Defendant's de facto Motion for Summary Judgment.

c.

Whether the Court erred in dismissing Count 1 of Plaintiffs/Appellants'
Amended Complaint pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6).

d.

Whether the Court em:d in dismissing Count 2 of Plaintiffs/Appellants'
Amended Complaint pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6).

e.

Whether the Court erred in denying Plaintiffs· Motion to Strike the Temple
Affidavits.
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f.

Whether the Court erred in denying Plaintiffs ' Motion to Deny or

Continue Proceedings on the Motion to Dismiss Count 3.
g.

Whether

the

Court

erred

in

denying

Plaintiffs '

Motion for

Reconsideration.
h.

Whether the Court erred in dismissing Count 3 of Plaintiffs/Appellants'

Amended Complaint pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6).
4.

There is no order sealing any portion of the record in this case.

5.

The Appellants request that a copy of the transcript from the following hearings:
a.

May 9, 2016---the Court hearing on (i) Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss

Pursuant to lR.C.P. l 2{B)(6), (ii) Plaintiffs ' Motion to Striu Affidavit of
Dan Temple and Deny Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss, and (iii) Plaintiff's
Motion Jo Continue Proceedings or Deny Defendant's de facto Motion for
Summary Judgment;
b.

June 20, 2016-the Court hearing on (i) Defendant 's Motion to Dismiss

Count Ill of Plaintifft ' Amended Complaint Pursuant to l.R.C. P. l 2(B)(6),
(ii) Plaintiffs ' Motion to Strike the Temple Affidavits, (iii) Plaintiffs '

Motion to Deny or Continue Proceedings on the Motion to Dismiss Count
3, and (iv) Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration;
c.
6.

No other transcripts are requested.

The Appellants request that all pleadings and attachments filed in this case along with all
other documents in the clerk's record automatically included under Rule 28 of the Idaho
Appellate Rules be made part of the record. Specifically, the pleadings are as follows:
a.
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Complaint, filed February 12, 2016;
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b.

Notice of Appearance, filed April 4, 2016;

c.

Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(B)(6), filed April
4, 2016;

d.

Memorandwn in Support of Defendant' s Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to
LR.C.P. 12(BX6), filed April 4, 2016;

e.

Affidavit of Dan Temple in Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss
(including all exhibits thereto), filed April 4, 2016;

f.

Amended Complaint, filed April 25, 2016;

g.

Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike Affidavit of Dan Temple and Deny
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, filed April 25, 2016;

h.

Plaintiffs' Motion to Continue Proceedings or Deny Defendant's de facto
Motion for Summary Judgment, filed April 25, 2016;

1.

Affidavit of Robert L. Harris in Support of Motion to Continue (including
all exhibits thereto), filed April 25, 2016;

j.

Notice of Service, filed April 25, 2016;

k.

Defendant's Response to Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike and Motion to
Continue Proceedings, filed May 2, 2016;

L

Second Affidavit of Dan Temple in Support of Defendant's Motion to
Dismiss (including all exhibits thereto), filed May 2,2016;

m.

Reply Brief Supporting Plaintiffs' Motions to Strike and Continue, filed
May 6, 2016;

n.

Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count lII of Plaintiffs' Amended
Complaint Pursuant to l.R.C.P. 12(BX6), filed May 13, 2016;
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o.

Memorandum Decision re: Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, LR.C.P.
l2(b)(6), filed May 16, 2016;

p.

Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count 3 of
Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(8)(6), filed May
31,2016;

q.

Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration, filed June 6, 2016;

r.

Second Affidavit of Robert L. Harris in Support of Motion for
Reconsideration (including all exhibits thereto), filed June 6, 2016;

s.

Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike the Temple Affidavits, filed June 6, 2016;

t.

Plaintiffs' Motion to Deny or Continue Proceedings on the Motion to
Dismiss Count 3, filed June 6, 2016;

u.

Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Count 3 and Memorandwn Supporting
Plaintiffs' Motions, filed June 6, 2016;

v.

Defendant' s Response to Plaintiffs' Second Motions to Strike and
Continue Proceedings, filed June 13, 2016;

w.

Third Affidavit of Dan Temple (including all exhibits thereto), filed June
13, 2016;

x.

Reply Brief in Support of Plaintiff.,,' Motions, filed June 17, 2016;

y.

Reply in Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count III of
Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint Pursuant to l.R.C.P. 12(8)(6), filed June
20, 2016;

z.

Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for
Reconsideration, filed July 5, 2016;
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aa.

Reply Brief in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration, filed
July 8, 2016;

bb.

Memorandum Decision re: (1) Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count III,
1.R.C.P. l2(b)(6) and (2) Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration, I.R.C.P.
1 l(a)(2)(B), filed July 15, 2016; and

cc.
7.

. Judgment, filed July 15, 2016.

The Appellants request the following documents, charts, or pictures offered or admitted
as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court: all of the exhibits attached to the
pleadings, motions, memoranda, and affidavits.

8.

I certify:
a.

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set
out below:
1.

Name and Address: Denise Schloder, 233 West Main Street,
Jerome, Idaho 83338.

b.

That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for
preparation of the reporter's transcript.

c.

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk' s record has been paid.

d.

That the appellate filing fee has been paid.

e.

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to Rule 20 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
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Dated this

J'i~ day of August, 2016.

HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.

Attorneys for the Plaintiff/Appellants

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a copy of the following described. pleading or document on
the atton1eys and/or individuals listed below, by the method indicated, a true and correct copy
thereof on this / ~ day of August, 2016.

Document Served:
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Attorneys and/or Individuals Served:
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
163 Second Ave. West
P.O. Box 63
Twin FaJls, Idaho 83303-0063
Fax: (208) 735-2444
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Robert L. Harris
}~JoLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.

Attorneys for the PlaintijflAppellants
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E COUNTY OF JEROME

DANIEL PASLAY, an individual;
GARY OTTMAN, an individual; and
TATEOKA BROTHERS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company,

)
)
)
)

)
Plaintiff,
vs.

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an
Idaho irrigation district,

- - - - - - - -Defendant.
------

Case No. CV-2016-0117

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

MEMORANDUM DECISION ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES
AND COSTS

On August 22, 2016, oral argument was heard on defendant's motion for attorney fees
and costs. Counsel, Robert Harris and Andrew Rawlings, appeared on behalf of the plaintiffs.
Counsel, Travis Thompson, appeared on behalf of defendant. After considering the motions,
affidavits, and arguments of counsel, the matter was taken under advisement for a written
decision.

I.
FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY
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On July 15, 2016, Judgment was entered in favor of A&B Irrigation District and against
the Plaintiffs in this case. On July 25, 2016, A&B Irrigation filed its Affidavit of Travis L.
Thompson and Memorandum of Costs, and filed Motions to Amend Costs Memorandum on
August 8th and 10th, 2016. Together, the affidavit and motions assert that A&B Irrigation is the
prevailing party and therefore entitled to attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure 54(d) and (e) and Idaho Code§§ 12-117 and 12-121. On August 3, 2016 counsel for
the Plaintiffs filed a Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorney Fees and on August 15, 2016
counsel filed an objection to the defendant's motion to amend the memorandum of costs and
attorney fees.

II.
STANDARD

Attorney fees are awarded when authorized by statute or contract. Determining whether
a specific statute governs the award of attorney fees is a matter of law which this Court must
evaluate and apply with reasonable discretion. See JR. Simplot Co. v. Western Heritage
Insurance Co., 132 Idaho 582, 584, 977 P.2d 196 (1999). It is also within the Court's discretion

to determine the prevailing party, if any, and to award the amount of costs and attorney fees
based on a reasoned analysis of the law with application to the outcome in a specific case and
within the outer boundaries of this discretion. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B); Sanders v. Lankford, 134
Idaho 322,326, 1 P.3d 823 (Ct. App. 2000) (overruled on other grounds).
The determination as to who the prevailing party is and such party's entitlement to costs
is left to the "sound discretion of the district court." Stewart v. McKarnin, 141 Idaho 930,931 ,
120 P.3d 748 (Ct. App. 2005); Sanders v. Lankford, 134 Idaho 322, 326, 1 P.3d 823 (Ct. App.
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2000). Therefore, this court does recognize that the issue is discretionary; that this court must act
within the outer bounds of its discretion; and its determination must be through an exercise of
reason. "The district judge is not empowered to award fees on a basis not asserted by the moving
party." Garner v. Bartschi, 139 Idaho 430,438, 90 P.3d 1031 (2003).

IV.
ANALYSIS
A. Prevailing Party

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l) allows for costs as a matter of right to the prevailing party. I.R.C.P.
54(d)(l)(B) defines the term "prevailing party." The rule states, "[t]he trial court must, in its
sound discretion, consider the final judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief sought
by the respective parties. "(U]nder I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B), there are three principal factors the trial
court must consider when determining which party, if any, prevailed: (1) the final judgment or
result obtained in relation to the relief sought; (2) whether there were multiple claims or issues
between the parties; and (3) the extent to which each of the parties prevailed on each of the
claims or issues."

Sander v. Lankford, 134 Idaho 322, 325, 1 P.3d 823 (Ct. App. 2000)

(overruled on other grounds). "[T]he determination of a prevailing party is within the discretion
of the trial court." J.R. Simplot Co. v. Chemetics Intern., Inc., 130 Idaho 255,258, 939 P.2d 574
(1997).
This Court granted Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Counts I and II of the Amended
Complaint May 16, 2016. On July 15, 2016, this Court granted Defendant's Motion to Dismiss
Count III of the Amended Complaint, denied the Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration. The
Court then entered judgment in favor of A&B Irrigation in this case, dismissing the Plaintiffs'
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Complaint and Amended Complaint. The ultimate result, dismissal of each count of the
Plaintiffs' Complaint, is the most favorable outcome that could be achieved by the defendant.
While dismissal of a claim is one of many factors to consider in determining whether to award
attorney fees, in this case the defendant has prevailed in the action with dismissal of the
complaint. For this reason, the defendant is the prevailing party.
The plaintiffs argue that there can be no determination as to prevailing party because the
case was never decided on the merits. The plaintiffs rely in part on a District Court opinion
which concerned a dismissal based on lack of subject matter jurisdiction for failure to exhaust
administrative remedies. 1 That Court surmised that to be a prevailing party there must be an
"adjudication on the merits" and it went on to look to federal law that has interpreted the federal
counterpart to I.R.C.P. 54 (d)(l)(B). While our courts have at time looked to federal law to
interpret our rules of civil procedure, in those cases the federal rule was substantially similar if
not identical to the Idaho rule. However, the federal rule unlike the Idaho rule does not contain a
definition of "prevailing party". Our courts have made it clear that this court should rely on the
definition of prevailing party in Rule 54(d)(l)(B). Burnham v. Bray, 104 Idaho 550, 661 P.2d
335 (Ct. App. 1983). The mere dismissal of a claim whether with or without prejudice is just one
factor the court may consider in its determination. Chenery v. Agri-Lines Corp. , 106 Idaho 687,
682 P.2d 645 (Ct. App. 1984). Our courts have recognized that when a case has been settled and
the plaintiff recovered "all the substantive relief it had sought" a court could find the plaintiff to
be the prevailing party and/or where a motion to dismiss is granted because the plaintiff named
the wrong party, the defendant could be found to be the prevailing party. Jerry J. Joseph C.L. U ,
Ins. Assoc., Inc. v. Vaught, 117 Idaho 555, 789 P.2d 1146 (Ct. App. 1990); Daisy Mfg. Co. , Inc.

1

Eldon and Mary Anne Golightly, et al v. Preston Whitney Irrigation Company, et al, Franklin County Case No.
CV-2009-509.
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v. Paintball Sports, Inc, 134 Idaho 259, 999 P.2d 914 (Ct. App. 2000); Sanders v. Lankford, 134
Idaho 322, 1 P.3d 823 (Ct. App. 2000). The clear reading of Rule 54(d)(l)(B) and our court's
interpretation of the rule suggest that when a party is successful in seeking dismissal of an action
based on the lack of a justiciable controversy; lack of subject matter jurisdiction; lack of
ripeness; or lack of standing that such a party is the "prevailing party" and the plaintiffs'
argument and reliance upon a prior district court opinion or the federal courts interpretation of
"prevailing party" is not persuasive.
The Court does find that the defendant A&B Irrigation District is the prevailing party
since it received the most favorable outcome that could be achieved by the defendant.

B. Costs as a Matter of Right
As the prevailing party, the defendant is awarded the costs as a matter of right under
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(l)(C). The defendant seeks to recover costs as a matter of
right for filing fees in the amount of $136.00. Therefore, said costs being recoverable as a matter
of right, the prevailing party, A&B Irrigation District is hereby awarded costs of right in the sum
of $136.00

C. Discretionary Costs
The defendant also requests discretionary costs in this case, in the amount of $120.73.
The determination of whether to award discretionary costs is committed to the discretion of the
trial court, and this Court recognizes it must exercise that discretion within the applicable legal
standards and through an exercise of reason. See Fish v. Smith, 131 Idaho 492, 960 P.2d 175
( 1998). "Discretionary costs are additional items of cost not enumerated in Rule 54(d)( 1), and
can include such items as long distance telephone calls, photocopying, faxes, travel expenses and
postage." Automobile Club Ins. Co. v. Jackson, 124 Idaho 874, 881, 865 P.2d 965 (1993). The
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prevailing party has the burden to show that the costs were "necessary and exceptional and
reasonably incurred, and should in the interests of justice be assessed against the adverse party."
Id. (citing Westfall v. Caterpillar, Inc., 120 Idaho 918,926,821 P.2d 973,981 (1991).

The defendant's request for $120.73 in discretionary costs includes $91.40 for copies and
$29.33 for postage. Based upon a review of the record and the nature of this case the Court does
believe such costs were necessary and reasonably incurred. However, there has been no showing
that these costs are "exceptional" and therefore discretionary costs for defendant are DENIED.

D. Attorney Fees
A court may only award attorney fees to a prevailing party provided that such an award is
permitted by statute or by contract. I.R.C.P. Rule 54(e)(l). In this matter, there is no contract that
expressly authorizes an award of attorney fees. Therefore, any such award must be based on a
statute. In this regard, the defendant relies on Idaho Code §§ 12-117 and 12-121.
The plaintiffs' object to the motions to amend the memorandum of costs to include I.C. §
12-117 as a basis for attorney fees. The objection is based on the contention that the motion was
not filed pursuant to I.R.C.P. 15; that the defendant has not provided a sufficient reason for the
amendment; that the amendment is untimely; that the defendant has not filed a verified amended
memorandum of costs and attorney fees; and to allow the amendment would prejudice the
plaintiffs. The court in Ada County Highway District v. Acarrequi, 105 Idaho 873, 673 P.2d 1067
(1983) recognized that a party may amend its memorandum of costs and attorney fees provided
that the opposing party is not prejudiced. It is ironic that the court allowed the amendment under
the premise that "amendment to pleadings is a matter within the trial court's discretion". Id. 105
Idaho at 874-875, 673 P.2d at 1068-1069. However, the term "pleading" as defined by the rules
of civil procedure does not include a memorandum of costs and attorney fees. I.R.C.P. 7(a)(l )-
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(7). The proposed amendment only seeks to reference LC. § 12-117 which allows for attorney
fees if the court finds that the non-prevailing party "acted without a reasonable basis in fact or
law". The motion to amend does not seek to provide additional facts but merely a legal basis for
an award of attorney fees. While it may be true that plaintiffs have not had the opportunity to
specifically address section 12-117 in its motion to disallow attorney fees, the court must find
that there is no prejudice to the plaintiff because if the action was not pursued "frivolously,
unreasonably or without foundation" then the court would also have to find by necessity that
there was a "reasonable basis in law or fact" for the plaintiffs' action. Since the argument of the
plaintiffs would be the same for the purpose of section 12-121 and 12-117 there is not prejudice.
Therefore, the motion to amend is GRANTED.
Idaho Code § 12-117 provides that, in cases involving a political subdivision and a
person, the court "shall award the prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees .. .if it finds that the
nonprevailing party acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law." I.C. § 12-117. Idaho Code§
12-121 provides that a judge "may award reasonable attorney's fees to the prevailing party or
parties, provided that this section shall not alter, repeal or amend any statute which otherwise
provides for the award of attorney's fees." Of course, Rule 54(e)(2) limits the award of attorney
fees to circumstances where the court finds ''that the case was brought, pursued or defended
frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation ..." I.R.C.P. 54(e)(2). "(A]ttorney fees should be
awarded under I.C. § 12-121 only if the position advocated by the nonprevailing party is plainly
fallacious and, therefore, not fairly debatable." Associates Northwest, Inc. v. Beets, 112 Idaho
603, 605, 733 P .2d 824, 826 (Ct. App. 1987). "If there is a legitimate, triable issue of fact or a
legitimate issue of law, attorney fees may not be awarded under this statute." Kiebert v. Goss,
144 Idaho 225, 228, 159 P.3d 862, 865 (2007) (citing Thomas v. Madsen, 142 Idaho 635, 132
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P.3d 392, 396 (2006)). Further, since the plaintiff asserted three counts of relief, the defendant
would have to establish that the entire action was frivolous, unreasonable or without foundation.
Bremer, LLC v. East Greenacres, 155 Idaho 736, 745, 316 P.3d 652, 661 (2014). The mere fact

that the Court granted the defendant's motion to dismiss does not in and of itself establish a basis
for attorney fees.
The plaintiffs' pursuit of this action demonstrated that there were no genuine issues as to
the delivery of water to their land. This Court dismissed Count I of the complaint on the finding
that it was not ripe for judicial review, because the plaintiffs lacked standing to assert the claim
based on the lack of showing of any injury or deprivation of their right to receive water. The
plaintiffs sought to have the court extend the holding in Bradshaw v. Milner Lower Lift Irr. Dist.,
85 Idaho 528, 381 P.2d 440 (1963), to the facts of their case in part on the theory that the
individual plaintiffs are the appropriators of storage water. While the court found that plaintiffs'
reliance upon Bradshaw was misplaced it cannot say that the issue presented was unreasonable
or frivolous. Count II was dismissed on the basis that the final judgment in Minidoka County
Case No. CV-2014-189 was not subject to collateral attack, so that the plaintiffs' claims were
barred by the doctrine of res judicata. As to this count the plaintiffs relied upon the opinion of
another court that their constitutional claims were not the subject of the confirmation proceeding,
which this court assumes was argued by the defendant in that underlying action. The Court must
find that the plaintiffs made good faith arguments based on relevant authorities. Gibson v. Ada
County, 142 Idaho 746, 133 P.3d 1211 (2006). For this reason this court cannot find that their

decision to pursue such a claim in this action was unreasonable or frivolous.
Therefore, the defendant's request for attorney fees pursuant to I. C. § 12-121 and § 12117 is DENIED.
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IV.
CONCLUSION

Defendant A&B Irrigation District is hereby awarded costs as a matter of right pursuant
to I.R.C.P. (d)(l )(C) in the amount of $136.00.
The Court has determined that the discretionary costs sought by the defendant are not
exceptional and therefore no discretionary costs are awarded.
The Defendant A&B Irrigation District's request for attorney fees pursuant to LC. §§ 12-

117 and 12-121 is DENIED.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATEDthis

JS'

dayof AJ0. v hl2016.
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)
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)
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DISTRICT COURT NO. CV 2016-117

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

I, MICHELLE EMERSON, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Jerome, do hereby certify that the foregoing
CLERK'S RECORD on Appeal in this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a
true, correct and complete Record of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellate Rule 28.
I do further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above-entitled cause,
will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court.

1
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Clerk of the District Court
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1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile:
(208) 523-9518
Email:
rharris@holdenlegal.com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiffs/Appellants,

Case No. CV-2016-0117

PLAINTIFFS/APPELLANTS'
OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD
AND REQUEST FOR CORRECTIONS

v.
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an Idaho
irrigation district,
Defendant/Respondent.
Plaintiffs/Appellants, Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, and Tateoka Brothers, LLC

(collectively "Landowners"), by and through their counsel of record Holden, Kidwell, Hahn &
Crapo, P.L.L.C. and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 29(a), object to the Clerk's Record served

on counsel in this case on November 7, 2016, and request additional documents to be added to.
and erroneously included docwnents be deleted from, the final record on appeal in this case, in
accordance with Landowners' No1ice ofAppeal. filed August 17, 2016. Specifically, Landowners
request the following additions to, and deletions from, the Clerk's Record:
I -
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208-523-9518

11-29-'16 10:49 FROM-
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I. The first page of the Defendants' Notice of Hearing on Defendant's Motton to

Dismiss, dated April l, 2016, should be included immediately before what is
currently page 243;
2. The final (service) page of the Defendant's Response to Motion to Strike/Motion to

Continue, dated May 2, 2016, should be included immediately after what is
currently page 341:

3. Three pages of the Second Affidavit of Dan Temple, dated May 2, 2016, are
erroneously included at pages 342-344 (inclusive) and should be deleted. The
entirety of the Second Affidavit ofDan Temple is already included in the Record at

pages 345-352;
4. Two pages of the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count Ill ofPlaintiffs' A.mended
Complaint PurSMant to LR.C.P. 12(B)(6), dated May 13, 2016, arc erroneously
included at pages 354-355 (inclusive) and should be deleted. The entirety of the

Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count III of Plainrtffs' Amended Complaint
Pursuant to LR. CP. I 2(B)(6) is already included in the Record at pages 369-370;

Dated this

2 -

'z,'{4::

day ofNovember, 2016.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEROME
DANIEL PASLAY, an individual,; GARY
OTTMAN, an individual,; and TATEOKA
BROTHERSt LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company,

Case No. CV-2016-0117

STIPULATION TO CORRECTIONS
TO THE CLERK'S RECORD

Plaintiffs/Appellants,

v.
A&B IRRIGATION· DISTRICT, an Idaho
. irrigation district,

Defendant/Respondent,
Plaintiffs/Appellants, Daniel Paslay, Gary Ottman, and Tateoka Brothers:, LLC
(collectively

"Landowners,'), b:y and through their counsel of record Holden,

Kidwell, Hahn &

Crapo, P.L.L.C. .and Defendant/Respondent, A&B Irrigation District (the '~District"), by and

through their counsel of record Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, pllrsuant to Idaho Appellate Rule
29(a) and based on Plaintiffs/Appellants ' Objection to Clerk's Record and Request for

Corrections, filed contemporaneously herewith, hereby stipulate to the following con-ections to
the Clerk's Record served on counsel in this case on November 7, 2016:
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I. The first page of the Defendants' Nolice of Hearing on Defendant's Motton ro
Dismiss, dated April 1, 2016, should be included immediately before what is
currently page 243;
2, The final (service) page of the Defendant's Response to Morion to Strike/Motion to

Continue, dated May 2, 2016, should be included immediately after what is
currently page 341;
3. Three pages of the Second Ajfldtrvit of Don Temple, dated May 2, 2016, are
erroneously included at pages 342-344 (inclusive) and should be deleted. The
entirety of the Second Affidavit ofDan Temple is alteady included in the Record at
pages 345-352;
4. Two pages of the Defendant's Motton to Dismiss Count III of1'lalntiffs' Amended

Complaint Pursuant to LR.C.P. 12(B)(6), dated May 13, 2016, ere erroneously
in.eluded at pages 354-355 (inclusive) and should be deleted. The entirety of the

Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Count III of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint
Pursuant ro LR.C.P. 12(B)(6) is already included in the Record at pages 369-370;
Dated this

'Z-~~

day of November, 2016.

Travis L. Thompson, Esq.
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
· I hereby certify that I served a copy of the following described pleading or document on
· the ~ttorncys and/or individuals listed below, by the method indicated, a true and correct copy

~,

thereof on this 1,'f - day ofNovember, 2016.

Document Served:

STIPULATION TO CORRECTIONS
TO THE CLERK'S RECORD

Attorneys and/or Individuals Served:

Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington

(~)Mail
( ) Hand Delivery

BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP

( ) Facsimile
( ) Courthouse Box
()l) Email
( ) FedEx

163 Second Ave. West
P.O. Box 63
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0063
Fax: (208) 735~2444
Email: tlt@idahowatcrs.com
pla@idahowaters.com
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